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Objective. This research mainly discusses the influence of prehospital emergency care (PHEC) on the rescue success rate and
complication rate of senile patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI). Methods. We selected 200 senile AMI patients
who visited between January 2019 and January 2021, and retrospectively analyzed their clinical data. According to the
differences in nursing methods, the patients were assigned to control group (n = 90) and observation group (n = 110), which
were treated with routine nursing and PHEC, respectively. Intergroup comparisons were made in terms of rescue success rate,
nursing efficacy, clinical parameters and complication rate. Results. After investigation, the nursing efficacy was higher in the
observation group compared with the control group. Additionally, the observation group was observed with statistically shorter
time to thrombolysis and hospital stay, as well as evidently lower mortality and complication rates. Conclusion. The above
demonstrates that PHEC can effectively improve the rescue success rate and rescue efficacy, and facilitate the recovery of senile
AMI patients, with a low complication rate compared with the routine care, which plays an important role in ensuring
patients’ life safety and is worth popularizing clinically.

1. Introduction

As a serious type of coronary heart disease, acute myocardial
infarction (AMI) is an important cause of cardiovascular
death with an incidence that continued to rise in recent years
[1]. Against the background of accelerated population aging,
AMI in the elderly has become a common multiple disease
in clinical cardiovascular medicine [2]. Characterized by
rapid onset and fast progression, the disease is a serious
threat to senile patients who are accompanied by varying
degrees of decline in physical function [3]. According to
the results of the World Health Organization (WHO) epide-
miological study on senile AMI, the morbidity and mortality
of males in all age groups (except those over 80 years old)
exceeded those of females [4]. The mortality rate of AMI
remains very high, despite the standardization of its diagno-
sis and treatment [5]. Cardiogenic shock (CGS), one of the
complications of AMI, is one of the prime reasons for death

in AMI patients [6]. However, at present, the clinical effect
of AMI complicated with CGS leaves much to be desired,
urgently demanding effective measures that can be taken to
lower the incidence of complications to extend patient sur-
vival [7]. This study aims at finding a more suitable nursing
method for senile AMI patients from the perspective of
nursing care.

In the face of complex and rapidly developing diseases,
delayed and ineffective first aid will often lead to serious
adverse consequences for follow-up treatment [8]. While
prehospital emergency care (PHEC) plays a vital role in pro-
viding timely and effective treatment for such patients [9].
The more accurate the judgment of the patient’s condition
and the faster the care given, the lower the patient’s death
rate between receiving the emergency task and the patient’s
admission [10]. At present, the PHEC model has been
widely used in clinical emergency treatment of diseases such
as acute cerebral infarction and acute craniocerebral trauma
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[11]. The report of Pendyal et al. [12] on AMI nursing pro-
cess in the United States suggested that PHEC was also
applicable to the first aid of AMI. Based on the conclusions
of previous studies and the clinical features of senile AMI,
this study attempted to introduce PHEC into the clinical
treatment of elderly AMI patients.

Although there are currently many related studies on the
application of PHEC in AMI, fewer of them focus on senile
AMI patients. Consequently, this study mainly makes a ret-
rospective analysis of the rescue success rate, nursing effi-
cacy, and complications of PHEC for senile AMI patients,
hoping to provide a new clinical reference for the care of
senile AMI.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Baseline Data. In this study, 200 senile patients with
AMI admitted between January 2019 and January 2021 were
selected and divided into an observation group (n = 110) and
a control group (n = 90) according to different nursing
methods. Patients in the control group received routine
nursing, while those in the observation group received
PHEC intervention. The control group was comprised of
51 males and 39 females who were aged 79:02 ± 10:70 years,
with 26 cases presenting with inferior wall myocardial
infarction, 23 cases with anterior wall myocardial infarction,
20 cases with anteroseptal myocardial infarction, and 21
cases with high lateral wall infarction. In the observation
group, the male to female ratio and age range were 60 : 50
and 79:75 ± 10:11 years old, respectively, with the number
of cases with inferior wall, anterior wall, anteroseptal, and
high lateral wall infarction of 29, 24, 30, and 27, respectively.
The two groups showed clinical comparability with similar
baseline data such as sex, age, and infarction type (P > 0:05
). This study has been approved by the hospital Ethics Com-
mittee, and all subjects and their families were aware of the
study purpose and provided informed consent.

2.2. Eligibility Criteria. The inclusion criteria were as follows:
those with a definite diagnosis of AMI; those whose age con-
formed to the general standard of old age division; those
with no serious organ function injury; those who signed
the informed consent form and actively cooperate with the
treatment, with high compliance.

Patients were excluded if they met any of the following
criteria: vital organ diseases, coagulation disorders, and low
tolerance; severe mental diseases; treatment interruption
due to various reasons; tissue infection, necrosis, etc.;
patients who did not meet the inclusion criteria, were
unwilling to cooperate with the study, or whose incomplete
data affected the research judgment.

2.3. Nursing Measures. Control Group (Routine Nursing
Group). Patients in this group were closely monitored by
medical staff for vital signs. In addition, they were given cor-
responding nursing care based on their actual situation and
needs, as well as medication according to the doctor’s advice

Observation Group (PHEC Group). This group of
patients received PHEC, which was conducted by a tempo-

rary first-aid team composed of experienced medical staff.
After receiving the first-aid task, the first-aid team quickly
understood and made a general assessment of the patient’s
condition. Upon arrival at the scene, the first-aid team
promptly instructed the patient to lie flat to administer oxy-
gen using a mask or nasal catheter. Furthermore, the
patient’s blood pressure, pulse, and other signs were
detected. If the patient was found to be at risk of shock, cor-
responding treatment was carried out in time. On the way to
the hospital, the medical staff contacted the hospital to pre-
pare for the treatment

2.4. Nursing Effect Evaluation. Marked Effectiveness. The
patient’s clinical symptoms and features were significantly
improved or the patient was cured without complications
after nursing

Effectiveness: patients’ clinical symptoms and features
were obviously relieved, and the condition was basically
cured after nursing, with complications in individual
patients

Ineffectiveness. The patient died or the clinical symptoms
and characteristics were not significantly improved or even
worsened with complications after nursing

2.5. Endpoints. Nursing Efficacy. The nursing effect evalua-
tion standard is described as above, and the total effective
rate is the percentage of the number of (marked effectiveness
+ effectiveness) cases in all patients

Rescue Success Rate. The number of deaths and success-
ful rescues in the two groups during care were recorded and
analyzed. The percentage of successful cases in all cases was
the success rate of rescue

Clinical Parameters. The clinical parameters such as the
start time of thrombolysis and hospitalization time were
recorded

Incidence of Complications. Complications, including
arrhythmia, heart failure (HF), and CGS were observed in
both groups during recovery

2.6. Statistical Processing. All the medical records of 200
senile AMI patients were analyzed and visualized by SPSS
21.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and GraphPad Prism 6
(GraphPad Software, San Diego, USA), respectively. The
analysis results with P < 0:05 were considered statistically
significant. Enumeration data (sex, age, etc.) and measure-
ment data (average age, time from onset to rescue, etc.) were
expressed by number of cases/percentage (n/%) and mean
± SEM, respectively. As for their statistical methods, χ2 test
was used for intergroup comparisons of enumeration data,
while independent samples had t test and paired t test for
intergroup and intragroup comparisons of measurement
data, respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Baseline Data of Senile AMI Patients. By analyzing the
baseline data of 200 senile AMI patients, we found no obvi-
ous difference between the control group and the observa-
tion group in terms of sex, age, average age, time from
onset to rescue, infarction type, education level, drinking
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history, overweight, etc., suggesting comparability (P > 0:05
). See Table 1 for details.

3.2. Rescue Success Rate of Senile AMI Patients. The analysis
and intergroup comparison (Table 2) of rescue success and
mortality rates revealed a statistically higher rescue success
rate in the observation group as compared to the control
group (93.64% vs. 84.44%, P < 0:05).

3.3. Clinical Parameters of Senile AMI Patients.We recorded
the time to start thrombolytic therapy and hospitalization
time of the two groups to compare the effects of the two
nursing methods on clinical parameters of senile AMI
patients. The start time of thrombolysis and hospitalization
time were found to be statistically shorter in the observation
group as compared to the control group (P < 0:05). See
Figure 1 for details.

3.4. Nursing Effect of Senile AMI Patients. The impacts of the
two nursing methods on senile AMI patients were assessed
by analyzing the nursing effects. The data identified a higher
total effective rate of nursing in the observation group
(92.73%) compared with the control group (80.00%), with
statistical significance (P < 0:05, Table 3).

3.5. Complication Rate in Senile AMI Patients. We made an
intergroup comparison regarding the incidence of complica-
tions such as arrhythmia, HF, and CGS and found that the
total complication rate was statistically lower in the observa-
tion group compared with the control group (9.09% vs.
25.56%, P < 0:05, Table 4).

4. Discussion

AMI is a life-threatening condition when blood flow to the
heart is suddenly blocked, causing myocardial damage or
death [13]. Even though the treatment of AMI has been
improved, the post-discharge mortality of patients is still
very high. This is particularly true for those with complica-
tions after myocardial infarction, whose follow-up situation
is even more dismal [14]. Gasior et al. [15] reported that
only half of newly diagnosed HF patients managed to sur-
vive for four years, and the situation for senile patients is
even less optimistic. Therefore, this study focuses on senile
AMI patients and mainly analyzes the rescue success rate
and complications, hoping to contribute to improving the
management of senile AMI.

Table 1: Baseline data of senile patients with acute myocardial infarction [n (%), mean ± SEM].

Factor n Control group (n = 90) Observation group (n = 110) χ2/t P

Sex 0.090 0.764

Male 111 51 (56.67) 60 (54.55)

Female 89 39 (43.33) 50 (45.45)

Age (years old) 0.098 0.755

<80 102 47 (52.22) 55 (50.00)

≥80 98 43 (47.78) 55 (50.00)

Average age (years old) 200 79:02 ± 10:70 79:75 ± 10:11 0.495 0.621

Time from onset to rescue (min) 200 20:17 ± 6:62 20:90 ± 7:28 0.735 0.463

Type of infarction 0.944 0.815

Inferior wall 55 26 (28.89) 29 (26.36)

Anterior wall 47 23 (25.56) 24 (21.82)

Anteroseptal wall 50 20 (22.22) 30 (27.27)

High lateral wall 48 21 (23.33) 27 (24.55)

Education level 0.119 0.730

Technical secondary school or above 84 39 (43.33) 45 (40.91)

Technical secondary school below 116 51 (56.67) 65 (59.09)

Drinking history 0.232 0.630

No 77 33 (36.67) 44 (40.00)

Yes 123 57 (63.33) 66 (60.00)

Overweight 0.170 0.680

Yes 101 44 (48.89) 57 (51.82)

No 99 46 (51.11) 53 (48.18)

Table 2: Rescue success rate of senile patients with acute
myocardial infarction [n (%)].

Groups n
Mortality rate

(%)
Rescue success rate

(%)

Control group 90 14 (15.56) 76 (84.44)

Observation
group

110 7 (6.36) 103 (93.64)

χ2 value — — 4.450

P value — — 0.035
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PHEC can provide emergency medical care for endoge-
nous emergencies such as AMI and exogenous emergencies
like burns and poisoning [16]. A previous clinical analysis
shows that quite a number of AMI patients died before they
arrived at the hospital [17]. On the contrary, if patients can
get effective and timely prehospital first aid and are quickly
transported to the hospital, the risk of death and complica-
tions will be greatly reduced [18]. This study included 200
elderly AMI patients who were divided into the control
group receiving routine care and the observation group
receiving PHEC according to the difference in nursing
methods. The number of successfully rescued patients in
the observation group was found to be significantly higher
than that in the control group (93.64% vs. 84.44%), indicat-

ing that receiving PHEC can significantly improve the rescue
success rate of senile AMI patients. Then, we recorded the
clinical parameters of our case series. Through analysis, we
found statistically shorter time to start thrombolysis and
hospitalization time in the observation group compared with
the control group, which suggested that the use of PHEC, an
effective care model that provides timely interventions, has a
positive impact on the rehabilitation process of patients. Our
findings are consistent with the view that appropriate first
aid, as reported by Mai et al. [19], will significantly improve
patient survival chances and later treatment outcomes. In
terms of nursing efficacy, a statistically higher total effective
rate of nursing was determined in the observation group
when compared to the control group (92.73% vs. 80.00%),
demonstrating better nursing efficacy of PHEC that contrib-
utes to better nursing effects in senile AMI patients than
conventional nursing. Wu et al. [20] pointed out in their
report on acute stroke that the PHEC model significantly
outperformed conventional emergency care in terms of
nursing effect and nursing satisfaction, similar to our results.

With regard to complications, arrhythmia, HF, and CGS
are the three common complications of AMI [21]. Volle
et al. [22] indicated in their study that HF bore the main
responsibility for morbidity and mortality in more than
10% of people over 70 years old, in addition to 10% of cases
experiencing CGS immediately after the onset of AMI [23].
In our research, a statistically lower complication rate was
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Figure 1: Clinical parameters of senile patients with acute myocardial infarction. (a) Time to start thrombolysis after nursing in the two
groups. (b) Hospitalization time after nursing in the two groups. Note: ∗∗P < 0:01.

Table 3: Nursing effect of senile patients with acute myocardial infarction [n (%)].

Groups n Marked effectiveness Effectiveness Ineffectiveness Total effective rate (%)

Control group 90 42 (46.67) 30 (33.33) 18 (20.00) 72 (80.00)

Observation group 110 74 (67.27) 28 (25.46) 8 (7.27) 102 (92.73)

χ2 value — — — — 7.089

P value — — — — 0.008

Table 4: Complication rate in senile patients with acute myocardial
infarction [n (%)].

Categories
Control group

(n = 90)
Observation group

(n = 110)
χ2

value
P

value

Arrhythmia 12 (13.33) 5 (4.55) — —

Heart failure 6 (6.67) 3 (2.72) — —

Cardiogenic
shock

5 (5.56) 2 (1.82) — —

Total
incidence

23 (25.56) 10 (9.09) 9.740 0.002
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found in the observation group as compared to the control
group (9.09% vs. 25.56%), suggesting that PHEC for senile
AMI patients is safer than conventional care, which is con-
sistent with the report of Lihui and Qing [24] on the appli-
cation of PHEC.

Although this paper has confirmed the beneficial effects
of PHEC for senile AMI patients in increasing the rescue
success rate, improving clinical indicators and nursing
effects, and reducing the incidence of complications, there
is still room for improvement. First of all, there is no
follow-up in this study, while in fact, AMI patients have a
high recurrence rate after discharge. Hence, increasing the
12-month follow-up after discharge can more intuitively
determine the recovery or recurrence of patients. Second,
this study is a single-center study, which is prone to infor-
mation deviation. We will continue to improve the research
based on the above two points in the future.

5. Conclusion

Collectively, PHEC for senile AMI patients is worthy of clin-
ical promotion as it has a remarkable effect, which can not
only improve the survival rate of patients but also effectively
shorten their rehabilitation process and reduce complica-
tions, providing an effective nursing method for the rehabil-
itation of senile AMI patients.

Data Availability

The labeled dataset used to support the findings of this study
are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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It is of great significance to explore the characteristic factors of postoperative nursing safety events in patients with otolaryngology
surgery and to understand the characteristics of postoperative nursing safety events in otolaryngology surgery patients. This paper
carried out preoperative safety protection for 385 inpatients, and the results showed that there were 52 cases of postoperative
safety nursing events. This experiment found that the coinfected lesions (P = 0:001, HR = 14:283, 95.0% C1: 9.365~21.038), the
treatment period (P = 0:001, HR = 13:716, 95.0% CI: 7.147~20.275), during hospital treatment (P = 0:002, HR = 15:208, 95.0%
CI: 8.918-24.237), antibiotic use (P = 0:001, HR = 14:054, 95.0% CI: 8.163-21.739), and hypertension (P = 0:001, HR = 13:976,
95.0% CI: 7.926-22.385) are the important factors affecting postoperative care; using the association rule method to control and
analyze the main risk factors of postoperative infection and bleeding in ENT patients can significantly improve the prognosis.

1. Introduction

Since the discussion of data mining and knowledge discov-
ery first appeared in the world, the current data mining tech-
nology has been quite perfect [1]. Data analysis technology is
the continuous improvement of data processing and analysis
capabilities, which can quickly discover valuable knowledge.
Data mining technology and software have been widely used
in all walks of life and have produced significant economic
and social benefits in medical and health care. However,
the application in healthcare is still in its initial stage. Com-
pared with other industries, the healthcare industry needs
data mining technology for data processing, and this indus-
try can perform auxiliary examinations, experience summa-
ries and data analysis after using this technology. Therefore,
medical data mining has more practical significance. Devel-
opment prospects [2] in medical research, the extensive
application of data mining technology in medicine will be
recognized by more medical institutions and personnel.
The particularity, timeliness, complexity, instability, and
incompleteness of medical data. At present, the urgent prob-
lem to be solved in the processing of medical data is how to

mine useful information from the data. These research
results can play an important role in the diagnosis and treat-
ment of diseases, the scientific decision-making of medical
and health management departments, the epidemic of dis-
eases, the prevention and treatment of infectious diseases,
and health examinations [3–5]. Through research on the
application of clinical and medical drugs, common clinical
methods can be found to rationally use drugs for clinicians
and reduce the physical and psychological burden of
patients. If the means and means of data processing can be
used to discover hidden, in-depth and diagnostically valu-
able data and rules from the massive data, and transform
these massive data into valuable wisdom, it will greatly
improve the hospital and the ability of medical workers to
diagnose and treat, reduce the rate of misdiagnosis, and
reduce the physical, mental, and financial pressure of
patients. Due to the increasing popularity of computer sci-
ence and technology, the amount of data required by various
disciplines has increased dramatically. Therefore, how to
find useful information from a large amount of data needs
to be analyzed through data mining technology. During
the development of association law, this new method was
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used to conduct in-depth discussions on clinical disease
monitoring, drug treatment effect evaluation, and disease
prevention and treatment.

The safety of nursing is generally the absence of any
mental, structural or functional impairment, handicap,
defect, or lethality throughout the duration of medical care
[6]. The work of nurses is complex, involves a wide range
of areas, and has many reasons for instability, which will
not only have a great negative impact on the quality of
nurses’ work but also have a negative impact on the hospi-
tal’s society and economy. In recent years, nursing workers
have been accumulating and accumulating experience in
their work to improve the level of nursing safety, prevent
the occurrence of medical safety incidents, enable patients
to receive appropriate, timely and safe nursing care, and
maintain and restore the patient’s body.

Otolaryngology is a relatively common disease, and
complications such as infection and massive bleeding often
occur during surgery, which pose a great threat to the sur-
vival of patients [7]. There are several main reasons that
affect the safety of nursing care of surgical patients [8]. This
therapy not only brings more pain to the patient but also
brings greater financial pressure to the patient. Taking
appropriate nursing measures can prevent and reduce post-
operative complications as soon as possible [9].

In this paper, 385 otorhinolaryngology surgical patients
from October 2019 to December 2021 were selected as the
survey subjects, using the deep learning-based medical data
correlation rule method and using the single factor analysis
and logistic variance regression methods to carry out the sta-
tistics of risk factors. The purpose is to provide a certain ref-
erence for the nursing safety of patients undergoing ENT
surgery in clinical practice.

2. Introduction to Related Theories

2.1. Data Mining Based on Deep Learning. Data mining
(DM), also known as KDD, is a new information processing
technology emerging in recent years [10]. DM is to extract
implicit, regular, unknown, but potential and understand-
able information or models from massive data in databases,
data warehouses, or other databases [11]. DM is based on
database technology, which organically integrates artificial
intelligence, parallel computing, statistics, and neural net-
works. Data mining is a process that uses a variety of analyt-
ical methods to discover patterns and connections between
data from a large amount of data, and use this to make pre-
dictions and help decision makers find possible connections
between data and find possible overlooked connections.
Therefore, it has become an effective means to deal with
the current explosion of data and the lack of information.

DM can discover potential, novel, effective, easy-to-
understand, and easy-to-store, and apply knowledge tech-
niques and approaches from massive data [12]. DM does
not need to establish accurate retrieval requirements when
dealing with massive data and converts massive data into
meaningful information to describe the trend of historical
development, respond to future development directions,
obtain effective query performance, and provide support

for decision-making news. Data mining is to unearth some
hidden, unknown in advance but potential, and unearthed
into rules, patterns, and other forms from the data
warehouse.

The modes of data collection are as follows: classification
model, regression model, and time series model are all
model-based. The model consists of clustering model, asso-
ciation model, and sequential model.

The method first describes a predetermined set of data or
concepts, and then models the database unit, assuming that
the unit is a predetermined category, the unit is called a
“class”; the units are called “class sets” and are “sampled”
for said “training” selection;

The continuity of the regression model was simulated
using multiple regression statistics. Many problems can be
solved by linear regression, and nonlinear problems can be
transformed into linearization to solve.

The time series model is to use the time series trend of
the existing data to predict it. This is very similar to the lin-
ear regression model. However, timing analysis must take
into account the time domain characteristics, especially the
impact on the time domain. On this basis, in order to accu-
rately predict the future values, the influence of time must be
fully considered, and a dynamic analysis of a set of values
must be carried out according to the existing data.

The cluster mode is to divide a population into several
categories, so that the populations of the same population
are as close as possible, while the number of populations
between various groups is minimized. Combining a group
of entities or a group of abstract objects into multiple catego-
ries of similar objects is called cluster mode, which is decom-
posed and merged according to specific cluster parameters.
Once the purpose is achieved, the category parameters can
be obtained by this method.

2.2. Association Rules. The data mining method of associa-
tion law is divided into two stages: looking for the shortest
number of occurrences (testing of the degree of support);
based on the strong correlation criterion (CI) generated by
the collection of current items, it needs to meet the least
degree of support and the least credibility.

The first step is the most important, and its effectiveness
is directly related to the overall effect of data mining. For
better understanding, the algorithm for data collection
should be as simple as possible. In order to test the correct-
ness of the relevant criteria, this paper uses the support
degree and credibility of the association criterion to measure
its weight, and its promotion degree to measure its impor-
tance. Indicators such as support, confidence, and improve-
ment of association criteria cannot only measure the quality
of relevant criteria but also a key factor to measure the for-
mulation of association criteria.

2.3. Association Rules Apriori Mining Algorithm. On this
basis, Hongli et al. implemented a new data mining method
using the Apriori algorithm [13]. The method can reduce the
storage capacity of the database, increase the utilization rate
of the system, and can find frequent items and discover the
deeper rules.
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If the item set l is a regular item set, then all its nonempty
item sets must also be a regular item set. If a (k + 1)-item set
is a frequent item set, then all its k-item sets must also be a
frequent item set. On the contrary, if the k-item set is not
a frequent item set, then all the k-item sets in the item set
must be frequent itemsets. The (k + 1)-item set is not a fre-
quent itemset, so during the step-by-step retrieval, the gen-
eration of the frequency (k + 1)-item can be realized by
methods such as connection, pruning, and auxiliary
statistics.

3. Application Method Design

3.1. Research Objects. From October 2019 to December 2021,
a total of 385 otolaryngology patients aged 17-73 in a hospi-
tal were selected, with an average of (47:8 + 13:2). Of these
patients, 190 were men, and 195 were women. All patients
underwent ENT surgery and were excluded. 264 patients
also had hypertension. Postoperative care was given to 52
patients who had undergone otolaryngology surgery.

3.2. Methods. Risk factors such as gender, age, infection site,
pathogen type, operation time, hospital stay, antibiotic use,
and hypertension were collected in this experiment. All cases
were followed for one year to determine the presence of
comorbidities and recurrence.

3.3. Association Rules Method. Weka mining software was
selected for this study. Weka, fully named Waikato Intelli-
gent Analysis Environment, is a java-based open-source
product for data mining and knowledge discovery.

Weka is one of the most complete data mining tools
available today and is recognized as the most famous open
source product for data mining. It provides a unified user
interface and integrates a large number of machine learning
algorithms that can undertake data mining tasks, including
preprocessing of data, association rule mining, classification,
clustering, etc., and provides rich visualization capabilities.
At the same time, due to the openness of its source code,

Weka cannot only be used to complete the regular data min-
ing tasks but also can be used for secondary development of
data mining. As shown in Figure 1.

Data processing and transformation: web mining data
comes in the form of arff files. First, save the marriage
inspection data in the form of an Excel file, save the work-
sheet into a.csv file, then go to the Weka exploration pro-
gram Explore, open the csv file, and then save it as an arff
file, as shown in Figure 1 for the transformation of the file.
Input the data into the data mining software Weka, convert
it into the Associate label, click the “Choose” button, select
Apriori, set minsupport = 30%, minconfidence = 80%, estab-
lish the relevant relationship, and click the “Start” button to
start mining.

3.4. Statistical Processing. Used to conduct statistics on all
data, and the measured values were expressed as (&- + s).
The count data were tested by using t-test for comparison,
and multifactor logistic regression was carried out for the
variables with important influence, P < 0:05 shows a signifi-
cant difference.

4. Analysis of Applied Practice Experiments

4.1. Univariate Regression Analysis. Statistics show that
operative time, intraoperative bleeding and length of hospi-
tal stay are the main factors affecting postoperative compli-
cations. In the statistical data, the use of antibiotics, the
combination of hypertension, the site of infection, and
whether there is blood transfusion during the operation are
the main reasons that affect the complications of surgery.
The above risk factors were significantly different among
the risk factors in ear, nose, and throat surgery (P < 0:05
).(see Tables 1 and 2).

4.2. Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis of Risk Factors.
Risk factors for each factor were analyzed, and it was found
that the intraoperative OR was 2.537, P = 0:023; the hospi-
talization time was 5.208, P = 0:003; the antibiotic use OR

Figure 1: Weka software interface.
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was 2.234, P = 0:028, and the intraoperative bleeding OR =
1:005, P = 0:001. Complicated with hypertension
(OR = 2:013, P = 0:015), infection at the combined place
(OR = 2:711, P = 0:013). See Table 3.

5. Conclusion

The three major types of ENT diseases include chronic otitis
media, chronic tonsillitis, chronic sinusitis, nasal polyps, devi-
ated nasal septum, acute and chronic laryngeal obstruction,
ear, nasal cavity, sinus, and throat and neck tumors. Some
ENT diseases require surgery, and nursing safety issues such
as bleeding, infection, etc. are very common and can have a
great negative impact on patient survival and survival. Lihua
et al. [14] conducted a survey on 164 patients who had received
ENT surgery, and the results showed that, on this basis, 14.02%

of the patients had nursing safety problems. A total of 59 of 385
patients in this paper, of which 59 patients had nursing safety
accidents after surgery, the incidence rate was 15.3%, which
was in line with the above reported situation.

Nursing safety accidents that occurred after surgery not
only aggravated the patient’s condition but also caused the
patient and their families to bear unnecessary economic
pressure. Therefore, the analysis of the safety risk of postop-
erative nursing of stroke patients has an important guiding
role in the treatment and prognosis of the disease. Multivar-
iate logistic regression was used to analyze the effect of nurs-
ing safety after otolaryngology surgery, and the public
analysis of 5 j was preliminarily discussed.

5.1. Operation Time. The duration of the operation is one of
the main causes of postoperative infection, and as the

Table 1: Statistical t-test analysis of postoperative safety nursing factors for ENT patients.

Risk factors (Age) Operation time (time) Length of hospital stay (d) Intraoperative blood loss (mL)

Uncomplicated group (n = 326) 57:36 ± 5:67 28:73 ± 2:25 4:67 ± 0:56 46:52 ± 13:17
Complication group (n = 59) 58:77 ± 5:61 35:46 ± 2:31 5:69 ± 0:61 756:23 ± 20:65
t value 1.7605 21.0556 12.6960 53.4361

P value 0.0791 0.001 0.001 0.001

Table 2: Test and analysis of count data of nursing safety factors after ENT surgery x2.

Risk factors Number of cases Complications (cases) x2 value P value

Infection concurrent site

Respiratory tract 179 43

18.184 0.001
Urinary system 69 5

Digestive tract 83 6

Other 51 6

Gender
Male 191 29

0.004 0.948
Female 194 30

Types of germs
Gram positive 203 31

0.012 0.912
Gram negative 182 28

Intraoperative blood transfusion
Have 73 48

171.775 0.001
None 312 11

Antibiotic use
Have 337 56

4.067 0.044
None 52 3

Hypertension
Have 271 53

11.557 0.001
None 114 6

Table 3: Multivariate logistic regression analysis of nursing safety factors after ENT surgery.

Risk factors Partial regression coefficient Standard deviation OR P value Wald 95% confidence interval

Infection concurrent site 0.995 0.402 2.711 0.013 6.1174 1.229~5.867
Operation time 0.936 0.425 2.537 0.023 .736 1.103~5.931
Hospital stay 0.985 0.763 5.208 0.003 5.208 1.172~3.830
Intraoperative blood loss 0.004 0.001 1.005 0.001 16.608 1.002~1.006
Antibiotic use 0.833 0.372 2.234 0.028 4.271 1.079~3.267
Hypertension 0.702 0.284 2.013 0.015 6.017 1.149~3.521
Constant 0.506 1.136 1.662 0.661 0.192
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operation progresses, the exposure time of the wound
increases as the operation time goes on, and at the same
time, as the operation continues, the postoperative bleeds.
The amount and duration of anesthesia will also be greatly
reduced, resulting in reduced patient tolerance, thereby
increasing the infection rate of the wound surface, thereby
greatly improving the safety of nurses. The survey results
of Aghamohammadi et al. [15] showed that in ENT surgery,
the incidence of nurse safety accidents within 30 minutes
before the operation was 6%, and among patients with more
than 30 minutes, 17.1% of the patients appeared nursing. On
this basis, the postoperative treatment period (35:46 + 2:31)
minutes of postoperative combined and noncombined
patients had a significant effect on the treatment effect of
28:73 + 2:25 minutes (P < 0:05); the multiple linear regres-
sion results showed that the OR was 2.537, P = 0:023. There-
fore, in ear, nose, and throat surgery patients, the duration of
surgery is an important reason for the safety of nurses.

5.2. Length of Hospital Stay. With the development of hospi-
tals, patients have more and more contact with hospital
patients, more and more pathogenic bacteria on their bodies,
and more and more close contact with patients and medical
staff, making them more susceptible to pathogens, and these
viruses are emitted from the air [16] . In this test, the days of
admission for the combined and noncombined (5:69 + 0:61)
were significantly compared with 4:67 + 0:56 d (P < 0:05);
the multiple linear regression results showed that the differ-
ence between the two was significant OR was 5.208, P =
0:003. In conclusion, the length of hospital stay has a certain
influence on the safety of nurses after surgery. However, if
early intervention can reduce the recurrence after surgery,
it remains to be further explored, and this trial is a single-
point trial, involving a small number of patients, and has
some limitations.

5.3. Intraoperative Blood Loss. Massive bleeding during sur-
gery is unavoidable, but because blood will inhibit the body’s
immune system to a certain extent, this effect will cause
strong resistance to cytokines, significantly increase the
number and function of T lymphocytes, and also the
response and response of lymphocytes to soluble antigens
and mitogens, thereby inhibiting the normal killing of cells
and increasing the safety of postoperative care. The results
of multivariate regression showed that intraoperative blood
loss was significantly associated with postoperative compli-
cations (OR = 1:005, P = 0:001). However, if you pay atten-
tion to enhancing the patient’s immunity during blood
transfusion, because intraoperative bleeding cannot be an
important reason for affecting the safety of postoperative
care in otolaryngology surgery, it is necessary to strengthen
immunity during otolaryngology surgery to achieve purpose
of prevention. At the same time, it is necessary to strengthen
the technique of the surgeon, shorten the operation process
as much as possible, reduce the postoperative blood loss rate,
and ensure the standardization of the operation [17].

5.4. Antibiotic Use and Comorbid Hypertension. The applica-
tion of various antibiotics will cause damage to the patient’s

body, which means that the living environment of microor-
ganisms has been greatly affected, and at the same time, the
bacteria will develop resistance, thus greatly increasing the
infection rate of bacteria [17] . Hypertension is a relatively
common complication in chronic rhinitis patients, especially
in the elderly, and with age, the patient’s physical functions
are also affected. After logistic regression analysis, it was
found that the OR of antibiotics was 2.234, P = 0:028, and
the combined hypertension OR was 2.013, P = 0:015; the dif-
ference between the two was significant, suggesting that the
use of antibiotics and hypertension during surgery is the
main cause of nurses’ safety incidents.

5.5. Infection Complicated Site. Patients in ear, nose, and
throat surgery are mainly due to respiratory infections.
These bacteria will invade the human body from the mouth
and nasal passages. When the human body is weak, it is easy
to cause some respiratory system problems, and some
viruses will suddenly enter the digestive tract. Therefore, in
this trial, the probability of safety events in patients with
postoperative respiratory care was 24%, which was signifi-
cantly different from other wards.

The independent risk factors of postoperative nursing
safety of ENT patients can guide doctors to control the risk
factors of various nursing safety events during surgery. Clin-
ical data of patients in the department of ENT, using deep
learning-based medical data association rules method, uni-
variate analysis and logistic regression to analyze the risk
factors of postoperative nursing safety events in patients
with ENT surgery, and the research results on postoperative
infection and bleeding in ENT patients. The main risk fac-
tors can significantly improve the prognosis. Effectively
reduce the occurrence of nursing safety incidents and
improve patient prognosis. Of course, there are some prob-
lems in the research process. The sample size of this study
is still small, and the collection and comparison of clinical
data is not comprehensive.
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The dataset used in this paper are available from the corre-
sponding author upon request.
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) can effectively predict by 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (18F-FDG PET) of the
brain, but current PET images still suffer from indistinct lesion features, low signal-to-noise ratios, and severe artefacts, resulting
in poor prediction accuracy for patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and unclear lesion features. In this paper, an AD
prediction algorithm based on group convolution and a joint loss function is proposed. First, a group convolutional backbone
network based on ResNet18 is designed to extract lesion features from multiple channels, which makes the expression ability of
the network improved to a great extent. Then, a hybrid attention mechanism is presented, which enables the network to focus
on target regions and learn feature weights, so as to enhance the network’s learning ability of the lesion regions that are
relevant to disease diagnosis. Finally, a joint loss function, that avoids the overfitting phenomenon, increases the generalization
of the model, and improves prediction accuracy by adding a regularization loss function to the conventional cross-entropy
function, is proposed. Experiments conducted on the public Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) dataset show
that the algorithm we proposed gives a prediction accuracy improvement of 2.4% over that of the current AD prediction
algorithm, thus proving the effectiveness and availability of the new algorithm.

1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a kind of clinical neurodegener-
ative disease. Short-term memory loss is an early symptom
of the condition, as the disease progresses, patients may
develop language impairment, disorientation, and many
behavioural problems. Eventually, the patient loses physical
function, which leads to death. There is still no effective
treatment to stop or reverse the progression of the dis-
ease [1].

To assist in the diagnosis of AD, clinicians utilize posi-
tron emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), medical imaging techniques such as computed
tomography (CT), and other techniques. Among them,
PET can image the metabolic and functional statuses of
brain lesion regions. Due to this property, PET-based neuro-
imaging diagnosis is an important method for the diagnosis
of AD in the early stage. If patients with mild cognitive

impairment (MCI), a state between AD and normal control
(NC), can be screened early and treated, further deteriora-
tion of the disease can be delayed.

Recently, the achievements of Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) in the diagnosis of brain diseases are
increasingly recognized [2]. Syaifullah et al. [3] combined a
voxel-based morphometry (VBM) with support vector
machine (SVM) to construct a classification algorithm for
differentiating patients with MCI from AD patients. The
algorithm first uses VBM to normalize the input brain image
data and then uses the SVM for the classification process,
which tends to ignore potential lesion features due to its
overreliance on image preprocessing. Pan et al. [4] designed
a multiview and a separable pyramid network, based on deep
learning. The network uses depthwise-separable convolu-
tion, in order to extract corresponding features from various
PET images’ slices, thereby preserves as much spatial infor-
mation as possible and reducing the number of required
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parameters. This network achieved 83.05% classification
accuracy when used to predict patients with MCI. Yee
et al. [5] proposed a three dimensional CNN with a residual
structure for the AD prediction from 3D PET images; this
approach uses batch normalization to normalize the features
of each channel and adds instance normalization with a
leaky rectified linear unit (ReLU) before each convolutional
layer to enhance the generalization and robustness of this
model. The AD classification accuracy of the model reaches
81.1%.

The classification accuracy of most AD classification net-
works is improved by simply adding the layers in the neural
network. This practice tends to lose global image informa-
tion, resulting in poor MCI classification accuracy. At the
same time, due to the redundant information, high noise,
and severe artefacts in PET images, the lesion features of
MCI images cannot be accurately extracted, which further
increases the difficulty of accurately distinguishing patients
with MCI.

Aiming at the above problems, an AD prediction algo-
rithm based on group convolution and a joint loss function
is proposed. The algorithm uses a residual group convolu-
tion network as the backbone network, incorporates a
hybrid attention mechanism into the backbone network to
improve the learning of informative features, and then adds
a joint loss function to increase the generalization of this
model. We summarize below the new contributions of the
paper.

(1) ResNet18, based on the group convolutional net-
work, is used as a basic network to complete the
action of feature extraction; it uses the same topology
to extract lesion features from multiple channels, in
order to have an improvement of the network’s
expression ability

(2) A hybrid attention mechanism is introduced after
the network’s convolutional layer to fully extract
the features of the lesion region that makes the net-
work have the function of adaptively learning the
feature weights of lesion regions and thus, identify
focal regions that are related to disease diagnosis

(3) A joint loss function is designed to add a regulariza-
tion loss function to the traditional cross-entropy
loss function to present overfitting and increase the
generalization of the model

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the
related work section, the development achievements and
some existing problems in the field of Alzheimer’s disease
prediction in recent years are introduced, and the innovation
points of this paper are demonstrated according to these
problems. In the material part, the source of the data set
used in this paper and the specific method of preprocessing
are introduced. In the method section, we introduce the
group convolution, hybrid attention mechanism, and joint
loss function in turn in detail. In section “experimental
results and analysis”, the experimental settings, evaluation
criteria, model visualization, parameter experiment, ablation

experiment, and comparison experiment in this paper are
elaborated in detail, and the experimental results are ana-
lyzed. In the conclusion section, the content of this paper
is summarized.

2. Related Work

Recently, the great success of CNNs’ application in medical
image classification has been closely related to the high-
speed progress of neural network models. Yang and Liu [6]
used AlexNet-5 based on the convolution capable of fast fea-
ture embedding for the prediction of the risk of AD preva-
lence. Jo et al. [7] combined the multilayer basic neural
networks with CNNs to extract features from the neuroim-
aging data. Ding et al. [8] used the neural network based
on Inception v3 structure for AD prediction from PET
images; this approach uses 11 Inception modules, each con-
sisting of convolutional and pooling layers. However, the
practice of simply adding the number of layers can result
in the loss of lesion features during convolution, which pre-
vents the accurate identification of patients with MCI. We
conceive a neural network structure that can effectively solve
this problem, using the same topology for group
convolution.

It is generally believed that the study of human vision is
the origin of attention mechanism. The brain’s information
processing capacity is limited, so when facing too much
information, humans will selectively give attention to some
of it. The rest of the information is ignored. Woo et al. [9]
conceived the convolutional block attention module for gen-
erating channel and spatial attention feature maps to
increase the expressiveness of CNNs. Han et al.’s [10] atten-
tion model can extract the features of different regions
according to the attributes, so the model is capable to effec-
tively discriminate the content in images, which is consid-
ered as an attribute-aware model. Suk and Shen [11] used
a variety of SVM to complete the classification. Based on
these complex SVM, they built a network prediction model
with an automatic encoder to predict advertisements. The
attention mechanism has a perfect result in medical image
analysis, so we propose adding a hybrid attention model to
our neural network to achieve the prediction network focus
on more image areas, reduce the attention paid by the net-
work to image redundant information, and enhance network
capabilities of learning informative features.

Mikolov et al. [12] proposed the softmax function. For a
multiclassification problem, assuming the category label y
∈ f1, 2,⋯, Cg and given a sample x, the softmax function
returns the conditional probability that x is belonging to cat-
egory c. The softmax function, which uses the cross-entropy
loss function to learn the optimal parameter matrix, which
may result in overfitting in cases with small samples. There-
fore, a regularization operation is required to constrain its
parameters to prevent overfitting. Robert [13] and Krogh
and Hertz [14] stated L1 and L2 regularization, respectively,
to limit the growth of weights, reduce the complexity of net-
works, and thus effectively alleviate the overfitting problem
through the L1 and L2 paradigms. The dropout operation
trains different networks by randomly dropping connections
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between neurons in each training epoch, eventually fusing
all models to predict the output. However, the current main-
stream regularization operations constrain the weights of
neural networks and do not regularize the output distribu-
tion. For PET image classification, the interclass distances
between NC patients, patients with MCI, and AD patients
are small, and the intraclass distances are not large. The
use of mainstream regularization operations has limited
the achievable in classification accuracy improvement. We
conceive that a joint loss function is added to a regulariza-
tion loss function to the traditional cross-entropy function,
in order to prevent overfitting phenomenon, increase the
generalization of the model, and have an improvement on
its prediction accuracy.

3. Material

3.1. Dataset. Data used in preparation of this paper were
obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initia-
tive (ADNI) database (http://adni.loni.usc.edu). The ADNI
was launched in 2003 as a public-private partnership, led
by the Principal Investigator, Michael W. Weiner, M.D..
The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission
tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical
and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to
measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD). As such, the
investigators within the ADNI contributed to the design
and implementation of ADNI but did not participate in
analysis or writing of this paper.

ADNI-1 and ADNI-2 are two different research phases
in the ADNI database. We use 190 AD cases, 350 MCI cases,
and 200 NC cases among PET images as the training data
from ADNI-1. Four hundred PET images are selected as
the test data from ADNI-2. The detailed distributions of
the dataset samples are displayed in Table 1.

3.2. Data Preprocessing. The PET image data downloaded
from the ADNI database are in 3D format. Although the
current 3D neural networks have achieved good results in
terms of extracting neural image features [15], far more
parameters are needed to build a 3D neural network than a
2D network, so more data are required for training to pre-
vent accuracy degradation caused by overfitting. Unlike
when addressing natural image datasets, it is still a challenge
to collect sufficient medical neuroimaging data, and shape
and size differences are present among the different individ-
uals in PET images, so it is difficult to build a high-precision
3D prediction network.

To reduce the data volume of PET images and save com-
puting costs, this paper decomposes the 3D brain PET
images into 2D slices for model training. This operation
requires a series of preprocessing steps to be conducted on
the PET images. The specific process is as follows. First,
the 3D PET image data are normalized to an International
Brain Mapping Consortium template by the SPM tool [16].
Then, we performed special processing on the images,
including averaging, alignment, and interpolation to achieve

standard voxels, and their intensities are normalized; the
other parameters are set to their default values to obtain
images of size 79 × 95 × 79. Finally, each 3D PET image is
sliced and tiled into a 2D image sequence using the Python
image data preprocessing library. The final image size is 95
× 79. To filter out regions that are not related to classifica-
tion, such as skulls, the first 10 and last 10 slices images
are discarded, and the remaining images slices are used as
the dataset in this paper.

4. Methods

This chapter elaborates the structures of the network model
we conceived and its advantages, including the group convo-
lution module, hybrid attention mechanism, and joint loss
function. Figure 1 presents the AD prediction network struc-
ture used in the paper. This network is an improved version
of ResNet18. First, the single branch convolution is adjusted
to a group convolution of 32 branches, and each convolution
branch performs three convolutions. There are two convolu-
tion kernels of 1 × 1 size and one convolution kernel of 3 × 3
size. Group convolution increases the width of the network
and improves the expressiveness of the model. Then, the fea-
ture maps obtained by group convolution are summed up
and sequentially went through the channel attention module
and spatial attention module, so that the network adaptively
learns the importance levels of different features, achieves an
enhanced ability to learn informative features from PET
images, and suppresses the redundant features. Finally,
when all the convolution operations are completed, the
obtained feature maps are input in the global average pool-
ing layer, in order to enhance the relationships between fea-
tures and categories. While preventing model overfitting, it
can also improve the robustness and generalization perfor-
mance of the model because no parameters are required in
this layer.

4.1. Group Convolution. The current mainstream view is
that, adding the depth and width of the network can effec-
tively help us getting a good performance of a CNN. As a
classic network, the Visual Geometry Group (VGG) network
utilizes stacking blocks to add the depth of the network
model, and the deep CNN models proposed afterwards use
this strategy as well [17]. However, as the network size
increases, the parameters of the network also increase dra-
matically, which inevitably leads to overfitting when the

Table 1: Detailed distributions of samples.

Datasets Label Case (n, M/F) Age (year, mean ± SD)

Train

AD 100/90 75:3 ± 7:5

MCI 150/100 74:9 ± 7:6

NC 100/100 75:8 ± 5:0

Test

AD 70/54 74:2 ± 8:0

MCI 100/92 71:7 ± 7:6

NC 50/34 74:8 ± 6:8
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training data are insufficient, and the large number of
parameters leads to a reduced training speed. Therefore, it
is difficult to apply the above method to practical engineer-
ing problems. Szegedy et al. [18] designed the Inception
structure, which extracts features simultaneously and
decomposes the sparse matrices into dense matrices, in
using various convolution kernels with unequal sizes. Richer
features lead to higher accuracy in the final classification
results, and areas with more 0 values can no longer be com-
puted, thus greatly reducing the number of required calcula-
tions and speeding up the convergence process. Figure 2
shows a simple split-transform-merge structure. Given D-
dimensional input data x = ½x1, x2,⋯, xd� with input weights
w = ½w1,w2,⋯,wd�, a linear activation neuron with no bias
is ∑D

i=1w1x1.
However, the different topologies of different branches

in the Inception structure require a large number of hyper-
parameters to be adjusted during the training process and
the computational cost will increase significantly [19]. In this
research, we conceive an improved Inception structure,
group convolution, using the same topology in different
branches, as shown in Figure 3. The given PET image is
input into a group convolution with 32 branches, and each
convolution branch performs three convolutions with one
3 × 3 convolution kernel and two 1 × 1 convolution kernel.

Then, the obtained feature maps are additively fused. The
use of the same topology increases the network width,
enhances the model’s generalization, and makes the features
learned by the model more diverse.

We combine the group convolution utilizing the same
topology with the ResNet18 network to propose the G_
ResNet18 network. For PET images, the features in lesion
regions are often lost during the convolutional process of a
deep convolutional network because of its large amount of
redundant information, which makes discriminative lesion
features’ extraction more difficult. The G_ResNet18 network
can extract lesion features from multiple channels to avoid
the loss of image features during convolution and improve
the accuracy of classification.

4.2. Hybrid Attention Mechanism. Taking Conv 1 as a sam-
ple, in Figure 4 the feature map X ∈ R112×112×64 obtained by
group convolution is used as input. First, both global max
pooling (GMP) and global average pooling (GAP) are per-
formed on the input by channel, and the two generated
one-dimensional vectors are input in the fully connected
layer operation to generate a one-dimensional channel
attention MC ∈ R112×1×1. Then, multiply the feature map X
with the channel attention to obtain the channel attention

feature map X ′. Next, GMP and GAP are performed

So
ftm

ax

NC

MCI

AD

3 × 3 Conv Conv 1 Conv 2 Conv 3 Conv 4 Global
average
pooling

6464 128128 256 256 512512

(a)

3 × 3 Conv

1 × 1 Conv 1 × 1 Conv

Channel attention

Spatial attention

(b)

Figure 1: (a) is the AD prediction network structure used in this paper; and (b) is the detailed structure of Conv 1.
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according to the space, and the two two-dimensional vectors
generated after pooling are subjected to convolution to
obtain a two-dimensional spatial attention MS ∈ R1×112×64.
Finally, the spatial attention multiplied X ′, and we can get
the attention feature map.

The channel attention mechanism adds attention mod-
ules in different channels of the convolutional network.
Through self-learning, two fully connected layers are used
to acquire the loss of every channel in the feature map. Sub-
sequently, the feature map weights that favour the decreas-
ing loss function according to this loss are made larger.
Finally, the feature map is weighted and fused with the orig-
inal one, in order that the neural network can give more
attention on the important feature channels [20]. Figure 5
presents the channel attention module. Firstly, for the fea-
ture maps X ∈ R112×112×64, we separately perform a GMP
and a GAP on them to acquire two 1 × 1 × 64 feature maps.
Then, the obtained feature maps are input into a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) consisting of two fully connected layers.
After that, the feature maps obtained in the MLP are
summed and went through the sigmoid function, so as to
obtain weight coefficients between 0 and 1. Finally, the
weight coefficients are multiplied by the feature map X,
and we can acquire the channel attention feature map. The
formula for the channel attention mechanism is shown
below:

Mc Xð Þ = δ MLP AvgPool Xð Þð Þ +MLP MaxPool Xð Þð Þð Þ
= δ ω1 ω0 Xavg

� �� �
+ ω1 ω0 Xmaxð Þð Þ� �

,
ð1Þ

where MLP is a multilayer perceptron, AvgPool denotes
GAP, MaxPool represents the GMP, X is the feature map,
and δ is the sigmoid function.

Spatial attention mechanism adds attention modules in
the spatial domain of the convolutional network, assigns
corresponding importance levels to different positions of
the feature map, enhances important regions, and sup-
presses unimportant regions [21]. Figure 6 reveals the spatial
attention module. First, each feature map in X ∈ R112×112×64

is subjected to GMP and also GAP, and then the multichan-
nel features are compressed into a single channel through a
7 × 7 convolution kernel to eliminate the influence of the
information distribution between channels. After that, the
spatial weight is normalized through a sigmoid function.

Finally, the feature map X multiply with the weights, so that
we can acquire the spatial attention feature map. The for-
mula for the spatial attention mechanism is shown below:

Ms Xð Þ = δ f 7×7 AvgPool Xð Þ ; MaxPool Xð Þ½ �� �
, ð2Þ

where AvgPool is the GAP and MLP is the multilayer per-
ceptron, MaxPool is the GMP, X is the feature map, and δ
is the sigmoid function.

In clinical practice, different individuals have different
absorption capacities with respect to the imaging agents,
which makes their PET images have certain differences. At
the same time, the features of PET images are not obvious,
which makes it difficult for a general convolutional network
to extract valid features. Therefore, many researchers have
chosen to embed modules that have fewer parameters and
focus on disease lesion regions into their algorithms when
performing disease prediction tasks. To enhance the valid
features of PET images and suppress redundant and invalid
information, we use a hybrid attention mechanism. The fea-
tures of the lesion region of PET images are fully extracted
using two different attention modules, which strengthen
the deep semantic nature of the features, enable the network
to adaptively reduce the attention paid to redundant infor-
mation, and further improve the network’s learning ability
of informative features.

4.3. Joint Loss Function. Cross-entropy loss function is con-
sidered to be the most common loss function in the task of
image classification, which utilizes the softmax function to
obtain the confidence of each category, and then calculates
the cross-entropy loss. We defined here the cross-entropy
loss function as following:

Lcross−entropy = −
1
N
〠
N

i=1
〠
3

j=1
yi ln pi,k
� �

, ð3Þ

where N is the samples’ total number; yi denotes the labels,
which correspond to AD patients, patients with MCI, and
NC patients in this paper; and pi,k is the softmax function’s
output, which indicates the probability that the i th sample
is one of the k th category.

X

+

… …X1 X2

W1 WD
W2 W3

X3 XD

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the split-transform-merge
structure.

Input

1 × 1 Conv

+

+

1 × 1 Conv 1 × 1 Conv

3 × 3 Conv 3 × 3 Conv 3 × 3 Conv

1 × 1 Conv 1 × 1 Conv 1 × 1 Conv

Figure 3: Group convolution with the same topology.
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We defined the regularization loss function as following:

Lreg =
1
2
〠
N

i=1
f i − Cyi

���
���

2
, ð4Þ

where f i is the ith sample’s feature vector. The center of the
feature class of yi is Cyi

, which is updated during each epoch
by Equation (5), where α is the learning rate and φ is the
delta function.

Cj = Cj − αΔCj = Cj − α
∂Lreg
∂Cj

= Cj − α
∑N

i=1φ yi == jð Þ Cj − f i
� �

1 +∑N
i=1φ yi == jð Þ

:

ð5Þ

Thus, the joint loss function L proposed in this paper is
defined as

L = Lcross−entropy + βLreg, ð6Þ

where β is a hyperparameter that regulates the balance
between the interclass and intraclass losses. When β = 0, it
is said that the joint loss function degenerates into the
cross-entropy loss function. In this paper, β is set to 0.01,

and the argumentation process is described in Section 5.4
(Parameter Experiments).

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1. Experimental Setup. In this paper, experiments are per-
formed in Windows 10, and the algorithm is implemented
based on the Python 3.9 and the PyTorch-GPU. The main
hardware configurations are introduced in Table 2, and all
experimental parameters involved are shown in the next
table (Table 3).

5.2. Evaluation Indicators. Sensitivity (SEN) is considered to
be the probability of correctly diagnosing patients with AD
or MCI, and specificity (SPE) refers to the probability of
NC patients being correctly diagnosed. We use the following
equations to compute the accuracy, sensitivity, and speci-
ficity:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, ð7Þ

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
, ð8Þ

64
112

112

Channel attention
Spatial attention

112
64

112
× ×

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the hybrid attention mechanism.

64
112

112

Global max pooling Global max pooling

1 × 1 × 64 1 × 1 × 64

1 × 1 × 64 1 × 1 × 64

Global avg pooling Global avg pooling

MLP

X
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the channel attention mechanism.
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the spatial attention mechanism.
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Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
, ð9Þ

where TP means the true positives’ number, indicating AD
and MCI samples’ number that are predicted correctly; FN
represents false negatives, which means AD and MCI sam-
ples’ number are incorrectly predicted as NC; FP signs
false positives, indicating the NC samples’ number that
are wrongly predicted as AD or MCI samples; and TN
refers to true negatives, indicating the NC samples’ num-
ber that are classified correctly.

In practice, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve are often used to compare the predictive performance
of various models. The false-positive rate (FPR) is placed on
the horizontal coordinate, and the true-positive rates (TPRs)
are placed on the vertical coordinates. The formulas of the
FPR and TPR are presented as following:

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
, ð10Þ

FPR =
FP

TN + FP
: ð11Þ

One of the better performances of model B than model A
is that the ROC curve of B can completely “wrap” the curve
of A. Meanwhile, if that two curves cross, it is difficult to
generally conclude which is better. In this case, their areas
under the ROC curves (AUCs) should be compared [22].
We make the following assumption that the coordinate con-
nection points together from the ROC curve: fðx1, y1Þ, ðx2,
y2Þ,⋯, ðxm, ymÞgðx1 = 0, xm = 1Þ. The AUC formula is as
follows:

AUC =
1
2
〠
m−1

i=1
xi+1 − xið Þ · yi + yi+1ð Þ: ð12Þ

5.3. Model Visualization. To investigate the feature learning
process of the proposed AD prediction model, we design a
model visualization experiment. The heat map produced
during the model training process is shown in Figure 7; that
is, the features obtained from the convolution layer through
the deconv operation are presented [23]. As seen in
Figure 7(a), the model gradually strengthens its focus on
the frontal cortex, internal olfactory cortex, hippocampus,
and occipital region of each AD sample during the training
process. These areas are lesions found in clinical research
[24]. As shown in Figure 7(b), the model pays more atten-
tion to the superior parietal lobe, middle frontal gyrus and
postcentral gyrus of the MCI samples than those of the AD
samples. This is in line with clinical studies on MCI [25],
indicating that the model we conceived has the capacity of
identifying the lesion regions of patients with MCI. As seen
in Figure 7(c), the model is more sensitive to the occipital
and temporal lobes of the NC samples. Therefore, the
regions of interest of the proposed model are consistent with
the findings in clinical research and are interpretable.

5.4. Parameter Experiments. To evaluate the contribution of
the parameter β, we design a parametric experiments in
which the other conditions are the same and only parameter
β is different. Table 4 below introduces the experimental
results.

As seen in Table 4, when β = 0, the joint loss function
degenerates into a cross-entropy loss function, and com-
pared to the best results the prediction accuracy and AUC
decrease by 2.1% and 2.3%, respectively. When β < 0:01,
the prediction accuracy and AUC increase with increasing
β. When β > 0:01, the prediction accuracy and AUC
decrease with increasing β. At present, it is still difficult to
collect enough PET images. When the amount of data is
small, the joint loss function regularizes the output distribu-
tion, thereby preventing overfitting, increasing the generali-
zation of the model, and improving its prediction accuracy.

5.5. Ablation Experiments. To evaluate the contributions of
the group convolution and hybrid attention mechanism,
we design several control groups for ablation experiments.
Table 5 gives the experimental results, and Figure 8 presents
the ROC curves. The control groups are set up as follows.

(1) ResNet18 is a CNN model with ResNet18 as the
backbone network

(2) G_ResNet18 is a CNN model with G_ResNet18 as
the backbone network

(3) G_ResNet18+CAM is a CNN model that adds a
channel attention mechanism to G_ResNet18

(4) G_ResNet18+SAM is a CNN model that adds a spa-
tial attention mechanism to G_ResNet18

(5) G_ResNet18+HAM is a CNN model that adds a
hybrid attention mechanism to G_ResNet18

As seen in Table 5 and Figure 8, compared with those of
ResNet18, the classification accuracy of G_ResNet18 using
group convolution improves by 13.5%, and the AUC
improves by 9.4%. This demonstrates the effectiveness of

Table 2: Hardware configuration.

Name Configuration

CPU Intel i7-12700K@3.6GHz

GPU NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 12GB

RAM 64GB

Hard drive 1 TB

Table 3: Parameter settings.

Parameter Value

Batch size 32

Number of epochs 100

K_fold 10

Learning rate 0.001

Optimizer SGD
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the group convolutional network for the three classification
tasks. G_ResNet18 uses group convolution to prevent the
loss of image features during convolution and to raise the
diversity of the observed features. Compared with Resnet18,
G_ResNet18 can extract more features that are distinguish-
able and potential lesion information, so it can learn more
detailed features from PET images and achieve improved
classification accuracy.

As seen in Table 5 and Figure 9, both the addition of the
channel attention mechanism and spatial attention mecha-
nism in G_ResNet18 increases the classification accuracy
by 1.8% and 2.3%, respectively, and the AUC improves by
1.4% and 2.9%, respectively. The addition of the hybrid
attention mechanism in G_ResNet18 improves the classifi-
cation accuracy by 4.5% and the AUC by 5.3%. The attempt
to use the channel attention module and the spatial attention
module alone proves that this is not an improvement, but
the addition of the hybrid attention mechanism has a greatly
improvements on the network’s classification results. It is
shown that the use of two different attention mechanisms
can fully extract the features of lesion regions in PET images,
strengthen the deep semantics of these features, enable the

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7: Regions of interest yielded by the proposed model: (a) AD samples, (b) MCI samples, and (c) NC samples.

Table 4: Parameter experiment.

Parameter value ACC (%) AUC (%)

0 87.5 90.2

0.005 88.9 91.8

0.01 89.4 92.3

0.015 88.6 91.7

0.02 87.9 91.4

Table 5: Ablation experiment.

Method ACC (%) AUC (%)

ResNet18 75.3 80.1

G_ResNet18 85.5 87.6

G_ResNet18+CAM 87.1 88.9

G_ResNet18+SAM 87.5 90.2

G_ResNet18+HAM 89.4 92.3
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Figure 8: ROC curves produced in the group convolution ablation experiments.
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Figure 9: ROC curves produced in the hybrid attention mechanism ablation experiments.
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network to adaptively reduce the attention paid to redun-
dant information, enhance the network’s capacity to learn
informative features, and improve the prediction accuracy.

5.6. Comparative Experiment. This section compares it with
current AD prediction algorithms, and the datasets are all
derived from the ADNI database in order to verify whether
the algorithm is really effective. The results of the compara-
tive experiments are given in Table 6.

As shown in Table 6, compared with the AD prediction
algorithms based on the Inception v3 structure proposed by
Ding et al. [8], Sajjad et al. [26], and Lu et al. [27], the algo-
rithm conceived improves the classification accuracy by up
to 24%. This shows that the group convolution utilizing
the same topology can improve the algorithmic perfor-
mance, reduce the global information loss, enrich the lesion
information extracted by the network, and avoid the errors
caused by the singularity of feature extraction. Compared
with the AD prediction algorithms based on DensNet pro-
posed by Liu et al. [28] and Solano-Rojas and Villalón-
Fonseca [29], the algorithm proposed improves the classifi-
cation accuracy by up to 21%. This indicates that the hybrid
attention mechanism can capture the correlations between
features, suppress redundant features, enhance the correla-
tions between features and lesion regions, and perform
adaptive feature extraction for regions with more informa-
tion in PET images, thus further enhancing the recognition
capability of the model.

In summary, the algorithm proposed has an effectively
improvement in prediction accuracy of patients with MCI.

6. Conclusion

It is difficult to accurately predict patients with MCI due to
the difficulty of lesion feature extraction and the large
amount of redundant information contained in PET images.
To address the above problems, an AD prediction algorithm
based on group convolution and a joint loss function is pro-
posed. First, a group convolutional backbone network based
on ResNet18 is designed to extract lesion features from mul-
tiple channels for enhancing the network’s expression abil-
ity. Then, a hybrid attention mechanism is displayed to
fully extract the features of the lesion regions in PET images
in order that the network can adaptively give attention to the
target regions of learning the feature weights and have
enhancement on the network’s ability to learn the lesion
regions that are relevant to disease diagnosis. Finally, a joint

loss function, which puts a regularization loss function into
the traditional cross-entropy loss function to prevent overfit-
ting and increase the generalization of the model, is pro-
posed. The research results show that the classification
accuracy of the conceived algorithm has a better perfor-
mance than that of the current mainstream algorithm, which
is beneficial to the screening of patients with MCI and thus
can achieve AD prediction.
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Objective. To explore the Influence of “hospital-community-family” integrated management on blood pressure, quality of life,
anxiety and depression in hypertensive patients. Methods. A total of 60 patients with hypertension were treated in our hospital
from July 2019 to July 2021. The patients were randomly divided into control group (n =30) and study group (n =30). The
former accepts routine management, while the latter accepts “hospital-community-family” integrated management. Nursing
satisfaction, blood pressure, disease awareness rate, anxiety and depression scores, disease control ability and quality of life
scores were compared. Results. First of all, we compared the nursing satisfaction: the study group was very satisfied in 25 cases,
satisfactory in 4 cases, general in 1 case, the satisfaction rate was 100.00%, while in the control group, 10 cases were very
satisfied, 8 cases were satisfied, 7 cases were general, and 5 cases were dissatisfied, the satisfaction rate was 83.33%; The nursing
satisfaction of the study group was higher than that of the control group (P<0.05). Secondly, we compared the level of blood
pressure. There was no significant difference before management (P>0.05) but the blood pressure decreased after treatment. In
the control group, the level of blood pressure in the study group was lower than that in the control group (P<0.05). In terms
of disease awareness rate the scores of hypertension related knowledge hypertension harmfulness community management
methods regular reexamination and blood pressure monitoring in the study group were significantly higher than those in the
control group (P<0.05). There was no significant difference in anxiety and depression scores before treatment (P>0.05), but
decreased after treatment. Compared with the control group, the anxiety and depression scores of the study group were lower
(P<0.05). In terms of disease control ability, the total scores of diet management, medication management, behavior
management and information management in the study group were higher compared to the control group (P<0.05). Finally,
we compared the scores of qualities of life. Before management, there exhibited no significant difference (P>0.05). After
management, the scores of quality of life decreased. Compared to the control group, the scores of physiological function,
psychological function, social function and health self-cognition in the study group were lower than those in control group
(P<0.05). Conclusion. The application of integrated “hospital, community and family” management can vertically integrate
medical resources and establish a truly effective hierarchical treatment model. Integrated “hospital-community-family”
management can improve patient compliance with treatment, enhance patients’ self-management ability and confidence, and
improve the management efficiency of medical staff.

1. Introduction

Hypertension is a common and frequently occurring disease
among Chinese residents [1]. The results of epidemiological
investigation indicate that the number of people suffering
from hypertension in the world is more than 1 billion, and
it is expected that the number of cases will reach 1.55 billion

in 10 years’ time. According to the latest hypertension guide-
lines in China, the prevalence of hypertension among adult
residents in China is 27.9%, that is, one-third of adults suffer
from hypertension, and the prevalence of hypertension in
large and medium-sized cities is relatively high [2]. Cardio-
vascular and cerebrovascular diseases are caused, and the
resulting medical expenses are also increasing year by year
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[3]. How to control blood pressure within the standard
range to reduce complications, reduce medical costs, and
improve quality of life has always been the focus of our
research [4]. The data indicate that the control rate of blood
pressure in adult patients with hypertension is only 16.8%.
An effective model of hypertension management is needed
to improve patient adherence, control blood pressure and
reduce complications [5]. At present, the management of
hypertension in community include health education, family
intervention, community intervention, self-management
and individual intervention. The above management model
will make patients aware of the importance of regular med-
ication and knowledge about hypertension, which will help
to lower their blood pressure levels and thus improve their
blood pressure control rate. However, due to differences in
each patient’s cultural and educational background, person-
ality and family conditions, there is also variability in patient
acceptance, making it difficult to effectively control the blood
pressure levels of all patients [6]. Previous studies have indi-
cated that the etiology of patients with hypertension is com-
plex, there are significant differences in the severity of the
disease, the pertinence of traditional education is not strong,
not combined with behavioral intervention, so that routine
management is of little significance to effectively enhance
patient compliance [7]. Therefore, it is particularly impor-
tant to promote the understanding of hypertension, explore
scientific, effective and standardized management models,
and control the development of hypertension.

At present, the existing hypertension management in
China mainly includes continuous nursing, home follow-
up nursing, path-based comprehensive nursing, and file
management intervention mode [8]. The management mode
is relatively simple, mainly in tertiary hospitals. Medical staff
lack time and energy, and the continuous care provided is
limited. Hospital and community management are out of
touch, patients are not within the jurisdiction of hospitals
or community health institutions after discharge, lack of
continuous and comprehensive education and supervision,
and the management compliance of patients with hyperten-
sion is far lower compared to other chronic diseases [9]. In
2009, the opinions of the CPC Central Committee and the
State Council on deepening the Reform of the Medical and
Health system pointed out that it is necessary to speed up
the construction of a health service system based on commu-
nity health services, guide general diagnosis and treatment at
the grass-roots level, and gradually achieve community first
treatment, two-way referrals, emergency and slow triage,
and linkage between upper and lower levels. The 2015 out-
line of the national health service system (2015-2020) puts
forward the concept of “serious illness in hospital, minor ill-
ness in the community, rehabilitation back to the commu-
nity”, emphasizing the need to expand the field of nursing
to the family, community and society [10]. With the promo-
tion of graded diagnosis and treatment system, under the
background of high incidence of chronic diseases and heavy
burden, more scholars have proposed to establish a hospital-
community-family integrated management model. That is, a
management system that brings chronic patients into the
cooperation between the hospital and the community. Hos-

pitals, communities and families are based on their own
functions and positioning, with patients as the center. Infor-
mation sharing and two-way referrals between tertiary hos-
pitals and communities provide a comprehensive
prevention and treatment model with full and continuous
management services for patients in different courses of dis-
ease. At present, this model is mainly employed in the man-
agement of diabetes, stroke and other chronic diseases, and
has achieved remarkable results [11]. Therefore, there is an
urgent need to learn from some research experience, to
explore a more scientific and effective management model
of hypertension, to extend the management services of
patients with hypertension from tertiary hospitals to com-
munities and families, in order to achieve homogeneous
management effect.

2. Patients and Methods

2.1. General Information. Sixty patients with hypertension
treated in our hospital from July 2019 to July 2021 were
enrolled.The patients were randomly divided into control
group and study group. The former accepts routine manage-
ment, while the latter accepts “hospital-community-family”
integrated management. The age of the control group was
34-87 years, with an average of (65.78± 3.12) years, includ-
ing 13 males and 17 females, while the study group was
34-88 years old, with an average age of (65.64± 3.55) years,
including 15 males and 15 females. The general data have
no statistical significance. With the permission of the Medi-
cal Ethics Association of our hospital, all patients signed the
informed consent form.

Inclusion criteria: 1) all patients met the diagnostic cri-
teria of the 2018 version of Chinese guidelines for Preven-
tion and treatment of Hypertension [12]. The latest
guidelines: systolic blood pressure (SBP)≥140mmHg and/
or diastolic blood pressure (DBP)≥90mm Hg2) voluntarily
participated in this study; 2) the age of the patients was more
than 18 years old.

Exclusion criteria: 1) complicated with mental disorders
or senile dementia; 2) complicated with liver and kidney dis-
eases, malignant tumors or; 3) complicated with pregnancy
or lactation; 4) complicated with congenital cardio-
cerebrovascular diseases; 5) secondary hypertension; 6)
patients with hypertension who refused to participate in this
study after communication with members of the research
team.

2.2. Treatment Methods. The control group carried out rou-
tine management: hypertension system health education,
diet guidance, drug guidance, self-test, etc., and said that
they had accepted relevant knowledge points at discharge
and paid attention to patients’ diet. In daily life, we should
ensure adequate sleep time, dress loosely and comfortably,
keep warm, and increase a certain amount of aerobic
exercise.

The research group implemented the “hospital-
community-family” trinity integrated management: 1) cen-
tralized visit: promote the relevant data, determine the
patient’s condition, confirm their lifestyle and eating habits,
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and establish personal health management files according to
the patient’s condition. Grasp the patient’s condition,
actively evaluate, explain the knowledge of hypertension-
related diseases, and formulate a health management plan.
The patients in the community were organized to teach cen-
trally, imparted the knowledge related to hypertension, and
made into a publicity manual, including the etiology and
prognosis of hypertension, the role of antihypertensive drugs
and matters needing attention, and the importance of taking
medicine regularly. And instruct the patients how to use the
sphygmomanometer, and tell them to measure the time and
frequency correctly, and give demonstration education to
the community staff, consult the relevant guidance measures
to ensure that the patients can master the knowledge of
hypertension. 2) telephone follow-up: a special telephone
follow-up team was set up to regularly follow up the patients
with hypertension in the community. The main purpose is
to control the patients’ blood pressure, their physical condi-
tion during the medication period, care about the patients’
mental state, and guide the patients to develop good living
habits. And praise the patients with good behavior in strict
accordance with the doctor’s advice, correct and understand
the patients with poor medication, and help patients stan-
dardize the use of drugs; 3) door-to-door follow-up: door-
to-door follow-up needs to accurately understand the situa-
tion of patients, check patients’ physique and blood pressure,
understand the changes of patients’ blood pressure, encour-
age patients to ask questions, and build confidence for
patients. Communicate with patients’ families, assist patients
with standardized medication, appropriate training, guide
diet and rest, promote healthy diet, and ensure adequate
sleep. At the same time, for patients with poor mood, timely
psychological counseling, guide patients to actively face
treatment, encourage patients to say the causes of bad mood,
nurses actively carry out psychological counseling.

2.3. Observation Index

2.3.1. Satisfaction. After consulting the literature and expert
discussion, we designed patients’ follow-up satisfaction, a
total of 10 items, and recorded patients’ satisfaction with
follow-up management mode, health education, medical
and nursing service, appointment registration process [13].
It is assigned into four dimensions: very satisfied, satisfied,
general and dissatisfied. Satisfaction rate = very satisfaction
rate + satisfaction rate + general rate.

2.3.2. Blood Pressure Level. Blood pressure levels (diastolic
blood pressure, systolic blood pressure) were measured with a
sphygmomanometer before and 6 months after management.

2.3.3. Disease Awareness Rate. A general questionnaire was
adopted to investigate the awareness rate of hypertension
related knowledge in the two groups 6 months after manage-
ment, including hypertension related knowledge, hyperten-
sion harmfulness, community management methods,
regular reexamination and blood pressure monitoring, etc.,
with a total score of 100, >90 as knowing, 70-90 as general
awareness, <70 as not knowing [14].

2.3.4. Anxiety and Depression Score. Evaluated by SDS and
SAS scale [15]. The SDS scale included 20 items, each of
which was evaluated by a 4-grade scale of 1-4 points, with
50 points as the boundary, <50 points for no depression,
50-60 points for mild depression, 60-70 points for moderate
depression and>70 points for severe depression. The SAS
scale also takes 50 points as the limit, less than 50 points
as normal, 50-60 points as mild, 61-70 points as moderate,
and>70 points as severe.

2.3.5. Disease Control Ability. Based on the theory of self-
management, combined with expert advice and actual situa-
tion, we developed a self-management questionnaire for
patients with hypertension to understand the status of self-
management in patients’ daily diet and medication. Life.
The questionnaire consists of 24 items, including diet man-
agement, medication management, behavior management
and information management [16]. The questionnaire was
evaluated by Likert 5 scale, with a score of 1-5 corresponding
to “never, rarely, sometimes, often, always”, that is, “never
=1, rarely =2, sometimes = 3, often = 4, always = 5”. Nine
of the entries (T4~T8, T11, T19~T21) are reverse scores,
that is, “never = 5 points, rarely = 4 points, sometimes = 3
points, often =2 points, always =1 points”. The lowest score
of the questionnaire is 24, and the highest score is 120. The
higher the score, the better the patient’s self-management.
The Cronbach α coefficient was 0.80, and each Cronbach α
coefficient was more than 0.77. After two rounds of expert
consultation, the content validity (I-CVI) of all items was
more than 0.85. The overall content validity index (S-CVI)
was 0.90. The reliability and validity of the questionnaire
are good.

2.3.6. Quality of Life Scale. The quality-of-life scale consists
of four subscales, including physical, psychological, social
and health self-awareness, with a total of 29 items [17].
The Cronbach’s α coefficient of the scale is 0.79 to 0.91.
The scale uses a 1-5 rating scale, and the lower the score,
the higher the satisfaction.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. All the questionnaire data and score
data were entered for the second time, and the data were sta-
tistically analyzed by SPSS 21.0 statistical software (Chinese
version). All the data are in accordance with the normal dis-
tribution, and the measurement data are expressed by mean
± standard deviation (±s), using t-test; for repeated data
measurement, the analysis of variance of repeated measure-
ment data is adopted; the counting data rate n (%) is
expressed by χ 2 test. P<0.05 indicates that the difference
is statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Nursing Satisfaction. First of all, we com-
pared the nursing satisfaction: the study group was very sat-
isfied in 25 cases, satisfactory in 4 cases, general in 1 case,
and the satisfaction rate was 100.00%; in the control group,
10 cases were very satisfied, 8 cases were satisfied, 7 cases
were general, and 5 cases were dissatisfied. The satisfaction
rate was 83.33%. Compared to the control group, the
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nursing satisfaction of the study group was higher than that
in control group (P<0.05). All the data results are indicated
in figure 1.

3.2. Blood Pressure Level Comparison. Secondly, we com-
pared blood pressure levels. There was no significant differ-
ence before management (P>0.05). Blood pressure
decreased after treatment, and the level of blood pressure
in the study group was lower than that in the control group
(P<0.05). All the data results are indicated in figure 2.

3.3. Comparison of Disease Awareness Rate. Thirdly, we
compared the rate of disease awareness. The scores of hyper-
tension related knowledge, hypertension harmfulness, com-
munity management methods, regular reexamination and
blood pressure monitoring in the study group were higher
than those in the control group (P<0.05). All the data results
are indicated in Table 1.

3.4. Comparison of Anxiety and Depression Scores. Next,
compare anxiety and depression scores. There was no signif-
icant difference before management (P>0.05). The score of
anxiety and depression in the study group was lower than
that in the control group (P<0.05). All the data results are
indicated in Table 2.

3.5. Comparison of Disease Control Ability. Then, we com-
pared the ability of disease control. The total scores of diet
management, drug management, behavior management
and information management in the study group were
higher than those in the control group (P<0.05). All the data
results are indicated in Table 3.

3.6. Comparison of Quality of Life Scores. Finally, we com-
pared the scores of quality of life. There was no significant
difference before management (P>0.05). The scores of phys-
iological function, psychological function, social function
and health self-cognition in the study group were lower than
those in the control group (P<0.05). All the data results are
indicated in Table 4.

4. Discussion

Our results suggested that the nursing satisfaction of
“hospital-community-family” integrated management was
upregulated in comparison with routine management. Then,
the level of blood pressure after “hospital-community-
family” integrated management was considerably lower than
that after routine management. After “hospital-community-
family” integrated management, disease awareness rate of
patients in study group was obviously enhanced than that
after routine management. Patients experience more signifi-
cant relief from anxiety and negative emotions following
“hospital-community-family” integrated management so as
to improved life quality.

Hypertension is a major public health problem world-
wide [16]. According to the China Cardiovascular report,
the prevalence rate of hypertension among adults in China
is as high as 25.2%, and the estimated number of patients
has reached 270 million [17]. Hypertension can cause severe

target organ damage. Common complications include
stroke, heart disease, kidney disease, peripheral vascular dis-
ease and fundus disease. About 70% of strokes and 50% of
myocardial infarction are associated with high blood pres-
sure. Once hypertension occurs with serious complications
such as heart, brain and kidney, it becomes the leading cause
of death from cardio-cerebrovascular diseases.At least half of
the 3 million cardiovascular deaths each year are related to
hypertension. Hypertension not only has a high rate of dis-
ability and mortality, but also seriously consumes medical
and social resources, and its direct economic expenditure
accounts for about 6.61% of the total health expenditure,
bringing a heavy burden to families and countries [18].
The awareness rate, treatment rate and control rate of hyper-
tension in people over 18 years old in China are 46.5%,
41.1% and 13.8%, respectively, which is still at a low level,
and there is a large gap compared with developed countries
[19]. Hypertension usually has no self-conscious symptoms,
patients are easy to be ignored, can not be completely cured,
and need lifelong management. Adhering to a healthy life-
style and taking antihypertensive drugs are the main
methods for the treatment of hypertension, both of which
are indispensable. A healthy lifestyle is the foundation, and
rational drug use is the key to achieving blood pressure stan-
dards. The two must be combined in order to effectively
control hypertension. Studies have indicated that strength-
ening the supervision and management of patients with
hypertension plays an important role in long-term control
of blood pressure, reduction of clinical complications and
target organ damage [20]. Therefore, strengthening the
management of patients with hypertension is of great signif-
icance to promote the prognosis of patients.

For the management of hypertension, some countries
mainly rely on the advantages of graded diagnosis and treat-
ment, the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada
and other countries have more mature management experi-
ence [21]. Graded diagnosis and treatment refers to the clas-
sification of diseases according to the degree of light, severe,
slow, urgent and difficult. Medical institutions of different
levels undertake the treatment of different levels of diseases,
with a clear division of labor and reasonable medical treat-
ment [21]. Primary health care services, namely grass-roots
community health service institutions, secondary and ter-
tiary medical services refer to specialist hospitals or general
hospitals, as well as some teaching hospitals with first aid
and major and difficult diseases as their main business [21,
22]. Each medical system is managed layer by layer, and
the division of labor is clear. Meanwhile, a perfect regional
medical information network system is established to con-
nect personal health records, electronic medical records
and hospitals, so as to realize the interconnection of net-
works among diagnosis and treatment institutions. Ensure
smooth division of labor and cooperation and two-way
referrals [22]. The community health service pays attention
to all the residents of the community, carries on the disease
health management to the hypertensive patients, 90% of the
patients receive diagnosis and treatment in the primary
health care system, and do not need to be referred to the
superior organization, and the community general
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practitioner acts as the “gatekeeper”. Thus, It can be seen
that the daily management of hypertension in western devel-
oped countries is mainly concentrated in the community,

with the community as the main prevention and control to
implement the management of chronic diseases such as
hypertension [23].
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Figure 1: Comparison of nursing satisfaction between two groups.
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Figure 2: Comparison of blood pressure level between two groups of patients.

Table 1: Comparison of disease awareness rate between the two groups[±s, Points].

Group N
Knowledge related to

hypertension
Hypertension
harmfulness

Community management
method

Regular
review

Blood pressure
monitoring

C
group

30 81.29± 2.42 80.59± 2.34 79.59± 3.31 80.67± 2.31 83.95± 3.31

R
group

30 94.19± 2.44 95.12± 1.21 93.67± 1.77 92.77± 1.67 95.12± 1.22

t 20.560 30.210 20.545 23.250 17.343

P <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Table 2: Comparison of anxiety and depression scores between the two groups [±s, Points].

Group N Anxiety score Depression score
Before management After management Before management After management

C group 30 69.94± 3.41 46.48± 1.44 70.79± 4.11 47.54± 3.34
R group 30 69.59± 3.45 41.29± 1.21 70.31± 4.56 38.79± 3.11
t 0.395 15.113 0.428 10.501

P >0.05 <0.01 >0.05 <0.01
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The models of community management of hypertension
in some countries mainly include chronic disease care
model, chronic disease self-management model, continuous
nursing model, peer support management model [24]. In
the community, doctors, nurses, pharmacists and other team
members use clinical information systems to provide
evidence-based decision support for patients, and ultimately
improve patients’ self-management ability [24, 25]. In addi-
tion to doctors, the team also emphasizes that nurses and
pharmacists are involved in the management of high blood
pressure as health care managers. At present, the control rate
of hypertension in the United States has reached 50% [25].
In addition to patients’ health assessment, complications
examination and health education, when patients are at high
risk of disease, they need to be referred to appropriate med-
ical services. The blood pressure level of more people receiv-
ing managed treatment is under control, and the blood
pressure control rate in the UK has reached (63.0± 1.7) %
as of 2011 [26]. Some experience indicates that the chronic
disease care model is guided by the concept of graded diag-
nosis and treatment, based on nurses’ health education, doc-
tors deal with the abnormal value of blood pressure, and
cooperate with multi-disciplinary teams. And with the help
of the network platform to continuously evaluate patients’
treatment compliance and drug plans, so that the treatment
of a more individual telemedicine service is feasible and
effective [27].

The traditional management methods implemented in
our country include hierarchical management, self-manage-
ment, family management and contract management. The
trinity management of “hospital-community-family” is a
new management mode, which means that the community
health service center + secondary hospital + tertiary hospital
forms a medical union, which can obtain preferential facili-
ties from the aspects of medical treatment, referral, medica-
tion and medical insurance [28]. Different management

methods have their own advantages and disadvantages, as
follows: (1) hierarchical management: establishing health
files of people’s condition, grading and stratifying the disease
severity of patients with hypertension, and taking corre-
sponding measures according to different levels and layers,
through regular follow-up and monitoring of patients. It
can dynamically understand the changes of patients’ blood
pressure level, so as to realize two-way referral. Some
scholars have indicated that grading management can take
hypertension patients as objects, classify patients, make use
of existing medical resources, and consciously grade inter-
vention, so as to promote the blood pressure control rate
and awareness rate; (2) self-management: self-management
refers to hypertension patients with the assistance of com-
munity medical staff, through a series of health education
courses to let patients know more knowledge, skills and con-
fidence, can help patients build confidence in overcoming
the disease, reduce the workload as much as possible, and
give full play to the subjective initiative and matching degree
of patients. Therefore, self-management can make up for the
shortcomings and disadvantages of hierarchical manage-
ment, and can rely on patients and their families to actively
participate in it; (3) family management: family manage-
ment is very important, this is a two-way management, fam-
ily-based, supplemented by doctors. Doctors can make
reasonable and comprehensive intervention programs
according to the level and changes of patients’ blood pres-
sure, so that patients can understand the knowledge of
hypertension, correctly guide their life and diet, and realize
the prevention and treatment of hypertension. Clinical stud-
ies have shown that family management intervention can
fully mobilize the strength of the family, help patients
develop good living habits, and ultimately improve patients’
treatment compliance and self-efficacy; (4) contract manage-
ment: contract management is that hypertension patients
and medical staff in the community further clarify the

Table 3: Comparison of disease control ability between the two groups [±s, Points].

Group N Diet management Medication management Behavior management Information management Total score

C group 30 35.39± 2.45 11.69± 3.21 23.62± 2.45 5.79± 1.21 72.94± 1.35
R group 30 45.29± 1.21 18.59± 1.53 26.79± 1.26 10.38± 1.55 95.26± 3.11
t 19.844 10.627 6.302 12.785 36.058

P <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Table 4: Comparison of quality of life scores between the two groups before treatment [±s, Points].

Group N Physiological function Psychological function Social function Healthy self-cognition
Before

management
After

management
Before

management
After

management
Before

management
After

management
Before

management
After

management

C
Group

30 15.55± 4.63 13.13± 2.55 16.74± 3.52 14.42± 4.74 18.44± 3.31 16.42± 2.85 15.55± 3.16 13.86± 1.56

R
group

30 15.64± 4.65 11.52± 2.53 16.52± 3.41 12.13± 1.58 18.56± 3.41 12.65± 3.12 15.56± 3.17 10.64± 2.55

t 0.075 2.454 0.245 2.510 0.138 4.886 0.012 5.889

P >0.05 <0.01 >0.05 <0.01 >0.05 <0.01 >0.05 <0.01
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responsibilities and obligations of doctors and nurses
through the community platform according to the voluntary
principle and follow certain agreements, and formulate a tar-
geted management plan according to the situation of
patients. In order to achieve the desired management objec-
tives. Previous studies have indicated that contract manage-
ment can build a good doctor-patient relationship, help to
improve patient management compliance, stabilize blood
pressure, and change patients’ bad living habits [29].

Changes in diet structure and lack of exercise brought
about by some economic developments have led to a high
incidence of hypertension, the most common chronic dis-
ease [29]. With the attention of the public to health, modern
hypertension patients’ excessive anxiety about their own
health status, coupled with the serious complications of the
disease, will affect the health and life of patients. At present,
the management of hypertension in community is mainly
based on the traditional management mode and the compre-
hensive management of the trinity of hospital, community
and family [30]. The trinity integrated management of
hospital-community-family is obviously more effective in
the control of blood pressure and the reduction of complica-
tions. Clinically, every community doctor can actively carry
out contract management on patients with hypertension
and control them from the grass-roots level so as to achieve
the goal of achieving blood pressure standards. The medical
team, which is composed of family doctors, community
nurses, public health doctors and volunteers, provides con-
tinuous health management services for patients through
the mode of responsibility service. The “hospital-
community-family” trinity integrated management model
was first put forward in the guidance on promoting Family
Doctor contract Service in June 2016, and with the deepen-
ing of the reform of the medical system, clinical manage-
ment of chronic diseases has entered an era of prediction,
prevention, individualized treatment and two-way referrals,
which can not only meet the health needs of community res-
idents in chronic disease management. The responsibility
system of family doctors has become an important part of
the comprehensive reform of community health and become
the focus of the current research, and the application of fam-
ily doctor responsibility system in patients with hyperten-
sion in the community is also the focus of attention [31].
In recent years, the family doctor responsibility system has
been newly reported in the management of chronic diseases
in the community, and achieved good results. The trinity
comprehensive management of “hospital-community-
family” is a new management model, which is the basis
and the best choice for hypertension management. However,
the management quality of patients with hypertension in the
community is also affected by many factors, and the formu-
lation of management methods should be considered and
improved in many aspects and dimensions (1) Combined
with the professional skills of community doctors, the pro-
fessional skills training of community doctors should be
strengthened, including their own professional skills,
follow-up and communication skills, so as to continuously
improve their own professional skills, improve patients’
treatment compliance and build a good doctor-patient rela-

tionship; (2) continuously expand the number of doctors,
while ensuring the number of community doctors,
strengthen their management quality, let doctors and nurses
master the latest management methods, and continuously
improve the management quality; (3) be good at introducing
new management models, actively carry out patients’ self-
activities, and carry out corresponding courses according
to the characteristics of hypertension. With the help of
Internet and multimedia technology, we should constantly
update and develop new APP ports, strengthen patients’
health education, change patients’ bad habits and behav-
iors, and promote patients’ awareness of self-prevention,
so as to form a correct behavior and persevere, and
enhance patients’ survival and quality of life; (4) make full
use of the medical resources of secondary and tertiary hos-
pitals, set up chronic disease studios, and regularly consult
grass-roots communities and community doctors under
experts from secondary and tertiary hospitals, so as to
provide high-quality and scientific management for
patients. Existing practice data show that the implementa-
tion of “hospital-community-family” integrated manage-
ment can significantly enhance the non-drug treatment
of hypertension patients in the community. The hyperten-
sion management intervention effect of the family doctor
contract model is better than the current community
hypertension prevention and control follow-up manage-
ment model. The same line of thinking can also be found
in the study proposed by Noor A [32]. They applied new
methods in their research, and their conclusions can also
provide some support for this research.

Conclusively, adopting the comprehensive management
of “hospital, community and family” trinity can vertically
integrate medical resources and establish a truly effective
hierarchical diagnosis and treatment model. At the same
time, it takes advantage of the technical advantages of ter-
tiary traditional Chinese medicine hospitals and highlights
the management characteristics in the management content
of the platform, which not only allows patients to Get full,
seamless management to promote patient medication com-
pliance and blood pressure control. It also enables commu-
nity health care workers to improve their professional
knowledge and skills. “Hospital-community-family” inte-
grated management can promote patients’ blood pressure
and treatment compliance, enhance patients’ self-
management ability and self-confidence, and enhance the
management efficiency of medical staff. Positive attitudes
and high satisfaction among patients and medical staff.
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The key to reducing the mortality of gastric cancer is early detection, early diagnosis, and early treatment of gastric cancer. Early
diagnosis of gastric cancer is the key to early detection and diagnosis of gastric cancer. Early diagnosis and treatment of gastric
cancer is of great significance for improving the curative effect and reducing mortality of gastric cancer. The purpose of this
paper is to study the diagnosis of early gastric cancer based on medical imaging techniques and mathematical modeling. The
effect of W-DeepLab network-assisted diagnosis of images under white light was analyzed, and the value of Narrow Band
Imaging and Blue Laser Imaging in the diagnosis of early gastric cancer was compared. Because Blue Laser Imaging endoscopy
can clearly observe the demarcation line and microvascular morphology; but when using Narrow Band Imaging observation,
part of the demarcation line and microvascular morphology is not observed. The results show that Blue Laser Imaging is
brighter than Narrow Band Imaging’s endoscopic images, and it is easier to observe the microstructure of lesions under
endoscopy, so as to accurately determine the nature of lesions.

1. Introduction

Gastric cancer originates from a malignant tumor of the gas-
tric epithelium and is the second leading cause of cancer
death in the world. There are large differences in the inci-
dence of gastric cancer in countries and regions around the
world [1]. Early gastric cancer usually does not have any
symptoms, and even if there is, it may be caused by the com-
bination of atrophic gastritisaQ, Helicobacter pylori infec-
tion, or functional dyspepsiaa, rather than the early gastric
cancer lesions themselves. When there are alarm symptoms
such as aggravation of abdominal symptoms, anorexia,
weight loss, anemia, and melena, most of them are advanced
gastric cancer. The overall prognosis of gastric cancer in my
country is poor. Because the lesions of early gastric cancer
are often small, it is difficult to diagnose early gastric cancer

by regular gastroscopy. Endoscopic narrow-band imaging
technology and staining technology make the gastric muco-
sal gland openings and microvessels of the lesions more
clearly displayed under the microscope by changing the
spectral and chemical staining methods, respectively, and it
is easier to identify gastric cancer lesions [2, 3]. A mathemat-
ical model is an abstract description of a problem using sys-
tematic symbols and mathematical expressions.
Mathematical modeling can be seen as the process of trans-
forming a problem definition into a mathematical model.
Medical imaging technology and mathematical modeling
can effectively help the efficiency of early gastric cancer
diagnosis.

My country is a country with a high incidence of gastric
cancer. Most of the patients are in the middle and late stages
when they go to the clinic. Even if they receive surgical
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treatment, the survival rate and quality of life are not ideal
[4]. Klimenko A A presents the most common and clinically
convenient classification and staging system for gastric can-
cer, confirming the need for the earliest possible diagnosis
and verification of the stage of the tumor process. Modern
methods of gastric cancer diagnosis are considered in detail,
including esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) as the
method of choice for the initial detection of gastric cancer,
and various radiographic modalities, including multi-spiral
computed tomography and endoscopic ultrasonography
(EUS), combined with chromoendoscopy, narrow-band
tomography, and confocal laser endoscopy [5]. Mikhaleva
LM reviewed mixed gastric cancer. Compared with other
types, mixed gastric cancer has the characteristics of older
patients (over 65 years old), larger tumors, obvious local
tumor infiltration, and high metastasis rate. Further in-
depth studies of mixed-type gastric cancer in the context of
its morphological histological tumor components, as well
as tumorigenesis mechanisms, are warranted as they may
aid in the early diagnosis of tumors and more accurate pre-
diction of outcome and selection of appropriate manage-
ment strategies, i.e., determination of the extent of surgical
manipulation and further medical treatment, taking into
account the molecular characteristics of the tumor and its
PD-L1 status, will significantly affect the 5-year survival rate
of the patient in the long run [6]. In Kumar S’s study, annual
endoscopic surveillance via the Cambridge protocol was rec-
ommended for patients with delayed surgery, including
biopsy of any lesions and at least 30 random biopsies from
the antrum, transition zone [7]. Therefore, it is of practical
significance to study the diagnosis of early gastric cancer
based on medical imaging technology and mathematical
modeling.

Common gastroscopy combined with pathological
biopsy is the main basis for the selection of early gastric can-
cer diagnosis and diagnosis and treatment in my country.
However, endoscopic biopsy samples are shallow and few,
and the biopsy process is empirical, random, and blind.
Whether the focal biopsy tissue can fully reflect the overall
condition of the lesion is still controversial. This paper dis-
cusses the diagnostic ability of NBI-ME, gastroscopic biopsy,
and W-DeepLab modeling for early gastric cancer, in order
to provide some theoretical basis for the diagnosis of early
gastric cancer.

2. Research on the Diagnosis of Early Gastric
Cancer Based on Medical Imaging
Technology and Mathematical Modeling

2.1. Medical Imaging Technology

2.1.1. Blue Laser Imaging (BLI). BLI is a new generation of
IEE for the LASEREO system, which uses lasers with two
wavelengths of 410 and 450nm as the light source [8]. As
a new type of endoscope, BLI can more clearly observe the
morphology of microvessels and microstructures on the sur-
face of gastric mucosa, thereby helping to find lesions and
improve the detection rate of early gastric cancer. In the
BLI-bright observation mode, its bright field of view can

make subtle observations of distant lesions, while in the
ME-BLI mode, the microvascular pattern, microglandular
pattern, and demarcation line of the lesion can be clearly
observed display. Based on the diagnostic criteria of the VS
classification system, compared with WLE, BLI can clearly
display the lesion boundary and provide a more accurate
diagnosis of EGC [9]. Although BLI has greatly improved
the diagnostic accuracy of lesion boundaries, a combined
study of BLI with other IEEs is still needed to further evalu-
ate the value of its combined application in detecting gastric
lesion boundaries [10].

2.1.2. Narrow Band Imaging (NBI). Based on the VS classifi-
cation and diagnosis method, ME-NBI can clearly display
the structure of microglandular blood vessels and micro-
glandular ducts on the surface of gastric mucosa. Due to dif-
ferences in EGC histology and background mucosal
inflammation, in undifferentiated EGCs, the cancerous tis-
sue is often not exposed to the lesion surface. However,
NBI can only obtain a more accurate diagnosis of the depth
of EGC infiltration in differentiated EGC, and further studies
are needed to provide evidence for undifferentiated EGC
[11, 12].

ME-NBI diagnostic criteria for early gastric cancer: ME-
NBI subsurface microstructure (MS) definition includes
crypt opening, marginal crypt epithelium, and the part
between crypt openings; surface microvascular structure
(MV) subepithelial capillaries, collections Veins, and patho-
logical microvessels [13]. According to the microstructure
and vascular morphology, MS and MV were divided into
three types: regular, irregular, and absent. Regular micro-
structure, that is, the marginal crypt epithelium shows a uni-
form shape such as linear, elliptical, curved, annular, and
other structures, with symmetrical distribution and regular
arrangement; irregular surface microstructure, that is, show-
ing irregular linear, curved, villous, and other structures,
irregular in shape, various in structure, non-uniform in
structure, asymmetric in distribution, and irregular in
arrangement; missing microstructure, that is, no marginal
crypt structure and white opaque shape can be seen under
endoscopy substance. Similarly, for regular microvessels,
mucosal capillaries show a uniform shape, closed loop, or
open; for irregular microvascular structure, microvessels
show open, closed loop, twisted, branched, and other shapes,
with different shapes. Uniform, asymmetric distribution,
and irregular arrangement; missing microvessels, manifested
as the disappearance of microvascular structures, are
replaced by white opaque substances [14, 15]. According to
the “VS classification system,” early gastric cancer can be
diagnosed if any of the following is satisfied; otherwise, it is
a non-cancerous lesion: (1) irregular surface microstructure
(IMSP) and clear demarcation line (DL); (2) irregular
Microvessels (IMVP) and specific lines of differentiation
(DL) [16].

2.2. W-DeepLab Modeling. Image segmentation is a critical
step in image understanding. The basis of segmentation
mainly includes (1) the segmented area is a homogeneous
area, which can be grayscale, texture, or other specific
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features; (2) the interior of the area is smooth and free of
small holes; (3) the boundaries of each area are complete,
the space is complete, and the location normal, no cracks
[17]; (4) there should be obvious differences between adja-
cent areas, and a unified judgment basis should be selected.

First, perform 4 times bilinear upsampling on the fea-
tures extracted by the encoder and temporarily record this
result as D1; then reduce the number of channels from the
feature map D2′ extracted from DCNN with the same scale
as D1 to obtain D2. It is obtained by 1× 1 convolution with
D1. The features of these scales usually have 512 or 256
channels in DCNN, but not so many feature channels are
extracted by the encoder, so it is necessary to reduce the
number of channels, if direct. If the connection is made
without dimensionality reduction, the weight of D2′ will be
increased invisibly, which will greatly increase the difficulty
of network training; for the subsequent work of connecting
D1 and D2, the result is first recorded as D3, and the features
of D3 are fine-tuned. Do the normal operation of 3× 3 con-
volution and finally perform 4 times upsampling operation
to obtain the segmentation result [18].

In this paper, the W-DeepLab network uses the cross-
entropy loss function to measure the difference between
the model predicted value and the actual value.

When using logistic regression to solve the binary classi-
fication problem, the known samples have m labels, the
training set ½ðxð1Þ, yð1ÞÞ, ðxð2Þ, yð2ÞÞ,⋯, ðx ðmÞ, yðmÞÞ�,
and the definable cross-entropy loss function is derived from
the maximum likelihood estimation combined with the
logistic classifier as:

J θð Þ = ‐ 1
m

〠
m

i=1
y ið Þ log hθ x ið Þ

� �
+ 1 − y ið Þ
� �

log 1 − hθ x ið Þ
� �� �" #

,

ð1Þ

where hθðxÞ is the predicted or activation value.
The original loss function is denoted by C0, and the loss

function after weight decay is applied to the parameter w is:

C = C0 +
λ

2n〠w
w2: ð2Þ

The regularization coefficient is denoted as λ, and in this
paper, λ=0.00004, and the number of samples is denoted as
n. Taking the derivation of the parameter w in the formula,
the formula can be obtained:

∂C
∂w

= ∂C0
∂w

+ λ

n
w: ð3Þ

The learning rate is represented by η, and weight decay is
added during training. At this time, the formula of the
parameter w is updated to:

w⟶w − η
∂C0
∂w

−
ηλ

n
w = 1 − ηλ

n

� �
w − η

∂C0
∂w

: ð4Þ

In the above formula, 1 − ηλ/n is a coefficient less than 1,
and its function is to reduce the value of w. A lower network
complexity model will also fit the data better.

3. Investigation and Research on the
Diagnosis of Early Gastric Cancer Based on
Medical Imaging Technology and
Mathematical Modeling

3.1. Research Objects. Select patients who have undergone
electronic gastroscopic examinations in M Hospital from
2020 to 2021, and the nurses in the endoscopy room will
number the patients in the order in which the patients made
gastroscopy appointments, starting from the first patient
who underwent gastroscopy on January 1, 2020; the number
starts from the 1st and records the patient’s name, age, gen-
der, clinical symptoms, initial diagnosis, and contact infor-
mation. According to the number, the odd-numbered
patients were treated as the control group for white light
endoscopy and NBI examination, and the even-numbered
patients were used as the experimental group for white light
endoscopy and BLI examination. The numbering nurse in
the endoscopy room just numbers and does not know the
grouping situation.

Inclusion criteria: (1) Patients who signed informed con-
sent. (2) No serious infection. Exclusion criteria: (1) Patients
with mental illness and severe heart failure. (2) Patients with
a history of abdominal surgery and mucosal structures can-
not be observed. (3) Patients with acute upper gastrointesti-
nal bleeding, gastric perforation, or upper gastrointestinal
obstruction. According to the inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria, a total of 4040 people were included in this study, of
which 1864 people in the control group were observed by
NBI endoscopy; 2176 people in the experimental group were
observed by BLI endoscopy.

3.2. Endoscopy Procedure. Choose from the GIF-H260ZNBI
endoscope and the EG-L590WR blue laser endoscope.
Patients undergoing gastroscopy are given an empty stom-
ach on the day of the examination, and the oropharynx is

Start

Input image

Iterate

Storage model

Finish

Multi-object segmentation
based on W-DeepLab

Figure 1: The fine-tune method initializes network parameters.
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administered local anesthesia with mucus prior to the exam-
ination. The control group underwent NBI examination, and
the experimental group underwent BLI endoscopy. The con-
trol group underwent white light endoscopy to obtain clear
images of the lesions. Then, after finding the lesion, switch
to NBI mode to further observe the shape, boundary, and
microstructure of the lesion, and make an endoscopic diag-
nosis. Finally, 3-5 pieces of mucosal tissue are taken from
the edge of the lesion and sent for pathological biopsy. The
endoscopic observation of BLI lesions in the experimental
group generally adopted the following methods: first, clear
images of the lesions were obtained through white light
endoscopy, and the color and microscopic structure of blood
vessels on the surface of the lesions were observed. After the
lesions were detected, the BLI-light mode was used to
observe and further analyze the histological properties of
the lesions. Make a judgment, and finally use the BLI func-
tion to observe the muscle tissue and wound structure in a
large picture, and make an endoscopic diagnosis of the
wound. Finally, 3-5 pieces of mucosal tissue were taken at
the edge of the lesion and sent for pathological biopsy.

3.3. Model Training. The ordinary white light endoscopic
images studied in this paper have only 100 valid raw data
before augmentation, and a new network can hardly be
trained in the case of scarce data resources. Therefore, fine-
tune is only performed when the parameters are initialized.
In the shallow feature extraction, the existing data model is
fine-tuned by combining the characteristics of ordinary
white light endoscopic image data, as shown in Figure 1.

This paper proposes the W-DeepLab network for
computer-aided diagnosis of intestinal metaplasia and trains
it using a white light endoscopic image dataset. The dataset
is randomly divided into three parts, namely, training set,
validation set, and test set. The training system corresponds
to the model parameters, the verification system adjusts the
hyperparameters of the model, and the test system is used

to evaluate performance, and the test system does not partic-
ipate in model training and verification. This article uses the
TensorFlow1.6.0 deep learning framework and the Python
language program version 3.5.2 for testing. The initial learn-
ing rate is 0.0001, and the learning rate decreases according
to the curve as the number of iterations increases.

4. Analysis and Research on the Diagnosis of
Early Gastric Cancer Based on Medical
Imaging Technology and
Mathematical Modeling

4.1. Gender Composition of the Two Groups of Subjects.
There were 2176 cases in the experimental group, 52% male
and 48% female, and 1864 cases in the control group, as
shown in Figure 2. There were 38 men and 62 women,
respectively. The Pearson χ2 test was performed on the gen-
der of the two groups of research subjects, and there was no
statistical difference in the gender composition of the two
groups of subjects, as shown in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Male to female ratio.

Table 2: Test results of each evaluation index.

Model Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity MIoU Time

W-DeepLab 98% 91% 97% 88% 10frame/s

DeepLabv3+ 80% 78% 93% 77% 12frame/s

FCN-32s 81% 70% 85% 62% 2frame/s

Table 1: Gender distribution of the two groups of subjects.

Grouping Test group (%) Control group (%) P value

Male 52 38

0.42Female 48 62

Total 100 100
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4.2. Experimental Results of Images under White Light. The
segmentation speed of FCN-32s, DeepLabv3+, and W-
DeepLab was tested to enable a more comprehensive assess-
ment of the computer-aided diagnosis network for intestinal
metaplasia. The test results of each evaluation index of each
network on the ordinary white light endoscopy image data-
set are shown in Table 2. The better the performance of the
network, the higher the specificity and sensitivity will be.
From the test results, it can be clearly concluded that the
specificity and sensitivity of the W-DeepLab network are
better than other network models, reaching 97% and 91%,
respectively, and the MIoU value of the W-DeepLab net-
work is also the highest. The best is 88%, which is signifi-
cantly higher than 62% of FCN-32s and 77% of DeepLabv3
+. The most important thing is that the W-DeepLab network
is as high as 98% in terms of global pixel accuracy, which is
significantly better than the other two networks, as shown in
Figure 3.

In the classification task of medical images, the classifica-
tion accuracy is usually evaluated by the characteristic curve
(ROC) index. The area enclosed by the ROC curve and the
horizontal axis is called AUC. The better the classification
method, the greater the AUC value. By entering the AUC
value into the measurement network, the standard is to
make the verification of the network proposed in this paper
more comprehensive and objective. The AUC values of dif-
ferent models are shown in Table 3. The AUC value of the
W-DeepLab network is 0.98, which is much larger than the
0.88 of FCN-32 s and 0.91 of DeepLabv3+. These experi-
ments are enough to fully demonstrate that the W-
DeepLab network can make a positive contribution to the
computer-aided diagnosis of intestinal metaplasia.

4.3. Comparison of the Value of NBI and BLI in the Diagnosis
of Early Gastric Cancer. Irregular microvascular morphology
and irregular surface microstructure with demarcation lines

were observed under endoscopy, which can be diagnosed as
early gastric cancer. For early gastric cancer, among 1864
patients in the control group, 178 were diagnosed with early
gastric cancer by NBI endoscopy. Compared with the early
gastric cancer diagnosed by the pathology department, 204
patients were diagnosed by endoscopy, which was consistent
with the results reported by the pathology department.

Among the 2176 patients in the experimental group, 211
patients were diagnosed with early gastric cancer by BLI
endoscopy. Compared with the early gastric cancer diag-
nosed by the pathology department, the endoscopic diagno-
sis of 191 patients was consistent with the pathological
report, and 7 patients were diagnosed with early gastric
cancer.

The chi-square test was used to calculate the difference
in sensitivity and specificity of NBI and BLI for the diagnosis
of early gastric cancer, as shown in Table 4. The difference in
sensitivity (P = 0:021) between the two was calculated to be
statistically significant, while the difference in specificity
(P = 0:409) between the two was not statistically significant,
as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Model experimental results in the testing phase of the white light endoscopic image dataset.

Table 4: Comparison of the value of NBI and BLI in the diagnosis
of early gastric cancer.

Group Sensitivity Specificity

NBI 79% 92%

BLI 90% 98%

P 0.018 0.44

Table 3: AUC values for different models.

Model W-DeepLab DeepLabv3+ FCN-32s

AUC 98% 91% 88%
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5. Conclusions

The timely detection of early gastric cancer has become the
key to whether patients can receive early treatment. There-
fore, improving the diagnosis level of early gastric cancer will
significantly reduce the mortality of gastric cancer and
improve the quality of life of patients. This study compared
the value of NBI and BLI in the diagnosis of early gastric
cancer, but the specificity of the two was not statistically sig-
nificant. All patients with correct diagnosis of early gastric
cancer in the NBI picture had significant IMVP and DL or
IMSP and DL. However, in 13 benign LGIN lesions, these
three major structures failed NBI endoscopy. The doctor’s
understanding of early gastric cancer and the experience of
endoscopic surgery often determine the direction of diagno-
sis. The missed diagnosis was due to the fact that the muco-
sal surface was covered with “white substances”, which
affected the judgment of microvessels and microstructures.
Later, the images were checked and corrected to early gastric
cancer. This paper also introduces the related experiments of
applying W-DeepLab network in computer-aided diagnosis
of intestinal metaplasia. The ordinary white light endoscopic
image was selected as the image used in the data set, and
then the raw data of the ordinary white light endoscopic
image obtained from the Department of Gastroenterology
of the First Affiliated Hospital were processed into data that
could be recognized by the semantic segmentation network.
It also introduces several mainstream indicators for evaluat-
ing computer-aided diagnosis ability and methods for opti-
mizing model training; finally, the models are tested and
compared on the white light endoscopy image test set. The
research results show that the computer-aided diagnosis
technology for intestinal metaplasia based on the W-
DeepLab network has the best effect; and in the comparison
between the W-DeepLab network and other semantic seg-

mentation networks, the AUC value, specificity and sensitiv-
ity, etc. properties all perform better.

The study also had some limitations. First, this study is a
single-center retrospective study, which may have limita-
tions in case selection and cannot fully cover all cases.
Therefore, further verification with more cases is required.
Second, endoscopic diagnostic results are not completed by
the same physician, and different levels of clinical experience
may affect the accuracy of endoscopic results. Finally, the
diagnostic ability of BLI endoscopic mucosal microstructure
typing on the differentiation degree of EGC was not further
analyzed in this study, and further research is needed to
determine in the future.
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Objective. To study the effect of Mirena intrauterine device (IUD) on endometrial thickness, life quality score, and curative effect
in patients with perimenopausal abnormal uterine bleeding. Methods. Eighty patients with perimenopausal abnormal uterine
bleeding cured from January 2020 to December 2021 were enrolled as the object of study. According to random number table,
the patients were classified into the study (n = 40) and control (n = 40) groups. The control cases were cured with
medroxyprogesterone. The study cases were cured with Mirena IUD. The effective rate of clinical therapies was evaluated after
3 months of treatment. The endometrial thickness, menstrual volume score, and life quality score (WHOQOL-BREF) was
measured after 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months of treatment. Results. The effective rate of patients with Mirena IUD for 3
months was higher compared to the control group (P < 0:05). The endometrial thickness and menstrual volume scores of
study cohort after 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months following treatment were remarkably lower than those before treatment
(P < 0:05) and were considerably lower than those of control cohort (P < 0:05). The hemoglobin level of the studied cases after
1 month, 2 months, and 3 months after therapy was remarkably upregulated (P < 0:05) and was greatly higher compared to
the controlled cases (P < 0:05). After 3-month treatment, the WHOQOL-BREF score of the study group was higher compared
to the control group (P < 0:05). Conclusion. The Mirena IUD is far more effective in the treatment of perimenopausal
abnormal uterine bleeding and is helpful in reducing the thickness of the endometrium. Patients’ menstrual flow can be
controlled, and anemia can be corrected; thus, patients improve their quality of life and health status and can be considered for
further promotion.

1. Introduction

Perimenopausal period is the temporary period from the
decline of female ovarian function to 1 year after menopause
[1]. The ovarian function of perimenopausal women gradu-
ally declined, the sensitivity and response of ovaries to pitui-
tary gonadotropin decreased, and the negative feedback of
estrogen and progesterone caused the increase of gonadotro-
pin level [2]. The levels of thyroid-stimulating hormone
(TSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH) increased remarkably,
and the reflex of estrogen in the body increased, but it could
not form a preovulatory peak, follicular development and

maturation reduced the disturbance of ovulation, and the
level of progesterone was low [3]. The endometrium is
affected by a single estrogen showing obvious proliferative
changes, and the endometrium cannot be well transformed
into the secretory phase [4–6].

Thedefinitionof abnormaluterinebleeding is inconsistent
with any of the four items of normalmenstrual frequency, reg-
ularity, menstrual duration, and menstrual bleeding volume,
which comes from abnormal bleeding in the uterine cavity
[7]. Under normal circumstances, the menstrual cycle of
women is under the action of neuroendocrine regulation
mechanism of reproductive axis (also called hypothalamus-
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pituitary-ovary axis), and endometrium changes periodically
and falls off. Under normal circumstances, themenstrual cycle
appears regularly, which the average time is 23-37 days with
menstrual volume of 20~60ml for menstrual period of 3-7
days [8]. The hypothalamic-pituitary-ovarian system in peri-
menopausal women is prone to disruption due to reduced
ovarian sensitivity and response to gonadotropins. The ovar-
ian function shows the trend of decline, which follicular
growth and development is relatively slow and ovulation dys-
function occurs, resulting in a significant decrease in proges-
terone secretion [9]. Endometrium is only affected by
estrogen, and the lack of progesterone antagonistic effect and
estrogen breakthrough uterine bleeding occurs, which ismore
likely to cause perimenopausal abnormal uterine bleeding
[10–12]. The main clinical manifestations are irregular men-
strual cycle, remarkably increased menstruation, prolonged
menstruation, endless dripping, and secondary anemia
accompanied by systemic symptoms such as dry skin, hot
flashes, chest tightness, and irritability [13].

The therapeutic guidelines for perimenopausal abnormal
uterine bleeding are to stop bleeding and correct anemia, to
regulate the menstrual cycle, to prevent endometrial cancer,
and to promote quality of life [14]. The traditional nonoper-
ative treatment is mainly oral hormone drugs, such as
medroxyprogesterone [15]. Medroxyprogesterone is a pro-
gesterone derivative of 17-a hydroxyprogesterone, which is
a synthetic luteal progesterone. In the treatment of perimen-
opausal abnormal uterine bleeding, high levels of medroxy-
progesterone cause endometrial atrophy and inhibit the
formation of local blood vessels in the endometrium, thereby
altering the uterine microenvironment and promoting blood
clotting [16]. Mirena, also known as levonorgestrel intrauter-
ine birth control system (LNG-IUS), is an efficient and safe
T-shaped plastic stent contraceptive device produced by
Bayer Pharmaceutical Company of Germany. It was allowed
to be adopted in 1995 and has been widely applied in many
European countries since 2009. Mirena contains 52mg levo-
norgestrel. Its unique design structure enables it to release
levonorgestrel at a uniform rate at the dose of 20μg/24 h,
which can be maintained for about 5 years. The levonorges-
trel drug and the contraceptive ring are capable of acting
directly on the uterine cavity, causing the expression of pro-
gesterone and estrogen receptors to be downregulated. The
endometrium becomes less sensitive to estrogen and proges-
terone and therefore gradually shrinks and thins, eventually
leading to reduced menstruation. It can be adopted for con-
traception and treatment of menorrhagia caused by nonor-
ganic diseases [17]. Only 10% of levonorgestrel is absorbed
into the blood circulation, so Mirena has almost no endo-
crine effect on ovarian function, and patients with perimeno-
pausal abnormal uterine bleeding do not need long-term oral
hormone drugs [18]. Under this background, it is very neces-
sary to carry out related research, which can clarify the role of
Mirena intrauterine device (IUD) when treating perimeno-
pausal patients with abnormal uterine bleeding, which will
provide a certain basis for clinicians to judge the condition
of patients. Based on this, this study focused on 80 cases of
perimenopausal abnormal uterine bleeding cured in our hos-
pital from January 2020 to December 2021.

2. Patients and Methods

2.1. General Information. Eighty patients with perimeno-
pausal abnormal uterine bleeding cured from January 2020
to December 2021 were enrolled in our hospital as the object
of study. Eighty patients were arbitrarily classified into the
study (n = 40) and control (n = 40) groups. The age of study
cases was 41-55 years old; their average age was 45:36 ± 4:22
years old, and the average course of disease was 7:15 ± 4:38
months. The age of control cases was 40-56 years old; their
average age was 45:42 ± 4:17 years old, and the average
course of disease was 7:19 ± 4:41 months. There exhibited
no significant difference in sex, age, and course of disease
(P > 0:05). This study was approved by the Medical Ethics
Society of our hospital. All patients have signed an informed
consent form. Inclusion criteria are as follows: (1) the cases
who met the diagnostic criteria of perimenopausal period,
and their age was in perimenopausal period. Premenstrual
syndrome (PMS) symptoms during perimenopause can mir-
ror those of menopause symptoms, confusing women as to
what exactly are they suffering from and what initiatives they
should take to find relief. It usually starts in your mid-40s,
but it can start earlier. Completing menopause before age
40 is called premature menopause; (2) the patients who were
diagnosed by hysteroscopy or directly diagnosed as peri-
menopausal abnormal uterine bleeding after uterine curet-
tage; (3) the patients who had no heart, liver, kidney, and
other medical complications; (4) the patients without fertil-
ity requirements; (5) the patients who could successfully
complete follow-up; (6) the patients cured with Mirena
and medroxyprogesterone.

Exclusion criteria are as follows: (1) pregnancy-related
bleeding; (2) reproductive organ tumor; (3) systemic inflam-
matory reaction; (4) coagulation dysfunction and liver, kid-
ney, endocrine diseases, and abnormal development of
reproductive organs; (5) irregular vaginal bleeding caused
by exogenous hormones and foreign bodies; (6) gynecologi-
cal infection; (7) urinary system infection; (8) history of
infectious abortion within 3 months; (9) hypersensitivity to
levonorgestrel and medroxyprogesterone.

2.2. Treatment Methods

2.2.1. Technical Route. The technical route of this research is
displayed as indicated in Figure 1. Patients were recruited
into the groups. The control group was given implementa-
tion of medroxyprogesterone treatment. The research group
was given implementation of the treatment of Mirena IUD.
The effective rate of clinical treatment after 3-month treat-
ment and the endometrial thickness, menstrual volume
score, and quality of life score (WHOQOL-BREF) were
compared at 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months after
treatment.

2.2.2. Intervention Program. After the patient completed
blood routine, urine routine, blood coagulation function,
liver and kidney function examination, and B-ultrasound to
determine the thickness of endometrium, routine diagnostic
curettage was performed. Additionally, the scraped endome-
trial tissue was fixed with 10% formaldehyde solution and
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sent for pathological examination. Endometrial malignant
and precancerous lesions were excluded according to the
results of pathological examination.

(1) Control group: medroxyprogesterone (Zhejiang
Xianwei Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., specification:
2mg/tablets) treatment; oral medroxyprogesterone
8mg (four tablets a day) half a month after endome-
trial tissue curettage. The cases stopped taking med-
icine for 10 days and waited for endometrial
exfoliation and bleeding. From the first day of bleed-
ing, the cases would wait for half a month to start
taking medicine. The continuous treatment should
be last for 3 months

(2) Study group scheme: Implement Mirena LNG-IUS
was produced by Bayer, Germany, with specification
52mg/branch. Its main composition is the chemical
name of levonorgestrel D (–)–17α–-ethynyl-17 β-
hydroxy-18-methylestrost-4- alkene-3- ketone; and
the molecular formula is C21H28O2. The core of Mir-
ena is a white or quasi-white cylindrical structure,
and the outer cover is fixed to the T-shaped longitu-
dinal arm with an opaque film. The horizontal arm is
folded away and placed in the placer. After the gyne-
cological examination, the size and position of the
uterus were determined. Mirena ring was placed in
the uterus on the fifth day after curettage. After plac-
ing Mirena, the patients stayed in bed for 2 hours to
observe the adverse reactions such as fever, abdomi-
nal pain, or vaginal bleeding. Regular follow-up
observation was conducted after placement; if there
was no obvious discomfort in the treatment effect

of the patient and the conscious effect was satisfac-
tory, it can be taken out when the hormone level of
the patient has reached menopause. Regular follow-
up visits include understanding the patient’s condi-
tion and assessing treatment; understanding the
patient’s behavioral changes and adjusting nonphar-
macological treatment plans; understanding the
patient’s visits and medication use and evaluating
the effectiveness of medication; supervising the
patient’s regular blood pressure, blood glucose, lipid,
and related complications checks; and understand-
ing and checking the patient’s self-management. It
can be removed at any time when the patient feels
obviously uncomfortable or the therapeutic effect is
not obvious during treatment

2.3. Observation Indicators

(1) The effective rate of clinical treatment after 3 months
of treatment was studied: from the beginning of the
treatment, the patients will be followed up every
month, and the patients will be informed to come
to the hospital for reexamination on time. The cura-
tive effect was observed and blood routine examina-
tion and B-ultrasound were performed. The
hemoglobin level and the thinning of endometrium
were observed. In the meantime, the patient was
asked whether there was irregular bleeding, nausea,
vomiting and other discomfort, anemia, and if symp-
toms of anemia and fatigue were improved. The crite-
rion for efficacy is return to normal menstrual cycles
lasting 3-5 days each cycle after treatment. The
patients with significantly reduced or amenorrhoeic

Pre-research preparation

Patients were recruited in to the group

Grouping

Index evaluation

Control group (Implementation of
medroxyprogesterone treatment)

Research group (Implementation of the
treatment of mirena intrauterin edevice)

To study the effective rate of clinical treatment after 3 months treatment, the
endometrial thickness, menstrual volume score and quality of life score

(WHOQOL-BREF) at 1 month, 2 months and 3 months after treatment.

Data collation, statistics, analysis and evaluation

Figure 1: Technology roadmap.
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menses were deemed to be effective. Conversely, the
patients whose vaginal bleeding did not change or
worsened after treatment were considered ineffective

(2) The thickness of endometrium before treatment, 1
month, 2 months, and 3 months after treatment
was detected by color ultrasound

(3) The menstrual volume scores before treatment, 1
month, 2 months, and 3 months after treatment
were compared. Menstrual bleeding chart (PBLAC)
was adopted to evaluate in this investigation [19].
PBLAC score (1) 0: no menstruation (amenorrhea),
(2) 1~10: drip bleeding, (3) 11~30: decreased men-
struation, (4) 31~100: normal menstruation, (5)
100~150: menorrhagia, and (6) >150: menorrhagia

(4) The hemoglobin level before treatment, 1 month, 2
months, and 3 months after treatment: venous blood
was drawn to detect blood routine and count the
amount of hemoglobin

(5) The life quality score: WHOQOL-BREF score was
adopted to evaluate the quality of life. The
WHOQOL-BREF scale included 26 items, including
physiology, psychology, social relations, and envi-
ronment [20]. Each entry would be scored 1-5 points
from light to heavy, and 3 items needed reverse
score. The score of each field = the average score of
the field to which it belongs is ∗ 4. The higher the
score in the field, the better the quality of life in the
corresponding field

2.4. Statistical Analysis. The statistical analysis was calcu-
lated using SPSS24.0 software, and the statistical graphics
were drawn by GraphPad Prism8.0. The measured data in
accordance with normal distribution were presented by
mean ± standard deviation (�x ± s). Paired sample t-test was
adopted for intragroup comparison, and independent sam-
ple t-test was applied for intergroup comparison. P < 0:05
exhibited statistically significant. If it was not consistent, it
was presented by the median (lower quartile to upper quar-
tile). Paired sample nonparametric test was adopted for
intragroup comparison, and independent sample nonpara-
metric test was used for intergroup comparison. The grade
data were tested by FISHER accurate method. P < 0:05
exhibited statistical significance.

3. Results

3.1. Effective Rate of Clinical Treatment after 3 Months of
Treatment. After 3 months of treatment, the clinical effective
rate of the study group was higher compared to the control
group (P < 0:05, Table 1). The data indicated that Mirena
IUD had more effective than medroxyprogesterone.

3.2. The Thickness of Endometrium before Treatment and 1
Month, 2 Months, and 3 Months after Treatment. Before
treatment, there exhibited no significant difference in endo-
metrial thickness (P > 0:05). The thickness of endometrium
in the study group after 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months

treatment were remarkably thinner than that before treat-
ment (P < 0:05), and they were greatly thinner lower than
those in the control group (P < 0:05), as indicated in
Table 2. The current results suggested that Mirena IUD
could inhibit the growth of the thickness of endometrium
compared with medroxyprogesterone treatment.

3.3. The Menstrual Volume Scores before Treatment and 1
Month, 2 Months, and 3 Months after Treatment. Before
treatment, there exhibited no significant difference in men-
strual volume score (P > 0:05). The menstrual volume scores
of the study group at 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months after
treatment were remarkably lower than those before treat-
ment (P < 0:05), and they were remarkably lower than those
in the control group (P < 0:05), as indicated in Table 3. The
current results suggested that Mirena IUD could reduce the
menstrual volume compared with medroxyprogesterone
treatment.

3.4. The Hemoglobin Level before Treatment and 1 Month, 2
Months, and 3 Months after Treatment. Before treatment,
there exhibited no significant difference in hemoglobin con-
tent (P > 0:05). The hemoglobin level of the study group
after 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months of treatment was
remarkably higher than that before treatment (P < 0:05),
and they were remarkably higher than those in the control
group (P < 0:05, Table 4). The current results showed that
Mirena IUD could reduce the menstrual volume in order
to maintain higher hemoglobin level compared with
medroxyprogesterone treatment.

3.5. WHOQOL-BREF Score. There exhibited no significant
difference in WHOQOL-BREF score before treatment
(P > 0:05). After 3 months of treatment, the WHOQOL-
BREF score of the study group was higher compared to the
control group (P < 0:05, Table 5). The current results
showed that Mirena IUD could improve the life quality of
patients.

4. Discussion

Since the implementation of family planning in China, the
aging population has also increased accordingly, and the
number of people entering menopause is becoming larger
and larger. According to a survey from the United Nations,

Table 1: The effective rate of clinical therapies after 3 months of
treatment.

Group
Effective
(example/

%)

Valid
(example/

%)

Invalid
(example/

%)

Effective rate of
clinical treatment

(case/%)

C
group
(n = 40)

24/60.00 7/17.50 9/22.50 31/77.50

R group
(n = 40) 30/75.00 8/20.00 2/5.00 38/95.00

χ2

value
0.119

P value 0.731
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the number of perimenopausal people was expected to reach
197 million by 2020 [21]. There is no clear age limit for peri-
menopausal period, and the time of ovarian function decline
in women is different. Perimenopause means “around men-
opause” and refers to the time during which your body
makes the natural transition to menopause, marking the
end of the reproductive years [22]. Before menopause, some
patients will develop symptoms associated with ovarian
decline. The main manifestations are mental and emotional
irritability and sleep disorders [23]. Additionally, some
patients will show sparse menstruation or dripping, which
symptoms will make people more irritable and nervous. In
the perimenopausal period, there will be some other physical
discomfort, such as slow intestinal peristalsis, loss of appe-
tite, and fatigue without any inducement. The decline in
estrogen levels will increase the incidence of cardiovascular

disease, and these subsequent symptoms and physical dis-
comfort seriously plague perimenopausal women [24–28].

In the perimenopausal period, the follicles in the ovary
are gradually exhausted, and the follicles are an important
source of estrogen secretion in the female body [29]. Peri-
menopausal endometrium is stimulated by single estrogen
for a long time. However, the proliferative endometrium
cannot be converted to secretory phase due to the decrease
of progesterone level, and the blood vessels and stroma of
endometrium are easy to break and bleed [30]. Therefore,
women approaching menopause are particularly prone to
irregular uterine bleeding. Abnormal uterine bleeding is
one of the most common gynecological problems in peri-
menopausal women. Most of the women approaching men-
opause are caused by abnormal uterine bleeding caused by
ovulation disorders [31]. In the United States, gynecological
diseases, including abnormal uterine bleeding, are the lead-
ing cause of hospitalization for women aged 45-54, account-
ing for 14% of the total hospitalization rate [32]. The annual
cost of treatment for abnormal uterine bleeding is about
$100 million [33]. Therefore, our country will spend more
and more on treating the diseases of perimenopausal women
with the increase in the number of postmenopausal people.
How to manage abnormal uterine bleeding effectively and
economically is an important problem what we are facing.

Clinical studies have indicated that medroxyprogester-
one could be adopted to treat perimenopausal abnormal

Table 2: The thickness of endometrium before treatment and 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months after treatment.

Thickness of endometrium (mm) Before treatment Treatment for 1 month Treatment for 2 months Treatment for 3 months

C group (n = 40) 13:54 ± 4:19 11:82 ± 3:11∗ 8:99 ± 308 7:39 ± 2:25∗

R group (n = 40) 13:35 ± 4:12 9:69 ± 2:23∗ 7:24 ± 2:02∗ 5:11 ± 1:06∗

t value 0.204 3.520 3.004 5.798

P value 0.838 <0.01 0.004 <0.01
Note: ∗ was indicated that the values of after 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months of treatment were compared with that before treatment, P < 0:05.

Table 3: The menstrual volume scores before treatment, 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months after treatment.

Menstrual volume score (points) Before treatment Treatment for 1 month Treatment for 2 months Treatment for 3 months

C group (n = 40) 181:54 ± 15:19 115:82 ± 13:11∗ 94:12 ± 8:39∗ 78:19 ± 9:25∗

R group (n = 40) 181:38 ± 15:12 70:69 ± 11:03∗ 65:14 ± 5:44∗ 56:23 ± 8:35∗

t value 0.047 16.659 18.329 11.145

P value 0.963 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Note: ∗ was indicated that the values of after 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months of treatment were compared with that before treatment, P < 0:05.

Table 4: The hemoglobin level before treatment, 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months after treatment.

Hemoglobin content value (score) Before treatment Treatment for 1 month Treatment for 2 months Treatment for 3 months

C group (n = 40) 73:52 ± 9:12 80:24 ± 9:22∗ 90:29 ± 9:64∗ 97:59 ± 9:32∗

R group (n = 40) 73:49 ± 9:09 85:08 ± 10:13∗ 99:31 ± 10:65∗ 111:36 ± 10:14∗

t value 0.015 2.235 3.971 6.323

P value 0.988 0.028 <0.01 <0.01
Note: ∗ was indicated that the values of after 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months of treatment were compared with that before treatment, P < 0:05.

Table 5: The WHOQOL-BREF score before and after treatment.

WHOQOL-BREF
score (score)

Before
treatment

Treatment for
3 months

t
P

value

C group (n = 40) 69:23 ± 8:37 82:09 ± 10:47 6.068 <0.01
R group (n = 40) 69:18 ± 8:42 102:25 ± 11:01 15.089 <0.01
t 0.027 8.392

P value 0.979 <0.01
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uterine bleeding, but patients had varying degrees of treat-
ment dependence, easy to relapse after treatment [34].
Moreover, it is not easy for patients to master the method
of medication, and it is difficult to use drugs regularly.
Long-term unregulated use of medication is not conducive
to improving the disease and can lead to recurrence or even
aggravation. In addition, previous studies have indicated
that long-term oral hormone drugs can increase the inci-
dence of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, endo-
metrial cancer, and breast cancer to a certain extent, which
will bring great physical pain and psychological problems
to patients to a certain extent [35]. Mirena LNG-IUS is pro-
duced by Bayer and contains 52mg levonorgestrel, which
can stably and slowly release levonorgestrel [36]. Through
a sustained release system, levonorgestrel is continuously
released into the target organ, where it is absorbed through
the basal capillary network of the endometrium, inhibiting
the synthesis of endometrial estrogen receptors, and thus
antagonizing endometrial hyperplasia [37]. Therefore, a
single-center randomized controlled trial was conducted to
explore the effects of Mirena IUD on endometrial thickness,
quality of life score, and efficacy in patients with perimeno-
pausal abnormal uterine bleeding.

Our results displayed that the effective rate of patients
with Mirena IUD for 3 months was greatly higher compared
to the control cohort. The endometrial thickness and men-
strual volume scores of study cohort after 1 month, 2
months, and 3 months following treatment were remarkably
thinner than those before treatment and were considerably
thinner than those of control cohort. The hemoglobin level
of the studied cases after 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months
after therapy was remarkably upregulated (P < 0:05) and was
greatly higher compared to the controlled cases. After 3-
month treatment, the WHOQOL-BREF score of the study
group was higher compared to the control group. The results
of this study further confirmed that Mirena IUD was effec-
tive when treating perimenopausal patients with abnormal
uterine bleeding, which was more beneficial to enhance the
thickness of endometrium, control menstrual volume, cor-
rect anemia, and promote the quality of life. This is mainly
because Mirena is a new type of contraceptive, which com-
bines ordinary birth control device with oral contraceptive,
giving full play to their advantages [38]. The females with
abnormal uterine bleeding in perimenopausal period are
older and have relatively poor tolerance to drug metabolism
and side effects. The long-term use of hormone drugs will
lead to cardiovascular disease, osteoporosis, insomnia,
depression, and other adverse events [39]. Moreover, 20ug
levonorgestrel is released daily and directly acted on the
uterine cavity following placement in the uterine cavity.
Because the concentration in the serum is very low, it has
almost no effect on the ovaries, and the systemic side effects
will be greatly reduced.

Zhao et al. conducted a questionnaire survey on 1021
Chinese women who used Mirena in 12 different cities
[40]. That results suggested 41% of the patients adopted
the Mirena Ring because of abnormal uterine bleeding, most
of the patients had less uterine bleeding during the use, and
more than 90% of the patients consciously had better out-

comes. A study on the treatment of bleeding with medroxy-
progesterone and medroxyprogesterone indicated that the
Mirena group remarkably improved the hyperplasia of
endometrium than the medroxyprogesterone group and
the cure rate was higher than the progesterone treatment.
Several studies have indicated that the endometrial thickness
of the Mirena group will be further thinned during subse-
quent follow-up. In addition, the satisfaction of the patients
and the efficacy of treatment were remarkably enhanced
compared with the medroxyprogesterone group [41]. This
has been consistent with the results of this study. Therefore,
it can be considered that Mirena has the advantages of con-
venience, high compliance, and less systemic side effects
when treating perimenopausal abnormal uterine bleeding.
The shortcomings of this study are the small number of
observed factors and the small sample size, and further clin-
ical studies with large samples are needed.

In summary, the Mirena IUD is far more effective in the
treatment of perimenopausal abnormal uterine bleeding and
is helpful in reducing the thickness of the endometrium.
Patients’ menstrual flow can be controlled, and anemia can
be corrected, and thus patients improve their quality of life
and health status and can be considered for further
promotion.
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Objective. In order to verify the safety and effectiveness of tirofiban combined with statins in the perioperative period of
intracranial aneurysms, this study adopts systematic review and meta-analysis, so as to comprehensively understand the
situation of intracranial aneurysms in the perioperative period, and tirofiban combined with statins was finally determined as
an effective treatment drug. Methods. This study used systematic retrospective analysis and selected 80 patients with
intracranial aneurysms treated in our hospital from June 2021 to June 2022 as the research objects. Through conventional
drugs and tirofiban combined with statins used in this study, the intracranial levels, the probability of aneurysm rupture, and
postoperative complications of the two groups were observed and recorded. Results. The analysis of 80 patients with
intracranial aneurysms showed that the influence of intracranial levels in the observation group was better than that in the
reference group, the rupture of aneurysms in the observation group was lower than that in the reference group, and the
incidence of postoperative complications in the observation group was lower than that in the reference group. Conclusion.
Through simulation verification, it is concluded that tirofiban combined with statins is safe and effective in the perioperative
application of intracranial aneurysms. This drug can improve vascular recanalization, reduce the incidence of cerebrovascular
disease events, and reduce the incidence of rebleeding. Its therapeutic effect is worthy of wide clinical application and promotion.

1. Introduction

Intracranial aneurysms are tumor like protrusions caused by
abnormal changes in local blood vessels of the intracranial
cerebral artery wall, resulting in local vascular wall damage.
Under the action of hemodynamic load and other related
factors, they gradually expand and form abnormal protru-
sions. Aneurysm is a kind of cerebrovascular disease, which
is very likely to have rupture and bleeding. Once rupture and
bleeding occur, it will have a great impact on health, and
there will be sequelae of nerve loss. When the amount of
bleeding is large, it is easy to cause death. Tirofiban, as a
more powerful antiplatelet drug, has an effect on platelet
aggregation induced by various factors. It can inhibit platelet
aggregation by inhibiting fibrinogen and platelet synthesis-

related receptors, so as to prolong the time of bleeding,
inhibit thrombosis, or reduce the size of thrombosis. Tirofi-
ban, as a representative inhibitor, is used in the treatment of
intracranial aneurysm vascular embolism. This drug can not
only be used for remedial treatment after thrombosis but
also play a preventive role. Statins can effectively reduce
the level of blood lipids; reduce the inflammatory response
of vascular endothelial cells; regulate vascular endothelium,
anti-inflammatory, and antioxidant; improve vascular reac-
tivity; and play a positive role in reducing the incidence of
cerebrovascular disease events. Statins can limit the occur-
rence and development of intracranial aneurysms and effec-
tively reduce the risk of aneurysm rupture. Tirofiban
combined with statins provides a new treatment method
and direction for intracranial aneurysms and has a great
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application prospect in perioperative treatment. Xiaojuan
and Danfeng [1] discussed the effect of perioperative nursing
combined with hyperbaric oxygen therapy in patients with
intracranial aneurysms, which can effectively reduce the
incidence of complications in patients with intracranial
aneurysms, highlighting the importance of perioperative
nursing. Di et al. [2] systematically evaluated the safety and
effectiveness of tirofiban in the perioperative period of intra-
cranial aneurysms, which can significantly reduce the occur-
rence of thromboembolic events and intracranial
hemorrhage events. Therefore, they believed that the use of
tirofiban antiplatelet therapy in the perioperative period is
safe and effective and can provide evidence-based reference
for clinical rational drug use. Weidong et al. [3] analyzed ret-
rospectively the clinical data of perioperative patients with
intracranial aneurysms in neurosurgery, evaluated the thera-
peutic effect of tirofiban in the perioperative period, and
concluded that tirofiban is a safe and effective treatment
for this disease by recording and analyzing the successful
thrombolysis rate, intracranial hemorrhage, and discharge
prognosis of patients after surgery. Gang et al. [4] summa-
rized the perioperative complications of intravascular embo-
lization for intracranial aneurysms, analyzed the high-risk
related factors affecting the occurrence of complications,
and retrospectively analyzed the patient’s case data. Multi-
variate logistic regression showed that ischemia and hemor-
rhage were the perioperative complications of this disease,
with a high risk of occurrence. Jian et al. [5] analyzed the
clinical significance of the morphological and hemodynamic
characteristics of the disease in predicting the risk of rupture
and compared the morphological parameters and hemody-
namic parameters of aneurysms, which is helpful to evaluate
the risk of rupture. Binghao et al. [6] pointed out that the
disease is a disease with a high mortality and disability rate
among cerebrovascular diseases. Once aneurysmal hemor-
rhage occurs, it is extremely critical. The urgent task is to
conduct rupture risk assessment, obtain morphological indi-
cators of intracranial aneurysms, and deal with aneurysms
with high rupture risk [6]. Gang [7] discussed that statins
can effectively reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease,
and the clinical guidelines recommend statins as the first-
line treatment to prevent cardiovascular disease. This study
is a cerebrovascular disease. Statins combined with other
drugs can also effectively reduce the risk. Lin [8] retrospec-
tively analyzed the compliance status and related factors of
statins in secondary prevention of ischemic cerebrovascular
disease and analyzed the risk of ischemic cerebrovascular
disease with multiple correspondences. Jiali [9] systemati-
cally evaluated and meta analyzed the therapeutic effect of
statins on aneurysmal hemorrhage. When the disease rup-
tures, blood flows into and accumulates in the subarachnoid
space, causing a clinical syndrome, which is a common and
very serious disease [9]. Zhouqin and Chunhua [10] col-
lected the clinical research literature of patients with intra-
cranial aneurysms, performed meta-analysis on the
relevant literature that met the requirements, and systemati-
cally reviewed and evaluated the incidence of postoperative
adverse reactions of patients. Kim (2022) et al. summarize
the treatment effect and safety of patients when summariz-

ing the thermal ablation treatment of intrahepatic cholan-
giocarcinoma [11], which can provide reference value for
this study. Jie et al. [12] discussed the safety and effectiveness
of intravenous tirofiban after intravascular treatment of
acute cerebral infarction. Tirofiban can improve the dis-
charge score of patients with intravascular. It has been
proved that intravenous tirofiban is safe. Fuxing et al. [13]
discussed the safety and effectiveness of aspirin in the treat-
ment of ischemic cerebrovascular diseases. It has been
proved that it can improve indicators and have significant
treatment effect and high safety. In this study, aspirin was
used as the conventional drug in the reference group to ana-
lyze the safety and effectiveness of other drugs in the treat-
ment of cerebrovascular diseases. In this study, the general
data of patients were systematically reviewed by multivariate
logistic regression; from the statistical results, the feasibility
and safety of tirofiban in treatment have been confirmed,
which can reduce the incidence of bleeding. Combined with
statins in the treatment of intracranial aneurysms during
perioperative period, the activity of inhibitory factors can
inhibit the development of aneurysms and further reduce
the incidence of cerebrovascular disease events.

2. Meta-Analysis of Intracranial Aneurysms

2.1. Clinical Application of Tirofiban Combined with Statins.
Tirofiban as a nonpeptide high selective antagonist can
inhibit platelet aggregation and adhesion most rapidly,
directly, and completely and can effectively prevent the
binding of fibrinogen and receptor. Statins can effectively
reduce the blood lipid level of patients and reduce the
inflammatory reaction of vascular endothelial cells. Statins
are not only aimed at cardiovascular diseases but also benefit
the blood vessels of the whole body. They can reduce scle-
rotic plaque and prevent thrombosis. They can play an obvi-
ous therapeutic effect in the treatment of cerebrovascular
diseases and have high safety.

2.2. Clinical Application of Conventional Drugs. The refer-
ence group of this study was treated with conventional drugs
such as aspirin and nimodipine. Aspirin is an anticoagulant.
For the thrombotic pathway, it can inhibit one or more of
the many conduction pathways leading to platelet aggregation,
so as to inhibit platelet aggregation and avoid the occurrence
of thrombosis caused by platelet aggregation. Nimodipine is
used to improve blood circulation and prevent and treat

Table 1: Changes of intracranial levels.

Group
Aneurysm

diameter (cm)
Aneurysm wall
thickness (μm)

TNF-α (ng/
l)

Observation
group

3:87 ± 0:23 0:78 ± 0:15 35:07 ± 3:75

Control
group

4:78 ± 0:25 0:56 ± 0:13 89:73 ± 4:38

t 8.572 9.134 8.264

p 0.01 0.013 0.018
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ischemic nerve injury caused by aneurysms. The drug has a
good effect on patients with vascular dementia.

2.3. Meta-Analysis of Drugs for Intracranial Aneurysms. In
this study, meta-analysis was used to compare and synthe-
size the discussion of tirofiban combined with statins in
the perioperative period of intracranial aneurysms. Accord-
ing to the statistical method of the research results of the
problems related to the topic, relevant studies were compre-
hensively collected through retrieval and strictly evaluated

and analyzed one by one, and those that did not conform
to the topics related to tirofiban combined statins and intra-
cranial aneurysms, as well as the repeated publication of tir-
ofiban combined statins. The relevant literature of
intracranial aneurysms, after systematic detection, evalua-
tion, and summary, and quantitative combined analysis in
the systematic review, is helpful to explore the consistency
and other differences of the therapeutic effect of tirofiban
combined with statins in the treatment of intracranial aneu-
rysms. Rigorous meta-analysis can make a more objective
evaluation. The clinical similarity and methodological simi-
larity of the included studies are good. The results of tirofi-
ban combined with statins in the perioperative period of
intracranial aneurysms in this study finally proved to be safe
and effective. It has super high reliability.

3. General Information and Methods

3.1. General Information of Patients. This study adopts sys-
tematic retrospective analysis and selects 80 patients with
intracranial aneurysms treated in our hospital from June
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Figure 1: Comparison of aneurysm diameter and aneurysm wall thickness between the two groups.
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Figure 2: Two groups of TNF-α horizontal comparison chart.

Table 2: Comparison of aneurysm rupture.

Group
Intracranial

hemorrhage (%)
Subarachnoid

hemorrhage (%)
Head

pain (%)

Observation
group

2.5 3.75 5

Control
group

13.75 18.75 16.25

t 8.453 8.612 7.685

p 0.015 0.009 0.02
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2021 to June 2022 as the research object. The patients are
divided into two groups according to odd and even grouping,
with 40 patients in each group. Among them, 40 patients
treated with conventional drugs, such as aspirin and nimodi-
pine, were used as the reference group, including 15 male
patients and 25 female patients. The age range was 40 to 75
years old, and the median age was (55:4 ± 3:8) years old; 40
patients treated with tirofiban combined with statins were
used as the observation group, including 13 male patients
and 27 female patients. The age range was 42 to 73 years old,
and the median age was (54:1 ± 3:7) years old. After univariate
t-test, the general data of the two groups were not statistically
significant (p > 0:05), which was comparable.

3.2. Case Selection and Exclusion

3.2.1. Case Inclusion Criteria

(1) The patient and his family members have given their
informed consent and signed the informed consent
form

(2) No Alzheimer’s disease or other cognitive impair-
ment, clear consciousness, and certain expression
ability

(3) There were no other serious complications

3.2.2. Case Exclusion Criteria

(1) Noncompliant patients

(2) Have acute and chronic infectious diseases

(3) Patients with a variety of basic diseases

3.3. Observation Index

(1) Observe and record the influence of intracranial
levels in the two groups

(2) The probability of aneurysm rupture was observed
and recorded in the two groups

(3) The postoperative complications of the two groups
were observed and recorded

4. Method

4.1. Perioperative Methods. Before the perioperative period,
the patients were given psychological intervention to relieve
the tension of the patients, explain the disease knowledge to
the patients, reduce the pressure and tension of the patients,
enhance the confidence of the patients, and receive treat-
ment with the best psychological state.

After the operation of intracranial aneurysms, the
patients in the reference group were treated with aspirin
and nimodipine, the changes of vital signs were monitored,
and the changes of the patient’s condition were recorded.
After the operation, the patients were asked to take an abso-
lute lying position, and the patients were asked to relax their
heads, do not use force, and do not shake their heads. Let
patients have a good rest, ensure adequate nutrition and
sleep, reduce intracranial pressure, pay attention to posture,
and prevent rebleeding. The observation group used tirofi-
ban combined with statins to ensure vascular recanalization.
Observe and ask the patient’s condition changes in time
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Figure 3: Comparison of aneurysm rupture.

Table 3: Comparison of postoperative complications.

Group
Hydrocephalus

(%)
New cerebral
infarction (%)

Recurrent
aneurysm (%)

Observation
group

3.75 1.25 6.25

Control
group

10 13.75 16.25
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during the treatment. Observe the clinical symptoms and
adverse reactions of patients after medication. The effect of
a reasonable safe dose of medication on a high dose will lead
to aneurysm rupture. Monitor the ECG, blood vessel level,
and vital signs of patients; and deal with them in time once
abnormalities are found. Strictly follow the doctor’s advice
on medication. If the patient is found to have a slight head-
ache, or accompanied by nausea, vomiting, and other condi-
tions, it should be reported to the surgeon in time to check
whether the patient has increased intracranial pressure.

Eat more crude fiber food, digestible food, and drink
more water after operation. Drink water slowly to prevent
choking reaction. Pay attention to rest, and avoid fatigue
and emotional excitement. After the operation, take drugs
strictly according to the doctor’s advice to improve the
patient’s medication compliance.

4.2. Statistical Methods. The systematic review of clinical
data was studied by meta-analysis using IBM SPSS 24.0 data
analysis platform and Revman 5.3 software. Observe the law
of data distribution, use Spearman correlation analysis
method to discuss the correlation of data, and use curve esti-
mation and linear regression analysis to observe the statisti-
cal law of data. In all analyses, the significance p value of
statistical data is considered to be in the confidence space
when p < 0:05, and the statistical result is considered to be
in the absolute confidence space when p < 0:01.

5. Simulation Verification

5.1. Compare the Effects of the Two Methods on Intracranial
Levels. After the occurrence of intracranial aneurysms, they
often develop further, leading to the expansion of aneu-
rysms, which seriously causes the injury and dysfunction of
intracranial arterial endothelial cells. When drugs are used,
it will have a direct impact on the diameter of aneurysm.
Collagen fiber is an important part of extracellular matrix.
Changes in collagen fiber synthesis will lead to changes in
the thickness of aneurysm wall. Aneurysmal inflammatory
factors such as TNF-α, after activation, will cause intracra-

nial inflammatory reaction. After drug treatment, it can
inhibit the spread of inflammation and hinder the develop-
ment of aneurysms.

At this stage, the relationship between aneurysm diame-
ter, aneurysm wall thickness, and TNF was observed-α. The
influence of intracranial level is made into Table 1 as follows.

Table 1 shows the comparison results of the two groups
of data. The diameter of the aneurysm in the observation
group is about 3.87 cm and that in the control group is
about 4.78 cm, which is significantly smaller than that in
the control group. In addition, the thickness of the aneu-
rysm in the control group is thinner than that in the obser-
vation group, inflammatory factor TNF in control group- α
More than observation group. There was a statistical rela-
tionship between t < 10:000 and p < 0:05. Through visual
analysis of the above data, Figures 1 and 2 are obtained.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the diameter, thickness,
and TNF of intracranial aneurysms in the two groups are
shown-α. According to two sets of TNF- αThe results of
the level comparison can be seen intuitively that tirofiban
combined with statins has a better therapeutic effect than
conventional drugs. There is a wide gap between the two
groups. This drug combined with statins can reduce inflam-
matory factors and improve the progress of aneurysm. All
levels of intracranial are better than those of conventional
drugs. It can be indirectly concluded that tirofiban combined
with statins can effectively eliminate inflammation and
inhibit the development of intracranial aneurysms.

5.2. Two Methods for Aneurysm Rupture. The incidence of
thromboembolism in intracranial aneurysm surgery is high.
Embolizing intracranial aneurysms has certain risks, and
aneurysms are very fragile, so, in order to prevent and treat
thromboembolism, drug intervention is needed. However,
after drug intervention, platelet function will be abnormal,
increasing the risk of aneurysm rupture. Tirofiban combined
with statins can effectively improve the rupture of aneurysms.

Now, we study the probability of aneurysm rupture under
the two methods; analyze the probability of intracranial
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6.25
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16.25
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Control group
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Recurrent aneurysm (%)

New cerebral infraction (%)
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Figure 4: Comparison of postoperative complication rate.
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hemorrhage, subarachnoid hemorrhage, and head pain after
rupture; and make Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, the probabilities of intracranial
hemorrhage, subarachnoid hemorrhage, and head pain in
the observation group were 2.5%, 3.75%, and 5%, respec-
tively, while the probabilities of the control group were
13.75%, 18.75%, and 16.25%, respectively. There is a result
of T < 10:000 and p < 0:05 between the two comparisons of
the data, that is, there is a statistical difference between the
data, which can be considered that different drugs have a
certain impact on the rupture of aneurysms. According to
the above data, Table 2 is made into a visual diagram as
follows.

Tirofiban has a short half-life, and the recovery rate of
platelet function is higher after the withdrawal of combined
statins. According to the analysis of Figure 3, the use of tir-
ofiban combined with statins has a small risk of aneurysm
rupture, and the probability of adverse events after rupture
is low. It can be considered that tirofiban combined with sta-
tins is safer than conventional drugs.

5.3. Comparison of Postoperative Complications. For intra-
cranial aneurysms, surgery should be actively used to main-
tain normal blood flow. There may be a series of
complications after operation, such as hydrocephalus, new
cerebral infarction, or recurrent aneurysm, so drugs should
be used after operation to improve the prognosis. Now com-
pare the incidence of postoperative complications between
the two groups, study and analyze the prognosis of the two
groups, and make the data into Table 3.

In order to better analyze the incidence of postoperative
complications in the two groups, the following Figure 4 is
obtained by visualizing the data in Table 3.

Complications are the main problem after aneurysm
surgery. In Table 3 and Figure 4, only one person in the
observation group has a new cerebral infarction after sur-
gery, with a probability of 1.25%, while the probability of
the control group is 13.78%. The probability of complica-
tions in the observation group was significantly lower than
that in the control group, and the prognosis was good.
Based on the above data, it can be concluded that tirofiban
combined with statins is more effective and safe in the
prognosis of intracranial aneurysm surgery.

6. Summary

This study focused on the observation and analysis of the
safety and effectiveness of tirofiban combined with statins
in the perioperative period of intracranial aneurysms.
Through statistical methods and meta-analysis, logistic
regression method for systematic review and the influence
data of intracranial levels in the observation group were sig-
nificantly better than those in the reference group, and the
aneurysm rupture rate and postoperative complication rate
in the observation group were also lower than those in the
reference group. It can be concluded that tirofiban combined
with statins can improve vascular endothelial function, pro-
tect nerves, and resist thrombosis. It has been proved that
intravenous tirofiban combined with statins is safe and effec-

tive in the perioperative period of patients with intracranial
aneurysms. Tirofiban combined with statins has an exciting
prospect in the treatment of intracranial aneurysms, which
can provide a good basis for subsequent treatment. To sum
up, tirofiban combined with statins has an important impact
on its clinical effect and has the significance of clinical treat-
ment promotion.
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Acute, chronic myocarditis as myocardial localized or diffuse inflammation lesions is usually involving cardiac function in patients
with severe adverse outcomes such as heart failure, sudden death, and no unified, but its pathogenesis clinical is mainly composed
of a number of factors including infection and autoimmune defects, such as physical and chemical factors; therefore, it is of great
significance to explore the regulation mechanism of myocarditis-related miRNA network connectivity and temperament for in-
depth understanding of the pathogenesis of myocarditis and the direction of targeted therapy. Based on this, this study
explored the miRNA network related to the pathogenesis of myocarditis through deep learning medical data association rules
and analyzed its specific mechanism. The results showed that 39 upregulated miRNAs, 88 downregulated miRNAs, 109
upregulated differentially expressed miRNAs, and 589 downregulated mRNAs were obtained by data association through
GSE126677 and GSE4172 databases. GO enrichment and KRGG enrichment analysis showed that the differentially expressed
mRNAs were involved in the regulation of a variety of biological processes, cellular components, and molecular functions. At
the same time, the miRNA with differentially expressed miRNAs and their corresponding mRNAs were connected to further
clarify the specific molecular mechanism of the pathological changes of myocarditis by constructing miRNA-mRNA network.
It provides effective potential molecular targets for subsequent treatment and diagnosis.

1. Introduction

As we know, the myocardium plays a role in supporting the
normal work of the heart in the human body, but when it
has a slight lesion, the patient’s body may not feel well,
and the heart function of patients with severe myocarditis
will be seriously impaired, resulting in very serious conse-
quences, such as heart failure and sudden death [1]. At pres-
ent, the incidence of myocarditis is higher in winter and
spring, there are different degrees of incidence probability
in all age groups, and it is more common in young and
middle-aged people who are usually healthy and without
basic structural lesions. At the same time, there is no signif-
icant gender difference in the incidence of myocarditis, but
the incidence of myocarditis is higher in long-term fatigue

group [2, 3]. At present, there is no unified conclusion on
the pathogenesis of myocarditis in clinical practice, but the
most common cause of myocarditis is viral infection. Sec-
ond, different bacterial and fungal infections can also cause
myocarditis to a certain extent, but its incidence is lower
than viral infection [4]. In addition, some relevant studies
have pointed out that some noninfectious factors can also
cause myocarditis, such as drugs, vasculitis, and radiation
[5]. The clinical manifestations and symptoms of myocarditis
depend on the severity of the disease. Mild cases may have no
conscious symptoms, and severe cases may even have cardio-
genic shock, heart failure, severe arrhythmia, sudden death,
etc. Therefore, exploring the relevant molecular mechanism
ofmyocarditis plays an important role in preventing and orga-
nizing the progression of myocarditis [6].
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At present, with the development of gene work, the
maturity of gene chip, and sequencing technology, a large
amount of biological big data has been generated, which
enables people’s understanding of diseases to go far from
the traditional pathology to the gene level and promotes
the birth and development of targeted medicine [7]. Medical
data are mainly based on the deep learning gene expression
database (GEO) expression of disease spectrum chips on the
basis of the data in the data analysis, and by using bioinfor-
matics methods for diseases of differentially expressed genes

with the core, through the construction of protein interac-
tion network so as to explore the pathogenesis of disease
[8, 9]. At the same time, with the deepening of research,
the concept of miRNA has been proposed and confirmed
accordingly. As a class of noncoding RNA in cells, miRNA
induces mRNA degradation or inhibits mRNA translation
of its target gene by completely or incomplete binding to
the 3′-untranslated region of its target gene in vivo, so as
to achieve the purpose of inhibiting the expression of its tar-
get gene [10]. Current clinical research suggests the miRNA
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Figure 1: Heat map of differential expression of mRNA and miRNA.
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Figure 2: Volcano map of miRNA and mRNA differential expression. Note: (a) is the volcano map corresponding to GSE4172 database, and
(b) is the volcano map corresponding to GSE126677 database. In (a) and (b), red showed high expression and blue showed low expression.
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by inhibiting the expression of target genes in the body to
participate in the cells of a variety of biological actions,
including maintaining stem cell function, cell growth, and

apoptosis; and a growing number of studies have confirmed
the miRNA can as oncogenes or tumor suppressor gene in
the process of cancer development play an important role
in regulation; therefore, miRNA can be used as an effective
biomarker for early diagnosis, prognosis evaluation, and
therapeutic effect prediction of a variety of diseases and
has a wide application prospect [11].

In order to further clarify the regulatory role and mech-
anism of miRNAs in myocarditis, it is important to identify
the differentially expressed miRNAs in myocarditis and
identify their target genes. However, there are relatively
few studies to analyze the relationship between miRNA-
mRNA at the genome-wide level in myocarditis. Therefore,
this study clarified the regulatory relationship of miRNA-
mRNA in myocarditis by using in-depth medical data asso-
ciation rules such as gene chip and bioinformatics and did
not analyze its possible molecular regulatory mechanism.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Data Sources. The microarray dataset of gene expression
profile of human myocarditis was searched in the GEO
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Figure 3: PPI network constructed by differential miRNAs.

Table 1: The differentially expressed mRNA data were analyzed.

Hub genes Log FC AveExpr t P

NDUFB7 -1.12 15.38 -5.83 0.001

POLR2L -0.82 14.39 -7.53 0.008

UQCR11 -1.24 16.93 -6.43 0.042

PHPT1 -0.78 15.38 -5.93 <0.001
NDUFA3 -0.92 16.48 -5.33 0.024

AURKAIP1 -1.04 15.39 -5.82 0.019

MRPL41 -0.76 14.24 -6.93 0.005

COX4I1 -1.17 13.87 -7.38 0.027

ATP5D -0.70 16.73 -5.61 0.031

NDUFB10 -0.87 14.38 -4.80 0.018

NDUFS7 -1.18 15.82 -6.29 <0.001
COX6B1 -0.97 14.34 -5.82 0.018

POLR2J -0.82 15.73 -6.77 0.007
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database. The mRNA data was obtained from GSE126677,
and myocardial tissue samples from 10 myocarditis patients
and 5 healthy people were selected. The miRNA was derived

from the RNA sequencing data GSE4172 in the GEO data-
base, including myocardial tissue samples from 8 myocardi-
tis patients and 4 healthy people. The RNA was obtained
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Figure 4: GO enrichment analysis bubble plot of miRNA differential expression.

Table 2: KEGG enrichment analysis.

ID Description P

Hsa00190 Oxidative phosphorylation <0.001
Hsa05012 Parkinson disease <0.001
Hsa04932 Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease <0.001
Hsa05415 Diabetic cardiomyopathy <0.001
Hsa03020 RNA polymerase <0.001
Hsa04260 Cardiac muscle contraction <0.001
Hsa04723 Retrograde endocannabinoid signaling <0.001
Hsa05010 Alzheimer disease <0.001
Hsa00172 Huntington disease <0.001
Hsa05262 Pathways of neurodegeneration-multiple disease <0.001
Hsa01824 Thermogenesis <0.001
Hsa03745 Prion disease <0.001
Hsa04281 Alzheimer disease <0.001
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from the miRNA and analyzed by gene expression profile.
Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array was used
to analyze and process the gene expression profile of myo-
carditis, and the corresponding background correction and
standardization was performed.

2.2. Methods. The differentially expressed miRNAs in myo-
carditis patients were analyzed by R4.0.3, and the acquired
miRNA and mRNA data were standardized by Limma load-
ing package. The differentially expressed miRNAs were
obtained at P < 0:05, and PhestMap in R software was used
to draw the required heat map. Differentially expressed miR-
NAs between myocarditis patients and healthy people were
visualized to establish a protein-protein interaction network.

The functional enrichment analysis of differentially
expressed mRNAs was annotated by biological process
(BP), cell component (CC), and molecular function (MF),
and the enrichment pathway of differentially expressed
genes was mainly conducted by DAVID. Fun Rich3.1.3
was used to predict the target genes of differentially
expressed miRNAs. The miRNA-mRNA interaction rela-
tionship was visualized by drawing Venn diagram.

2.3. Statistical Treatment. Data were analyzed by R 4.0.3, and
Wilcox test was performed. Gene differential expression was
analyzed by t test. P < 0:05 was considered statistically
significant.

3. Results

3.1. Screening Differentially Expressed mRNAs and miRNAs.
The results of differential gene expression analysis showed
that a total of 127 miRNAs were differentially expressed in
myocarditis tissues in the GSE4172 database, of which 39
were upregulated and 88 were downregulated, as shown in
Figure 1(a). The GSE126677 database showed that there
were 698 differentially expressed mRNAs in myocarditis tis-
sues, of which 109 were upregulated and 589 were downreg-
ulated, as shown in Figure 1(b). The volcano plots of
differential gene expression profiles were shown in
Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.

3.2. Construction of mRNA PPI Network and Identification
of Core Genes. The constructed PPI visual network is
shown in Figure 3, and a total of 13 core genes ranked
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Figure 5: KEGG enrichment analysis bubble diagram.
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higher were screened out. The specific test data are shown
in Table 1. The darker the color, the higher the degree
value.

3.3. Enrichment Analysis of Differentially Expressed miRNA
GO. GO analysis showed that the biological processes
mainly included mitochondrial ATP synthesis coupled

Table 3: miRNA and mRNA expression with potential relationship.

Name P Log2FC

miRNA

miR-133 <0.001 1.526

miR-146b <0.001 1.762

miR-1 <0.001 2.281

miR-146a <0.001 1.927

miR-27b <0.001 1.046

miR-320 <0.001 2.173

miR-30a-5p <0.001 6.423

mRNA

NDUFB7 <0.001 -1.126

POLR2L <0.001 -0.824

UQCR11 <0.001 -1.246

PHPT1 <0.001 -0.784

NDUFA3 <0.001 -0.922

AURKAIP1 <0.001 -1.042

MRPL41 <0.001 -0.764

COX4I1 <0.001 -1.178

ATP5D <0.001 -0.700

NDUFB10 <0.001 -0.873

NDUFS7 <0.001 -1.184

COX6B1 <0.001 -0.973

POLR2J <0.001 -0.825
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Figure 6: miRNA-mRNA interaction network. Note: in the figure, red represents upregulation and blue represents downregulation.
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electron transport, respiratory electron transport chain, oxi-
dative phosphorylation process, cellular respiration process,
and oxidative energy generation of organic compounds. Cell
components include NADH dehydrogenase, mitochondrial
respiratory chain complex I, and mitochondrial protein
complex. Molecular functions mainly include oxidoreduc-
tase activity and NAD(P) H, RNA polymerase II activity,
and cytochrome oxidase activity, as shown in Figure 4.

3.4. KEGG Enrichment Analysis. The results of KEGG
enrichment of miRNAs with major differences showed that
they were mainly concentrated in 13 aspects, including oxi-
dative phosphorylation, Parkinson’s disease, nonalcoholic
fatty liver disease, diabetic cardiomyopathy, and myocardial
contraction, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 5.

3.5. Construction of miRNA-mRNA Regulatory Network. The
predicted target genes should be intersected with the down-
regulated differentially expressed mRNAs. A total of 13
downregulated mRNAs were obtained by drawing the Venn
diagram. The expressions of related miRNAs and mRNAs
are shown in Table 3, and the specific network diagram is
shown in Figure 6.

4. Conclusion

Myocarditis patients according to clinical research of micro-
RNAs can be characterized by specificity raised or lowered,
with myocarditis has very close connection between onset,
age is no related research illustrate myocarditis specific
mechanism of the disease, but can be based on the analysis
of microRNAs and mRNA expression differences on the
possible molecular mechanism of speculation and provide
new therapeutic targets.

4.1. The Relationship between miRNA and Myocarditis. It has
been found that the upregulation of miR-21 and miR-146b can
promote the differentiation of TH17 cells and increase the
release of interleukin-17, thereby aggravating myocardial
inflammatory response, suggesting that miR-21 and miR-146b
are involved in the pathogenesis of viral myocarditis. miR-155
and miR-148a can reduce the expression of interleukin-6 and
interleukin-1β by inhibiting RelA (p65), a subunit of nuclear
transcription factor rB, while miR-146a can play a protective
role in myocardium by targeting TLR3 and TRAF6 to block
the nuclear transcription factor kB pathway. miR-381 can bind
to the 3′-untranslated region of COX-2 mRNA and inhibit its
expression, thereby inhibiting the inflammatory response of
cardiomyocytes and reducing the damage of cardiomyocytes
[12, 13]. Meanwhile, in other studies, miR-34a was highly
expressed in CVB3-induced myocarditis cell culture model,
which resulted in the downregulation of SIRT1 expression.
Other researchers have suggested that miR-217 and miR-543
have the same mechanism. SIRT1 is a core component of the
SIRT1-p53 signaling pathway and an important inhibitor of
apoptosis, and its downregulation further promotes apoptosis.
miR-98 can affect the pathogenesis of myocarditis by binding
to FAS/FASL gene targets [14, 15]. Fas is a membrane surface
molecule, its ligand FASL can affect a number of apoptosis-

inducing signal transduction pathways, and miR-98 can inhibit
the expression of Fas/FASL gene in cardiomyocytes by binding
to Fas and FASL and then reduce cell apoptosis [16].

4.2. The Relationship between mRNA and Myocarditis. GO
enrichment analysis in this study showed that the differentially
expressed genes were mainly distributed in mitochondrial ATP
synthesis coupled electron transport, respiratory electron trans-
port chain, oxidative phosphorylation, respiratory chain, mito-
chondrial intima, NADH dehydrogenase activity,
oxidoreductase activity, etc. Meanwhile, core genes were mainly
enriched in oxidative phosphorylation, nonalcoholic fatty liver
disease, diabetic cardiomyopathy, myocardial contraction, and
other pathways. Among them, NADH is the largest protein
complex in oxidative phosphorylation, and homozygous muta-
tion in the intron of its gene will reduce the activity of the com-
plex, thus exhibiting the clinical characteristics of hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy. At the same time, Rotllan et al. [17] also
pointed out that in the process of ischemia-reperfusion, if the
proteolysis of NDUFS7 is increased, the activity of the complex
will be reduced to varying degrees, leading to the aggravation of
myocardial injury, while NDUFA13 gene knockout has a pro-
tective effect on myocardium.

COX6B1 as cytochrome magnesia sixth subcomponents,
its main role is in the body by connect two cytochrome mag-
nesia monomer into specific triggering and myocarditis, and
relevant research shows COX6B1 to a certain extent can
reduce the damage brought by myocardial ischemia, and
the mutation can cause cardiomyopathy; however, there
are relatively few basic studies on other core genes and car-
diomyopathy, so the specific molecular mechanisms need
to be confirmed by further studies.

In addition, KEGG analysis showed that core genes were
significantly distributed in the oxidative phosphorylation
pathway, suggesting that they play an important role in the
process of cardiomyocyte energy metabolism. Cardiomyo-
cyte damage is the main pathogenesis of heart failure, and
the decline of cardiomyocyte function is closely related to a
variety of biological processes. It is closely related to the reg-
ulation of calcium ion in cytoplasm and mitochondria, sug-
gesting that improving the regulation of calcium ion in
cardiomyocytes may be an effective therapeutic target in
the clinical treatment of myocarditis.

In summary, miRNA-mRNA is involved in multiple sig-
naling pathways that are closely related to the occurrence
and development of myocarditis. Increasing the expression
of miRNA-mRNA may be an effective therapeutic target
for the treatment of myocarditis in clinical practice.
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Objective. Peri-implantitis (PI) is one of the main reasons for dental implant failure. Until now, the etiology and pathogenesis of PI
remain unclear. Methods. In this study, we used differentially expressed genes (DEGs) analysis and gene function enrichment
analysis to assess the expression profile of peri-implant bone tissue and gingiva in PI public data from the Gene Expression
Omnibus (GEO) database. Then, we used gingival tissues from patients with PI and healthy individual to construct gene
coexpression networks to reveal the biological functions of the genes in PI using RNA sequencing data. Afterward, key gene
modules were selected to reveal the critical biological process or signaling pathway using Hallmark’s gene enrichment and
expression analysis of the related pathway members in PI. Results. DEGs were enriched in the formation of cellular responses
to external stimuli in bone tissue. Cytokine production, lymphocyte activation, immune response-regulating signaling pathway,
and blood vessel development were the top GO biology process or pathways of the DEGs in gingival tissue. Weighted gene
coexpression network analysis (WGCNA) of RNA-seq data was used to assess the results of correlation analysis between
modules and traits and correlation analysis between modules and functions. kMEpurple, kMEgreen, and kMEred modules
were selected as the key gene modules. Signaling pathways and gene expression analysis were performed on selected modules,
such as IL2/STAT5 signaling pathway, TNFα signaling pathway via NFκB, and angiogenesis were enriched in kMEpurple
module. Hedgehog signaling pathway, Wnt β-catenin signaling pathway, and IL2/STAT5 signaling pathway were enriched in
kMEgreen module. Peroxisome, IL2/STAT5 signaling pathway, and epithelial-mesenchymal transformation process were
enriched in kMEred module. All the enrichment results of key modules contained IL2/STAT5 signaling pathway. Conclusion.
Differential gene and enrichment analysis based on public data showed differences in gene expression patterns and biological
process between bone and gingival tissues in PI. This spatial-temporal heterogeneity is reflected in the formation of cellular
responses to external stimuli, which was enriched in bone tissue, but cytokine production, lymphocyte activation, immune
response regulating signaling pathway, and blood vessel development were enriched in gingival tissue. WGCNA and Hallmark
gene sets enrichment analysis of the gingival tissue expression profile and showed that IL2-mediated activation of immune cells
could be a critical mechanism in PI. As a new clinical treatment alternative, we suggest that IL2/STAT5 pathway blockers
could be helpful in the treatment of PI.
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1. Introduction

Dental implant, because of its advantages, such as perfect
retention, less damage to adjacent teeth, and less foreign
body sensation, has been widely used to reconstruct aesthetic
and functional problems that result from teeth loss in clinic
[1]. However, peri-implantitis (PI) characterized by infec-
tion of soft tissue and bone resorption is considered to be
the result of an imbalance between the bacterial challenge,
and the host response can affect the long-term success rate
of dental implant, which is one of the main reasons for the
failure of implant [2].

Bacterial invasion in the tissue surrounding implants can
trigger an immune response. This response can remove
harmful substances such as bacteria and toxins. However,
the cytokines, proteases, and prostaglandins produced dur-
ing this process can accelerate the destruction of tissue
around the implants [3]. With the growing popularity of
dental implants, PI has attracted considerable attention,
but the etiology and pathogenesis are still unclear [4].

Weighted gene coexpression network analysis
(WGCNA) [5] aims to find gene modules for coexpression
and to explore the relationship between gene networks and
phenotypes of interest, as well as the hub genes in the net-
work. WGCNA could avoid the extensive false-positive
and false-negative results of prior biological methods and
exclude unreasonable statistical filtering in differential gene
analysis. WGCNA has been widely used in cancer research,
developmental biology, and systems biology [6, 7]. However,
WGCNA is rarely used in the study of oral diseases.

In this study, we analyzed the expression profiles of
peri-implant bone tissue and gingiva in PI from the
GEO database using differentially expressed gene analysis
and gene function enrichment analysis. Then, WGCNA
was used to reveal the biological functions of the genes
in PI. Owing to the similarity between genes and genes
in the expression profiles data of probe-based PCR micro-
arrays, the WGCNA of microarray data was failed to
screen out gene modules and gene module members with
biological significance. Therefore, we collected gingival tis-
sues from patients with PI and healthy individual to con-
struct gene coexpression network by RNA sequencing
data. Next, we selected key modules to reveal the critical
biological process or signaling pathway by Hallmark gene
sets enrichment analysis and expression analysis of related
pathways members in PI. In this study, we wish that high-
throughput sequencing technology can be used to analyze
the core issues that are plaguing the study of PI. Further,
avoiding problems caused by defective technical means
within basic medical research of peri-implantitis.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Microarray Data Acquisition. Gene expression data were
obtained from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) data-
base (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds/). The datasets
GSE57631 and GSE33774 were queried in the database using
“peri-implantitis” as the search term. GSE57631contains 2
healthy peri-implantation bone tissues (BT_HI) and 6 peri-

implantitis bone tissues (BT_PI) of expression profiling by
array. GSE33774 contains 8 healthy peri-implantation gingi-
val tissues (GT_HI) and 7 peri-implantitis gingival tissues
(GT_PI) of expression profiling by array.

2.2. Microarray Data Analysis. Z-score was used to normal-
ize the data. Then we used the differential genes analysis of
expression matrix GEO2R (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
geo/geo2r/). All the genes expression profiles were normal-
ized using the R software package. Principal component
analysis (PCA) and clustering analysis of expression patterns
were performed using omicshare (http://www.omicshare
.com).

2.3. Functional Enrichment Analysis of Microarray Data.
Functional enrichment analysis was performed using the
Metascape database (http://metascape.org/). KEGG path-
way, GO biological processes, reactome gene sets, canonical
pathways, and CORUM ontology were selected as sources.
Terms with a P value <0.01, a minimum count of 3, and
an enrichment factor > 1:5 were collected and grouped into
clusters based on their similarities. Kappa scores were used
as a metric of similarity when performing hierarchical clus-
tering on the enriched terms, and sub-trees with a similarity
of >0.3 were considered a cluster. The most statistically sig-
nificant term within a cluster was chosen to represent the
cluster. All the visualizations were performed using R
software.

2.4. Weighted Gene Coexpression Network Analysis of
Microarray Data. WGCNA is an algorithm used in gene
coexpression network identification in profiles with different
traits. In this section, R software package WGCNA was used
to construct weighted coexpression networks to find key
gene modules of interested within different traits.

2.5. Sample Collection. Gingival tissue samples of PI and
healthy individual admitted to the Affiliated Stomatological
Hospital of Guangxi Medical University were collected from
December 2017 to December 2018. Inclusion criteria of gingival
samples were described in the consensus report of the work-
group 4 in the 2017 World Workshop on the Classification of
Periodontal and Peri-Implant Diseases and Conditions [2].

To obtain PI samples, the inflamed soft tissues around the
implants were removed during an open surgical debridement
following currently approved protocols. Gingival tissues from
patients without any clinical infection were used a control.
Control patients were operated due to wisdom teeth removals
or teeth needed to be removed for orthodontics.

All the patients aged 18 years and above who did not
smoke or drink alcohol were included, while we excluded
patients with systemic diseases and other oral diseases, such
as common mucous membrane disease, jaw cyst, and
tumors. This study has been reviewed and approved by the
Ethics Committee of Guangxi Medical University (2017-
No. 165). All the patients agreed to participate in the study
and signed informed consent before surgical intervention.

2.6. RNA Sequencing. Gingival tissue gene expression profil-
ing was performed using RNA sequencing. Library
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construction was performed following the manufacturer’s
instructions provided by Illumina (San Diego, CA, USA).
Samples were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500
instrument.

2.7. Weighted Gene Coexpression Network Analysis and
Functional Enrichment Analysis of RNA-Seq Data. Same as

WGCNA microarray data. The number of genes arranged in
the constructed modules and functional enrichment analysis
was performed on genes in these modules. The corresponding
genes’ information was mapped to Metascape (http://
metascape.org/).

Hallmark gene sets were used as gene annotation source.
Since the construction of the Molecular Signatures Database

Table 1: List of top 20 differentially expressed genes.

Gene Description logFC P value FDR

BT_HI-vs-BT_PI

ZMPSTE24 Zinc metallopeptidase STE24 0.05436861 0.000425 0.418

TUBB4B Tubulin beta 4B class IVb 0.067058028 0.000776 0.418

EIF3M Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit M 0.163804868 0.000305 0.418

RAB10 RAB10, member RAS oncogene family 0.144274808 0.000823 0.418

SF3A3 Splicing factor 3a subunit 3 0.040577086 0.001089 0.418

AP1G1 Adaptor related prot 0.056817586 0.001125 0.418

C20orf203 Chromosome 20 open reading frame 203 -0.129391728 0.000552 0.418

MIR15B microRNA 15b -0.141409803 0.000692 0.418

MIR214 microRNA 214 -0.115661557 0.000828 0.418

MIR99A microRNA 99a -0.073109217 0.001108 0.418

OCIAD1 OCIA domain containing 1 0.123431672 0.001013 0.418

CAV1 Caveolin 1 0.093133672 0.00071 0.418

BRK1 BRICK1 subunit of SCAR/WAVE actin nucleating complex 0.065658554 0.000527 0.418

PPP6C Protein phosphatase 6 catalytic subunit 0.03378179 0.000684 0.418

PSMB3 Proteasome subunit beta 3 0.135521691 0.000908 0.418

PSMD10 Proteasome 26S subunit, non-ATPase 10 -0.152847334 0.000283 0.418

HIST1H2BG Histone cluster 1 H2B family member g 0.112335029 0.000385 0.418

SNRPG Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein polypeptide G 0.149342222 0.000241 0.418

DCTN5 Dynactin subunit 5 0.119709276 0.000526 0.418

CAPZA1 Capping actin protein of muscle Z-line subunit alpha 1 0.145481101 0.000343 0.418

GT_HI-vs-GT_PI

NEFM Neurofilament, medium polypeptide -1.4062788 0.00000032 0.0106

MAPT Microtubule associated protein tau -1.83338262 0.00000206 0.0246

MERTK MER proto-oncogene, tyrosine kinase 1.01973984 0.00000295 0.0246

MRC1 Mannose receptor, C type 1 1.01068439 0.00000588 0.029

GLIPR2 GLI pathogenesis related 2 0.86823054 0.00000688 0.029

SLC2A3 Solute carrier family 2 member 3 1.26464786 0.00000736 0.029

SLCO2B1 Solute carrier organic anion transporter family member 2B1 0.84589762 0.00000911 0.029

SRPX2 Sushi repeat containing protein, X-linked 2 1.27391664 0.00000938 0.029

CD14 CD14 molecule 1.33965561 0.00000996 0.029

MSR1 Macrophage scavenger receptor 1 1.17709016 0.00001044 0.029

C1QB Complement C1q B chain 0.83761875 0.00001224 0.0313

STAC2 SH3 and cysteine rich domain 2 -1.18651859 0.00001325 0.0313

CHRNA3 Cholinergic receptor nicotinic alpha 3 subunit -0.94702121 0.00001433 0.0313

CTGF Connective tissue growth factor 1.32968345 0.00001505 0.0313

CASP10 Caspase 10 0.66524239 0.00001683 0.033

TLR4 Toll like receptor 4 1.40463223 0.00001948 0.036

MS4A6A Membrane spanning 4-domains A6A 0.91872666 0.00002886 0.0494

C3AR1 Complement component 3a receptor 1 1.07948921 0.00003202 0.0494

CMAHP Cytidine monophospho-N-acetylneuraminic acid hydroxylase, pseudogene 0.79185305 0.00003378 0.0494

SRGN Serglycin 1.37684391 0.00003424 0.0494
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Figure 1: Continued.
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(MSigDB), it has been widely used as biological processes
and diseases databases in metabolic disease and cancer.
However, the increasing heterogeneity within gene sets is
harmful to the utility of the database. Concerned with this
situation, the hallmark gene sets were created as a part of
MSigDB [8]. Each hallmark conveys a specific biological
process and displays a coherent expression, which provides
refined inputs for gene enrichment analysis. P value ≤0.05
after the correction was used as a threshold. The modules
of interest were visualized using R software.

2.8. Statistics. The GraphPad Prism (Prism 8 for Windows,
GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) software
was used for statistical analysis. Data obtained from the
experiments are reported as the mean ± standard deviation
(SD). The difference between the two groups was deter-
mined using Student’s t-test. A P value of less than 0.05
was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Differential Expression Gene Analysis from Microarray
Data. We analyzed the expression profiles of genes in 2
healthy peri-implant bone tissue samples, 6 peri-implantitis
bone tissues samples, 8 healthy gingival tissue samples, and
7 peri-implantitis gingival tissues samples. The results
showed that 930 upregulated mRNAs and 1189 downregu-

lated genes were identified in BT_HI-vs-BT_PI. Then 1735
significantly upregulated genes and 715 downregulated
mRNAs were identified in GT_HI-vs-GT_PI. The list of
top 20 DEGs is showed in Table 1.

To test the quality of the two-trait sample groups within
expression profiles, the principal component analysis was
used, as showed in Figure 1(a). The results of PCA analysis
showed that the healthy bone tissue expression profiles and
PI bone tissue of patients’ expression profiles could be well
distinguished, but there was a significant overlap between
PI gingival tissue and healthy gingival tissue.

The expression pattern clustering the two-trait sample
groups were shown in Figure 1(b). Clustering analysis of
the expression patterns of genes with significant differences
can adequately find the common points of expression
among different genes and infer the similarity of gene func-
tions according to the similarity of expression patterns.
According to the results of the clustering analysis of expres-
sion patterns, the expression trends of gene groups with sim-
ilar expression patterns in each sample can be expressed by
curves. The distance calculation algorithm was used, the
sample was Spearman, the gene was Pearson, and the clus-
tering method was Hcluster.

3.2. Functional Enrichment Analysis of DEGs from
Microarray Data. To test the biological function of the iden-
tified genes, information from differentially expressed genes

GO:0040017: Positive regulation of locomotion
GO:0002764: Immune response-regulating signaling pathway
GO:0001816: Cytokine production
GO:1901699: Cellular response to nitrogen compound
GO:0019221: Cytokine-mediated signaling pathway
GO:0010942: Positive regulation of cell death
GO:0001568: Blood vessel development
GO:0002274: Myeloid leukocyte activation
GO:0060627: Regulation of vesicle-mediated transport
GO:0019882: Antigen processing and presentation
R-HSA-5653656: Vesicle-mediated transport
GO:0046649: Lymphocyte activation
GO:0030029: Actin filament-based process
GO:0042330: Taxis
GO:0043062: Extracellular structrure organization
R-HSA-109582: Hemostatis
GO: 0050900: Leukocyte migration
GO: 0051345: Positive regulation of hydrolase activity
GO: 0007169: Transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway
GO: 0048729: Tissue morphogenesis
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Figure 1: Visualization of differentially expressed gene and enrichment analysis. (a) Principal component analysis of microarray expression
profiles of bone and gingival tissue. (b) Cluster analysis of microarray expression profiles of bone and gingival tissue. (c) Heatmap of
enriched terms across the differentially expressed gene, colored by P values.
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were applied to the enrichment analysis using Metascape.
Reactome gene sets, canonical pathways, CORUM, gene
ontology (GO), and Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and
genomes (KEGG) were used to obtain comprehensive func-
tional annotations from multiple gene repositories for
enrichment analysis.

The top 10 GO terms and pathways with the lowest P
value of each group were shown in Table 2, and the results
of the two groups enrichment were shown in Figure 1(c).
DEGs were enriched in the formation of cellular responses
to external stimuli in bone tissue. Moreover, cytokine pro-
duction, lymphocyte activation, immune response regulating
signaling pathway, and blood vessel development were the
top GO biology process or pathways of DEGs in gingival tis-
sue. It is suggested that the differential biological processes
involved in the expression of gingival tissue genes and bone
tissue genes may be the mechanism of spatiotemporal het-
erogeneity in peri-implantitis.

3.3. Weighted Gene Coexpression Network Analysis of
Microarray Data. The individual gene variance in each sam-
ple was calculated according to the normalization of the
expression profile. The unsigned network was constructed,
selecting genes with a standard deviation higher than 1.2.
The expression profiles and traits data consisted of 23 sam-
ples, 18357 genes, and 4 traits. Cluster analysis of all the
samples was shown in Figure 2(a).

To ensure that the network is unsigned, the soft thresh-
old value β = 6 was chosen. The expression profiles were
transformed into the adjacency matrix and later transformed

into the topological matrix. Based on the topological overlap
measure (TOM), we used the average-linkage hierarchical
clustering method to cluster genes. According to the stan-
dard of a hybrid dynamic cut tree, the minimum number
of bases for each gene network module was 30. After deter-
mining the gene module with a dynamic splicing method,
we calculate the eigengenes of each module, then cluster
the modules, merge the nearer modules into new modules,
and set the height = 6:94e − 17. Only three modules were
obtained, as shown in Figure 2(b), in which the grey module
is unable to aggregate into the gene set of other modules.

The gene significance of the members of module blue
and turquoise was shown in Figure 2(c). The scatter plot of
module kME value and gene significance value shows that
higher the core value, smaller the P value, and the module
members are more representative of the module
characteristics.

3.4. Weighted Gene Coexpression Network Analysis of RNA-
Seq Data. To test the quality of RNA sequencing within
expression profiles, the principal component analysis was
used, as shown in Figure 3(a). The results of PCA analysis
showed that healthy gingival tissue expression profiles and
PI gingival tissue of patients’ expression profiles could be
well distinguished, compared with the microarray data.
Cluster analysis of all the samples was shown in
Figure 3(b), and the gene dendrogram with traits was shown
in Figure 3(c). It could be seen that genes were allocated to
11 modules, which could be used for function and module
correlation analysis. According to the eigengenes of each

Table 2: List of top 10 enriched GO terms and pathways.

GO Category Description Count % Log10 (P) Log10 (q)

BT_HI-vs-BT_PI

R-HSA-8953897 Reactome gene sets Cellular responses to external stimuli 105 5.1 -15.97 -11.66

hsa04141 KEGG pathway Protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum 46 2.23 -12.45 -9.03

GO:0006888 GO biological processes ER to Golgi vesicle-mediated transport 54 2.62 -12.3 -8.94

R-HSA-6798695 Reactome gene sets Neutrophil degranulation 86 4.18 -10.54 -7.42

R-HSA-5619115 Reactome gene sets Disorders of transmembrane transporters 43 2.09 -9.82 -6.99

GO:0048514 GO biological processes Blood vessel morphogenesis 105 5.1 -8.45 -5.95

GO:0006412 GO biological processes Translation 108 5.25 -8.39 -5.91

GO:0044257 GO biological processes Cellular protein catabolic process 110 5.34 -7.33 -5.06

R-HSA-72766 Reactome gene sets Translation 52 2.53 -6.6 -4.44

GO:0060627 GO biological processes Regulation of vesicle-mediated transport 81 3.93 -6.57 -4.42

GT_HI-vs-GT_PI

GO:0002274 GO biological processes Myeloid leukocyte activation 194 8.1 -45.73 -41.42

GO:0046649 GO biological processes Lymphocyte activation 200 8.35 -40.59 -36.88

GO:0040017 GO biological processes Positive regulation of locomotion 162 6.76 -33.22 -29.8

GO:0050900 GO biological processes Leukocyte migration 143 5.97 -31.7 -28.56

GO:0001568 GO biological processes Blood vessel development 183 7.64 -29.38 -26.44

GO:0043062 GO biological processes Extracellular structure organization 124 5.18 -28.7 -25.81

GO:0001816 GO biological processes Cytokine production 179 7.47 -25.89 -23.11

R-HSA-109582 Reactome gene sets Hemostasis 147 6.14 -23.42 -20.68

GO:0002764 GO biological processes Immune response-regulating signaling pathway 153 6.39 -22.13 -19.41

GO:0030029 GO biological processes Actin filament-based process 164 6.84 -21.6 -18.9
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Figure 2: Weighted gene coexpression network analysis of microarray data. (a) Sample dendrogram and trait heatmap: the red
representation in the graph is marked as nonzero samples in the trait data. (b) Gene dendrogram with trait: this figure is divided into
three parts. The first part is the phylogenetic clustering tree of genes. The second part shows the module color display of the
corresponding genes. The third part shows the correlation between the genes in each character-related sample and its module. The
redder the color, the more positive the correlation. The negative correlation is blue. (c) Gene saliency map of module blue and turquoise
members: scatter plot of module kME value and gene saliency value, higher the core value, smaller the P value, and the module members
can represent the module characteristics better.
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Figure 3: Continued.
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module, the correlation between these modules and each
trait was calculated, as shown in Figure 3(d).

kME was used to evaluate the value of effective connec-
tivity between hub genes and to identify module members.
Selecting the kME > 0:7 as the members of the modules, also
named hub genes, can represent better the expression trend
of the entire module. To reveal the functional correlation
with gene module members, all the modules hub members

were representative members of the module for gene enrich-
ment analysis; the results were shown in Figure 3(e) and
Table 3. Considering the results of the correlation analysis
between modules and traits, and correlation analysis
between modules and functions, the kMEpurple, kMEgreen,
and kMEred modules were selected as the key gene modules.
The gene significance of the members of the three modules
was shown in Figure 4(a).
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Figure 3: Weighted Gene coexpression network analysis of RNA-seq data. (a) Principal component analysis of RNA-seq expression profiles
of gingival tissue. (b) Sample dendrogram and trait heatmap of RNA-seq data. (c) Gene dendrogram with a trait of RNA-seq data. (d)
Module-trait correlation thermograms: correlation of thermograms between modules and given traits. The closer the correlation between
trait and module to the absolute value of 1; the trait is related to the gene function of the module. (e) Heatmap of enriched terms across
module gene members, colored by P values.
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Table 3: Enrichment analysis results of modules.

Module GO Description Log10 (P)

kMEblack

GO:0002250 Adaptive immune response -7.69

GO:0042113 B cell activation -6.40

GO:0097190 Apoptotic signaling pathway -6.12

GO:0002285 Lymphocyte activation involved in immune response -4.83

GO:0001816 Cytokine production -4.63

kMEblue

GO:0001816 Cytokine production -35.63

GO:0030155 Regulation of cell adhesion -33.09

GO:0002250 Adaptive immune response -32.10

GO:0002366 Leukocyte activation involved in immune response -28.75

GO:0019221 Cytokine-mediated signaling pathway -26.74

kMEcyan

GO:0002366 Leukocyte activation involved in immune response -14.65

GO:0019221 Cytokine-mediated signaling pathway -14.53

hsa04060 Cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction -13.45

GO:0042330 Taxis -11.47

GO:0009617 Response to bacterium -10.84

kMEdarkred

R-HSA-6809371 Formation of the cornified envelope -6.80

GO:0042552 Myelination -3.54

GO:0008203 Cholesterol metabolic process -3.36

GO:0016485 Protein processing -2.38

M5885 NABA matrisome associated -2.22

kMEgreen

GO:0008544 Epidermis development -26.58

GO:0001942 Hair follicle development -12.11

GO:0048729 Tissue morphogenesis -9.51

GO:0008610 Lipid biosynthetic process -6.79

GO:0000904 Cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation -6.75

kMElightcyan

GO:0042113 B cell activation -10.34

GO:0002366 Leukocyte activation involved in immune response -8.24

GO:0002253 Activation of immune response -8.06

R-HSA-1280218 Adaptive immune system -7.80

GO:0002250 Adaptive immune response -7.76

kMElightgreen

GO:0070268 Cornification -13.86

GO:0008544 Epidermis development -11.51

GO:0070841 Inclusion body assembly -6.97

R-HSA-1461957 Beta defensins -4.12

GO:0033559 Unsaturated fatty acid metabolic process -2.86

kMEmidnightblue

GO:0009617 Response to bacterium -7.61

GO:0002366 Leukocyte activation involved in immune response -7.51

hsa05150 Staphylococcus aureus infection -6.94

GO:0007249 I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB signaling -6.77

GO:0001816 Cytokine production -6.55

kMEpurple

GO:0000904 Cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation -4.37

GO:0048729 Tissue morphogenesis -3.87

GO:0048598 Embryonic morphogenesis -3.62

GO:0022604 Regulation of cell morphogenesis -3.52

GO:0030155 Regulation of cell adhesion -3.29

kMEred

R-HSA-156902 Peptide chain elongation -7.09

R-HSA-201681 TCF dependent signaling in response to WNT -4.97

GO:0033131 Regulation of glucokinase activity -3.45
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3.5. Signaling Pathway Analysis and Gene Expression
Analysis of Key Gene Modules. The Hallmark gene sets were
used as a source to reveal the critical biological process or
signaling pathway of key gene modules using gene enrich-
ment analysis. As shown in Figure 4(b), IL2/STAT5 signal-
ing pathway, TNFα signaling pathway via NFκB, and
angiogenesis were enriched in kMEpurple module. Hedge-
hog signaling pathway, Wnt β-catenin signaling pathway,
and IL2/STAT5 signaling pathway were enriched in kME-
green module. Peroxisome, IL2/STAT5 signaling pathway,
and epithelial-mesenchymal transformation process were
enriched in kMEred module. All the enrichment results of
key modules contained IL2/STAT5 signaling pathway. It is
suggested that IL2-mediated activation of immune cells
could be a critical mechanism in PI.

The gene expression of all the pathway members in dif-
ferent modules was plotted in Figure 5. The expression of
some genes was inconsistent in bone and gingival tissues.
More gene expressions were inconsistent in microarray
and RNA sequencing data. These results confirm once again
that difference in the expression of gingival tissue genes and
bone tissue genes could be the mechanism of spatiotemporal
heterogeneity in PI. The accuracy of gene expression profiles
detected with microarray is inconsistent with RNA
sequencing-based on next-generation sequencing.

4. Discussion

The development of molecular biology and bioinformatics
has revolutionized pathology. Diseases are no longer consid-
ered to be caused by abnormal expression or single genes
structural changes. Dynamic network relationships between
genes and multiple negative feedbacks of signal pathways
are considered important regulatory models of homeostasis
against pathological factors [9]. To analyze the dynamic
changes of gene expression profiles, weighted gene coexpres-
sion regulation analysis was created to explore the relation-
ship between gene networks and phenotypes. It includes
three steps: calculation of correlation coefficient between
genes, constructed coexpression network, and determination
of gene module with traits and function [5]. In this study, we
firstly used WGCNA to reveal the PI mechanism and then
identified IL2/STAT5 signaling pathway as a critical element
in three key modules.

Previous studies demonstrated that the expression of
cytokines stimulated by exogenous factors, degradation of
the extracellular matrix [10], and cellular oxidative stress

[11] is PI basic biological processes. This study confirmed
these conclusions through the analysis of public databases.
Moreover, through the comprehensive analysis of expression
profiles, we found differences in gene expression patterns
between bone and gingival tissues in PI. The differential
genes of bone tissue were related to vascular growth and
protein translation, processing, and transportation, while
the differential genes in gingival tissues are involved in
immune stress response. These differences in biological pro-
cesses and cellular behavior expose the role of spatiotempo-
ral heterogeneity in PI development. Previous studies have
not considered the effects of different tissue behavior on dis-
ease occurrence. The gingival tissue is the first barrier against
exogenous stimulants such as food debris, dental plaque
[12], and implant dissolution [13]. It also plays a pioneering
role in local tissue inflammation induced by host stress.
Moreover, fibroblasts have been identified to be involved in
PI pathogenesis by enhancing vascular and matrix degrada-
tion [14]. In clinical practice, uncontrolled PI has a poor
prognosis leading to bone resorption, implant loosening, or
loss. The proliferation of osteoclasts and apoptosis of osteo-
blasts is the cellular behaviors leading to this outcome. At
the molecular level, active protein translation, processing,
modification, and transport are the factors needed to com-
plete this process.

The results of functional module gene enrichment anal-
ysis showed that IL2/STAT5 signaling pathway, TNFα sig-
naling pathway via NFκB, and angiogenesis were enriched
in kMEpurple module. Hedgehog signaling pathway, Wnt
β-catenin signaling pathway, and IL2/STAT5 signaling path-
way were enriched in kMEgreen module. Peroxisome, IL2/
STAT5 signaling pathway, and epithelial-mesenchymal
transformation process were enriched in kMEred module.
All the enrichment results of key modules contain IL2/
STAT5 signaling pathway, has been suggested that IL2-
mediated activation of immune cells play a critical mecha-
nism in PI. IL2 receptor-dependent nuclear transcription
factor STAT5 plays a key role in activating Treg cells, and
Treg cells negatively regulate the body’s immune response
in vivo [15]. They usually play an important role in main-
taining self-tolerance and avoiding body-injury by the
immune response, but they also participate in immune sur-
veillance and chronic infection [16, 17]. As an important
pathway of host stress, the activation of Treg cells mediated
by IL2/STAT5 signaling pathway is activated in PI gingival
tissue. To some extent, this blocked the cascade amplifica-
tion of inflammation signal and alleviated local tissue

Table 3: Continued.

Module GO Description Log10 (P)

GO:0051013 Microtubule severing -3.32

GO:0090277 Positive regulation of peptide hormone secretion -3.28

kMEroyalblue

GO:0001503 Ossification -4.32

GO:0001501 Skeletal system development -3.78

hsa04514 Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) -3.35

GO:0045596 Negative regulation of cell differentiation -3.02

GO:0010942 Positive regulation of cell death -2.21
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Figure 4: Significance analysis and signaling pathway analysis of key gene Modules. (a) Gene saliency map of module purple, green, and red
members. (b) Column graphs of enriched terms across three modules genes members, colored by P values.
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necrosis caused by inflammation and infection. However,
this response is also an important way to induce host
immune tolerance, causing persistent infection, and repeated
clinical conditions [18]. This provides us with some clinical
implications: IL2/STAT5 pathway blockers such as
CMD178 [19] or pimozide [20] could be helpful in the PI
treatment and inhibit Treg cell activation at the pathway
and molecular level.

In summary, there were differences in gene expression
patterns and enriched biological process between bone and
gingival tissues in PI, which means that biological processes
and cellular behavior reveal the spatiotemporal heterogene-
ity in PI development. WGCNA and Hallmark gene enrich-
ment analysis of the gingival tissue expression profile
showed that IL2-mediated activation of immune cells could
be a critical PI mechanism. As a new clinical treatment alter-
native, it is suggested that IL2/STAT5 pathway blockers
could be helpful in PI treatment.

5. Conclusion

Differential gene and enrichment analysis based on public
data showed differences in gene expression patterns and bio-
logical process between bone and gingival tissues in PI. This
spatial-temporal heterogeneity is reflected in the formation
of cellular responses to the external stimuli, which was
enriched in bone tissue. In contrast, cytokine production,
lymphocyte activation, immune response regulating signal-
ing pathway, and blood vessel development were enriched
in gingival tissue. WGCNA and Hallmark gene enrichment
analysis of the gingival tissue expression profile showed that
IL2-mediated activation of immune cells could be a critical
PI mechanism. As a new clinical treatment, it is suggested
that IL2/STAT5 pathway blockers could be helpful in PI
treatment.
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Background. For patients with advanced non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), targeted therapy significantly improves the
therapeutic effect of NSCLC patients. With the development of molecular targeted therapy, more and more NSCLC-related
genes have been found. Thousand and one amino-acid kinase 1 (TAOK1) has been identified as a potential target for drug
research in various cancers. The main objective of this study was to explore the expression and function of TAOK1 in NSCLC.
Methods. Western blotting was employed to assess TAOK1 expression in NSCLC cell lines. The effects of TAOK1 on biological
behaviors, including proliferation, invasion, and apoptosis of NSCLC cells, were assessed. The relationship between TAOK1
and WW and C2 domain containing 1 (WWC1) was assessed by Co-IP assay. The subcutaneous injection of tumor cells in
nude mice was used to verify it in vivo. Results. As expected, TAOK1 was increased in NSCLC cell lines. Following TAOK1
knockdown, NSCLC cells exhibited a significant decrease in the invasion and increased apoptosis in vitro. Instead, the TAOK1
elevation showed the opposite results. The Co-IP assay identified that TAOK1 specifically interacted with WWC1. Knockdown
of WWC1 overturned TAOK1 silencing-mediated malignant phenotype of NSCLC cells. Additionally, subcutaneous
tumorigenesis assays in nude mice confirmed that TAOK1 knockdown markedly restrained the proliferation capacity of
NSCLC cells in vivo. Conclusion. Surprisingly, TAOK1 overexpression in NSCLC promotes tumor cell growth and invasion,
which is associated with downregulation of its downstream protein WWC1, and this result might provide a robust research
basis to inquire about the precise therapeutic targets for NSCLC.

1. Introduction

Despite increasing awareness and attention to physical
health, lung cancer incidence is still rising. Lung cancer
accounts for 13% of all cancer cases worldwide and 23% of
all cancer-related deaths in 2018 worldwide [1]. According
to the lung cancer classification guidelines published by the
World Health Organization in 2015, lung cancer is divided
into small cell lung cancer and non-small-cell lung cancer
(NSCLC), which the latter accounts for more than 80% of
the total incidence of lung cancer but are more abundant
than the latter treatment. Due to the insidious early symp-
toms of lung cancer, some patients are already advanced or
locally advanced at the time of diagnosis, leading to poor
treatment outcomes and poor prognosis [2]. Surgical resec-
tion contributes to NSCLC patients’ long-term survival,

and chemoradiotherapy is therapeutic for patients with
advanced disease [3]. Consequently, it is urgent to explore
NSCLC pathogenesis and new treatments.

Thousand and one amino-acid protein kinases (TAOKs)
consist of three members, including TAOK1, TAOK2, and
TAOK3. They are part of the step 20p protein kinase family,
which plays essential roles upstream in the mitogen-
activated protein kinase cascade, thus participating in multi-
ple cellular processes [4]. TAOK1, also known as PSK2,
TAO1, or MARKK, participates in apoptotic morphology
through c-Jun N-terminal and Rho kinase-1 [5]. Draviam
et al. reported that the interaction between TAOK1 and
components of the spindle checkpoint is widely involved in
mitotic progression [6]. A previous study indicated that
TAOK1 is essential in neuronal function, involved in neurite
outgrowth and axonal transport, and the differentiation of
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PC12 cells [7]. Li et al. found that TAOK1 reduces the
release of inflammatory factors and the antiapoptotic ability
in rats subjected to MCAO by regulating the PI3K/AKT and
MAPK pathways, playing a protective role in cerebral ische-
mic stroke [8]. In the experimental model of inflammatory

bowel disease, TAOK1 markedly suppresses colitis by down-
regulating the formation of the IL-17RA and Act1 complex
[9]. According to a substantial study, TAOK1 was a down-
stream target for miRNA-706, and miRNA-706 inhibited
hepatic fibrogenesis by downregulating TAOK1 [10].
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Figure 1: TAOK1 was highly expressed in NSCLC cell lines. (a, b) Relative TAOK1 expression in human NSCLC cell lines (H1650, PG49,
H1299, and A549) and the normal lung cell line (BEAS-2B). ∗P < 0:05.
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Figure 2: Effects of TAOK1 silencing on NSCLC cell biological behavior. A549 and H1299 cells were transfected with TAOK1 shRNA and
corresponding negative controls, respectively. (a) Western blotting analysis of TAOK1 levels. (b–e) The proliferation, invasion, and
antiapoptosis ability of TAOK1 silenced and control cells were detected by CCK-8, EdU, Transwell, and flow cytometry assays,
respectively. ∗P < 0:05.
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Furthermore, current evidence demonstrated that the dys-
regulation of the Ste20 kinase pathway is closely related to
malignant tumors, and TAOK1 inhibitors arrested NSCLC
cells in G0/G1 phase and induced cell apoptosis, which indi-
cates TAOK1 might play a crucial role in the pathogenesis of
lung cancer [11]. Currently, studies targeting toak1 in
NSCLC are in their infancy, and its pathophysiological func-
tions need to be further mined.

WWC1, also known as KIBRA, is characterized by two
WW domains in the amino terminus, an internal C2-like
domain and a carboxy-terminal glutamic acid-rich stretch
[12]. As a well-known tumor suppressor gene in various
cancer, WWC1 participates in the regulation of cell prolifer-
ation, differentiation, and metastasis. However, the effect of
TAOK1 on WWC1 in NSCLC progression and the potential
mechanism remains unknown.

In the present study, we indicate that TAOK1 expression
is upregulated in NSCLC cell lines. Functional studies
showed that TAOK1 regulates NSCLC cell behavior and
tumor formation in vivo. Mechanistic investigations suggest
that TAOK1 interacts with WWC1 and regulates WWC1
expression, thereby promoting NSCLC progression.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cell Culture and Transfection. Shanghai Cell Bank pro-
vided the NSCLC cell lines (H1650, PG49, H1299, and
A549) and the normal bronchial epithelial cell line BEAS-
2B. All cells were supplemented with appropriate concentra-
tions of serum, for which BEAS-2B and A549 cells were cul-
tured in DMEM containing 10% FBS; H1650, PG49, and
1299 cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium at 37°C
in 5% CO2. To keep the cells growing well, NSCLC cells were
seeded in 6-well plates and cultured for 24 h. Short-hairpin
RNA (shRNA) (sh-TAOK1), negative control (sh-NC),
TAOK1 overexpression plasmid by pcDNA3.1 vector
(pcDNA3.1-TAOK1), and negative control (pcDNA3.1-
NC) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) were
transfected into the target cells using Lipofectamine 2000
transfection reagent (Invitrogen).

2.2. Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction
(qRT-PCR). Total RNA was extracted from NSCLC cells
according to the TRIzol reagent instructions, reverse tran-
scribed into cDNA according to the instructions of the
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Figure 3: Effects of TAOK1 overexpression on NSCLC cell biological behavior. A549 and H1299 cells were transfected with pcDNA-
TAOK1 and corresponding negative controls, respectively. (a) Western blotting analysis of TAOK1 levels. (b–e) The proliferation,
invasion, and antiapoptosis ability of TAOK1 elevated and control cells were detected by CCK-8, EDU, Transwell, and flow cytometry
assays, respectively. ∗P < 0:05.
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reverse transcription kit (Promega, USA), and then ampli-
fied using cDNA as a template, and β-actin was used as an
internal reference for qRT-PCR amplification. The relative
gene expression was calculated using the 2−ΔΔCt method.
Primer sequences were as follows: GAPDH F: 5′-CCTCGT
CTCATAGACAAGATGGT-3′, R: 5′-GGGTAGAGTCA
TACTGGAACATG-3′; TAOK1 F: 5′-AAG AGC ATC
AGC TCC ACA GT-3′, R: 5′-GCC GAT GTT CGT CCA
TTT CT-3′; and WWC1 F: 5′-TCCGCAGTCCTGGAAA
CATT-3′ (forward), R: 5′-GTGGATTCCCAATGAG
CCGA-3′.

2.3. Western Blotting. Transfected NSCLC cells were
charged, and the supernatant was collected to examine the
protein concentration after adding the RIPA lysis buffer.
Subsequently, electrophoretic samples were configured and
added to 10% SDS-PAGE gels for electrophoresis experi-
ments. The proteins on the gels were then transferred to
PVDF membranes and blocked with 5% nonfat milk for at
least 2 h. Primary antibodies (TAOK1 and WWC1) were
added to the membranes and incubated for 12-16 h at 4°C,
after which the membranes were washed three times for
10min each with TTBS. The corresponding rabbit/mouse
secondary antibodies were added and incubated for 2 h at
room temperature, after which the membranes were
rewashed three times for 10min each. Finally, ECL reagents

were used to evaluate the grayscale of each band
quantitatively.

2.4. Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) Assay. Logarithmic growth
phase NSCLC cells were taken, the cell suspension was pre-
pared, and the cells (1 × 104 cells/well) were seeded in 96-
well plates and grew in a 5% CO2 incubator for 24, 48, and
72 h, respectively. Next, 10μL of CCK-8 solution was added
2h before each assay time point and placed plates in the
incubator for 1 h, then placed into a microplate reader to
detect absorbance values at a wavelength of 450 nm.

2.5. Ethynyl Deoxyuridine (EdU) Incorporation Assay.
NSCLC cells (1 × 104 cells/well) were plated in 96-well
plates. After overnight incubation, 1 : 1000 dilution of EDU
reagent was added, cells were washed with PBS after 2 h
incubation and then fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde for
10min. Afterward, 2mg/mL glycine was added for 5min
incubation. 0.5% Triton X-100 was added for 10min. Apollo
staining solution was added after washing and incubated for
30min in the dark. Nuclei were then stained with Hoechst
for 10min. After washing, count the analysis after taking
photographs under a microscope.

2.6. Flow Cytometry. 100μL of binding buffer was utilized to
resuspend NSCLC cells. After adding 5μL Annexin V-FITC
in cells for 15min in the dark at room temperature, the PI
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Figure 4: TAOK1 interacted with WWC1 and inhibited WWC1 expression. (a) Interaction network analysis diagram of TAOK1. (b, c) Co-
IP assay analysis of TAOK1 and WWC1 binding. (d) Western blotting analysis of WWC1 levels. ∗P < 0:05.
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solution was remixed. The apoptosis rate of each group was
measured by flow cytometry.

2.7. Transwell Cell Invasion Assay. Transwell chambers were
purchased from Corning with a pore size of 8.0. NSCLC cells
were digested and prepared into cell suspension, counted,
and the concentration was adjusted to 2 × l05/mL and seeded
in the upper chamber with coated Matrigel. Meanwhile, a
complete medium was put into the lower chamber of the
culture plate. Further, cells with 4% paraformaldehyde and
methanol were added to the culture plate to, respectively,
fixed for 20min, and gentian violet was added to stain for
15min. Clean the chamber upper chamber with PBS, and
carefully wipe the cells on the membrane surface at the bot-

tom of the upper chamber with a wet cotton swab. After dry-
ing the chamber upper chamber, count and take photos with
the burning inverted microscope.

2.8. Co-Immunoprecipitation (Co-IP). NSCLC cells are lysed
in lysis buffer to obtain cell lysate, followed by incubated
with agarose bead-conjugated antibodies against anti-
TAOK1 and anti-WWC1 overnight. Further, the beads were
washed to harvest the binding proteins. Finally, western
blotting was used to assess immunoprecipitated protein.

2.9. Immunohistochemistry (IHC). Surgically resected tumor
tissues were fixed in 10% formalin and processed for embed-
ding, whereas tissue sections were made with a slice
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Figure 5: WWC1 knockdown reversed the function of TAOK1 on NSCLC cell biological behavior. A549 and H1299 cells were transfected
with sh-TAOK1 alone or together with sh-WWC1. (a) Western blotting analysis of TAOK1 levels. (b–e) The proliferation, invasion, and
antiapoptosis ability of TAOK1 silenced, and concurrently WWC1 silenced, and control cells were detected by CCK-8, EdU, Transwell,
and flow cytometry assays, respectively. ∗P < 0:05.
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thickness of 4μM. Sections were deparaffinized in xylene,
rehydrated, heat-fixed in sodium citrate (pH6.0) buffer,
blocked in 3% hydrogen peroxide, and incubated with a rab-
bit polyclonal antibody against Ki-67 at a concentration of
1 : 200 at 4°C for 18 h. The next day, secondary antibodies
for histochemistry were added to the sections, stained with
DAB, and counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin. Sec-
tions were observed and photographed with a microscope
(Nikon).

2.10. Tumor Xenograft Assay. 24 male BALB/c nude mice
(four weeks old) were brought from Cavens Laboratory Ani-
mals Co., Ltd. (Changzhou, China). TAOK1 targeting
shRNA (sh-TAOK1) or scrambled shRNA were transfected
into A549 cells, followed by subcutaneous injection into
the flanks of the nude mice at a density of 5 × 106 cells.
Tumor volume was assessed by measuring tumor diameters
every week.

2.11. PPI Network Construction. The PPI network was car-
ried out using the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting
Genes and proteins (STRING) database (ver. 10.0, http://
www.string-db.org/). The network visualization software
Cytoscape was applied to create the PPI interaction network.

2.12. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis of experimental
data was processed using SPSS 23.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL). Data were expressed as mean ± SD. The significance of
the variance between the two groups was determined by Stu-
dent’s t-test. P < 0:05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. TAOK1 Was Found to Be Increased in NSCLC Cell Lines.
To examine the role of TAOK1 in CC, the expression of
TAOK1 was evaluated in NSCLC cell lines by western blot-
ting. It is worth noting that TAOK1 was highly expressed in
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Figure 6: TAOK1 interference restrained tumor development in vivo. (a) The images of tumors in each group. (b, c) The volume and weight
of tumor in each group. (d) Relative TAOK1 and WWC1 expression in tumor tissues in each group. (e) Immunohistochemistry analysis of
each group’s relative Ki-67 protein levels in tumor tissues. ∗P < 0:05.
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H1650, PG49, H1299, and A549 cells compared to the nor-
mal lung cell line (BEAS-2B) (Figure 1(a)).

3.2. TAOK1 Knockdown Reduced Proliferation, Migration,
and Antiapoptotic Ability of NSCLC Cells. To explore the
biological function of TAOK1, we constructed TAOK1 sta-
bly silenced H1299 and A549 cells, respectively. Western
blot assay showed that TAOK1 interference effectively
enhanced TAOK1 expression levels in H1299 and A549 cells
(Figure 2(a)). After silencing TAOK1, the proliferation abil-
ity of H1299 and A549 cells was decreased (Figure 2(b)). We
also found that cell proliferation was remarkably suppressed
in TAOK1-depleted H1299 and A549 cells using the EdU
assay (Figure 2(c)). Transwell assay demonstrated that
TAOK1 knockdown significantly reduced the number of
invading H1299 and A549 cells (Figure 2(d)). Besides, flow
cytometry results indicated that TAOK1 knockdown signif-
icantly induced apoptosis (Figure 2(e)).

3.3. TAOK1 Overexpression Promoted Proliferation,
Invasion, and Reduced Apoptosis of NSCLC Cells. We next
elevated TAOK1 expression into H1299 and A549 cells.
Using western blotting, we found that the introduction of
pcDNA-TAOK1 caused an efficient increase in TAOK1 pro-
tein levels (Figure 3(a)). Compared with the pcDNA group,
TAOK1 overexpression conspicuously promoted both
A549 and NCI-H1299 cell proliferation (Figure 3(b)). EdU
assay also revealed that TAOK1 overexpression facilitated
A549 and NCI-H1299 cell growth (Figure 3(c)). Transwell
assay demonstrated that the number of invaded cells ele-
vated after TAOK1 overexpressing (Figure 3(d)). We also
observed a significant decrease in apoptosis in TAOK1 over-
expressing A549 and H1299 cells (Figure 3(e)).

3.4. TAOK1 Bound with WWC1 and Negatively Regulated
WWC1 Expression. Given the impact of TAOK1 in NSCLC
cell behavior, we performed a STRING interaction network
analysis of TAOK1 and its associated significantly differen-
tially expressed genes. The result demonstrated a potential
binding relationship between TAOK1 and WWC1 proteins
(Figure 4(a)). Subsequently, we investigated the interaction
between TAOK1 and WWC1 by co-immunoprecipitation
(Co-IP) assay. The results indicated that compared with
control IgG, TAOK1-antibody could pull down WWC1.
Correspondingly, WWC1-antibody also pulled down
TAOK1 (Figures 4(b) and 4(c)), which indicated that
TAOK1 could be intact with WWC1 in A549 cells. Besides,
western blotting revealed that the TAOK1 interference
restrained the WWC1 protein level in A549 cells, whereas
overexpression of TAOK1 led to opposite results
(Figure 4(d)).

3.5. WWC1 Knockdown Reversed TAOK1 Knockdown-
Mediated Effect on Proliferation, Invasion, and Apoptosis of
NSCLC Cells. To further investigate whether TAOK1 affects
the NSCLC cellular fates through WWC1, TAOK1 shRNA
alone, or WWC1 shRNA were transfected into A549 and
H1299 cells. Western blotting results uncovered that
WWC1 interference overturned the facilitation effect of
TAOK1 interference on WWC1 expression (Figure 5(a)).

From the results of CCK-8, we confirmed that the capacity
of cell proliferation was reduced by silencing TAOK1,
whereas it was restored byWWC1 knockdown
(Figure 5(b)). EdU assay also revealed that shTAOK1 inhib-
ited A549 and NCI-H1299 cell growth (Figure 5(c)). As
expected, Transwell and flow cytometry assays also indicated
that TAOK1 silencing inhibited cell invasion and antiapop-
tosis abilities, whereas WWC1 knockdown could invert
these changes (Figures 5(d) and 5(e)).

3.6. TAOK1 Knockdown Suppressed Xenograft Tumor
Growth in Mice. To further detect whether TAOK1 silencing
could inhibit tumor growth, A549 cells transfected with
TAOK1 shRNA were subcutaneously injected into nude
mice. TAOK1 knockdown significantly repressed tumor
growth, reducing tumor volume and weight (Figures 6(a)–
6(c)). Western blotting results revealed that TAOK1 silenc-
ing decreased TAOK1 protein expression and increased
WWC1 levels in tumor tissues of rats (Figures 6(d) and
6(e)). Additionally, the immunohistochemistry assay
showed that TAOK1 interference significantly attenuated
the Ki-67 expression level (Figure 6(f)).

4. Discussion

The acquisition of the function of some oncogenes and the
loss of the function of many tumor suppressor genes are
the central links between tumor genesis and initiation.
TAOK1 belongs to the mammalian STE20 kinase family,
and its alteration, in turn, leads to changes in the biological
behavior of cells, allowing uncontrolled cancer cell growth,
aberrant proliferation, transformation and motility, and ulti-
mately invasion and metastasis [13, 14]. Gao et al. indicated
that TAOK1 inhibition or depletion effectively inhibits cell
growth by arresting cell mitosis [15]. It was reported that
TAOK1 expression was prominently reduced in HCC tissues
and was positively correlated with immune infiltration in
HCC [16]. Shi et al. validated that TAOK1 is a direct target
of miR-706 cells accountable for EMT in hepatic fibrosis
[16]. Meanwhile, overexpression of TAOK1 was uncovered
in colorectal cancer tissues [17]. Moreover, serine/threonine
kinase expression in cancers was investigated by in situ
hybridization. The results suggested that increased expres-
sion of TAOK1 in lung cancer tissues showed high levels rel-
ative to lung tissues [17]. Evidence has revealed that TAOK1
might function as a Hippo pathway gene and is the main ele-
ment of the susceptibility of lung cancer cells [18]. Given the
above literature, an in-depth study of TAOK1 molecular
expression in NSCLC and the effect of altered TAOK1
molecular expression levels on the biological behavior of
NSCLC cells is essential to gain insight into the mechanism
of NSCLC development and progression. Here, we uncov-
ered that TAOK1 was upregulated in NSCLC cell lines. Sub-
sequent functional studies revealed that knockdown of
TAOK1 efficiently inhibited NSCLC cell proliferation, inva-
sion, and induced apoptosis in vitro and suppressed NSCLC
xenograft growth in vivo. Conversely, overexpression of
TAOK1 promoted NSCLC cell proliferation and invasion
and inhibited apoptosis.
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A previous study has demonstrated that breast cancer
patients with low expression WWC1 genes usually have
larger tumor sizes and poor prognoses [19]. A previous
study revealed that WWC1 overexpression hindered the
SOX2-induced migration ability and invasive potential in
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma [20]. WWC1 was low
expressed in colorectal cancer tissues, and low-level
WWC1 indicated worse survival of colorectal cancer
patients [21]. Most importantly, WWC1 was one of the
well-known upstream regulators of the Hippo signaling
pathway, which contributes to the activation of the Hippo
signaling pathway, resulting in YAP phosphorylation [22].
Another study has revealed that WWC1 cooperated with
NF2 to mitigate the malignant progression of intrahepatic
cholangiocarcinoma by activation of LATS1/2 and inhibi-
tion of YAP/TAZ activity [23]. It was reported that
WWC1 was downregulated in lung adenocarcinoma tissues
and cells, and WWC1 restrained proliferation and invasion
and accelerated apoptosis of lung adenocarcinoma cells by
Hippo signaling pathway [24]. Moreover, ACTL6A contrib-
uted to tumorigenesis in vitro and in vivo by silencing
WWC1 expression and regulating Hippo/YAP signaling
[25]. This study showed that TAOK1 interacted with
WWC1 and negatively regulated WWC1 expression.
Intriguingly, WWC1 interference restored the effects of
TAOK1 knockdown on NSCLC cell proliferation, invasion,
and apoptosis. However, this study still has some limitations,
and it would be better to add some more animal experi-
ments. This study lacks related clinical research, and it still
needs to be further validated in a larger patient cohort.

In conclusion, our study identified that TAOK1 was low
expressed in NSCLC cell lines. Furthermore, TAOK1 con-
tributed to tumor-promoting effects, manifested by facilitat-
ing NSCLC cell proliferation, invasion, and suppressing
apoptosis in vitro and accelerating xenograft formation
in vivo by reducing WWC1 expression. The above findings
provide a theoretical understanding of the oncogenic mech-
anisms of TAOK1 in NSCLC and a potential candidate for
the therapy of NSCLC.
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The labeled dataset used to support the findings of this study
are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Chronic hepatitis B is one of the common infectious diseases in the world, with a wide epidemic range and strong contagiousness,
which is difficult to completely eradicate. From July 2020 to April 2022, 142 patients with hepatitis B who were admitted to tertiary
hospitals were selected and randomly divided into 2 cases, with 71 cases per case. The control group adopts a conventional model,
and the observation group implements a nursing model based on the control group. The management capacity and quality of life
before and after the two groups of care were compared. 94 patients with chronic hepatitis B who were admitted to the hospital
from July 2020 to April 2022 were selected, and 47 cases were divided into the control group and observation group according
to the admission time. The control group is given a conventional model, and the observation group is given a nursing model
on the basis of the control group. Both groups of patients observed anxiety self-assessment scale (SAS), depression self-
assessment scale (SDS), short life span scale (SF-36) scores, and treatment conditions before and after the intervention, to
explore the application of nursing model in the management of hepatitis B patients in tertiary hospitals and its impact on
patient quality of life. Based on study’s precare outcomes, there was no statistically significant difference between the self-
administered scale (PIH) score and the quality of life measurement summary scale (QOL-BREF) score (P > 0:05) between the
two groups. After one month of care, both groups had lower PIH scores than before care, and QOL-BREF scores were higher
than before care (P < 0:05). After one month of treatment, the PIH score of the observation group was significantly reduced,
and the QOL-BREF score after one month of treatment was significantly higher than that of the control group (P < 0:05). The
SAS and SDS scores in the observation group were lower than those in the control group, and the quality of life scores and
treatment compliance were higher than those in the control group, and the difference was statistically significant (P < 0:05).
Conclusions. The nursing model can effectively improve the management and quality of life of hepatitis B patients. It also had
a significant positive effect on the therapeutic capacity and quality of life of patients with hepatitis B and improved patient
compliance behavior and quality of life.

1. Introduction

Chronic hepatitis is one of the most common infectious
diseases in the world, with wide coverage and strong infec-
tivity, which cannot be completely cured. According to
incomplete statistics, at this stage, the world’s 2.4 pieces of
Wuhan city is about 100 million day and night feeling hep-
atitis virus infection, about 686,000 people die day and night
every year in Wuhan, and there are about 93 million hepati-

tis carriers across the country. Hepatitis is a contagious dis-
ease caused by viral infection. If the treatment fails, it is
likely to develop cirrhosis of the liver ascites or advanced
liver cancer, which is a great threat to the patient’s life. There
is no reasonable treatment for this disease, and patients must
take long-term medication to alleviate the disease [1].

In the process of clinical treatment, patients do not have
enough grasp of the disease, have poor management
methods, and have behaviors such as self-return and drug
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discontinuation, resulting in ineffective disease control [2].
Relevant studies have found that better health services are
conducive to improving patients’ long-term self-control abil-
ity, improving clinical manifestations, alleviating disease,
and improving the quality of daily life. Therefore, it is
important to give the patient the necessary nursing interven-
tion when treating the patient. At the same time, in the treat-
ment of unrelated seriously harmful diseases in patients with
hepatitis, efficient nursing interventions play a vital role in
the efficacy and quality of life of patients. On this basis, this
study selected 142 patients with hepatitis in tertiary hospitals
to discuss the impact of care on the management level and
quality of life of patients with hepatitis, and the conclusions
are reported as follows [3].

The article is dedicated to discussing the impact of nurs-
ing style on the management level and quality of life of
patients with hepatitis and has important research signifi-
cance for the efficacy and quality of life of patients with
hepatitis.

2. State-of-the-Art Technology

2.1. The Need for Health Education on Chronic Hepatitis B.
Health education knowledge is also a programmatic, orga-
nized, and comprehensive science education theme activity,
so that people are aware of healthy individual behaviors
and lifestyles, prevent diseases, and promote the quality of
health and life. At the same time, health education knowl-
edge is conducive to patients to establish the confidence to
correctly understand the disease and defeat the disease, so
that patients can grasp the health care and medical expertise,
closely cooperate with the treatment, and obtain medical
results. The research of many scholars around the world
has found that diffuse hepatitis is a typical physical and
mental disease, which integrates physical diseases and psy-
chological and social factors “three-dimensional.” Prolonged
negative psychological conditions can also cause diseases of
the central nervous system and reduce liver volume. How-
ever, many patients with diffuse hepatitis have little under-
standing of life and life path. Rest and regression of
exercise, dietary structure, pharmaceutical knowledge, and
disease are at different stages [4]. Further reduction of the
patient’s immune function is not conducive to the elimina-
tion of the human body, aggravating the disease and produc-
ing a variety of negative effects, forming a vicious circle,
resulting in the onset of the disease [5]. Guo Jinlong et al.
investigated the level of professional knowledge of hepatitis
prevention in healthy populations and found that the basic
knowledge level of hepatitis prevention in healthy popula-
tions accounted for 89%, and the illiterate group only
reached 11%. Through investigation and analysis, Zheng
Jie et al. found that such patients understand the causes of
hepatitis, medication knowledge, life care, and how to exer-
cise, disinfect and sterilize, and protect [6].

The professional knowledge participation rate of patients
with hepatitis in our country is low, usually in backward
areas, because our level is low, and the level of patients in
large urban areas is high. However, due to busy work and
no time to take care of it, Wuhan city seriously lacks health

education knowledge about hepatitis, and the cognition of
this disease is still stuck in a low level. Abnormal physiolog-
ical effects, unhealthy habits, dietary mix and lifestyle, and
other healing factors are ignored, causing hepatitis attacks
[7]. For example, Chen Haiyan found in “Influencing Fac-
tors of Creating Healthy Behaviors and Preventive Measures
for Secondary Hospitalization of Patients with Diffuse Hep-
atitis” that the second hospitalized patient had bad habits,
living habits, and poor mentality [8]. Depending on the indi-
vidual behavior of creating a healthy lifestyle for these
patients, radical adherence to treatment may reduce seizures
or reduce seizure levels [9]. Therefore, the implementation
of dependent health education for patients with acute and
chronic hepatitis and medical staff can reduce the level of
healthy China and have important practical significance for
reducing medical expenses and health expenditures of the
broad masses of the people. This is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Research Progress on Adherence and Its Influencing
Factors in Patients with Chronic Hepatitis B. Patient compli-
ance is defined as “the level at which the patient’s behavior
in the changes in medications, dietary combinations, and
lifestyle habits is consistent with the doctor’s order.” The
word “listen” was first used by Chinese experts from Ruan
to teach Chinese translation applications [10]. The emphasis
on adherence refers to the level at which the patient’s actions
are consistent with the scripting written by the doctor in
advance in the treatment and prevention of the disease.
Because the disease of diffuse hepatitis is very long and
prone to onset, many patients have little understanding of
the condition and cannot carry out outpatient follow-up
visits, take medicines, and change bad eating habits and liv-
ing habits according to the medical instructions of medical
staff. It can be seen that the efficacy of patients with hepatitis
disorders is not ideal, and it is related to the cause of the dis-
ease; in addition to the lack of efficient therapeutic drugs, a
key that cannot be ignored is the poor compliance of
patients [11].

Obstacles to patient compliance are numerous and com-
plex, including patients, physicians, medical security sys-
tems, and regulatory factors that affect each other. Patient
compliance depends entirely on the patient himself, and
promoting patient compliance must be coordinated by
patients, physicians, medical treatment, etc. and can only
rely on the efforts of patients. Some experts and scholars
have summarized the key obstacles that may cause a decline
in compliance. It can be solved from three different levels,
doctor and patient, patient and medical, and doctor and
medical treatment, and promote patient compliance. At this
stage, the scientific research on factors that harm patient
compliance is mainly in many aspects such as high blood
pressure, diabetic patients, schizophrenia, epilepsy, tubercu-
losis, and “kidney transplantation” [12]. When analyzing the
factors that endanger the treatment compliance of patients
with chronic diseases, it is emphasized that the socio-
demographic economic characteristics of patients are related
to treatment compliance, including the elderly, disease char-
acteristics, surrounding environmental applicability, doctor-
patient contradictions, cognitive ability of treatment and
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disease, and beliefs in physical and mental health [13]. Liter-
ature data show that the current stage of treatment compli-
ance in patients with hepatitis disorders is relatively
scattered, and there is a lack of comprehensive assessment
of adherence to patients with hepatitis diseases and the anal-
ysis of harmful compliance factors. Factors related to com-
pliance have been found only in certain references. Drug
use, patient perceptions of the importance and effectiveness
of drugs, perceptions of the disease, concerns about adverse
drug reactions, and doctor-patient conflicts may affect
patients’ self-adjusting personal behavior [14]. The details
are shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Efficacy of Health Education on Chronic Hepatitis B.
With the change of modern medical models from medicine
to social medicine, doctors and nurses slowly realized that
diffuse hepatitis is a typical physical and mental disease.
Integrating the influencing factors of physiological diseases,
psychological state, and social development, patients with
diffuse hepatitis are not only physically uncomfortable but
also bear various pressures in work, life, and thought,
coupled with the lack of disease awareness and health care
medical knowledge, repeated attacks of diseases, and long-
term acceptance of therapeutic health education which has
become a way for contemporary medical staff to recognize
patients’ diseases and health knowledge and their effective-
ness [15]. This is to let people shape the concept of “better
than cure,” develop good living habits, correct bad habits
that are harmful to health, then maintain physical health,
reduce the occurrence of diseases, or maintain physical
health, and reduce the production of diseases or auxiliary
treatment methods for curing diseases. Specifically guide
hospitalized patients to read articles health education guide-
lines, and carry out systematic software health education
according to their specific guidance, group special lectures,
etc. [16]. The results show that health education is conducive

to patients’ learning knowledge and self-management ability,
completing the long-term unification of professional knowl-
edge, information content, and personal behavior in their
physical and mental health. Gulalai et al. [17] carried out
all-round education for hospitalized patients, so that
patients could grasp the triggering elements of recurrence,
grasp their own nursing knowledge, reduce the recurrence
rate, and reduce the quality of life [18]. Satisfactory practical
results were obtained. Through some forms of health educa-
tion theme activities, patients have a better understanding of
the treatment and health knowledge of acute and chronic
hepatitis, and the poor living habits are greatly improved.
According to health education, patients with diffuse hepatitis
are made aware of the importance of medical treatment and
antiviral treatment of nucleoside (acid) analogues in the
infectious disease department or hepatology department of
the hospital on time after the onset of the disease, especially
according to health education, under the premise of timely,
biochemical, excessive examination to prevent lesions, early
detection of diseases, and timely treatment.

Therefore, health education for patients with diffuse
hepatitis is used to grasp the factors that influence relapse,
thus repairing patients' perception of life care and self-
confidence in overcoming difficulties, so that they can move
from passive therapeutic care to active prevention of disease
and relapse [19].

2.4. Current Status of Health Education for Chronic Hepatitis
B. In the past, under the influence of modern medical
models and Western countries, China’s health education
has shown higher professional knowledge and technicality,
but it does not attach great importance to service. With the
change of scientific research on the meaning of physical
and mental health in various countries in the world, medical
personnel around the world have gradually begun to attach
great importance to health education and will no longer
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Figure 1: Flowchart of hepatitis B prevention and treatment.
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regard it as a service but will closely integrate professional
knowledge, technology, and services, that is, the quality
and level of services to meet the needs of patients. Health
education is rooted in our country, and Western theories
and methods cannot be applied in a simple and mechanical
way. It is necessary to combine the personality characteris-
tics, mentality, and day and night physiological state of the
Chinese nation in Wuhan City, China, and make full use
of many unique health education methods created by Chi-
nese medicine in the development of Chinese culture in
the past five thousand years [20]. TCM hospital shoulders
the daily task of applying TCM to prevent and treat diseases,
ensure people’s health, provide TCM health care services for
the people, and inherit and develop academic research tal-
ents in TCM. However, under the situation of fierce compe-
tition in the diagnosis and treatment market, the diagnosis
and treatment services of Chinese medicine hospitals are sig-
nificantly lower, and it is impossible to maintain survival
and development. Specific performances are as follows: first,
in the introduction of many outstanding talents in Western
medicine, the staff of traditional Chinese medicine is gradu-
ally reduced. Second, because of the low cost of traditional
Chinese medicine services, it is expected to introduce many
large- and medium-sized testing instruments to increase
profits and maintain the rapid development of hospitals by
carrying out surgeries and treatments in Western medicine.
For a long time, China’s hospitals have not had the charac-
teristics of traditional Chinese medicine, and health educa-
tion has no characteristics. The health education of
patients with diffuse hepatitis in China must be closely inte-
grated with the basic theories of traditional Chinese medi-
cine such as “identity verification,” “future treatment,” and
“four seasons of health care.” The health education of
patients with chronic hepatitis should be closely related to
the basic theories of traditional Chinese medicine such as

“physical fitness identification,” “treatment,” and “four-
hour diagnosis and treatment” and make full use of the char-
acteristics of traditional Chinese medicine to create health
education with the characteristics of traditional Chinese
medicine. Health education has become one of the disci-
plines of great concern to the nursing profession at this
stage. Its essence is an intervention, to give people the pro-
fessional knowledge, technology, and services needed to
change their personal behavior and lifestyle, so that when
faced with health problems such as health and disease pre-
vention, treatment, and recovery, they can carry out per-
sonal behavior selection, remove or reduce the sources of
risk affecting health, and actively adopt healthy personal
behaviors and lifestyles. In general, the medical care of
patients with hepatitis is not only related to hospital equip-
ment, medical water equality, and objective reasons. It is also
related to the interference of objective factors such as the
psychological state of nursing staff and personal behavior.
The high emphasis on nursing models and the subjective
interference of medical staff in the daily life of questioning
hepatitis patients is reasonable, and the relationship between
the factors is shown in Figure 3.

3. Investigative Methodology

3.1. Data Collection. 142 patients with hepatitis B admitted
to the hospital from July 2020 to April 2022 were studied.
Selection criteria are as follows: (A) inclusion criteria: (1)
CHB confirmed by serology, quantitative hepatitis B virus,
and liver function; (2) have clinical symptoms such as liver
discomfort, fatigue, and loss of appetite; (3) no cognitive
impairment; and (4) acute medical history and (B) elimina-
tion criteria: (1) end-stage liver disease; (2) accompanied by
other chronic diseases; and (3) those who do not have basic
communication skills and cannot cooperate with the

Organizational
Supervisor

(Government or other) 

Consumers (patients) Service providers
(hospitals, doctors)

Payers
(how the money is paid)

Resource providers
(upstream vendors)

Figure 2: Functional role of the health system in the “five-party mode.”
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investigation. Enrolled patients were randomly divided into
two groups of 71 cases each. In the observation group, there
were 36 males and 35 females. The age ranges from 20 to 63
years, with an average of 38:62 ± 5:31 years. In the control
group, there were 35 males and 36 females. The age ranges
from 21 to 64 years, with an average of 38:34 ± 6:48 years.
Comparing the general data of the two groups, the difference
was not statistically significant (P > 0:05) and was
comparable.

94 patients with hepatitis B admitted to the hospital from
July 2020 to April 2022 were selected, all diagnosed by HBV-
DNA ultrasound and laboratory-related tests, and the
>2000U/ml exclusion criteria are as follows: (1) combined
malignant tumors and severe cardiopulmonary insufficiency,
(2) hypersensitivity to the drug under study, (3) abnormal
mental or consciousness, and (4) during pregnancy and lacta-
tion. The patients were divided into a control group and an
observation group according to the admission time, with 47
cases each. In the control group, there were 26 males and 21
females The age ranges from 24 to 78 years, with an average
of 57:6 ± 9:2 years. The course of the disease varies from 1 to
8 years, with an average of 4:4 ± 1:3 years. There were 24
males and 23 females in the observation group. Age ranges

from 23 to 75 years, with an average of 55:6 ± 8:5 years.
Lesions are 1 to 7 years, with an average of 4:3 ± 1:2 years.
Clinical data were similar in terms of sex, age, and course of
the disease in both groups, as shown in Figure 4.

3.2. Methods of Care. The control group adopted a conven-
tional model, including issuing a health promotion manual,
explaining hepatitis B-related knowledge in detail, con-
ducting psychological guidance, and guiding patients to take
drugs regularly and quantitatively.

The observation group implemented the nursing model
on the basis of the control group, where there are two mea-
sures: cognitive interventions and behavioral interventions.
Care options include the following: (1) psychological nurs-
ing: responsible nurses enable patients to express unhappi-
ness in their hearts through verbal communication and
achieve effective release of emotions. For patients with more
serious psychological problems, one-on-one psychological
counseling is given, and at the same time, when the patient
is in a bad mood, use relaxed and pleasant music to channel
bad emotions. Family members are encouraged to give psy-
chological support to patients so that they can be psycholog-
ically comforted. (2) Cognitive health care: introduce

Basic medical
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Objective
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Figure 3: Relationship between various factors in the management of patients with hepatitis B.
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Figure 4: Clinical evolutionary pathways of hepatitis B.
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patients to the pathogenesis, disease regression, clinical
manifestations, transmission routes, and treatment measures
of hepatitis B with easy-to-understand illustrations and lan-
guage, disseminate relevant disease information, combine
cases and good treatment effects, and establish patient cogni-
tive therapy. (3) Behavioral health care: it is recommended
that patients choose low-fat and high-protein foods such as
eggs, lean meat, and fish, eat more fruits and vegetables,
and increase vitamin supplements. Eat regularly, eat lightly,
eat less, avoid spicy and other irritating foods, overeat,
smoke and drink alcohol, and ensure adequate sleep.
Patients are encouraged to perform moderate aerobic exer-
cise (e.g., walking and tai chi) for 30 to 50 minutes each time.
(4) Out-of-hospital nursing: publish the contact information
of the attending physician when discharged, guide the
patient to take the medication on time and review it regu-
larly and seek medical treatment in time under special cir-
cumstances to prevent treatment delays. Establish WeChat
and QQ groups, check messages regularly every day, and
answer questions from patients and their families. And
timely release of the latest news related to the disease.

The two measures of cognitive and behavioral interven-
tion are as follows: (A) cognitive intervention. Based on
the results of the patient’s cognitive assessment, a targeted
cognitive intervention plan was developed for them. (1)
Comprehensive health education: use one-on-one commu-
nication to let patients understand the causal relationship
and precautions of hepatitis B. Inform the patient in detail
of the stage of the current treatment goal and the benefits
of actively cooperating with the care, and fully improve the
patient’s confidence. Strengthen the health knowledge edu-
cation of patients’ family lies and improve their awareness
of hepatitis B, so that they can fully give patients emotional
care and actively cooperate with relevant care. (2) Conduct
regular missionary lectures: distribute self-made hepatitis B

publicity materials, including modules such as basic knowl-
edge of diseases, life care, and rehabilitation exercises. At
the same time, the missionary atmosphere is actively carried
out, collecting each patient’s questions, interacting with
patients through scenario reenactment, and allowing nurs-
ing staff to record the minutes of each missionary meeting,
summarize and organize them into leaflets, and send them
to patients after the meeting to deepen their understanding
and memory. (B) Behavioural intervention: (1) diet struc-
ture: develop a reasonable diet plan for patients, eat less
and more meals, containing high protein and vitamins,
etc., a balanced diet, and recommend that patients quit
smoking and alcohol. (2) Exercise and rest: bed rest is the
main focus of patients during acute exacerbations, avoid
unnecessary activities, and ensure adequate sleep. (3) Drug
intervention: during hospitalization, by quoting the opposite
word, patients are instructed and advised to take the drug
regularly and quantitatively and are told to stop the drug
without authorization or reduce the harm caused by the
use of the drug. After discharge, a love contact card is issued
to each patient, which is convenient for full-time staff to
make weekly telephone return visits to understand the
patient’s emotions and life dynamics and give timely guid-
ance and suggestions to help patients relieve stress and emo-
tions. Regular quarterly communication seminars are held
for discharged patients to provide a platform for communi-
cation, learning, and consultation. (4) Psychological regula-
tion: on the one hand, by creating a warm and comfortable
ward environment during hospitalization, such as placing
green plants, the patient’s psychology can be regulated. On
the other hand, nursing staff should guide patients to carry
out psychological exercises in a timely manner through ver-
bal catharsis and deep breathing methods to help patients
maintain a good psychological state, as shown in Figure 5.

Both groups were given intraperitoneal drugs such as
hepatoprotective, antiviral, immunomodulatory, and
enzyme-lowering and were hospitalized for observation for
2 weeks. Patients in the control group were given a routine
model that included explaining that heparin is B-related
knowledge, daily precautions (isolating saliva and blood-
related items such as toothbrushes, towels, and razors from
others), following medication recommendations, maintain-
ing a positive therapeutic mindset, and paying attention to
appropriate exercise, Aphrodite spicy diet, and overeating.
Instruct the patient to review regularly at the time of
discharge.

3.3. Evaluation Indicators. (1) The self-management scale
(PIH, a means of assessing the psychological state of the
meditators) was used to assess the management ability of
two groups of patients, including self-monitoring, disease
knowledge acquisition, and core management ability, with
a total score of 88 points, and the higher the score, the
poorer the management. (2) Before and after 1 month of
nursing, the quality of life of two groups of patients was
assessed using the Quality of Life Measurement Summary
Table (QOL-BREF), including four dimensions of physical,
psychological, social, and environmental fields, with a score
of 100 points; the higher the score, the better the quality of
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Figure 5: Overall improvement in cognitive awareness of hepatitis
B in patients in the test group.
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life.

SAS = Score × 1:25: ð1Þ

Patients were followed up for 1 month after discharge
and compared the treatment of the two groups. (1) The anx-
iety self-assessment scale (SAS) was used to evaluate the
patient’s anxiety level, and the depression self-assessment
scale (SDS) was used to evaluate the patient’s depression
level, using SAS20 items, each with a score of 1 to 4 points,
and the total score ×1.25 points: mild anxiety: 50-59 points;
moderate anxiety: 60-69 points; severe anxiety: SAS ≥ 70
points; mild depression: 53-62 points; moderate depression:
63-72 points; and major depression: SDS ≥ 73 points. (2)
Evaluation of patient treatment compliance: these 7 items
include compliance with medication, not stopping medica-
tion without authorization, not eating and drinking, quitting
smoking and alcohol, maintaining a good mental state,
working and resting regularly, regularly reviewing, and those
who are able to perform all of these tasks are considered fully
compliant, those who cannot do any of the above are not
compliant, and the rest are considered partially compliant.
(3) The short life scale (SF-36) was used to evaluate the qual-
ity of life of patients. SF-36 includes 8 dimensions of general
health (GH), bodily function (PF), bodily function (RP),
somatic pain (BP), vitality (VT), social functioning (SF),
emotional functioning (RE), and mental health (MH). Each
dimension is rated from 0 to 100, and the higher the score,
the better the quality of life.

SF = 〠
8

i=1
ci · Scorei: ð2Þ

3.4. Statistical Methods. In our research, we mainly use
hypothesis tests for data processing, mainly including t
-tests, Z tests, and chi-square tests. We consider the sample
to conform to the normal distribution, i.e.,

x ~N μ, σ2À Á
: ð3Þ

First, establish the hypothesis of nothingness H0: μ1 =
μ2; i.e., assume that there is no significant difference between
the two population means. Then calculate the statistic T
-value and use different statistical calculation methods for
different types of problems. If you want to determine the
degree of difference between the mean of a small sample in
the population and the mean of the population, the formula
used to calculate the T-value of the statistic is

T =
�X − μ0
s/ n − 1ð Þ : ð4Þ

If you want to determine the degree of difference
between the means of the two sets of samples, the T-value

of the statistic is calculated as follows:

T = X1 − X2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑x21+∑x22
À Á

/ n1 + n2 − 2ð Þ
q

× n1 + n2ð Þ/ n1 × n2ð Þ
:

ð5Þ

The Z test is a commonly used method for large sample
mean difference tests (that is, sample sizes greater than 30).
It uses standard normal distribution theory to infer the
probability of a difference occurring, thereby comparing
whether the difference between the two means is significant.

Z =
�X − μ0
s/ ffiffiffi

n
p , ð6Þ

Z = X1 − X2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s1/n1ð Þ + s2/n2ð Þp : ð7Þ

Chi-square testing is a hypothesis testing method used
for various counting data. It falls under the category of non-
parametric tests, which are primarily compared to two or
more sample rates (composition ratios) and correlation
analysis of two categorical variables. The basic idea is to
compare the degree of coincidence or fitting between the
theoretical frequency number and the actual frequency
number.

χ2 = n − 1ð ÞS2
σ2

~ χ2 n − 1ð Þ, ð8Þ

F = S1/S2
σ21/σ2

2
~ F n1 − 1, n2 − 1ð Þ: ð9Þ

To measure the final result, we test it with the probability
P value of the sample observations or the more extreme
result obtained when the null hypothesis is true; if the P
value is small, the probability of the original hypothesis is
very small; if it is true, then according to the principle of
small probability, we have reason to reject the null hypothe-
sis, and the smaller the P value, the more sufficient the rea-
sons for our rejection of the null hypothesis. In summary,
the smaller the P value, the more pronounced the results.
However, whether the test result is “significant,” “moderately
significant,” or “highly significant” needs to be solved
according to the size of the P value and the actual problem.

p =
2 1 − ϕ Z0ð Þ½ �, p ≠ p0,
1 − ϕ Z0ð Þ, p > p0,
ϕ Z0ð Þ, p < p0:

8
>><

>>:
ð10Þ

Use SPSS 23.0 statistics software to process data. The
count data is expressed as n (%) × 2 and represented by
the test. The measurement data is represented by the cloud
�x ± , using in-depth sample t-tests between groups and
paired samples within groups. P < 0:05 indicates that the dif-
ference is statistically significant.
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4. Results Analysis and Discussion

4.1. Management Capabilities. Before nursing, the PIH
scores of the two groups were compared, and the difference
was not statistically significant (P > 0:05). After one month
of nursing, the PIH scores of both groups were lower than
before nursing care, and the PIH scores of the observation
group were significantly lower than those of the control
group, and the difference was statistically significant
(P < 0:05). See Table 1.

4.2. Quality of Life. QOL-BREF scores were compared
between the two groups before nursing treatment, and
the difference was not statistically significant (P > 0:05).
After one month of treatment, the QOL-BREF scores of
both groups improved compared with before treatment,
and the QOL-BREF scores of the observation group were
significantly higher than those of the control group, and
the difference was statistically significant (P < 0:05). See
Table 2.

4.3. Changes in SAS and SDS Scores before and after the Two
Groups of Interventions. The SAS and SDS scores of the two
groups were close before the intervention, and the difference
was not statistically significant. After the intervention, the
above scores in the observation group were lower than those
in the control group, and the difference was statistically sig-
nificant, as shown in Table 3.

4.4. Comparison of Treatment Adherence between the Two
Groups. Treatment adherence was significantly better in
the observation group than in the control group, with statis-
tically significant differences ( × 2 = 10:85, P < 0:01), as
shown in Table 4.

4.5. Changes in SF-36 Scores before and after the Two Groups
of Interventions. The SF-36 scores of each dimension in the
first two groups of the intervention were similar, and the dif-
ference was not statistically significant. After the interven-
tion, the observed score was higher than that of the control
group, and the difference was statistically significant, as
shown in Table 5.

4.6. Analysis. Hepatitis is a chronic infectious disease that is
difficult to treat. Studies have found that patient cognitive
and management skills are a powerful way to prevent hepa-
titis. However, the existing basic methods can no longer
meet the needs of hepatitis patients and their families. The
nursing method can help patients recover by intervening in
the cognition and life of patients with hepatitis and quickly
and effectively improve the patient’s management level and
quality of life. The data of this scientific research shows that
compared with the experimental group, after the observation
group nursed 1 yuan, the management level PICH score was
relatively low, the Clenlonzo score was relatively high, the
difference was statistically significant, and the nursing mode
used for patients with hepatitis could effectively quality their
management level and life. According to the effective

Table 1: PICH scores (±�x, points) of self-management skills before and after nursing in two groups.

Constituencies n Before care Postoperative care t P

Observation groups 71 66:55 ± 2:11 25:68 ± 4:32 71.629 0.001

Control group 71 66:23 ± 2:12 36:31 ± 3:55 60.972 0.001

t 0.902 16.019

P 0.369 0.001

Table 2: QOL-BREF scores before and after quality of life of patients in the two groups (�x ± , score).

Constituencies n Before care Postoperative care t P

Observation groups 71 71:65 ± 4:36 90:36 ± 5:48 22.513 0.001

Control group 71 71:71 ± 4:34 83:22 ± 5:41 13.984 0.001

t 0.082 7.813

P 0.935 0.001

Table 3: SAS and SDS scores before and after the two groups of interventions (scores, �x ± s).

Constituencies Number of examples
SAS Safety data sheets

Before intervention After intervention Before intervention After intervention

Control group 47 59:5 ± 9:7 51:3 ± 6:2 61:7 ± 10:6 54:9 ± 7:3
Observation groups 47 59:6 ± 9:8 36:8 ± 5:2 61:7 ± 10:5 39:8 ± 6:3
t，P 0.05, >0.05 12.29, <0.01 0, >0.05 10.74, <0.01
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intervention of patients’ rest, fitness time, and dietary struc-
ture, a warm ward environment is generated to ensure ade-
quate sleep time and balanced nutritional intake of patients
and to adjust anxiety. At the same time, effective communi-
cation is establishing a good doctor-patient relationship, so
that nursing staff can deeply understand the dynamics of
the patient’s mentality, give immediate and accurate psycho-
logical counseling to the patient, and maintain the patient’s
attitude of close cooperation with the treatment. In addition,
cognitive behavioral care interventions include knowledge
education of patients’ families, enabling them to achieve a
united front between relatives and caregivers. The emotional
care and suggestions of family members can effectively
improve the patient’s mentality, reduce anxiety, antitreat-
ment, and other negative emotions, and maximize the effi-
cacy under the premise of active treatment of patients.

It can be seen that improving health education knowledge
in the clinical medical treatment of patients with diffuse hepa-
titis can improve the patient’s ability to adapt to treatment,
maintain a stable mentality, cooperate with each other in a
variety of treatment and nursing, and improve their efficacy
and quality of life. Many patients with diffuse hepatitis do
not have enough knowledge of disease and treatment health
education, which is easy to cause misunderstandings and cog-
nitive dissonance, and cannot adequately cooperate with each
other in treatment and care. Coupled with the influence of the
patient’s own bad living habits, the efficacy is weak. According
to the specific situation of patients, targeted health guidance is
carried out, and health education knowledge is optimized
frommultiple aspects such as patient mentality, diet structure,
drug interaction, and lifestyle. Maximize the patient’s treat-
ment and nursing requirements, ensure a better concept of
mutual cooperation between treatment and nursing, improve
the trust of medical staff, and closely cooperate with various
types of treatment and nursing to achieve overall efficacy.

This dissertation data showed that the SAS and SDS
scores in the postintervention observation group were signif-
icantly lower than those in the control experiment, showing
that the comprehensive nursing intervention could effec-
tively improve the patient’s negative mood and maintain
optimism and positivity. The treatment compliance and
SF-36 scores of the postintervention observation group were
higher than those of the control group, indicating that the
integrated nursing intervention could deepen the patient’s
understanding of the disease, build confidence in overcom-
ing the disease, and improve treatment compliance and
quality of life. Therefore, comprehensive nursing interven-
tions can effectively alleviate the recovery of patients with
hepatitis, the personal behavior of the doctor, and the quality
of life.

5. Conclusion

Hepatitis B is a common infectious disease of the Chinese
biliary system software. According to the type of disease, it
can be divided into diffuse and subacute. Diffuse hepatitis
is a multiple disease that seriously endangers the healthy life
of patients. Clinical observation is based on antiviral ther-
apy, which is difficult to treat and easy to attack. The greater
the effectiveness, the less effective it is, creating a vicious cir-
cle. How to find efficacy, it is necessary to gradually improve
the relevant treatment and care plan. According to the treat-
ment compliance of the two groups after intervention, the
treatment compliance rate of the intervention group was sig-
nificantly higher than that of the control experiment 70.0%,
and the difference was statistically significant (Ma Yili 0.05),
which was consistent with the views reported by Li Fafang
and others, and the treatment difficulty coefficient and
long-term treatment of comprehensive nursing intervention
hepatitis were lagging behind, which was easy to cause

Table 4: Comparison of treatment adherence between the two groups (cases (%)).

Constituencies Number of examples Fully compliant Partial compliance B. noncompliance

Control group 47 18 (38.3) 15 (31.9) 14 (29.8)

Observation groups 47 29 (61.7) 16 (34.0) 2 (4.3)

Table 5: Changes in SF-36 scores before and after the two groups (�x ± s).

SF-36 rating
Control group (n = 47) Observation group (n = 47)

Before intervention After intervention Before intervention After intervention

Somatotropin 62:1 ± 3:2 67:8 ± 6:6 61:4 ± 3:3 78:9 ± 5:6∗

Interrupter 63:1 ± 3:3 65:4 ± 5:2 62:8 ± 3:3 75:3 ± 5:2∗

RP 64:9 ± 2:8 67:7 ± 7:2 65:8 ± 2:6 77:1 ± 6:5∗

BP 64:8 ± 3:4 68:5 ± 6:3 65:3 ± 3:5 75:9 ± 5:4∗

Interrupter 65:9 ± 3:1 69:2 ± 6:7 66:5 ± 3:2 74:2 ± 7:2∗

SF 64:1 ± 4:2 67:4 ± 4:6 63:8 ± 4:2 72:3 ± 4:5∗

Again 62:1 ± 3:3 66:5 ± 5:3 61:2 ± 3:2 74:6 ± 5:5∗

Interrupter 61:8 ± 3:2 67:6 ± 6:6 62:3 ± 3:4 77:1 ± 5:4∗
∗Compared with the postintervention control group, P < 0:05.
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patients to have relatively large psychosomatic stress reac-
tions, depression, anxiety, and other mental health prob-
lems. Reduce the patient’s self-fire evacuation and
confidence, lead to inconfidence and frustration in daily life
such as diet and difference, and reduce the patient’s self-
efficacy. Therefore, patients must be given the necessary psy-
chological guidance, which is conducive to self-efficacy.

Through the implementation of comprehensive nursing
interventions, this scientific research makes the patients with
hepatitis have obvious nursing ability, can quietly distribute
daily life, and moderately change the living methods such as
avoiding alcohol, taking medicine on time, regular physical
examination, and maintaining a stable mentality. This study
shows that the health education knowledge level, self-aware-
ness, self-obligation, and self-care professional skills of
patients in the post-ESCA scoring intervention group are
higher than those in the preintervention group and the con-
trol experiment, and the difference is statistically significant,
which is consistent with the reports of Ma Yili 0.05 and Li
Zhuo, indicating that the self-reliance ability of comprehen-
sive nursing intervention is beneficial to patients with hepa-
titis. Takizawa Ada’s self-reliance ability is positively
correlated with the patient’s quality of life. The greater
the ability to live on its own, the higher the quality of life.
This study compared the scores of 2 groups of patients.
The data showed that the physical disease and psycholog-
ical and social development scores of the intervention
group were significantly higher than those of the preinter-
vention group and the control experiments, and the differ-
ence was statistically significant, which was consistent with
the ten million miles view, reminding that the comprehen-
sive nursing intervention was beneficial to the quality of
life of patients with hepatitis. In general, based on compre-
hensive nursing interventions such as reasonable diet and
medication consultation, maintaining a stable psychologi-
cal state, and regular review for patients with hepatitis,
patients’ self-restraint ability and treatment compliance
have been greatly improved. We conclude that the imple-
mentation of comprehensive nursing interventions is con-
ducive to improving the treatment compliance and self-
care ability of hepatitis B patients and improving their
quality of life.
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In recent years, many colleges and universities have been experimenting and exploring the evaluation of education and teaching
system and have achieved certain results. In order to understand the quality of education and teaching system in colleges and
universities, to improve the school conditions, and to promote the reform of teaching management, methods and means of
evaluating the quality of education and teaching system in general higher education institutions are needed. Modern university
education and teaching system should realize the combination of classroom teaching and practice teaching, and education and
teaching system adopts the mode of the combination of on-campus practice and off-campus practice, so the design of teaching
system is the key to the quality of teaching. Aiming at the current problem that talents cultivated by colleges and universities
can hardly meet social demands in terms of engineering practice ability, innovation ability, and international competitiveness,
this paper proposes the evaluation and adjustment of college education and teaching system driven by algorithms based on
artificial intelligence (AI). By designing the teaching system of talent cultivation, and then establishing a quantitative and
controllable quality assurance system for practical teaching, a new mechanism for the design of university education system is
further explored. Specifically, the framework of the instructional system is built with the aid of an actor-critic algorithm in
reinforcement learning, which assists in the design of the university education system, allowing students to truly understand,
master and flex their knowledge, and strengthening the correct understanding of the students’ internal learning mechanisms.
The practical teaching effect shows that the AI-driven instructional designs are more popular with contemporary students and
have higher evaluation scores. The numerical experiment results also show the stability of the instructional design, overcoming
the drawbacks of traditional manual subjectivity in the design. AI-driven college education and teaching system is conducive to
cultivating students’ solid technical theoretical foundation. Therefore, through the AI-driven teaching system to strengthen the
training of practical ability, so as to comprehensively improve students' comprehensive quality and innovation ability.

1. Introduction

Teaching education system is a unified whole composed of
knowledge basic structure, frame, teaching content design,
teachingmethod design, teaching process design, and teaching
result evaluation of efficient teaching process. The traditional
indoctrination teaching system based on classical conditioning
and reinforcement learning theory is not fully aware of stu-
dents’ differences, especially the neglect of students’ subjective
motivation directly leads to the disengagement of students’
interest in learning. The constructivist learning theory believes
that learning is the process of an individual’s initiative to con-

struct their own knowledge, and the learner is the center of
learning [1, 2]. This coincides with the humanistic theory,
which emphasizes the initiative of individuals in self-
development. Therefore, the cultivation of innovative ability
necessarily requires the recognition of individual differences
among students in the construction of a practical education
system, adhering to the student-oriented concept and high-
lighting the subjectivity of students’ learning.

Modern university education and teaching system
should realize the combination of classroom teaching and
practical teaching. Classroom teaching should focus on
teaching basic theoretical knowledge, and practical teaching
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should focus on practical problems, and combining the two
can enable students to put theory into practice [3]. The edu-
cation and teaching system adopts a model combining on-
campus practice and off-campus practice. The on-campus
practice takes the experimental teaching in real life as the
main content, and the off-campus practice takes the real-
life process link as the main content to deepen students’
understanding of practical applications [3]. The combina-
tion of theory and practice helps students to upgrade their
theoretical knowledge to the actual production level and cul-
tivate comprehensive talents who have a solid theoretical
foundation and are capable of practical operation. In aca-
demic practice, we can verify and discover the problems or
shortcomings of existing academic research and discover
new academic results through scientific innovation. The
experimental results generated by scientific innovation can
be transformed into technology and serve production
through practice [4, 5].

Universities have now come to fully understand how
applicable education and teaching methods are. They have
worked hard and actively pushed the development of educa-
tional and instructional systems, with some degree of suc-
cess. The seamless blending of theory and practice is still
not adequately accomplished [6, 7]. The flawed design of
the educational system is to blame. Firstly, the practical
teaching lacks the comprehensive and coordinated consider-
ation of professional basic and core courses. Thus, the prac-
tical teaching of majors is too fragmented and
discontinuous. At the same time, under the concept of con-
structivism and humanistic teaching theory, students are
certainly the center and main body of learning, but this is
not the same as ignoring the important role of teachers in
teaching. At present, there are many enterprises that have
signed agreements with universities to become off-campus
practice education bases. However, most of these enterprises
do not accept students’ internships or practice. The few
enterprises that accept students’ participation in practice
have greater limitations in terms of acceptance scale and
level. Under the guidance of correct teaching methods and
teaching ideas, the university education system must try
new methods, adjust the teaching contents, and change the
narrow inertia thinking [8]. This directly leads to the role
of the off-campus practice education base not being fully uti-
lized and losing the meaning of the original establishment of
the practice base. Therefore, we need to adjust the setting of
university education and the teaching system, which do not
meet the current situation.

The creation of educational and teaching management
ideas and concepts, together with the reform of education
management, is consistently at the forefront of changes in
educational ideology. Innovative teaching management con-
cept means innovative values and talent concept of higher
education. It is the forerunner and the impetus for the
reform and development of college teaching as well as the
theoretical basis for creating a system of college instruction
[9, 10]. First of all, higher education is required to produce
a large number of excellent and highly qualified innovative
talents. Higher education is required to create a large num-
ber of excellent and innovative talents. The so-called excel-

lent and high quality here is a quality standard of
development. The characteristics of talent training objectives
should reflect comprehensive quality education, and the tra-
ditional view of knowledge quality and ability quality should
be transformed into a comprehensive quality view including
knowledge and ability. The positioning characteristics of tal-
ent cultivation specifications should reflect diversity. Not
only should we cultivate research-oriented top-notch inno-
vative talents, but also cultivate various types of
application-oriented high-quality innovative talents [11].
The characteristics and advantages of personnel training
should take innovative personnel training as the fundamen-
tal task, so as to highlight the functions of scientific research
and social service. Only the organic combination of person-
nel training, scientific research and social services can make
the three coordinated development [12, 13].

To build the teaching management execution system of
universities and colleges, we should adhere to the manage-
ment concept of education being people-oriented and stu-
dents being the main body, the school being talent-
oriented, and teachers being the main body, and take the
exploration and establishment of a modern university teach-
ing management system as the breakthrough to carry out the
innovation of management system and operation mecha-
nism. As the beginning and conclusion of teaching and man-
agement activities, talent development should emphasize the
central role of students and their total development [14, 15].
The main body of education is teachers, stimulating
teachers’ potential as the main teaching management task,
and the cohesion of human synergy as the important guar-
antee for the orderly operation of college teaching. By fully
mobilizing the enthusiasm of professors in teaching and
management, the university should enhance the quality of
instruction and offer the greatest education and service for
students. To achieve this, more instructors must spend their
time to teaching reform and construction. We can only cre-
ate a high-quality education and teaching system by allowing
instructors to fully express their main spirit and by encour-
aging their initiative and innovation [16].

The education and teaching systems of colleges and uni-
versities serve as the specific worker to service instructors
and students as well as the executor of the operation organi-
zation of education and teaching work for the talent cultiva-
tion system [17]. The teaching management organization is
required to concentrate and integrate the advantageous
resources of scientific research, disciplines, and talents in tal-
ent cultivation and form an innovative talent cultivation sys-
tem around the knowledge, ability, and quality requirements
of talents in the industry fields and positions to be served by
disciplines and specialties. The design and application of
higher education teaching system can also help the school
improve its overall layout. A complete system design can
efficiently transform the advantages of teachers and
resources into the advantages of whole staff education, thus
promoting the organic combination of talent cultivation
and scientific research. In this way, it can enhance the level
of talent cultivation and social services of the school [18, 19].

The focus and difficulty of constructing college educa-
tion and teaching system lie in the specific operation mode
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and operation process. Whether the operation process is
smooth and efficient depends on the rationality, feasibility,
and operability of the core framework composition of teach-
ing management execution. To address the above issues, this
paper establishes a three-tier teaching system framework
assisted by reinforcement learning algorithms in AI. The
decision-making layer focuses on macro planning and
emphasizes decision-making and innovation functions. The
execution layer strengthens node control and emphasizes
coordination and guidance roles. The operation layer
strengthens publicity, emphasizes evaluation, and focuses
on information feedback to form an efficient closed-loop
control system for teaching management. Specifically in
the third layer of the framework, artificial intelligence (AI)
algorithm technology participates in the improvement and
drives the evaluation and adjustment of the system by
dynamically checking the interaction state between teachers
and students, the professional learning of students, and the
management effect of managers, and jointly assessing the
implementation effect of the university education and teach-
ing system. We further verify the effectiveness of AI-driven
design of university education and teaching system and
make some contributions to improve the design and applica-
tion of university education and teaching system. AI tech-
nology assists the quality of the university education and
teaching system, improves school conditions, promotes
reform of teaching management, and enhances the quality
of efficient education and teaching.

2. Related Works

Chen [20] conducted research and developed a proposal
for a web-based system for university English-assisted
teaching in order to enhance resource sharing and sched-
uling. A web server and an Android mobile terminal are
used to implement the system, and a web-based data inte-
gration module is created. For the purpose of evaluating
the effectiveness of classroom instruction in online educa-
tion, Xu and Liu [21] suggested a more rigorous optimiza-
tion model. He then uses this model to test its validity in a
university setting. Model view controller (MVC) architec-
ture was adopted by Sun [22]. This framework is a mobile

client running on Android that can remotely instruct and
access university music as well as manage smart music.
Experimental findings show that compared to traditional
music lessons, online music education has a better learn-
ing impact on musical skills. On the basis of the current
university curricula, Zhang and Yang [23] analyze the
characteristics of the distance learning system for music
and dance education and make some particular recom-
mendations for its design. Zhang also researches the state
of the art in machine learning as well as several crucial
challenges in the creation of the Ologit model. According
to Zhang, creating cloud-based digital teaching tools for
college physical education courses can save expenses and
increase the effectiveness of resource use [24].

3. Models and Evaluation Methods

3.1. Reinforcement Learning. One of the paradigms and meth-
odologies of machine learning used to describe and solve the
problem of learning strategies to maximize the reward or
accomplish a particular goal during the interaction of an agent
with its environment is reinforcement learning, also known as
reactive learning, evaluative learning, or augmented learning.
Reinforcement learning consists of an agent, an environment,
a state, an action, and a reward [25, 26]. The environment will
alter once an action is taken by an agent, and in response, it will
send a reward signal (either a positive or negative reward) [27].
On the basis of the new state and the reward provided by the
environment, the intelligence then executes a new action in
accordance with a certain strategy. Through states, actions,
and rewards, the intelligence and the environment interact as
described above. The reinforcement learning model is shown
in Figure 1.

Reinforcement learning can be modeled as a Markov
decision process (MDP) [28] whose process can be repre-
sented by a five-tuple ðS, A, P, R, γÞ, where P is the transfer
probability of each state, R is the reward value for moving
on to the next state after taking an action, and γ is the dis-
count factor. S stands for the set of environmental states.

The MDP can be expressed as

p st+1 st , at ,⋯, s0, a0jð Þ = p st+1 st , atjð Þ: ð1Þ

Agent

Environment

ActionReward at
rt + 1StState

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the reinforcement learning model.
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One trajectory of the MDP is

τ = s0, a0, s1, r1, a1,⋯, sT−1, aT−1, sT , rT : ð2Þ

The probability of selection of τ is

p τð Þ = p s0, a0, s1, a1,⋯ð Þ = p s0ð Þ
YT−1

t=0
π at stjð Þp st+1 st , atjð Þ:

ð3Þ

Given the strategy πðajsÞ, the cumulative reward
received by the trajectory τ of an intelligent body during
one interaction with the environment is a total reward of
GðτÞ =∑T−1

t=0 γ
trt+1, and γ ∈ ½0, 1� is the discount rate [29,

30]. When γ is close to 0, the intelligence will focus on
short-term returns, while when γ is close to 1, the intelli-
gence will focus on long-term returns.

The optimal strategy is the one that maximizes the total
return obtained in each state, and the objective function of
the optimal strategy is

J θð Þ = Eτ∼Pθ τð Þ G τð Þ½ � = Eτ−Pθ τð Þ 〠
T−1

t=0
γtrt+1

" #
, ð4Þ

where γ is the discount factor, θ is the parameter of the pol-
icy function, τ is the behavior trajectory, and r is the current
reward return value. In other words, reinforcement learning
is a kind of learning that discovers how to optimize the
reward by learning how to connect states to behaviors. In
order to optimize the state-behavior correspondence [31,
32], delay in reward and trial and error are thus two of the
most crucial aspects of reinforcement learning. Through
reinforcement learning, an intelligence can learn what
actions it should take to maximize its reward in what state.
Reinforcement learning is a general learning framework that
can be used to address general AI issues because intelligences
interact with their environments in a manner similar to how
humans do. Because of this, machine learning-based rein-
forcement learning is also referred to as a broad AI strat-
egy [33].

The actor-critic (AC) algorithm combines policy gradi-
ents and temporal differencing to create a reinforcement
learning system. The actor algorithm refers to the strategy

function πθðs, aÞ, i.e., learning a strategy to get a higher return.
The critic algorithm is represented via the value functionVφðsÞ,
which estimates the value function of the current strategy, i.e.,
evaluating how good the actor algorithm is [34]. The AC
method may update the parameters in a single step rather than
having to repeat the process at the conclusion of each round
thanks to the value function. The method based on the combi-
nation of value function and policy function is called AC algor-
ithm.AC algorithm consists of two parts, actor and critic, where
Actor is based on the policy function, which is responsible for
interacting with the environment and selecting the action; critic
is based on the value function, which is responsible for evaluat-
ing actor and guiding its next state action. The reinforcement
learning model of the AC algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

We use here the time difference error at L steps and learn
the critic function Vπθ

ψ ðsÞ by minimizing the square of this
error, denoted as

ψ⟵ ψ − η∇JVπθ
ψ

ψð Þ, ð5Þ

where ψ denotes the parameters of the learning critic func-
tion, η is the learning step size, and the original update func-
tion is expressed as

JVπθ
ψ

ψð Þ = 1
2 〠

i+L−1

t=1
γt−iRt + γLVπθ

ψ S′
� �

−Vπθ
ψ Sið Þ

 !2

, ð6Þ

where S′ is the state reached by the intelligent body after
L steps under πθ, so it can be expressed as

∇JVπθ
ψ

ψð Þ = Vπθ
ψ Sið Þ − 〠

i+L−1

t=1
γt−iRt − γLVπθ

ψ S′
� � !

∇Vπθ
ψ Sið Þ:

ð7Þ

Similarly, the actor function πθð⋅ jsÞ determines the
action taken on each state s or a probability distribution
over the action space [35]. We learn this strategy function
using a similar approach to the initial version of the strat-
egy gradient:

θ = θ + η∇Jπθ
θð Þ, ð8Þ

Actor
network

Critic
network Environment

TD
error

Reward

State

Agent

Figure 2: AC model framework.
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where θ denotes the parameter of the actor function, ηθ is
the learning step, and the formula is expressed as

∇J θð Þ = Eτ,θ 〠
∞

i=0
∇log πθ Ai Sijð Þ 〠

i+L−1

t=i
γt−iRt + γLVπθ

ψ S′
� �

−Vπθ
ψ Sið Þ

 !" #
:

ð9Þ

It is worth noting that the AC algorithm can also use
the Q-value function as its criterion. In this case, the
dominance function can be estimated using the following
equation:

Q s, að Þ −V sð Þ =Q s, að Þ −〠
a

π a sjð ÞQ s, að Þ: ð10Þ

The loss function used to learn the Q-value function
for this critic is

JQ = Rt + γQ St+1, At+1ð Þ −Q St , Atð Þð Þ2: ð11Þ

Alternatively

JQ = Rt + γ〠
a

πθ a St+1jð ÞQ St+1, að Þ −Q St , Atð Þ
 !2

, ð12Þ

where action At+1 is obtained by sampling the current
policy πθ in state St+1.

3.2. Design of College Education and Teaching System Driven
by AI Technology. The design of higher education teaching
system is similar to the process of finding the optimal strategy
in a discrete space, which has natural similarity with the
sequential decision making of reinforcement learning. There-
fore, the design of teaching system can be transformed into a
MDP, and the reinforcement learning can be better used
to assist in the design of teaching system. In this way, it
fully combines the characteristics of the internal manage-
ment system of colleges and universities and divides tasks
and roles according to decision making, implementation,
monitoring, and consulting around the overall teaching
goals of the school. The education and teaching system in
colleges and universities is the braking force that runs
through the teaching management process and is the bal-
ancer of the two forces of incentive and restraint. Innova-
tive college education and teaching system is the basic
guarantee to make school teaching in a dynamic, efficient,
and conscious operation, and is the key to whether teachers
can be effectively mobilized to actively participate in teach-
ing reform and construction.

On the one hand, according to the needs and motivation
characteristics of teachers, administrators, and teaching
units, in addition to material incentives and institutional
norms, material incentives, institutional norms, and spiritual
incentives are combined by giving corresponding honors,
providing opportunities to show talents, and building a plat-
form for success. Through the promotion of typical models,
exemplary demonstrations, and evaluation of excellence, we

can stimulate the enthusiasm, initiative, and creativity of
teachers, teaching managers, and teaching units to partici-
pate in teaching and teaching reform and construction.

On the other hand, by clarifying the objectives of teach-
ing work and teaching management, establishing a scientific
system of evaluation of teaching and management, and
adopting a combination of rewards and punishments, rea-
sonable pressure is formed. Teaching objectives include
pressure of responsibility and pressure of competition. Only
by giving full play to the competition mechanism of survival
of the fittest can we establish the management system and
distribution system based on the evaluation of teaching work
and management work. The teaching management system is
a kind of tangible specification, and the education and teach-
ing systems of colleges and universities must be continually
improved in order to guarantee that the teaching can be in
outstanding condition. The construction of a complete
teaching system requires colleges and universities to con-
form to the people-oriented concept and connotation,
respect teachers’ subjectivity, properly deal with contradic-
tions and conflicts, and then form a harmonious teaching
atmosphere.

In addition, a teacher-oriented system of consultation,
review, and supervision of teaching should be established
to promote the democratization and humanization of teach-
ing management. Encourage and support faculty participa-
tion in teaching construction and reform, teaching
management, teaching research, and teaching exchange. In
turn, it provides assistance for the development of teachers
who are in a position to do so; solicits rationalized sugges-
tions from teachers on teaching and teaching management;
and facilitates teachers’ participation in academic activities.
In summary, we will design the model of university educa-
tion and the teaching system as shown in Figure 3.

The evaluation and improvement of the model of the
higher education teaching system is a key step for the system
to be able to work. According to the analysis of the theoretical

Education and
teaching system

Educational
thought

Teaching
system

Educational
system

Educational
structure

Figure 3: University education and the teaching system.
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structure of the education and teaching system, the core ele-
ments of the construction framework of higher education
and teaching system should include five modules, including
education and teaching system organization, operation mode,
mechanism and system guarantee, technical platform support,
and quality evaluationmodule. In our evaluation and feedback
of the college education and teaching system, we propose AI
algorithm technology to participate in the improvement and
drive the evaluation and adjustment of the system by dynam-
ically examining the interaction status of teachers and stu-
dents, the professional learning of students, and the
management effectiveness of managers to jointly assess the
implementation effect of the college education and teaching
system, as shown in Figure 4.

4. Discussion and Analysis of Results

In this paper, we test the effectiveness of our proposed AC
algorithm using student evaluation scores designed by the
university education and teaching system, where the data
include quantitative scores in terms of operation status of
teaching system, execution of teaching management, and
the real effect of teaching management information plat-
form. We run our model using a single Nvidia RTX 3060
GPU and AMD EPYC 7402 CPU in Matlab 2018b program-
ming environment and Windows 10 OS environment. Spe-
cially, we collected 300,000 evaluations of the effectiveness
of driving education and teaching system design in the con-
text of AI in a university through a web crawler. The effec-
tiveness of AI technology on the construction of college
education system is further illustrated by simple data analy-
sis. The data inside contains the satisfaction evaluation of
different levels of students on the efficient education system,
the evaluation index is divided into 5 dimensions, and the
characteristics of the data collected in this paper are shown
in Table 1.

In the third tier of the framework, we propose the use
of AI algorithm technology to participate in the improve-
ment of the evaluation and feedback of the efficient educa-
tion and teaching system. Specifically, we evaluate the
implementation effect of the university education and
teaching system by dynamically examining the interaction
status of teachers and students, the professional learning
of students, and the system effect system examination of
system providers. The evaluation and adjustment of the
teaching system are driven by AI technology. Here, the
loss value indicates the difference between the rating of
the assisted design teaching system and the traditional
teaching system. Through the continuous interaction
between the intelligent body and the environment, the
teaching system of AI-driven design is made closer to
the real scenario. Figure 5 shows the loss values for the
design of the educational system in colleges and universi-
ties with reinforced learning guidance. It can be seen that
the model converges quickly to a stable value, indicating
the reliability of AI techniques that facilitate the design
and development of the university education system.

The foundation and key to the successful implementa-
tion of the university’s talent training objectives in teaching
reform and construction is an effective and organized teach-
ing system. Figure 6 visualizes the operational status of the
teaching system under the vision of big data, where the x-
axis represents the initial data input (evaluation scores in 3
teaching scenarios), the y-axis represents the number of stu-
dents, and the z-axis represents the teaching status evalua-
tion score. It can be seen that the teaching process
proceeds gradually and fits with the real situation, further
illustrating the effectiveness of the teaching system design.
In academic practice, problems or shortcomings of existing
academic research are verified and discovered, and new aca-
demic results are discovered through scientific innovation. It
can be transformed into technology and serve production
through practice.

Evaluation content

Feedback on performance Comprehensive quality
assessment

Quality of teaching The teaching time Personal qualityTechnical capacity Team spirit

Figure 4: The college education and teaching system.

Table 1: Satisfactory evaluation of the assessment of a particular piece of data.

Effectiveness evaluation Very satisfied Satisfied General Rather poor Poor

Operation status of teaching system √
Execution of teaching management √
The real effect of teaching management information platform √
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The sustainability of teaching management execution is
fundamentally ensured by the evaluation subsystem for
teaching management execution. A set of scientific and rea-
sonable execution assessment and measurement mecha-
nisms should be established, and tools and methods such
as the target management assessment method and the key
performance indicator method should be used for qualitative
and quantitative analysis. Emphasis is placed on the evalua-
tion of the teaching work of the college, highlighting the
combination of daily teaching management with special pro-
jects and key work. It highlights the people-oriented
approach, conducts comprehensive evaluation from multi-
ple perspectives and levels, provides feedback through vari-
ous channels, focuses on cultivation, and attracts colleges,
teachers, and students to actively participate in the evalua-
tion process. The combination of target management and
day-to-day management and the establishment of informa-
tion collection, analysis, feedback, and regulation form a
perfect closed-loop system for teaching quality management

and evaluation. Figure 7 further validates the ability to eval-
uate instructional management execution. It can be seen that
AI-driven instructional design has less evaluation fluctua-
tions compared to traditional instructional design, and the
evaluation design is smoothly driven by the technology of
enhanced learning, which is beneficial to the implementa-
tion and popularity of higher education.

The technical support for teaching management, i.e., the
construction of an information technology platform, is an
important means of improving management execution.
According to the needs of cultivating innovative talents, an
overall design should be made to develop an informatization
platform for teaching management that adapts to the teach-
ing management mode of the school. A modern comprehen-
sive teaching management system should be established to
realize the informatization of teaching management,
through which all teaching managers can carry out teaching
management, realize the functions of teaching plan manage-
ment, teaching task management, class scheduling
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Figure 5: Reinforcement learning training loss value and convergence.
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Figure 6: The operational state of the teaching system in the context of big data.
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management, student registration management, grade man-
agement, data statistics and analysis, and generate various
reports as needed. It is necessary to highlight the management
and service functions in an all-round way, strengthen the
teaching management information disclosure system for
macro guidance, provide public education information, and
open up teaching management information channels.
Figure 8 visualizes the rating status of the AI-driven effect in
teaching management technology. Including three evaluation
indexes operation status of teaching system, execution of

teaching management, and the real effect of teaching manage-
ment information platform, it can be seen that the overall rat-
ing of the real effect of teaching management information
platform is the highest, and all ratings are evenly distributed,
which indicates the effectiveness of the teaching framework
designed in this paper, further promoting the standardization
and standardization of teaching management, forming an effi-
cient information transmission and feedback mechanism at
the university and college levels, and improving the public ser-
vice platform for teaching management.
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Figure 7: Loss value of AI-driven instructional design versus traditional instructional design.
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5. Conclusions

In recent years, universities have fully recognized the impor-
tance of education and teaching system and actively pro-
moted the design and application of education and
teaching system, but in general, they still have not done a
good job of seamlessly connecting theory and practice. With
the continuous synthesis of technological development,
there is a disconnection between the demand of society for
innovative talents and the talents cultivated by colleges and
universities and the society. This paper proposes an AI-
based algorithm-driven evaluation and adjustment of the
university education and teaching system to address the
above education and teaching system design problems,
design the teaching system for talent training, establish a
quantitative and controllable process-oriented teaching
quality assurance system, and explore a new mechanism
for the design of the university education system. Specifi-
cally, the algorithm of the actor critic in reinforcement learn-
ing assists in establishing a three-tier teaching system
framework, which assists in the design of the university edu-
cation system, allowing students to truly understand and
master as well as flex knowledge, and strengthening the cor-
rect understanding of students’ intrinsic learning mecha-
nisms. AI-driven college education system design
overcomes the drawbacks of subjectivity driven by the tradi-
tional system, and colleges and universities design a reason-
able teaching system to accomplish modern teaching tasks in
an organized manner. And through the data of a university,
we further verify the effectiveness of AI-driven college edu-
cation and teaching system design and make certain contri-
butions to improve the design and application of college
education and teaching system. The experimental results
show that the AI-driven instructional design can get better
evaluation results, and the emerging instructional manage-
ment platform is well received by the student community.
The real effect of teaching management information plat-
form has a higher score, further indicating the practicality
of AI-driven instructional design. The numerical experiment
results also show the stability of the instructional design,
overcoming the drawbacks of traditional manual subjectivity
in the design.
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Purpose. This research mainly discussed the impacts of epidural anesthesia (EA) and general anesthesia (GA) on perioperative
cognitive function (CF) and deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in patients undergoing total knee arthroplasty (TKA). Methods. One
hundred and twenty-four patients undergoing TKA in our hospital between July 2015 and October 2021 were selected, of
which 74 patients received EA (research group) and the other 50 patients received GA (control group). Perioperative CF, DVT,
stress response indicators (norepinephrine, NE; cortisol, Cor), and heart rate (HR) levels were observed and compared. Risk
factors affecting DVT of TKA patients were analyzed by logistic regression. Results. The research group had statistically better
CF than the control group, with notably lower NE, Cor, and HR levels and incidence of DVT. Logistic regression analysis
showed that the type of anesthesia and MoCA were risk factors for DVT in TKA patients. Conclusion. EA is more feasible for
patients undergoing TKA, which is conducive to improving their CF, relieving stress responses, and reducing the incidence of
DVT, with a certain sedative effect.

1. Introduction

With the aggravation of population aging, the elderly suffer-
ing from joint disease has become more and more common
[1]. Osteoarthritis, as a commonly seen chronic disease in
the elderly, has an increasing risk with age, which adversely
affects the quality of life and retirement life of the elderly [2].
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a surgical procedure that
replaces the knee joint with artificial components and is
commonly used to treat conditions such as osteoarthritis
and rheumatoid arthritis [3]. According to epidemiological
data, there were as many as 600,000 cases of TKA in the
United States in 2012, and the number is expected to
increase to 1.26 million cases per year by 2030, imposing a
huge burden on the healthcare system [4]. TKA has been
shown to be beneficial to relieve patients’ pain and improve
long-term function and life quality [5, 6]. However, this pro-
cedure is also accompanied by certain risk of complications,
which may lead to postoperative cognitive dysfunction, deep

vein thrombosis (DVT), and other adverse events [7, 8]. The
causes of cognitive dysfunction or DVT after TKA are com-
plicated, and the type of anesthesia is also an influencing fac-
tor that should not be underestimated [9]. This research
mainly analyzes the impacts of epidural anesthesia (EA)
and general anesthesia (GA) on cognitive function (CF)
and DVT of TKA patients during the perioperative period,
aiming at providing novel new insights for management
optimization of such patients.

GA has favorable sedative and analgesic effects, but over-
dose of propofol and opioids may exert inhibitory effects on
the central nervous system and respiratory system, which is
not conducive to hemodynamic stability [10]. GA is also known
to increase the risk of cerebrovascular adverse events [11]. And
despite the inhibitory action of GA on the activity of cerebral
cortex and hypothalamus, it may not be effective in inhibiting
traumatic stress and inflammatory indicators, which may exert
adverse effects on patients’ CF and induce DVT [12]. EA, as a
local anesthesia method, achieves anesthesia by injecting
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analgesics into the epidural space to block sensory nerves [13].
Such anesthesia not only induces vasodilation in the occluded
area to increase blood flow but also preserves the patient’s con-
sciousness and provides pain relief [14, 15]. In the study of Zhu
et al. [16], it was pointed out that EA significantly improved the
CF of postoperative esophageal cancer patients than GA. Hafezi
et al. [17] also reported that EA used in plastic surgery has a pre-
ventive effect on DVT.

Since there are few studies on the influences of GA and EA
on CF and DVT in patients undergoing TKA during the peri-
operative period at present, this study mainly conducted in-
depth analysis in this aspect and is hereby reported.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. General Data. This research has been approved by the
Ethics Committee of PLA Rocket Force Characteristic Med-
ical Center and was conducted in strict compliance with the
Declaration of Helsinki. First, 124 patients undergoing TKA
in the PLA Rocket Force Characteristic Medical Center from
July 2015 to October 2021 were selected. Inclusion criteria
are as follows: all patients were diagnosed by clinical and
imaging examinations and met the surgical indications;
patients and their families were clear about the purpose of
this experiment and provided informed consent; American
Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) grade I-II [18]; and age
> 18. Exclusion criteria are as follows: malignant tumors
or severe heart, liver, and kidney diseases; mental disorders
or mental illness; abnormal echocardiography (ECG) exam-
ination results; infectious diseases; previous treatment his-
tory for the disease; use of drugs in the last six months that
might affect the experimental results; presence of DVT
before surgery; and contraindications to anesthesia. The
124 patients with TKA were grouped according to anesthesia
methods, with 74 receiving EA in the research group (RG)
and 50 receiving GA in the control group (CG). The male
to female ratio and mean age (years old) in RG were 41 : 33
and 59:50 ± 11:12, respectively, and the data in CG were
29 : 21 and 57:96 ± 8:18. RG and CG showed no evident dif-
ferences in baseline data like gender and age (P > 0:05).

2.2. Anesthesia Methods. Both groups of subjects underwent
TKA. After the preparation before anesthesia, CG received
GA and RG received EA.

2.2.1. GA. 1.5-2.0mg/kg propofol (Shanghai Yuanye Biotech,
B33792-100mg), 0.4μg/mL sufentanil (Sigma-Aldrich
(Shanghai), S-008-1ML), 0.15-0.2mg/kg cis-atracurium
(Shenzhen Jianzhu Biotech, 30119630), and 30-50μg/kg
midazolam (Nhwa Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd, China) were
used for anesthesia induction. Then, endotracheal intuba-
tion and mechanical ventilation were performed. After suc-
cessful anesthesia induction, continuous pumping of 15-
75μg/kg·min propofol and 0.05-0.15μg/kg·min remifentanil
(Sigma-Aldrich (Shanghai), R-024-1ML) was administered
intraoperatively, accompanied by auxiliary inhalation of 1-
2% sevoflurane (Shanghai Fuyu Biotech, FY23996-25) and
intermittent addition of atracurium (Shanghai Yuanye Bio-
tech, Y54583).

2.2.2. EA. Epidural puncture of L3-4 was performed, and
5mL 1.5% lidocaine (Shenzhen ChemStrong Scientific,
L0595000) was added, followed by catheterization. 15mL
0.5% ropivacaine (Beijing Biolab Biotech, BP0658-FKD)
was given intraoperatively.

2.3. Endpoints

2.3.1. CF. The evaluation was carried out through the Mon-
treal Cognitive Assessment Scale (MoCA) [19]. The scale has
a score ranged from 0 to 30 points, which was directly pro-
portional to the patient’s CF. The assessment was conducted
before and 3 days after the surgery.

2.3.2. Heart Rate (HR) Level. HR levels were measured at the
following time points: before anesthesia (T1), 30min after
anesthesia (T2), end of surgery (T3), and 2 hours after sur-
gery (T4).

2.3.3. Stress Indexes. Norepinephrine (NE) and cortisol (Cor)
of the subjects were detected at T1 and T4, using the corre-
sponding human ELISA kits supplied by Shanghai Jianglai
Industrial Limited By Share Ltd. The operation procedure
strictly followed the instruction of human ELISA kits.

2.3.4. DVT. The incidence of DVT was calculated by count-
ing the cases of DVT after operation.

2.4. Statistical Processing. Statistical analysis was performed
using SPSS22.0 (Beijing Easy Bio Technology), and the sig-
nificance level was P < 0:05. A chi-square test was employed
for intergroup comparisons of count data described in the
form of number of cases/percentage (n/%), and the continu-
ity correction chi-square test was adopted once the theoret-
ical frequency of the chi-square test was <5. Mean ± SEM
was used to represent measurement data; the differences
between groups used the independent sample t-test, and
those between two time points of the two groups adopted
the paired t-test. Among them, the count data involved in
this study included gender, surgical site, alcoholism, and
smoking, and the measurement data included mean age, dis-
ease course, body mass index (BMI), and MoCA score.
Logistic multivariate regression analysis was performed to
identify risk factors of DVT in TKA patients.

3. Results

3.1. The Two Cohorts of Patients Undergoing TKA Showed
Comparable Baseline Data. Of the 124 patients undergoing
TKA, 50 cases receiving GA were included in CG and 74
cases receiving EA were included in RG. The two cohorts
were similar in gender, average age, course of disease, BMI,
operation site, operation time, duration of anesthesia, alco-
holism, smoking, diabetes, hypertension, and other baseline
data, with compatibility (P > 0:05) (Table 1).

3.2. The CF Is less Affected in Patients Receiving EA during
TKA. CF was assessed using the MoCA scale, and no marked
difference was found between RG and CG prior to anesthe-
sia (P > 0:05); but the postanesthesia score was higher in RG
than in CG, with statistical significance (P < 0:05) (Figure 1).
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3.3. HR Level and Stress Response Changes Were Smaller in
Patients Receiving EA during TKA. We evaluated the influ-
ence of two anesthesia methods on HR and stress response
by measuring HR level and stress response. The data showed
increased HR of the two groups at T2 and T3 compared with
the value at T1; at T4, the HR level of RG was notably lower
compared with T2 and T3, as well as the level of CG at T4,
with statistical significance (P < 0:05). In terms of NE and
Cor, their levels were similar in the two cohorts at T1
(P > 0:05), but increased markedly at T4 (P < 0:05), with sig-
nificant differences between RG and CG at T4 (P < 0:05)
(Figure 2).

3.4. The Incidence of DVT Was Lower in Patients Receiving
EA during TKA. We recorded and compared the occurrence
of DVT between groups to evaluate the influence of two
anesthesia types on the incidence of DVT. DVT occurred
in 12 cases in CG and 7 cases in RG, with an obvious lower
incidence in RG compared with CG (9.46% vs. 24.00%, P
< 0:05) (Figure 3).

3.5. Type of Anesthesia Is an Independent Risk Factor for
DVT in TKA Patients. We included factors of differences
(anesthesia type, MoCA, NE, Cor, and HR) into the analysis
and assigned them as dependent variables for subsequent
multivariate analysis with the logistic regression model, tak-

ing whether or not they affected the occurrence of DVT in
TKA patients as the dependent variable. The results showed
that the type of anesthesia (P < 0:001) and MoCA (P < 0:001
) were independent risk factors for DVT in TKA patients
(Table 2).

4. Discussion

For osteoarthritis, a common orthopedic disease with a
sharp increase in the number of resulting fractures, TKA is
undoubtedly an ideal treatment [20]. TKA is mostly per-
formed in the elderly who are at an increased risk of periop-
erative cognitive dysfunction due to poor physical condition
and fragile physiological function of the nervous system
[21]. On the other hand, TKA patients may have varying
degrees of coagulation function changes, which is one of
the pathological causes of DVT [22]. This study mainly
explores the influence of anesthesia on CF and DVT of
TKA patients during the perioperative period.

Different anesthesia types have different effects on
patients’ nervous system and coagulation state, as well as
CF and DVT [23]. Ishii et al. [24] also proposed that anes-
thesia may be a trigger for the need to prevent venous
thromboembolism events. When the human body is under
anesthesia, its cerebral blood flow will be reduced and the
brain metabolism will be blocked, which may affect neuronal
signaling [25]. GA can induce abnormal expression of brain
memory protein level and serum central nervous system-
specific protein S-100β, which would adversely affect
patients’ central nervous system, resulting in cognitive dys-
function [26], while EA has been shown to reduce the
adverse effects on the central nervous system by lowering
serum S-100β protein concentration, thus reducing the risk
of postoperative cognitive dysfunction in elderly patients
[10]. In our study, the MoCA score decreased statistically
in both cohorts after anesthesia, with a markedly higher
score in RG versus CG, suggesting that EA had little influ-
ence on the CF of TKA patients, which was consistent with
the results of Ekblad [9]. Besides, we found deceased HR
level at T4 in RG compared with T2 and T3 and CG at T4,
as well as notably lower NE and Cor levels in RG versus

Table 1: Baseline data of patients undergoing TKA (n, mean ± SEM).

Factor Control group (n = 50) Research group (n = 74) χ2/t P

Gender (male/female) 29/21 41/33 0.082 0.775

Average age (years old) 57:96 ± 8:18 59:50 ± 11:12 0.838 0.404

Course of disease (years) 9:26 ± 2:27 10:04 ± 2:99 1.564 0.120

BMI (kg/m2) 25:89 ± 4:03 26:01 ± 5:16 0.035 0.973

Surgical site (unilateral/bilateral) 26/24 32/42 0.919 0.338

Operation time (min) 99:78 ± 28:38 95:92 ± 31:69 0.694 0.489

Duration of anesthesia (min) 145:62 ± 39:18 141:49 ± 44:63 0.531 0.597

Alcoholism (yes/no) 30/20 36/38 1.544 0.214

Smoking (yes/no) 28/22 35/39 0.904 0.342

Diabetes (with/without) 23/27 32/42 0.092 0.762

Hypertension (with/without) 25/25 34/40 0.197 0.658

Control group
Research group
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Figure 1: Cognitive function of TKA patients. ∗∗P < 0:01. Paired t
-test was used to analyze the measurement data between groups
before and after the intervention.
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CG at T4, indicating that EA had a sedative effect on TKA
patients and could alleviate their stress responses. Consis-
tently, Li et al. [27] reported a small impact of EA on
patients’ stress responses in thoracic surgery for esophageal
cancer. Furthermore, we found a statistically lower incidence
of DVT in RG compared with CG (9.46% vs. 24.00%), sug-
gesting that EA can reduce the risk of DVT in TKA patients,
which is similar to the findings of Hafezi et al. [17]. EA may
reduce the risk of DVT development by preventing postop-
erative hypercoagulability, thus reducing postoperative
thromboembolic complications [28]. Other studies have
shown that under EA, anaesthetics are absorbed into the
blood through the epidural space, which can inhibit the

aggregation, release, and adhesion of platelets and improve
the coagulation function of patients [29]. However, GA
may activate platelet membrane glycoprotein and promote
platelet aggregation, negatively influencing the body’s coagu-
lation function [29]. Finally, we conducted an in-depth
exploration of the risk factors influencing the occurrence of
DVT in TKA patients through logistic multivariate regres-
sion analysis. The results confirmed that the type of anesthe-
sia and MoCA were independent risk factors for DVT in
TKA patients. It has also been suggested that in order to pre-
vent DVT after TKA, preoperative risk assessment of
comorbidities in patients can be considered [30].

The novelty of this study is as follows: first, combined with
indicators such as CF, HR, stress response, and incidence of
DVT, it is confirmed that EA has a small impact on patients’
CF during TKA and can help prevent DVT to a certain extent.
Second, the logistic regressionmodel was used for multivariate
analysis, which proved that anesthesia type and MoCA were
independent risk factors for DVT in TKA patients, further
emphasizing the importance of anesthesia management for
DVT prevention in TKA patients. But still, this research has
some limitations. First of all, this is a retrospective instead of
a blind or randomized study, whichmay lead to reporting bias.
Second, this is a single-center small sample study, so the uni-
versality and accuracy of the research results may be affected
to some extent. Third, inflammation, oxidative stress, and
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Figure 2: Stress response and HR level of TKA patients. (a) The HR level of TKA patients in both groups increased significantly at T2 and
T3, and the HR level in the research group was lower than that in the control group at T4. (b) The NE level of TKA patients in both groups
increased significantly at T4, with a lower level in the research group. (c) The Cor level of TKA patients in both groups increased
significantly at T4, with a lower level in the research group. Note: ∗∗P < 0:01. Paired t-test was used to analyze the measurement data
between groups before and after the intervention.
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Figure 3: DVT in TKA patients. Chi-square test was used to
analyze the incidence of DVT in both groups.
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TE
Dcoagulation indexes were not included in the analysis, nor was

there supplementary follow-up to analyze the long-term CF,
DVT, and other complications of patients under the two anes-
thesia methods. The above deficiencies will be gradually
addressed in the future.

5. Conclusion

To sum up, compared with GA, EA has less influence on
perioperative CF and DVT of TKA patients, with high clin-
ical application and popularization value.
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Background. Gastric carcinoma (GC) is a common lethal cancer in the world. Patients are prone to develop lower extremity deep
venous thrombosis (LEDVT) after laparoscopic radical gastrectomy (LRG), which threatens their life and health. Purpose. This
research is to clarify the preventive action of rivaroxaban (Riv) against LEDVT in patients undergoing LRG. Methods. A
retrospective study was conducted on 70 patients with GC admitted for LRG between January 2019 and January 2022,
including 40 patients (observation group) receiving Riv treatment and 30 patients (conventional group) treated with air wave
pressure therapy apparatus. Quality of life, coagulation function, LEDVT formation, and complications were compared
between groups. Results. The observation group had better recovery of life quality than the control group, along with more
effective inhibition of coagulation disorders, less DVT formation, and fewer complications. Conclusions. Compared with air
wave pressure therapy apparatus, Riv has better preventive action against LEDVT in GC patients after LRG.

1. Introduction

As far as the influence of gastric carcinoma (GC) on the
global population is concerned, it ranks fifth in prevalence
among cancers and third in cancer-related mortality [1, 2].
Various factors, including smoking, drinking, Helicobacter
pylori infection, and high salt, oil, and sugar food intake, will
increase the risk of GC [3–5]. Clinically, open surgery is the
major approach to treat gastric adenocarcinoma, but it is
prone to cause greater harm to patients [6]. In recent years,
laparoscopic surgery, a procedure less invasive with milder
postoperative pain and faster recovery than open surgery,

has become increasingly common [7]. However, the com-
plexity of laparoscopic surgery for GC, improper operation
of medical staff during surgery, and patient insufficient com-
pliance can easily lead to accidents, so how to prevent all
kinds of complications after surgery is critical [8, 9].

Venous thrombosis of the lower extremities is the most
common adverse event after laparoscopic treatment [10].
DVT occurs when a blood clot forms in the vein of the leg.
The thrombus can even rupture and travel to the lungs,
resulting in potentially severe blood flow obstruction
(pulmonary embolism or PE) or even death [11]. In the
lower extremities, the primary route of venous blood flow
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is the deep vein rather than the superficial vein. As a result,
DVT causes impaired venous return of the lower extremities,
resulting in limb swelling, discomfort, and gait disturbance. It
is reported that nearly 2.5 to 5 percent of the population are
affected by DVT at some stage in their lives [12]. Although anti-
coagulant therapy is widely available for the disease, more than
half of patients develop postthrombotic syndrome within two
years of DVT, characterized by leg pain, swelling, skin pigmen-
tation, or venous ulcers [13, 14]. In this study, we will take riv-
aroxaban (Riv) as an example to explore its preventive action
against lower extremity deep venous thrombosis (LEDVT) of
patients after laparoscopic radical gastrectomy (LRG).

2. Methods

2.1. General Information. Seventy patients admitted and
underwent LRG between January 2019 and January 2022 were
selected and assigned to a control group with 30 cases and an
observation group with 40 cases. The general data of the two
cohorts were comparable with no statistical differences.

Patients meeting the following criteria were enrolled: ①
in accordance with the World Health Organization
(WHO) tumor diagnostic criteria established in the Pathol-
ogy and Genetics of Tumors of the Digestive System [15],
with surgical tolerance; ② preoperative diagnosis of LEDVT
[16] by vascular ultrasonography; and ③ adults (age > 18).
Patients were excluded according to the following criteria:
① recent active bleeding, ② blood system-related diseases
or coagulopathy, ③ use of anticoagulant drugs because of
other diseases, and ④ presence of LEDVT before operation.

Patients and their families were informed of this study
and all signed informed consent. The Medical Ethics Com-
mittee approved the study protocol without reserves, and
this study was conducted strictly following the Declaration
of Helsinki.

2.2. Methods. Both groups of patients underwent LRG under
general anesthesia, which was performed by the same surgical
team. No hemostatics were used postoperatively. The next day
after surgery, patients were instructed to ambulate to exercise
their ankles, toes, knees, and other joints. In the control group,
air wave pressure therapy apparatus was used to prevent
LEDVT. Themedical staff assisted the patient to wear themul-
tichamber airbag leg sleeve and set the time as 30min. The first
use of the instrument followed the principle of gradually
increasing the pressure, so that patients could gradually get
used to it and wear it for a longer duration. The maximum tol-
erable pressure was determined according to patients’ feelings.
The observation group was given Riv (Bayer Pharmaceuticals,
approval number: H20100464, specification 10mg/tablet) for
thrombosis prophylaxis, which was administrated orally,
10mg/time, once daily, for 10 days.

2.3. Outcome Measures

2.3.1. Postoperative Quality of Life (QoL). The postoperative
life status of the two cohorts was observed and compared
from the aspects of sleep status and activities of daily living
(ADL). The sleep quality assessment used the Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI, score range: 0-21) [17], with

the score in inverse proportion to the sleep quality and a
score greater than 7 indicating sleep disorders. As to the
ADL, it was evaluated with the activity of daily living scale
[18], an instrument with a score range of 0-100. The score
is negatively related to self-care ability, and a score less than
60 points means that the patient needs help in life.

2.3.2. Coagulation function. Patients’ venous blood was col-
lected before and 10 days after surgery to measure the
changes of fibrinogen (Fbg), activated partial thromboplas-
tin time (APTT), prothrombin time (PT), and thrombin
time (TT) using the LHOTSYS series automatic biochemical
analyzer (approval number: Guangdong Food and Drug
Supervision Machinery Zi 2012 no. 2400609, manufacturer:
Shenzhen Glory Medical Co., Ltd., specification: BS-3600 T).

2.3.3. DVT Formation. DVT formation of patients, which
was mainly judged by lower limb temperature, skin color,
and swelling, was recorded and compared. For those with
abnormalities and highly suspected DVT formation, imme-
diate physical examination and color Doppler ultrasonogra-
phy of the lower extremities were performed. Color Doppler
ultrasonography diagnosis criteria for DVT are as follows:
significant substantial echo in the lumen of lower limbs, no
voluntary blood flow at the thrombus, and failure to deflate
the patient’s veins.

2.3.4. Complication Rate. The postoperative complications of
the two groups were compared. The associated indicators
included nausea, vomiting, labored breathing, and chills.

Table 1: General data.

Classification
Observation
group (n = 40)

Control group
(n = 30) t/χ2 P

Sex 0.33 0.568

Male 24 (60.00) 20 (66.67)

Female 16 (40.00) 10 (33.33)

Age (years
old)

58:18 ± 6:46 58:50 ± 7:62 0.190 0.850

BMI (kg/m2) 22:88 ± 1:18 23:23 ± 1:04 1.291 0.201

TNM staging 0.02 0.890

II 22 (55.00) 17 (56.67)

III 18 (45.00) 13 (43.33)

Operation
plan

0.08 0.777

Total
gastrectomy

16 (40.00) 11 (36.67)

Distal
gastrectomy

24 (60.00) 19 (63.33)

Drinking 0.03 0.872

Yes 30 (75.00) 23 (76.67)

No 10 (25.00) 7 (23.33)

Eating habits

Heavy 32 (80.00) 21 (70.00) 0.93 0.334

Light 8 (20.00) 9 (30.00)
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Among the above indicators, PSQI and activity of daily
living scale scores, coagulation function-related indicators
(Fbg, APTT, PT, and TT), and incidence of DVT were the
primary outcome measures, while the incidence of compli-
cations such as nausea, vomiting, labored breathing, and
chills were the secondary ones.

2.4. Statistical Methods. Integrated data processing was done
by SPSS 22.0 (Asia Analytics Formerly SPSS China). The
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Figure 1: Postoperative quality of life. (a) PSQI score: an obviously lower PSQI score was determined in the observation group compared
with the control group (P < 0:05). (b) ADL score: an obviously higher ADL score was determined in the observation group compared with
the control group (P < 0:05). Note: compared with the control group, ∗P < 0:05.
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Figure 2: Coagulation function. (a) Fbg: significantly changed Fbg was observed in both cohorts after surgery, with a higher level in the
control group as compared to the observation group (P < 0:05). (b) APTT: significantly changed APTT was observed in both cohorts
after surgery, with a higher value in the observation group as compared to the control group (P < 0:05). (c) PT: markedly changed PT
was observed in both cohorts after surgery, with a higher value in the observation group as compared to the control group (P < 0:05). (d)
TT: markedly changed TT was observed in both cohorts after surgery, with a higher value in the observation group as compared to the
control group (P < 0:05). Note: ∗P < 0:05, compared with the control group and #P < 0:05, compared with the posttreatment value.

Table 2: DVT formation in the two groups.

Observation group
(n = 40)

Control group
(n = 30) χ2 P

Postoperative
DVT

1 6 — —

Total
incidence (%)

2.50 20.00 5.83 0.016
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statistical method for categorical data (denoted by n (%))
was χ2; quantitative data, denoted by X ± S, were analyzed
by t-test or pair t-test (before and after surgery). P < 0:05
was the significance level for all analyses.

3. Results

3.1. General Information. The two cohorts showed no statis-
tical difference in sex, age, body mass index (BMI), tumor
node metastasis (TNM) staging, and other general data
(P > 0:05), see Table 1 for details.

3.2. Postoperative QoL. The comparison of patients’ postop-
erative QoL revealed a lower PSQI score and a higher ADL
score in the observation group compared with the control
group, with statistical significance (P < 0:05, Figure 1).

3.3. Coagulation Function. Comparing patients’ coagulation
function, it was found that APTT, PT, and TT were signifi-
cantly higher and Fbg was lower in the observation group,
versus the control group, with statistical significance
(P < 0:05, Figure 2).

3.4. DVT Formation. The intergroup comparison of DVT
formation (Table 2) showed a lower overall incidence of
DVT in the observation group (P < 0:05).

3.5. Complication Rate. The observation group had a statisti-
cal lower complication rate than the control group, as indi-
cated by intergroup comparison data of the incidence of
complications displayed in Table 3 (P < 0:05).

4. Discussion

Early diagnosis and treatment of GC, a highly lethal and
recurrent tumor worldwide, is crucial [19]. Laparoscopic
resection has recently become a common treatment for
GC, but there are still many problems caused by misopera-
tion [20–22]. After laparoscopic surgery, the incidence of
DVT increases, and postthrombotic syndrome can exert a
long lasting effect on the patients’ daily life [23]. Therefore,
DVT prophylaxis is necessary. This study mainly discusses
the preventive action of Riv against postoperative thrombo-
sis after LRG from two aspects: coagulation function and
postoperative recovery.

In terms of coagulation function, the observation group
using Riv was observed with an obviously better coagulation
function than the control group. Riv, as a standard coagula-
tion inhibitor, has an inhibiting effect on factor Xa and plays
a vital part in various thromboembolic and atherothrombo-

tic diseases [24]. Factor Xa is essential in both intrinsic and
extrinsic coagulation pathways that lead to downstream
thrombin activation and clot formation [25], while Riv can
reversely inhibit small molecules of the free and clot-bound
factor Xa. Due to this function, Riv is not only increasingly
used in various vascular diseases (coronary artery diseases,
peripheral artery diseases, and thrombosis prophylaxis in
particular) but also applied to the treatment of nonvalvular
atrial fibrillation and DVT or venous embolism [26].
Another preventive measure, air wave pressure therapy
apparatus, is often used to prevent DVT due to its ability
to remove thrombosis directly by compression. However, if
DVT is found to exist in lower limbs upon admission,
improper prevention and control of DVT with air wave
pressure therapy apparatus may induce thrombosis displace-
ment, which may lead to PE [27]. This study showed better
coagulation function in the observation group due to the use
of Riv that can dissolve thrombus in a molecular mecha-
nism. Therefore, compared with the control group which
only used air wave pressure therapy apparatus to break
thrombus, the coagulation function of the observation
group was not significantly inhibited. Take Fbg as an
example, as a glycoprotein complex, Fbg is enzymatically
converted into fibrin by thrombin during tissue injury,
causing blood to clot and stop bleeding. A clinical study
on coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) found a pro-
thrombic diathesis in critical COVID-19 patients with sig-
nificantly high Fbg levels, as well as higher Fbg levels [28].
Combining the above with our findings, we can find that
compared with the control group which prevented throm-
bosis by compression, the observation group has lower Fbg
level and less DVT formation due to the effective reduc-
tion of coagulation disorders in the molecular mechanism.
In the retrospective study of Zhang et al. [29], Riv was
applied to patients with severe craniocerebral injury after
surgery, which also had an effective prevention effect on
postoperative DVT, similar to our findings. In addition,
Riv is reported to not only reduce the risk of recurrent
venous thromboembolism but also have a certain preven-
tive effect on postthrombotic syndrome [30].

When investigating patients’ QoL and complications, we
found that their sleep quality and life quality were effectively
improved, and the incidence of complications was reduced.
Consistently, Rashki Kemmak et al. reported that Riv inter-
vention can reduce medical costs while significantly improv-
ing the QoL of patients undergoing total knee or hip
arthroplasty [31]. Also, Becattini et al. [32] pointed out that
Riv reduced the adverse events of patients after laparoscopic
cancer surgery by 60% compared with placebo, which was

Table 3: Incidence of complications in two groups of patients.

Observation group (n = 40) Control group (n = 30) χ2 P

Nausea 1 (2.50) 0 (0.00) — —

Vomiting 0 (0.00) 6 (20.00) — —

Labored breathing 0 (0.00) 3 (10.00) — —

Chills 1 (2.50) 0 (0.00)

Incidence rate of complications 2 (5.00) 9 (30.00) 8.09 0.005
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consistent with our results. Thrombosis after surgery for var-
ious types of cancer has been reported in all major clinical
manifestations with a significant negative impact on patient
outcomes. Both proximal and distal PE can occur after DVT
[33]. To make matters worse, cancer patients will have a
poor prognosis and similar symptoms after thrombosis in
either deep or superficial veins [34]. As a common complica-
tion after various operations, the formation of venous
thromboembolism will have a certain impact on the postop-
erative QoL of patients [35]. Combining these, we can find
that patients in the observation group treated with Riv had
a faster recovery of QoL after surgery and were safer than
those in the control group due to better outcomes.

The novelty of this study lies in the following: (1) The
clinical effectiveness of Riv in patients after LRG was con-
firmed from the perspectives of PSQI and ADL scores and
coagulation function-related indicators (APTT, PT, TT,
and Fbg), demonstrating that it can significantly improve
patients’ QoL and coagulation function. (2) From the per-
spective of safety, it was confirmed that Riv had a significant
preventive effect on LEDVT as well as other complications
in GC patients after LRG. However, there are still many defi-
ciencies in this study. For example, we had not investigated
patients’ satisfaction at discharge, which is one of the defects
of this study. In future experiments, we will address it and
continue to improve the treatment plan, so as to make
patients more satisfied. Besides, we should detect more tar-
geted molecules or inflammatory factors related to GC, to
better monitor the recovery of patients.

5. Conclusion

Conclusively, compared with air wave pressure therapy
apparatus, Riv is more effective in preventing LEDVT in
patients after LRG, which is worthy of further clinical
promotion.
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Compared with the traditional trading model, the problem of information asymmetry in export cross-border e-commerce (CBEC)
transactions actually exists. Since the buyers and sellers of export CBEC are located in different countries, it is difficult for both
parties to make accurate judgments on each other’s credit. Besides, the number of export CBEC financing is relatively small,
and the financing situation is not optimistic. Fortunately, the Internet of Things (IOT) technology has a wide range of
applications and strong social penetration, especially in e-commerce, which can effectively improve payment, logistics, and
distribution. By employing the concept of the IOT, this paper expounds the application of the IOT in the e-commerce
transaction process and the impact of the IOT on the development of e-commerce. Besides, this paper also proposes some
security issues in the application of the IOT in e-commerce. In addition, this paper analyzes the relationship and development
trend of CBEC and IOT technology; meanwhile, it also points out the practical problems currently faced by combining the
regional advantage of a certain region. The e-commerce industry develops IOT technology and drives innovation-driven
development in the region. In addition, this paper builds an evaluation index system for the development of export CBEC
enterprises based on the analysis of the problems and reasons by using the sample data to train the BP neural network and
using the test samples to test the model. It is found that the model accuracy rate is 89.47%. Then, this paper also takes the
export CBEC company A as an example to conduct empirical research and to prove the operability of the credit evaluation
model. Finally, it provides relevant suggestions for improving the credit evaluation system of export CBEC enterprises.

1. Introduction

Since 2015, the market scale of China’s export CBEC indus-
try has expanded rapidly, from 4.49 trillion yuan in 2015 to
8.03 trillion yuan in 2019, maintaining a relatively fast
growth rate [1, 2]. In the scale of CBEC transactions, the
proportion also far exceeds that of imported CBEC. With
the rapid development of market size and profitability, the
times also have new requirements for all aspects of China’s
e-commerce industry [3, 4].

On one hand, the credit evaluation of CBEC enterprises
will help further promote commercial banks to improve
their credit systems, the accuracy of their credit evaluation
of CBEC enterprises, and the efficiency of loan issuance,

which thereby can help to reduce their credit costs. On the
other hand, it will help to further promote other evaluation
institutions to improve their own evaluation systems and
hence promote the sound and rapid development of the
credit evaluation industry. Objective and effective credit
evaluation results can also allow more investors to under-
stand the company’s situation more directly and quickly,
which can bring more financing opportunities to the vast
number of CBEC companies in urgent need of financing.
Besides, it also can improve corporate financing efficiency
and enrich corporate financing. Building an effective
enterprise credit evaluation system can also supervise the enter-
prise itself. However, the current traditional e-commerce
encounters development bottlenecks, the degree of automation
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is not high, the degree of scale is not perfect, and the remote
support ability is not strong, which have become the main
problems affecting the development of e-commerce.

It can be seen that in cross-border export transactions,
enterprises have low awareness of credit. Industry supervi-
sion is not in place; that is, it is lack of relatively complete
credit reward and punishment measures, which makes credit
problems occur frequently and hinders the further develop-
ment of export CBEC enterprises. In order to do a good job
in the credit construction of export CBEC, the most impor-
tant thing is to improve the export CBEC credit evaluation
system, which can clearly show the credit level of the enter-
prise. Therefore, investors can easily obtain the credit results
of the enterprise and understand the enterprise’s credit rat-
ing. Credit strengths and credit weaknesses enable them to
make scientific decisions. Besides, credit strengths and credit
weaknesses are also of great help to the enterprise itself. The
enterprise can adjust the enterprise structure according to
the credit results, so that it can develop well and quickly.
At present, most of China’s export CBEC enterprises have
credit problems, such as inferior products and integrity
issues. The number of researches on credit evaluation of
export CBEC enterprises is relatively small at present, and
there is a business credit issues that are not taken seriously.
Therefore, exporting CBEC is an important part of Chinese
goods going global, and it is very important to further
improve the credit evaluation system of Chinese exporting
CBEC enterprises [5, 6].

As traditional international trade continues to weaken,
CBEC driven by information technology and the Internet
environment will surely become another application mode
of the digital economy in the field of international trade.
According to the “China SME Cross-border White Paper,”
the current CBEC platform mainly assumes the role of
matching the two sides of the trade. Meanwhile, it provides
the online transaction process between the two parties, so
the transaction data is available and large. With the contin-
uous accumulation of transaction data, the interactive devel-
opment of CBEC and the digital economy will surely drive
the arrival of digital trade. Digital trade affects changes in
transaction methods and production methods. Apart from
being driven by the IOT technology, it also requires the
coupled development of the economy and social environ-
ment [7, 8]. The rapid development of Internet of Things
technology has brought about qualitative changes in people’s
lives. It is not only an opportunity for the innovation and
development of the information industry but also has a
significant and far-reaching impact on many fields and
industries such as e-commerce.

At present, there is no uniform definition of digital trade
in academia or even in the world. The US International
Trade Commission defines digital trade as a transaction
based on Internet technology that plays a key role in the
process of ordering, producing, or delivering products and
services. The organization divides digital trade into three
categories: trade in goods, trade in digital services, and trade
in data. In recent years, digital goods trade and CBEC led by
China have been at the forefront of the world, while the
United States has focused on the development of digital ser-

vice trade and the free flow of data across borders [9, 10].
This paper believes that CBEC is regarded as a part of digital
trade. In the initial stage, the role of e-commerce platform is
to match the information of both parties and match transac-
tions, and other transaction links are completed offline.
Changes have taken place, and cross-border trade has gradu-
ally realized the online transaction process, and the online
completion mode of the transaction process is also the main
mode in my country at present; finally, with the gradual accu-
mulation and precipitation of transaction data and the devel-
opment of integration of digital technology, in addition,
consumers’ demand preferences are diversified, and it is
urgent to mine massive transaction data to achieve precise
matching of supply and demand [11, 12]. Therefore, CBEC
will achieve qualitative changes under the continuous accu-
mulation of variables in cross-border trade and evolve into
digital trade. In general, CBEC is the initial manifestation of
digital trade, and digital trade is an inevitable trend in the
development of CBEC. Using the IOT technology, combined
with the operational characteristics of international trade,
can reduce the supply chain of trade goods and then quickly
realize the flow of goods in international trade. A complete
e-commerce information platform can bring users a good
experience and promote the development of e-commerce
informatization. Aiming at the problems existing in the con-
struction of information platform in current e-commerce,
the use of IOT technology is the most effective strategy at pres-
ent. On the one hand, the combination of IOT technology and
architecture can optimize the e-commerce information plat-
form, which can effectively improve the intelligence level of
the e-commerce information system, and can well promote
the e-commerce information platform to meet the needs of
information development. On the other hand, the use of
IOT technology can strengthen the interaction between e-
commerce platforms and consumers, timely feedback con-
sumers’ opinions and needs, and improve user experience, so
as to attract more consumers and promote the effective devel-
opment of e-commerce [13, 14]. With the rapid development
of society and economy, people’s life rhythm is accelerating,
and the time to go out shopping is less and less. Coupled with
the popularization of computers in people’s lives, online shop-
ping has become the most convenient and popular shopping
method at present, and the e-commerce industry has also
become the commercial industry with the most development
potential in the 21st century. After successful online shopping,
consumers obtain goods in the form of express delivery
through logistics companies, which requires the construction
of logistics systems in the development of e-commerce, and
the introduction and development of IOT technology can
help e-commerce build an intelligent logistics system [15,
16]. Once the logistics company signs and receives the pack-
age, it can affix the RFID label with the package information
to each package and transmit the package information to the
Internet, so that consumers can track the information of
their own packages anytime and anywhere, so that the
information can be collected. Transparency guarantees
consumers’ security needs, improves consumers’ trust in
e-commerce, and is conducive to the sustainable development
of e-commerce [17, 18].
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China’s e-commerce information platform started rela-
tively late, has no rich experience, and has many problems.
First of all, the sharing and transmission of e-commerce
information is separated from reality, mainly because the
actual operation process of e-commerce is not fully consid-
ered in the design process of the information platform archi-
tecture [19, 20]. The second is the lack of value-added
services, resulting in the current Chinese e-commerce infor-
mation platform unable to adapt to the development needs
of the IOT technology. Finally, the operation effect of the
e-commerce platform is low, and there is no efficient chan-
nel, mainly because there is no online and offline connection
with the information platform in actual operation. At pres-
ent, there are many technical problems in e-commerce
under the IOT platform, such as chips, equipment, platform
software, and hardware, which are far from other countries.
Cloud computing currently has no perfect data processing
model and the relationship between IPv4 and IPv6. The
exchange of information between them is not yet possible.
At the same time, the IOT e-commerce has not formed a
mature operation plan, and it lacks competitiveness in cost
control, which makes its commodity prices high, and con-
sumers do not have enough ability to consume, resulting in
a weak market [21, 22]. In addition, irregular policies and
regulations, lack of security and privacy protection, and
inconsistent technical standards are all problems that arise
in the development of e-commerce under the current IOT
technology [23, 24]. In the CBEC logistics system, there is
also a complex nonlinear relationship between various risk
indicators, and the genetic neural network is a mapping of
a highly nonlinear relationship [25]. The neural network
model optimized by the genetic algorithm can objectively
evaluate the risk. BP neural network is an intelligent algo-
rithm established by mathematical methods to process and
memorize information by simulating the neural network
structure of the brain. It constructs various neural networks
with different topological structures according to neurons, so
as to realize the simulation and approximation of the
researched things. It can self-learn, self-organize, and fit arbi-
trary nonlinear functions, so it has a wide range of applications.

Therefore, based on the BP neural network, this paper stud-
ies the development relationship between the CBEC of the dig-
ital economy and the coupling of the IOT technology. Starting
from the concept of the IOT, the article expounds the applica-
tion of the IOT in the e-commerce transaction process and
the impact of the IOT on the development of e-commerce
and puts forward some security problems in the application of
the IOT in e-commerce, so as to give some suggestions
according to the problems. The application of this technology
by e-commerce enterprises under the Internet of Things tech-
nology is not only an innovation of technology but also an inno-
vation of enterprise management mode. It can break through
the limitations of traditional e-commerce and conduct informa-
tion interaction more efficiently and directly.

2. BP Neural Network

Through CBEC logistics risk research, it is beneficial to pro-
mote effective risk aversion between enterprises and achieve

cooperation benefits; it is beneficial to control unnecessary risk
losses, missed opportunities, etc., and promote all aspects of
physical logistics and CBEC lines. In addition, the operation
of CBEC logistics is actually a process of collaboration and
competition among various stakeholders. Through research
on risks and sorting out the internal mechanism of each link,
the risk management of CBEC logistics among enterprises will
be more clear, and it will provide a corresponding reference
for the government to further improve the CBEC logistics
supervision system. Business enterprises and e-commerce
platforms give relevant management inspiration. At the same
time, it will further promote the control and risk aversion of
information flow, capital flow, and logistics. The application
of BP neural network, according to the characteristics of
CBEC logistics risks and the research results of scholars,
selects genetic algorithm to optimize the initial weight thresh-
old of neural network and establishes CBEC logistics risk eval-
uation model and algorithm, which can effectively predict and
analyze the CBEC logistics risk. The logistics risk of overseas e-
commerce is minimized.

The artificial neural network operates according to the
algorithm and continuously trains and learns by processing
the original data to form a certain rule. After the training
is completed, the original input value is reentered, and the
value closest to the expected output value will be obtained.
The BP algorithm includes signal forward propagation and
error back propagation; that is, the direction of input to out-
put is used when calculating the error output, and the direc-
tion of output to input is used when adjusting the weights
and thresholds. During forward propagation, if there is an
error between the actual output value and the expected out-
put value, the error backpropagation will be performed, and
the weights and thresholds will be continuously adjusted
through the error backpropagation, and the corresponding
parameter information with the smallest error will be finally
determined. The BP neural network has a strong learning
ability in the study of nonlinear events. Its main principle
is the gradient descent method. The search target sample sat-
isfies that the error mean square error between the actual
output result of the training network and the expected out-
put is the smallest; that is, the optimal result is obtained.

BP neural network is a multilayer feed-forward network,
which is characterized by training according to the back
propagation of errors, and by using the gradient search tech-
nology, the result of minimizing the error of the calculation
results is achieved. The specific structure of BP neural net-
work is shown in Figure 1.

Let the BP neural network structure be

n × q ×m, ð1Þ

where n, q, and m are the dimensions of the network.
The network includes the weight from the ith neuron in

the input layer to the jth unit in the hidden layer, which can
be expressed as

wij  i = 1, 2,⋯, n, j = 1, 2,⋯, qð Þ, ð2Þ

where w is the weight.
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The weight from the jth neuron in the hidden layer to
the kth neuron in the output layer can be expressed as

wjk  j = 1, 2,⋯, q, k = 1, 2,⋯,mð Þ: ð3Þ

The steps of the BP neural network learning algorithm
are as follows (Figure 2):

(1) Initialization: set the initial values of the weights and
thresholds of the network to values in the interval [0, 1]

(2) Forward propagation of the network: let the input of
the pth group of data samples be

xp = x1p, x2p,⋯, xnp
À Á

, ð4Þ

where x is the variable.
Expected output is

tp = t1p, t2p,⋯, tmp

À Á
, ð5Þ

where t is the output.
Then, the output information of the jth neuron in the

hidden layer is

Hjp = f 〠
n

i=1
wij − θ j

 !

: ð6Þ

The hidden layer passes the output information to the
output layer, and the final output is as follows:

ykp = f 〠
q

j=1
wjkHjp − θk

 !

, ð7Þ

where y is the final output

(3) Calculate the squared error E of the BP neural
network: let the actual output of the pth group of
samples be

yp = y1p, y2p,⋯, ymp

� �
: ð8Þ

Then, the network error squared sum E can be expressed
as follows:

E = 1
2〠

L

p=1
〠
m

k=1
ykp − tkp
� �2

: ð9Þ

Judge whether the sum of squared errors E converges to
the given learning accuracy ε, if E ≤ ε, the algorithm ends,
and the network stops training; otherwise, go to step (5)

(4) Error back propagation: starting from the output
layer, backpropagation layer by layer, using the stee-
pest descent algorithm in nonlinear programming,
modifying the weights of the network according to
the negative gradient direction of the error function
E, and adjusting the weights of the network layer
by layer

wij n + 1ð Þ =wij nð Þ − η
∂E nð Þ
∂wij nð Þ , ð10Þ

Δwij n + 1ð Þ = −η
∂E nð Þ
∂wij nð Þ : ð11Þ

In the formula, η represents the step size or the network
learning rate. The introduction of η is to speed up the
convergence rate of the network. In order to increase the sta-
bility of the network learning, a momentum parameter a is
usually added to the weight correction formula, then the n
th learning. The modified formula of the weight is

Δwij n + 1ð Þ = −η
∂E nð Þ
∂wij nð Þ + αΔw nð Þ ð12Þ

(5) Repeat steps (3) and (4) until the output error of the
sample meets the predetermined condition, and the
network training ends: the BP neural network algo-
rithm is combined with the genetic algorithm, and
the genetic algorithm is used as an auxiliary to opti-
mize the connection weights between the layers of
the neural network. Establish a mathematical model
of cross-border e-commerce logistics risk assessment
based on genetic neural network

3. Construction of CBEC Logistics Risk
Evaluation Index System

The construction of the CBEC logistics risk evaluation index
system is based on the identification of potential risk factors
in the entire chain of CBEC enterprises in the operation of
the logistics system and then overall consideration and
analysis to obtain scientific and reasonable risk evaluation
indicators. The construction of the risk assessment index
system should follow the following principles.

Input layer

Output layer

OutputInput

Hidden layer

Figure 1: The specific structure of BP neural network.
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of a CBEC logistics risk evaluation index system is based on
a scientific theoretical basis and requires a large number of
theories and research methods to support it, so that it can
be objective and true. Cross-border logistics risk assessment
needs to be carried out in different environments and under
different subjects, with the participation of people from dif-
ferent industries, and is vulnerable to external interference.
Adhere to a scientific, objective, and reasonable position to
conduct scientific and objective risk assessment.

3.2. Hierarchical Progressive Principle. First of all, if risk fac-
tors exist or occur according to the different business activi-
ties of each link, it is necessary to split the CBEC logistics
first to obtain a set of risk factors and then select appropriate
indicators according to the principle of integrity, so that they
can effectively reflect the CBEC logistics. The uniqueness of
CBEC logistics can also make the entire risk index system
not interfere with each other. The full consideration of mul-
tiple logistics nodes and multilevel analysis and selection
makes it effective and characteristic and can cover the entire
CBEC logistics system.

3.3. Practical Principles. The establishment of the CBEC
logistics risk evaluation index system is not aimed at a cer-
tain enterprise but has a commonality that enables it to be
effectively applied by other CBEC enterprises in the indus-
try. The availability of index data should also be considered
when establishing the index system. The availability, effec-
tiveness, and sensitivity to risk of index data should be con-
sidered when establishing index system. Thus, we can make
it more practical.

3.4. Comprehensive Comprehensiveness Principle. The risks
of CBEC logistics should be taken into account both inter-
nally and externally. Different countries and external factors
involved in CBEC integrated logistics should be considered
comprehensively by seeking common ground while reserv-
ing differences. Therefore, the indicator system should inte-
grate the commonalities of various risk factors but at the
same time cannot be generalized.

The assumptions of this model are as follows: select
indicators from the characteristics of custom clearance risk,
platform risk, process risk, organizational risk, and environ-
mental risk in the overall operation of CBEC logistics, as well
as the generality of different cross-border logistics models to
CBEC logistics. The commercial logistics risk evaluation
index system is initially constructed. The entire risk index
system consists of five aspects: platform risk, organizational
risk, custom clearance risk, process risk, and environmental
risk. This paper chooses the method of combining qualita-
tive and quantitative indicators. Quantitative indicators are
more scientific and rigorous, and fewer qualitative indicators

reduce the influence of subjective factors to a certain extent.
Each risk index directly or indirectly evaluates the risk. Start-
ing from the entire logistics chain, there are risk factors in
each link. It is necessary to select the influencing factors that
can describe the risk index in data and to comprehensively
measure and comprehensively qualitative and quantitatively
characterize descriptions simultaneously. There are directly
influencing factors as well as the comprehensive and
indirect factors affecting risk indicators. Each risk index is
representative, so it can comprehensively evaluate the logis-
tics risk of CBEC. In the custom clearance risk, it is assumed
that the product custom clearance efficiency in the measure-
ment index is calculated according to the actual custom clear-
ance time of the product. Due to different custom clearance
countries and different products, the product custom clear-
ance efficiency cannot be comprehensively measured, so it
is recommended to exclude it. The process risk mainly
includes two parts: logistics and warehousing. According to
the actual logistics, transportation, and distribution situation,
it is recommended to add the batch rate and transfer rate at
the end of distribution. This indicator can effectively reflect
the efficiency of logistics and transportation and the effective
times of loading, unloading, and sorting and also has a cer-
tain impact on risk evaluation. Organizational risk mainly
recommends adding service satisfaction rate and effective
complaint rate for service ability risk. This indicator mainly
refers to the satisfaction level of logistics services provided
to customers, which can intuitively reflect the quality of logis-
tics services, and the influence of logistics service brands in
the market and business development capabilities is the
reflection of the risk impact of the corporate brand in the
market environment.

4. Empirical Research

Before training the BP neural network, the relevant input
and output values must be mastered in order to perform
normal training and learning. The output value refers to
the initial credit rating data of the sample. This paper selects
the basic data and the expected value of credit level of repre-
sentative Chinese export CBEC enterprises (self-operated
export CBEC enterprises and platform-based enterprises)
to train the model. Considering the availability and authen-
ticity of the data, this paper selects the export CBEC
enterprises listed on the main board, the new third board,
the small- and medium-sized board, and the ChiNext as
the data sample. BP neural network is an intelligent algo-
rithm established by mathematical methods to process and
memorize information by simulating the neural network
structure of the brain. It constructs various neural networks
with different topological structures according to neurons, so
as to realize the simulation and approximation of the
researched things.

Initialization
Forward 

propagation
Error sum of 

squares Backpropagation

Figure 2: The steps of the BP neural network learning algorithm.
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Before constructing the BP neural network model, the
BP neural network should be trained and learned with sam-
ple data, and the samples used for training and learning are
training samples. In this paper, the input node is 32, and the
output node is 1. The model is trained and debugged many
times according to the previous hidden layer node empirical
calculation formula. The model is trained best when the
number of hidden layer nodes of the model is 10.So the final
BP neural network structure is 32-10-1. Input the set train-
ing code into the MATLAB software; train 148 groups of
training samples; continuously adjust the weights, thresh-
olds, and the number of hidden layer nodes according to
the training results; and finally get the best running effect.
The comparison between the actual output value of the
training sample and the input value of the original credit rat-
ing is shown in Figure 3, and the fitting effect is shown in
Figure 4. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the accuracy of the
training model can be clearly seen, and the accuracy of the
training samples has reached 100%, indicating that the train-

ing effect of the data in the BP neural network model is
significant.

Firstly, genetic operations are carried out. After continu-
ous crossover, mutation, inheritance, etc., in the sample pop-
ulation, the target sample individual with the greatest fitness
is searched; that is, the initial weights and thresholds of each
layer connection of the optimized neural network are
obtained. The optimization results are assigned to the neural
network, and the optimized neural network structure model
is obtained after training sample data. Bring the data values
of each risk measurement index of CBEC logistics into the
model for training, use the data samples to first learn the
nonlinear function relationship, and then use the control
samples to verify and obtain the final CBEC logistics risk
evaluation output value, which is the risk of CBEC logistics
in this example. According to the level interval of each risk
rating in the model, the risk level of CBEC logistics risk is
determined by comparing with the final CBEC logistics risk
value. The training results are shown in Figure 5, and the
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Figure 3: Comparison between the original output value of the training set and the real value.
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result fitting (Figure 6) is as follows: combining Figures 5
and 6, the actual output of the training sample and the
expected output value have little difference, the fitting is well
completed, and the parameter values of the neural network
are further adjusted. It is again verified that the model has
a good ability to learn nonlinear functional relationships.

The sensitivity analysis is carried out on the CBEC logis-
tics risk evaluation index. On the basis of the trained genetic
neural network, the sensitivity analysis is carried out on the
parameters of each evaluation index in the CBEC logistics
risk of enterprise A.

Knowing its risk evaluation result, reduce the value of
each risk index in the network by 0.05, and keep other set-
ting parameters unchanged. Run the operating software to
obtain the risk evaluation result. When the value of any eval-
uation index changes, the risk evaluation result correspond-
ing to the model is shown in Figure 7. Besides, it is also
compared in Figure 8.

According to the changes of the output results, it can be
reflected that the changes of the index values have little
impact on the output results, and the overall sensitivity when
changing the index values is low. The results of enterprise
A’s CBEC logistics risk evaluation, combined with the
fluctuations and changes of the measurement indicators,
5-dimensional risk factors, custom clearance risk, platform
risk, process risk, organizational risk, and environmental
risk, correspond to 21 measurement indicators. Among
them, the sensitivity of process risk measurement indicators
fluctuates more than other risk measurement indicators, so
enterprise A is in process risk. The transportation risk is
mainly due to the long transportation distance, the number
of transshipments during transportation, the combined
transportation of various transportation vehicles, etc., which
are the direct reasons for the high process risk. From the per-
spective of indicators, improve and strengthen transporta-
tion and distribution efficiency, transportation equipment
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utilization rate, etc. In terms of warehousing risks, it can
effectively reduce the risk value; in the warehousing risk,
combined with the warehousing situation of company A, its
warehousing business provides overseas warehouses, bonded
warehouses, etc., and for indirect transit warehouses, choose
to rent third-party warehouses or build simple transit ware-
houses, transit stations, etc. Although there is a certain reduc-
tion in warehousing costs, its management and warehousing
resource utilization directly affect the warehousing risk value.
From the analysis of the results of the example, it can be
concluded that warehousing resource utilization and ware-
housing facility management should still be the main break-
throughs to control warehousing risks. By analyzing the risk
evaluation results according to the example model in organi-
zational risk and platform risk, it can be concluded that com-
pany A has achieved relatively mature management, control,
and integration between companies in terms of organiza-

tional risk. Platform risks are mainly aimed at computer
technology, etc. The current results reflect well, and for the
better development of enterprises, continuous breakthroughs
and research in this area are still needed. The risk is analyzed
according to the results of the case of enterprise A, so as to
effectively control and improve the logistics risk of CBEC as
a whole.

Based on the evaluation results of enterprise A’s CBEC
logistics risk and the research on CBEC logistics risk in this
paper, CBEC logistics enterprises involve transportation and
warehousing (overseas warehouses or bonded warehouses,
etc.) and have independent CBEC logistics. The evaluation
method of this paper can be applied according to the busi-
ness modules involved in the business platform and the
cooperation of many enterprises. The CBEC logistics risk
evaluation model based on genetic neural network can give
relevant evaluations for the risks of many CBEC logistics
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enterprises. According to the evaluation results, the effective
management and control of its risk matters and further risk
research are used as a reference.

5. Conclusion

BP neural network has certain advantages in credit evalua-
tion of export CBEC. The BP neural network method is used
to evaluate the credit of export CBEC enterprises, and the
model calculation accuracy is high. The BP neural network
model itself is relatively stable, the operation speed is
relatively fast, and it has advantages in processing a large
amount of data, reducing human subjectivity, and being
more standardized and objective. This paper uses the BP
neural network to train and learn the sample data. The
accuracy of the credit evaluation results is good and at a high
level, which can provide scientific reference for investors
and managers.

The BP neural network selected in this paper is a method
suitable for a large amount of data. As the number of
samples increases, its accuracy will also increase. The
number of samples can be continuously increased in future
research to improve the accuracy of the model.
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most commonly seen neurodegenerative brain disorder. The paracrine effects of mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) signify to trigger immunomodulation and neural regeneration. However, the role and mechanism of bone
marrow MSC- (BMSC-) derived CX3CL1 in AD remains elusive. In this study, Aβ1-42-intervened SH-SY5Y cells were used for
AD cell model construction. pcDNA-ligated CX3CL1 overexpression plasmids were transfected into BMSCs. The levels of
soluble and membrane-bound CX3CL1 were detected by ELISA and Western blotting (WB), respectively. The growth,
apoptosis, and pathology of AD model cells were evaluated by CCK-8, flow cytometry, immunofluorescence, morphology
observation, biochemical examination, and WB. It was found that Aβ1-42 significantly reduced CX3CL1 expression either in
soluble or membrane-bound form, cell viability, relative protein expression of synaptic markers, SOD, CAT, and GSH-Px
contents, as well as Trx protein expression; in addition, it enhanced the apoptosis rate, the relative expression of cleaved
caspase-3, Aβ, tau, p-Tau, Iba1, MDA, TXNIP, and NLRP3 in SH-SY5Y cells; however, the above effects were prominently
reversed by the coculture of BMSCs. Moreover, overexpression of CX3CL1 in BMSCs observably strengthened the
corresponding tendency caused by BMSCs. In conclusion, through the TXNIP/NLRP3 pathway, CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs
inhibited pathological damage in Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y.

1. Introduction

As a progressive neurodegenerative brain disease, Alzhei-
mer’s disease (AD) is acknowledged to be the prime reason
for dementia [1]. It is also the sixth main cause of death, with
an estimate of about 75.6 million and 135.5 million sufferers
worldwide as well as $2.54 trillion and $9.12 trillion costs by
2030 and 2050, respectively [2, 3]. AD is pathologically fea-
tured by the accumulation of aggregated β-amyloid (Aβ)
plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) that consist of
hyperphosphorylated Tau proteins [4]. Thus, therapies tar-
geting Aβ and antitau agents have attracted extensive atten-
tion [5]. However, the benefits and side effects of even the
promising anti-Aβ drug, aducanumab, still need further
investigations [6, 7]. Besides, antitau vaccine (AADvac1)

and monoclonal antitau antibodies, including gosuranemab,
tilavonemab, zagotenemab, and semorinemab, have only
arrived phase II at present [5]. Even several clinical drugs,
such as galantamine, memantine, donepezil, and rivastig-
mine, only show modest benefits to symptomatic patients
with AD [8]. Therefore, potential mechanisms and thera-
peutic strategies for AD necessitate more attention.

As a type of pluripotent progenitor cells that can be sepa-
rated from various tissues like bone marrow, fatty tissue, and
umbilical cord blood, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have
the advantages of high proliferation and easy manipulation
[9]. MSCs possess multifaceted functions, such as differentiat-
ing into glial and neuronal cells, secreting growth factor and
anti-inflammatory cytokines, modulating immune cells, and
stimulating endogenous repair mechanisms [10, 11], making
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them a novel and promising therapy for AD [12]. Bone mar-
row MSCs (BMSCs) are shown to alleviate cognitive decline
of AD model rats [13]. Bae et al. [14] also presented that
BMSCs decreased Aβ deposits and ameliorated synaptic
transmission in AD mice models. Kim et al. [15] demon-
strated the feasibility of AD treatment by human umbilical
cord blood MSCs (hUC-MSCs) via stereotactic brain injection
in a phase 1 clinical trial. Lee et al. [16] displayed that BMSCs
induced the reduction of Aβ deposits and promoted microglia
activation in ADmice models. Thus, MSCs are a potential and
effective approach for the treatment of AD.

It has been demonstrated that the clinical efficacy of
MSCs may be related to their paracrine effects on other
effector cells [17]. It was found in vitro and in vivo that
the suppression of BMSC-derived exosomal miR-1231 plays
a role in restricting the characteristics of pancreatic cancer
[18]. While supporting acute myeloid leukemia bioenerget-
ics, BMSCs can also enhance antioxidant defense and escape
from chemotherapy [19]. Meanwhile, MSCs can modulate
the activation of retinal microglia by chemokine CX3CL1
signaling [20]. Moreover, CX3CL1-expressing MSCs played
neuroprotective and immunomodulatory roles in the retinal
degeneration rat model [21]. Also known as fractalkine, che-
mokine CX3CL1 is the one and only member of the CX3C
family that binds to its just receptor, CX3CR1, which is
expressed on the surface of microglia [22, 23]. CX3CL1 is
mainly distributed in neurons within the central nervous
system (CNS) [24]. Thus, there is a signaling network
formed by the binding of CX3CL1 and CX3CR1 between
neurons and microglia in the physiological CNS [25, 26].
There are two forms of CX3CL1 in CNS, namely,
membrane-bound and soluble CX3CL1. Therein,
membrane-bound CX3CL1 can be protease-cleaved to pro-
duce soluble CX3CL1 [27, 28]. Reportedly, CX3CL1 is neu-
roprotective via the reduced microglial generation of
inflammatory factors [24]. However, the role of CX3CL1
derived from MSCs in the development and progression of
AD remains elusive.

Accordingly, the motivation and novelty of this work is
to clarify the role played by BMSC-derived CX3CL1 and
the underlying mechanisms via Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y
cell model establishment. BMSC-derived CX3CL1 inhibited
Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y cell pathological damage via the
TXNIP/NLRP3 axis.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cells and Cultivation. BMSCs and the human neuroblas-
toma SH-SY5Y cells, supplied by Cyagen Biosciences Inc.
(Guangzhou, China) and Procell (CL-0208, Wuhan, China),
respectively, were cultivated under the conditions of 5% car-
bon dioxide (CO2) at 37

°C in a medium comprising Dulbec-
co’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) as well as 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS; Gibco, Rockville, MD, USA) and 1% streptomycin-
penicillin (Solarbio, Beijing, China).

2.2. BMSC Transfection. BMSCs were cultivated (5% CO2,
37°C) after being seeded at 1 × 104 cells/cm2 into the wells

of 6-well plates. When the cell confluency reached 80%,
50 ng pcDNA-ligated CX3CL1 overexpression plasmid
(CX3CL1-ov) and its corresponding empty vector plasmid
(NC-ov) supplied by RiboBio (Guangdong, China) were
added for transfection following Lipofectamine® 3000 (Invi-
trogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) rec-
ommendations. The media were replaced with DMEM
after 6 h of transfection, and BMSCs were then cultured for
72 h for further assays.

2.3. Experimental Groups and Treatment. SH-SY5Y cells
were grouped as follows: control, Aβ, Aβ+MSC, Aβ+MSC-
NC-ov, and Aβ+MSC-CX3CL1-ov. An AD cell model was
built via treating SH-SY5Y with 20μM Aβ1-42 [29], while
the control group was administrated with phosphate buffer
saline (PBS) with an equal amount. Moreover, SH-SY5Y
cells in Aβ+MSC, Aβ+MSC-NC-ov, and Aβ+MSC-
CX3CL1-ov groups were coincubated with BMSCs, BMSCs
transfected with NC-ov, and BMSCs transfected with
CX3CL1-ov, respectively. The observation of cell morphol-
ogy and axon growth was performed with a microscope
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). After 48 h of coculture, SH-
SY5Y cells at the plate bottom were trypsinized and prepared
for the following assays.

2.4. Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). Soluble
CX3CL1 concentration in cell culture supernatant, gener-
ated after 18 hours of incubation in the complete medium,
was detected by commercial human fractalkine/CX3CL1
ELISA kit (ab100522, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) based on
the operating instructions.

2.5. Western Blotting Analysis. SH-SY5Y cells after three PBS
rinses were immersed in a RIPA lysis buffer (Boster, Wuhan,
China) to obtain the total proteins. Following isolation by
10% SDS-PAGE, the protein samples were processed for
electrical transfer onto PVDF membranes (EMD Millipore,
Billerica, MA, USA) that were then sealed at an ambient
temperature in bovine serum albumin (BSA; 3%) for 60
minutes and subsequently cultivated at 4°C with the follow-
ing Ι antibodies all ordered from Abcam overnight: CX3CL1
(1 : 1000, ab25088), cleaved caspase-3 (1 : 500, ab2302), Aβ
(1 : 1000, ab11132), tau (1 : 10000, ab76128), phosphorylated
tau (p-Tau) (1 : 50000, ab109390), SNAP25 (1 : 1000,
ab41455), Synapsin1 (1 : 1000, ab64581), PSD95 (1 : 1000,
ab18258), TXNIP (1 : 2000, ab188865), Trx (1 : 1000,
ab26320), and NLRP3 (1 : 1000, ab263899). At an ambient
temperature, they were cultured with the corresponding II
antibody for 60 minutes after triple PBS washes. Protein
expressions were analyzed relative to β-actin. Band visuali-
zation was made with an ECL kit (EMD Millipore) based
on the operating manual. Image-ProPlus (Media Cybernet-
ics, Inc., Rockville, MD, USA) determined the gray value.

2.6. Cell Counting Kit-8 Assay. After each group of SH-SY5Y
cells were planted into 96-well plates at 1 × 105/well for over-
night cultivation under the conditions of 5% CO2 and 37°C,
the cell proliferation was analyzed following the Cell Count
Kit-8 (Dojindo Laboratories, Kumamoto, Japan) operating
manual. A microplate reader, supplied by Thermo Fisher
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Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA, was adopted to read the
absorbance450nm.

2.7. Flow Cytometry Assay. 90% confluent cells were washed
with PBS for 2 to 3 times. Then, cell digestion with trypsin-
EDTA solution and resuspension in 500μL binding buffer
were performed. Subsequently, the cell resuspension was
stained with a mixture comprising allophycocyanin (APC)
and phycoerythrin (PE), both supplied by Sigma-Aldrich
with an amount of 5μL, for 15min at an ambient tempera-
ture in a dark environment. Flow cytometry (BD FACS-
Verse, USA) determined the apoptosis rate.

2.8. Immunofluorescence Assay. Cells were maintained and
adhered on chamber slides. After triple PBS rinses, they were
treated with 4% paraformaldehyde fixation (10min), 1%
BSA blocking, and overnight cultivation (4°C) with the
Iba1 antibody (1 : 1000, ab48004, Abcam). Subsequently,
they were processed for triple PBS washes and 60min of goat
anti-rat IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor® 647) (1 : 500, ab150167,
Abcam) incubation (37°C). This was followed by nuclear
staining with DAPI (C1002, Beyotime, Shanghai, China),
and the final image was captured with a confocal microscopy
(LSM700; Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).

2.9. MDA, SOD, CAT, and GSH-Px Measurements. Malon-
dialdehyde (MDA), superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase
(CAT), and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px) measurements
used MDA (A003-1-1), total SOD (T-SOD) (A001-1-1),
CAT (A007-1-1), and GSH-Px test kits (A005-1-2; all from
Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, China), respec-
tively, following the operating manual of the corresponding
kit. The microplate reader read the absorbance of wells at
532, 560, 405, and 412nm for MDA, SOD, CAT, and GSH,
respectively.

2.10. Statistical Processing. All data collected were present in
the form of themean ± standard deviation, and the statistical
significance threshold was p < 0:05. Each assay was repli-
cated 3 times. One-way analysis of variance and Duncan’s
test were employed to identify inter- and multigroup differ-
ences, respectively. SPSS 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA)
was used for analysis.

3. Results

3.1. BMSC-Derived CX3CL1 Reversed the Aβ1-42-Reduced
Level of CX3CL1 in SH-SY5Y. To explore the role played
by CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs in a Aβ1-42-induced SH-
SY5Y cell model, pcDNA-ligated CX3CL1 overexpression
plasmid was first transfected into BMSCs to upregulate
CX3CL1 expression in BMSCs. ELISA (Figure 1(a)) and
western blotting (Figures 1(b) and 1(c)) results showed that
overexpression of CX3CL1 in BMSCs observably increased
the levels of both soluble and membrane-bound CX3CL1,
while there were no differences between the NC-ov and con-
trol groups. Besides, statistically decreased soluble and
membrane-bound CX3CL1 levels were observed in SH-
SY5Y under Aβ1-42 inducement, which were significantly
rescued by the coculture of BMSCs (Figures 1(d)–1(f)).

Moreover, overexpression of CX3CL1 in BMSCs further sta-
tistically enhanced CX3CL1 levels of both the soluble and
membrane-bound forms, whereas transfection of NC-ov
showed no statistical effect (Figures 1(d)–1(f)). These results
indicated that CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs notably
reversed the Aβ1-42-reduced CX3CL1 expression in SH-
SY5Y cells.

3.2. CX3CL1 Derived from BMSCs Increased Aβ1-42-Induced
SH-SY5Y Viability but Suppressed Apoptosis. Then, we inves-
tigated the role played by CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs in
SH-SY5Y cell growth under Aβ1-42 inducement. Statistically
declined Aβ1-42-intervened SH-SY5Y cell viability was found
compared to the control group, which was markedly
inverted by the coculture of BMSCs (Figure 2(a)). Also,
transfection of CX3CL1 overexpression plasmid (not empty
plasmid) into BMSCs further markedly elevated SH-SY5Y
cell viability compared to SH-SY5Y with Aβ1-42 and BMSC
coculture (Figure 2(a)). However, the opposite tendency
was discovered in SH-SY5Y cell apoptosis, as indicated by
that cocultured with BMSCs significantly reduced the Aβ1-
42-increased apoptosis rate (Figures 2(b) and 2(c)) and the
relative protein expression of cleaved caspase-3
(Figures 2(d) and 2(e)) of SH-SY5Y cells, which was promi-
nently antagonized with the overexpression of CX3CL1 in
BMSCs. These data suggested that CX3CL1 derived from
BMSCs significantly enhanced Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y cell
growth but inhibited apoptosis.

3.3. CX3CL1 Derived from BMSCs Ameliorated the
Pathology-Induced Aβ1-42 in SH-SY5Y. Next, the role played
by CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs in the pathology of Aβ1-42-
induced SH-SY5Y was investigated. Aβ, tau, and p-Tau were
found to be markedly increased with the induction of Aβ1-42
in SH-SY5Y, which was statistically improved with the
coculture of BMSCs (Figures 3(a)–3(d)). Moreover, transfec-
tion of CX3CL1 overexpression plasmid (not empty plas-
mid) into BMSCs further notably diminished the relative
protein expression of Aβ, tau, and p-Tau (Figures 3(a)–
3(d)). Also, similar changes were found in the relative inte-
grated density of Iba1 (Figures 3(e) and 3(f)). Besides, cocul-
ture of BMSCs obviously improved the cell growth and axon
length of Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y, which was further ame-
liorated with the overexpression of CX3CL1 in BMSCs
(Figure 3(g)). Furthermore, the relative protein expressions
of synaptic markers, including SNAP25, Synapsin1, and
PSD95, were statistically declined in SH-SY5Y with Aβ1-42
inducement, which were notably reversed by the coculture
of BMSCs (Figures 3(h)–3(k)). Consistently, upregulation
of CX3CL1 in BMSCs further statistically elevated SNAP25,
Synapsin1, and PSD95 protein levels (Figures 3(h)–3(k)).
Taken together, these results demonstrated that CX3CL1
derived from BMSCs obviously improved the pathology-
induced Aβ1-42 in SH-SY5Y.

3.4. The Influence of BMSC-Derived CX3CL1 on Aβ1-42-
Induced SH-SY5Y Was Associated with TXNIP/NLRP3
Axis. Furthermore, the potential mechanisms associated
with the role of CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs in SH-SY5Y
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with Aβ1-42 inducement were studied. Coculture of BMSCs
markedly declined the Aβ1-42-enhanced MDA concentra-
tion, which was further statistically decreased by overexpres-

sion of CX3CL1 in BMSCs (Figure 4(a)). On the contrary,
coculture of BMSCs markedly elevated the Aβ1-42-reduced
concentrations of SOD, CAT, and GSH-Px, which was
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Figure 1: CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs significantly inverted Aβ1-42-decreased CX3CL1 in SH-SY5Y. (a) Soluble CX3CL1 expression in
BMSCs was detected by ELISA. (b and c) Western blotting determined CX3CL1 expression relative to β-actin in BMSCs. (d) ELISA
measured soluble CX3CL1 levels in SH-SY5Y under different interventions. (e and f) Western blotting examined CX3CL1 expression
relative to β-actin in SH-SY5Y under different interventions. ns: nonsignificance; ∗p < 0:05 versus control group; #p < 0:05 versus Aβ
group; &p < 0:05 versus Aβ+MSC group.
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further significantly increased by overexpression of CX3CL1
in BMSCs (Figures 4(b)–4(d)). Mechanically, coculture of
BMSCs prominently diminished the Aβ1-42-enhanced

TXNIP and NLRP3 protein levels while aggrandized the
Aβ1-42-attenuated Trx protein expression (Figures 4(e)–
4(h)). Moreover, upregulation of CX3CL1 in BMSCs further
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Figure 2: CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs statistically augmented Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y viability but repressed apoptosis. (a) CCK-8 assay
assessed SH-SY5Y viability. (b and c) Flow cytometry evaluated SH-SY5Y apoptosis. (d and e) Western blotting determined cleaved caspase-
3 expression relative to β-actin. ∗p < 0:05 versus control group; #p < 0:05 versus Aβ group; &p < 0:05 versus Aβ+MSC group.
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Figure 3: Continued.
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statistically strengthened the corresponding tendency
(Figures 4(e)–4(h)). Together, these data clarified that the
effect of CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs on Aβ1-42-induced
SH-SY5Y involved the TXNIP/NLRP3 signaling axis.

4. Discussion

AD is the most prevalent neurodegenerative brain disorder
that imposes a severe burden on patients and their families,
even leading to social and economic losses [30]. It is demon-
strated that MSC therapy is a novel and promising treatment
for AD, whose paracrine action is meant to trigger immuno-
modulation and neural regeneration [17]. CX3CL1 is essen-
tial in the regulation of microglia activation,
neuroprotection, and immunomodulation by MSCs [20,
21]. In this paper, Aβ1-42 treatment markedly reduced both
soluble and membrane-bound CX3CL1 levels, cell viability,
protein levels of synaptic markers (SNAP25, Synapsin1,
and PSD95), SOD, CAT, and GSH-Px concentrations, and
Trx protein expression, while it enhanced apoptosis, cleaved
caspase-3, Aβ, tau, and p-Tau protein levels, relative inte-
grated density of Iba1, MDA concentration, and TXNIP
and NLRP3 protein levels in SH-SY5Y; however, the above
effects were prominently reversed by the coculture of
BMSCs. Moreover, we overexpressed CX3CL1 in BMSCs

and found that overexpression of CX3CL1 in BMSCs
observably strengthened the corresponding tendency caused
by the coculture of BMSCs.

The membrane-bound CX3CL1 and soluble CX3CL1
play diverse roles under physiological conditions.
Membrane-bound CX3CL1 functions is involved in infiltrat-
ing leukocyte recruitment and adhesion [31], while soluble
CX3CL1 serves as a chemoattractant associated with the cel-
lular migration, as well as a neuroprotective signaling mole-
cule to contribute to the sustainability of the resting state of
microglia [32, 33]. Besides, soluble CX3CL1 modulates the
anti-inflammatory effect in the brain, and the receptors of
membrane-bound CX3CL1 are located on microglial cell
surfaces [32, 34]. During fibrosis amelioration, MSCs can
participate in Ly-6C-high (inflammatory) to Ly-6C low
(anti-inflammatory) macrophage polarization by increasing
CX3CL1 levels, exerting significant effects on ameliorating
liver disease [35]. The cerebrospinal fluid CX3CL1 level is
reported to be notably diminished in AD patients [36]. Also,
our results revealed statistically reduced soluble and
membrane-bound CX3CL1 levels in SH-SY5Y cells under
Aβ1-42 inducement. However, coculture of BMSCs markedly
rescued decreased CX3CL1 by Aβ1-42 in SH-SY5Y, implying
that BMSCs might express and secrete CX3CL1 to compen-
sate for the loss of CX3CL1 [37]. Overexpression of CX3CL1
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Figure 3: CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs alleviated the pathology-induced Aβ1-42 in SH-SY5Y. (a–d) Western blotting examined Aβ, tau,
and p-Tau protein expressions relative to β-actin. (e and f) The relative integrated density of Iba1 was evaluated by IF. (g) The axons of
SH-SY5Y cells were observed using inverted microscope. (h–k) Western blotting examined SNAP25, Synapsin1, and PSD95 protein
levels relative to β-actin. ∗p < 0:05 versus control group; #p < 0:05 versus Aβ group; &p < 0:05 versus Aβ+MSC group.
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in BMSCs further confirmed this conclusion. Besides, we
discovered that CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs significantly
enhanced Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y growth but declined
apoptosis rate and cleaved caspase-3 at the protein level.
Cleaved caspase-3 is the activation form of caspase-3 that
can regulate different phases of the apoptotic pathway [38].
Therefore, these findings elucidated that Aβ1-42 treatment
resulted in low level of CX3CL1, which was positively asso-
ciated with the growth and negatively related to the apopto-
sis of SH-SY5Y cells. Upregulation of CX3CL1 in BMSCs

obviously increased the reduced CX3CL1 and proliferation
of SH-SY5Y cells but inhibited increased apoptosis by Aβ1-
42. Taken together, CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs reversed
the Aβ1-42-reduced CX3CL1, which increased the viability
but suppressed the apoptosis of SH-SY5Y under Aβ1-42
inducement.

Aβ accumulation and hyperphosphorylated tau are the
dominating pathological hallmarks of AD [39, 40], which
may explain prominently high Aβ, Tau, and p-Tau protein
levels in SH-SY5Y with Aβ1-42 inducement in this research.
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Figure 4: The role played by CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs in Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y was related to TXNIP/NLRP3 axis. (a–d) MDA,
SOD, CAT, and GSH-Px concentrations measured by commercial kits. (e–h) Western blotting tested TXNIP, NLRP3, and Trx protein levels
relative to β-actin. ∗p < 0:05 versus control group; #p < 0:05 versus Aβ group; &p < 0:05 versus Aβ+MSC group.
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Recently, Qin et al. [41] have reported that BMSC transplan-
tation mitigated neuropathology and ameliorated cognitive
deficits in AD animal models. Consistently, we found that
coculture of BMSCs statistically reduced the Aβ1-42-
increased Aβ, Tau, and p-Tau protein levels, which were fur-
ther notably decreased by the upregulation of CX3CL1 in
BMSCs. Tau and Aβ are the prime suspects driving AD
pathology and, as such, have become the focus of therapeutic
development. There is mounting evidence that these pro-
teins may perform many crucial physiological functions dur-
ing AD pathological development that can be disrupted by
Aβ- or tau-lowering therapeutics [42]. In the past decades,
a large number of research has demonstrated that neuroin-
flammation is a central risk factor of AD; thus, strategies of
decreasing neuroinflammation have been regarded as the
promising therapeutics for AD [43, 44]. Neuroinflammation
in the brain is mediated by microglial cells, so microglial
activation is a characteristic of neuroinflammation [45, 46].
Here, we observed that coculture of BMSCs significantly
declined the Aβ1-42-enhanced relative integrated density of
Iba1, a marker of microglial cells, which was further obvi-
ously diminished by the overexpression of CX3CL1 in
BMSCs, indicating that CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs inhib-
ited neuroinflammation in SH-SY5Y with Aβ1-42 induce-
ment. Moreover, it confirmed the fact that soluble CX3CL1
plays an anti-inflammatory role in the brain [32, 34]. In
addition, it has been demonstrated that Aβ and Tau oligo-
mers, as well as neuroinflammation, can conduce to synaptic
loss, which results in synaptic dysfunction [46–48]. Our
findings revealed that coculture of BMSCs obviously
improved Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y cell growth and axon
length, which was further notably ameliorated by the overex-
pression of CX3CL1 in BMSCs. Also, coculture of BMSCs
statistically elevated the Aβ1-42-attenuated relative protein
levels of SNAP25, Synapsin1, and PSD95, as well as the pre-
synaptic and postsynaptic markers, which was further mark-
edly promoted by the overexpression of CX3CL1 in BMSCs.
Based on the above, we can draw the conclusion that
CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs notably suppressed patholog-
ical damage in Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y cells.

Furthermore, neuroinflammation can induce oxidative
stress in the brain [48]. In the present study, Aβ1-42 treat-
ment remarkably reduced SOD, CAT, and GSH-Px concen-
trations in SH-SY5Y while enhancing MDA levels, which
were prominently reversed by the coculture of BMSCs.
Overexpression of CX3CL1 in BMSCs observably strength-
ened the corresponding tendency caused by the coculture
of BMSCs, which suggested statistically inhibited oxidative
stress in SH-SY5Y with Aβ1-42 inducement by BMSC-
derived CX3CL1. TrX is an intracellular antioxidative pro-
tein via thiol reduction and the scavenging of reactive oxy-
gen species (ROS) [49]. This research identified that TrX
expression was predominately decreased in SH-SY5Y with
Aβ1-42 inducement, which was in line with the reduction
in AD brain regions [50]. TrX can be bound by TXNIP to
dampen TrX activation and facilitate oxidative stress [51].
Oakley et al. [52] exhibited that the level of TXNIP was
upregulated in the hippocampus of mice in a 5 × AD mouse
model. Consistently, SH-SY5Y with Aβ1-42 inducement pre-

sented overexpressed TXNIP in our study. Moreover,
TXNIP is a key link between inflammasome activation and
oxidative stress [53]. Under oxidative stress, dissociated
TXNIP from TrX binds to NLRP3 that conduces to inflam-
masome formation and activation. Consequently, a series of
proinflammatory mediators are secreted to enhance neuro-
inflammation, which promotes synaptic dysfunction and
the subsequent AD progression. Furthermore, Wang et al.
[54] have reported an enhancement of binding between
TXNIP and NLRP3 in the APP/PS1 mouse brain, and
NLRP3 inflammasome and Nrf2/TXNIP/TrX axis are
involved in the pathological changes of AD. Here, we discov-
ered that Aβ1-42 treatment notably decreased Trx protein
expression and elevated TXNIP and NLRP3 protein levels
in SH-SY5Y that were prominently reversed by the coculture
of BMSCs. Upregulation of CX3CL1 in BMSCs significantly
intensified the corresponding tendency caused by the cocul-
ture of BMSCs. Therefore, these results elaborated that the
role of CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs in Aβ1-42-iintervened
SH-SY5Y was linked to the TXNIP/NLRP3 signaling axis.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, our results revealed that through the TXNIP/
NLRP3 signaling pathway, CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs
alleviates Aβ1-42-induced SH-SY5Y cell injury. However,
there are still some limitations in our study. First, Lee et al.
[55] have reported that membrane-bound CX3CL1 but not
soluble CX3CL1 mediated the Aβ pathology. Our results
showed that CX3CL1 derived from BMSCs reversed the
Aβ1-42-reduced soluble and membrane-bound CX3CL1
levels; hence, whether the membrane-bound CX3CL1 con-
sistently improved the Aβ pathology or not needs further
exploration in our subsequent studies. Besides, multiple
research has demonstrated that the CX3CL1 is closely
involved in inflammation [56–58]. However, in our study,
we failed to further reveal the role of CX3CL1 derived from
BMSCs in neuroinflammation. Also, the findings are not
verified in vivo. Thus, more experiments are expected to be
conducted in further studies to explore the underlying
mechanism. In brief, it is hoped that our results can lay a
foundation for AD treatment and even the management of
other neurodegenerative disorders.
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Objective. To explore the effect of combined treatment of PD-1 inhibitor and chemotherapy on the level of peripheral blood T
lymphocytes in non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients and its relationship with prognosis. Methods. Retrospective
analysis was conducted on 150 NSCLC patients treated in Guangxi Medical University Affiliated Tumor Hospital from June
2018 to September 2020, including 77 patients treated with PD-1 inhibitor combined with chemotherapy as the observation
group (OG) and 73 patients with chemotherapy alone as the control group (CG). Therapeutic efficacy, immune function
indexes, serum tumor markers, incidence of adverse reactions during hospitalization, 1-year survival rate, and life quality after
6 months of treatment were observed and compared between two groups. Results. Compared to the CG, the therapeutic effect
of OG was evidently better. Six months after treatment, levels of CD4+/CD8+, NK cells, and CD4 + in two groups were
elevated markedly, and indexes of OG were notably and comparatively higher than those in the other group. After treatment,
OG was observed with a marked decline regarding levels of CYFRA21-1, CEA, and CA125 compared to those in the CG; and
there was no notable difference in terms of adverse reaction occurrence between two groups, but the 1-year survival rate and
6-month life quality in OG over ranked those in CG. Conclusion. For NSCLC patients, the PD-1 inhibitor given on the basis of
chemotherapy can further improve the clinical efficacy and improve immune function and long-term survival rate of patients
on the premise of ensuring the safety of treatment, which is worth promoting in clinical practice.

1. Introduction

Lung cancer is one of the most common respiratory system
malignant diseases with the number of new cases increasing
at a rate of 3% every year, which seriously affects the health
of patients [1]. It can be classified into non-small-cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) and small-cell lung cancer, and the former
takes up more than 80% of all cases with a deadly high mor-
tality rate [2]. The early stage of NSCLC is usually asymp-
tomatic, so 70% to 80% of patients are found to be in an
advanced stage at the time of diagnosis [3]. Although early
stage patients can be effectively treated with radical surgery
combined with drugs, for patients at middle and advanced

stage, the best treatment is chemotherapy, which alleviates
the disease to a certain extent, improves the life quality,
and prolongs life span of patients [4]. Platinum-based che-
motherapy has long been the first-line standard treatment
for advanced NSCLC patients, but it would inevitably lead
to high adverse reaction rate which some patients cannot
tolerate, accompanying features of unsatisfactory overall
response rate and survival period [5]. Hence, it is urgent
and substantial to find a treatment plan with better efficacy
and less side effects for NSCLC patients.

In recent years, drugs for tumor-specific immune check-
point inhibitors have shown great potential. Programmed
death-1 (PD-1), one of the cosuppressive molecules of
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immune cells, can regulate immune system and upgrade
self-tolerance by bringing down response of the immune
system to human cells and by inhibiting T cell-mediated
inflammatory activities [6]. And PD-1 prevents autoimmune
diseases and also hinders the immune system from killing
cancer cells, making it a novel treatment for advanced
NSCLC [7]. However, some studies suggested that the
response rate of PD-1 inhibitors alone was only 20% to
40%, from which most patients do not benefit. The changes
of natural killer (NK) cells, T lymphocyte subsets, and inhib-
itory immune checkpoints in patients before and after PD-1
inhibitor treatment require further studies [8].

In the 2021 Chinese Society of Clinical Oncology
(CSCO) guidelines, the PD-1 inhibitor combined with che-
motherapy is the first-line class IA recommended treatment
for patients with NSCLC; however, there are differences in
response rates among patients treated with immune check-
point inhibitors. Therefore, we conducted a related study
on the response rate of NSCLC patients treated with inhibi-
tors, as well as the changes in lung function and T lympho-
cyte subsets in patients before and after treatment. In this
study, we included 150 NSCLC patients treated in our hospi-
tal from June 2018 to September 2020 and analyzed the effi-
cacy of PD-1 inhibitor combined with chemotherapy in
treating NSCLC, hopefully to provide more clinical treat-
ment options for NSCLC patients.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Clinical Information. A retrospective analysis of 150
patients with NSCLC admitted to Guangxi Medical Univer-
sity Affiliated Tumor Hospital from June 2018 to September
2020 includes 82 male and 68 female patients. 77 patients
treated with the PD-1 inhibitor combined with chemother-
apy served as the observation group (OG), and 73 patients
who received chemotherapy alone served as the control
group (CG). The following are the inclusion criteria: (1) in
line with the NSCLC diagnostic criteria established by the
World Health Organization (WHO) via imaging and patho-
logical examinations, (2) patients diagnosed with TNM stage
IIIB or IV, and (3) patients with complete case data preser-
vation. The following are the exclusion criteria: (1) patients
who have received immunomodulatory therapy, (2) patients
with mental illness or disturbance of consciousness, (3)
patients with loss of language, cognition, and other functions
and inability to communicate, (4) patients with other major
physical diseases, (5) patients who have received chemother-
apy and radiation therapy before surgery, (6) patients with a
survival period of less than 6 months, (7) patients with
abnormal liver and kidney function, (8) lactating and preg-
nant women, and (9) patients with another primary malig-
nancy. This experiment has gained approval from the
hospital ethics committee and complies with Helsinki Decla-
ration, with all patients signing written informed consent
concerned and their agreement for participation.

2.2. Treatment Methods. In the CG group, patients with non-
squamous NSCLC were given carboplatin area under curve 5
and pemetrexed 500mg/m2 in a 3-week cycle for up to six

cycles, followed by pemetrexed maintenance, whereas squa-
mous NSCLC were given gemcitabine 1000 mg/m2 at days 1
and 8 and cisplatin 75mg/m2 or carboplatin area under
curve 5 in a 3-week cycle for up to six cycles, followed by
gemcitabine maintenance. On the basis of CG, OG patients
were given PD-1 inhibitors by intravenous drip with the
treatment of 6 cycles (21 days a cycle). If patients were to
experience discomfort and adverse reactions, it should be
reported to the superior physician in time with correspond-
ing treatment measures taken.

2.3. Observation Indexes. The following are the observation
indexes:

(1) Therapeutic effect in two groups was assessed and
compared according to RECIST evaluation criteria
for solid tumors [9]. It is divided into complete
response (CR): complete disappearance of lesions
was maintained for no less than 4 weeks; partial
remission (PR): the sum of tumor lesion radius was
reduced by more than 30% and it can be maintained
over and above 4 weeks; stable disease (SD): the sum
of tumor lesion radii cannot reach PR nor PD; pro-
gressive disease (PD): the sum of tumor lesion radii
rises by at least 20%, or additional lesions occur;
total effective rate = ðCR cases + PR casesÞ/total cases
× 100%

(2) Immune function indexes were compared between
two groups: within 24 hours of admission and after
6 months of treatment, the venous blood was drawn
in the morning, and the supernatant was collected at
completion of centrifugation and then anticoagu-
lated with EDTA. Later, CD3+, CD4+, CD8+, and
CD56 (NK cells) were added to the flow tube to label
the cloned monomers, and the serum was added and
mixed and then with hemolysin and placed in the
dark for 20 minutes. The levels of NK cells, CD4+/
CD8+, and CD3+ were detected with a flow cyt-
ometer (BD Company, US)

(3) Serum tumor markers CYFRA21-1, cytokeratin 19
fragment antigen21-1, carcinoembryonic antigen
(CEA), and carbohydrate antigen 125 (CA125)
before and after treatment were assessed and com-
pared between two groups. Specifically, a patient’s
venous blood was taken in the morning, centrifuged
at 3000 r/min for 15min, and levels of CA125, CEA,
and CYFRA21-1 were detected by electrochemilumi-
nescence with E170 system produced by Roche
Company, Switzerland

(4) Occurrence of adverse reactions of two groups dur-
ing hospitalization was compared, including rash,
fever, fatigue, and gastrointestinal symptoms

(5) Tumor-free survival rate and 1-year survival rate of
two groups were compared. All patients were
followed up regularly by returning to the hospital
for reexamination, telephone follow-up, text message
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follow-up, and door-to-door follow-up. The deadline
was the death of the patient or March 31, 2022

(6) QLQ-C30 quality of life scale [10] was utilized to
evaluate a patient’s life quality after 6 months of
treatment, which includes 5 items of physical, social,
emotional, role, and cognitive function. A higher
score indicates better quality of life

2.4. Statistical Methods. SPSS18.0 (IBM) was used for data
analysis, GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software) for figures
attached, log-rank analysis for survival analysis, and Kaplan-
Meier for survival curve. A chi-square test was applied for
the analysis of enumeration data, and Student’s t-test was

for comparison of measurement data. And P < 0:05 was
taken to be statistically different.

3. Results

3.1. General Information Comparison. No marked differ-
ences were observed regarding gender, age, and smoking his-
tory between two groups, and subjects were comparable
(P > 0:05, Table 1).

3.2. Comparison of Therapeutic Efficacy. The numbers of
patients assessed with CR, PR, SD, and DP in OG were 0,
41, 29, and 7, respectively. And corresponding data in CG
were 0, 26, 20, and 27, respectively. Statistically, OG held a
strikingly higher total effective rate of treatment than that
in CG (P < 0:05, 53.25% vs. 35.62%, Table 2).

3.3. Comparison of Immune Function Indexes. Before treat-
ment, no marked difference was observed in levels of
CD4+/CD8+, CD8+, CD4+, and NK cells between two groups
(P > 0:05), while six months after treatment, despite CD8+

having few fluctuations, levels of CD4+/CD8+, CD8+,
CD4+, and NK cells were upregulated evidently (P < 0:05),
and the increase in OG was markedly higher than those in
OG (P < 0:05, Figure 1).

3.4. Comparison of Serum Tumor Markers before and after
Treatment between Two Groups. Before treatment, no evi-
dent difference was observed regarding serum tumor marker
levels between two groups (P > 0:05), while levels of

Table 1: Comparison of general information [n (%)].

Factors Observation group (n = 77) Control group (n = 73) t/χ2 P

Gender 0.024 0.877

Male 40 (51.95) 37 (50.68)

Female 37 (48.05) 36 (49.32)

Age (years) 0.110 0.701

≤61 38 (49.35) 38 (52.05)

>61 39 (50.65) 35 (47.95)

BMI (kg/m2) 0.036 0.849

≤23 41 (53.25) 40 (54.79)

>23 36 (46.75) 33 (45.21)

History of smoking 0.019 0.891

Yes 42 (54.55) 39 (53.42)

No 35 (45.45) 34 (46.58)

Clinical stage 0.001 0.983

Stage IIIB 36 (46.75) 34 (46.58)

Stage IV 41 (53.25) 39 (53.42)

Pathological type 0.057 0.972

Squamous cell carcinoma 21 (27.27) 19 (26.03)

Adenocarcinoma 46 (59.74) 45 (61.64)

Others 10 (12.99) 9 (12.33)

Tumor location 0.036 0.849

Left lung 41 (53.25) 40 (54.79)

Right lung 36 (46.75) 33 (45.21)

Table 2: Comparison of therapeutic efficacy [n (%)].

Therapeutic
effect

Observation group
(n = 77)

Control group
(n = 73) χ2 P

Complete
remission

0 0 — —

Partial
remission

41 (53.25) 26 (35.62) — —

Stable disease 29 (37.66) 20 (27.40) — —

Disease
progression

7 (9.09) 27 (36.99) — —

Total
effective rate

41 (53.25) 26 (35.62) 9.499 0.002
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CYFRA21-1, CEA, and CA125 of both groups were down-
regulated after treatment. In addition, indicators in OG were
markedly lower than those in CG (P < 0:05, Figure 2).

3.5. Comparison of the Incidence of Adverse Reactions. The
number of patients in OG who developed rash, fever, fatigue,
and gastrointestinal symptoms was 3, 3, 4, and 5, respec-
tively. Those in CG were 4, 4, 3, and 3, respectively, showing
no marked difference in terms of incidence of adverse reac-
tions when compared with that of OG (P > 0:05, 19.48% vs.
19.18%, Table 3). The adverse reactions of patients were
treated symptomatically during the treatment and were
effectively alleviated afterwards.

3.6. Comparison of 1-Year Survival Rate. The overall survival
curve analysis indicated that OG patients possessed a mark-
edly higher 1-year overall survival rate than OG (68.83%
(53/77) vs. 49.32% (36/73)) (P < 0:05, Figure 3).

3.7. Comparison of Life Quality 6 Months Posttreatment.
Compared with CG, the scores of physical, role, emotion,

cognition, and social dimensions of life quality in OG were
markedly improved after treatment (P < 0:05, Table 4).

4. Discussion

With changes in social environment and life pressure, the
incidence of lung cancer is getting higher and younger
[11]. In recent years, chemotherapy has gradually become
an important method for the treatment of NSCLC and has
achieved good therapeutic effects. However, some patients
have to forgo treatment due to multiple adverse reactions
of chemotherapy [12]. Therefore, finding new treatment
options is of great clinical significance. With the continuous
development of molecular biology techniques, a growing
number of molecular biological targets are being used in
the treatment of NSCLC and have been proved to have pos-
itive therapeutic effects. PD-1, an important immunosup-
pressive molecule and a member of the immunoglobulin
superfamily, which is one of those targets [13]. Studies have
found that immunomodulation targeting PD-1 was of great
significance in fighting infections, autoimmune diseases,
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Figure 1: Comparison of immune function indicators between two groups; (a) comparison of CD4+ between two groups before and after
treatment; (b) comparison of CD8+ between two groups before and after treatment; (c) comparison of CD4+/CD8+ between two groups
before and after treatment; (d) comparison of NK cells between two groups before and after treatment. When comparing between
groups or before and after treatment within a group, ∗ indicates P < 0:05.
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and tumors, as well as promoting the survival of trans-
planted organs [14]. Although the efficacy of PD-1 has been
affirmed in the past, few studies have focused on the com-
prehensive impact of PD-1 combined with chemotherapy
on NSCLC patients.

In this study, we first observed that OG patients pos-
sessed much higher total effective rate than that in CG, indi-
cating that combined treatment of PD-1 inhibitor and
chemotherapy performed better regarding short-term effi-
cacy in the treatment of NSCLC patients. Clinically, changes
of NK cells and T lymphocyte subsets are used as indicators
of immune status and prognosis in NSCLC patients. CD4+ is
mainly a helper T lymphocyte that can promote the antitu-
mor effect of effector cells, and CD8+ is an inhibitory T lym-
phocyte. The two generally maintain a balanced state [15]. A
study [16] has shown that the proportion of immune subsets
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Figure 2: Comparison of serum tumor markers in two groups before and after treatment; (a) comparison of CYFRA21-1 between two
groups before and after treatment; (b) comparison of CEA between two groups before and after treatment; (c) comparison of CA125
between two groups before and after treatment. ∗ indicates P < 0:05.

Table 3: Comparison of incidence of adverse reactions [n (%)].

Complications Observation group (n = 77) Control group (n = 73) χ2 P

Rash 3 (3.90) 4 (5.48) — —

Fever 3 (3.90) 4 (5.48) — —

Fatigue 4 (5.19) 3 (4.11) — —

Gastrointestinal symptoms 5 (6.49) 3 (4.11) — —

Incidence of adverse reactions 15 (19.48) 14 (19.18) 0.002 0.963
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Figure 3: Comparison of 1-year survival rate; ∗ indicates P < 0:05.
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of peripheral blood lymphocytes in lung cancer patients was
abnormal, which suggested that the immune function of
patients was unbalanced. However, the increase of CD8+

cells was the basis of cellular immune damage, and the
decline of CD4+ cells could cause immune escape of tumor
cells [17]. Results of present study suggested that CD4+,
CD4+/CD8+, and NK cells in both groups went markedly
higher after treatment, and it was notable that OG held
much vivid improvement on these indicators when com-
pared to CG, indicating that the PD-1 inhibitor combined
with chemotherapy could more effectively improve the
immune function of NSCLC patients than chemotherapy
alone. A former study [18] found that the proportion of
immune subsets of peripheral blood lymphocytes may be
abnormal in NSCLC patients, of whom the peripheral blood
CD8+ cells increased, CD4+ cells decreased, CD4+/CD8+

decreased, and tumor cells occurred immune escape. When
the tumor burden was relieved, the abnormal lymphocyte
subsets could gradually recover, which is similar to our
observations. The reason for the enhanced immune function
of patients in our study may also be that the PD-1 inhibitor
relieving the inhibitory effect of immune checkpoints acti-
vated T lymphocytes with killing effect, thereby enhancing
the immune ability and antitumor ability of the body. In
addition, a study [19] showed that in the course of NSCLC,
the apoptosis of tumor-specific T cells was mediated by PD-
1-dependent and independent mechanisms, and the PD-1-
dependent mechanism could promote the immune escape
of tumor cells in NSCLC patients. This could also explain
our observations.

Serum tumor markers CYFRA21-1, CEA, and CA125
are closely related to the disease progression and prognosis
of NSCLC, and elevated levels of tumor markers indicate
poor prognosis and short survival time. CYFRA21-1 is the
most valuable serum tumor marker for NSCLC detection, a
soluble acidic protein of cytokeratin detected by monoclonal
antibody, and is mainly distributed in the cancerous breast
and lung epithelium and released into the blood, which is
of essential clinical value in judging the efficacy of NSCLC
[20, 21]. CEA is a class of acidic glycoproteins located in hol-
low organs such as the respiratory tract and digestive tract
and consists of sugar chains and peptide chains. It exists in
macrophages, monocytes, and multinucleated cells, has

human embryonic epitopes, and is specific for tumor-
associated antigens that are associated with tumor recur-
rence [22]. CA125 is a class of tumor carbohydrate antigens
with high concentrations in malignant tissues and tumor
cells and can be released into the blood when tumor tissues
are destroyed, which is of great value in the diagnosis and
prognosis of NSCLC [23]. Results of our study showed that
CYFRA21-1, CEA, and CA125 in both groups all declined
after treatment, and the decrease in OG was even marked,
suggesting that the PD-1 inhibitor combined with chemo-
therapy in NSCLC treatment could better and effectively
alleviate the disease than that of chemotherapy alone. In
addition, long-term prognosis results of two groups showed
that the 1-year overall survival rate in OG was notably
higher than that in CG. This is also in line with our previous
conclusion that “PD-1 inhibitor combined with chemother-
apy in the treatment of NSCLC could be more effective than
chemotherapy alone.” This result also showed that PD-1 did
not markedly increase the related adverse reactions in
patients receiving chemotherapy, suggesting that PD-1
inhibitors were generally well tolerated in NSCLC patients.
Finally, we compared the life quality between two groups
after treatment, and the results showed that OG patients
rated a more satisfactory quality of life.

5. Conclusion

To sum up, for NSCLC patients, the PD-1 inhibitor on the
basis of chemotherapy could further improve the clinical
efficacy, as well as the immune function and long-term sur-
vival rate of patients on the premise of ensuring the safety of
treatment, which is worthy of promotion in clinical practice.
However, this study still has certain shortcomings, such as a
dearth of detection of PD-L1 expression status and relevant
information on the basic lung status of the patient, which
may have a certain impact on the results of lung function.
Due to the small sample size and limited observation time,
more rigorous large-sample clinical trials are still needed in
follow-up studies.
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Objective. This study aimed to investigate the efficacy and safety of anti-PD-1 immunotherapy combined with gemcitabine
chemotherapy in multiline treatment of advanced pancreatic cancer. Methods. A retrospective analysis was performed on the
clinical data of 32 patients with advanced pancreatic cancer treated with sintilimab regimen from January 2019 to December
2021 in our hospital. All patients were followed up until death or April 2022, in the form of outpatient, in-hospital review, or
telephone follow-up. Follow-up content included routine blood, liver and kidney functions, tumor markers, plain or enhanced
abdominal CT, and abdominal MRI examinations. Clinical efficacy was evaluated according to mRECIST criteria, and the
severity of adverse effects was evaluated according to American Institute for Cancer Research (AICR) Standard Term for
Adverse Events, Version 5.0. Results. During treatment, the dosage of sintilimab was halved in 2 patients due to adverse
reactions. All patients were treated with sintilimab for 1~10 times, with an average of 6 ± 4 times. The total response rate
(ORR) and disease control rate (DCR) were 6.25% and 12.50% and 25.00% and 37.50%, respectively, after 1 and 3 months of
treatment. The mean follow-up time of 32 patients was 1-12 months, and the median follow-up time was 4 ± 3 months. By the
end point of follow-up, a total of 25 patients died, and the median progression-free survival (PFS) was 3.8 (95% CI (1.85-5.63))
months. The median overall survival (OS) was 5.1 months (95% CI (3.63~7.68). After treatment, the levels of tumor markers
CA125, CEA and CA199 were partly decreased compared with those before treatment (all P < 0:001). After treatment, the
blood routine indexes d-dimer, CRP (C-reactive protein), NLR (neutral granulocyte to lymphocyte ratio), and MLR (monocyte
to lymphocyte ratio) decreased compared with those before treatment. In 32 patients with advanced pancreatic cancer, the
adverse reactions with an incidence more than 10% included fatigue, rash, hypothyroidism, hyperuricemia, and renal
insufficiency. Only 2 patients showed grade 3 fatigue symptom, and all the others showed no adverse reactions of grades 3~5.
In this study, all patients’ adverse reactions were relieved after symptomatic treatment. Conclusion. Gemcitabine chemotherapy
in multiline treatment of advanced pancreatic cancer with sintilimab can achieve certain clinical benefits without serious
adverse reactions.

1. Introduction

Pancreatic cancer is one of the malignant tumors of the
digestive system with the highest mortality, accounting for
the fourth place in the cancer-related mortality [1, 2]. In
recent years, epidemiology has found that the number of
new pancreatic cancer cases in both male and female is
increasing [3, 4]. In the USA, the number of new malignant

tumors ranks 10th in men and 9th in women among all
tumors [5], and in China, the number ranks 7th in men
and 11th in women [6]. The annual incidence of pancreatic
cancer is 12.9 cases/100,000 person-years. However, pancre-
atic cancer has a poor prognosis, with a mortality rate of 11
cases/100,000 person-years [7]. Most patients are found in
the middle and late stages and lose the opportunity for sur-
gical treatment. Standardized, reasonable, and scientific drug
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treatment can prolong the survival of patients with middle
and advanced pancreatic cancer [8]. With the deepening of
imaging, endoscopic technology and pathological research,
and the continuous development of surgical treatment tech-
nology and local treatment technology, the treatment status
of patients with pancreatic cancer has been significantly
improved, and the number of patients with long-term sur-
vival has also been increasing [9, 10]. At present, the effective
treatment of pancreatic cancer is still based on surgery, sup-
plemented by radiation therapy and chemotherapy. With
the deepening of research on tumorigenesis, development
and metastasis mechanism of immune and molecular biol-
ogy, gene therapy, and immunotherapy of pancreatic cancer
become possible, and they also becomes new development
direction of pancreatic cancer treatment [11]. Programmed
death receptor-1 (PD-1) is a transmembrane protein belong-
ing to the B7H3 immune superfamily. It is widely expressed
in activated T lymphocytes, monocytes, B cells, natural killer
cells, and dendritic cells and participates in immune surveil-
lance and maintenance of immune tolerance [12, 13]. PD-1
and its ligand are also highly expressed in pancreatic cancer
tumor cells [14]. Immunotherapy with PD-1 inhibitor as
the main treatment scheme has achieved definite efficacy
in a variety of solid tumor patients [15, 16]. Sintilimab
(trade name: Daboshu) is a fully humanized IgG4 monoclo-
nal antibody targeting PD-1. In 2018, it was approved by
China’s State Drug Administration (SDA) for clinical treat-
ment of malignant tumors, and several phase I and phase II
clinical trials were conducted at the same time [17–19]. At
present, there are relatively few domestic clinical reports
on the treatment of advanced pancreatic cancer with sintili-
mab combined with traditional chemotherapy drugs. This
study conducted a retrospective analysis on the treatment
of advanced pancreatic cancer with sintilimab in our hospi-
tal. The results are reported as follows.

2. Subjects and Methods

2.1. Research Subjects. The clinical data of patients with
pancreatic cancer admitted to our hospital from January
2019 to December 2021 were retrospectively analyzed. All
patients signed the informed consent form, and the study
design was in line with the Declaration of Helsinki. Inclu-
sion criteria are as follows: (1) Patients met the diagnostic
criteria for pancreatic cancer in the Guidelines for Compre-
hensive Diagnosis and Treatment of Pancreatic Cancer in
China (2020 version) [20]; (2) patients with locally advanced
inoperable, metastatic, and postoperative recurrence and
metastasis of pancreatic cancer; (3) the pathological type
was adenocarcinoma; (4) the survival time can be followed
up; (5) gemcitabine was included in the chemotherapy regi-
men; and (6) complete clinical data. Exclusion criteria are
as follows: (1) The estimated survival was less than 3 months;
(2) the tumor stage was stage IV; (3) patients had no indica-
tion of surgery or radiotherapy or who give up treatment; (4)
patients had symptomatic brain metastases; (5) patients who
have received chemotherapy in the past; and (6) immunode-
ficiency patients. A total of 32 patients with sintilimab
included in the treatment regimen were selected. All patients

had not received radiotherapy and chemotherapy before
enrollment.

2.2. Therapies. Sintilimab Injection (Innovent; SFDA
approval number: S20180016) was administrated once every
3 weeks with a dose of 200mg. Gemcitabine hydrochloride
for injection (produced by Jiangsu Hausen Pharmaceutical
Group, National drug Approval H20030104) was dissolved
in 100mL normal saline at 1000 g/m2 and given intrave-
nously for 30min on the 1st and 8th days. Both were used
until disease progression, severe adverse reactions, or self-
termination of treatment.

2.3. Follow-Up and Outcome Evaluation. All patients were
followed up until death or April 2022, in the form of outpa-
tient, in-hospital review, or telephone follow-up. Follow-up
content included routine blood, liver and kidney functions,
tumor markers, plain or enhanced abdominal CT, and
abdominal MRI examinations.

Efficacy evaluation: Clinical efficacy was evaluated
according to mRECIST criteria [21]. The efficacy of CT or
MRI reexamination results of patients at 1 and 3 months of
treatment were divided into complete response (CR), partial
response (PR), stable disease (SD), and progressive disease
(PD), and the total response rate (ORR) and disease control
rate (DCR) were calculated according to ORR=CR+PR
and DCR=CR+PR+SD.

Adverse reactions: The severity of toxic side effects in
patients enrolled in this study was evaluated according to
American Institute for Cancer Research (AICR) Standard
Term for Adverse Events, Version 5.0 [22]. The toxic side
effects were divided into levels 1 to 5, and the higher the level,
the more serious the adverse effects were. The evaluation
time was within 28 days after the last administration. The
toxic side effects of included events include fatigue, skin rash,
hypothyroidism, hyperuricemia, and renal insufficiency.

Two fixed physicians with extensive clinical experience
evaluated efficacy and adverse effects. If there was any objec-
tion, please ask the third physician to further discuss and
clarify.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. SPSS23.0 was used to analyze the
collected experimental data. Mean± standard deviation
(X ± S) was used to represent the measurement data in
accordance with normal distribution, and the counting data
was expressed as cases or rates. Kaplan-Meier method was
used to plot survival curves and count the progression-free
survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS).

3. Results

3.1. Baseline Data. The baseline data of enrolled patients are
shown in Table 1.

3.2. Short-Term Efficacy Evaluation. By the end of follow-up,
the effective follow-up information of all 32 patients was
obtained, and no one withdrew from the study due to seri-
ous adverse reactions or other reasons. During treatment,
the dosage of sintilimab was halved in 2 patients due to
adverse reactions. All patients were treated with sintilimab
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for 1~10 times, with an average of 6 ± 4 times. The ORRs at
1 and 3 months after treatment are 6.25% and 12.50%,
respectively, and the DCRs are 25.00% and 37.50%, respec-
tively, as shown in Table 2.

3.3. Survival Benefit Evaluation. The mean follow-up time of
the 32 patients was 1-12 months, and the median follow-up
time was 4 ± 3months. By the end point of follow-up, a total
of 25 patients died, with a median PFS of 3.8 (95% CI (1.85-
5.63)) months and a median OS of 5.1 months (95% CI
(3.63-7.68)), as shown in Figure 1.

3.4. Evaluation of Tumor Markers before and after
Treatment. After treatment, the levels of tumor markers
CA125, CEA, and CA199 are partly decreased compared
with those before treatment (all P < 0:001), as shown in
Table 3.

3.5. Evaluation of Blood Routine Indexes before and after
Treatment. After treatment, the blood routine indexes D-
dimer, CRP, NLR, and MLR all significantly decrease com-
pared with those before treatment (all P < 0:05), as shown
in Table 4.

3.6. Evaluation of Adverse Reactions. According to the AICR
Standard Term for Adverse Events version 5.0, the adverse
reactions with an incidence more than 10% in these 32
patients included fatigue, rash, hypothyroidism, hyperurice-
mia, and renal insufficiency. Only 2 patients showed grade 3
fatigue symptom, and all the others showed no adverse reac-
tions of grades 3~5. All patients in this study are relieved
after symptomatic treatment, as shown in Table 5.

4. Discussion

Epidemiological investigation found that the absolute and
relative numbers of incidence and death of pancreatic can-
cer in China increased significantly in 2019 compared with
1990, with the normalized incidence and mortality increas-
ing by 82.33% and 79.34%, indicating that the burden of
pancreatic cancer on the health of Chinese residents is

gradually increasing [23, 24]. In terms of morbidity char-
acteristics, male, age, diet, and alcohol have significant
influence on the incidence of pancreatic cancer in Chinese
residents [25]. As a highly invasive malignant tumor with
high mortality, about 60% of them have metastasis at first
diagnosis, about 30% have been in local progression at
first diagnosis, and only 15% can receive radical surgery.
Most patients die due to tumor metastasis or recurrence,
with the 5-year survival rate being only 7% [26]. Anti-
PD-1 monoclonal antibody has been approved for a short
time in China, but its therapeutic effect in a variety of
solid tumors has been confirmed. The present study ana-
lyzed the efficacy and safety of the multiline treatment reg-
imen containing sintilimab in patients with advanced
pancreatic cancer, with the aim of enriching the clinical
data and providing a valuable reference for the promotion
and application of this drug.

Studies [27, 28] found that therapies combined with
immune checkpoints can regulate the immune editing pro-
cess of pancreatic cancer tissues and directly affect the
tumor microenvironment and immune response behavior.
Drug combination can also overcome the resistance of
pancreatic cancer to PD-1/PD-L1 monotherapy and pro-
mote the transformation of tumor biological behavior
from nonimmunological to immunological, which maxi-
mizes the antitumor therapeutic effects of immunosup-
pressants [29]. The combination of PD-L1 blocker and
gemcitabine has been proved to have antitumor effect in
the treatment of pancreatic cancer, while the clinical
response rate of the combination of pembrolizumab/gemcit-
abine + albumin-bound paclitaxel in the treatment of pancre-
atic cancer is up to 92% [29]. An in vitro study [30] found
that sintilimab can specifically bind human PD-1 in high
concentration and block the binding of PD-1 with PD-L1/
PD-l2 ligand. When the dose of sintilimab injection is
200mg, it can rapidly occupy more than 95% of PD-1 recep-
tors on the surface of T cells. In addition, sintilimab can sig-
nificantly increase the levels of interleukin-2 and interferon-ƴ
in a dose-dependent manner, which may be one of the
molecular mechanisms for its antitumor role [31].

Table 1: Comparison of baseline data between two groups.

Item Sintilimab (n = 32)

Gender
Male 19

Female 13

Age (years) 58:37 ± 10:53
Body mass index (kg/m2) 22:18 ± 2:53
Complicated with diabetes 6

Complicated with hypertension 7

Tumor site
Uncinate process of pancreatic head 20

Body and tail of pancreas 12

Nerve infiltration
Yes 14

No 18

Degree of differentiation
Low/medium differentiation 19

Highly differentiation 13
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This study analyzed the clinical data of 32 patients with
advanced pancreatic cancer who received sintilimab multi-
line therapy in our hospital. The results showed that the dos-
age of sintilimab was halved in 2 patients due to adverse
reactions during the treatment. The ORR of 1 month and
3 months after treatment was 6.25% and 12.50%, respec-
tively, and the DCR was 25.00% and 37.50%, respectively.
In the study of Xiao Xia et al. [32], among 8 patients with
advanced pancreatic cancer treated with sintilimab, 1 patient
had PR, 1 patient had SD, and 6 patients had PD. Objective
remission was observed in 1 case and disease control in 2
cases. The median PFS was 2.0 months (95% CI 0.6-3.4
months), and the median OS was 3.5 months (95% CI 2.2-
4.8 months), which were similar to the results of our study.
However, in the study of Le et al. [33], the disease control
rate in dMMR or MSI-H-positive patients with advanced
metastatic pancreatic cancer treated with anti-PD-1 mono-
clonal antibody is up to 75%. In addition, it was reported
that the disease control rate of patients with metastatic pan-
creatic cancer treated with pembrolizumab combined with
chemotherapy is up to 100% [34]. The reasons for the differ-
ences among different studies may be related to drug dosage,
heterogeneity of patients’ baseline data, and differences in

sample size. In the present study, the mean follow-up time
of 32 patients was 1-12 months, and the median follow-up
time was 4 ± 3months. By the end point of follow-up, a total
of 25 patients died, with a median PFS of 3.8 (95% CI (1.85-
5.63)) months and a median OS of 5.1 months (95% CI
(3.63-7.68)). Compared with the results of Xiao Xia et al.,
both PFS and OS in our study were improved to a certain
extent, suggesting that sintilimab combined with chemo-
therapy had certain clinical benefits in the multiline treat-
ment of advanced pancreatic cancer.

In terms of efficacy evaluation indexes, the levels of
tumor markers CA125, CEA, and CA199 decreased signifi-
cantly after treatment compared with before treatment,
and the blood routine indexes (D-dimer, CRP, NLR, and
MLR) decreased after treatment compared with before treat-
ment, indicating that hematological indexes had certain
value in evaluating the efficacy of this treatment regimen.
However, whether its application value is better than that
of serum PD-1 and PD-L1 as well as the optimal threshold
of single indicator and multiple indicator combination needs
further discussion.

It has been reported [35] that while promoting tumor
immune response, sintilimab may lead to excessive immune
response, induce autoimmune response, and cause immune-
related adverse events in skin, gastrointestinal tract, liver, kid-
ney, and endocrine system. The results of our study showed
that the adverse reactions with an incidence over 10% during

Table 2: Short-term efficacy evaluation.

Time point CR PR SD PD ORR DCR

1month 0 (0) 2 (6.25) 6 (18.75) 24 (75.00) 2 (6.25) 8 (25.00)

3months 0 (0) 4 (12.50) 8 (25.00) 20 (62.50) 4 (12.5) 12 (37.50)

Note: CR: complete remission; PR: partial remission; SD: stable disease; PD: progressive disease; ORR: overall response rate.
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Figure 1: Survival curve of sintilimab immunotherapy regimen.

Table 3: Evaluation of tumor markers before and after treatment.

Index Before treatment After treatment P value

CA125 10:53 ± 7:34 7:83 ± 5:83 <0.001
CEA 464:53 ± 386:74 416:34 ± 32:53 <0.001
CA199 49:37 ± 40:83 40:86 ± 38:76 <0.001

Table 4: Evaluation of blood routine indexes before and after
treatment.

Index Before treatment After treatment P value

D-dimer 30:34 ± 13:23 22:38 ± 12:86 <0.001
CRP 28:53 ± 12:76 20:67 ± 12:78 <0.001
NLR 3:43 ± 1:86 2:80 ± 1:79 <0.001
MLR 2:86 ± 1:39 2:28 ± 1:28 <0.001

Table 5: Evaluation of adverse reactions (n, %).

Adverse reactions Total incidence
Incidence of grades 3-5

adverse reactions

Fatigue 20 (62.50) 2 (6.25)

Rash 10 (31.25) 0 (0.00)

Hypothyroidism 8 (25.00) 0 (0.00)

Hyperuricemia 6 (18.75) 0 (0.00)

Renal insufficiency 5 (15.63) 0 (0.00)
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treatment included fatigue, rash, hypothyroidism, hyperurice-
mia, and renal insufficiency. Only 2 patients had grade 3
fatigue symptoms, and the rest had no grades 3-5 adverse reac-
tions. In this study, all patients’ adverse reactions were allevi-
ated after symptomatic treatment, indicating that this
treatment plan did not cause serious treatment-related adverse
reactions and was safe.

Overall, the results of this study suggested that patients
with advanced pancreatic cancer can benefit from the multi-
line therapy with sintilimab, with no serious adverse reac-
tions. However, according to other studies, there are still
many problems with anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibody drugs
in the treatment of pancreatic cancer. For example, about
half of patients have poor response efficiency to pD-1/PD-
L1 treatment but lack relevant evaluation markers. Anti-
PD-1/PD-L1 monotherapy for solid tumors has poor effi-
cacy and is mostly used in combination, and the optimal
combination plan still needs to be discussed. In addition,
the high cost of anti-PD-1/PD-L1 treatment restricts its pro-
motion [36], which is one of the reasons for the small sample
size reported in most cases. And this study lacked a noncom-
bination control group. Interleukin-2 and interferon-ƴ can
be detected to evaluate the antitumor effect. Future follow-
up studies need to expand the sample size and follow-up
time to develop the best treatment plan to maximize the
clinical benefit of patients. And future follow-up studies will
improve the control group settings and detect immune indi-
cators to evaluate the antitumor effect.

Data Availability

The labeled dataset used to support the findings of this study
are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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The increasing pressure of life and the rapid development of the economy have caused huge mental health situation problems for
people. Mental health situation has an important relationship with one’s own life values. The cognition Ideological with political is
to improve people’s optimistic attitude and values. The students of college will face enormous pressure from their studies, which
can easily causes the mental health situation problems. However, the psychological and ideological education in universities still
adopts the traditional teaching method, which reduces students’ learning hobbies and learning efficiency. This also reduces
students’ understanding of the content of psychological ideological with political teaching. Big data theory can process complex
research object data and relationships. It can help researchers discover characteristic factors related to psychological ideological
with political teaching. This study uses the hole convolution in big data theory and GRU technology to analyze the three
factors of student behavior characteristics, mental health situation content characteristics, and the cognition Ideological with
political content characteristics in college psychological the cognition Ideological with political. The research results show that
the atrous convolution and GRU methods can more accurately predict the three characteristics of psychological ideological
with political teaching in universities. This is helpful for educators to discover more appropriate psychological and ideological
with political teaching methods.

1. Introduction

There is a complementary relationship for the mental health
situation and ideological education. A good state of mental
health situation allows people to receive the cognition Ideo-
logical with political in a fuller state. The cognition Ideolog-
ical with political can make students develop a positive
mental state, which can reduce the occurrence of people’s
mental health situation diseases [1, 2]. With the increase of
life pressure, people are more prone to problems with their
mental health situation, which will also exacerbate the
occurrence of extreme events. People need to master more
mental health situation knowledge and ideological with
political points [3, 4]. This is also because people lack psy-
chological education and ideological with political knowl-
edge. The purpose of mental health situation education is
to hope that people will maintain a positive attitude and it
also requires people to maintain a strong will, which can also
reduce the occurrence of mental health situation problems.

The cognition Ideological with political is to let people
accept more positive and optimistic knowledge through the
means of political education, which is also can guide people
to maintain a good attitude. In short, mental health situation
and the education of ideological with political are an insep-
arable relationship. However, mental health situation prob-
lems are more private and difficult to cure in direct ways
[5, 6]. Mental health situation problems are also different
from other types of diseases, and it has an important rela-
tionship with people’s living environment and life values.
Positive and optimistic life values and positive and optimis-
tic life concepts will avoid the occurrence of mental health
situation problems. Positive and optimistic psychological
concepts are closely related to education and life experience.
The cognition Ideological with political is a positive attitude
that educates people to maintain a positive and optimistic
attitude, life concept, and patriotism. This shows that mental
health situation and the education of ideological with politi-
cal are also closely related. In today’s era, many universities
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have also carried out teaching work related to mental health
situation and the education of ideological with political. Uni-
versities are a larger bridge connecting their study careers
and social work. Students in universities will face major
mental health situation problems, which requires the cogni-
tion Ideological with political [7, 8]. Since the relationship
between mental health situation and ideology and politics
is relatively close, universities are also places where mental
health situation problems are relatively concentrated. There-
fore, universities will carry out more teaching and educa-
tional work in mental health situation and ideological with
political aspects. However, traditional mental health situa-
tion and the education of ideological with political is only
to master the basic knowledge and relationship between
the two. It is difficult to discover the relationship between
mental health situation and ideological with political, and
it is also difficult for students to master the relationship
between mental health situation and ideological with politi-
cal crowd influence [9, 10]. Therefore, people should master
the teaching work of mental health situation and ideology
and politics in a reasonable way.

For teaching in universities, most subjects are often
taught in classrooms and textbooks. Teachers use textbooks
to pass knowledge to students, but there is a lack of feedback.
It is difficult to understand students’ mastery, and it is also
difficult to stimulate students’ interest in learning. The
teaching of mental health situation and ideological with
political itself is a relatively boring subject. The traditional
method is difficult for students to accept the relationship
between mental health situation and ideology and politics,
and it is also difficult for students to strengthen their positive
and optimistic attitude through the cognition Ideological
with political to reduce the risk of mental health situation
problems [11, 12]. The purpose of mental health situation
and ideological with political teaching is to let students
understand the importance of ideological with political
knowledge and the importance of mental health situation
teaching. This will allow them to increase their interest in
learning the cognition Ideological with political, which will
also allow them to truly understand the purpose of the ideo-
logical with political teaching curriculum. Big data theory
has been successfully applied in many feature extraction
fields, which can extract complex nonlinear relationships.
Similarly, the relevant characteristics of mental health situa-
tion and ideological with political teaching can be extracted
and mapped by big data theory [13, 14]. This can solve the
difficulties existing in mental health situation and ideological
teaching tasks in traditional universities. Through big data
theory, it can also improve students’ learning efficiency and
interest in mental health situation and ideological with polit-
ical teaching.

Big data theory is good at dealing with cumbersome and
extremely large data, because big data theory can use the
form of weight and bias to digitize and nonlinearly process
the characteristics of research objects [15, 16]. Big data the-
ory stagnated for a while at the end of the twentieth century,
because the performance of computers could not keep up
with the increase in the amount of data of research objects
[17, 18]. In the early stage of the development of big data

theory, it only used simple machine learning algorithms to
deal with some simple research data problems. However,
with the rapid development of high-performance computers,
computer performance, and memory allow big data theory
to deal with complex problems, which quickly derives more
deep learning algorithms. Big data theory is also widely used
in image recognition and video feature recognition, which
also brings great convenience to people’s life and produc-
tion. In life, the characteristics of research objects in produc-
tion or life are mainly divided into three types: spatial
characteristics, temporal characteristics, and environmental
characteristics [19, 20]. It also has many corresponding algo-
rithms. These mature big data algorithms can be leveraged
by researchers, and it does not require much research. For
mental health situation and ideological with political teach-
ing in universities, big data theory can also extract relevant
features in the teaching process, whether it is spatial or tem-
poral features, and then it can complete the mapping of
complex relationships among teaching tasks.

This research mainly uses big data theory to study the
characteristics of mental health situation and ideological
with political teaching in universities. It can solve the prob-
lems of low efficiency and difficulty in arousing students’
interest in mental health situation and ideological with polit-
ical teaching. In the process of using big data, it mainly ana-
lyzes three aspects: student behavior information, mental
health situation content characteristics, and ideological with
political content characteristics in mental health situation
and ideological with political teaching in universities. This
study uses the atrous convolution (A-CNN) method and
GRU method in big data theory to analyze these three char-
acteristics. This research studies the application of big data
theory in college teaching mental health situation and ideo-
logical with political aspects through 5 parts. Section 1 intro-
duces the relationship between psychology and ideology and
politics and the relevant background of big data theory. Sec-
tion 2 analyzes the research status of mental health situation
and the education of ideological with political. The design
scheme of big data theory in college teaching mental health
situation and ideological with political aspects is analyzed
in Section 2. Section 4 explores the feasibility of ACNN
and GRU technology in terms of characteristics related to
teaching mental health situation and ideological with politi-
cal aspects. In Section 4, this study analyzes the accuracy and
feasibility of big data technology in psychology and ideolog-
ical and political cognition by using the prediction error
scatter plot of the three characteristics and the psychological
teaching content prediction box plot. Section 5 summarizes
the importance of big data theory for mental health situation
and ideological with political teaching in universities.

2. Related Work

Mental health situation and the education of ideological with
political are complementary contents. The cognition Ideo-
logical with political can improve people’s enthusiasm,
which can reduce the probability of people’s mental health
situation problems. Many researchers study the content of
mental health situation and the education of ideological with
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political. In order to solve the problems of low efficiency and
poor stability of educational resources in the process of ideo-
logical with political teaching, it designs an intelligent the
cognition Ideological with political resource integration
model. Liu and Huang [21] use deep learning and data min-
ing technology to integrate ideological with political-related
educational resources. It uses the decision tree in data min-
ing technology to deeply mine the content of the cognition
Ideological with political resources, and then it integrates
these the cognition Ideological with political resources. It
also uses the LDA model to thematically define the compo-
nents of ideological with political related content. The
research results show that this method has relatively high
accuracy and efficiency and this intelligent the cognition
Ideological with political integration platform also has high
stability. Mao et al. [22] believe that the cognition Ideologi-
cal with political is an indispensable part of the curriculum
for college students, which can cultivate college students’
ideological values and positive attitudes towards life. It uses
the new subject education theory to study the teaching mode
of the cognition Ideological with political. It believes that the
combination of collaborative education mode and ideologi-
cal with political teaching can promote the innovation of
the cognition Ideological with political. It establishes a syn-
ergistic effect model to solve the problems of value differ-
ences and lack of collective consciousness in the process of
university teaching. There is also a feedback mechanism in
this method, and the research results show that this synergis-
tic effect model has certain universality in the cognition
Ideological with political of college students in China. This
method can also help college students better understand
the content of the cognition Ideological with political. Lu
[23] believes that the cognition Ideological with political is
a carrier of teaching ideas and politics for the education of
students. In order to better teach the core content and values
of the cognition Ideological with political, it studies a
research-based teaching model. And it uses this teaching
mode to explore the theoretical basis and practical process
of ideological with political teaching. It also analyzes the
opportunities for mental health situation and the education
of ideological with political and the challenges it faces. At
the same time, it also illustrates the use and advantages of
Internet technology in the process of mental health situation
and ideological with political teaching. The results of the dis-
cussion show that Internet technology is helpful to students’
ideological with political teaching. Hang [24] has discovered
the importance of the cognition Ideological with political for
college students. However, it also found that the traditional
blackboard and PPT the cognition Ideological with political
model are facing the risk of being eliminated, and this teach-
ing method can no longer meet the current ideological with
political teaching model. It believes that wireless communi-
cation technology and VR methods can replace blackboard
and PPT teaching methods. The immersive feeling and situ-
ation of VR technology can improve the key content of the
cognition Ideological with political for college students. It
analyzes the application of VR technology and wireless com-
munication technology in university ideological with politi-
cal teaching. The research results show that this method of

college ideological with political teaching can change the
defects of the traditional teaching mode and this method
can also improve the enthusiasm and interest of college stu-
dents in learning ideological with political content. He [25]
mainly studies the content of ideological teaching resources
sharing, and it mainly finds the problems of data interfer-
ence and too long sharing time in traditional ideological
with political teaching resources. It proposes an edge com-
puting ideological with political teaching resource sharing
method. This method utilizes the method of information
entropy suppression, which will eliminate redundant data
of ideological with political resources, which will reduce
the time for resource sharing. The research results show that
this method is more efficient in the content sharing of ideo-
logical with political teaching. Through the above research, it
can be found that few researchers use big data to analyze the
cognitive teaching of psychology and ideology in colleges
and universities. This study uses big data strategies to study
the relevant characteristics of psychology and ideological
and political cognitive teaching, which will improve the effi-
ciency of learning.

3. Application and Analysis of Big Data
Theory in Psychological Ideological with
Political Teaching in Universities

3.1. The Significance of Big Data Theory for Psychological
Ideological with Political Teaching. This research mainly
explores the application of big data theory in the psycholog-
ical ideological with political teaching in universities. The
traditional blackboard or PPT method has been difficult to
meet the psychological ideological with political teaching in
today’s social situation. In today’s social environment, the
teaching mental health situation and ideological with politi-
cal aspects in universities presents a multi-end and complex
feature. The teaching of psychology and ideology is more
complicated, and there are more psychological and ideolog-
ical with political characteristics, which aggravate the psy-
chological and ideological with political characteristics of
universities. And with the development of social diversifica-
tion, the content of teaching mental health situation and
ideological with political aspects will be more extensive.
Teaching is developing in an intelligent direction, which will
increase students’ interest and motivation in learning. The
content of psychology and ideology and politics is a rela-
tively subjective teaching content, unlike mathematics and
physics, which are more rigorous courses. Big data theory
can extract the content characteristics of psychological ideo-
logical with political teaching in universities in the form of
data, and it can help students or teachers to discover more
teaching content characteristics that cannot be found intui-
tively. The teaching content of college psychology and ideo-
logical politics can be displayed in the form of data, and big
data theory can further extract and predict the characteris-
tics of college teaching mental health situation and ideolog-
ical with political aspects content, which can quantitatively
analyze the teaching characteristics of college teaching men-
tal health situation and ideological with political aspects.
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3.2. Design Scheme of Big Data Theory in Psychological
Ideological with Political Teaching in Universities. Through
the above analysis and introduction, it can be found that
the three key characteristics are the student behavior infor-
mation, the content characteristics of psychological teaching,
and the content characteristics of ideological with political
teaching in psychology and ideology. These three character-
istics are the key factors affecting the success of psychologi-
cal ideological with political teaching in universities. Only by
grasping these three key characteristics, it will more accu-
rately grasp the development direction of college teaching
mental health situation and ideological with political aspects.
This will also more efficiently stimulate students’ interest in
learning, and it will also improve students’ awareness of
mental health situation content and ideological with political
teaching content. Figure 1 shows the design scheme of big
data theory in college teaching mental health situation and
ideological with political aspects, which is an intelligent
teaching design scheme. First of all, the three characteristics
of psychological teaching content, ideological with political
teaching content characteristics and student behavior of col-
lege teaching mental health situation, and ideological with
political aspects are input into the ACNN neural network
in the form of data, and the data of these three characteris-
tics will be in the form of a matrix. The data operates
through full feature extraction, convolution operations, and
nonlinear feature maps. It will output content related to
mental health situation and ideological with political teach-
ing. These data will be further input into the GRU neural
network, and these features will complete the extraction of
temporal features. Finally, this intelligent system will map
and predict the data related to psychological ideological with
political teaching in universities according to the content
characteristics of mental health situation and the complex
relationship between the content characteristics of ideologi-
cal with political teaching and student behavior. In
Figure 1, the computer-aided system can display the psycho-
logical and ideological and political-related knowledge
acquired by ACNN and GRU methods to students or
teachers, which is also the last part of this intelligent teach-
ing system.

3.3. The Principle and Work-Flow of GRU Algorithm. For the
research on mental health situation and ideological with
political teaching in universities, these characteristics will
involve more time characteristics. For example, student
behavior information is a relatively temporal feature. The
LSTM method is a relatively common temporal feature
extraction algorithm, which also memorizes historical state
information. However, the LSTM algorithm has a lot of
parameter calculations in the training process. The GRU
method has the same functionality as the LSTM algorithm,
but it involves fewer parameters in the training process.
Figure 2 shows the relevant characteristics of the calculation
method of the GRU method in the process of learning men-
tal health situation and ideological with political teaching in
universities. The GRU method has a simpler gate structure
than the LSTM method, which reduces the process of
parameter derivation calculation. This also reduces the use

of computer memory, which can also reduce the learning
time for psychology and ideological and political cognition
teaching.

In the following, this study introduces the equations of
the GRU method and the workflow of the equations, which
mainly include four processes: update gate, reset gate, and
loss function.

(1) Compared with the LSTMmethod, the GRU method
improves the four-gate structure of the LSTM
method into a two-gate structure, which greatly
reduces the amount of parameter computation. The
update gate is mainly responsible for selectively fil-
tering historical information, and it also inputs the
input data and historical selective data into the
GRU structure of the next layer. Equations (1) and
(2) show the calculation guidelines for the update
gate

gr = σ Wr ht−1, xt½ � + brð Þ, ð1Þ

~ht = tanh Wh grht−1, xt½ � + bhð Þ: ð2Þ

(2) Equations (3) and (4) show the calculation criterion
of the GRU reset gate, which is similar to the refresh
gate and output gate in LSTM. It can output histor-
ical status data as well as current status data.

gz = σ Wz ht−1, xt½ � + bzð Þ, ð3Þ

ht = 1 − gzð Þht−1 + gz
~ht: ð4Þ

(3) Every deep learning algorithm contains weights and
biases. The nonlinear relationship of the data will
be stored in the distribution of weights and biases.
In the learning process of GRU, the derivation calcu-
lation methods of weights and biases are as shown in
the following equations:

Δω ji = −η
∂E
∂ωji

, ð5Þ

Δuij = −η
∂E∂
∂uij

: ð6Þ

(4) The loss function is also an important part of the
structure of the GRU algorithm. It will be responsi-
ble for calculating the error calculation between the
predicted value and the actual value of the eigen-
values of ideological with political and psychological
education. The learning process of GRU is based on
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the error of the loss function. Equation (7) shows
how the loss function is calculated. In this study,
the mean square error loss function was chosen.
The mean square error loss function is a commonly
used loss function, which has relatively high stability.
It is also applicable to the data types of psychology
and ideological and political cognition teaching.
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3.4. The Role of the ACNN Method for Teaching Mental
Health Situation and Ideological with Political Aspects.
ACNN has specific and obvious advantages in extracting
the characteristics of research objects. It can not only extract
the characteristics of research objects, but also reduce the
number of parameters. Compared with the CNN method,
it has a higher advantage in running cost. The characteristics
of college teaching mental health situation and ideological
with political aspects will have a lot of parameters. If the
CNN method is used, it will consume high costs and com-
puting resources. Figure 3 shows the calculation process

and principle of ACNN. Compared with the CNN method,
the ACNN method has less parameter computation, which
is also the biggest advantage of the ACNN algorithm. There
will be a huge amount of data in the teaching characteristics
of psychology and ideological and political cognition. If the
CNN method is used, more computing resources will be
wasted.

Compared with the CNN method, the biggest change of
the GRU algorithm is that the method of outputting features
is different. Equation (8) shows the calculation equation of
the output feature of the GRU algorithm, which is also a cal-
culation method unique to ACNN:

Sout =
Sin + 2pading − Skenal

step

� �
+ 1: ð8Þ

Equation (9) shows the computational equation for the
input features of ACNN. Equation (10) shows the method
of parameter adjustment of ACNN.

Sin = Sout − 1ð Þ × step + Skenal − 2pading, ð9Þ

Vi =Vi−1 + Skenal−i ×
Yi−1
i=1

stepi−1: ð10Þ

During the training process of ACNN, it will have an
activation function. Activation function is a process of

ACNN
Ideological and 

political 
content

Mental health 
content

Student 
behavior

GRU

Figure 1: Design scheme of big data theory in psychological ideological with political teaching in universities.
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x x

x x

+ +

1- 1-

Reset gate

Update gate Update gate

Reset gate

Figure 2: The basic principle and process of GRU algorithm.
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nonlinear data processing. Equation (11) shows the operation
process of the activation function of the ACNN algorithm:

al = Re LU zl
� �

= Re LU Wlal−1 + bl
� �

: ð11Þ

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

This research mainly uses big data theory to learn and map
the three eigenvalues of ideological with political and psy-
chological education in universities. This will help teachers
and students to find a more suitable content and teaching
methods for teaching mental health situation and ideological
with political aspects. Big data theory can also find some cor-
relations that cannot be found by artificial means about the
eigenvalues of ideological with political and psychological
education in universities. The traditional psychological and
ideological with political teaching model only uses textbooks
to teach psychological and ideological with political knowl-
edge; it cannot show more appropriate psychological and
ideological with political knowledge according to students’
interests and performance. The core of big data theory is a
huge amount of data, which can discover the characteristics
and correlations of research objects from the data. Data sets
are also an important source of big data theory. In this study,
the psychological and ideological with political related data
of many universities in Shanghai were selected as the data
set for this study. Shanghai has more colleges and universi-
ties compared to other provinces. Moreover, the economic
development of Shanghai is relatively developed, which can
specify the relevant characteristics of more types of psychol-
ogy and ideological and political cognitive teaching. This
expands the source of the data set.

In order to further illustrate whether the three character-
istics of college teaching mental health situation and ideolog-
ical with political aspects have strong temporal correlations,
this study first analyzed the accuracy of the single ACNN
method in predicting the three eigenvalues of ideological
with political and psychological education. Figure 4 shows
the prediction errors of three eigenvalues of ideological with
political and psychological education using a single ACNN
method. In Figure 4, the area of the green area represents
the data for which the prediction error of the three charac-
teristics of psychology and ideological and political cogni-
tion teaching is within 2%. This green area can intuitively
see the distribution of most of the prediction error values.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the prediction errors of
the three psychological ideological with political characteris-
tics are all within a reasonable range. These three kinds of
errors can meet the teaching reform tasks of psychology
and ideology in universities. However, the values of these
three errors are also in a large range, and it is also difficult
to grasp the direction of the teaching tasks of psychology
and ideology. In general, the largest characteristic error of
teaching mental health situation and ideological with politi-
cal aspects comes from the characteristics of student behav-
ior information, which is 3.01%. The smallest error also
reaches 2.67%, which is a prediction of the content charac-
teristics of ideological with political teaching. The relation-
ship between student behavior characteristics and time is
relatively large, which is difficult to grasp only by the ACNN
method.

Through the analysis of Figure 4, it can be found that
only using the ACNN method to predict the three eigen-
values of ideological with political and psychological educa-
tion will have a specific higher error, but it is also a usable
prediction error. This study further used the ACNN-GRU
method to study the accuracy of big data methods in pre-
dicting three eigenvalues of ideological with political and
psychological education. Figure 5 shows the prediction
errors of three eigenvalues of ideological with political and
psychological education using the ACNN-GRU method. In
Figure 5, each two represents a feature of psychology and
ideological and political cognition teaching, and the left
one represents the predicted value of psychological and ideo-
logical and political cognition teaching using the ACNN
method. The predicted values on the right representing psy-
chological and instructional cognitive teaching characteris-
tics utilize the ACNN-GRU method. From Figure 5, it can
be seen intuitively that the prediction errors of the three
characteristics of psychology and ideology have been greatly
reduced. For the characteristics of student behavior, the pre-
diction error is reduced from 3.01% to 2.66%. For the char-
acteristics of psychological teaching content, the prediction
error is reduced from 2.78% to 1.96%. This shows that the
ACNN-GRU method has higher accuracy compared with
the ACNN method in predicting three characteristics of psy-
chology and ideology.

Figures 4 and 5 show the average prediction error of the
eigenvalues of ideological with political and psychological
education in universities, which can only reflect the overall
effect of the ACNN-GRU and ACNN methods in predicting

Figure 3: Schematic diagram and principle of the ACNN method.
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the eigenvalues of ideological with political and psychologi-
cal education. In order to further demonstrate the prediction
effect of the ACNN-GRU method on different individual
characteristics, this study selected 24 groups of ideological
with political teaching content characteristics for analysis.
Figure 6 shows the prediction error distribution of the con-
tent characteristics of ideological with political teaching in
teaching mental health situation and ideological with politi-
cal aspects. For the prediction error distribution of the con-
tent characteristics of ideological and political teaching, the
reason for the large fluctuation here may be due to the rela-
tively large fluctuation of the content characteristics of ideo-
logical and political teaching itself. Most of the feature values
are close to the interval of the training set. From Figure 6, it
can be seen that most of the prediction errors of the 24
groups of ideological with political teaching content charac-
teristics are within 2%, and only one group of data has an
error of more than 2%. There are also some ideological with
political teaching content characteristics. The prediction
error of the content characteristics is within 1%. This is

enough to illustrate the accuracy and reliability of the
ACNN-GRU method in predicting the content of ideological
with political teaching. Regardless of global accuracy or indi-
vidual accuracy, the ACNN-GRU method can predict the
characteristics of ideological with political teaching content.

Through the previous research, it can be found that the
prediction error of the content characteristics of psycholog-
ical teaching is larger than the prediction error of the con-
tent characteristics of ideological with political teaching. In
this study, in order to further illustrate the effectiveness of
ACNN-GRU, it still selected 24 groups of characteristics of
psychological teaching content for analysis. Figure 7 shows
the distribution of predicted values and actual values of psy-
chological teaching content characteristics of college teach-
ing mental health situation and ideological with political
aspects. In Figure 7, the reason for the large differences in
the data sets of psychological teaching cognitive content
characteristics may be due to the relatively large fluctuations
in the psychological teaching cognitive content. There are
great differences in the content of psychological teaching at
different times. The box plot can also intuitively see the dis-
tribution of the average and extreme values of the character-
istics of the psychological teaching content. From the
distribution of data values of psychological teaching content
features, the ACNN-GRU method can accurately predict
psychological teaching content characteristics, because the
size and distribution of data values are in good agreement
with the actual psychological teaching content characteris-
tics. Although there are peaks and valleys in the data distri-
bution of psychological teaching content characteristics, the
ACNN-GRU method can still perform the task of predicting
psychological teaching content characteristics well. From the
perspective of the average and extreme value of the charac-
teristics of psychological teaching content, the predicted
value and the actual value of the two eigenvalues are also
in good agreement. This shows that the ACNN-GRU
method has high reliability in predicting the characteristics
of psychological teaching content.

From Figures 4 and 5, it can be seen that the prediction
error of student behavior characteristics is the largest among
the three psychological and ideological with political teach-
ing characteristics. Similarly, this study also selected 24
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Figure 4: Prediction error of related eigenvalues of ideological with
political and psychological education in universities using ACNN
method.
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groups of students’ behavioral characteristics for accuracy
analysis. Figure 8 shows the distribution of predicted and
actual values of student behavior characteristics in teaching
mental health situation and ideological with political aspects.
In Figure 8, the black line represents the average value of the
student behavior information feature value, which includes
the average value of the predicted value and the actual value.
The two ends of the black line represent the extreme values
of the information characteristic of student behavior. The
large differences in the data values of the student behavior
characteristics may be due to the large differences in the stu-
dent groups in the process of collecting the student behavior
characteristic data sets. The characteristics of student behav-
ior are similar to the characteristics of psychological teach-
ing content, and it also has peaks and valleys. For big data
theory, this distribution of peaks and valleys is more difficult
to predict. However, the ACNN-GRU method can also bet-
ter predict the behavioral characteristics of students in
teaching mental health situation and ideological with politi-
cal aspects. ACNN-GRU has already predicted the data
values of student behavior characteristics, whether it is the
peak value or the peak-to-valley value distribution of student

behavior characteristics. This shows that the ACNN-GRU
method has high reliability for predicting the characteristics
of students’ behavior in psychology and ideology.

5. Conclusions

In today’s era, college students will face greater academic
and employment pressure, which can easily cause the mental
health situation problems. Only by maintaining a positive
and optimistic attitude will you avoid mental health situa-
tion problems. Mental health situation problems can easily
cause the extreme events. The cognition Ideological with
political can impart a positive and optimistic attitude to life
and life concepts to students. Once students have a positive
and objective attitude, it can also make it easier for students
to receive the cognition Ideological with political. Mental
health situation education and the cognition Ideological with
political are a complementary relationship. However, with
the advancement of technology, traditional teaching
methods may not meet the needs of teachers and students
to understand psychological and ideological with political
knowledge. There will be a lot of cumbersome data and
knowledge points in psychology and ideological and political
cognition, and traditional teaching methods may be difficult
to teach according to different students. Big data technology
can carry out relevant psychological and ideological and
political cognition teaching according to the different situa-
tions of students.

This study uses big data theory to study three character-
istics of psychological teaching content, ideological with
political teaching content and student behavior in college
teaching mental health situation, and ideological with polit-
ical aspects. First, this study analyzes the error of the ACNN
method in predicting the eigenvalues of ideological with
political and psychological education. Although the predic-
tion errors of the three characteristics can meet the teaching
needs of psychology and ideology, the numerical values of
these three errors are relatively large. A single ACNN
method has a relatively large error in predicting the relevant
characteristics of psychology and ideological and political
cognition, with the largest error reaching 3.01%. This error
value is not conducive to college teachers and students’
learning of psychology and ideological and political cogni-
tion. Then, this study analyzes the accuracy and efficiency
of the ACNN-GRU method in predicting the eigenvalues
of ideological with political and psychological education.
Compared with the single ACNN method, the prediction
accuracy of the ACNN-GRU method has been significantly
improved for three eigenvalues of ideological with political
and psychological education. The largest prediction error
comes from the characteristics of students’ behavior, and
this part of the error is only 2.66%. ACNN and GRU have
achieved relatively good results in predicting the psycholog-
ical and ideological and political situation in colleges and
universities. The model after this training can be directly
applied to the actual cognitive teaching of psychology and
ideological and political. This enables knowledge matching
based on the needs of students and teachers.
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Figure 7: Distribution of predicted value and actual value of
psychological teaching content characteristics.
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To investigate the influences of ultrasonic image-guided erector spinae plane block (ESPB) on postoperative pulmonary air
content of lung carcinoma patients undergoing thoracoscopic surgery, 42 patients performed with thoracoscopic radical
surgery for lung carcinoma were selected. The patients in the experimental group were performed with ultrasound-guided
unilateral ESPB and intravenous general anesthesia. The patients in the control group only underwent intravenous anesthesia.
The changes in postoperative pulmonary air content between the two groups were compared. After that, all included patients
were divided into the experimental (senior) group (13 cases), the experimental (adult) group (8 cases), the control (senior)
group (11 cases), and the control (adult) group (10 cases) according to age. The changes in postoperative pulmonary air
content of patients in the four groups were compared. The results showed that lung ultrasound score (LUS) of patients in
experimental group was 6:4 ± 3:2 points 0.5 hour after catheter extraction and LUS was 4:1 ± 2:3 points 20 to 30 hours. Both
scores were remarkably lower than those of patients in control group (P < 0:05). LUS of lower left anterior area, upper left
posterior area, lower left posterior area, upper right posterior area, and lower right posterior area of patients in experimental
group was all apparently lower than those in control group 0.5 hour after catheter extraction (P < 0:05). LUS of upper left
posterior area, lower left posterior area, lower right anterior area, upper right posterior area, and lower right posterior area of
patients in experimental group was all remarkably lower than those in control group 20 to 30 hours after surgery (P < 0:05).
LUS of senile patients and middle-aged patients in experimental group 0.5 hour after catheter extraction was 8:01 ± 2:48 points
and 5:93 ± 3:91 points, respectively, which were both notably lower than those in control group (P < 0:05). Ultrasound-guided
ESPB exerted fewer influences on lung and could effectively improve postoperative pulmonary air content among patients.
Hence, it was worthy of clinical promotion.

1. Introduction

Lung carcinoma is one of the commonest malignant tumors.
Over the past 50 years, the incidence of lung carcinoma has
been rising year by year [1]. The cause of lung carcinoma is
still not very clear. As population aging and environmental
pollution gradually become serious, the incidence and mor-
tality of lung carcinoma will further increase. At present, the
main clinical treatment method for lung carcinoma is surgi-
cal tumor resection. In the early stage of lung carcinoma,

therapeutic goal can be achieved by surgical treatment [2].
Thoracoscopic surgery is characterized by small incision,
less trauma, and good effect. It is replacing most traditional
thoracotomy incisions [3]. Thoracic surgery results in acute
postoperative pain, which is related to muscle separation at
incision, rib shrinkage, rib resection, and damage to the
intercostal nerve. Poor pain management may aggravate
postoperative pulmonary dysfunction among patients [4].
During thoracoscopic surgery, the stress reaction caused by
surgical trauma is reduced. However, patients tend to
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weaken the range of respiratory movement and reduce
coughing, expectoration, and turning over if postoperative
analgesia is poor. As a result, the risk of postoperative atelec-
tasis and lung infection is increased [5].

After thoracic surgery, it is difficult to achieve the best
analgesic effect by adopting a single analgesic program.
The increase of the dose of opioids results in the growth of
the incidence of nausea, vomiting, and other adverse reac-
tions [6]. Local anesthetic shows good analgesic effect and
high safety. The application of multimode analgesic methods
can help patients recover as soon as possible after surgery
[7]. Thoracic epidural block and thoracic paraspinal nerve
block are the gold standards of regional analgesia during
thoracotomy. According to relevant studies, pain score is
affected to some extent [8]. In recent years, the development
of ultrasound visualization technology promotes the popu-
larization of nerve block anesthesia. With the guidance of
ultrasound, nerve block takes effect in shorter time. Besides,
nerve block operation is less time-consuming, success rate is
increased, and the incidence of related complications is
reduced [9]. Erector spinae plane block (ESPB) is explained
as follows. According to different types of surgeries, the cor-
responding spinal nerve segment is selected, and local anes-
thetic is injected into fascia in erector spinae to block the
nerve in the fascia using appropriate methods. As a result,
analgesic effects are shown [10]. Some studies demonstrate
that ultrasound-guided ESPB has the similar analgesic effect
with paravertebral block. In contrast, it is easier to perform
ultrasound-guided ESPB with less time [11].

Some studies show that different levels of postoperative
damages to gas exchange or respiratory mechanics occur
among all patients even if their pulmonary function is nor-
mal without other diseases before anesthesia surgery. The
incidence of atelectasis is about 90% [12]. The main cause
is that muscular relaxants used for general anesthesia, espe-
cially long-acting muscular relaxants, inhibit the function of
patients’ respiratory muscle, which leads to the reduction in
lung air flow in patients’ bodies. To deepen anesthesia, heavy
use of anesthetic inhibits the excitatory response of the ven-
tilator. In addition, the use of general anesthetic leads to the
increased permeability of pulmonary capillary as well as the
decreased content of macrophage in patients’ bodies and
inhibits the release of active substances on the surface of pul-
monary alveoli [13]. In addition, adjuvant mechanical venti-
lation is required because anesthesia inhibits patients’
respiratory function. However, respiratory system resistance
is increased without muscle tone in this case. During
mechanical ventilation, pulmonary alveoli collapses, shear-
ing injury occurs, and pulmonary compliance changes
abnormally. A variety of reasons lead to the reduction in
patients’ functional residual capacity and lung air content.
What is worse, these reasons cause pulmonary vascular
shunt and pulmonary gas exchange cannot occur, which fur-
ther develops into atelectasis [14].

Therefore, the patients undergoing thoracoscopic radical
surgery for lung carcinoma were selected and performed
with ultrasound-guided ESPB anesthesia method as well as
intravenous anesthesia method. The changes in postopera-
tive lung air content of patients were compared, and the

influences of ultrasound-guided ESPB anesthesia on postop-
erative lung air content of patients undergoing thoraco-
scopic radical surgery for lung carcinoma were investigated
to provide reference values for subsequent clinical surgical
treatment of lung carcinoma and improve therapeutic effect.

2. Research Methods

2.1. Objects. Forty-two patients undergoing thoracoscopic
radical surgery for lung carcinoma (55 ± 4:3 years old) in
hospital were selected. Their body mass index (BMI) was
22 ± 1:5 kg/m2. They were randomly divided into two
groups. 21 patients in control group were performed only
with intravenous general anesthesia. 21 patients in experi-
mental group underwent ultrasound-guided unilateral ESPB
and intravenous general anesthesia. Further grouping:
according to whether the patient was 65 years old or above,
they were divided into elderly group and middle-aged group,
including experimental (elderly) group (13 cases), experi-
mental (adult) group (8 cases), control (elderly) group (11
cases), and control (adult) group (10 cases). All included
research objects had signed informed consent forms, and
this study had been approved by ethics committee of
hospital.

Inclusion criteria: patients with American Society of
Anesthesiologists (ASA) level I and II and BMI below
30 kg/m2; patients with generally normal pulmonary func-
tion on admission; patients without previous history of
radiotherapy and chemotherapy and using antipsychotic
drug, antisympathetic drug, antipsychotic drug, and drugs
interfering with adrenal function for a period of time before
surgery; patients who could normally understand and be
cooperative throughout the experiment.

Exclusion criteria: patients with hypertension level at II
or above and complicated cerebrovascular disease; patients
with complicated empyema and puncture site infection;
patients with serious circulation system disease; patients
with abnormal curvature of the spine and space occupying
lesion of erector spinae; patients with serious liver and renal
insufficiency.

2.2. Anesthesia Method. The detailed survey of patients’ con-
dition was carried out, and the risks and possible accidents
of surgical anesthesia were explained to patients. Relevant
knowledge about anesthesia were introduced to patients,
and they were instructed to sign informed consent forms.
Routine fasting lasted for 8 hours and abstinence lasted for
4 hours before surgery.

Anesthesia methods were explained as follows. After
entering operating room, upper limb venous channel was
routinely established. 10ml/kg sodium lactate Ringer’s injec-
tion was infused. Besides, mask oxygen inhalation was
implemented, and oxygen flow was 2 L/min. Under local
anesthesia, radial artery puncture was performed for inva-
sive arterial blood pressure monitoring. Puncture and cathe-
terization were performed for right internal jugular vein for
the preparation of intraoperative fluid replenishment and
venous blood extraction. Besides, electrocardio, pulse, and
oxygen saturation were routinely monitored. Patients in
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experimental group were instructed to take lateral position
and receive single ESPB at T5 horizontal transverse process
under the guidance of ultrasound. 25mL of 0.4% ropivacaine
was used for local anesthesia. After 20 minutes, ice method
was adopted to test block plane at the anterior axillary line
of the affected side and assess if puncture was routine. If
the plane was less than three segments, puncture failed and
was not included in the research. The patients in control
group were performed only with intravenous general anes-
thesia. Before the anesthesia induction, 100mL physiological
saline was injected with 0.5μg/kg dexmedetomidine hydro-
chloride, and intravenous drip was carried out within 15
minutes. After that, all patients received intravenous general
anesthesia and the venous injection of 1.5-2.0mg/kg propo-
fol, 0.5μg/kg sufentanil, and 1.5mg/kg cis-atracurium. Dou-
ble lumen bronchial intubation was implemented, and
adjuvant mechanical ventilation was carried out after the
accurate positioning of fiber bronchoscope. Intravenous
micropump was used to pump propofol (4-6mg/kg/h) and
remifentanil (0.1-1μg/kg/h) to maintain anesthesia. Cis-
atracurium was injected intermittently. According to the
stimulation intensity, cyclic change, and bispectral index of
intraoperative operation, the dosage of propofol and remi-
fentanil was adjusted, and the value of bispectral index was
kept between 40 and 60. Normally, blood pressure should
fluctuate within ±20% of basic blood pressure. Insulation
measure should be taken during the surgery. Target-
oriented transfusion treatment was adopted, and PetCO2
was kept between 30 and 40mmHg. 100 g flurbiprofen axetil
was offered for patients to perform analgesic cohesion half
an hour before skin suture. After surgery, the patients in
the two groups carried out patient-controlled intravenous
analgesia (PCIA). Analgesic pump formulation was as fol-
lows. 1.0μg/mL sufentanil, 32mg ondansetron hydrochlo-
ride tablets, and physiological saline were diluted to
100mL. Background infusion was 2.5mL/h per time

followed by 2.5mL, and the lock time was 25 minutes. After
the surgery, routine vital sign monitoring and extubation
were performed according to patients’ situation.

Ultrasound-guided ESPB was explained as follows. In
the experiment, ultrasound-guided unilateral ESPB based
on minor axis in-plane technique was utilized. Based on
ultrasonic imaging, the trajectory of the needle tip in the
needle track could be accurately seen. The needle tip reached
the surface of transverse process and the deep surface of
erector spinae safely and conventionally. Patients were asked
to take lateral position. T5 spinous process was determined
and then labeled. Conventional disinfection and skin prepa-
ration were performed. After that, the ultrasonic probe was
placed longitudinally parallel to the spine at 2 to 3 cm out-
side T5 spinous process. Through ultrasonic screen imaging,
trapezius muscle, rhomboideus, erector spinae, and T5
transverse process could be accurately observed from top
to bottom. A 22G puncture needle was inserted from head
to end. The needle tip position was determined by injecting
1-2mL of physiological saline after no air or blood was
pumped back. Next, the local anesthetic solution was
injected into the surface of T5 transverse process and the
deep surface of erector spinae. If the local anesthetic solution
diffused in the plane of erector spinae fascia and erector spi-
nae elevated, block operation was successful. After 20
minutes, ice method was adopted to feel and test the block
plane at anterior axillary line level.

2.3. Division of Lung Ultrasound Regions. Ultrasound equip-
ment was used. Twelve division method was adopted for
examination [15, 16]. Bilateral anterior axillary line and pos-
terior axillary line were set as the boundary. Lung area was
divided into anterior, lateral, and posterior areas. Besides,
bilateral nipple connection lines were set as the boundary.
The anterior, lateral, and posterior areas were divided into
upper left anterior area, lower left anterior area, upper left
lateral area, lower left lateral area, upper left posterior area,
lower left posterior area, upper right anterior area, upper
right posterior area, upper right lateral area, lower right lat-
eral area, upper right posterior area, and lower right poste-
rior area. A low-frequency convex array probe with the
frequency of 2 to 5MHz was used to collect ultrasonic
images from 12 areas of the whole lung. During the collec-
tion, the pulmonary ultrasonic images of each area were pre-
served for 15 s. The sites where pulmonary air content
images changed most obviously were collected firstly. If the
collected ultrasonic images were not clear and they could
not display the real change of patients’ lungs, more videos
needed to be recorded or more images should be collected.

Table 1: Scoring standard for pulmonary ultrasonic images.

Image presentation Scores (value)

Clear A line and lung sliding or 0 to 2 B lines 0

3 or more B lines or small subpleural consolidation separated by smooth pleura line 1

Multiple complicated B lines or they were thickened, and small subpleural consolidation separated by irregular pleura line 2

Solid lung disease 3

Table 2: General data on patients.

Groups
Experimental group (21

patients)
Control group (21

patients)

Age (years old) 54 ± 5:8 56 ± 6:2
Gender (male/
female)

10/11 8/13

BMI (kg/m2) 21 ± 3:6 22 ± 2:4
ASA level (case,
I/II)

6/15 9/12

Anesthesia time
(min)

128:3 ± 36:7 125:8 ± 38:2
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2.4. Ultrasound Image Scoring. After imaging acquisition, the
semiquantitative scoring standard was adopted to pulmo-
nary ultrasonic signs. According to LUS, the severity of the
changes in pulmonary air content was determined. The
score for each pulmonary ultrasonic area ranged between 0
and 3 points. The total score of all 12 areas in the whole lung
ranged between 0 and 36 points. 0 point indicated no abnor-
mality in air content. A lower LUS suggested that the differ-
ence in the change of pulmonary air content was less
significant and higher level of pulmonary air content. A
higher LUS meant more remarkable reduction in pulmonary
air content and worse condition, as displayed in Table 1.

2.5. Statistical Methods. SPSS 22.0 statistical software was
utilized for analysis. Measurement data were expressed with
mean ± standard deviation (−x ± s). General data were ana-
lyzed with independent sample t test. Paired sample t test
was used to compare pulmonary LUS of healthy volunteers
at different time points. P < 0:05 indicated that the difference
showed statistical meaning.

3. Results

3.1. General Data. Age, BMI, ASA level, anesthesia time, and
other general data of patients in the two groups demon-

strated no statistical differences (P > 0:05), as displayed in
Table 2.

3.2. Lung Ultrasound Images. Images were acquired when
patients were visited on the morning of surgery day or the
day before surgery. In analysis of a 56-year-old male patient,
images were acquired 0.5 hour after the tracheal tube was
removed and postoperative extubation was indicated.
Images were acquired 20 to 30 hours after surgery, indicat-
ing that ultrasound can clearly show the lung disease in the
lungs (Figure 1).

3.3. Whole Lung LUS of Patients. The difference in LUS of
patients in the two groups on the morning of surgery day
revealed no statistical meaning (P > 0:05). LUS of patients
in experimental group (6:4 ± 3:2 points) was remarkably
lower than that of patients in control group (10:3 ± 3:8
points) 0.5 hour after catheter extraction, and the difference
was significantly significant (P < 0:05). LUS of patients in
experimental group (4:1 ± 2:3 points) was notably lower
than that of patients in control group (7:7 ± 2:9 points) 20
to 30 hours after surgery, and the difference showed statisti-
cal meaning (P < 0:05), as illustrated in Figure 2.

3.4. LUS of 12 Pulmonary Areas of Patients in the Two
Groups. Figure 3(a) is the upper left anterior region;

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Pulmonary ultrasound. (a) Ultrasonic image 0.5 hours after extubation. (b) Ultrasonic image 20 hours after surgery.
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Figure 2: Comparison of whole lung LUS. I: the day of surgery; II: 0.5 h after extubation; III: 20-30 h after operation. ∗Compared with
control group, P < 0:05.
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Figure 3: Comparison of left lung LUS scores. I: the day of surgery; II: 0.5 h after extubation; III: 20-30 h after operation. (a) The upper left
anterior region. (b) The LUS score results of the lung region in the lower left region at different times. (c) The LUS score results of the lung
region in the upper left region at different times. (d) The lung region in the lower left region at different times. (e) The LUS score results of
the left upper posterior region at different times. (f) The LUS score results of the left lower posterior region at different times. ∗Compared
with control group, P < 0:05.
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Figure 4: Comparison of right lung LUS scores. I: the day of surgery; II: 0.5 h after extubation; III: 20-30 h after operation. (a) The upper
right anterior area. (b) The LUS score results of the lower right anterior area at different times. (c) The LUS score results of the upper right
area at different times. (d) The lower right area at different times. (e) The upper right posterior area. (f) The LUS score results of the lung
area at different times in the lower right posterior area. ∗Compared with control group, P < 0:05.
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Figure 3(b) is the LUS score results of the lung region in the
lower left region at different times, 20-30 hours after the
operation, the LUS score of the lower left anterior area in
the control group was higher than that in the experimental
group.

Figure 3(c) is the LUS score results of the lung region in
the upper left region at different times. The figure shows that
the upper left area of the control group is higher than that of
the observation group in the three time periods.

Figure 3(d) is the lung region in the lower left region at
different times. LUS score results: the figure shows that the
upper left area of the control group is higher than that of
the observation group in the three time periods.

Figure 3(e) is the LUS score results of the left upper pos-
terior region at different times, the LUS score in the lower
left area of the observation group was significantly lower
than that of the experimental group at 0.5 hours and 20-30
hours after extubation (P < 0:05).

Figure 3(f) is the LUS score results of the left lower pos-
terior region at different times. The LUS score in the lower
left area of the observation group was significantly lower
than that of the experimental group at 0.5 hours and 20-30
hours after extubation (P < 0:05).

Figure 4(a) is the upper right anterior area; Figure 4(b) is
the LUS score results of the lower right anterior area at dif-
ferent times. The LUS score of the lower right anterior area
of the observation group was higher than that of the control
group at 0.5 hours after extubation and 20-30 hours after
operation. Figure 4(c) is the LUS score results of the upper
right area at different times. On the day of operation and
20-30 hours after extubation, the LUS score in the upper
right area of the control group was higher than that of the
observation group, but the LUS score of the upper right area
of the control group was lower than that of the observation
group at 0.5 hours after extubation. Figure 4(d) is the lower
right area at different times. The LUS score results of the
lung area: the lower right area of the control group was
higher than that of the experimental group in the three time
periods, but the experimental group was significantly lower

than the control group at 20-30 hours after surgery
(P < 0:05). Figure 4(e) is the upper right posterior area.
The LUS score in the upper right posterior area of the obser-
vation group was significantly lower than that of the control
group at 0.5 h and 20-30 hours after extubation (P < 0:05).
Figure 4(f) is the LUS score results of the lung area at differ-
ent times in the lower right posterior area. The LUS score in
the lower right posterior area of the observation group was
significantly lower than that of the control group at 0.5 h
after extubation and 20-30 hours after operation (P < 0:05).

3.5. Whole Lung LUS of Patients at Different Age Groups.
The differences in LUS of patients in the four groups on
the morning of surgery day all showed no statistical meaning
(P > 0:05). LUS of elderly patients in experimental group
(8:01 ± 2:48 points) was obviously lower than that of elderly
patients in control group (11:96 ± 3:08 points) 0.5 hour after
catheter extraction, and the difference had statistical mean-
ing (P < 0:05). LUS of middle-aged patients in experimental
group (5:93 ± 3:91 points) was remarkably lower than that
of middle-aged patients in control group (9:27 ± 3:06
points), and the difference demonstrated statistical meaning
(P < 0:05). LUS of elderly patients in experimental group
(5:68 ± 3:29 points) was dramatically lower than that of
elderly patients in control group (8:22 ± 3:05 points) 20 to
30 hours after surgery, and the difference had statistical
meaning (P < 0:05). LUS of middle-aged patients in experi-
mental group (3:47 ± 3:16 points) was remarkably lower
than that of middle-aged patients in control group
(7:05 ± 4:02 points), and the difference revealed statistical
meaning (P < 0:05), as shown in Figure 5.

3.6. LUS of 12 Pulmonary Areas of Patients at Different Age
Groups in Experimental Group. Figure 6(a) is the upper left
anterior region; Figure 6(b) is the LUS score results of 12
lung regions of patients in different age groups in the lower
left region. On the day of surgery and 20-30 hours after sur-
gery, the LUS score of the elderly patients in the experimen-
tal group was higher than that of the young patients.
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Figure 5: Whole lung LUS of patients at different age groups. I: the day of surgery; II: 0.5 h after extubation; III: 20-30 h after operation. ∗
Compared with control group, P < 0:05.
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Figure 6(c) is the LUS score results of 12 lung regions of
patients of different age groups in the upper left region, the
scores of the upper left area of the young patients in the
experimental groups in the three time periods were signifi-

cantly lower than those of the elderly patients (P < 0:05).
Figure 6(d) is the LUS score results of 12 lung areas of
patients in different age groups in the lower left area, the
LUS scores in the lower left area of the young group patients
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Figure 6: Comparison of left lung LUS scores of patients at different age groups. I: the day of surgery; II: 0.5 h after extubation; III: 20-30 h
after operation. (a) The upper left anterior region. (b) The LUS score results of 12 lung regions of patients in different age groups in the lower
left region. (c) The LUS score results of 12 lung regions of patients of different age groups in the upper left region. (d) The LUS score results
of 12 lung areas of patients in different age groups in the lower left area. (e) The LUS score results of 12 lung areas of patients in different age
groups in the upper left posterior area. (f) The LUS score of 12 lung areas of patients in different age groups in the lower left posterior area. ∗
Compared with elderly group, P < 0:05.
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were lower than those of the elderly group on the day of sur-
gery and 20-30 hours after the operation. Figure 6(e) is the
LUS score results of 12 lung areas of patients in different
age groups in the upper left posterior area, 0.5 hours after

extubation and 20-30 hours after surgery, the score of the
left upper posterior area in the youth group was lower than
the LUS score in the elderly group. Figure 6(f) is the LUS
score of 12 lung areas of patients in different age groups in
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Figure 7: Comparison of right lung LUS of patients at different age groups. I: the day of surgery; II: 0.5 h after extubation; III: 20-30 h after
operation. (a) The upper right anterior region. (b) The LUS score results of 12 lung regions of patients in different age groups in the lower
right region. (c) The LUS score results of 12 lung regions of patients in different age groups in the upper right region. (d) The LUS score
results of 12 lung areas of patients in different age groups in the lower right area. (e) The LUS score results of 12 lung areas of patients
in different age groups in the upper right posterior area. (f) The 12 lung areas of patients in different age groups in the lower right
posterior area district LUS score. ∗Compared with elderly group, P < 0:05.
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the lower left posterior area result. At 0.5 hours after extuba-
tion and at 20-30 hours after operation, the scores of the left
lower posterior area of the youth group were significantly
lower than the LUS scores of the elderly group (P < 0:05).

Figure 7(a) is the upper right anterior region. The LUS
score of the upper right anterior area of the youth group
was higher than that of the elderly group after extubation
for half an hour, and the score of the elderly group after
extubation for 20-30 hours was higher than that of the youth
group; Figure 7(b) is the LUS score results of 12 lung regions
of patients in different age groups in the lower right region.
The LUS score of the elderly group was higher than that of
the young group after half an hour of extubation, and the
difference was significant (P < 0:05). Figure 7(c) is the LUS
score results of 12 lung regions of patients in different age
groups in the upper right region, in the three time periods,
the scores of the upper right corner of the elderly group were
higher than those of the control group, but after 0.5 hours of
extubation, the difference was significant (P < 0:05).
Figure 7(d) is the LUS score results of 12 lung areas of
patients in different age groups in the lower right area. Half
an hour after extubation and 20-30minutes after the opera-
tion, the LUS score in the lower right area of the elderly
group was higher than that of the young group; half an hour
after extubation and 20-30minutes after the operation, the
LUS score in the lower right area of the elderly group was
higher than that of the young group. Figure 7(e) is the
LUS score results of 12 lung areas of patients in different
age groups in the upper right posterior area; half an hour
after extubation and 20-30minutes after the operation, the
LUS score in the upper right posterior area of the elderly
group was higher than that of the young group, and the dif-
ference was significant (P < 0:05). Figure 7(f) is the 12 lung
areas of patients in different age groups in the lower right
posterior area district LUS score results. Half an hour after
extubation and 20-30minutes after the operation, the LUS
score in the lower right posterior area of the elderly group
was higher than that of the young group, and the difference
was significant (P < 0:05).

4. Discussion

In recent years, ESPB is usually used for the combined anes-
thesia and multimodal analgesia for abdominal, thoracic,
pediatric, and orthopedic surgery [17]. Ultrasound-guided
ESPB operation is simple. However, some studies showed
that pulmonary air content of most patients changed abnor-
mally, and even atelectasis occurred after general anesthesia
surgery with the continuous development and improvement
of medical technology and the further study on postopera-
tive lung complications among patients [18]. Hence, ESPB
block method was adopted to investigate its influences on
postoperative pulmonary air content of patients undergoing
thoracoscopic surgery for lung carcinoma, which provided
reference values for subsequent clinical surgical treatment
for patients with lung carcinoma.

According to the research results, LUS of patients in
experimental group 0.5 hour after catheter extraction and
20 to 30 hours after surgery was remarkably lower than

those of patients in control group (P < 0:05). LUS scoring
result 0.5 hour after catheter extraction suggested that the
scores for lower left lateral area, upper left posterior area,
lower left posterior area, upper right posterior area, and
lower right posterior area of patients in experimental group
were all notably lower than those of patients in control
group (P < 0:05). LUS scoring result 20 to 30 hours after sur-
gery indicated that the scores for upper left posterior area,
lower left posterior area, lower right lateral area, upper right
posterior area, and lower right posterior area of patients in
experimental group were significantly lower than those of
patients in control group (P < 0:05). According to relevant
studies, postoperative continuous adjuvant positive airway
pressure ventilation could effectively reduce LUS score and
prevent atelectasis [19]. Hence, ESPB could effectively
improve postoperative lung air content among patients com-
pared with single intravenous general anesthesia.

LUS of elderly patients and middle-aged patients in
experimental group 0.5 hour after catheter extraction and
20 to 30 hours after surgery was remarkably lower than
those of patients in control group (P < 0:05). LUS of upper
left lateral area of adult patients in experimental group on
the morning of surgery day was notably lower than that of
elderly patients in experimental group. The scores for upper
left lateral area, lower left posterior area, lower right anterior
area, upper right lateral area, upper right posterior area, and
lower right posterior area of middle-aged patients in experi-
mental group 0.5 hour after catheter extraction were all sig-
nificantly lower than those of patients in control group
(P < 0:05). LUS scoring result 20 to 30 hours after surgery
revealed that the scores for upper left lateral area, lower left
lateral area, lower left posterior area, upper right posterior
area, and lower right posterior area of patients in experimen-
tal group was all obviously lower than those of patients in
control group (P < 0:05). The above research results demon-
strated that the reduction in postoperative pulmonary air
content among senior patients was more remarkable than
that among adult patients with higher incidence. The
research results were consistent with the conclusion that
the incidence of postoperative pulmonary complications
among senior patients was relatively higher drawn by
Ledowski et al. [20].

5. Conclusion

The experiment results showed that both intravenous gen-
eral anesthesia and ultrasound-guided erector spinae block
anesthesia resulted different levels of reduction in pulmo-
nary air content. Compared with that among adult patients,
the incidence of the reduction in postoperative pulmonary
air content was higher among senior patients. Besides,
ultrasound-guided ESPB had fewer influences on postopera-
tive pulmonary air content and improved postoperative pul-
monary air content among patients. Due to the impacts of
research conditions, the selected sample size is small and
the research lasted for a short time, which resulted in insig-
nificant differences between some results. Hence, further
study was needed. To sum up, ultrasound-guided ESPB
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was conducive to improving postoperative pulmonary air
content among patients with application values.
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Background. Osteoporosis (OP) associated with knee osteoarthritis (KOA) is common in older men and postmenopausal women,
and it is important to find reliable and effective treatments for this disease to improve joint function and bone metabolism in this
population. Objective. To clarify the clinical efficacy of glucosamine (GlcN) plus sodium hyaluronate (SH) for OP complicated by
KOA (OP + KOA) and its influence on joint function and bone metabolic markers (BMMs).Methods. Admitted from July 2019 to
July 2021, 126 patients with OP + KOA were selected, including 76 cases (observation group) treated with GlcN plus SH and 50
cases (control group) given GlcN alone. The pain, joint function, BMMs, and clinical efficacy were evaluated and compared. Pain
and joint function assessments employed the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) and the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities
Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) plus Lysholm Knee Scoring Scale, respectively. BMMs mainly measured bone gla protein (BGP),
serum tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase variant (TRACP)-5b, type I collagen cross-linked C-telopeptide (CTX-1), and bone-
specific alkaline phosphatase (BALP). Results. Higher posttreatment VAS scores were determined in observation group as
compared to control group; observation group showed lower WOMAC scores of joint function and higher Lysholm scores
than control group; in terms of BMMs, TRACP-5b and CTX-1 were lower while BGP and BALP were higher in observation
group; the curative effect was also higher in observation group. All the above differences were statistically significant.
Conclusions. GlcN plus SH has definite clinical efficacy in the treatment of OP + KOA, which can not only significantly
improve patients’ joint function and bone metabolism but also relieve pain, with high clinical popularization value.

1. Introduction

Osteoporosis (OP), a metabolic bone disease characterized by
reduction of bone per unit volume and bone microstructure
degeneration, has a predilection for elderly men and postmen-
opausal women and is associated with bone pain and fractures
[1]. Knee osteoarthritis (KOA) is a degenerative joint disease
in which articular cartilage is destroyed, and subchondral bone
is hardened [2]. With the influence of bone degeneration
factors, most patients will develop KOA accompanied by OP
[3]. This is also related to the fact that the two diseases have
common pathogenic factors such as gender, heredity, and
inflammation [4]. Patients with OP complicated by knee

KOA (OP + KOA) will experience symptoms such as pain
and limited activity, which not only affects their quality of life
but also imposes certain burdens on their families and social
economy [5]. At present, the treatment options for these
diseases are mainly a balanced diet, calcium and vitamin D
supplementation, exercise, and other lifestyle measures, as well
as drug treatments such as bisphosphonates and teriparatide.
The above nondrug treatment methods are challenging for
patients, difficult to adhere to and slow to respond, while
bisphosphonate, telipatide, and other drug therapies have
toxic side effects with contraindications in some patients [6].
Therefore, it is particularly important to find an effective
method to treat OP + KOA.
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Glucosamine (GlcN), a natural amino monosaccharide,
is the precursor of proteoglycan synthesis and is used in var-
ious types of arthritis [7], effectively stimulating chondrocyte
synthesis [8]. It has been shown to effectively inhibit granu-
lation growth and vascular exudation in the treatment of
osteoarthritis, thus inhibiting delayed allergic reaction [9].
Intra-articular injection of sodium hyaluronate (SH) is a
common clinical treatment for OP + KOA [10]. SH is a
component of synovial fluid and articular cartilage, which
can improve the mechanical lubrication of joints. In addi-
tion, it can rebuild and repair the damaged physiological
barrier, reduce articular cartilage friction-induced pain,
improve joint mobility, and relieve patients’ clinical symp-
toms [11]. Evidence has shown that the effective compo-
nents of SH injection can also combine with glycoproteins
in synovial fluid, thus blocking the inflammatory reaction
process and effectively improving patients’ diseases [12].
However, there are few studies reporting the application of
GlcN plus SH in the treatment of OP + KOA. Consequently,
we tested a series of indicators such as bone metabolic
markers (BMMs) and joint function, to examine the efficacy
of the combined treatment for the disease.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. General Case Data. This study retrospectively enrolled
126 OP + KOA patients admitted from July 2019 to July
2021, including 76 patients (observation group) treated with
GlcN plus SH and 50 patients (control group) intervened by
GlcN alone. This study was approved by the Academic
Ethics Committee of The First People’s Hospital of Huaihua.
All patients participating in this study were fully aware of the
purpose of this study and signed informed consent. All the
enrolled cases were diagnosed as OP + KOA by X-ray plain
film or CT examination [13], independent of alcohol and
drugs, and could correctly understand the relevant contents
of the scales used and answer the questions, with the
Kellgren-Lawrence (K-L) grade I or II [14], complete general
clinical data, and no recent use of other related therapeutic
drugs, while those who had received knee joint replacement,
with severe mental disorders, allergies to the study medica-
tion, and noncompliance with the research were excluded,
as well as withdrawals and loss to follow-ups.

2.2. Therapeutic Methods. Both groups received basic treat-
ment, including inflammatory and pain interventions.
Patients in control group were treated with GlcN (Kangbide
Pharmaceutical, Beijing, China, H20070173), 0.72 g each
time, twice daily, for 5 weeks. On this basis, observation
group was given SH injection (Bausch & Lamb Freda
Pharmaceutical, Shandong, China, H10960136) once a week,
25mg each time, also for 5 weeks.

2.3. Blood Sampling. Before and 5 weeks after treatment,
5mL of fasting venous blood was drawn from patients in
both groups at 8 am and sent to the laboratory for centrifu-
gation, and the resulting supernatant was stored into antico-
agulant tubes. All serum samples were used within 6 h.

2.4. Endpoints

(1) Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) score [15]: patients’
pain degrees were assessed before and after treat-
ment with the VAS, an instrument with a score rang-
ing from 0 (painless) to 10 points (unbearable pain).
Higher scores indicate greater pain severity

(2) The joint function score was evaluated by the West-
ern Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthri-
tis Index (WOMAC, score range: 0-96 points) [16]
and Lysholm Knee Scoring Scale (score range: 0-
100 points) [17]. The former evaluated knee struc-
ture and function, including treatment for pain, stiff-
ness, and joint function. A higher score indicates
more severe arthritis. With the latter, patients were
assessed for support, colic, locking sensation, joint
instability, joint swelling, difficulty in stair-climbing,
etc. Higher scores represent better recovery

(3) Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs)
[18] were also carried out to measure BMMs before
and after treatment: the tests were carried out strictly
according to the instructions of human BGP,
TRACP-5b, CTX-1, and BALP ELISA kits (Shanghai
Yuanmu Biotech, Cat. Nos. YM-S0840, YM-SZ0827,
YE00708, YM-SZ0822)

(4) Efficacy evaluation: it was considered a marked
response if there was significant relief in lower back
and knee joint pain, with restored knee joint activity
function; response was defined as alleviated lower
back and knee pain compared with before treatment,
with improved knee joint motion function; and
nonimprovement in the patient’s symptoms with
aggravated pain after treatment is regarded as
nonresponse. overall response rate ðORRÞ = ðmarked
response + responseÞ cases/total cases × 100%

In this study, VAS score, WOMAC score, and Lysholm
score were secondary endpoints, while BGP, TRACP-5b,
CTX-1, BALP, and efficacy were primary endpoints.

2.5. Statistical Methods. Data statistical analysis and visuali-
zation adopted SPSS21.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA)
and GraphPad Prism 6.0 software (GraphPad Software
Inc., San Diego, CA, USA), respectively. The method for
within-group comparisons of counting data recorded as
the number of cases/percentage [n (%)] was the chi-square
test, or chi-square continuity correction when the theoretical
frequency of the former test was under 5. The mean ± SD
was used to indicate measurement data; for measurement
data analysis, independent samples t-test was used for
between-group comparisons, while paired t-test was used
for within-group ones. The threshold of significance was P
< 0:05 in this research.

3. Results

3.1. General Information. As shown in Table 1, the two
cohorts of patients were nonsignificantly different in mean
age, average course of disease, body mass index, smoking
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history, drinking history, hypertension history, K-L grading,
and other general clinical baseline data (P > 0:05).

3.2. Comparison of Pre- and Posttreatment VAS Scores. No
statistical difference was observed in the pre-treatment
VAS score between control group and observation group
(P > 0:05), but after treatment, the VAS score of the two
groups was significantly improved, with a markedly lower
score in observation group (P < 0:05) (Figure 1).

3.3. Comparison of Pre- and Posttreatment Joint Function
Scores. No statistical differences were found in pretreatment
WOMAC and Lysholm scores between observation group
and control group (P > 0:05). After treatment, both the
WOMAC and Lysholm scores changed significantly in the
two groups, with a lower WOMAC score and a higher

Lysholm score in observation group compared with control
group (P < 0:05) (Figure 2).

3.4. Comparison of Pre- and Posttreatment BMMs. The
BMMs (BGP, TRACP-5b, CTX-1, and BALP) differed insig-
nificantly between groups prior to treatment (P > 0:05).
After treatment, BGP, TRACP-5b, CTX-1, and BALP of
the two groups were significantly improved, with statistically
lower TRACP-5b and CTX-1 while higher BGP and BALP
in observation group as compared to control group
(Figure 3).

3.5. Comparison of Clinical Efficacy after Treatment. After
treatment, the ORR was found to be 93.42% in observation
group and 78.00% in control group, with statistical signifi-
cance (P < 0:05) (Table 2).

4. Discussion

In OP + KOA patients, the damaged articular surface will be
in a state of long-term friction, which would induce a large
number of wear particles and stimulation of synovial noci-
ceptors, causing joint osteoarthritis [19]. The capsular cavity
of the knee joint is abundant in blood vessels and nerves. If
there is joint trauma, the synovium and ligament in the joint
will be congested, and massive inflammatory exudate will be
released, which will affect the knee joint function of patients
[20]. At present, various treatments are available for the dis-
ease, but all with unsatisfactory curative effects [21]. Hence,
this study is to observe the effect of GlcN plus SH on this
disease, aiming to find a better alternative for the disease.

GlcN can effectively promote the production of glycos-
aminoglycans and proteoglycans to promote the synthesis
of knee cartilage, with some certain anti-inflammatory
effects [22], while SH can actively participate in the regula-
tion of electrolyte and water in the extracellular fluid after
entering the patient’s body, which can validly lubricate

Table 1: Comparison of general data [n (%)] (mean ± SD).

Classification Observation group (n = 76) Control group (n = 50) t/χ2 P

Average age (years old) 52:07 ± 5:07 53:14 ± 5:39 1.130 0.261

Average course of disease (years) 3:80 ± 1:41 3:56 ± 1:55 0.898 0.371

Body mass index (kg/m2) 24:70 ± 2:54 24:04 ± 2:11 1.523 0.130

Smoking history 2.119 0.145

Yes 45 (59.21) 23 (46.00)

No 31 (40.79) 27 (54.00)

Drinking history 0.007 0.935

Yes 42 (55.26) 28 (56.00)

No 34 (44.74) 22 (44.00)

History of hypertension 0.132 0.716

Yes 37 (48.68) 26 (52.00)

No 39 (51.32) 24 (48.00)

K-L grading 0.366 0.545

I 43 (56.58) 31 (62.00)

II 33 (43.42) 19 (38.00)
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Figure 1: Comparison of pre- and posttreatment VAS scores. The
VAS score was not statistically different between groups before
treatment, but the score was significantly lower in the observation
group compared with the control group after treatment. Note: ∗

indicates P < 0:05 compared with before treatment or between
two groups.
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joints, resist infection and heal wounds, and effectively
lubricate joint cavities, thus protecting joints [23]. In the
research of Wang et al. [24], SH plus GlcN for KOA patients

effectively mitigated joint pain, promoted the functional
recovery of knee joints, and enhanced the therapeutic effect.
Alekseeva et al. [25] reported that hyaluronic acid plus
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Figure 2: Comparison of pre- and posttreatment joint function scores. (a) The WOMAC score of the observation group was not statistically
different from that of the control group before treatment, but after treatment, the score was statistically lower in the observation group. (b)
The Lysholm score of the observation group was not statistically different from that of the control group before treatment, but the score was
statistically higher in the observation group after treatment. Note: ∗ indicates P < 0:05 compared with before treatment or between two
groups.
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Figure 3: Comparison of pre- and posttreatment bone metabolism indexes. (a) The BGP of the observation group was not statistically
different from that of the control group before treatment, but after treatment, the BGP was statistically higher in the observation group.
(b) The TRACP-5b of the observation group was not statistically different from that of the control group before treatment, but it was
statistically lower in the observation group after treatment. (c) The CTX-1 of the observation group was not statistically different from
that of the control group before treatment, but after treatment, it was statistically lower in the observation group. (d) The BALP of the
observation group was not statistically different from that of the control group before treatment, but it was statistically higher in the
observation group after treatment. Note: ∗ indicates P < 0:05 compared with before treatment or between two groups.
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chondroitin sulfate and glucosamine hydrochloride can
effectively improve patients’ life quality and reduce joint
pain. Our study results revealed a statistically lower VAS
score in observation group compared with control group
after treatment. It indicates that GlcN plus SH can effectively
promote articular cartilage synthesis, eliminate inflamma-
tion caused by OP + KOA, and play the role of cartilage
preservation, thus effectively relieving pain. In the study of
Brandt et al. [26], SH significantly reduced knee pain and
stiffness of KOA patients, improved their joint function,
and provided lasting benefits for those with moderate knee
pain. And according to Muraleva et al. [27], the administra-
tion of GlcN to an animal model of OP reduced bone loss. In
terms of joint function, our study identified that the
WOMAC score was significantly lower while the Lysholm
score was higher in observation group as compared to
control group, demonstrating that GlcN plus SH can not
only effectively relieve the pain symptoms and swelling of
patients but also effectively improve their joint mobility.

Biomarkers of bone turnover can be used as a better way
than radiographs to observe osteoarthritis progression [28].
BGP and BALP, as markers of bone formation, and
TRACP-5b and CTX-1, as markers of bone resorption, can
effectively reflect changes in bone metabolism in patients
and indirectly reflect alterations in joint function [29, 30].
Our findings identified statistically lower BMMs TRACP-5b
and CTX-1 while higher BGP and BALP in observation
group after treatment. It indicates that after the combined
treatment of GlcN and SH, bone absorption decreases, and
bone formation begins to increase, which effectively corrects
the imbalance of bone metabolism. It also shows that the
combination therapy can effectively realize fracture healing
and improve bone structure. Moreover, the curative effect
was obviously higher in observation group versus control
group, suggesting that GlcN plus SH has a definite clinical
effect in treating OP + KOA, which can effectively reduce
pain, improve knee joints, and promote rapid recovery from
the disease.

Although this work has confirmed that GlcN plus SH is
effective for OP + KOA, there is still some deficiencies and
room for improvement. For example, we can supplement
basic experiments on the therapeutic mechanisms of the
two treatments to explore the risk factors that influence
patient outcomes at the molecular level. Second, the sample
size can be increased to improve the accuracy of experi-
mental results. Third, prognostic analysis should be supple-
mented to further understand the effect of GlcN plus SH on
the prognosis of such patients. We will gradually improve
the research from the above perspective in the future. In
addition, the innovation of this study is to compare and

analyze the clinical effects of GlcN plus SH and GlcN
monotherapy in the treatment of OP + KOA in terms of
pain, joint function, BMMs, clinical efficacy, etc., which
confirms the clinical effectiveness of the combination
therapy and provides a new direction and reliable basis
for the treatment of such patients.

5. Conclusion

Taken together, GlcN plus SH is superior to GlcN mono-
therapy for patients with OP + KOA, which can not only
significantly relieve pain, improve patients’ joint function
and bone metabolism but also further improve the curative
effect, with high clinical promotion value.
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Objective. To explore the efficacy of intravenous propofol anesthesia on patients with bladder cancer after resection, as well as its
effect on cognitive and immune function. Methods. Patients with bladder cancer and received resection of bladder cancer at our
hospital from May 1, 2019, to November 30, 2021, were retrospectively retrieved and included in this study. The included patients
were summarized into group A (isoflurane) and group B (intravenous propofol). The anesthesia intervention effect, serum NGF
level, serum S100B protein level, and immune function before surgery, 6 h after surgery, 1 d after surgery, and 3 d after surgery
were compared between the two groups. Results. Eighty-six patients were retrieved. The anesthesia intervention effective rate of
patients in group B was significantly higher than that of patients in group A (P < 0:01). The serum NGF and S100B of patients
in both groups were significantly lower on postsurgical day 1, but in the trend to returning to those before intervention level
on day 3. There were also fluctuations in immune function represented by changes in CD3+, CD4+, CD8+, and CD4+/CD8+
T cells, which showed return of function by postsurgical day 3. Conclusion. The anesthetic effect of intravenous propofol in
patients with bladder cancer resection is significantly more satisfactory than isoflurane, with a transient effect on serum NGF
and S100B protein levels and patients’ immune function, which suggests that intravenous propofol can be widely used for
general anesthesia in clinical practice.

1. Introduction

Propofol and other intravenous (IV) sedative-hypnotic med-
ications are commonly used for general anesthesia. Some
studies have shown that anesthesia medications can cause
postoperative cognitive dysfunction and immune dysfunc-
tion in old patients, which will seriously affect the quality
of life of patients after surgery [1]. Patients with bladder can-
cer are diagnosed at an average of 73 years old, which is a
typical group of aged population [2]. The influence of differ-
ent anesthesia regimens on the cognitive function and

immune function of patients with bladder cancer resection
is still concerned by clinicians around the world [3].

Some studies have shown that both serum NGF and
S100B protein are key markers for evaluating whether
patients’ postoperative cognitive function is impaired or
not [4, 5]. It was found that propofol has a rapid onset of
anesthesia effect, few adverse effects, and also a minor
impact on the cognitive function of patients [6, 7]. There-
fore, we analyzed the anesthesia effect of propofol, its impact
on serum NGF, S100B protein levels, and immune functions
in patients who received bladder cancer surgery.
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2. Materials and Methods

Patients with bladder cancer undergoing resection of bladder
cancer who were treated at our hospital from May 1, 2019, to
November 30, 2021, were included in this study. Patients in
group A received isoflurane during the resection, while
patients in group B received intravenous anesthesia with
propofol. This study was approved by the institutional ethi-
cal committee of our hospital. All the included patients and
their families were informed about the study and actively
signed the consent form.

Inclusion criteria are as follows: (1) all the included
patients met the corresponding criteria for bladder cancer
resection [8], (2) aged between 18 and 85 years, and (3)
the clinical data of all included patients were complete.

Exclusion criteria were as follows [9]: (1) patients had a
history of allergy to the anesthetic drugs in this treatment
plan, (2) patients had severe organ dysfunction, and (3)
patients had severe respiratory diseases.

First, the patient was given an intramuscular infusion of
atropine (Tianjin Jinyao Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.,
H12020384) 0.5mg before surgery. Secondly, the clinical
signs of the patient were monitored immediately after enter-
ing the operating room, and 0.04mg/kg midazolam
(Yichang Renfu Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., approved by
H20065729) and 0.4μg/kg fentanyl (Jiangsu Enhua Pharma-
ceutical Group Co., Ltd., National Medicine Zhunzi
H19990027) were given for anesthesia induction, and then,
tracheal intubation was performed to assist ventilation.
Then, patients in group A were given 1%-3% isoflurane
(Shanghai Hengrui Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., approved by
H20070172) by inhalation to maintain anesthesia, while
patients in group B were given 4mg/kg/h propofol (Xi’an
Libang Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Chinese Medicine Zhunzi
H19990282) intravenous infusion to maintain anesthesia.
Finally, vecuronium bromide (Hubei Keyi Pharmaceutical
Co., Ltd., H20084581) and fentanyl were intermittently
administered to maintain anesthesia during the operation,
and the infusion was terminated 30 minutes before the com-
pletion of the operation. Before and after the intervention,
5ml of venous whole blood was collected from all of the
included patients in the fasting state in the morning for var-
ious experiments, which was aliquoted and either used
freshly or placed in a -80°C refrigerator for later use.

2.1. Evaluation of the Effect of Anesthesia Intervention.
Remarkable effect: the patient’s anesthesia induction state
was stable, the depth of anesthesia maintenance was reason-
able, and the state was stable during recovery. Normal effect:

the patient’s anesthesia induction state was relatively stable,
the depth of anesthesia maintenance was reasonable, and
mild agitation occurred during recovery. Poor effect: the
patient’s state of anesthesia induction was unstable, the
depth of anesthesia maintenance was unreasonable, and
severe agitation occurred during recovery. The total inter-
vention effective rate = ðsignificant + generalÞ/total number
of cases × 100% [10, 11]. The American Society of Anes-
thesiologists (ASA) physical status classification system
was used to evaluate the physical status of enrolled
patients [12].

2.2. Detection of Serum NGF Levels. The serum nerve growth
factor (NGF) levels of all included patients were detected
before surgery, 6 h, 1 d, and 3d after surgery by enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The kit was pur-
chased from Shanghai Kanu Biotechnology Co., Ltd. and
operated in strict accordance with the instructions to control
the intrabatch variation < 10% and the interbatch variation
< 15% [13].

2.3. Detection of Serum S100B Protein Level. The serum
S100B protein levels of all included patients were checked
before the operation, 6 h, 1 d, and 3d after operation by
(ELISA). The kit was purchased from Shanghai Kanu Bio-
technology Co., Ltd. and operated in strict accordance with
the instructions to control intrabatch variation < 10% and
interbatch variation < 15% [14].

2.4. Assessment of Immune Function. Each patient’s whole
blood sample (2ml) was treated with heparin and put into
sterile EP tubes, and one volume of PBS was added to dilute
the blood. The total live cell concentration was adjusted to
2 × 106 in DMEM medium (Youkang Hengye Biotechnology
(Beijing) Co., Ltd., China), followed by addition of anti-CD3
+, CD4+, and CD8+ antibodies (1μg per 106 cells, Abcam,
China) at room temperature in the dark for 20min. The
samples were then washed three times with PBS buffer and
analyzed by flow cytometry (Navios, Beckman Coulter,
USA).

2.5. Statistical Methods. The data in this study were analyzed
by SPSS21.0 software package (IBM Corp., Armonk, N.Y.,
USA). The enumeration data (%) were analyzed by χ2 test,
and the measurement data (mean ± SD) were analyzed by t
test. A P < 0:05 (2-sided) means the difference is signifi-
cantly different.

Table 1: Comparison of clinical characteristics of the two groups of patients.

Group Case Gender (male/female) Age (years old) BMI (kg/m2)
ASA rating

I II III

Group A 43 24/19 57:87 ± 5:43 25:57 ± 4:32 25 12 6

Group B 43 25/18 58:23 ± 5:33 25:74 ± 4:44 26 13 4

χ2/t 0.157 0.252 0.356 0.327

P 0.787 0.675 0.588 0.554
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3. Results

3.1. Comparison of the Effect of Anesthesia Intervention. A
total of 86 qualified patients (43 cases in group B and 43
matched cases in group A) were retrieved. The average age
of patients was 57:87 ± 5:43 years in group A and 58:23 ±
5:33 years in group B. There was no difference in gender,
age, BMI, or ASA rating between the two groups (P > 0:05
for all comparisons). The general data of the patients
included in this study are shown in Table 1.

The total intervention effective rate of patients in group
B was significantly higher than that of patients in group A
(88.37% vs. 74.41%, P < 0:01, Table 2).

3.2. Comparison of Serum NGF Levels. Before surgery, the
serum NGF level of patients in group B (348:21 ± 36:83)
was not significantly different from that of patients in group
A (332:38 ± 34:67) (t = 1:664, P > 0:05); 6 h and 1d after
surgery, the serum NGF levels of patients in group B were
significantly lower than those of group A patients
(271:21 ± 37:83 and 287:78 ± 30:34 vs. 282:38 ± 41:67 and
295:12 ± 37:56, t = 3:764, 2.275, P < 0:01, respectively). But
3 days after surgery, the serum NGF level of group B patients
was not significantly different from that of group A patients
(336:41 ± 33:26 vs. 328:34 ± 36:41, t = 1:363, P > 0:05) and
has returned to the preoperative level (Table 3).

3.3. Comparison of Serum S100B Protein Levels. Before sur-
gery, the serum S100B protein level of patients in group B
was not significantly different from that in patients in group
A (0:37 ± 0:33 vs. 0:38 ± 0:32, t = 0:223, P > 0:05); 6 h and

1d after surgery, the serum S100B protein levels of patients
in group B were significantly higher than those of patients
in group A (0:81 ± 0:53 and 0:68 ± 0:44 vs. 0:74 ± 0:47 and

Table 5: Comparison of the immune function of the included
patients between the two groups (�x ± s).

Group Group A (n = 43) Group B (n = 43)
CD3

+

Before intervention 61:05 ± 7:36 61:01 ± 8:23
1 d after intervention 48:06 ± 9:13^ 50:14 ± 12:52^

3 d after intervention 57:06 ± 8:05^ 59:14 ± 10:38
CD4

+

Before intervention 37:07 ± 4:24 37:64 ± 4:18
1 d after intervention 27:18 ± 6:33^ 29:25 ± 7:61^

3 d after intervention 34:18 ± 5:19^ 35:75 ± 5:64
CD8

+

Before intervention 25:05 ± 2:68 24:07 ± 3:05
1 d after intervention 20:60 ± 3:17^ 20:41 ± 2:32^

3 d after intervention 23:60 ± 3:35^ 23:41 ± 2:61
CD4

+/CD8
+

Before intervention 1:66 ± 0:13 1:63 ± 0:14
1 d after intervention 1:38 ± 0:15^ 1:37 ± 0:25^

3 d after intervention 1:48 ± 0:17^ 1:57 ± 0:16∗

Note: compared with the control group, ∗P < 0:05; compared with before
treatment, ^P < 0:05.

Table 2: Comparison of the effect of anesthesia intervention between the two groups (n (%)).

Group Remarkable Normal Poor Total intervention effectiveness

Group A (n = 43) 19 (44.18) 13 (30.95) 11 (26.19) 32 (74.41)

Group B (n = 43) 24 (55.81) 14 (33.33) 5 (11.91) 38 (88.37)

χ2 — 7.325

P — <0.01

Table 3: Comparison of serum NGF levels between the two groups of patients after intervention (�x ± s).

Group Group A (n = 43) Group B (n = 43) t P

Before surgery 332:38 ± 34:67 348:21 ± 36:83 1.664 >0.05
6 h after surgery 282:38 ± 41:67 271:21 ± 37:83 3.764 <0.01
1 d after surgery 295:12 ± 37:56 287:78 ± 30:34 2.275 <0.01
3 days after surgery 328:34 ± 36:41 336:41 ± 33:26 1.363 >0.05

Table 4: Comparison of serum S100B protein levels between the two groups of patients after intervention (�x ± s).

Group Group A (n = 43) Group B (n = 43) t P

Before surgery 0:38 ± 0:32 0:37 ± 0:33 0.223 >0.05
6 h after surgery 0:74 ± 0:47 0:81 ± 0:53 0.564 <0.01
1 d after surgery 0:42 ± 0:32 0:68 ± 0:44 0.575 <0.01
3 days after surgery 0:37 ± 0:33 0:36 ± 0:34 0.225 >0.05
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0:42 ± 0:32, t = 0:564, 0.575, P < 0:01, respectively). But 3
days after surgery, the serum S100B protein level of patients
in group B was not significantly different from that in
patients in group A (0:36 ± 0:34 vs. 0:37 ± 0:33, t = 0:225,
P > 0:05) and has returned to the preoperative level
(Table 4).

3.4. Comparison of Immune Function. Before intervention,
the CD3+, CD4+, CD8+, and CD4+/CD8+ cells of group B
patients were similar as those of group A patients
(61:05 ± 7:36 vs. 61:01 ± 8:23, 37:07 ± 4:24 vs. 37:64 ± 4:18,
25:05 ± 2:68 vs. 24:07 ± 3:05, and 1:66 ± 0:13 vs. 1:63 ±
0:14, P > 0:05, respectively), whereas after intervention, the
CD3+, CD4+, CD8+, and CD4+/CD8+ of patients in both
groups were significantly lower on day 1, but in the trend
to returning to those before intervention level on day 3
(Table 5).

4. Discussion

Cognitive impairment after resection of bladder cancer is
commonly seen, especially in older patients, and the inci-
dence is usually between 6% and 62% [15, 16]. Some
researchers have claimed that cognitive function has a cer-
tain relationship with the central cholinergic system in
patients, and serum NGF and S100B proteins are both
serum factors that are closely related to cognitive dysfunc-
tion in patients [17, 18]. Our study indicates that propofol
is effective for anesthesia intervention, which also has only
transient on the serum NGF and S100B protein levels. The
reason may be that propofol does not disturb the production
of inflammatory chemokines in the body, thereby improving
the function of the central cholinergic system [19].

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, as key components of the
immune system, can effectively reflect the changes in
immune function in the body [20–22]. In this study, we
found that after propofol application in groups A and B,
all CD3+, CD4+, CD8+, and CD4+/CD8+ T cells changed
significantly on day 1 compared with those before propofol
application, then in the trend of recovery on day 3, which
indicated that intravenous anesthesia by propofol had only
transient effect on the immune function of patients and this
was helpful for the recovery of postoperative immune
function of patients. The reason for this may be that pro-
pofol is less irritating to the patient’s body and will not
cause too much stress and inflammatory response to the
patient [23, 24].

Although propofol is an effective anesthetic reagent and
has little effect on cognitive and immune functions, it still
needs to be evaluated in severe clinical conditions, such as
fulminant hepatitis, hypoxia brain injury, preterm labor, or
intrauterine infections during pregnancy [25–33].

All in all, the anesthesia intervention effect of propofol
intravenous anesthesia in patients undergoing bladder can-
cer resection is remarkable, with little effect on serum NGF
and S100B protein levels, and does not interfere with the
recovery of patients’ immune function, suggesting that it
can be widely used in clinical practice.
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With the development of China’s social economy as well as the accelerating urbanization construction and the expanding scale of
cities, the integration of land use and urban land classification based on land use spatial planning has become an important task
for the sustainable development of China at present. Land use spatial classification planning is the basic basis for all kinds of
development and protection construction activities, and government land use spatial planning at all levels plays an important
role in implementing major national, provincial, and municipal strategies and promoting the rational and effective use of land
use space. By briefly describing the spatial classification of land use and analyzing the idea of systematic integration of land
use, this paper provides guidance and reference for exploring the construction of urban land use classification under land use
spatial planning, aiming to improve the classification system of land use spatial planning. A neural network-based land use
classification algorithm is proposed for the problems of few labeled samples of remote sensing images with high spatial
resolution and feature deformation due to sensor height changes in land use spatial classification planning. By multiscale
adaptive fusion of multiple convolutional layer features, the impact of feature deformation on classification accuracy is
reduced. To further improve the classification accuracy, the depth features extracted from the pretraining network are used to
pretrain the multiscale feature fusion part and the fully connected layer, and the whole network is fine-tuned using the
augmented dataset. The experimental results show that the adaptive fusion method improves the fusion effect and effectively
improves the accuracy of land use spatial classification planning.

1. Introduction

The current urbanization process provides great conve-
nience for urban production and life, but the contradiction
between urban and rural planning and land management
has become more and more prominent. At this stage, to bet-
ter promote the coordinated and unified development of the
two, it is necessary not only to strengthen the coordination
and cooperation among all relevant departments but also
to pay more attention to the quality of urban and rural plan-
ning and construction and land management work in the
process of urbanization construction. Reasonable planning
is beneficial to the development of cities, but at the present

stage, there are certain problems in the process of planning
for both. Based on this, this paper explores the problems
and optimization measures of planning and land planning
in cities analyzed under the land use space system. The land
spatial planning study is shown in Figure 1.

Land planning andmanagement land planning and man-
agement, as an important basis for urban development and
construction, should fully meet the needs of urban economic
development and classify land on this basis. Land resources
have a leading role in coordinating economic development,
population development, and environmental development
in cities [1–3]. During the promotion of urban construction,
rational use of land and sustainable development of land
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resources are of great significance to improve the quality of
urban construction, meet the needs of urban construction,
and achieve urban economic development. Under the wave
of urbanization construction in China, the overall land use
planning is an important guarantee to realize the smooth
implementation of various national reforms. Urban land
use, by coordinating the relationship between land rent and
use, makes reasonable arrangements for industrial land, res-
idential land, and other types of land to meet people’s needs.
In this paper, we analyze in depth from several angles to
improve the efficiency of comprehensive land use and solve
the contradiction between not being constrained by land
use and meeting the demand for land use, and the result
obtained from the overall land use planning is to realize the
coordination of environmental, economic, and social benefits
[4–7]. The planning and utilization of urban land resources is
no longer a matter of allocating resources at present, but also
a matter of coordinating with current urban construction
and citizens’ working and living standards. Therefore, the
planning and utilization of urban land resources should be
based on the two perspectives of resource allocation and land
resource utilization efficiency.

As the current urbanization construction process in
China is accelerating, the traditional humanistic and natural
environment has been affected and even seriously damaged.
The study of China’s urban modernization construction
process and the study of rural greening construction process
to achieve green development and healthy development has
become urgent [8–10]. Building green urban environment is
based on optimizing urban space, planning, and designing
urban environment, putting forward solutions to save mate-
rial resources, hydraulic resources, and land resources in the
city to achieve the purpose of environmental protection,
accelerating land planning and construction, and imple-
menting optimization of land resources, aiming to provide
a harmonious living environment for urban residents and
meet the needs of harmony between human and nature.

The essence of land use spatial classification planning is
the optimal allocation of land use quantitative structure
and spatial structure. One of the difficulties in the prepara-
tion of spatial land use classification planning is how to
implement the quantitative structure of land use to a specific

geographical space to achieve the optimal allocation of land
resources [11, 12]. The configuration of land use quantity
structure is usually done by overlaying the current land use
map with land suitability evaluation map, topographic
map, town planning map, basic farmland protection zone
map, nature protection zone map or other special land use
planning map, etc., and then using the technical index of
suitability to determine the land use of each land unit
according to the overlapping situation. Although this overlay
method is simple and easy to implement, the workload is
large and is influenced and limited by the planner’s own
knowledge, experience, and preferences.

The development principle urban land use classification
should focus on the functionality of land use in the context
of continuous marketization and changing needs and should
make full use of the actual needs of social development to
reasonably increase new land use types, such as the future
security type land, whose property rights attributes and
operation methods are quite different from those of com-
mercial housing, so different land use control methods
should be implemented. The main purpose of urban land
classification is to serve the spatial planning of the land, so
the construction of the classification system needs to meet
the feasibility of land classification. Therefore, it is necessary
to subdivide the types of urban land space in the current
situation survey and fully consider the operability of the
practice [13–15].

However, there are few tools in GIS to solve the problem
of land use configuration with multiple conflicting objec-
tives, so it is especially urgent to find a method that can
objectively and quantitatively optimize the configuration of
land use spatial structure. How to match the quantitative
structure of land use to specific land units based on the
results of land suitability evaluation is a multiobjective inte-
ger planning problem with land units as the decision vari-
ables. To realize the path exploration of multiocular vision
system in large-scale scenes and to provide timely feedback
of the surrounding environment information, it becomes
the urgent key to build an efficient, low-cost, and visualized
GIS for spatial classification planning of land use. In recent
years, with the development of multivision computer vision
technology and related hardware processes, many classical

Research on
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Figure 1: Land spatial planning study.
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land use spatial classification planning methods for GIS have
emerged and been applied in various fields, especially in
terms of accuracy and real-time construction of 3D land
use spatial classification planning in complex geographic
environments. In the past, there were GIS land use spatial
classification planning methods based on visual dense point
clouds, but there were problems of lengthy computation and
low accuracy. Nowadays, there are different types of sensors
for 3D mapping, such as LIDAR and RGBD cameras.
Among them, the LIDAR-based geographic mapping
method obtains higher accuracy of spatial land use classifica-
tion planning and is closer to the real environment, but the
reconstructed effect of this method lacks texture and only
reflects 3D spatial information, and the cost is higher; the
reconstructed texture of RGBD camera-based method is
clearer, but it is not suitable for geographically complex the
large-scale mapping. In contrast, the land use spatial classifi-
cation planning method of GIS based on multivision stereo
matching can obtain 3D information from 2D images by
simulating human binoculars and using the principle of ste-
reo vision to adapt to complex geographic environments and
has the advantages of automatic, online, noncontact detec-
tion, high flexibility, low cost, and clear texture, which can
be used to build 3D land use spatial classification planning
for geographically large-scale environments [16–18].

Although the method of land use spatial classification
planning based on multivision GIS has many advantages,
there are still problems such as long computation, low real
time, and mismatching of depth values due to complex scene
information when applied to geographic large-scale map
building. To address the shortcomings and drawbacks of
the construction of land use spatial classification planning
based on multivisual vision, this paper optimizes and
improves on the basis of the original stereo matching algo-
rithm: firstly, the original image is grayscale preprocessed
and stereo corrected, and the parallax map is obtained based
on the traditional matching algorithm, and the singular dis-
tortion points are detected by using left-right consistency;
secondly, bilinear interpolation and median filtering are
used for repair optimization; then, the method can optimize
the depth calculation link in the construction of land use
spatial classification planning and improve the operation
speed, anti-interference, and accuracy of the system.

In recent years, China has elevated the optimization of
land use spatial development pattern and the strengthening
of ecological civilization construction to the national strat-
egy. Scientific and reliable land use spatial land base data is
the basis and foundation of land use spatial planning, and
unified land use classification is the prerequisite for data
acquisition, and land classification should be merged accord-
ing to different land use characteristics, and its purpose is the
key to distinguish different classification standards. How-
ever, the existing research focuses on the division of land
use space into three types of space from multiple functional
perspectives and multiple scales, and the research on data
sources and data conversion for spatial function division is
still insufficient and lacks current data support; it focuses
on the functional division of land use space under a single
classification system or a certain perspective and does not

make full use of the existing spatial land use classification
data and does not construct effective guidelines for conver-
gence of multiple classification systems and identification
methods for multisource data fusion.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
through comprehensive comparative analysis method and
GIS spatial overlay analysis method, based on the current
situation of land use spatial utilization and spatial dominant
functions and on the basis of comparative analysis of the dif-
ferences and discrepancies of the existing national land clas-
sification systems, we reconstruct the land use spatial land
classification system for land use spatial planning, develop
guidelines for the articulation of land use spatial land classi-
fication with the existing multiple national land classification
systems, and explore the integration of national land. This
paper provides basic data support for multiclass spatial clas-
sification, pattern optimization, and land use spatial plan-
ning. This paper addresses the problem that it is difficult to
effectively match the land use quantity structure to specific
land units based on the results of land suitability evaluation
by conventional superposition methods and other land use
allocation methods and proposes an optimal allocation
method of land use spatial structure based on eye-catching
vision to effectively solve the core problems of macro struc-
ture adjustment and land use zoning in land use spatial clas-
sification planning.

2. Related Work

2.1. Spatial Land Use Classification Planning. Land classifica-
tion is an important basis for spatial land use planning and a
scientific basis for optimizing the layout of spatial land use
structure. Urban land use classification is an important
means to promote the rationality of land use spatial plan-
ning and improve the value of land use, so how to systema-
tically integrate land use and urban land use classification
under land use spatial planning has become one of the main
issues of current social development.

Land use spatial planning classification is to reasonably
divide land into different categories according to the differ-
ences of land itself and certain rules, so that the similar attri-
butes possessed by individual units of land in the region can
be centrally summarized for better construction of corre-
sponding functional areas. Therefore, the current land classi-
fication in China mainly includes land natural classification,
land use classification, land evaluation classification, and
land function classification, which provides support for land
use. The natural land classification is based on the natural
properties of the land, such as climate, soil, hydrology, and
geomorphology, and is based on the natural laws of land
classification [19, 20]. Land evaluation classification is to
classify land according to the similarity and difference of
evaluation indexes, such as land quality, production poten-
tial, and suitability, which is an important basis for land
use planning; land function classification is to classify land
according to the services or products it provides, which is
essentially to classify the resource attributes of land, such
as production land, living land, and ecological land, which
provides a great basis and guidance for land use.
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The idea of systematically integrating land use under
land use spatial planning and giving full play to the support
and guarantee function of land use spatial planning can
optimize the urban and rural patterns in the region through
reasonable land use spatial planning and promote the for-
mation of scientific production, living, and ecological space.
Moreover, it is necessary to adhere to ecological protection
and protection of basic farmland, control the urban-rural
development boundary, etc., fully implement the manage-
ment level, promote the effective control of the total amount
of land for construction and urban development intensity,
and promote the balanced construction and development
of infrastructure and public service facilities. On the other
hand, the systematic integration of land use also requires
further implementation of national land improvement and
supervision of comprehensive management and ecological
restoration of urban and rural land. Finally, it is necessary
to actively guide the balanced development of regions
through the implementation of differentiated policies to
guarantee the orderly implementation of spatial planning
measures for land use.

At present, countries have different standards for land
classification, such as the multilevel ecological classification
system in the United States, the ecological land classification
system in Canada, and the land classification system in the
Netherlands. And the way of land classification in China is
multiple standards in parallel, showing diversified character-
istics. From the perspective of land use function, the classifi-
cation system of “three-living land” is constructed. We have
explored a three-level comprehensive functional land use
zoning system at the provincial level by integrating various
types of zoning. We analyze the existing land use spatial
planning land classification system and propose a land use
classification system based on the problems of the existing
classification system. The idea of land use division is based
on the industrial structure of land use. The natural ecological
spatial classification system at the city and county level is
established based on the combination of land use and cover
types and human activity images [21–23]. The refinement of
spatial functions of land use is mainly based on three per-
spectives of land use, ecosystem, and landscape value, and
a classification system corresponding to the functions is
established.

The functional classification of the land use perspective
is mainly based on the economic use of land. The sustainable
development perspective classifies landscape values into five
major categories and constructs a county-level classification
system for the three spatial land uses by systematically clas-
sifying ecological landscapes. Inspired by the EU spatial clas-
sification, a study on the division of spatial land in Hunan
Province was conducted. Based on the national standard
rules of land use classification, the classification of “three
spatial areas” was established. The Lorenz curve and Gini
coefficient method were used to study the distribution of
the three spatial areas. Based on the principle of multifunc-
tionality of land use, the classification of “three living spaces”
was constructed. In general, the existing studies have
explored the spatial classification system of land use and
the classification of “three living spaces” in a more system-

atic way, which is important to support the preparation of
spatial land use planning.

To establish a scientific land use evaluation system and
index system and management mechanism to integrate land
use based on land use spatial planning system, it is necessary
to improve the evaluation standards of resources, environ-
mental carrying capacity, and spatial suitability of develop-
ment to provide basic conditions for land planning layout.
At the same time, we should design based on land use spatial
planning, land use as the center, construction of complete
infrastructure, coordination of regional development and
urban-rural integration, and reasonable layout of land use
planning guidance and constraint management. It is also
necessary to strengthen the strength of resource protection,
and the ability to control spatial utilization to ensure that
land resources can be used to maximum effect. Moreover,
this process needs a relatively perfect land use spatial plan-
ning standard system and land use control mechanism as a
guarantee to fully guarantee the rigidity and flexibility of
land use spatial planning and realize the efficient use of land.

2.2. Multiocular Vision Technology. With the rapid develop-
ment of science and technology, human spatial ways and
techniques of land use have been increasing. Especially with
the support of aerospace technology, remote sensing imag-
ing technology based on high-altitude overhead perspective
and even outer space has come into being. Remote sensing
technology perceives the characteristics of target objects
and analyzes them through the propagation and reception
of electromagnetic waves. In the 1970s, the world’s first
remote sensing satellite was successfully launched to open
a new era of remote sensing detection technology. The
exploration of technology using satellites as remote sensing
platforms has been favored by governments of various coun-
tries. Among the early starters, the U.S. government and
some of its commercial companies have implemented multi-
ple remote sensing satellite launch programs simultaneously
in recent decades, with each series of satellite launch pro-
grams containing multiple remote sensing satellites to form
a satellite constellation [24–27].

At the same time, Canada is also implementing a con-
stellation program in which satellites will carry sophisticated
LIDAR systems. When the constellation is fully launched, it
will reduce the interval between revisits to Canada to less
than 24 hours. In addition, the earliest started in 1974 during
the Cold War with the Soviet Union’s return-type remote
sensing satellite for Earth observation. Looking back at the
development of remote sensing technology in China, which
is also strongly supported by the government, China’s aero-
space technology has also made remarkable progress since
the 1980s; from the meteorological satellites in 1988 to the
environmental disaster mitigation series of satellites in
2008 and the high-definition series of satellites since 2013,
the development of the aerospace industry has been fruitful.
By the end of April 2018, the number of remote sensing sat-
ellites worldwide increased to 684. With the deployment of
so many satellite-based and airborne remote sensing plat-
forms, countries around the world have a huge amount of
remote sensing data to be processed urgently every day.
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Especially for optical remote sensing data, the processing
and understanding of the data has been far from keeping
up with the acquisition of data. The high-resolution, large-
format optical remote sensing images acquired by satellites
and land types often cover a large and complex amount of
ground material information. Obviously, it is no longer
practical to discriminate and identify these massive data in
real time through manual efforts [28]. As a result, how to
use computer technology to understand and interpret opti-
cal remote sensing images has become the focus and difficult
problem of current research.

Multiocular stereo vision is to simulate the human visual
system to construct the real world. Stereo matching, as the
key to 3D reconstruction and noncontact ranging, is one of
the core elements of multiocular vision. Multiocular vision
flowchart is shown in Figure 2. It has the advantages of sim-
ple implementation, low cost, and ranging under noncontact
conditions by acquiring depth through two-dimensional
images and can be used in robot guidance systems for navi-
gation judgment and target pickup, in industrial automation
control systems for parts installation, quality inspection, and
environmental inspection, and in security monitoring sys-
tems for human flow detection and hazard alarm [29–31].
The stereo matching algorithm is divided into region match-
ing, feature matching, phase matching, and energy matching
according to the matching primitives and methods. Area
matching is influenced by image affine and radiometric dis-
tortion, difficult to choose the constraint window, and easy
to produce false matches at depth discontinuities; feature
matching is insensitive to image geometric transformation
and has strong anti-interference and low complexity; the
defect is that the parallax results are sparse and need to go
through the process of interpolation and fitting; phase
matching algorithm is very sensitive to rotational transfor-
mation and unstable singularities; energy matching is used
to construct global energy. The energy matching algorithm
obtains the parallax by constructing the global energy func-
tion, which cannot be used for large deviation images and
has too much complexity.

Currently, the semiglobal stereo matching of remote
sensing images combined with accelerated robust features
uses feature points to guide path aggregation; the stereo
matching algorithm based on AD Census features enhances
the robustness to local noisy pixels; a SURF-BRISK algo-
rithm combining Hamming distance and affine transforma-
tion to match the localization method is proposed; the
multiocular stereo matching algorithm with optimized obli-
que planes improves the computational speed. The feature-
based dense stereo matching first uses linear contrast
spreading to highlight the important texture of the image,
extracts feature information with accelerated segmentation
detection features, relies on fast approximate nearest neigh-
bor search library and K-nearest neighbor algorithm to
achieve feature matching after accelerated robust feature
description, and then uses random sampling consistency
algorithm to remove false matches; the obtained exact
matching point pairs are used as seed pairs based on parallax
continuity. The parallax is calculated by using the simplified
zero-mean normalized interrelationship number as the sim-

ilarity measure, obtaining the minimum surrogate value
point pair and eliminating some of the false matches by
thresholding, using the polar line constraint to reduce the
search complexity, and using the two-way matching strategy
to improve the matching accuracy: subpixel fitting of the
parallax value to obtain the subpixel parallax to improve
the parallax accuracy and make the parallax. The subpixel
fitting of parallax values to obtain subpixel parallaxes
improves the parallax accuracy and smooths the transition
in the continuous region. The algorithm solves the short-
comings of feature matching, reduces the time complexity
and noise interference, and improves the accuracy and
precision, especially for the weak texture and depth
discontinuity.

3. Methods

3.1. Model Architecture. The traditional CenterNet network
adopts a code-decode structure to learn high-level semantic
information through successive convolutional operations of
the network. However, the targets in remote sensing images
are small and dense, and a series of convolution will cause
the aggregation of small target features, resulting in prob-
lems such as missed detection and false detection. Therefore,
this paper proposes a detection model AFF-CenterNet based
on CenterNet algorithm, which combines attention mecha-
nism and parallel-layer feature sharing structure. This
method combines deep features and shallow features, effec-
tively combining the advantages of strong semantic informa-
tion of deep features and strong location and texture
information of shallow features, which is effective in improv-
ing small target detection. The channel attention module is
added before the parallel-layer module to reduce back-
ground interference. This method adaptively calibrates the
feature responses between different channels, which effec-
tively improves the feature extraction capability of the net-
work. The model structure diagram is shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Parallel Layer Structure. In the network structure of
CenterNet algorithm, the Conv1 and Conv7 layers, Conv2
and Conv6 layers, and Conv3 and Conv5 layers are fused
in this paper. Since these feature layers have different spatial
sizes, they are processed by a “Feature Fusion” module
before being fused. For this module, two topologies, named
CenterNet-C and CenterNet-T, are designed as shown in
Figure 4, where CenterNet-C has a standard 1 × 1 convolu-
tion to make the feature layers have the same spatial size
before and after fusion, and CenterNet-T replaces the stan-
dard convolution in CenterNet-C with a hole convolution
for testing. Since each feature value in different layers has a
different scale, it needs to be processed by batch normaliza-
tion and ReLU activation after convolution.

3.3. Channel Attention Module. The attention mechanism
can focus on the local information of the image, locate the
information of interest, and suppress the useless informa-
tion. To make the model focus more on the channels with
effective information, this paper introduces the Squeeze-
Excitation Attention Module (SE-Net) before the parallel
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feature sharing module. This module first performs a squeeze
operation on the H ×W feature map with the input channel
number C to obtain a 1 × 1 feature map with the channel
number C, which corresponds to the global pooling. Then,
the obtained feature maps are subjected to the excitation oper-
ation to obtain the weight values between channels, which cor-
responds to the twice fully connected and sigmoid layers.
Finally, the original feature map is multiplied by the weights
of the corresponding channels through scale scaling to obtain
the new feature map, to update the effective information chan-
nels, and to suppress the useless information channels.

3.4. Multiocular Visual Depth Values. Assuming a
pointpðx, y, zÞon the three-dimensional space, with the left

camera as the reference coordinate system, the projection
points on the left and right lenses of the horizontally placed
binocular camera areLðxl, ylÞ,Rðxr, yrÞ, andOl, Orwhich are
the center points of the left and right lenses, respectively;f
is the focal length of the camera, andBis the baseline of
the binocular camera; according to the principle of triangu-
lar similarity of perspective transformation, it is known that

z
f
= y
y1

= y
yr

= x
x1

= x − B
xr

: ð1Þ

The parallax under the model can be expressed as

d = x1 − xr: ð2Þ

From the equation, the spatial coordinates of point p
and the depth value can be deduced as

z = f B
x1 − xr

,

x = x1B
x1 − xr

,

y = y1B
x1 − xr

:

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð3Þ
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Figure 2: Multiocular vision flowchart.
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Figure 4: Parallel fusion module structure diagram.
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According to the above three-dimensional spatial point
coordinates and depth value solution process, in order to
meet the accuracy and efficiency of octree map construc-
tion for complex environment of land use space, it is nec-
essary to extract the two-dimensional edge feature points
of the environment and solve the corresponding three-
dimensional spatial coordinate points of the feature points,
and the distribution of the feature points is closely related
to the environmental information, and a reasonable fea-
ture point extraction method can not only maintain the
integrity of the map but also reduce the system operation.
A reasonable feature point extraction method can not only
maintain the integrity of the map but also reduce the
operation complexity of the system, thus ensuring the
real-time and efficient system. Therefore, this paper pro-
poses a method of feature point extraction based on edge
binary map, by finding the coordinates of feature points
of edge binary map and then obtaining the corresponding
feature point parallax values from parallax map and calcu-
lating the spatial coordinates and depth values.

3.5. Loss Function. AFF-CenterNet still adopts the construc-
tion method of CenterNet loss function, which consists of
three parts: centroid prediction loss Lk, bias loss Loff , and
width-height loss Lsize. CenterNet uses pixel-level logistic
regression focal loss loss function to solve the problem of
uneven distribution of positive and negative samples.

Lk =
−1
N

〠
xyc

1 − Ŷxyc

À Áα log Ŷxyc

À Á
, Yxyc = 1,

1 − Yxyc

À Áβ Ŷxyc

À Áα log 1 − Ŷxyc

À Á
,

8<
: ð4Þ

where α and β are the hyperparameters of focal loss, which
are taken as 2 and 4, respectively, in the experiment. n is
the number of key points in the image, which serves to nor-
malize all focal losses. Ŷxyc is the predicted value and Yxyc

the true label value. When Yxyc is equal to 1, for easily distin-

guishable samples, the predicted value Ŷxyc is close to 1,

making ð1 − ŶxycÞα and log ðŶxycÞ close to 0 to obtain a
smaller Lk. On the contrary, for hard-to-distinguish samples,
the predicted value Ŷxyc is close to 0, making the final Lk
larger. When Ŷxyc is not equal to 1, the theoretical value of

the predicted value Ŷxyc should be 0. If this value is larger,

ðŶxycÞα will increase to serve as a penalty. If the predicted

value is close to 0, then ðŶxycÞα will be small to reduce the

loss weight. And ð1 − YxycÞβ serves to weaken the loss weight
of negative samples around the centroid when Yxyc is not
equal to 1. Since the resolution of the feature map after back-
bone extraction network processing becomes one-fourth of
the input image, which is equivalent to one pixel point of
the output feature map corresponding to a 4 × 4 region of
the original image, it causes the loss of details of the original
image and makes the prediction biased. Therefore, the cen-
troid bias value Ô is introduced, and the bias value is trained
using the L1 loss function.

Loff =
1
N
〠
p

Ô~p −
p
R
− ~p

� ����
���, ð5Þ

where N is the number of key points in the image, p is the
target frame centroid, and R is the downsampling factor,
which takes the value of 4 during the experiment. CenterNet

regresses to the object size sk = ðxðkÞ2 − xðkÞ1 , yðkÞ2 − yðkÞ1 Þ for
each object after predicting all the centers. To reduce the
computational effort, a single size prediction Ŝ is used for
each target species, and the width-height loss Lsize is trained
using the L1 loss function, as shown in

Lsize =
1
N
〠
N

k=1
Ŝpk − sk
���

���: ð6Þ

The total loss Ldet is obtained from the weighted sum of
the losses of the above branches, as shown in

Ldet = Lk + λoffLoff + λsizeLsize, ð7Þ

where the weights λoff and λsize are taken as 1 and 0.1,
respectively.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Experiment Setup. In order to verify the feasibility of the
proposed algorithm, the category images of an urban land

Table 1: Software and hardware environment configuration.

Parameters Configuration

Operating system Ubuntu 20.04.2 LTS

CPU Inter Core i9-10900KF

CPU memory 62.7G

GPU GeForce RTX 3080

GPU memory 10G

Programming language Python

Programming platforms Pycharm

Graphics acceleration environment CUDA11.2, CuDNN7.6

Deep learning framework Pytorch 1.7.0, Torchvision 0.8.1
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space remote sensing image dataset in China are selected
for the training and testing of the network, respectively.
Among them, UCASAOD dataset is produced by the Uni-
versity of Chinese Academy of Sciences, which contains
1000 remote sensing images with 7482 samples, with more
concentrated data and more uniform distribution of target
directions. RSOD dataset contains 446 remote sensing
images with 4993 samples, with diverse brightness and con-
trast in the images, and interference such as occlusion,
shadow, and distortion. During the experiment, 10% of
the images of the two datasets were randomly selected as
test samples, 10% of the remaining 90% of the images were
selected as the validation set, and the rest were used as the
training set, and the configuration of the experimental envi-
ronment is shown in Table 1.

In the experiments, the downsampling rate R is 4, and
the Adam optimizer is used for iterative training, and the
input images are uniformly scaled to a resolution of 512 ×
512. The initial learning rate is set to 1e-3, and the batch size
is 4. After training 50 epochs, the learning rate is reduced to
1e-4, and then, 50 epochs are trained. In addition, to speed
up the convergence, the backbone of ResNet-50 is trained
using the pretrained weights obtained from the ImageNet
classification task.

4.2. Experimental Results. The comparison results of several
network structures before and after the improvement on
the UCFAS-AOD test set are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
The detection accuracy of the improved network is signif-
icantly improved while maintaining certain computational

78 80 82 84 86 88 90

CenterNet

CenterNet-C

CenterNet-SC

CenterNet-T

CenterNet-ST

FPS/(frame/s)

92

Figure 5: Comparison of different improved structure FPS.

CenterNet

CenterNet-C

CenterNet-SC

CenterNet-T

CenterNet-ST

7000.00% 7500.00% 8000.00% 8500.00% 9000.00% 9500.00% 10000.00%
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Figure 6: Comparison of different improved structure map.
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efficiency. CenterNet-T with null convolution improves the
detection accuracy by 0.59 percentage points compared
with CenterNet-C with standard 1 × 1 convolution, and
CenterNet-SC and CenterNet-ST improve the detection
accuracy by 1.34 percentage points and 1.46 percentage
points compared with CenterNet-C and CenterNet-T,
respectively. CenterNet-ST, which has the best overall
effect, improves the detection accuracy by 16 percentage
points and 0.71 percentage points over CenterNet and Cen-
terNet-SC, respectively, so the CenterNet-ST topology is
subsequently used as the AFF-CenterNet algorithm model.

Three sets of representative images were selected from
the dataset for testing and the before and after improvement
comparison graphs. Because the feature extraction layer of
the original network has gone through the “encoding-
decoding” structure, the semantic information of small tar-
gets is seriously lost, which makes it difficult to detect small
targets with similar background color, while the parallel-
layer feature sharing network of AFF-CenterNet effectively
fuses deep and shallow features to reduce the semantic loss,
and the small targets with low contrast with the background
are still detected. Small targets with low background contrast
can still be effectively recognized.

Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of the accuracy of the
first-level ground class, and the overall accuracy and kappa
coefficient are used to determine the accuracy of the ground
class. The overall accuracy of primary land class is 86.0%,
and the kappa coefficient is 0.75; the overall accuracy of sec-
ondary land class is 73.9%, and the kappa coefficient is 0.69.
Among them, the accuracy of commercial land user is
95.1%, and the accuracy of park and green space user is
97.1%; the accuracy of institutional land and medical and
health land classification is lower, and the accuracy of the for-

mer user is 15.7%, and the latter user is 11.1%. The accuracy
of the former is 15.7%, and the accuracy of the latter is 11.1%.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 present the statistical parameters of
the comparison between historical and simulated values of
each land use type during 2014-2020. The MRE of forest
land, grassland, urban land, transportation land, and water
can basically be controlled within or around 5%, while the
MRE of cropland and garden land are 11.02% and 7.53%,
respectively. The Nash coefficients of cropland are negative,
while the Nash coefficients of other land types are greater
than 0. The R2 of grassland, urban land, and water reaches
0.99, 0.70, and 0.84, respectively, while the R2 of other land
types are not satisfactory, especially for cropland and forest
land, due to the poor simulation effect of early data for
model validation. Although the simulation results of the
model are not satisfactory, they can still be used. Taking
the model fit validation curve of cropland in Figures 7, 8,
and 9 as an example, the relative error from 2009 to 2012
reached about 30%, and the simulation effect after that was
very good, with only 2.24% MRE. A certain degree of error
is allowed in system dynamics models, which are often used
to study changes in complex systems over time series. The
results of the model validation showed that the model could
meet the needs of the next study.

Table 3 presents the average annual dynamic attitude of
each land use type. Both urban land and transportation land
in construction land show a slowing trend in growth rate.
Under a series of land ecology construction policies in a city
in China, forest land and water areas, which are the objects
of ecological value protection, have been protected to a cer-
tain extent, and soil erosion and habitat encroachment have
been effectively controlled, and the reduction of forest land
and water areas is expected to be limited to 2% in the future.
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Among the agricultural land, less than 5% is arable land, but
the arable land is changing drastically, and the overall trend
is rapidly declining. In one Chinese city, the management of
agricultural land is achieved through the establishment of a
basic farmland protection system and the designation of
basic farmland transformation zones. However, in the con-
text of rapid urbanization, this reactive system of agricultural
land control is seriously failing. The actual scale of popula-

tion growth in a Chinese city exceeds expectations and the
total economic volume expands dramatically, which inevita-
bly intensifies the conflict between the expansion of agricul-
tural land and construction land around the city, and the
loss of arable land, garden land, and grassland is the inevita-
ble result. The land use map of 2014 is used as input, and the
data of each land use type in 2025 predicted by the SD model
is used as input to the transfer matrix of the CA model to
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obtain the land use prediction map of 2025. This simulation
scenario does not consider the effects of policies and plan-
ning, etc., and follows the current land use change trend.
Table 3 integrates and compares the spatial changes of land
use pattern in 2004, 2008, 2014, and the projected 2025. The
overall land use structure of a city in China is basically
unchanged, with construction land and forest land dominat-
ing, but there are obvious changes in the quantity and spatial
distribution of each land use type. The most obvious is the
outward expansion and connectivity of construction land
through the encroachment of parkland and forest land,
and this trend is gradually increasing, and in 2025, construc-
tion land will be more concentrated, and the distribution of
agricultural land types will be more fragmented.

5. Conclusion

With the economic development of China, the differences
between various regions are gradually increasing, the spatial
classification of land use planning and construction has
become an important measure and means to enhance the
national economy and social economy, and only by vigor-
ously promoting urban and rural construction efforts can
we achieve the goal of building a well-off society and main-
taining social stability. In the process of construction, land
resources should be strictly managed, reasonable planning
should be carried out, and corresponding measures should
be taken to deal with various illegal land occupation and ille-
gal land use in accordance with the law, so that land
resources can be developed sustainably and make them fully
supplied with land use space classification planning and con-
struction. With the joint efforts of the government, the pub-
lic, and the enterprises, the use of land resources will become
more and more reasonable, the level of land management
will be enhanced, and the speed of land use space classifica-
tion planning and construction will become faster and faster.

This paper proposes that the land use spatial classifica-
tion planning based on multivision has the characteristics
of large scale, short period, and multiple data types, which
can complete the collection and investigation of land
resources and other resource information in a short time,
ensure the efficiency of work and reduce the work cost, real-
ize the real-time monitoring of land resources use and land
use spatial classification quality, and provide a series of
information for land use planning. It can also provide a

series of information as reference for the formulation of land
use planning, which is very important for the efficient use of
land resources. In the future, we plan to carry out research
on spatial land use classification planning methods based
on recurrent neural networks.
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Objective. To compare the clinical efficacy and adverse drug reactions of four different schemes in the treatment of pleural
tuberculoma. Methods. A total of 120 patients with pleural tuberculoma admitted to the Tuberculosis Department of our
hospital from January 2018 to January 2021 were selected as the research subjects. According to different treatment methods,
the patients were divided into four groups, with 30 cases in each group. They were as follows: group A received classical HRZE
regimen, group B received HRZE+pleural injection, group C received HZE+rifabutin, and group D received HZE+rifabutin
+pleural injection. All patients were treated intensively for 3 months and then consolidated treatment for 6 months according
to the patient’s condition. The absorption of lesions in the four groups at different time was compared, and the occurrences of
adverse drug reactions and treatment outcomes during treatment were recorded. Results. After 3 months of treatment,
compared with groups A, B, and C, the number of significantly absorbed cases and effective cases in group D increased, while
the number of invalid cases decreased. However, there was no statistical significance in the absorption of lesions between the
four groups (χ2 = 8:272, P = 0:507). In addition, pairwise comparison showed no significant difference in the absorption of
lesions (P > 0:05). After 9 months of treatment, there was no significant difference in the absorption of lesions among the four
groups (χ2 = 8:795, P = 0:185), but the absorption of lesions in group D was significantly better than that in group A (P < 0:05
). During treatment, the incidence of adverse reactions in the four groups was significantly different (χ2 = 8:779, P = 0:032).
Pairwise comparison showed that the incidence of adverse reactions in groups C and D was significantly lower than that in
group A (P < 0:05). The total treatment course of group A was 9-16 months, and 10 cases (33.33%) still had residual lesions or
pleural thickening at the end of treatment. The total course of treatment in group B was 9-12 months, and 7 cases (23.33%)
still had residual lesions or pleural thickening at the end of the course of treatment. The total treatment course of group C was
9-16 months, and 8 cases (26.67%) still had residual lesions or pleural thickening at the end of treatment. The total course of
treatment in group D was 9-12months, and there were still 2 cases of residual lesions (6.67%) at the end of the course.
Conclusions. HZE+rifabutin+pleural injection against tuberculosis therapy has a significant clinical efficacy in the treatment of
pleural tuberculoma, which can more effectively improve the clinical symptoms of patients, improve the efficacy, and reduce
complications, with a good prognosis, worthy of clinical promotion.

1. Introduction

Tuberculous pleurisy is the second most common extrapul-
monary tuberculosis after lymph node tuberculosis. It
accounts for about 3% to 5% of tuberculosis in the United
States and can reach 30% in countries with high tuberculosis
burden [1]. As a localized lesion in the pleural cavity, pleural
tuberculoma can occur in the parietal pleura or visceral
pleura [2] and is one of the rare clinical diseases. At present,

its pathogenesis is not clear, and most scholars believe that it
is a caseous mass wrapped in fibrous tissue formed by the
concentration and drying of local tuberculosis tissue caused
by fibrous connective tissue hyperplasia and pleural thicken-
ing and adhesion in the course of the development of exuda-
tive tuberculous pleuritis [3, 4]. Pleural tuberculoma can
occur in all age groups but is generally believed to be more
common in young adults. The incidence of pulmonary
tuberculoma is 0.62%-5.7%. Most patients with pleural
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tuberculoma have definite tuberculous pleurisy or pulmo-
nary tuberculosis (75%-96%), but a small number of patients
have no definite history of tuberculosis and only find the
lesions during physical examination (4.0%-25%) [5–7].
Patients with tuberculous pleuritis develop pleural tubercu-
loma even after regular intensive antituberculosis therapy,
which is classical HRZE scheme. Clinical data show that
pleural tuberculoma occurs more within 3 months of antitu-
berculosis treatment. The clinical practice is to continue the
original regimen of antituberculosis treatment, and most of
pleural tuberculoma can be absorbed in 3~18 months. If
the disease persists or the patient requires, surgical resection
is feasible [8, 9]. In recent years, we find that more and more
patients developed pleural tuberculoma in the course of
treatment in clinical work. Classical antituberculosis drugs
are still the preferred method for the treatment of pleural
tuberculoma, but they have many adverse reactions, which
sometimes aggravate or prolong the disease course of
patients, leading to drug resistance of tubercle bacillus in
some patients and poor prognosis [10]. Rifabutin is a semi-
synthetic rifamycin, similar to rifampicin, rapidly absorbed
in the gastrointestinal tract, with good lipid solubility, which
can be widely distributed in tissues and cells. It is well toler-
ated and has fewer side effects than rifampicin [11, 12]. In
addition, since antituberculosis drugs are difficult to pene-
trate into the pleural tuberculoma lesions, the effect of che-
motherapy solely relying on drugs is poor [3, 13]. On the
basis of systemic antituberculosis treatment, combined with
intrapleural tuberculoma injection, the drug concentration
in pleural tuberculoma can be effectively increased, which
is beneficial to improve the curative effect. In order to reduce
complications and improve efficacy, 120 patients with pleu-
ral tuberculoma who were initially diagnosed in our hospital
were treated with different treatment schemes in this study,
aiming to observe the clinical efficacy of different treatment
schemes and provide clinical practice for better treatment
of pleural tuberculoma patients. The report is as follows.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. A total of 120 pleural tuberculoma patients
admitted to the Tuberculosis Department of our hospital
from January 2018 to January 2021 were enrolled as the
research subjects. Patients were randomly divided into four
groups and then given different treatment regimens, 30 cases
in each group. Group A was given classical HRZE regimen;
group B was given HRZE+pleural cavity infusion; group C
was given HZE+rifabutin; and group D was given HZE+rifa-
butin+pleural cavity infusion. Inclusion criteria are as fol-
lows: (1) a history of “tuberculous pleuritis,” (2) suspected
pleural tuberculoma, (3) complete clinical data, (4) informed
consent to the study from patients and their families, and (5)
patients older than 18 years old. Exclusion criteria are as fol-
lows: (1) severely infected persons; (2) patients complicated
with serious cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases,
nephropathy, and autoimmune diseases; (3) patients com-
plicated with malignant tumor; (4) patients complicated
with cognitive and behavioral ability insufficiency; (5) preg-
nant or lactating women; (6) patients with drug withdrawal

or change of treatment plan due to serious adverse reactions;
(7) patients with previous antituberculosis treatment; and
(8) patients who dropped out of the clinical study or were
lost to follow-up.

2.2. Therapeutic Methods. All patients received general
symptomatic treatment such as anti-infection, fluid rehydra-
tion, nutritional support, and correction of electrolyte disor-
ders. On this basis, group A was given classical HRZE
regimen. The drugs included isoniazid tablet (H) (Southwest
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., SFDA approval number:
H50020124, specification: 0.1 g/tablet, dosage: 3 tablets/
time), rifampicin capsule (R) (Chengdu Tiantai Mount
pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., SFDA approval number:
H51022701 of specification: 0.15 g/tablet, dosage: 3 tablets/
time), pyrazinamide tablets (Z) (Guangdong South China
Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd. SFDA approval number:
H44020761, Specification: 0.25 g/tablet, dosage: 3 tablets/
time), and ethambutol tablets (E) (Guangdong South China
Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd. SFDA approval number:
H44020758, specification: 0.25 g/tablet, dosage: 3 tablets/
time), all of which were administrated orally, once a day.
Group B was given HRZE+pleural cavity medicine injection
regimen, a joint pleural cavity medicine injection on the
basis of the treatment of group A. The specific operation
was as follows: the patient underwent B-ultrasound exami-
nation to determine the puncture point; the skin was steril-
ized; the surgeon worn sterile gloves, covered the hole
drapes, and vertically inserted the needle with 0.2% lidocaine
at the upper edge of the rib at the puncture point. The B-
ultrasound positioning tip was located in the center of the
puncture, and 0.1 g (2mL) isoniazid was injected locally,
and the needle was removed. The patient was asked to rest
in bed. Group C was given HZE+rifabutin. The drugs
included isoniazid+pyrazinamide+ethambutol+rifabutin.
Rifabutin (Sichuan Med-Shine Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.,
SFDA approval number: H2007296, specification: 0.15 g/tab-
let, dosage: 2 tablets/time) was administrated orally, once a
day. Group D was given HZE+rifabutin+pleural infusion
regimen, a joint pleural cavity medicine injection on the
basis of the treatment of group C. The procedure was the
same as that of group B, and patients in all four groups
received intensive treatment for 3 months. If the laboratory
sputum smear is still positive after 3 months of intensive
treatment, the treatment would be prolonged. The four
groups received the same consolidation treatment: isoniazid
tablet (0.1 g/tablet) and rifampicin capsule (0.15 g/tablet),
orally, three times a day, for 6 months.

2.3. Observational Indices. (1) Age, gender, complications,
the levels of albumin (Alb), erythrocyte sedimentation rate
(ESR), fasting blood glucose (FBG), and lactic dehydroge-
nase (LDH) were recorded at admission. (2) Chest CT scan
features were recorded. (3) The location, number, and size
of pleural tuberculoma were recorded. (4) Pleural tubercu-
loma absorption was compared among the four groups at
the third month of treatment, and the actual course of treat-
ment and the final treatment outcome of all patients were
recorded. (5) Clinical cure rates of patients in four groups
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were recorded. (6) The incidence of adverse reactions dur-
ing treatment was recorded, including skin rash, liver
damage (increased alanine transaminase (ALT)), cytopenia
(decreased platelets (PLT)), and renal function (increased
uric acid (UA)).

2.4. Evaluation Criterion. The evaluation of pleural tubercu-
loma absorption was carried out according to the Clinical
Diagnosis and Treatment Guidelines: Tuberculosis Volume
developed by the Chinese Medical Association [14], and
the outcome of pleural tuberculoma was measured and
observed by chest CT scan: (1) “significantly absorbed “
refers to the complete absorption of the lesions in the lung
or the reduction of the pleural tuberculoma more than
50%~80% after treatment. (2) “Effective” means the absorp-
tion of the lesion between 30% and 50%. (3) “Invalid” refers
to the reduction of pleural tuberculoma in patients with less
than 30% or no significant reduction. (4) “Deteriorated”
refers to the trend of increasing diameter or number of pleu-
ral tuberculoma in patients. Clinical cure is as follows: com-
plete disappearance of symptoms and signs, obvious
absorption of lung lesions, and negative culture of mycobac-
terium tuberculosis in sputum for three consecutive times or
more [15]. All patients were followed up to the end of the
treatment course.

2.5. Statistical Analysis. SPSS 22.0 software was used for sta-
tistical analysis. Measurement data conformed to the normal
distribution were expressed in the form of �x ± s and tested by
independent sample t-test between two groups. Data not
conformed to normal distribution were tested by the
Mann-Whitney U rank-sum test. One-way ANOVA was
used for comparison between multiple groups. Counting
data were expressed as n (%), and the comparison between
groups was performed by χ2 test. P < 0:05 indicated signifi-
cant difference.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of General Data of Patients in Four Groups.
Before treatment, there were no statistically significant dif-
ferences in age, gender, serum biochemical indicators, and
other general clinical data among the four groups (all P >
0:05), indicating comparability. Specific data are shown in
Table 1.

3.2. Chest CT Examination. Before treatment, all patients
underwent CT examination, and there were no statistical
significances in the number, location, and size of pleural
tuberculoma among the four groups (all P > 0:05), indicat-
ing comparability. Specific data are shown in Table 2.

3.3. Comparison of Absorption of Lesions at Different Time.
After 3 months of treatment, the results showed that the
number of significantly absorbed cases and effective cases
in group D increased, while the number of invalid cases
decreased compared with groups A, B, and C. However,
there were no statistical significances in the absorption of
lesions among the four groups (χ2 = 8:272, P = 0:507). In
addition, pairwise comparison showed no significant differ-

ence in the absorption of lesions (P > 0:05). After 9
months of treatment, there was no statistically significant
difference in the absorption of lesions among the four
groups (χ2 = 8:795, P = 0:185), but the absorption of
lesions in group D was significantly better than that in
group A (P < 0:05). Specific data are shown in Table 3
and Figures 1–4.

3.4. Incidence of Adverse Reactions. During the treatment,
the incidence of adverse reactions was 56.67% in group A
(n = 17), 46.67% (n = 14) in group B, 30.00% (n = 9) in
group C, and 20.00% (n = 6) in group D. The difference in
the incidence of adverse reactions among the four groups
was statistically significant (χ2 = 8:779, P = 0:032). Pairwise
comparison showed that the incidence of adverse reactions
in groups C and D was significantly lower than that in group
A (P < 0:05). Specific data are shown in Table 4.

3.5. Actual Course of Treatment and Outcome. In group A,
19 patients maintained the original antituberculosis chemo-
therapy regimen, 7 patients adjusted the chemotherapy reg-
imen and extended the treatment time due to adverse drug
reactions, and 3 patients were transferred to other hospitals
for surgical treatment after 9 months of treatment and con-
tinued antituberculosis chemotherapy after surgery. CT
follow-up revealed significant absorption of lesions in 18
patients, effective absorption of lesions in 9 patients with
improved clinical symptoms, and no significant absorption
of lesions in 3 patients. The total course of treatment in
group A was 9-22 months, and 10 cases (33.33%) still had
residual lesions or pleural thickening at the end of the
course. In group B, 26 patients continued the original treat-
ment regimen, and 4 patients had drug withdrawal after sig-
nificant pleural tuberculoma reduction. CT follow-up
showed no significant change in the size and morphology
of the lesions after drug withdrawal. In the end, 21 patients
had the lesions significantly absorbed, while the remaining
cases had lesions significantly reduced and the clinical symp-
toms improved. The total course of treatment in group B
was 9-18 months, and 7 cases (23.33%) still had residual
lesions or pleural thickening at the end of the course. In
group C, 22 patients continued the original treatment regi-
men, and 5 patients received aminoglycoside injection on
the basis of the original regimen for 2-3 months. CT
follow-up showed significant pleural tuberculoma absorp-
tion in 20 patients, significant pleural tuberculoma reduction
in 7 patients, and insignificant pleural tuberculoma absorp-
tion in 3 patients. The total course of treatment in group C
was 9-16 months, and 8 cases (26.67%) still had residual
lesions or pleural thickening at the end of the course. In
group D, 28 patients continued the original treatment plan,
and 2 patients stopped taking the drugs after the pleural
tuberculoma shrank significantly. CT follow-up showed that
the lesions were significantly absorbed in 27 patients and sig-
nificantly reduced in 3 patients. The total course of treat-
ment in group D was 9-16 months, and there were still 2
cases of residual lesions (6.67%) at the end of the treatment
course.
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Table 1: Comparison of general clinical data of patients in four groups.

Group Group A (n = 30) Group B (n = 30) Group C (n = 30) Group D (n = 30) F / χ2 P

Gender (male/female) 19/11 20/10 22/8 18/12 1.297 0.730

Age (years) 36:26 ± 2:41 37:31 ± 2:16 36:74 ± 2:48 37:15 ± 2:71 1.949 0.126

Alb (g/L) 37:15 ± 2:34 37:68 ± 2:44 37:43 ± 2:25 37:51 ± 2:27 1.729 0.165

ESR (mm/60min) 18:41 ± 1:67 19:05 ± 2:10 18:57 ± 2:03 18:79 ± 1:68 0.619 0.604

BG (mmol/L) 5:92 ± 2:16 5:78 ± 2:45 5:69 ± 2:37 5:81 ± 2:43 0.855 0.467

LDH (U/L) 178:26 ± 15:30 176:52 ± 12:47 180:28 ± 14:61 179:04 ± 11:59 0.716 0.544

Complication

Tuberculous pleuritis 30 30 30 30 — —

Secondary pulmonary tuberculosis 12 7 15 10 4.8980 0.181

Duration of PTM 1.015 0.985

Less than 3 months 11 13 10 12

3~6 months 13 13 14 13

More than 6 months 6 4 6 5

Note: group A: classical HRZE scheme; group B: HRZE+pleural cavity infusion; group C: HZE+rifabutin; group D: HZE+rifabutin+pleural cavity infusion.

Table 2: Comparison of CT examination results among four groups.

Group Group A (n = 30) Group B (n = 30) Group C (n = 30) Group D (n = 30) χ2 P

Number of pleural tuberculoma 37 40 38 35 — —

Single lesion 23 22 24 21
0.889 0.828

Multiple lesions 7 8 6 9

Pleural tuberculoma site 1.562 1.000

Right anterior chest wall 5 5 4 4

Left anterior chest wall 2 3 2 2

Right chest wall 3 4 3 3

Left chest wall 3 5 5 4

Right posterior chest wall 16 17 15 16

Left posterior chest wall 8 6 7 6

Pleural tuberculoma size (mm)
18:2 × 40:3
40:6 × 25:1

18:6 × 39:5
41:5 × 58:4

17:8 × 41:2
38:6 × 67:2

19:5 × 40:5
41:0 × 64:7 — —

Note: group A: classical HRZE scheme; group B: HRZE+pleural cavity infusion; group C: HZE+rifabutin; group D: HZE+rifabutin+pleural cavity infusion.

Table 3: Comparison of absorption of lesions in four groups (n, %).

Group Time Significant absorbed Effective Invalid Deteriorated

Group A (n = 30) 3 months 5 (16.67) 13 (43.33) 11 (36.67) 1 (3.33)

9 months 12 (40.00) 10 (33.33) 8 (26.67) 0

Group B (n = 30) 3 months 8 (26.67) 14 (46.67) 8 (26.67) 0

9 months 14 (46.67) 10 (33.33) 6 (20.00) 0

Group C (n = 30) 3 months 6 (20.00) 15 (50.00) 9 (30.00) 0

9 months 13 (43.33) 9 (30.00) 8 (26.67) 0

Group D (n = 30) 3 months 9 (30.00) 17 (57.67) 4 (15.26) 0

9 months 22 (73.33) 5 (16.67) 3 (10.00) 0

Note: group A: classical HRZE scheme; group B: HRZE+pleural cavity infusion; group C: HZE+rifabutin; group D: HZE+rifabutin+pleural cavity infusion.
χ2

A−B:3 = 2:203, PA−B:3 = 0:531; χ2
A−C:3 = 1:434, PA−C:3 = 0:698; χ2

A−D:3 = 5:943, PA−D:3 = 0:114; χ2
B−C:3 = 0:379, PB−C:3 = 0:827; χ2

B−D:3 = 1:682, PB−D:3 =
0:431; χ2

C−D:3 = 2:648, PC−D:3 = 0:266; χ2
A−B:9 = 0:440, PA−B:9 = 0:803; χ2

A−C:9 = 0:093, PA−C:9 = 0:955; χ2
A−D:9 = 6:881, PA−D:9 = 0:032; χ2

B−C:9 = 0:375,
PB−C:9 = 0:829; χ2

B−D:9 = 4:444, PB−D:9 = 0:108; χ2
C−D:9 = 5:730, PC−D:9 = 0:057.
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Figure 1: Zhao, male, 39 years old. Chest CT plain scan showed a high-density shadow on the right lung. Group A classical HRZE program
was adopted. (a) Lesion 20 × 15mm before treatment (December 16, 2019). (b) The lesion was reduced to 19 × 13mm after 3 months of
treatment (2020.3.24). (c) At the end of treatment (2021.9.13), the lesion was obviously absorbed, but there was still a residual of 14 × 10
mm.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2: Zhang, male, 32 years old. Chest CT plain scan showed a high-density shadow in the left lung. Group B HRZE+pleural infusion
was adopted for treatment. (a) Lesion 28 × 25mm before treatment (2020.4.29). (b) After 3 months of treatment (2020.7.16), the lesion was
reduced to 22 × 20mm. (c) At the end of treatment (2021.7.7), the lesions were significantly absorbed.

5Computational and Mathematical Methods in Medicine
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: Wang, male, 47 years old. Chest CT plain scan showed a high-density shadow in the left lung. Group D HZE+rifabutin+pleural
infusion was adopted for treatment. (a) The lesion was 25 × 18mm before treatment (2020.9.8). (b) After 3 months of treatment
(2020.11.23), the lesion was reduced to 22 × 13mm. (c) The lesions were significantly absorbed after 7 months of treatment (2021.3.19).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: Liu, male, 42 years old. Chest CT plain scan showed two high-density shadows in the right lung, which was treated with group C
HZE+rifabutin regimen. (a) Before treatment (2020.9.28), the lesion was 30 × 22mm. (b) After 1 month of treatment (2020.11.02), the lesion
was reduced to 22 × 20mm. (c) After 5 months of treatment (2021.2.6), the lesion was reduced to 18 × 16mm.
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Pleural tuberculoma is common in the clinical treatment
and follow-up of patients with tuberculous pleuritis, and a
few patients have no clear history. Although pleural tubercu-
loma is a benign proliferative lesion, the lung can be exten-
sively involved. Without active treatment, some lesions will
continue to grow and increase in number, which seriously
affects the prognosis of the disease [16]. At present, there
is no unified treatment standard, and most patients have a
good prognosis by extending the course of antituberculosis
treatment and increasing the combination of drugs, local
injection, or surgery [9, 17].

As antituberculosis drugs are difficult to penetrate in the
focus, intrapleural injection of drugs on the basis of systemic
antituberculosis treatment can speed up the killing of tuber-
culosis bacteria and shorten the course of disease [18, 19]. In
addition, antituberculosis drugs have much toxic and side
effects, so it is of great significance to reduce adverse reac-
tions to improve curative effect and relieve patients’ pain.
Isoniazid is relatively safe among antituberculosis drugs,
with few adverse reactions in conventional doses [20].
Rifampicin can cause many adverse reactions, and it mainly
interferes with the combination and excretion of bilirubin
and glucuronic acid through bile excretion. Patients can
have joint pain, rash, PLT reduction, liver function injury,
and jaundice [21, 22]. Pyrazinamide can cause arthrodynia,
hyperuricemia, hepatotoxicity, and gastrointestinal reac-
tions, which are related to dose to a certain extent, but the
current conventional dose has relatively few side effects
[23, 24]. The main adverse effects of ethambutol are blurred
vision, eye pain, red-green color blindness, or any vision loss
[25]. Rifabutin is generally well tolerated, with interruptions
due to rash, gastrointestinal reactions, neutropenia, and
occasionally thrombocytopenia [26].

In order to reduce complications and improve efficacy,
different treatment regimens were adopted for the four
groups of patients in this study. Isoniazid, pyrazinamide,
and ethambutol were all given in the same dose in group A
and group C. The difference was that rifampicin was used
in the antituberculosis regimen in group A, while rifabutin
was used in group C. Both rifampicin and rifabutin are com-
monly used antituberculosis drugs. A number of clinical
studies have shown that rifabutin has a stronger antitubercu-
losis effect at the same dose [27], and rifabutin also has a
strong activity against strains resistant to rifampicin [28,
29]. In addition, rifabutin also has a higher lipid solubility
than rifampicin and can be distributed in tissues of patients

for a longer time and at a higher concentration [30]. In this
study, the absorption of lesions in group C was slightly bet-
ter than that in group A at different time, but the difference
was not statistically significant (P > 0:05), possibly due to the
small sample size of this study. Group B and group D were
injected with isoniazid in pleural cavity on the basis of anti-
tuberculosis drug therapy. Isoniazid is the preferred antitu-
berculosis drug. By injecting isoniazid into the thorax, the
chemotherapy drug can directly reach the interior of the
lesion, and the high local drug concentration can cause
tuberculoma tissue necrosis, liquefication, tumor shrinkage,
or even disappearance, improving the efficacy [31, 32]. In
this study, the number of significantly absorbed cases and
effective cases in group D increased, while the number of
invalid cases decreased after 3 months of treatment, but
there was no statistical significance in the absorption of
lesions among the four groups (all P > 0:05). After 9 months
of treatment, the absorption of lesions in group D was signif-
icantly better than that in group A (P < 0:05). These results
indicated that HZE+rifabutin+pleural infusion antitubercu-
losis regimen had better clinical efficacy than classical HRZE
regimen in the treatment of pleural tuberculoma, which is
consistent with the results of literature review. During treat-
ment, the incidence of adverse reactions in the four groups
was significantly different (P < 0:05), and the incidence of
adverse reactions in groups C and D was significantly lower
than that in group A (P < 0:05). These results indicated that
adjusting medication regimen and replacing rifabutin with
less toxic and side effects could significantly improve
patients’ discomfort during treatment.

In conclusion, among the four antituberculosis schemes
in this study, the clinical efficacy of HZE+rifabutin+pleural
infusion regimen is superior to the classical HRZE scheme,
with high safety. However, the number of treatment groups
in this study was relatively small, and no significant differ-
ences were observed in some results between groups. And
in the course of treatment, some patients received surgical
treatment, some received aminoglycoside injections for 2 to
3 months, and many patients were lost to follow-up. These
would affect the research results seriously. Therefore, a large
sample and multicenter study is needed to verify the accu-
racy of the results of this study.

Data Availability

The labeled datasets used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.

Table 4: Comparison of adverse drug reactions in 4 groups.

Group Skin rash PLT decrease ALT increase UA increase Total

Group A (n = 30) 6 3 10 8 17

Group B (n = 30) 4 5 8 5 14

Group C (n = 30) 3 3 6 4 9

Group D (n = 30) 4 2 3 4 7

Note: group A: classical HRZE scheme; group B: HRZE+pleural cavity infusion; group C: HZE+rifabutin; group D: HZE+rifabutin+pleural cavity infusion.
χ2

A−B:3 = 0:601, PA−B:3 = 0:438; χ2
A−C:3 = 4:344, PA−C:3 = 0:037; χ2

A−D:3 = 6:944, PA−D:3 = 0:008; χ2
B−C:3 = 1:763, PB−C:3 = 0:184; χ2

B−D:3 = 3:590, PB−D:3 =
0:058; χ2

C−D:3 = 00:341, PC−D:3 = 0:559.
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Objective. This study is aimed at investigating the efficacy and safety of multislice spiral CT-guided transthoracic lung biopsy in
the diagnosis of pulmonary nodules of different sizes. Methods. Data of 78 patients with pulmonary nodules who underwent CT-
guided transthoracic lung biopsy in our hospital from January 2020 to December 2021 were retrospectively analyzed, and they
were divided into the small nodules group (n = 12), medium nodules group (n = 35), and large nodules group (n = 31)
according to the diameter of pulmonary nodules. The results of puncture biopsy and final diagnosis of pulmonary nodules of
different sizes were compared. The incidence of complications in patients with pulmonary nodules of different sizes was
compared. Univariate analysis was used to compare the incidence of complications in 78 patients. Logistic multiple regression
analysis was used to analyze the independent risk factors of pneumothorax in patients with pulmonary nodule puncture.
Logistic multiple regression analysis was used to analyze the independent risk factors of pulmonary hemorrhage in patients
with pulmonary nodule puncture. Results. The diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity were 83.33%, 100.00%, and
77.78% in small nodules group. The diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of medium nodules group were 85.71%,
100.00%, and 73.68%, respectively. The diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of large nodules group were 93.55%,
100.00%, and 33.33%, respectively. There was no significant difference in the incidence of pneumothorax among the three
groups (P > 0:05). The incidence of pulmonary hemorrhage in small nodule group was higher than that in the medium nodule
group and large nodule group, and the difference was statistically significant (P < 0:05). There was no significant difference in
the incidence of total complications among the three groups (P > 0:05). There were statistically significant differences in
clinical data such as the needle tract length, the puncture position, and the distance of the puncture needle passing through the
lung tissue in patients with or without pneumothorax (P < 0:05). There were statistically significant differences in needle tract
length, distance of puncture needle passing through lung tissue, and size of pulmonary nodules in patients with or without
pulmonary hemorrhage (P > 0:05). Logistic multivariate analysis showed that needle tract length ≤ 50mm, lateral decubitus
position, and the distance of puncture needle passing through lung tissue ≥ 14mm were independent risk factors for
pneumothorax after puncture in patients with pulmonary nodules (P < 0:05). The needle tract length > 50mm, the distance of
puncture needle passing through lung tissue ≥ 14mm, and small nodules (pulmonary nodules diameter ≤ 10mm) were
independent risk factors for pulmonary hemorrhage after puncture in patients with pulmonary nodules (P < 0:05). Conclusion.
Multislice spiral CT-guided transthoracic lung biopsy is effective in diagnosing pulmonary nodules of different sizes.

1. Introduction

Pulmonary nodules refer to lesions with a diameter of
≤30mm in the lungs. The lung nodules are round or quasir-
ound in shape and surrounded by air-filled lung tissue.
According to CT imaging morphology, pulmonary nodules

can be divided into solid nodules, partially solid nodules,
and ground glass nodules [1]. The incidence of pulmonary
nodules is 35.5%, of which pulmonary nodules diagnosed
as lung cancer account for 0.54%, respectively; the incidence
of pulmonary nodules among people who smoke more than
30 packs per year is 25.9%, of which pulmonary nodules
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diagnosed as lung cancer accounted for 1.1% [2]. The etiol-
ogy of pulmonary nodules is complex and diverse, including
infectious factors, tumor factors, and pulmonary infectious
factors [3, 4]. It is reported that pulmonary nodules with
diameter < 5mm have a 0.4% probability of developing into
carcinoma in situ, pulmonary nodules with diameter of 5-
10mm have a 1.3% probability of developing into malig-
nancy, pulmonary nodules with diameter of 10-20mm have
a 50% probability of developing into malignancy, and pul-
monary nodules with diameter > 20mm have an 87.5%
probability of developing into malignancy. Pulmonary nod-
ules of different sizes have different probability of developing
into malignancy, so early diagnosis of pulmonary nodules is
very important [5]. Lung biopsy has high diagnostic accu-
racy and can also judge the differentiation degree of malig-
nant tumor, which can effectively guide clinical treatment.
Transthoracic lung biopsy was first applied to the microbio-
logical diagnosis of patients with lung infection in 1882, and
the first lung cancer biopsy was performed in 1886. Later, it
was gradually developed to use ultrasound, CT, etc. for lung
biopsy. CT is the most widely used guidance method in clin-
ical practice, with high soft tissue contrast ability and spatial
resolution. CT-guided puncture biopsy of pulmonary nod-
ules also has high diagnostic accuracy and safety [6–9]. Mul-
tislice spiral CT refers to an imaging system with a multirow
detector structure and a single exposure of the tube, which
can simultaneously obtain data from multiple slices of
images [10]. Compared with traditional CT-guided lung
biopsy, multislice CT-guided lung biopsy has the advantages
of fast scanning speed and shorter scanning time. In addi-
tion, the repeated scanning procedure of multislice spiral
CT-guided lung biopsy can make the guidance easier to
operate [11]. The purpose of this study was to investigate
the diagnostic efficacy of multislice spiral CT-guided trans-
thoracic lung biopsy for pulmonary nodules of different
sizes. The report is as follows.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Information. Data of 78 patients with pulmo-
nary nodules who underwent multislice spiral CT-guided
transthoracic lung biopsy in our hospital from January
2020 to December 2021 were retrospectively analyzed. There
were 55 males and 23 females, aged from 20 to 78 years old,
with an average age of 49:55 ± 5:63 years old; 12 cases with
pulmonary nodule diameter ≤ 10mm were divided into
small nodule group; 35 cases with pulmonary nodule
diameter ≤ 20mm were divided into middle nodule group;
31 cases with pulmonary nodule diameter > 20mmand ≤
30mm were divided into large nodule group. This study
was approved by the hospital ethics committee.

2.2. Inclusion Criteria. Inclusion criteria are as follows: (1)
0mm < pulmonary nodule diameter ≤ 30mm; (2) age ≥ 18
years old; (3) no contraindications for CT-guided transtho-
racic lung biopsy; (4) complete clinical and imaging data;
(5) the chest CT examination showed pulmonary nodules;
and (6) patients volunteered to participate in this study.

2.3. Exclusion Criteria. Exclusion criteria are as follows: (1)
patients with intrapulmonary vascular disease; (2) patients
with pulmonary fibrosis, pulmonary hypertension, and
severe emphysema; (3) patients with severe bleeding ten-
dency or coagulation dysfunction; (4) patients who cannot
cooperate with breathing; (5) the heart and blood vessels
cannot be avoided during the puncture of the lesion; (6)
patients with lung bullae lesions in puncture approach; (7)
patients with severe pulmonary infection; and (8) there is
skin infection at the site to be punctured.

2.4. Methods

2.4.1. Operation Instrument. Canon Aquilion ONE 640CT
was used, and the puncture needle was a shotgun-cut biopsy
needle. The imaging data of the patients were carefully
observed before surgery, and the lateral, supine, and prone
positions were adopted according to the size and location
of the lung nodules. First, local scan of the lesion was carried
out with a layer thickness of 2.7mm. The best puncture
point was selected by CT positioning ruler, and the distance
between the puncture point and the edge and center of the
lesion as well as the puncture direction and angle were mea-
sured. Routine disinfection and draping were performed,
local anesthesia was performed, anesthesia needle was
injected 1~2 cm in accordance with the expected puncture
direction and angle, the puncture biopsy scanning procedure
was used to scan to verify whether there was any error in
puncture point, puncture direction, and angle, and the scan
could be performed again after appropriate adjustment. The
patient was told to keep calm breathing and hold his breath,
and after confirmation, the shotgun-cut biopsy needle was
used to rapidly puncture the lung lesions of the patient. After
reaching the expected depth, the scan was carried out to con-
firm that the needle tip was in the patient’s lesion. Then the
patient was told to hold his breath, the lesion tissue was
cut, the needle was removed quickly, and the tissue speci-
men was fixed with formalin and then sent for examina-
tion. If the pathologist is not satisfied, the needle biopsy
should be performed again and the liquefaction necrotic
area should be avoided. After surgery, the puncture site
was pressed for 2~3 minutes, external dressing was
applied, and then the lungs were scanned to observe
whether the patient had bleeding, pneumothorax, and
other complications.

2.5. Judgment Criteria for Puncture Results. (1) If the biopsy
tissue is normal lung tissue and diaphragmatic muscle
according to pathological results, it is regarded as failure of
sampling. (2) If the pathological examination result of
biopsy tissue is malignant tumor, the pathological diagnosis
is definite. (3) If the pathological examination result of
biopsy tissue is benign and confirmed by surgery, or the
lesions disappear, shrink, and stabilize for more than half a
year after treatment, it is regarded as correct pathological
diagnosis. The accuracy of puncture biopsy can be obtained
by comparing the final clinical examination results with the
results of needle biopsy.
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2.6. Observation Indicators. Observation indicators are as
follows: (1) general information of all patients; (2) com-
parison of puncture biopsy and final diagnosis results of
pulmonary nodules of different sizes; (3) comparison of
the incidence of complications among patients with pul-
monary nodules of different sizes; (4) univariate analysis
of the incidence of complications in all patients; (5) logis-
tic multiple regression analysis was used to analyze the
independent risk factors of pneumothorax in patients with
pulmonary nodule puncture; and (6) logistic multiple
regression analysis was used to analyze the independent
risk factors of pulmonary hemorrhage in patients with
pulmonary nodule puncture.

2.7. Statistical Methods. All data in this study were input into
Excel by two persons without communication and analyzed
and processed by the SPSS24.0 statistical software. The mea-
surement data were expressed as mean ± SD (x ̅±s). When
the data were in line with normal distribution and the vari-
ance was uniform, the t test was adopted, and one-way
ANOVA was used comparison among multiple groups.
Counting data were described by n and %, and disordered
classification data were compared by the χ2 test or Fisher’s
exact probability method. Multivariate analysis was per-
formed by the logistic regression model. All were two-sided
tests, and P < 0:05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. General Information of Patients. The general informa-
tion of all patients is shown in Table 1.

3.2. Comparison of Puncture Biopsy and Final Diagnosis
Results of Pulmonary Nodules of Different Sizes. In the small
nodules group, the diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and spec-
ificity were 83.33%, 100.00%, and 77.78%, respectively, the
positive prediction rate was 60.00%, the negative prediction
rate was 81.82%. In the medium nodules group, the diagnos-
tic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity were 85.71%,
100.00%, and 73.68%, respectively, the positive prediction
rate was 76.19%, and the negative prediction rate was
79.17%. In the large nodules group, the diagnostic accuracy,
sensitivity, and specificity were 93.55%, 100.00%, and
33.33%, respectively, the positive prediction rate was
93.55%, and the negative prediction rate was 60.00% (see
Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 1).

3.3. Comparison of Complications among the Three Groups.
There was no significant difference in the incidence of pneu-
mothorax among the three groups (P > 0:05); the incidence
of pulmonary hemorrhage in the small nodules group was
higher than that in the middle nodules group and the large
nodules group, and the difference was statistically significant
(P < 0:05). There was no significant difference in the total
incidence of complications among the three group
(P > 0:05) (see Table 4).

3.4. Univariate Analysis of Complications in 78 Patients.
There were statistically significant differences in clinical data
such as the needle tract length, the puncture position, and

the distance of the puncture needle passing through the lung
tissue in patients with or without pneumothorax (P < 0:05).
There were statistically significant differences in needle tract
length, distance of puncture needle passing through lung tis-
sue, and size of pulmonary nodules in patients with or with-
out pulmonary hemorrhage (P < 0:05), as shown in Table 5.

3.5. Logistic Multivariate Regression Analysis of the Incidence of
Pneumothorax in 78 Patients. Factors with statistically signifi-
cant differences in the above univariate analysis of pneumo-
thorax, including needle track length, puncture position, and
distance of puncture needle passing through lung tissue, were
included in the logistic regression analysis and assigned (nee-
dle track length > 50mm= 1, ≤50mm = 0; puncture position:
supine position = 2, prone position = 1, and lateral position = 0
; the distance of the puncture needle passing through the lung
tissue < 14mm= 1, ≥14mm = 0). Logistic multivariate analy-
sis showed that needle length ≤ 50mm, lateral position, and
the distance of puncture needle passing through lung tissue ≥
14mm were independent risk factors for pneumothorax after
puncture in patients with pulmonary nodules (P < 0:05), as
shown in Table 6.

3.6. Logistic Multivariate Regression Analysis of the Incidence of
Pulmonary Hemorrhage in 78 Patients. Factors with statisti-
cally significant differences in the above univariate analysis of
pulmonary hemorrhage, including needle track length, dis-
tance of puncture needle passing through lung tissue, and the
size of the pulmonary nodule, were included in Logistic regres-
sion analysis and assigned (needle track length ≤ 50mm = 1,
>50mm = 0; distance of puncture needle passing through lung
tissue < 14mm = 1, ≥14mm = 0; large nodule ð20mm <
pulmonary nodule diameter ≤ 30mmÞ = 2, mediumnodule ð
10mm < pulmonary nodule diameter ≤ 20mmÞ = 1, and
small nodules ðpulmonary nodule diameter ≤ 10mmÞ = 0).

Table 1: General information of patients (cases (%)).

Item Composition ratio

Lung nodule location

Right upper lobe 29 (37.18)

Right middle lobe 9 (11.54)

Right lower lobe 17 (21.79)

Left upper lobe 12 (15.38)

Left lower lobe 11 (14.10)

Previous tumor history

Yes 3 (3.85)

No 75 (96.15)

Smoking history

Yes 41 (52.56)

No 37 (47.44)

Puncture position

Supine position 25 (32.05)

Prone position 44 (56.41)

Lateral position 9 (11.54)
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Logistic multivariate analysis results showed that the needle
tract length > 50mm, the distance of the puncture needle
passing through the lung tissue ≥ 14mm, and the small nodule
(pulmonary nodule diameter ≤ 10mm) were independent risk
factor for pulmonary hemorrhage after puncture in patients
with pulmonary nodules (P < 0:05) (see Table 7).

4. Discussion

Lung biopsy, open lung biopsy, thoracoscopy biopsy, and
fiberoptic bronchoscopy biopsy can all obtain histopatholo-
gical specimens of lung lesions, but open lung biopsy and
thoracoscopic biopsy are more traumatic to the body, and

Table 2: Comparison of puncture biopsy and final diagnosis results of pulmonary nodules of different sizes (cases (%)).

Group Biopsy diagnosis result Final diagnosis result
Benign Malignant Benign Malignant

Small nodules group (n = 12) 7 (58.33) 5 (41.67) 9 (75.00) 3 (25.00)

Medium nodules group (n = 35) 14 (40.00) 21 (60.00) 19 (54.29) 16 (45.71)

Large nodules group (n = 31) 1 (3.23) 30 (96.77) 3 (9.68) 28 (90.32)

Total 22 56 31 47

Table 3: Comparison of diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive rate, and negative predictive rate of puncture biopsy
among the three groups (%).

Group Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Positive predictive rate Negative predictive rate

Small nodules group (n = 12) 83.33 100.00 77.78 60.00 81.82

Medium nodules group (n = 35) 85.71 100.00 73.68 76.19 79.17

Large nodules group (n = 31) 93.55 100.00 33.33 93.33 60.00

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: A 54-year-old male patient, with a nodule in the left lower lobe found by physical examination before 2 weeks. (a) A solid nodule
in the lateral basal segment of the left lower lobe, with a diameter of about 1.3 cm (indicated by the arrow). (b) The needle was obliquely
inserted from the adjacent intercostal space, avoiding the scapula. (c) After needle extraction, there was a small amount of bleeding and
pneumothorax (indicated by the arrow), and the pneumothorax were absorbed after observation. (d) The surgical pathological results
were the same after puncture, and invasive adenocarcinoma was considered (×100, HE staining).

Table 4: Comparison of the incidence of complications among the three groups (cases (%)).

Group Pneumothorax Pulmonary hemorrhage Total complication rate

Small nodules group (n = 12) 2 (16.67) 7 (58.33) 9 (75.00)

Medium nodules group (n = 35) 6 (17.14) 8 (22.86) 14 (40.00)

Large nodules group (n = 31) 7 (22.58) 5 (16.13) 12 (38.71)
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Table 5: Univariate analysis of complications in 78 patients.

Item
Pneumothorax Pulmonary hemorrhage

Yes (n = 15) No (n = 63) t/χ2

value
P/Fisher’s exact
probability value

Yes (n = 20) No (n = 58) t/χ2

value
P

value

Age

<60 years old (n = 29) 6 (20.69) 23 (79.31) 0.063 0.801 5 (17.24) 24 (82.76) 1.708 0.191

≥60 years old (n = 49) 9 (18.37) 40 (81.63) 15 (30.61) 34 (69.39)

Gender

Male (n = 55) 11 (20.00) 44 (80.00) 0.071 0.790 13 (23.64) 42 (76.36) 0.393 0.531

Female (n = 23) 4 (17.39) 19 (82.61) 7 (30.43) 16 (69.57)

Nodule density (cases)

Solid (n = 67) 14 (20.90) 53 (79.10) 0.848 0.357 16 (23.88) 51 (76.12) 0.772 0.380

Nonsolid (n = 11) 1 (9.09) 10 (90.91) 4 (36.36) 7 (63.64)

Needle track length

≤50mm (n = 17) 7 (41.18) 10 (58.82) 6.740 0.009 1 (5.88) 16 (94.12) 4.451 0.035

>50mm (n = 61) 8 (13.11) 53 (86.89) 19 (31.15) 42 (68.85)

Puncture lung lobe

Right upper lobe (n = 29) 4 (13.79) 25 (86.21) 1.315 0.859 7 (24.14) 22 (75.86) 3.338 0.503

Right middle lobe (n = 9) 2 (22.22) 7 (77.78) 1 (11.11) 8 (88.89)

Right lower lobe (n = 17) 4 (23.53) 13 (76.47) 4 (23.53) 13 (76.47)

Left upper lobe (n = 12) 2 (16.67) 10 (83.33) 3 (25.00) 9 (75.00)

Left lower lobe (n = 11) 3 (27.27) 8 (72.73) 5 (45.45) 6 (54.55)

Smoking history

Yes (n = 41) 8 (19.51) 33 (80.49) 0.004 0.947 11 (26.83) 30 (73.17) 0.064 0.800

No (n = 37) 7 (18.92) 30 (81.08) 9 (24.32) 28 (75.68)

Puncture position

Supine position (n = 25) 2 (8.00) 23 (92.00) — 0.001 7 (28.00) 18 (72.00) 1.131 0.568

Prone position (n = 44) 7 (15.91) 37 (84.09) 12 (27.27) 32 (72.73)

Lateral position (n = 9) 6 (66.67) 3 (33.33) 1 (11.11) 8 (88.89)

Number of punctures

1~3 times (n = 35) 7 (20.00) 28 (80.00) 0.024 0.876 10 (28.57) 25 (71.43) 0.286 0.593

≥4 times (n = 43) 8 (18.60) 35 (81.40) 10 (23.26) 33 (76.74)

Distance of puncture needle passing
through lung tissue (mm)

22:15 ± 2:55 13:56 ± 2:35 12.520 <0.001 24:19 ± 5:68 12:68 ± 3:25 11.101 <0.001

Table 6: Logistic multivariate regression analysis of the incidence of pneumothorax in 78 patients.

Factor β SE Wald χ2 OR 95% CI P

Needle track length ≤ 50mm 0.521 0.225 5.362 1.684 1.083~2.617 0.021

Lateral position 0.355 0.134 7.019 1.426 1.097~1.855 0.008

Distance of the puncture needle passing through the lung tissue ≥ 14mm 1.526 0.554 7.587 4.600 1.553~13.624 0.006

Table 7: Logistic multivariate regression analysis of the incidence of pulmonary hemorrhage in 78 patients.

Factor β SE Wald χ2 OR 95% CI P

Needle track length > 50mm 1.159 0.452 6.575 3.187 1.314~7.729 0.011

Distance of puncture needle passing through lung tissue ≥ 14mm 1.594 0.686 5.399 4.923 1.283~18.889 0.021

Small nodules 1.403 0.545 6.627 4.067 1.398~11.837 0.010
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their application is limited in elderly patients and patients
with cardiopulmonary dysfunction [12–14]. Lung puncture
biopsy has little trauma, low cost, and less pain to patients.
Some patients do not need to be hospitalized after puncture
and can live a normal life the next day. In addition, CT scan
has good contrast and resolution, which can clearly display
the morphology, size, and adjacent important structure of
lesions and can display small lesions beside the mediasti-
num, behind the heart shadow, and beside the spine [15,
16]. It has been reported that the accuracy of CT-guided
lung biopsy in the diagnosis of benign lesions is >80% and
that of malignant lesions is >90% [17]. In this study, the
diagnostic efficiency of multislice spiral CT for pulmonary
nodules of different sizes was observed. The results showed
that the diagnostic accuracy of the small nodule group was
83.33%, the sensitivity was 100.00%, the specificity was
77.78%, the positive predictive rate was 60.00%, and the neg-
ative predictive rate was 81.82%. In the middle nodule
group, the diagnostic accuracy was 85.71%, the sensitivity
was 100.00%, the specificity was 73.68%, the positive predic-
tive rate was 76.19%, and the negative predictive rate was
79.17%. In the large nodule group, the diagnostic accuracy
was 93.55%, sensitivity was 100.00%, specificity was
33.33%, the positive predictive rate was 93.33%, and negative
predictive rate 60.00%. Multislice spiral CT-guided lung
biopsy has the highest diagnostic accuracy for diagnosing
large nodules
(20mm < pulmonary nodule diameter ≤ 30mm). The sensi-
tivity of multislice spiral CT-guided lung biopsy in the diag-
nosis of lung nodules of different sizes was up to 100.00%,
indicating that multislice spiral CT-guided lung biopsy is
an effective method for the diagnosis of lung cancer.

Common complications of transthoracic lung biopsy
include pneumothorax, pulmonary hemorrhage, and
hemoptysis, and the rare serious complications include air
embolism and tumor needle passage metastasis [18, 19]. In
this study, complications of multislice spiral CT-guided lung
biopsy were observed, and the results showed that there was
no statistical significance in the incidence of pneumothorax
in groups of different sizes of pulmonary nodules. According
to relevant reports, the incidence of pneumothorax of CT-
guided transthoracic lung biopsy is 15.4%~42.0%, only
4.3%~7.3% patients need thoracic catheter drainage, and
the incidence of hemoptysis is 0.5%~14.4%, most of which
do not need intervention [20, 21]. The common risk factors
of pneumothorax include long puncture path, multiple
crossing of pleura, and small lesion [22, 23]. In this study,
univariate and multivariate analyses were conducted on the
risk factors for pneumothorax and pulmonary hemorrhage,
and it was found that needle tract length ≤ 50mm, lateral
position, and the distance of puncture needle passing
through lung tissue ≥ 14mm were independent risk factors
for pneumothorax after puncture in patients with pulmo-
nary nodules. The results of this study suggest that when
the puncture needle tract is ≤50mm, the risk of pneumotho-
rax increases, which is contrary to the results of previous
studies [24, 25]. The reason may be that the shorter the
puncture needle tract, the gas in the lung will pass through
the needle in a short time, thus causing pneumothorax. In

this study, the poor postural stability of patients in lateral
position also easily led to an increase in the incidence of
pneumothorax after puncture. In this study, the distance of
puncture needle passing through the lung tissue is closely
related to the occurrence of pneumothorax, which is mani-
fested as the greater the distance of puncture needle passing
through the lung tissue, the more likely pneumothorax will
occur. This may be because when people breathe, there is
sliding between visceral pleura and parietal pleura, and indi-
rect friction can be formed when the needle is fixed with
chest wall muscle layer, which can lead to pneumothorax.
The longer the distance of puncture needle passing through
the lung tissue, the more obvious the friction effect is. There-
fore, the needle tract length ≤ 50mm, lateral position, and
the distance of puncture needle passing through the lung
tissue ≥ 14mm are independent risk factors for pneumotho-
rax in patients with pulmonary nodules after puncture. It is
suggested that full attention should be paid to patients with
needle tract length ≤ 50mm, lateral position, and the
distance of puncture needle passing through lung tissue ≥ 14
mm to prevent pneumothorax in time.

In this study, logistic multivariate analysis showed that
the needle tract length > 50mm, the distance of the
puncture needle passing through the lung tissue ≥ 14mm,
and small nodules (pulmonary nodule diameter ≤ 10mm)
were independent risk factors for pulmonary hemorrhage
after puncture in patients with pulmonary nodules
(P < 0:05). It was reported that the incidence of pulmonary
hemorrhage after puncture was 16%-33%. In this study,
the incidence of pulmonary hemorrhage was higher in the
small nodules group, and the overall incidence of pulmonary
hemorrhage was consistent with the results of previous stud-
ies [26–28]. This study found that the longer the needle
track, the easier it is to cause pulmonary hemorrhage, which
is consistent with previous research results [29, 30]. The lon-
ger the needle track is, the more it passes through the lung
tissue, which can lead to injury and bleeding. Therefore,
the needle track length > 50mm and the distance of the
needle passing through the lung tissue ≥ 14mm are closely
related to pulmonary hemorrhage. In this study, the pulmo-
nary nodule diameter ≤ 10mm was an independent risk fac-
tor for pulmonary hemorrhage. This may be because when
the lesion is small, the puncture process is greatly affected
by breathing, and the needle needs to be adjusted several
times during the puncture process, which is likely to cause
pulmonary hemorrhage. In addition, if the lesion is small,
normal tissue may be removed to obtain sufficient tissue
specimens, resulting in increased bleeding rate. Therefore,
prevention of pulmonary hemorrhage should be done well
for patients with needle tract length > 50mm, the distance
of puncture needle passing through lung tissue ≥ 14mm, and
small nodules (lung nodules diameter ≤ 10mm).

In conclusion, multislice spiral CT-guided lung biopsy
has high accuracy in diagnosing pulmonary nodules, and
the complication rates of pneumothorax and pulmonary
hemorrhage are consistent with previous research results
[31], which has clinical application value. However, in this
study, the sample size is small and the classification method
of nodule size is different from that of most literatures. In
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future research, the sample size of the study will be further
expanded and the grouping of nodule size will be improved,
to provide more scientifically rigorous clinical research
results in the diagnosis of pulmonary nodules by multislice
spiral CT-guided lung biopsy.

Data Availability

The labeled dataset used to support the findings of this study
are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Background. Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is a malignant neoplasm of the nasopharyngeal epithelium. Concurrent
chemoradiotherapy has been established as a standard treatment for locoregional NPC, and cisplatin is a common agent in
NPC treatment. Cetuximab is a monoclonal antibody against epidermal growth factor receptor. This meta-analysis was
performed to evaluate the curative effectiveness and survival outcomes of cetuximab in NPC patients who received concurrent
cisplatin-radiotherapy. Methods. PubMed, Cochrane Library, EMBASE, China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI),
Wan Fang, and China Biology Medicine disc (CBM) were used to search publications studying on concurrent
chemoradiotherapy and/or cetuximab in NPC. The qualities of included RCTs were assessed by the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.
STATA 14.0 was used to conduct the statistical analysis. Results. In total, 17 trials with 2066 patients were included in this
meta-analysis. The results from this study show that cetuximab improved the therapy efficacy in NPC patients who received
concurrent cisplatin-radiotherapy. Cetuximab cotreatment improved the complete response (RR = 1:92, 95% CI [1.61, 2.30]),
and reduced stable disease (RR = 0:67, 95% CI [0.51, 0.88]) as well as progression disease (RR = 0:24, 95% CI [0.15, 0.40]).
Besides, it also improved the overall survival (RR = 1:10, 95% CI [1.02, 1.18]), disease-free survival (RR = 1:09, 95% CI [1.03,
1.15]), metastasis-free survival (RR = 1:06, 95% CI [1.01, 1.11]), and relapse-free survival (RR = 1:04, 95% CI [1.01, 1.07]) in
NPC patients. Conclusions. Cetuximab could improve the curative efficacy and survival outcomes of NPC patients who
underwent concurrent cisplatin-radiotherapy. However, all the trials included were conducted in China; thus, the quality of the
trials in this study remains doubtful. More high-quality RCTs should be included in further relevant studies.

1. Introduction

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is an epithelial carcinoma
associated with the nasopharyngeal mucosa, and it is closely
associated with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). When comparing
with other cancers, NPC is quite uncommon. In 2018, there
were approximately 129,000 new cases of NPC, which repre-
sents only 0.7% of all cancer types diagnosed [1]. NPC
occurs frequently in the south of China and Southeast Asian
countries, and men have a higher incidence of NPC than
women [2].

Advances in radiation therapy technology and concomi-
tant chemotherapy have led to improvements in the
management of NPC [3]. In comparison to traditional 2D

or 3D radiation therapy, intensity-modulated radiotherapy
(IMRT) is ideally suited to the target area of the tumor,
as it can deliver a high dose of radiation to NPC while
protecting adjacent tissues and reduce adverse effects
including neurotoxicity and dysphagia [4, 5]. NPC is a
chemotherapy-sensitive disease. Combined agents, particu-
larly cisplatin-based regimes, are highly effective in the
treatment of NPC [6].

In the epoch of traditional 2D radiation therapy, studies
have shown that, compared to radiation alone, simultaneous
chemoradiation may significantly improve the 5-year overall
survival and progression-free survival in patients with stage
II NPC [7]. However, other studies have shown the opposite.
Al-Sarraf et al. and Lee et al. indicated that the concomitant
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chemoradiation group was not greater than those in the
IMRT group in patients with NPC. Studies have confirmed
that concomitant chemoradiation therapy accompanied by
adjuvant chemotherapy or not could lead to better outcomes
than radiotherapy alone in stage III-IV locoregionally NPC
[8, 9]. On the contrary, neither adjuvant chemotherapy nor
induction chemotherapy could improve the survival out-
comes of radiation therapy; thus, concurrent chemoradia-
tion therapy is considered to be the core therapy for locally
advanced NPC.

Though great progression has been made in NPC
treatment, there are still over 20% patients developing into
recurrence and metastasis. Epidermal growth factor recep-
tor (EGFR) is a transmembrane receptor, and it is usually
involved in the cellular proliferation, migration or inva-
sion, and other cell biological activities [10].

Increasing evidence suggests that targeting EGFR might
be a potential strategy for NPC therapy, in which EGFR is
highly expressed in 85% of patients with advanced NPC
[11]. To date, cetuximab and nimotuzumab are the mono-
clonal antibodies against EGFR tested in NPC clinical trials.
Studies have attempted to evaluate the efficacy and toxicity
of cetuximab combined with chemoradiation therapy in
the treatment of advanced NPC, but the results have been
inconformity [12–15].

Based on the above reasons, we performed this meta-
analysis to evaluate the efficacy of concurrent radiocisplatin
therapy with/without cetuximab from the aspects of curative
rate and survival outcomes.

2. Methods

2.1. Literature Search Strategy. The databases including
PubMed, Cochrane Library, EMBASE, China National
Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), Wan Fang, and China
Biology Medicine disc (CBM) were used to conduct litera-
ture searches (past to May 2022). Search terms included
“cetuximab” and “radiotherapy” or “radiation therapy” and
“cisplatin” or “cis-platinum” or “chemotherapy” and “naso-
pharyngeal carcinoma”.

2.2. Selection Criteria. The final included studies should meet
the following criteria: (a) trials including patients that were
diagnosed with nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC); (b) trials
including patients who received both cetuximab and concur-
rent chemoradiotherapy, and the chemotherapy should use
cisplatin; (c) trials reported as RCTs; and (d) the literature
was published in English or Chinese, and the full text was
available. When it comes to redundant publications, only
the most recent studies were included. Studies belong to
animal or cell experiments, case report, review, letter, and
conference abstract, and those without full text were out of
consideration. Besides, studies that were republished or irrel-
evant to the subject were excluded.

2.3. Data Extraction. The retrieved data were evaluated and
screened independently by Lin Wang and Deyou Wei and
were determined by Deyou Wei when it comes to disagree-
ment. Studies in this meta-analysis included the following

basic information: the name of first author, publication year
and country, sample size, details of chemoradiotherapy, and
outcomes (efficacy and survival).

2.4. Quality Assessment. The quality of the included trials
was assessed by Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS). Studies with
a score above 6 are considered of high quality. All the 17
articles included in the current meta-analysis were deemed
to be high-quality studies.

2.5. Statistical Analysis. All statistical analyses were per-
formed using STATA 14.0 software (College Station, USA).
For dichotomous data, relative risk (RR) and 95% confidence
interval (CI) were reported. The I2 test was taken for heteroge-
neity between studies. If I2 ≤ 50% or p > 0:1, select the fixed-
effects model; otherwise, select the random-effects model.
Publication bias was evaluated through Begg’s test and funnel
plot, and p value less than 0.05 is considered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Study Characteristics. The literature selection process is
shown in Figure 1. Initially, 763 studies were retrieved from
the aforementioned databases based on the aim search
terms, and 561 were left after removing duplicates. Next,
284 irrelevant studies were excluded by screening the titles
or abstracts, and 75 were excluded due to ineligible data.
Eventually, 17 trials were eligible for this meta-analysis. All
of the 17 included studies were conducted in China, of
which only 4 were published on SCI journals in English
and the rest were published in Chinese journals (Table 1).
In total, 2066 participants with NPC were involved in this
meta-analysis. All the studies used cetuximab combined
with chemoradiotherapy as observation group and chemora-
diotherapy alone as the control. As for the outcomes, com-
plete response (CR), partial response (PR), stable disease
(SD), and progression disease (PD) were used to evaluate
the treatment efficacy, and overall survival (OS), disease-
free survival (DFS), metastasis-free survival (MFS), relapse-
free survival (RFS), and progression-free survival (PFS) were
used to assess the survival outcomes of the patients. NOS
was used to evaluate the quality of the included literature.
All 17 studies scored at least 6 and were considered high
quality (Table 2).

3.2. Meta-Analysis

3.2.1. Efficacy of Cetuximab Combined with Concurrent
Chemoradiotherapy in NPC Treatment. Meta-analysis
showed that cetuximab improved the therapy efficacy in
NPC patients undergoing concurrent chemoradiotherapy.
The CR, PR, SD, and PD data of the included studies were
summarized in Table 3. As shown in Figure 2(a), the CR
in patients who received the combined therapy of cetuximab
and concurrent chemoradiotherapy was higher than those
who only received concurrent chemoradiotherapy
(RR = 1:92, 95% CI [1.61, 2.30], fixed-effects model), while
no significant difference was noticed in PR (Figure 2(b))
between observation and control groups (RR = 0:96, 95%
CI [0.80, 1.17], fixed-effects model). In addition, both SD
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and PD (Figures 2(c) and 2(d)) were lower in concurrent
chemoradiotherapy with cetuximab than that without cetux-
imab (SD: RR = 0:67, 95% CI [0.51, 0.88], fixed-effects
model; PD: RR = 0:24, 95% CI [0.15, 0.40], fixed-effects
model). Furthermore, we calculated the objective response
rate (ORR) and disease control rate (DCR) by the following
formulae and conducted meta-analysis according to the cal-
culated data. As shown in Figures 2(e) and 2(f), both ORR
and DCR were higher in concurrent chemoradiotherapy
with cetuximab than that without cetuximab (ORR: RR =
1:38, 95% CI [1.27, 1.51], fixed-effects model; DCR: RR =
1:12, 95% CI [1.05, 1.20], random-effects model).

ORR = CR + PR,
DCR = CR + PR + SD:

ð1Þ

3.2.2. Publication Bias of Treatment Efficacy. As shown in
Figure 3, Begg’s test was used to assess the potential publica-
tion bias. In general, funnel plots appeared symmetrical in
CR, SD, PD, and DCR, and Begg’s test results showed that

no significant publication bias was in CR (p = 0:125), SD
(p = 0:350), PD (p = 0:721), and DCR (p = 0:213). However,
publication bias was noted in the meta-analysis of PR
(p = 0:029) and ORR (p = 0:016).

3.2.3. Survival Outcomes of NPC Patients Who Received
Cetuximab Combined with Concurrent Chemoradiotherapy.
The survival outcomes including OS, DFS, MFS, RFS, and
PFS were summarized in Table 4. The results in our study
show that cetuximab improved the survival outcomes of
NPC patients. As shown in Figure 4(a), NPC patients who
received cetuximab therapy had a higher OS than those
who did not (RR = 1:10, 95% CI [1.02, 1.18], random-
effects model). Likewise, cetuximab also improved DFS,
MFS, and RFS in NPC patients undergoing concurrent che-
moradiotherapy (Figures 4(b)–4(d), DFS: RR = 1:09, 95% CI
[1.03, 1.15], fixed-effects model; MFS: RR = 1:06, 95% CI
[1.01, 1.11], fixed-effects model; RFS: RR = 1:04, 95% CI
[1.01, 1.07], fixed-effects model). However, as shown in
Figure 4(e), there was no significance in PFS between NPC
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Figure 1: Process of study selection.
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Table 2: Methodological quality assessment of the included studies by Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.

Study
Selection

Comparability
Outcome

Total
score

Exposed
cohort

Nonexposed
cohort

Ascertainment
of exposure

Outcome of
interest

Assessment of
outcome

Length of
follow-up

Adequacy of
follow-up

P
Yang

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 9

J
Liang

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ — — 6

JJ Lu ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ — — 6

WY Li ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 8

Y Li ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ — 8

WX
Xia

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ — 8

R You ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ — 7

ZY
Yang

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ — — 6

XX
Wang

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 9

T
Zeng

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 9

XQ
Cao

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 9

ZQ
Zhao

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ — — 6

MH
Fu

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 9

XL Fu ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 9

ZH
Zheng

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ — — 7

CZ
Wu

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ — — 6

HY
Ran

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ — — 6

Table 3: Efficacy of cetuximab+concurrent cisplatin-radiotherapy.

Study
CR (%) PR (%) SD (%) PD (%)

E C E C E C E C

P Yang 50.8 31.7 39.7 41.3 9.5 15.9 0 11.1

J Liang 20.0 10.0 50.0 40.0 NA NA

JJ Lu 53.1 31.3 40.6 43.7 NA NA

WY Li 45.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 10.0 35.0

ZY Yang 50.0 17.4 36.4 34.8 9.1 34.8 4.5 13

XX Wang 80.6 61.9 13.9 16.7 5.6 19.1 0 2.4

T Zeng 40.6 13.5 31.3 29.7 21.9 32.4 6.2 24.4

XQ Cao 40.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 35.0 30.0 10.0 40.0

ZQ Zhao 34.4 21.9 43.8 31.3 18.8 21.9 3.1 25.0

MH Fu 36.1 14.3 30.6 28.6 22.2 32.1 5.6 25.0

XL Fu 10.0 5.0 40.0 25.0 40.0 55.0 10.0 15.0

ZH Zheng 75.0 25.0 15.0 45.0 NA NA

CZ Wu 52.9 26.5 20.6 32.4 17.6 14.7 8.8 26.5

HY Ran 68.0 44.0 28.0 32.0 4.0 24.0 0 0

E: experimental group; C: control group; CR: complete response; PR: partial response; SD: stable response; PD: progression disease; NA: not applicable.
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Study (Year)

Risk ratio

(95% CI) Weight

% 

P Yang (2021)

J Liang (2019)

JJ Lu (2018)

WY Li (2018)
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XX Wang (2016)
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XQ Cao (2016)
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XL Fu (2015)

ZH Zheng (2013)

CZ Wu (2013)

HY Ran (2013)

.0625

NOTE: Weights are from Mantel-Haenszel model

1 16

Overall, MH (I2 = 10.0%, p = 0.343)

1.60 (1.03, 2.47)

2.00 (0.41, 9.71)

1.70 (0.93, 3.12)

3.00 (0.95, 9.48)

2.88 (1.07, 7.69)

1.30 (0.98, 1.73)

3.01 (1.57, 5.75)

4.00 (0.97, 16.55)

1.57 (0.70, 3.54)

2.53 (0.92, 6.91)

2.00 (0.20, 20.33)

3.00 (1.35, 6.68)

2.00 (1.05, 3.81)

1.55 (0.92, 2.59)
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3.50
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8.30
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6.27
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0.90

4.48
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9.85

100.00

(a)
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% 

P Yang (2021)

J Liang (2019)

JJ Lu (2018)

WY Li (2018)

ZY Yang (2016)

XX Wang (2016)

T Zeng (2016)

XQ Cao (2016)
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XL Fu (2015)

ZH Zheng (2013)

CZ Wu (2013)

HY Ran (2013)
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NOTE: Weights are from Mantel-Haenszel model

1 8

Overall, MH (I2 = 0.0%, p = 0.856)

0.96 (0.63, 1.47)

1.25 (0.63, 2.50)

0.93 (0.52, 1.65)

0.80 (0.25, 2.55)
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(b)

Figure 2: Continued.
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MH Fu (2015)

XL Fu (2015)

CZ Wu (2013)

HY Ran (2013)

.01

NOTE: Weights are from Mantel-Haenszel model

1 10

Overall, MH (I2 = 0.0%, p = 0.617)

0.60 (0.23, 1.55)

1.00 (0.34, 2.93)
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0.29 (0.07, 1.21)
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Figure 2: Continued.
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1.25 (1.00, 1.56)
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1.25 (0.88, 1.77)
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1.38 (1.27, 1.51)

18.01
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4.59
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7.44

100.00

(e)
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XQ Cao (2016)
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NOTE: Weights are from random-effects model; continuity correction applied to studies with zero cells

1 2

Overall, DL (I2 = 50.4%, p = 0.028)

1.12 (1.03, 1.23)

1.38 (0.97, 1.97)

1.10 (0.91, 1.32)
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1.19 (0.93, 1.51)
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1.24 (0.99, 1.56)

1.00 (0.93, 1.08)

1.12 (1.05, 1.20)
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8.21

18.19

10.83

2.55

6.83

5.50

5.79

6.09

17.35

100.00

(f)

Figure 2: Curative efficacy of cetuximab in NPC patients who received concurrent cisplatin-radiotherapy. Forest plots of (a) complete
response, (b) partial response, (c) stable disease, (d) progression disease, (e) objective response rate, and (f) disease control rate.
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Figure 3: Continued.
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Figure 3: Publication bias of curative efficacy. (a) Complete response. (b) Partial response. (c) Stable disease. (d) Progression disease. (e)
Objective response rate. (f) Disease control rate.
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Figure 4: Continued.
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patients receiving cetuximab and those not receiving cetuxi-
mab (RR = 1:09, 95% CI [0.89, 1.32], random-effects model).

3.2.4. Publication Bias of Survival Outcomes. Since only 2
studies provided DFS data and 3 offered PFS data, the pub-
lication bias towards these two outcomes was not conducted.
As shown in Figure 5, funnel plots appeared symmetrical in
OS, MFS, and RFS. The results of Begg’s test showed that no
significant publication bias was in these outcome indicators
(OS: p = 0:060; MFS: p = 0:260; RFS: p = 1:000).

4. Discussion

NPC is a serious malignant tumor originating from naso-
pharyngeal epithelium. NPC has a unique geographical
and ethnic distribution, and NPC is mostly found in East
and Southeast Asians. NPC is the third most common car-
cinoma in southern China, with an incidence rate around
1/10,000 [31]. Currently, radiotherapy is still the main
curative treatment for NPC, especially IMRT. NPC is likely
to infiltrate in neighbour important tissues or organs, such
as the brain stem, spinal cord, and optic chiasm. IMRT can

target tumors at high doses while reducing doses to adja-
cent normal tissues [32]. Nevertheless, the 5-year survival
rate of NPC patients with radiotherapy alone is only about
70% [33]. Thus, radiotherapy accompanied with concurrent
or induction chemotherapy has been considered as a stan-
dard treatment.

Since cisplatin-based concomitant chemoradiotherapy
may increase side effects in patients diagnosed with NPC;
many other potential drugs in NPC treatment are under
exploration. EGFR-based concomitant chemoradiation ther-
apy is another novel alternative that may be suitable for
advanced NPC treatment. Nowadays, monoclonal antibodies
as well as small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors are used
to against EGFR clinically. Cetuximab is one of the clinically
used monoclonal antibodies. You et al. [20] demonstrated
that concurrent chemoradiation therapy with cetuximab
group exhibited better OS and DFS and distant metastasis-
free survival (DMFS), while Li et al. [14] drew an opposite
conclusion based on their case-control study. Due to the
above paradoxes, we conducted this meta-analysis.

In total, 17 trials with 2066 patients were participated in
this meta-analysis. The results in our study show that
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Figure 4: Survival outcomes of cetuximab in NPC patients who received concurrent cisplatin-radiotherapy. Forest plots of (a) overall
survival, (b) disease-free survival, (c) metastasis-free survival, (d) relapse-free survival, and (e) progression-free survival.
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cetuximab improved the therapy efficacy in NPC patients
who received concurrent cisplatin-radiotherapy. Cetuximab
cotreatment improved the CR and reduced SD as well as

PD. In addition, the survival outcomes were improved by
cetuximab cotreatment including OS, DFS, MFS, and RFS.
The heterogeneity in this study is not significant. We only
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Figure 5: Publication bias of survival outcomes. (a) Overall survival. (b). Metastasis-free survival. (c) Relapse-free survival.
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found acceptable heterogeneity existing in the analyses of
disease control rate (I2 = 50:4%, p = 0:028), overall survival
(I2 = 50:9%, p = 0:032), and progression-free survival
(I2 = 60:3%, p = 0:080).

However, the limitations of this study should be noted.
First, all the included trials were conducted in China, and
this may cause low study quality and regional disparity.
Second, some of the included trials only provided limited
data, which brings inaccuracy in subsequent meta-analysis
including disease-free survival and progression-free sur-
vival. Last but not the least, publication bias was noticed
in partial response and objective response rate. Nonethe-
less, this meta-analysis verified the positive efficacy of
cetuximab in the combination of concurrent chemother-
apy. It is recommended to include more high-quality stud-
ies for further evaluation.

5. Conclusions

To summarize, the results in this meta-analysis revealed that
cetuximab could enhance the curative effects and improve
the survival outcomes of NPC patients who received concur-
rent cisplatin-radiotherapy. All of the trials included were
conducted in China, which may lead to low quality and
regional disparity. Based on this, more trials with high qual-
ity are suggested for further assessment.
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This study was aimed at investigating the clinical effect of ultrasound-guided nerve block based on the concept of enhanced
recovery after surgery (ERAS) for postoperative anesthesia in patients with tibial fractures. The noise-reduction processing was
introduced in ultrasound images to adjust the ultrasound clarity of the patient. A total of 177 patients with tibial fractures in
our hospital were retrospectively analyzed and divided into OG group (general anesthesia combined with nerve block, 78
cases), C1 group (simple general anesthesia, 27 cases), C2 group (ultrasound-guided nerve block combined with general
anesthesia, 10 cases), and C3 group (62 cases of spinal-epidural anesthesia). The effect of anesthesia and postoperative recovery
time of patients in each group were analyzed. The wake-up time of the OG group was significantly shorter than that of the
other three groups (P < 0:05). The doses of propofol and remifentanil in the OG group were much lower than those in the
other groups (P < 0:05). After the ultrasound image was processed with noise reduction, the image showed the lesion more
clearly. The excellent and good rates of OG group, C1 group, C2 group, and C3 group were 89.86%, 62.73%, 75.37%, and
61.07%, respectively. The Ramsay sedation score and anesthesia satisfaction in the OG group were obviously higher than those
in the other groups, but there was no significant difference (P > 0:05). The visual analogue scale (VAS) scores of the OG group
at 12 h, 24 h, and 36 h after the surgery were 4:52 ± 0:41, 4:72 ± 0:24, and 4:81 ± 0:74, respectively, which were significantly
higher than those of the other three groups (P < 0:05). On the basis of ERAS, ultrasound-guided nerve block combined with
general anesthesia can improve the perioperative pain in patients with tibial fractures and significantly shorten the time for the
wake-up time. In addition, it was safe and reliable, so it was worthy of clinical promotion.

1. Introduction

The tibia and fibula are located under the human skin with-
out muscle covering, which is a common type of long bone
fractures in patients with orthopedic fractures. In recent
years, the incidence has been rising, and after fracture, the
skin is easily pierced by the fracture end, which can lead to
traumatic arthritis over time [1]. Due to the damage of exter-
nal force, the soft tissue can easily cause serious damage,
which has a great impact on the health and quality of life
of patients [2, 3]. Surgery is an important modality for the
treatment of tibial fractures, and ensuring the safety and
effectiveness of anesthesia is a very important feature. Stud-

ies have shown that nerve block anesthesia combined with
general anesthesia can effectively improve myocardial oxy-
genation, showing a good anesthesia effect, especially for
patients with underlying cardiovascular diseases [4]. The
methods of intraoperative anesthesia include central nerve
axon block (spinal, epidural or combined spinal-epidural
block), lumbar plexus nerve block with posterior approach
block (psoas compartment block), and anterior approach
block (parainguinal block). Different anesthesia methods
vary in terms of postoperative analgesia, type of surgery,
rehabilitation, and patient satisfaction [5]. Capdevila et al.
[6] showed that persistent peripheral nerve block is an effec-
tive analgesic technique for postoperative sedation of
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orthopedic pain, and neurological and infectious adverse
events are rare. The postoperative analgesic effect of regional
nerve block is better than systemic administration of mor-
phine, and the adverse reactions are also less than epidural
anesthesia. The previous nerve blocks were all difficult to
operate, and they all located the target nerve by blind detec-
tion, which could not confirm the diffusion range of anes-
thesia and could not guarantee the effect of the block. Even
if the anesthesiologist has rich experience, there will be ana-
tomical variations, individual differences, and other factors
that may lead to inaccurate injection of anesthesia drugs
and poor nerve block results [7, 8]. With the continuous
development of medical technology, ultrasound-guided
nerve block technology has been widely used in clinical prac-
tice. Ultrasound can visualize the positioning of nerves,
accurately inject anesthetic doses, and effectively avoid dam-
age to blood vessels and nerves, and patients do not need to
change their positions. After systemic induction, the pain of
patients is greatly reduced [9]. The nerve block operation
under ultrasound-guided is simple and accurate, and the
patient can be extubated as soon as possible after waking
up. Using ultrasound-guided can not only clearly display
the patient’s spinal anatomy but also observe the patient’s
anatomical condition before puncture in real time, making
it easier for physicians to understand the surgical process,
ensuring the safety of the nerve block, and greatly improving
the success rate of the operation [10–12].

The middle and lower third of the tibia is prone to frac-
ture, the lower end of the calf is compressed, and severe
avascular necrosis occurs. The concept of enhanced recovery
surgery for the middle and lower tibia originated from car-
diac surgery, and now it has been extended to vascular sur-
gery, plastic surgery, colorectal surgery, joint surgery,
hernia surgery, etc. Academician Li Jieshou’s team has
shown in the study of gastric cancer patients that the treat-
ment of this concept is safe and effective [13, 14]. Anesthesia
methods in the enhanced recovery surgery concept include
general anesthesia, regional block, and a combination of
the two. Such anesthesia method can not only meet the basic
requirements of sedation, analgesia, and improve good sur-
gical adjustment but also effectively reduce the surgical
stress, which is beneficial to the postoperative recovery of
patients [15]. Enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) refers
to the clinical scientific practice of patients during the periop-
erative period, and evidence-based medicine has proven to be
an effectivemeasure. ERAS has been integrated into the care of
many surgical diseases [16]. Nursing staff use this optimized
nursing and monitoring measures to speed up the recovery
of patients, shorten the hospitalization time of patients, effec-
tively improve the patient’s negative psychology, improve
patient satisfaction, and have a positive impact on the inci-
dence of postoperative complications and readmissions [17,
18]. Broadbent et al. [19] stated that it is feasible not to do rou-
tine bowel preparation before elective ERAS surgery, and it is
not associated with postoperative complications.

This study investigated the effect of ultrasound image-
guided nerve block on the resuscitation quality of anesthesia
and resuscitation room after tibia surgery under the guid-
ance of ERAS concept. Visualization of ultrasound-guided

nerve blocks greatly improved the success rate of nerve
blocks. This study could provide a reference for the func-
tional evaluation of patients, shorten the postoperative
recovery time of patients, and analyze the anesthesia effect
of ultrasound combined with nerve block on patients with
tibial fracture.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Objects. There were 760 tibial fracture opera-
tions performed in 5 years from January 2017 to December
2021, and 177 patients who met the criteria of this study
were selected. Among the causes of fracture, there were 66
patients with tibial fracture due to traffic accidents, 47
patients with drops, and 64 patients with falls. The patients
were grouped according to the surgical method, 78 cases
with general anesthesia and nerve block were OG group,
27 cases with general anesthesia (without nerve block) were
group C1, 10 cases with spinal-epidural joint and nerve
block were group C2, and 62 cases with spine-epidural anes-
thesia (without nerve block) were group C3. This study was
approved by ethics committee of hospital, and the patients
and their families were informed about the study and signed
the informed consent.

Inclusion criteria are as follows: patient with tibial frac-
ture on ultrasound; patients with complete clinical data;
patients whose American Society of Anesthesiologists
(ASA) grade was I-II; patients who were determined as tibial
fracture according to the trauma history, clinical symptoms,
and examination results; patients with no contraindication
to surgical anesthesia; patients with no senile dementia and
able to actively cooperate with medical staff in rehabilitation
training; and patients not taking glucocorticoids in the past 2
months.

Exclusion criteria are as follows: those who were aller-
gic to the anesthetics; those who were in critical condition
and unable to cooperate with the investigator; patients
with contraindications; patients with coagulation dysfunc-
tion; patients with systemic infection; patients with severe
cardiovascular disease or abnormal liver and kidney func-
tion; and patients with old fractures.

2.2. Fast Track Surgery. Fast track surgery speeded up
patient recovery and shortened surgical hospital stays. The
measures used in this study to speed up recovery include
the following aspects. First, it should talk with the patient
before surgery, inform the patient of the surgery plan, obtain
the patient’s cooperation, and reduce psychological stress.
Secondly, it should provide nutritional support before sur-
gery to avoid prolonged application, oral laxatives for bowel
preparation and diet control, and 250-400mL of 10% glu-
cose solution 2 hours before surgery. Thirdly, it should not
routinely use the nasogastric tube, urinary catheter, and
drainage. Fourthly, it should actively adopt minimally inva-
sive techniques. Fifthly, it should use sedatives and pain
relievers before surgery and place an epidural tube for pain
relief 1-2 days before surgery. Sixthly, it can choose a reason-
able anesthesia method plus general anesthesia. Finally, it
can get out of bed in the early stage before surgery and get
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out of bed for 6-8 hours after surgery. In addition, it should
ensure the intraoperative fluid infusion, strictly control infu-
sion volume and infusion speed, and pay attention to the
intraoperative thermal insulation to adjust the room temper-
ature to 25°C.

2.3. Research Methods. Color ultrasound scanner and high-
frequency ultrasound probe were used for ultrasound-
guided. After the patient entered the room, electrocardio-
graph (ECG) monitoring was performed. The venous access
was opened, and anesthesia was used for induction. Anes-
thesia induction was propofol 2.0mg/kg + fentanyl 3μg/kg
+ vecuronium bromide 0.6mg/kg + midazolam 0.03mg/kg.
When the patient did not lose consciousness and had no
blinking reflex, an endotracheal intubation was adopted
and connected to a ventilator for mechanical ventilation.
Gastrointestinal anesthesia included remifentanil, the drip
rate was kept at 0.1μg/(kgmin), combined with intravenous
infusion of propofol 3-10mg/kg, the drip rate was main-
tained at 4-8mg/(kg h), and it was stopped 10 minutes
before the completion of the surgery.

For the sciatic nerve block, the patient took the affected
limb to elevate, the skin was routinely disinfected at the pop-
liteal fossa, and the ultrasound probe was placed between the
biceps femoris and the semitendinosus at the proximal 7 cm
of the popliteal crease. The sciatic nerve was located using an
ultrasound probe and fixed to its distal bifurcation and
injected with 0.375% 20mL ropivacaine.

For the femoral nerve block, the patient was placed in
the supine position, routine disinfection was performed in
the groin area, and an ultrasound probe was used to place
the femoral artery pulse below the inguinal ligament.
According to the ultrasound-guided images, the guide nee-
dle was inserted in parallel, there was a clear sense of break-
through, and 0.5% 10mL ropivacaine was used for the block.

For the observation group (n = 78) (OG group), on the
basis of general anesthesia and nerve block after induction
of anesthesia, the femoral and sciatic nerves were found with
the aid of ultrasound.

For the control group 1 (n = 27, C1 group), general anes-
thesia (without nerve block) and the anesthesia method were
the same as that of OG group.

For the control group 2 (n = 10, C2 group), spinal-
epidural anesthesia and nerve block anesthesia, after the
patients entered the operating room, peripheral venous
access was established, vital signs were detected, and oxygen
inhalation nursing was given. The healthy side lying position
was selected, and L1-2/L2-3 intervertebral space was deter-
mined as the puncture site. Then, it should implant an epi-
dural catheter and inject ropivacaine hydrochloride
injection (1.5-2.5mL 5% ropivacaine after cerebrospinal
fluid reflux). Surgery was performed after observing for a
few minutes.

For the control group 3 (n = 62, C3 group), spine-
epidural anesthesia, there was no nerve blocking.

During the surgery, the anesthesia level was adjusted
according to the actual situation of the patient, and the dos-
age of anesthesia was increased according to the actual situ-
ation of the patient.

2.4. Evaluation Indicators. The related indicators of anesthe-
sia in each group were compared, including recovery time,
extubation time, dosage of propofol, and dosage of remifen-
tanil, and the Ramsay sedation score 10 minutes after cup-
ping and the pain degree half an hour after extubation
were compared in each group. The visual analogue scale
was used to assess the degree of pain. The higher the Ramsay
sedation score, the better the effect of sedation. When the
score was 0, the higher the score, and the more intense the
pain. The VAS score is shown in Table 1.

The adverse reactions in each group were observed,
whether the patients had vomiting, nausea, dyspnea, chills,
restlessness, and other adverse reactions. According to the
effect of anesthesia experienced by the patient, there was no
pain, irritability, or discomfort during the operation and no
obvious adverse reactions. There was no obvious fluctuation
in the intraoperative detection, indicating that the anesthesia
was effective, mild pain, discomfort, and irritability during
the surgery and no obvious adverse reactions. There was no
significant fluctuation in the intraoperative detection indica-
tors, indicating that anesthesia was ineffective.

2.5. Statistical Methods. All data in this study were estab-
lished in Excel database and analyzed using the SPSS 19.0
statistical software. Measurement data were tested by t test,
and the difference was statistically significant at P < 0:05.
The enumeration data were analyzed by χ2 test, and the enu-
meration data were expressed as percentage (%). It was sug-
gested to compare the effect of anesthesia in each group by
using Diehe. According to the grade data of anesthesia effect,
the difference was significant at P < 0:05.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of the Causes of Fractures. In this study, 177
patients who met the criteria of this study were selected.
Among the causes of fracture, 66 patients suffered from tib-
ial fracture due to traffic accident, 47 patients dropped, and
64 patients fell. Of the 78 patients in the OG group, 29
patients suffered from tibial fracture due to traffic accidents,
accounting for 37.18%; 17 patients suffered from drop
injury, accounting for 28.81%; and 32 patients fell, account-
ing for 54.24%. In the C1 group of 27 patients, 11 patients
suffered tibial fracture due to traffic accidents, accounting
for 40.74%; 9 patients dropped, accounting for 33.33%; and
7 patients fell, accounting for 25.93%. Among the 10 patients
in group C2, 3 patients suffered tibial fracture due to traffic
accident, accounting for 30%; 2 patients suffered from drop
injury, accounting for 20%; and 5 patients fell, accounting
for 50%. Among the 62 patients in the C3 group, 23 patients
suffered from tibial fracture due to traffic accidents, account-
ing for 37.10%; 19 patients dropped, accounting for 30.65%;
and 20 patients fell, accounting for 32.26%. There was no
statistical difference among the groups (P > 0:05). The
results are shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Analysis of Wake-Up Time. The wake-up time in differ-
ent groups was compared, and the results are shown in
Figure 2. The wake-up time of the OG group was
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significantly less than the other three groups. There was no
significant difference in wake-up time between C1 and C2
groups (P > 0:05).

3.3. Comparison of Anesthesia Indicators. Figure 3 analyzes
the dosage of propofol and remifentanil in each group,
which showed that the dosage of the observation group

was significantly less than that of the other groups, and the dif-
ference was significant (P < 0:05). Regarding the dosage of
remifentanil, there was a significant difference between the
C1 and C2 groups and the C3 group (P < 0:05). Propofol dos-
age showed the same trend. The results are shown in Figure 3.

3.4. Comparison of Excellent and Good Rates. The excellent
and good rate was 89.86% in the observation group,
62.73% in the C1 group, 75.37% in the C2 group, and
61.07% in the C3 group. The effect of the observation group
was significantly higher than that of the other three groups.
The specific results are shown in Figure 4.

3.5. Postoperative VAS Scores. The VAS scores after 12 h,
24 h, and 36 h in the OG group were 4:52 ± 0:41, 4:72 ±
0:24, and 4:81 ± 0:74, respectively. The VAS scores of C1
group after 12 h, 24 h, and 36 h after surgery were 2:21 ±
0:81, 3:42 ± 0:94, and 3:63 ± 0:76, respectively. The postop-
erative VAS scores of C2 group after 12 h, 24 h, and 36h
were 4:31 ± 1:78, 4:51 ± 0:94, and 4:62 ± 0:93, respectively;
and those in the C3 group were 3:08 ± 1:42, 3:87 ± 0:95,
and 3:96 ± 0:69, respectively. Compared with other groups,
the OG group had significant difference (P < 0:05). The
results are illustrated in Figure 5.

3.6. Ultrasound Images. Figure 6(a) is an image of the sciatic
nerve displayed by ultrasound, and the gray arrow indicated
the position of the femoral nerve. The orange arrow in
Figure 6(b) shows the femoral nerve and the femoral artery.
Figure 6(c) shows the bevel of the ultrasound-guided tip
indicated by the grey arrow.

3.7. Comparisons of the Ramsay Sedation Score and
Anesthesia Satisfaction. The Ramsay sedation score and
anesthesia satisfaction of the OG group were significantly
higher than those of the other groups, and there was no sig-
nificant difference between the OG group and the C2 group
(P > 0:05). There was significant difference between OG
group and C1 and C3 groups (P < 0:05). The results are
shown in Table 2.

3.8. Comparison of Adverse Reactions. Nausea and vomiting
occurred in 1.28% of the OG group. Nausea and vomiting
occurred in 2 cases in the C1 group, accounting for 7.41%;
chills occurred in 1 case, accounting for 3.70%, and agitation
occurred in 1 case, accounting for 3.70%. There were 2 cases
of nausea and vomiting in group C2, accounting for 20%, 1
case of chills in group C3, accounting for 1.61%, and 2 cases
of agitation, accounting for 3.23%. The overall incidence of
adverse reactions was 1 in OG, 5 in C1, 2 in C2, and 4 in
C3. The observation group had the least number of patients
with adverse reactions. The results are shown in Table 3.

4. Discussion

For patients in the perioperative period, it is necessary to per-
fuse both the occurrence of complications (airway obstruction,
vomiting, pain, and unstable circulatory function, etc.) and the
anesthesia recovery period [20]. As stated in the ERAS appli-
cation guidelines, the anesthesia management should be

Table 1: VAS score.

Level Symptoms

0 points No pain

3 points or less Tolerable mild pain

4-6 points Pain interfering with sleep, but can be tolerated

7-10 points Intense pain that was difficult to bear

37.18%

28.81%

54.24%

OG

40.74%

33.33%

25.93%

C1

30.00%

20.00%

50.00%

C2

37.10%

30.65%

32.26%

C3

Traffic accident
Fall injury
Fall

Figure 1: Analysis of the causes of fractures in four groups. OG:
OG group; C1: C1 group; C2: C2 group; and C3: C3 group.
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Figure 2: Comparison results of wake-up time in each group. OG:
OG group; C1: C1 group; C2: C2 group; and C3: C3 group.
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optimized as much as possible, and short-acting anesthetics
should be selected as much as possible [21]. Postoperative
muscle relaxants and anesthetics have not been excreted
from the body late, and the reflex phenomenon has not fully
recovered. Optimizing nursing care in the recovery room
can effectively avoid the occurrence of complications and
promote the safety of patients through the perioperative
period. ERAS advocates postoperative multimodal analgesia
management, including intravenous docaine, intravenous
patient-controlled analgesia management, and nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs. Cheng et al. [22] proved that
ultrasound-guided lower thoracic paravertebral block under
the guidance of ERAS-accelerated surgery concept can pro-
vide perfect postoperative analgesia for female percutaneous
nephrolithotomy, provide patients with satisfactory anesthe-
sia and postoperative analgesia, and shorten the postopera-
tive recovery time of patients. In the clinical nursing of
postoperative resuscitation of patients with general anesthe-
sia in the anesthesia recovery room, it is necessary to closely
perfuse the patient’s nervous system, respiratory system,
digestive system, and circulatory system to improve symp-
toms and improve prognosis. In this study, 2 patients with
general anesthesia had severe nausea and vomiting and
arrhythmia, and 2 patients needed to be returned to the
intensive care unit in time. 1 patient in the C3 group had
chills, and 2 patients had agitation. The overall incidence
of adverse reactions was observed, and the number of

patients with adverse reactions in the observation OG group
was the least. Only 1 case of vomiting occurred, and the rest
of the patients recovered smoothly. Effective nursing of
patients with general anesthesia in the anesthesia recovery
room can promote the safe and early recovery of patients.
The nerve block is performed under ultrasound-guided,
and there is no need to explore the patient’s muscle twitches
during the operation.

This surgery is performed in real time after induction of
general anesthesia, which avoids the aggravation of pain,
reduces the pain of puncture, and helps the patient to elim-
inate fear. Ultrasound-guided subregional nerve block anes-
thesia combined with spine-epidural anesthesia has a good
effect. During the surgery, the emergency response of the
patient’s body is inhibited, the myocardial oxygenation of
the patient is inhibited, and the unstable cardiac pain and
other diseases will be reduced, which is beneficial to related
complications such as pulmonary infection. Zhao et al.
[23] pointed that ultrasound-guided nerve block anesthesia
surgery can effectively improve the intraoperative anesthesia
effect of patients with tibial fractures and improve the stabil-
ity of intraoperative and postoperative hemodynamic indi-
cators. Anesthesia surgery will play a positive role in
postoperative pain control, reduce the risk of postoperative
adverse reactions, and reduce the activity of inflammatory
factors in postoperative patients. This study yielded the same
effect. Zhen et al. [24] thought ultrasound-guided paraver-
tebral nerve block anesthesia improved stress and hemody-
namic responses in lung cancer thoracic surgery patients
without an increase in the incidence of adverse events. Fan
et al. [25] used the artificial intelligence algorithm to guide
the nerve block by ultrasound images combined with general
anesthesia and showed a good effect during the operation.
The CNN algorithm can accurately segment the lesions in
the ultrasound images of gastric cancer, which is convenient
for doctors to make more accurate judgments on the lesions
to provide the basis for the preoperative examination of rad-
ical gastrectomy for gastric cancer. Ultrasound-guided nerve
block combined with general anesthesia can effectively
improve the analgesic effect of radical gastrectomy for gas-
tric cancer, can reduce intraoperative and postoperative
adverse reactions and the dosage of analgesic drugs, and
has a good effect on postoperative recovery of patients. In
this study, intelligent noise-reduction processing was
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Figure 3: Comparison results of anesthesia-related indicators in each group. OG: OG group; C1: C1 group; C2: C2 group; and C3: C3 group.
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implemented in ultrasonic imaging, and the resulting ultra-
sonic images were clearer. This study showed that the effect
was better than that of general anesthesia without nerve block,
and the difference was significant (P < 0:05). The effect of
spinal-epidural anesthesia and nerve block anesthesia was bet-
ter than spine-epidural anesthesia (without nerve block), and
the difference was significant (P < 0:05). Ultrasound-guided
block combined with spine-epidural anesthesia can avoid the

adverse consequences of intraoperative regional nerve block
insufficiency.

In anesthesia, the dose of drugs used in anesthesia can be
reduced, which is beneficial to the stabilization of the hemo-
dynamic indexes of patients during surgery. The VAS scores
of patients with general anesthesia and nerve block were sig-
nificantly higher than those of the other three groups on the
basis of anesthesia induction (P < 0:05). It indicated that the
degree of pain in all patients decreased after surgery, and the
score was the highest at 36 hours after the surgery. This
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Figure 5: VAS scores of each group at different time periods after the surgery. OG: OG group; C1: C1 group; C2: C2 group; and C3: C3
group.
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Figure 6: Ultrasound images. (a) Ultrasound display of the sciatic nerve; (b) ultrasound display of the femoral artery; (c) ultrasound-guided
tip oblique view. The yellow arrows in the figure indicate sciatic nerve and popliteal artery, and the yellow line is puncture bevel.

Table 2: Comparisons of the Ramsay sedation score and anesthesia
satisfaction.

Group Cases
Ramsay sedation

score
Anesthesia satisfaction

score

OG 78 2:34 ± 0:71 7:81 ± 1:02
C1 27 1:96 ± 0:42 7:02 ± 0:17
C2 10 2:31 ± 0:63 6:73 ± 0:34
C3 62 2:01 ± 0:27 6:21 ± 0:28
χ2 2.71 1.013

P 0.018 0.429

Table 3: Comparison of adverse reactions.

Group Cases
Nausea and
vomiting

Chill Agitation
Difficulty
breathing

OG 78 1 0 0 0

C1 27 2 1 1 0

C2 10 2 0 0 0

C3 62 0 1 2 1

χ2 0.476 1.087 1.375

P 0.608 0.387 0.416
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further confirms that the combined anesthesia regimen
under ultrasound-guided is more beneficial to improve the
quality of surgical anesthesia in patients with tibial fracture.

5. Conclusion

Based on the concept of ERAS, this study adopted
ultrasound-guided nerve block to analyze the postoperative
anesthesia effect of patients with tibial fracture. In patients
with tibia, ultrasound-guided nerve block combined with
general anesthesia can ensure the effect of anesthesia, reduce
the application of anesthesia dose, and improve the safety of
anesthesia. The use of ERAS nursing after surgery can effec-
tively guarantee the postoperative effect of patients, which
can not only reduce the emergency response of patients
but also shorten the extubation time and wake-up time.
There were certain shortcomings in this study. Due to the
limitation of research time and the lack of long-term
follow-up of patients, long-term follow-up of patients was
required in the later stage to further verify the long-term effi-
cacy. Next, different anesthesia methods can be compared by
analyzing the patient’s hemodynamic indicators. It was
believed that in the future, clinical applications would have
better anesthesia effects for the treatment of tibial fractures.
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The data used to support the findings of this study are avail-
able from the corresponding author upon request.
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There are many problems in the practical application of landscape lighting design. In order to solve these problems more
specifically, based on the relevant theories of interactive genetic algorithm, radial basis function and hesitation degree are
introduced into genetic algorithm. Through the analysis and processing of the data to get the optimized interactive genetic
algorithm, the algorithm can analyze and optimize the landscape lighting design. Based on this model, the lighting design can
be predicted and analyzed, and the prediction result is relatively good. Relevant studies show that the interactive genetic
algorithm can be divided into three typical change stages according to the different results of intensity calculation, of which the
first stage mainly presents the trend of gradual decline. The fluctuation phenomenon is obvious in the second paragraph. The
third paragraph shows a gradual increasing trend of change. The corresponding relationship between the two fitness functions
is obvious. With the increase of experts in independent variables, the corresponding fitness values show a trend of gradual
decline on the whole. Through the calculation and analysis of five different indicators of landscape lighting by using interactive
genetic algorithm, it can be seen that electrification has a relatively small impact on landscape lighting. The results of
intelligent and environmental protection calculation are relatively high, and the corresponding range of change is relatively
large, which shows that these two indicators are very important for improving the lighting design level of landscape. Finally,
the model is verified by comparing data and model curves. Interactive genetic algorithm is very important to improve the
lighting design of landscape, and the optimization model can be widely used in other fields.

1. Introduction

Interactive genetic algorithm has a wide application prospect
in different fields, including portfolio optimization [1],
clothing customization [2], communication system combi-
nation [3], gene selection [4], and information storage [5].
In view of the existing problems in genetic target combina-
tion optimization, fuzzy neural network and intelligent rec-
ognition model were used to extract the original data based
on the relevant theories of interactive genetic algorithm
[6]. The optimized interactive genetic algorithm model can
analyze the genetic content under different combinations
and verify the accuracy of the model with relevant data. In
order to improve the accuracy of controller identification,
interactive genetic algorithm can be used to analyze the rel-
evant data and calculation process of controller in segments

[7]. Finally, accurate calculation results were obtained, and
the superiority of the model was verified by data. Hull struc-
ture optimization was an important research subject. In
order to further improve the stability of hull structure,
model analysis method was adopted to calculate and solve
relevant data based on interactive genetic algorithm theory
[8]. Thus, a new optimization model can be obtained, and
the model can predict and analyze the data.

The above research mainly analyzes interactive genetic
algorithm from different fields. In order to further improve
the application field of interactive genetic algorithm, it was
introduced into landscape lighting. Based on the relevant
theories of interactive genetic algorithm, radial basis func-
tion proxy analysis method was used to optimize the model
parameters. By adjusting the indexes of interactive hesitancy,
the optimized interactive genetic algorithm was obtained.
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The algorithm can provide theoretical support for landscape
lighting design and finally use the method of data calculation
to optimize and predict the model. The results show that the
model can provide guidance for the prediction of landscape
lighting design. Therefore, interactive genetic algorithms can
provide different guidance and optimization analysis for
other fields of design and analysis.

2. The Basic Research Content of Interactive
Genetic Algorithm

Interactive genetic algorithm can also be called human-
computer interaction evolutionary optimization algorithm;
that is, in the process of evolutionary computation, people
can realize the intervention and guidance of the evolutionary
process by interacting with the computer according to the
needs [9, 10]. In the field of general interaction design, inter-
action design system usually consists of five elements: user,
behavior, scene of interaction activity, technology of interac-
tion activity and product itself, and product subject. So it can
solve a kind of implicit performance index optimization
problem which cannot be solved by traditional genetic algo-
rithm. With the participation of human, genetic algorithm
has been well expanded, and it no longer simply depends
on dry fitness function, thus greatly broadening the applica-
tion field of traditional genetic algorithm [11, 12]. The main
characteristics of interactive genetic algorithm are as follows:
(1) individual adaptive value is uncertain: since the user’s
evaluation of individuals is based on the user’s cognition of
the evaluated object. (2) The individual evaluation process
is difficult to be durable: frequent human-computer interac-
tion makes the evaluation results easy to fatigue. (3) Non-
uniqueness of optimization results: the preferences of
users’ evaluation lead to certain individuality of optimization
results.

Interactive genetic algorithms are widely used in many
fields. In order to further analyze the main research contents
and ideas of interactive genetic algorithm, the main calcula-
tion process of interactive genetic algorithm is obtained by
analyzing and summarizing relevant literature, as shown in
Figure 1. Through the analysis and calculation of the interac-
tive genetic algorithm, the specific calculation process is
shown as follows: firstly, the corresponding data of the main
contents of the interactive research should be encoded.
Then, the corresponding data can be imported through cod-
ing, and the relevant model parameters can be set through
data import and analysis. After setting the relevant parame-
ters, the initial population of the relevant research object is
generated, so as to generate the corresponding initial popu-
lation. On the basis of initializing the population, the related
parameters of decoding individuals are solved. The accuracy
of the interactive genetic algorithm is further improved by
decoding individual parameters, and then, the adaptive value
of the model is evaluated. Finally, the results of the model
are judged: if they meet the requirements, they are directly
derived. If the requirements are not met, further iterations
are required. It is worth explaining that the judgment criteria
includes two parts: (1) whether the requirements are met
and (2) whether it conforms to relevant standards. Based

on the standpoint of interaction design and the description
of interaction design methods, interaction design of product
interaction interface is generally considered in four cases: (1)
user-centered design, (2) activity-centered design, (3) system
design, and (4) genius design.

2.1. Radial Basis Function Proxy Process. Radial basis func-
tion neural network is a kind of feedforward neural network,
which is characterized by optimal approximation in function
approximation. In the aspect of searching range, its remark-
able characteristic is global optimum [13, 14]. Compared
with the hidden layer of neural network, the completion of
linear fitting of radial basis function requires more complex
hidden layer neurons to be added, so as to facilitate the over-
fitting of trained samples [15, 16]. The forward network of
RBF neural network is composed of three layers: input layer,
hidden layer, and output layer. The radial basis function acts
as an excitation function by acting on the hidden layer. The
functional relationship between the input and output of the
radial basis function neural network is as follows:

yi Xð Þ = 〠
M

j=1
ωijφj Xð Þ + bj  i = 1, 2,⋯,nð Þ, ð1Þ

where X is the input vector, yi is the output value of the ith
output unit, M is the number of centers, ωij is the weight
from the JTH hidden neuron to the ith output unit, bj is
the offset value, and φjðXÞ is the nonlinear transfer function
of the radial basis function layer.
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Figure 1: Basic flow chart of interactive genetic algorithm.
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In the calculation of interactive genetic algorithm, non-
linear basis function should be selected to calculate and ana-
lyze the model [17, 18]. The nonlinear basis function is a
very important function form, which is very important to
improve the accuracy and precision of the model. Gaussian
function has good transfer accuracy in linear transfer pro-
cess, and its calculation steps are relatively few, which can
meet the calculation requirements of the algorithm. By refer-
ring to relevant research content, this paper chooses Gauss-
ian function as nonlinear basis function:

φj Xð Þ = exp ‐
x‐cj
 
2σ2j

 !
, ð2Þ

where cj is the center of the radial basis function and σ is the
width parameter. Width parameter belongs to hidden layer
neural network, which can adjust the sensitivity of neurons
in interactive genetic algorithm. And it can influence the
concrete form of nonlinear function to some extent.

The Gaussian function corresponding to the nonlinear
basis function is obtained through the above analysis and
solution. It can be seen from the calculation formula of
Gaussian function that the final value of Gaussian function
is related to the center value and width parameters of the
corresponding radial basis function. To further analyze the
effect of these two parameters on the function, the curve of
the transfer function is drawn (Figure 2). With the gradual
increase of independent variable X, the corresponding center
distance shows a trend of gradual decline. In the early stage
of its decline, the decline law is more obvious, which belongs
to the linear decline stage. With the gradual increase of
parameters, the corresponding decrease shows obvious fluc-
tuation; with the further increase of independent variable x,
the corresponding center distance data shows a relatively
stable trend of change. With the gradual increase of inde-
pendent variable x, the curve drops slowly at first, and the
corresponding drops are basically the same, indicating that
the decline conforms to the rule of linear decline. When
the corresponding function value reaches the minimum
value, the curve shows a trend of slow rise with the gradual
increase of independent variable. When the corresponding
independent variable x belongs to 240, the data correspond-
ing to the curve increases rapidly and reaches a high level.
This indicates that there is variation or change of parameters
in the calculation process, which leads to differences in the
corresponding nonlinear calculation results. With the fur-
ther increase of independent variable x, the curve first shows
a linear decline and then gradually tends to gentle. However,
the curve fluctuates to a certain extent at a higher level,
which indicates that the influence of width parameters is
more obvious than that of center distance.

The radial basis function layer transfer function φjðXÞ is
generally a Gaussian function, and the output function is

yi Xð Þ = 〠
M

j=1
ωij exp ‐

x‐cj
 
2σ2j

 !
+ bj: ð3Þ

The learning of radial basis function neural network
parameters consists of two parts: one is the determination
of hidden layer neuron center vector c and normalized
parameter vector σ, and the other is the determination of
output layer weight matrix ω.

Through the above analysis, the corresponding calcula-
tion relation of output function can be obtained, and the dif-
ferent combination of direction vector will have a certain
degree of influence on the specific calculation result. In order
to further optimize the data of the corresponding output
function, it is necessary to analyze the change rule of the vec-
tor and obtain the change curve under the action of the cor-
responding independent variable output function through
analysis and calculation, as shown in Figure 3. It can be seen
from the different change curves in the figure that the output
results of the vector function under the action of the combi-
nation of vectors in different directions have different chang-
ing trends. Specifically, it can be divided into five different
types: in the first case, with the gradual increase of indepen-
dent variable X, the corresponding curve first shows a stable
change and then slowly increases. The slope of the corre-
sponding curve is gradually decreasing, and the slope is
gradually approaching zero. The curve tends to be flat as
the corresponding slope approaches zero. After a long
period of stability, the curve slowly decreases, the overall
change in a small range. This shows that the influence of
the first combination on the output function is relatively
limited. Under the action of the second combination, with
the gradual increase of x, the corresponding output function
as a whole shows a relatively constant change. Only under
the action of individual independent variables, certain fluc-
tuations will occur, and the fluctuation range is relatively
small, indicating that the second combination is an inherent
attribute of the output function. Under the action of the
third type, the corresponding value of the output function
increases slowly first and then tends to be stable with the
gradual increase of the independent variable x. Then, with
the further increase of independent variables, the corre-
sponding results show obvious fluctuation phenomenon,
and the corresponding time of fluctuation phenomenon lasts
longer. Note that the parameter jumps during the calcula-
tion, resulting in fluctuations in the corresponding output.
Under the action of the fourth combination, the correspond-
ing curve increases linearly first and then slowly. When the
corresponding independent variable gradually increases,
the corresponding curve will decline slowly and finally tends
to flat. The stage of the curve is obvious, indicating that the
combination has a good generalization of the influence on
the output result. Under the action of the fifth combination,
the corresponding output results decline slowly at first and
then gradually tend to flat. The final curve shows a U-
shaped trend. It can be seen from the above analysis that five
different combinations represent five different curve types,
respectively. In actual selection, specific combination modes
of calculation need to be selected according to the size of
computation and specific types.

2.2. Interactive Hesitation Adjustment. The most important
characteristic of interactive genetic algorithm is that its
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individual adaptive value is not obtained by adaptive func-
tion, but from human evaluation. The advantage of this is
that it can solve the optimization problem of implicit indica-
tors [19, 20]. However, due to human subjective factors and
the increase of fatigue, the same individual may have differ-
ent adaptive values in different evaluation stages [21, 22].
The existence of model deviation will lead to slow evolution
speed and relatively low satisfaction of final results and then
lead to long evaluation time, resulting in fatigue problem.

Therefore, it is very important to study how to reduce model
error.

Errors in the interactive genetic algorithm can be divided
into the following two types: (1) inaccuracy of individual
adaptive values due to the addition of corresponding calcu-
lation process without full consideration of the actual situa-
tion in the actual calculation process. Finally, the calculated
results differ greatly from the actual situation. (2) Due to
the relatively large amount of calculation time and data,
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Figure 3: The influence of independent variables on the output function curve.
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there are different degrees of deviation in the data calcula-
tion process, and finally, the jump point in the calculation
process is relatively large. According to the length of interac-
tion time, the evaluation process of interactive genetic algo-
rithm can be divided into three different types of change
stages according to the trend of specific data in the change
process.

Through the above analysis, the relevant calculation pro-
cess and proxy process of interactive genetic algorithm can
be obtained. In order to further analyze the change process
of interactive genetic algorithm, we drew the change curve
of the algorithm through calculation, as shown in Figure 4.
The curve can be divided into typical three-stage change
trends according to different change forms. In the first stage,
with the gradual increase of time, the corresponding algo-
rithm strength first presents an approximate linear down-
ward trend, and its overall variation range is relatively
large. In the later stage of the first stage, the downward trend
of the curve gradually changed into a gentle change, and the
curve entered the second stage. In the second stage, the cor-
responding curve shows a trend of fluctuation, and its vari-
ation range is relatively small. This indicates that the
influence of the corresponding data of the curve at this stage
is relatively stable, when the corresponding iteration time
exceeds 13. In the third stage, the increase of iteration time
leads to a gradual linear increase in the strength of model
parameters and then gradually tends to a gentle change
trend. On the whole, the curve shows an approximate U-
shaped change. Through the above analysis, it can be seen
that the interactive genetic algorithm has both linear and
nonlinear change process, indicating that the algorithm can
better describe the linear and nonlinear change.

As can be seen from the changes in the calculated data,
the error intensity corresponding to the curve calculation is
relatively high in the initial stage, which is because the calcu-
lation model fails to specify specific objectives at the begin-
ning of individual evaluation, so the calculation results lack
certain reference. As a result, the ideal individual does not
have a clear target, so some data containing the ideal indi-
vidual elements will be compared and jump, resulting in dif-

ferent degrees of error. When the second stage is reached,
the model has sufficient calculation and analysis of data
changes, so that the calculation results can better reflect
the actual change process. Therefore, it is necessary to have
a clear understanding of ideal data, so the model has a strong
purpose when evaluating sample data, which makes the
error of calculation results relatively small. In the final stage
of the model calculation, the volatility of the calculated data
is obvious, which makes the calculation results appear errors
in a certain range.

The expression hesitation hiðtÞ specifically means the
position of the evaluation time of xiðtÞ of the ith individual
of the generation t in all the individuals of this generation
and the comparison with the average evaluation time. The
intensity of hesitancy of xiðtÞ, the ith individual in genera-
tion t, is expressed by hesitancy hiðtÞ:

hi tð Þ =
1
ng

〠
ng

j=1
a Ti tð Þ, T j tð Þ
À Á

+ Ti tð Þ‐�T tð Þ
�T tð Þ , ð4Þ

where ng is the number of models, TiðtÞ refers to the evalu-
ation time of the ith individual, and T jðtÞ refers to the eval-
uation time of the jth individual, in which aðTiðtÞ, T jðtÞÞ is a
piecewise function and �TðtÞ refers to the average evaluation
time. The corresponding functions are as follows:

a Ti tð Þ, T j tð Þ
À Á

=
1, Ti tð Þ > T j tð Þ,
0, Ti tð Þ£T j tð Þ,

(
ð5Þ

�T tð Þ = 1
ng

〠
ng

j=1
T j tð Þ: ð6Þ

Through the above analysis, different interactive hesita-
tion curve can be obtained, and different calculation and
evaluation time can be obtained by adjusting the change of
hesitation. It can be seen from the analysis that the evalua-
tion time has a great influence on the result of hesitation.
In order to analyze the fitting curve of evaluation time under
the action of different samples, the convergence curve under
the action of parameter T was drawn through analysis and
calculation in Figure 5. The six different types of change
curves drawn have different fitting degrees. With the grad-
ual increase of samples, the corresponding quasisum value
shows an overall change trend of slow increase at first, then
linear increase, and finally slow increase. This shows that
the increase of sample size will lead to an obvious increase
in the time fitting curve of interactive genetic algorithm.
And when the specimen is fixed, the corresponding evalua-
tion time will gradually decrease. This indicates that when
the sample is constant, the decrease of evaluation time will
lead to the gradual improvement of corresponding fitting
data. Therefore, both the increase of sample time and the
decrease of evaluation time can promote the development
of the fitting curve.
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2.3. Optimized Interactive Genetic Algorithm. When users
hesitate about individual xjðtÞ, it is easy to produce deviation
in their evaluation of the adaptive value [23, 24]. In order to
further analyze the calculation process of the optimized inter-
active genetic algorithm, firstly, each individual xj contains n
fragments xjm [25, 26]. Each fragment xjm corresponds to
the phenotype of a specific module, and the corresponding cal-
culation formula is obtained through analysis:

max f xð Þ = s:t: x ∈ S, ð7Þ

where f ðxÞ is the adaptive value evaluated by users for individ-
ual x and S is the search space of individual x.

d xi tð Þ, xið Þ = 1
n
〠
n

j=1
bm xi tð Þ, xið Þ, ð8Þ

bm xi tð Þ, xið Þ =
0, xim tð Þ = xjm,
1, xim tð Þ¿xjm,

(
ð9Þ

where the actual meaning of dðxiðtÞ, xiÞ is the distance
between two individuals xiðtÞ and xj. Through the change of
distance, we can get the set of individuals close to hesitating
individual xiðtÞ:

L xi tð Þð Þ = xj
��d xi tð Þ, xið Þ ≤ d0, xj ∈Ne

È É
, ð10Þ

where Ne is the set of evaluated individuals and d0 is the crit-
ical value reflecting the distance between two individuals.

Several typical parameters were selected through analy-
sis: fragment, distance, set, and data. The influence of the
above-mentioned parameters on hesitation has different
forms. The change curves of corresponding hesitation
parameters were obtained through calculation and solution,
as shown in Figure 6. The four different factors have differ-
ent changing trends, indicating that the influences of differ-
ent factors on the model have different forms of expression.
From the changes of curves, it can be seen from the frag-
ments that, with the gradual increase of samples, the
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corresponding model fragments show a trend of gradual
increase, and the increase amount is basically the same. With
the increase of samples, the corresponding hesitation data
showed a relatively obvious linear change characteristics.
As can be seen from the change curve of distance, with the
increase of samples, the hesitation index corresponding to
distance shows a trend of gradual decline. And it can be seen
from the corresponding amount of decline that it conforms
to the characteristics of linear decline. It can be seen that
the slope corresponding to the fragment curve is greater
than that corresponding to the distance curve through the
slope of the two kinds of descending and ascending curves.
It can be seen from set elements that, with the increase of
samples, the corresponding set shows a relatively stable
trend of change. It can be seen from the number element
that it shows a different trend of gradual rise and then grad-
ual decline. From the above analysis, it can be seen that dif-
ferent elements have different influences on hesitation.
Through analysis and calculation, the average adaptive value
of individuals in the set is obtained:

f ′ xi tð Þð Þ = 1
nl
〠
nl

j=1
f xj
À Á

, xj ∈ L xi tð Þð Þ: ð11Þ

Approximate true fitness f ′ðxiðtÞÞ of hesitating individ-
ual xiðtÞ. Finally, this value is used to adjust the adaptation
value of sample xiðtÞ:

f xi tð Þð Þ = f ′ xi tð Þð Þ: ð12Þ

Through this process, we can identify the individual
users who are causing hesitation, and the approximate true
adaptation f ′ðxiðtÞÞ can be obtained by calculating the aver-

age adaptation of similar individuals. Then, adjust its adap-
tive value, so as to reduce the positive and negative
deviation, speed up the algorithm, and reduce user fatigue.

Through analysis, it can be seen that there is a one-to-
one correspondence between the real adaptive value and
the approximate real adaptive value. To research the corre-
sponding relationship between the two functions, the corre-
sponding curves of the two functions are obtained through
calculation in Figure 7. The two different forms of change
function have different forms of expression. First of all, it
can be seen from the real adaptation value that with the
gradual increase of independent variable x, the correspond-
ing curve drops rapidly first, then slowly, and then rapidly.
The three stages of decline all show a linear decline process,
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and the overall linear characteristics of the curve is obvious.
This indicates that the increase of independent variable x
will lead to certain changes in the corresponding adaptive
values, and the linear characteristics of each stage are also
obvious. The overall variation range of the corresponding
curve is relatively small, and the overall linear characteristics
are also obvious. But as the sample size increases, the curve
fluctuates to a certain extent. Finally, when the independent
variable x exceeds 20, the curve shows a gradually increasing
trend of change, which is contrary to the real data. This
shows that the corresponding relationship between the two
functions needs to be considered comprehensively in the
actual calculation process.

3. Landscape Lighting Design and Research
Based on Interactive Genetic Algorithm

3.1. The Main Characteristics of Landscape Lighting. Land-
scape lighting design is a very complex process, which has
different characteristics of change. Landscape, as a very
important culture and landscape, plays an irreplaceable role
in the field of culture. Therefore, in the design of its lighting
process needs to consider the geological characteristics of
landscape, landscape location, use methods, and lighting
characteristics of different aspects of the impact. In order
to further analyze this characteristic, five different indexes
are selected to analyze the design of landscape lighting in
detail. These five indicators are, respectively, intelligent, elec-
tric, environmental protection, green, and energy saving,
respectively, representing five different factors. The specific

distribution of indicators is shown in Figure 8. In order to
further analyze the overall situation of different indicators
of garden landscape lighting, the analysis chart of garden
landscape indicators as shown in Figure 8 is drawn. It can
be seen from the figure that the total amount of intelligent
indicators is the smallest, only 500. The electrification target
is 1000. The corresponding environmental protection index
is 1500. The greenness index is 2000, and energy-saving
index is the highest, about 2500.

3.2. Application of Interactive Genetic Algorithm in
Landscape Lighting Design. Interactive genetic algorithm
has been widely used in different fields, and its application
prospect is relatively good [27, 28]. The radial basis function
and calculation process of interactive genetic algorithm have
good operability. In order to further apply interactive genetic
algorithm to landscape design, the radial basis function and
interactive hesitancy were analyzed, and the relevant indexes
of landscape design were introduced into radial basis func-
tion [29, 30]. The interactive hesitancy is optimized, and a
new interactive genetic algorithm is obtained. Thus, the
landscape design process based on interactive algorithm is
obtained, as shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from the cal-
culation results in the figure that the calculation process is
mainly divided into three modules: initial stage, exploration
stage, and definite stage. The corresponding data should be
imported first. If it meets the requirements of the specified
model, it should be imported into the initial stage for the
design of the specified landscape and the analysis of the
locked landscape type. Then, it is imported into the random
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Figure 9: Landscape lighting design flow chart based on interactive genetic algorithm.
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population module; if it does not meet the requirements, it is
directly imported into the random population module,
through the calculation of the random population module
and then interactive arrangement. The initial initialization
parameters are obtained by interactive arrangement, sorted
and analyzed, and then imported into the exploration phase.
In the exploration stage, hesitancy discrimination is firstly
carried out, through which it can be seen that if the data
meets the cut-off requirements, it will be imported to the
definite stage; if it does not meet the cut-off requirements,
a new model needs to be generated, and further discrimina-
tion needs to be carried out in the generation of a new
model. If the criterion does not meet the clear criteria, it
needs to be imported into the hesitation analysis for a new
iteration; if it meets the hesitation criterion, it needs to be
imported into the clear stage. In the definite stage, the first
step is evaluation and analysis, through which the parame-
ters of the model are evaluated and analyzed, and then, fur-
ther satisfaction discrimination is carried out. If it does not
meet the requirements, it will be reiterated. If it meets the
requirements, lighting operation will be carried out, so as
to export the corresponding data.

The garden landscape lighting design flow chart based
on the interactive genetic algorithm can be further analyzed
and studied on the lighting equipment related to the garden
landscape. Through calculation and analysis, the calculation
results of landscape lighting design based on interactive
genetic algorithm are obtained, as shown in Figure 10. It
can be seen from the curve in the figure that five different
indicators represent A, B, C, D, and E, respectively. It can
be seen from the curve that different indicators have differ-
ent trends in different calculation processes. Firstly, with
the gradual increase in the number of iterations, the corre-

sponding indicator shows A trend of gradual decline, and
its corresponding change diagram shows A trend of global
fluctuation that gradually increases first and then gradually
declines. It can be seen from indicator B that the proportion
of corresponding curves is relatively small. The curve corre-
sponding to index C shows a U-shaped trend of slow decline
at first and then gradual increase. It can be seen from indica-
tor D that it is in a stable decline stage, and the correspond-
ing slope is basically the same, indicating that it conforms to
the change trend of linear decline. It can be seen from index
E that its variation range is relatively small, and the overall
trend is relatively constant. From the above analysis, it can
be seen that the five different indicators have different
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change properties. It can also be explained from the side that
the five indicators can better reflect the interactive genetic
algorithm, which can well reflect the characteristics of spe-
cific indicators in landscape design under the action of inter-
active genetic algorithm.

4. Discussion

The above is mainly through calculating the specific data of
landscape lighting and then importing it into the radial basis
function for further analysis, so that the interactive genetic
algorithm can be adjusted, and then, the optimized interac-
tive genetic algorithm can be obtained. Finally, the flow
chart of landscape design under the action of interactive
genetic algorithm and the corresponding calculation results
are obtained. A comparison diagram of corresponding test
data and model curve was drawn (Figure 11). The corre-
sponding test data shows a trend of rapid increase first, then
gradual decline, and then rapid increase to the maximum
value. The corresponding curve shows a stable downward
trend. When it reaches a high value of independent variable,
the corresponding curve drops rapidly, indicating that the
linear and nonlinear characteristics of the curve are rela-
tively obvious. The corresponding model curve can better
reflect the specific characteristics of the test data. As can be
seen from its specific changes, the model can not only reflect
the changing trend of the test data but also better reflect the
specific values of the test data at some key nodes, so it can be
seen that the accuracy of the optimization model is relatively
good. It can be shown that the model based on interactive
genetic algorithm can better reflect the specific changes of
landscape design.

5. Conclusion

(1) With the gradual increase of the independent vari-
able, the corresponding center distance shows a slow
decline with a relatively small decline range. On the
other hand, the corresponding width parameter
shows a slow decrease and then a gradual increase,
with a wide range of variation, which indicates that
the width parameter has a high influence on the
transfer function

(2) The five different combination forms of direction
vectors have different ranges of variation, and their
influences on the output function also have different
forms. Among them, the second combination type
belongs to the inherent attribute of the output func-
tion, and its variation range is relatively small

(3) The fitting data increases slowly at first and then rap-
idly, indicating that the number of samples can pro-
mote the development of fitting data. However, the
corresponding evaluation time showed a decreasing
trend for fitting data, indicating that sample size and
evaluation time had opposite effects on fitting data

(4) The hesitation curve corresponding to the four dif-
ferent parameter indexes is different, among which

the fragment curve rises gradually. The correspond-
ing distance curve decreases gradually, while the sta-
bility of set curve is relatively good, and the
fluctuation of number curve is obvious
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Objective. The aim of the present research is to analyze the impact of the bridge combined internal fixation system (BCFS) on
efficacy, complications, and inflammatory reactions of periarticular fractures of the shoulder. Methods. A retrospective analysis
was performed on 100 patients with periarticular fractures of the shoulder admitted between January 2016 and January 2020.
Patients were assigned to the observation group (OG) and control group (CG) according to different treatment schemes, with
50 cases in each group. Patients in OG were intervened by BCFS, while those in CG were routinely given plate fixation. The
treatment outcome, complications, and inflammatory reaction of the two groups were compared. Results. The results showed
better treatment outcome, shoulder joint function recovery, and inflammatory reaction alleviation of OG compared with CG.
Besides, statistically shorter fracture healing and hospitalization time as well as fewer complications were determined in OG.
Conclusion. These results demonstrate that compared with the plate fixation system, BCFS can significantly improve the
surgical efficacy and healing efficiency and alleviate the inflammatory response of patients, with a low complication rate, all of
which contribute to faster recovery of periarticular fractures of the shoulder. Hence, BCFS is an ideal choice for periarticular
fractures of the shoulder that deserves clinical promotion.

1. Introduction

Fractures are common injuries that occur at all ages, usually
triggered by collisions, stress, or diseases [1]. As a kind of
fractures, periarticular fractures of the shoulder joint include
clavicle and scapula fractures, fractures of the upper end of
the humerus and of the outer clavicle with coracoclavicular
ligament rupture, displaced fractures of the outer 1/3 of the
clavicle, open fractures, and fractures combined with vascu-
lar and nerve injuries, usually requiring surgical treatment
[2]. However, fracture healing, a complex process that takes
time, is affected by the blood supply, bone stability, and
inflammation at the fracture site [3]. Besides, improper fixa-
tion material selection or inadequate fixation adversely influ-
ences functional recovery and fracture healing of the affected
limb [4]. According to relevant epidemiological data, about

4.3% of the elderly in the United States have another shoul-
der fracture within one year after surgery [5]. Therefore, this
study starts with the fixation of the periarticular fracture of
the shoulder, aiming at finding a more ideal treatment.

Internal fixation is currently the major surgical treat-
ment for fractures [6], which has been shown to prompt
patients to regain their mobility and reduce the occurrence
of serious complications [7]. When dealing with different
clinical types of fractures, choosing an appropriate internal
fixation method to maximize patients’ recovery has become
the key to clinical work [8]. The bridge combined fixation
system (BCFS), a novel type of internal fixation device
independently developed by Professor Xiong Ying from
Yan’an Hospital affiliated to Kunming Medical University
[9], has the advantages of small volume, firm fixation, simple
operation, few postoperative complications, and promising
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clinical application potential [10]. Guo et al. [11] reported
that BCFS is effective and safe for severe comminuted
femoral fractures.

At this stage, BCFS is primarily used in the treatment of
pelvic and femoral fractures, but little is known regarding its
application in periarticular fractures of the shoulder.
Accordingly, this paper mainly discusses the efficacy, com-
plications, and inflammatory reactions of BCFS in the treat-
ment of periarticular fractures of the shoulder, hoping to
provide a new reference for the management of such
fractures.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. General Data. This retrospective study selected 100
patients with periarticular fractures of the shoulder treated
between January 2016 and January 2020. According to dif-
ferent fixation schemes, 50 patients treated with BCFS were
set as the observation group (OG), and another 50 cases with
routine plate fixation were used as the control group (CG).
CG comprised 28 males and 22 females whose age range
was (37:06 ± 9:14) years old; the fractures were attributed
to car accidents in 22 cases, falls in 11 cases, crushes in 12
cases, and others in 5 cases. In OG, the male-female ratio
and age range were 31 : 19 and (37:32 ± 8:47) years old,
respectively, and the causes of injuries were car accidents
in 18 cases, falls in 16 cases, crushes in 5 cases, and others
in 11 cases. The two cohorts of patients were clinically com-
parable with no statistical difference in sex, age, cause of
injury, and other baseline data (P > 0:05). This research
was conducted after obtaining approval from the Ethics
Committee of the Fourth People’s Hospital of Changzhou
and informed consent from patients and their families.

2.2. Eligibility Criteria. Inclusion criteria were as follows:
diagnosis of periarticular fractures of the shoulder by clinical
X-ray examination, age: 20-65, no relevant history of periar-
ticular fractures of the shoulder, informed consent provided,
and active cooperation with the study.

Exclusion criteria were as follows: old fractures or preg-
nant/lactating women; diseases of vital organs, clotting dis-
orders, or inability to tolerate surgery; severe mental
illness; inconsistency with the inclusion criteria; and unco-
operative patients or those with defective case records that
affected the curative effect judgment.

2.3. Treatment Methods. CG (plate fixation group) was as
follows: plate fixation was used to treat patients in this
group. The patient was placed in the lateral decubitus posi-
tion for general anesthesia and routine disinfection. After
incision, a 6-8-hole steel plate was used for fixation, and rou-
tine orthopedic nursing was performed postoperatively.

OG (BCFS group) was as follows: patients in this study
were treated with BCFS. The patient’s posture, anesthesia,
disinfection, and postoperative care were all consistent with
those of CG. Attention was paid to protecting important
nerves and blood vessels during the operation. The fixation
rod was then remodeled according to the fracture site and
shape, and the appropriate fixation position was selected

by rotating and sliding the connecting block on the fixation
rod to ensure the fixation effect.

2.4. Efficacy Assessment. Marked effectiveness: the function
of the affected limb returned to normal, with pain disap-
peared, anatomically reduced fracture, and well aligned frac-
ture showed by X-ray film

Effectiveness: the function of the affected limb basically
returned to normal, with basically disappeared pain, reduced
fracture, and X-ray indicating over 1/3 alignment of the
fracture

Ineffectiveness: the function of the affected limb has not
returned to normal, with no reduction of the fracture or slow
healing and even the occurrence of other complications

2.5. Endpoints

(1) Curative effect: please refer to efficacy assessment for
the evaluation standard of curative efficacy. The
overall response rate (ORR) is the percentage of the
sum of markedly effectiveness+effectiveness cases in
all cases

(2) Clinical indices: clinical indices (fracture healing
time and length of hospital stay [LOS]) were
recorded

(3) Complication rate: complications, including healing
deformity, blood ooze, and infection, were observed
and recorded during postoperative recovery

(4) Shoulder joint function score: the Constant-Murley
Scale (CMS; score range: 0-100 points) was used
before and 6 months after operation, assessing
patients’ shoulder joint function from pain (15
points), shoulder joint mobility (40 points), power
(25 points), and activity of daily living (ADL; 20
points), with higher scores indicating better shoulder
joint function

(5) Serum inflammatory indicators: serum was
extracted, and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) [12] was utilized to test pre- and posttreat-
ment alterations of serum inflammatory factors like
tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α), interleukin (IL)-
1β, and IL-6. The operation steps strictly followed
human TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6 ELISA kits supplied
by Wuhan Fine Biotech

2.6. Statistical Processing. SPSS 21.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA) and GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software, San
Diego, USA) were responsible for data analysis and visuali-
zation, respectively. P < 0:05 was supposed to indicate statis-
tical significance. The χ2 test was used for intergroup
comparisons of enumeration data (sex, age, etc.) represented
by number of cases/percentage (n/%). For the quantitative
data (mean age, fracture healing time, etc.) given mean ±
SEM, independent sample t-test and paired t-test were
employed for between-group and within-group compari-
sons, respectively.
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3. Results

3.1. Baseline Data of Patients with Periarticular Fractures of
the Shoulder. The analysis of patients’ general data (Table 1)
revealed comparability between the two groups, as no statis-
tical difference was found in sex, age, average age, cause of
injury, education level, drinking history, place of residence,
marital status, etc. (P > 0:05).

3.2. Clinical Indices of Patients with Periarticular Fractures of
the Shoulder. We recorded patients’ fracture healing time
and LOS to compare and analyze the influences of the two
fixation methods on the clinical indices of patients with peri-
articular fractures of the shoulder (Table 2). It was found
that the fracture healing time and LOS were statistically
shorter in OG versus CG (P < 0:05).

3.3. Curative Effect of Patients with Periarticular Fractures of
the Shoulder. We analyzed patients’ outcomes to assess the
impacts of the two treatments on patients with periarticular
fractures of the shoulder (Table 3). Data showed an ORR of
96.00% in OG and 80.00% in CG, with statistical significance
(P < 0:05).

3.4. Complication Rate in Patients with Periarticular
Fractures of the Shoulder. By comparing and analyzing the
incidence of complications in terms of healing deformity,
blood ooze, and infection (Table 4), we found that the total

complication rate was statistically lower in OG compared
with CG (4.00% vs. 22.00%, P < 0:05).

3.5. Patient’s Shoulder Joint Function Scores. We recorded
the shoulder joint function (CMS) scores before and 6
months after operation (Figure 1). Data showed no statistical
difference in pretreatment CMS scores between the two
groups (P > 0:05); the posttreatment scores elevated in both
cohorts (P < 0:05), and the improvement degree of shoulder
joint function was more obvious in OG (P < 0:05).

3.6. Serum Inflammatory Indicators (TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-
6) in Patients. We examined TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6 con-
centrations in patients’ serum (Figure 2). Data showed no
statistical difference in pretreatment TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-
6 between groups (P > 0:05). Evident decreases were
observed in the above three indexes in posttreatment
(P < 0:05), and the improvement degree was more signifi-
cant in OG (P < 0:05).

4. Discussion

Periarticular fractures of the shoulder are a condition includ-
ing fractures of the clavicle and scapula around the shoulder
joint [13]. For such fractures, conservative treatment
methods, such as arm sling and spica bandages, are usually
used [14]. However, the application of these traditional

Table 1: Baseline data of patients with periarticular fractures of the shoulder (n (%), mean ± SEM).

Factor n Control group (n = 50) Observation group (n = 50) χ2/t P

Sex 0.372 0.542

Male 59 28 (56.00) 31 (62.00)

Female 41 22 (44.00) 19 (38.00)

Age (years old) 1.073 0.300

<35 37 21 (42.00) 16 (32.00)

≥35 63 29 (58.00) 34 (68.00)

Average age (years old) 100 37:06 ± 9:14 37:32 ± 8:47 0.148 0.883

Cause of injury 6.458 0.091

Car accidents 40 22 (44.00) 18 (36.00)

Falls 27 11 (22.00) 16 (32.00)

Crushes 17 12 (24.00) 5 (10.00)

Others 16 5 (10.00) 11 (22.00)

Education level 0.360 0.548

Technical secondary school or above 49 23 (46.00) 26 (52.00)

Technical secondary school below 51 27 (54.00) 24 (48.00)

Drinking history 1.051 0.305

No 39 22 (44.00) 17 (34.00)

Yes 61 28 (56.00) 33 (66.00)

Residence 0.877 0.349

Urban areas 76 40 (80.00) 36 (72.00)

Rural areas 24 10 (20.00) 14 (28.00)

Marital status 0.735 0.391

Single 32 14 (28.00) 18 (36.00)

Married 68 36 (72.00) 32 (64.00)
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treatments has limitations such as poor efficacy, bone frag-
ment movement, and nursing difficulties [15]. Therefore, it
is of great practical significance to change the treatment
methods to improve the curative effect and safety in view
of various hindrances in the past treatment of such
fractures.

BCFS is a novel type of clamp-rod internal fixation
device that is commonly used for the fixation of upper

and lower extremity or pelvic fractures [16]. Previous bio-
mechanical and clinical analysis shows that BCFS is also
effective in treating long bone fractures [17]. BCFS has
certain advantages in treating periarticular fractures of
the shoulder, as it has little contact with the bone surface
and can minimize the damage of periosteal perfusion [18].
A total of 100 subjects were enrolled in this study and
were assigned to two groups (CG and OG) based on the
difference in treatment methods. CG was treated with
plate fixation, while OG was treated with BCFS. The
results showed a statistically higher ORR in OG compared
with CG (96.00% vs. 80.00%), which suggested that BCFS
treatment was helpful to improve the curative effect of
such patients. Then, we recorded patients’ clinical indices
such as fracture healing time and found faster fracture
healing and shorter LOS in OG, suggesting higher recov-
ery efficiency in patients with periarticular fractures of
the shoulder treated with BCFS. In the biomechanical
study of BCFS, Wang et al. [19] pointed out that BCFS
could more firmly fix the fracture and maintain the
stability of the fracture end, with a positive effect on the
fracture healing of patients. Shoulder function was also
assessed in this study using the CMS, one of the most
commonly used tools, which includes the measurement
of patients’ mobility, pain, power, and ADL [20]. The data
showed significantly better shoulder joint function
improvement in OG at 6 months postoperatively, which
was mutually verified with the efficacy of this procedure
and the results of clinical indices. In the study of Niu
et al. [21] on clinical application of BCFS in mid-
clavicular fractures, the postoperative CMS score is similar
to that of this study.

Table 2: Clinical indices of patients with periarticular fractures of the shoulder.

Groups n Fracture healing time (weeks) Length of hospital stay (d)

Control group 50 13:00 ± 1:59 12:88 ± 1:30
Observation group 50 10:40 ± 1:29 9:50 ± 0:95
t value — 8.979 14.843

P value — <0.001 <0.001

Table 3: Curative effect of patients with periarticular fractures of the shoulder (n (%)).

Groups n Marked effectiveness Effectiveness Ineffectiveness Total effective rate (%)

Control group 50 22 (44.00) 18 (36.00) 10 (20.00) 40 (80.00)

Observation group 50 31 (62.00) 17 (34.00) 2 (4.00) 48 (96.00)

χ2 value — — — — 6.061

P value — — — — 0.014

Table 4: Incidence of complications in patients with periarticular fractures of the shoulder (n (%)).

Categories Control group (n = 50) Observation group (n = 50) χ2 value P value

Healing deformity 2 (4.00) 1 (2.00) — —

Blood ooze 7 (14.00) 1 (2.00) — —

Infection 2 (4.00) 0 (0.00) — —

Total incidence 11 (22.00) 2 (4.00) 7.162 0.007
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Figure 1: Shoulder joint function score of patients with
periarticular fractures of the shoulder. Shoulder function
(Constant-Murley Scale) scores of patients in both groups before
and 6 months after operation. Note: ∗∗P < 0:01.
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The incidence of complications such as healing defor-
mity, bleeding, and infection was also compared, and the
results revealed a statistically lower incidence in OG as com-
pared to CG (4.00% vs. 22.00%), which indicated that BCFS
was safer than plate fixation in the treatment of periarticular
fractures of the shoulder. Wang et al. [17] applied BCFS to
treat femoral fractures, and no postoperative implant frac-
ture, wound infection, or other serious complications
occurred, similar to our research results. Finally, we detected
three serum proinflammatory markers, namely, TNF-α, IL-
1β, and IL-6; the three are highly correlated with patients’
immune response, and their increased concentrations will
reduce patients’ immune function [22]. The results showed
that postoperatively, the three indexes in OG were signifi-
cantly lower than those before treatment and CG, which
suggested that BCFS had an inhibitory effect on the inflam-
matory response of patients with periarticular fractures of
the shoulder. In the study of inflammatory cytokines after
fracture, Wahl et al. [23] pointed out that the proinflamma-
tory environment brought about by inflammatory factors
such as TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6 may be the catalyst for the
development of postfracture complications; so, the inhibi-
tion of the inflammatory response of patients plays an aux-
iliary role in reducing complications.

Although this study confirmed that BCFS applied to
patients with periarthritis of periarticular fractures of the
shoulder can contribute to accelerated fracture healing, fas-
ter recovery of shoulder function, better improvement of
serum inflammatory indicators, and reduction of complica-
tion rate, there are still some deficiencies. Considering the

limited number of cases (n = 100) included, we need to
expand the sample size to improve the accuracy of the
research results. Second, fracture healing is a slow process,
while there is no follow-up investigation in the study design.
So, increasing the follow-up of 8-24 months after surgery is
needed to more intuitively track patients’ recovery. The
above two shortcomings will be addressed in future research.

5. Conclusion

Conclusively, BCFS is more effective, safer, and simpler in
operation than plate fixation in treating periarticular frac-
tures of the shoulder, with good clinical application potential
and value for clinical use.

Data Availability

The labeled dataset used to support the findings of this study
are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Objective. To investigate the repolarization reserve of normal controls (NCs) and patients with coronary heart disease (CHD).
Methods. From January 1st, 2010 to December 31st, 2018, 200 age- and gender-matched inpatients in the Second Hospital of
Shanxi Medical University and Heji Hospital Affiliated to Changzhi Medical College were selected for treadmill exercise test
(TET), including 67 patients in the myocardial ischemia group, 66 patients in the suspected myocardial ischemia group, and 67
patients in the normal control group. Coronary angiography (CAG) was performed on 49 of 133 patients in the myocardial
ischemia group and the suspected myocardial ischemia group, and 9 positives and 40 negatives were identified. The heart rate
(HR) and QT interval of TET examiners before exercise, during exercise (90 beats/min, 120 beats/min, maximum HR), and in
the recovery period (1minute and 3 minutes after exercise) were reviewed, and QTc values were calculated after being
corrected by BaZett’s. Results. The mean QTc values in NCs were all below 452ms, before exercise, during exercise (90 beats/
min, 120 beats/min and maximum HR), and during the recovery period (1minute and 3 minutes after exercise). The
comparison results of the RR interval between the two groups revealed P > 0:05, indicating no statistical significance.
Significant differences were present when comparing the QT intervals when the HRs were 90 beats/minute and 120 beats/
minute during exercise (P < 0:05). And comparing the QTc values, it was found that the QTc values during different exercise
periods were statistically different between groups (P < 0:05). Conclusions. NCs have good repolarization reserve. CAG can
confirm true myocardial ischemia patients (i.e., patients with CHD) among myocardial ischemia and suspected myocardial
ischemia patients screened by TET. Patients with positive CAG have poor repolarization reserve as QT interval represents
ventricular repolarization adaptability.

1. Introduction

It is well known that human ventricular repolarization
(interval) is inversely proportional to heart rate [1, 2]. When
the heart rate is fast, the ventricular repolarization period is
shortened while significantly prolonged when the heart rate
is slow [3, 4]. This kind of frequency adaptability of ventric-
ular repolarization which is called ventricular repolarization
reserve, also known as ventricular repolarization adaptabil-
ity, is of great significance to the automatic regulation and
effectiveness of ventricular contraction and relaxation under
physiological conditions [5, 6]. In recent years, evidences

have shown that the inward late sodium current in the
plateau phase of cell membrane plays a key role in the fre-
quency adaptation of ventricular repolarization [7–9].
Meanwhile, we also found that the late sodium current, as
an important inward current in the plateau phase of action
potential, is very sensitive to the stimulation frequency
[10]. When the stimulation frequency is fast, the current is
small; otherwise, it is the opposite [11].

A large number of studies have shown that myocardial
ischemia from different causes, such as heart failure [12],
myocardial infarction [13], cardiomyopathy [14], and myo-
carditis [15], can lead to the reduction of repolarization
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reserve capacity, which becomes acquired long QT
syndrome [16]. The primary reason for this was that slow
delayed rectifier potassium current (Iks) is an important
repolarization reserve of human cardiomyocytes [17]. The
decrease of outward current or the increase of inward cur-
rent caused by myocardial ischemia, or both, can reduce
the ventricular reserve function and prolong the interval
[18]. Moreover, the formation of late sodium current and
the change of early and late depolarization potential can
synergistically lead to malignant arrhythmia and eventually
cardiac death on the basis of the reduction of existing myo-
cardial repolarization reserve [19].

The treadmill exercise test [20] in this study is a simple
and relatively safe, noninvasive test for the diagnosis of myo-
cardial ischemia, and it is a test to increase cardiac load
through exercise. The functional state of the heart was deter-
mined by the principle that the body should increase coro-
nary blood flow correspondingly when exercising, which
can find myocardial ischemia caused by various reasons.
The novelty and motivation of this study is to use such prin-
ciple to make the patients stop when the maximum heart
rate of the exercise test reaches the symptom limitation by
means of passive exercise and compares the interphase
changes and change rules of the patients in the recovery
period before exercise and after exercise to determine
whether the function of repolarization reserve is impaired.
The research results are reported as follows.

2. Methods

2.1. Research Participants. From January 1st, 2010 to
December 31st, 2018, 200 inpatients in the Second Hospital
of Shanxi Medical University and Heji Hospital Affiliated to
Changzhi Medical College were selected for treadmill exer-
cise test (TET), including 67 patients in the myocardial
ischemia group (positive group), 66 patients in the suspected
myocardial ischemia group (suspected positive group), and
67 patients in the normal control group (negative group).
Forty-nine of the 133 cases in the myocardial ischemia
group and suspected myocardial ischemia group underwent
coronary angiography (CAG), of which 9 cases were positive
and 40 cases were negative. This study was approved by the
Ethics Committee of Heji Hospital affiliated to Changzhi
Medical College.

2.2. Data Collection. The heart rate (HR) and QT interval of
TET examiners before exercise, during exercise (90 beats/
min, 120 beats/min, maximum HR), and during the recov-
ery period (1minute and 3 minutes after exercise) were
reviewed, and QTc values were calculated after BaZett’s
correction. CAG, the “golden standard” for diagnosing
coronary heart disease (CHD), has been extensively used in
clinical practice, by which positive and negative patients
were further diagnosed in this study. The repolarization
reserve function of positive and negative patients was judged
by the comparison of RR interval, QT interval, and QTC
values. In the following, the repolarization reserve of normal
controls (NCs) and the difference between patients with

positive CAG and those with negative CAG were studied
by TET.

2.3. Instruments and Methods

2.3.1. Treadmill Exercise Test. Q-stress Treadmill produced
by Quinton, USA was used. Medication that may cause
abnormal ST segment changes and elevated myocardial oxy-
gen consumption was discontinued three days before the
examination, and smoking and alcohol were prohibited after
meals or 2 hours before meals. The Bruce’s protocol was
adopted, that is, the test was terminated at 85% of the
expected maximum HR for age (220-age). Multidirectional
and multiangle selective left and right CAG was performed
by percutaneous puncture into the femoral artery of the
lower extremities with the use of a C-arm machine. The left
coronary artery was projected in at least four positions, with
at least two positions of the coronary artery, and additional
positions as necessary to fully reveal the segments of the
coronary artery. Diagnostic criteria are as follows: CHD

Table 1: RR interval and QT intervals as well as QTc values of
normal controls during different exercise periods (�x ± s).

Index Value

Number 67

Age 52:22 ± 9:31
Before exercise

RR interval 777:79 ± 118:74

QT interval 399:07 ± 31:44

QTc value 454:78 ± 27:16
90 beats/minute during exercise

RR interval 663:79 ± 3:91

QT interval 371:90 ± 19:11

QTc value 456:39 ± 23:89
120 beats/minute during exercise

RR interval 498:13 ± 5:53

QT interval 335:42 ± 16:25

QTc value 475:36 ± 22:97
Maximum heart rate during exercise

RR interval 432:13 ± 46:63

QT interval 307:34 ± 22:49

QTc value 467:76 ± 28:01
During the recovery period (1minute after
exercise)

RR interval 511:06 ± 70:03

QT interval 330:93 ± 28:25

QTc value 466:72 ± 22:92
During the recovery period (3minute after
exercise)

RR interval 647:28 ± 121:96

QT interval 368:19 ± 31:27

QTc value 461:49 ± 28:14
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was confirmed if the CAG showed at least 1 lumen stenosis
≥50% in the left main artery, left anterior descending artery,
left circumflex artery, and right coronary artery.

2.3.2. Repolarization Reserve. The HR and QT intervals of
TET examiners were measured before exercise, during exer-
cise (90 beats/minute, 120 beats/minute and maximum HR),
and in the recovery period (1 minute and 3 minutes after
exercise), and their changes were compared. QTc = QT
interval/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

RR interval
p

interval; the smaller the QTc value,
the better the repolarization reserve.

2.3.3. Measurement Methods. In all the three groups, consec-
utive RR intervals before exercise, during exercise (90 beats/
min, 120 beats/min, maximum HR), and in the recovery
period (1minute and 3 minutes after exercise) were selected
for manual measurement of RR and QT intervals. The lead
with T wave amplitude at least greater than 2mm and clear
T wave end in the routine-lead was selected. For the same
patient, the same lead was always measured. In some cases
where the end of T wave was difficult to identify (biphasic
T wave, T wave notch, T-U wave fusion, etc.), a tangent line
was drawn from the steepest part of the descending branch
of T wave crest, and the intersection of this tangent line
and equipotential line was considered the end of T wave.
In patients with bundle branch block, the QRS time differ-
ence before and after block was subtracted to adjust the
QT interval.

2.4. Statistical Processing. Data analysis was performed by
SPSS17.0. Categorical data were expressed by mean ±
standard deviation (SD), while measurement data were
expressed by n (%). The differences in the RR interval, QT
interval, and QTc values among two groups were identified

by the independent sample t-test; statistical comparisons of
the groups were conducted using one-way ANOVA, with
P < 0:05 as the significance level.

3. Results

3.1. RR Interval, QT Interval, and QTc Values in Normal
Controls. In NCs, RR interval and QT interval were short-
ened with the increase of treadmill speed. However, as the
postexercise recovery period increased, RR interval and QT
interval were gradually prolonged. The mean QTc values
were all below 452ms (Table 1 and Figure 1).

3.2. Comparison of Age and Sex Composition between
Groups. This study also compared the age and gender com-
position between NCs and patients with positive CAG for
statistically analysis. The results showed P > 0:05, indicating
no significant difference between groups (Table 2).
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Figure 1: Change trends during RR and QT in the normal group.

Table 2: Comparison of age and sex composition between two
groups (�x ± s).

Age
Gender

(male/female)

Negative coronary angiography
(n = 40) 55:18 ± 10:20 22/18

Positive coronary angiography
(n = 9) 51:44 ± 14:22 5/4

t/x2 0.923 0.001

P 0.361 0.976

There was no significant difference between the two groups (P > 0:05).
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3.3. RR and QT Intervals and QTc Values of Patients with
Normal Control and Negative and Positive CAG. The RR
interval differences between the normal control group and
negative CAG and positive CAG patients before exercise,
when the HR was 90 beats/min during exercise, 120 beats/
min during exercise or with maximum HR during exercise,
all showed no statistical significance (P > 0:05). However,
the RR intervals of the patients with negative CAG were
significant lower that those in the normal control group
(P < 0:05). One minute after exercise and at 3 minutes after
exercise, the RR intervals of the normal control group and
patients with negative and positive CAG suggested the
absence of statistical significance (P > 0:05).

The comparison of preexercise QT intervals in the nor-
mal control and negative and positive CAG patients indi-
cated statistical significance (P < 0:05). While the QT
intervals in the normal control and negative and positive
CAG patients with different HRs during exercise showed
that the QT interval at the HR of 90 beats/minute and 120
beats/minute during exercise was statistically different
between three groups (P < 0:05), the data showed no obvious
difference in the QT interval between three groups at one
minute after exercise (P > 0:05) and obvious difference in 3
minutes after exercise.

The differences of preexercise QTc values in the control,
negative, and positive CAG patients indicated the presence
of statistical significance (P < 0:05). It also showed that the
QTc values were statistically different between patients with
negative CAG and those with positive CAG during exercise
(P < 0:05). The QTc values in patients at one minute after
exercise showed obvious difference between groups
(P < 0:05), while the data at 3 minutes after exercise pre-
sented no obvious difference between groups (P > 0:05), as
shown in Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 2.

4. Discussion

The generation of myocardial action potential is the result of
sequential activation and deactivation of inward sodium and
calcium ion currents and various outward potassium
currents on myocardial cell membrane [21]. Experimental
studies in the 1980s [22–25] have reached an important con-
clusion, that is, when the outward current decreases and/or
the inward current increases, early postdepolarization will
occur, resulting in the prolongation of action potential dura-
tion. At the same time, it is recognized that window calcium
current plays an important role [26]. In this case, the L-type
calcium channels may reactivate and reverse repolarization

Table 3: Comparison of RR interval, QT interval, and QTc value between patients with positive and negative coronary angiography (�x ± s).

Index Negative CAG (n = 40) Positive CAG (n = 9) t P

Initial heart rate (before exercise)

RR interval 751:38 ± 75:82 750:33 ± 109:20 0.035 0.973

QT interval 389:30 ± 25:05 419:22 ± 48:78 2.665 0.011

QTc value 451:25 ± 37:63 485:56 ± 31:67 2.535 0.014

90 beats/minute during exercise

RR interval 663:43 ± 3:90 665:22 ± 4:06 1.235 0.223

QT interval 367:25 ± 13:23 387:78 ± 18:34 4.132 0.000

QTc value 450:93 ± 16:42 475:22 ± 23:39 3.699 0.001

120 beats/minute during exercise

RR interval 499:85 ± 4:67 498:11 ± 4:94 0.999 0.323

QT interval 323:30 ± 11:27 342:56 ± 20:34 3.937 0.000

QTc value 457:43 ± 16:11 485:33 ± 27:78 4.061 0.000

Maximum heart rate during exercise

RR interval 414:08 ± 31:85 419:56 ± 54:31 0.405 0.687

QT interval 291:60 ± 26:14 308:89 ± 24:47 1.812 0.076

QTc value 448:75 ± 20:53 476:67 ± 24:50 3.560 0.001

During the recovery period (1 minute after exercise)

RR interval 514:03 ± 65:06 504:56 ± 85:01 0.373 0.711

QT interval 319:30 ± 23:44 331:11 ± 31:40 1.282 0.206

QTc value 446:75 ± 23:69 470:00 ± 25:98 2.615 0.012

During the recovery period (3 minute after exercise)

RR interval 643:92 ± 116:71 643:00 ± 98:91 0.022 0.983

QT interval 351:75 ± 30:23 381:44 ± 41:30 2.485 0.017

QTc value 442:50 ± 28:80 474:44 ± 27:89 3.022 0.004

There were significant differences in QTc values among the three groups (P < 0:05).
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during action potential platform [27]. Physiologically, potas-
sium ion current constitutes the main ion current of repolar-
ization and exits through different potassium ion channels
on the cell membrane. It is the repolarization potential of
these different potassium ion currents that constitutes the
basic repolarization reserve [28]. Under normal circum-
stances, human ventricular repolarization period (QT inter-
val) is directly proportional to RR interval and inversely
proportional to HR, that is, the ventricular repolarization
period is shortened when the HR is fast, and significantly
prolonged when the HR is slow [29]. The findings of this
study fully conform to this law. Patients with myocardial
ischemia and suspected myocardial ischemia were screened
by TET, and the true positives were further confirmed by
CAG. Significant differences were found when retrospec-
tively comparing the QTc values of patients with positive
and negative CAG. Since QT interval represents ventricular
repolarization adaptability, this result indicates that patients
with positive CAG have poor repolarization reserve capacity.
This is because the main current of action potential repolar-
ization of ventricular myocytes is formed by potassium ions
flowing out of different kinds of potassium channels. Phase-

1 repolarization is participated by IKto (instantaneous out-
ward potassium current); phase-2 and 3 repolarization
involves IKR (rapidly delayed rectifier potassium current)
and IKS (slow delayed rectifier potassium current), and;
phase-3 and 4 repolarization consists of IK1 (inward rectifier
potassium current)[30]. The main factor affecting potassium
efflux is the functional state of potassium channels, which
can determine the characteristics of cell action potential
repolarization and reduce potassium efflux by inhibiting
the function of potassium channels. There is remodeling of
cardiac repolarization in myocardium of myocardial ische-
mia caused by various reasons, and repolarization originates
from the remodeling of ion channels and ion currents in
cardiomyocytes [31]. Moreover, the current remodeling of
ion channels in ischemic cardiomyocytes is mainly due to
the reduction and downregulation of Ito and Ik1 currents,
especially the slow activation of Iks channels, which can
cause the change of cardiac repolarization into acquired long
QT syndrome and reduce repolarization reserve [32].

In this study, we used the treadmill exercise test for the
diagnosis of myocardial ischemia, and it is a test to increase
cardiac load through exercise. However, when conducting

Table 4: Comparison of RR interval, QT interval, and QTc value between patients with normal control, positive, and negative coronary
angiography (�x ± s).

Index
Normal control

(n = 67)
Negative CAG

(n = 40)
Positive CAG

(n = 9) F P

Initial heart rate (before exercise)

RR interval 777:79 ± 118:74 751:38 ± 75:82 750:33 ± 109:20 0.906 0.407

QT interval 399:07 ± 31:44 389:30 ± 25:05 419:22 ± 48:78b 3.686 0.028

QTc value 454:78 ± 27:16 451:25 ± 37:63 485:56 ± 31:67ab 4.475 0.014

90 beats/minute during exercise

RR interval 663:79 ± 3:91 663:43 ± 3:90 665:22 ± 4:06 0.768 0.466

QT interval 371:90 ± 19:11 367:25 ± 13:23 387:78 ± 18:34ab 5.241 0.007

QTc value 456:39 ± 23:89 450:93 ± 16:42 475:22 ± 23:39ab 4.690 0.011

120 beats/minute during exercise

RR interval 498:13 ± 5:53 499:85 ± 4:67 498:11 ± 4:94 1.434 0.243

QT interval 335:42 ± 16:25 323:30 ± 11:27a 342:56 ± 20:34b 10.580 0.000

QTc value 475:36 ± 22:97 457:43 ± 16:11a 485:33 ± 27:78b 11.450 0.000

Maximum heart rate during exercise

RR interval 432:13 ± 46:63 414:08 ± 31:85a 419:56 ± 54:31 2.308 0.104

QT interval 307:34 ± 22:49 291:60 ± 26:14a 308:89 ± 24:47 5.809 0.004

QTc value 467:76 ± 28:01 448:75 ± 20:53a 476:67 ± 24:50b 8.651 0.000

During the recovery period (1minute after exercise)

RR interval 511:06 ± 70:03 514:03 ± 65:06 504:56 ± 85:01 0.073 0.930

QT interval 330:93 ± 28:25 319:30 ± 23:44a 331:11 ± 31:40 2.452 0.091

QTc value 466:72 ± 22:92 446:75 ± 23:69a 470:00 ± 25:98b 9.983 0.000

During the recovery period (3minute after exercise)

RR interval 647:28 ± 121:96 643:92 ± 116:71 643:00 ± 98:91 0.013 0.987

QT interval 368:19 ± 31:27 351:75 ± 30:23a 381:44 ± 41:30b 4.911 0.009

QTc value 461:49 ± 28:14 442:50 ± 28:80a 474:44 ± 27:89b 7.694 0.000

Note: acomparison with the normal control, P < 0:05; bcomparison with negative CAG, P < 0:05.
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exercise tests, the inadaptability to exercise or excessive load
will produce undefined changes, which will affect the test
results. Therefore, whether the test is carried out on the
treadmill or on the circulatory power meter, it must always
adapt to the clinical and biomechanical conditions of
patients, so as to accurately explain the clinical variables.

5. Conclusion

The QT interval of patients with positive CAG does not
decrease with the increase of ventricular rate, that is, the
ventricular repolarization period is inversely proportional
to the HR. When the HR increases, the ventricular repolari-
zation period does not shorten correspondingly, but pro-

longs, indicating poor repolarization reserve capacity in
patients with positive CAG.

Data Availability

The labeled datasets used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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Figure 2: Comparison of RR interval, QT interval, and QTc value between patients with the normal control and positive and negative
coronary angiography (�x ± s). (a) Initial heart rate before exercise. (b) 90 beats/minute during exercise. (c) 120 beats/minute during
exercise. (d) Maximum heart rate during exercise. (e) During the recovery period 1 minute after exercise. (f) During the recovery period
3 minute after exercise. ∗P < 0:05, compared to the normal control group; #P < 0:05, compared to the negative CAG group).
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In order to solve the limitation of auxiliary treatment means in the process of orthopedic trauma surgery, and further improve the
effective integration of orthopedic trauma clinical surgery and computer technology, a new orthopedic trauma auxiliary treatment
means based on digital orthopedic technology was proposed with the aid of virtual digital technology. The method builds a 3D
model of fracture fragments through 3D orthopedic modeling and obtains a high-quality 3D model through processing. Later
clinical tests verify the feasibility of this auxiliary treatment method. The test results show that the precision of the 3D
reconstruction model based on custom option fitting is higher than that based on optimal option fitting, and the precision
difference is within 0.2%. This result also indicates that the 3D model obtained by 3D reconstruction has higher accuracy. The
results show that three-dimensional finite element modeling technology can accurately simulate the stress of the spine of
orthopedic patients and can reduce the incidence of complications through preoperative diagnosis, curative effect prediction,
and trauma surgery, which has a good aid for postoperative recovery.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of digital
technology, it provides a new technical means for the basic
research of clinical treatment of orthopedic diseases, espe-
cially through the mutual integration and mutual influence
of traditional orthopedic theory, gradually forming a mod-
ern digital orthopedic treatment technology with digital
characteristics. At present, the techniques applied in ortho-
pedic surgery mainly include medical image processing and
3D modeling, 3D virtual simulation and visualization,
computer-aided design, finite element technology, mechan-
ical simulation of human skeletal muscle system in robot-
assisted treatment, etc. These techniques have greatly
improved the therapeutic effect and technical level of
orthopedic surgery. As a special type of orthopedics, trau-
matic orthopedics has different characteristics from spinal
surgery and joint surgery, and the integration of digital
technology and traumatic orthopedics is becoming more
and more extensive. In this study, higher quality 3D
models were obtained by constructing 3D orthopedic
models. With the support of 3D finite element modeling

technology, the feasibility of digital orthopedic-assisted
therapy was verified through clinical tests.

2. Literature Review

Yang and others say that in traditional orthopedic research,
surgeons have to rely solely on images of patients to deter-
mine surgical procedures in their heads [1]. Wang et al.
say that the advantages of digital orthopedic techniques over
traditional orthopedic models lie in preoperative planning
for a three-dimensional anatomical model of the site. The
3D model of the affected area was printed by 3D and the
operation was simulated directly [2]. Wang et al. say that
finite element analysis can provide biomechanical support
for surgical protocols [3]. Back and Pfrringer said that
foreign studies include the following: in a proposed train-
oriented simulation framework for temporal bone surgery,
the system allows two users to observe and operate a com-
mon model in different locations to perform an operation
and allows each user to experience the influence of the force
generated by the contact of other users with the bone surface
[4]. Adam and others say the system also allows teachers to
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observe students remotely and provide real-time feedback
and demonstrations. Virtual reality software and workflow
applications were used for radiotherapy, treatment planning,
and evaluation using virtual linear accelerators [5]. The
result is that it is possible to simulate most radiotherapy
workflows and tasks. Rawal and others say the method saves
time and is relatively safe, allowing for a good understanding
and experience of clinical procedures in advance. A new
haptic surgical simulator for cerebral aneurysms was
developed, and its role in neurosurgical residency training
was evaluated [6]. Stogov et al. say that surgical treatment
of cerebral aneurysms is complex and rare and that a
simulation-based tool is needed to educate future neurosur-
geons to operate on cerebral arteries [7]. The simulator is a
virtual reality aneurysm surgery simulator based on real-
time haptic feedback. It adopts an immersive touch platform
to provide aneurysm and vessel volume deformation and
aneurysm rupture during surgery with haptic feedback. Ow
et al. said that 17 neurosurgeons who tested the simulator
in three ways said it was very similar to actual aneurysm sur-
gery [8]. Doctors believe that the simulator provides immer-
sive anatomical details for surgical dissection and accurate
guidance and is useful for preoperative surgical practice
and neurosurgical training. Hamsen and others say that 3D
printing is based on digital model files, which use adhesive
materials such as powdered metal or plastic to print layer
by layer until the desired object is constructed. It is a digital
technology [9]. 3D printing technology can provide a more
complete personalized solution for the medical industry.
Typical applications include 3D printing of preoperative
planning models, surgical guides, prosthetic implants, and
medical rehabilitation instruments such as hearing aids.
Good preoperative planning is the key to successful opera-
tion. In particular, for difficult and high-risk operations or
new operations, preoperative planning is particularly impor-
tant. Compared to 2D data, 3D data is more realistic, and the
3D model is printed by a 3D printer. It can not only assist
doctors to carry out accurate surgical planning and formu-
late more accurate and detailed surgical plans to improve
the success rate of surgery but also facilitate doctors to have
better intuitive communication with patients and their fam-
ilies on surgical plans. Hang and others say biomedical 3D
printing in China, while still in its infancy, is becoming more
widely used. Due to the individual characteristics of different
patients, preoperative simulation can be customized, and the
customized characteristics of 3D printing technology bring
great convenience to personalized treatment. Academician
Dai Zhirong believes that 3D printing technology has
brought good news to the medical field (see [10]). Taking
orthopedic implants as an example, complex porous struc-
tures integrated with the implants can be directly printed
on the surface of the implants by 3D printing technology.
These structures are conducive to bone growth and patient
rehabilitation. Denture processing, for example, allows
dental scanners and 3D printers to print denture models of
multiple patients at the same time, freeing dentists from
the role of artisans making plaster casts by hand and freeing
them up to spend precious time on treatment. Take surgery,
for example, by combining medical image data design soft-

ware with 3D printing, doctors can not only see a three-
dimensional model of the patient on a computer but also
3D print the model and use the physical model for precise
surgical planning and practice. It can help doctors develop
a more accurate surgical plan; thus, the operation time is
shortened and the success rate of the operation is improved.
For the clinical treatment of developmental hip dysplasia
(DDH), 3D printing technology was used to print the lesion
models of 10 patients with DDH. Computer-aided measure-
ment was used to simulate the operation, measure the size of
the used prosthesis, and compare it with the actual postoper-
ative value. The results showed that there was no significant
difference between the measured values of acetabular
diameter lines and the actual values, the acetabular rotation
center was found accurately, and the use of the prosthesis
was consistent with the preoperative plan. In the 3D printing
group, intraoperative blood loss, operative time, postopera-
tive drainage, postoperative complication rate, and so on
were better than those of conventional surgery. 3D printing
technology can improve the precision and efficacy of DDH
joint replacement surgery. China’s first 3D-printed orthope-
dic implant 3D-printed artificial hip product applied by
Peking University Third Hospital, one of the supporting
units of the TCT Asian exhibition, has been approved by
the State Food and Drug Administration. The Third Affili-
ated Hospital of Southern Medical University (Guangdong
Orthopaedic Hospital) carried out the first 3D-printed
artificial vertebra implantation operation in Guangdong
Province, successfully implanted the 3D-printed artificial
vertebra in a patient with chordoma. Kang Yujian, an acade-
mician of the American Academy of Toxicology, said that
3D printing has changed the traditional medical operation
mode and realized customized medical precision medicine,
which means that customized health is no longer far away
from us. The application of digital orthopedic technology
in orthopedic trauma is shown in Figure 1.

3. Method

The finite element method regards the whole structure as a
geometric entity connected by finite elements, and the
assembly effect of the mechanical characteristics of each
small element reflects the overall mechanical properties of
the structure. The finite element analysis process is com-
posed of algebraic equations to solve a series of problems,
as shown in the following formula:

K½ � Uf g = Qf g: ð1Þ

The finite element analysis process is composed of alge-
braic equations to solve a series of problems, as shown in
Formula (1).

These quantities are indeterminate and are described
quantitatively depending on the problem to be solved. The
theoretical stress analysis is to analyze the stress distribution
by mathematical models, while the finite element method is
to divide the elements. It simulates the real structure to some
extent and describes all aspects of the structure numerically.
The accuracy of its description depends on the degree of unit
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subdivision, often based on experimental data. In the process
of solving the problem, the structure description is com-
bined with the algebraic equation of solid mechanics theory
to find the stress and displacement of the required solution.
The application process of the finite element method
includes the following three main parts: data input, opera-
tion, and data output [11].

Adaptability to complex geometric configurations: a unit
can be one-dimensional, two-dimensional, or three-
dimensional in space, and each kind of unit can have a dif-
ferent shape, for example, a three-dimensional unit can be
tetrahedral pentahedron or hexahedron. At the same time,
different connection methods can be adopted between vari-
ous elements. For example, the field function can be kept
continuous between two surfaces, the derivative of the field
function can also be kept continuous, or only the normal
component of the field function can be kept continuous.
Applicability to various physical problems: since the
unknown field functions in the whole solution domain are
represented by fragments of approximate functions in cells,
there is no restriction on the form of equations that the field
functions satisfy, nor on the same form of equations corre-
sponding to each cell. Therefore, although the finite element
method was initially proposed for linear elastic stress
analysis, it soon developed elastoplastic problems, viscoelas-
toplastic problems, dynamic problems, buckling problems,
etc. [12].

On the basis of previous studies, some scholars proposed
to establish a three-dimensional model of implant-bone
interface by using microscopic slices. The advantage of this
method is that the thickness of the section is uniform, and
the bone density and interface bonding of the trabecular
bone can be reflected. The data are accurate and reliable.
The disadvantages are that it takes a long time to complete,
and it takes 2 months to process an implant image. The
modeling methods of the finite element method can be the
grinding disc method and CT scanning tomography, and
their characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Load has three elements: size direction and point of
operation. A static load is a load that increases gradually
from zero to a final value with little or no change. The load
that does not meet the static load condition is called a
dynamic load. Under the dynamic load, the component
produces an acceleration field which cannot be neglected

[13, 14]. The dynamic load can be divided into inertial force
and impact load; the latter is closely related to oral biome-
chanics. The relation between impact load and static load
is shown in the following formula:

Pd = KP: ð2Þ

Pd is the impact load, P is the static load, and K is the
impact dynamic load coefficient.

Ef and μf are set as the elastic modulus and Pearson’s
ratio of the femur of knee joint occlusal elastomer, respec-
tively. Here,f represents the femur, andEiandμirepresent the
elastic modulus and Pearson’s ratio of the tibia of knee joint
occlusal elastomer, respectively. Here, t represents the tibia,
and Rf and Rf′ are two principal curvature semimeridions
of the contact surface of the elastic femur occlusal. Rt and
Rt′, respectively, are the two principal radii of curvature of
the contact surface of the tibial occlusal of elastomer. a and
b, respectively, are the major semiaxis and the minor semi-
axis of the elastic contact surface of the tibial joint of the
knee joint. δ is the relative displacement of the elastic center
of femur and tibia, q0 is the maximum compressive stress of
the elastic contact surface of tibial articulation of the knee
joint, and P is the axial static pressure. Thus, according to
the Hertz theory, the fixed solution of the maximum com-
pressive stress elastic contact area and deformation of the
articulation contact area of the knee joint can be deduced,
as shown in the following formula:

q0 =
3P
2πab : ð3Þ

The maximum compressive stress occurs in the center of
the contact surface. As can be seen from the above equation,
the maximum compressive stress is 1.5 times of the average
compressive stress on the elastic contact surface of the tibial
articulatory joint of the knee joint. To calculate this com-
pressive stress, two half axes a and b in the elliptic contact
area of the knee joint must be worked out first, and the
derivation results are shown in the following formulas:

a = ∂

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3
4
P
A

1 − μ2f
Ef

+ 1 − μ2t
Et

 !
3

vuut , ð4Þ

b = β

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3
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Et

 !
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δ = λ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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128AP

2 1 − μ2f
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 !
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Here is shown in the following formulas:

A = 1
2

1
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+ 1
Rf′

+ 1
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+ 1
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 !
, ð7Þ
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Figure 1: Application of digital orthopedic technology in
orthopedic trauma.
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cos θ = B
A
: ð9Þ

Φ is the included angle between Rf and Rt , the plane
where the two main radii of curvature are located; α, β,
and λ are the coefficients; and the value of θ can be calcu-
lated according to Formula (9) and obtained by referring
to the table.

3.1. Mathematical Description of Elastic Occlusal Surface of
Knee Joint. Since it is still difficult to establish a network
for the accurate mathematical description of the real 3D
articulation surface of the knee joint, polynomial numerical
approximation is used to describe the femoral surface and
tibial surface of the knee joint elastic occlusion. Assuming
that both surfaces are continuous and smooth functions,
they can be expressed in polynomial form as follows.

For the tibial occlusal surface, it is shown in the follow-
ing formula:

f T x, y, zð Þ = xex + y x, zð Þey + zez: ð10Þ

T is the tibial surface, as shown in the following formula:

x, y = y x, zð Þ, z: ð11Þ

The above formula is the coordinates of points on the
tibial occlusal surface, and y can be obtained through multi-
ple approximation as shown in the following formula:

y = y x, zð Þ = 〠
n

i=0
〠
n−1

j=0
aijx

iz j: ð12Þ

In the above formula, aij can be determined by the
following least square method as shown in the following
formula:

〠
m

r=1
yr − y xr , zrð Þf g2 = 〠

m

r=1
yr − 〠

n

i=0
〠
n−1

j=0
aijx

i
rz

j
r

( )2

: ð13Þ

It is shown in the following formula:

r = r xr , yrzrð Þ: ð14Þ

The above formula is the coordinate of measuring point
r of the tibial occlusal surface, while m is the number of
points measured by the tibial occlusal surface.

In the same way, the femur surface equation of knee
elastic occlusion can be determined as shown in the follow-
ing formula:

f F x′, y′, z′
� �

= x′e′x + y′ x′, z′
� �

ey′ + z′e′z: ð15Þ

Combined with formulas (12)–(15), it can be seen that
the accuracy of the two surfaces of knee elastic occlusal
contact, namely, tibial occlusal surface and femur occlusal
surface, depends on the number of corresponding
measurement points and the number of polynomial items
selected.

The object of the study was fresh sheep femur, which was
selected because it was widely available and easily accessible.
In the smooth middle section of the femur of the fresh sheep,
the length was 50mm, and two through holes with diameters
of 5mm were made for calibration. The purpose of doing
this is as follows: first, it is relatively easy to carry out
CMM for the smooth femur segment of sheep; second, a ref-
erence is established after calibration to ensure the accuracy
of comparison.

3.2. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of Sheep Femur from
CT Scan. Mask 1 of sheep femur with CT scan interval of
0.6mm was extracted from Mimics16.0, namely, the initial
mask. The initial mask is copied and edited to obtain the
mask of the calibration segment, that is, the processed mask.
Then, select Calculate 3D option and reconstruct the 3D
reconstruction model with initial mask processing. The same
method was used to compare contours under different fitting
options, and the polar coordinate gap (d/mm) was outputted
to sort out the data. Shown in Tables 2–8 are the polar coor-
dinate gaps of different contours under different fitting
options.

The corresponding histogram of the sheep femur con-
tour at different heights can be found in that when the fitting
option is High Medium, the corresponding point difference
of the sheep femur 3D reconstruction model is significantly
greater than when the fitting option is Optimal Custom.

Table 1: Comparison of modeling methods.

Grinding method CT tomography method

Advantages: accurate information of model section geometry and
accurate distribution of bone trabecula can be obtained

Advantages: (1) the section geometry is accurate, and it can be
quickly and accurately digitized, reducing the error; (2) the

integrity of the model is not damaged; (3) the nonuniformity of
the section of bone tissue material can be reflected

Disadvantages: (1) the model is destroyed and bone tissue is lost due to
cutting; (2) it is difficult to obtain a consistent thickness of the section
when the section is very thin; (3) sufficient time is required to prepare
the model, and the section geometry is digitized with large error

Disadvantages of nonuniformity of material cross-section: (1) it is
difficult to determine the alignment direction of bone trabecula;

(2) CT scanning requires multiple channels
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When the fitting option was Optimal, the corresponding
point gap of the sheep femur 3D reconstruction model was
close to that of the sheep femur 3D reconstruction model
when the fitting option was Custom. The accuracy of the
3D reconstruction model of fresh sheep femur was defined
as follows: the percentage of the polar coordinate difference

(d/mm) and the corresponding polar coordinate (D/mm)
of the corresponding points.

Combined with the above table, the d/mm histogram of
the polar coordinate distance at different heights under dif-
ferent fitting options is presented for intuitive observation
as shown in Figure 2.

Table 2: The gap of polar coordinates under different fitting
options when Z = 15mm.

Fit method Medium High Optimal Custom

Polar gap (d/mm)

Point 1 0.532 0.320 0.051 0.080

Point 2 0.559 0.388 0.142 0.161

Point 3 0.572 0.282 0.051 0.002

Point 4 0.676 0.402 0.122 0.159

Point 5 0.679 0.490 0.214 0.200

Point 6 0.563 0.293 0.137 0.143

Point 7 0.639 0.425 0.198 0.183

Point 8 0.760 0.420 0.124 0.075

Mean distance 0.631 0.378 0.168 0.164

Standard deviation 0.066 0.077 0.087 0.089

Table 3: The gap of polar coordinates under different fitting
options when Z = 20mm.

Fit method Medium High Optimal Custom

Polar gap (d/mm)

Point 1 0.497 0.191 0.068 0.049

Point 2 0.551 0.209 0.087 0.036

Point 3 0.535 0.258 0.044 0.045

Point 4 0.705 0.387 0.131 0.120

Point 5 0.596 0.286 0.006 0.031

Point 6 0.511 0.395 0.172 0.174

Point 7 0.483 0.365 0.149 0.133

Point 8 0.523 0.374 0.055 0.012

Mean distance 0.545 0.333 0.128 0.121

Standard deviation 0.106 0.084 0.100 0.103

Table 4: The gap of polar coordinates under different fitting
options when Z = 25mm.

Fit method Medium High Optimal Custom

Polar gap (d/mm)

Point 1 0.334 0.127 0.059 0.078

Point 2 0.500 0.232 0.106 0.097

Point 3 0.62 0.386 0.319 0320

Point 4 0.599 0.306 0.188 0.175

Point 5 0.678. 0.359 0.326 0.343

Point 6 0.631 0.425 0.165 0.174

Point 7 0.696 0.440 0.159 0.155

Point 8 0.709 0.442 0.158 0.133

Mean distance 0.630 0.379 0.169 0.165

Standard deviation 0.104 0.102 0.120 0.124

Table 5: The gap of polar coordinates under different fitting
options when Z = 30mm.

Fit method Medium High Optimal Custom

Polar gap (d/mm)

Point 1 0.463 0.256 0.099 0.100

Point 2 0.427 0.119 0.095 0.082

Point 3 0.582 0.370 0.176 0.176

Point 4 0.454 0.089 0.083 0.083

Point 5 0.622 0.407 0.158 0.146

Point 6 0.558 0.154 0.038 0.045

Point 7 0.693 0.445 0.256 0.241

Point 8 0.681 0.375 0.248 0.258

Mean distance 0.625 0.385 0.193 0.194

Standard deviation 0.081 0.120 0.070 0.070

Table 6: The gap of polar coordinates under different fitting
options when Z = 35mm.

Fit method Medium High Optimal Custom

Polar gap (d/mm)

Point 1 0.456 0.275 0.128 0.159

Point 2 0.470 0.200 0.008 0.003

Point 3 0.660 0.488 0.215 0.234

Point 4 0.667 0.282 0.001 0.008

Point 5 0.528 0.500 0.186 0.179

Point 6 0.662 0.335 0.137 0.114

Point 7 0.582 0.253 0.073 0.069

Point 8 0.605 0.311 0.102 0.101

Mean distance 0.597 0.346 0.119 0.123

Standard deviation 0.074 0.124 0.070 0.102

Table 7: The gap of polar coordinates under different fitting
options when Z = 40mm.

Fit method Medium High Optimal Custom

Polar gap (d/mm)

Point 1 0.566 0.416 0.103 0.115

Point 2 0.614 0.273 0.062 0.165

Point 3 0.624 0.477 0.201 0.111

Point 4 0.740 0.465 0.076 0.103

Point 5 0.658 0.373 0.103 0.105

Point 6 0.693 0.455 0.175 0.103

Point 7 0.648 0.416 0.163 0.130

Point 8 0.655 0.475 0.296 0.298

Mean distance 0.628 0.387 0.148 0.138

Standard deviation 0.048 0.066 0.065 0.056
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The load deformation generated after the cylinder com-
pression test is shown in Figure 3.

By analyzing the above two tables and Figures 2 and 3, it
can be seen that the quality of the 3D model is Optimal >
High >Medium, and the minimum accuracy of the 3D
reconstruction model of sheep femur fitted by the Optimal
option is 4.208%, which is within an acceptable range due
to the particularity of the skeleton. The 3D reconstruction
model of sheep femur fitted by the Optimal option is 2.0%
larger than that of fresh sheep femur, that is, about
0.16mm. The CT scan data of fresh sheep femur used in this
study have high pixels, and the 3D reconstruction model
precision fitted by the Custom option is higher than that
fitted by the Optimal option; the difference is within 0.2%.
This means that the quality of the CT scan data is good.
The 3D model obtained by 3D reconstruction based on the
gray value has higher accuracy. Considering that the
running speed and storage space of the computer and the
accuracy difference between the two is within 0.2%, 3D
reconstruction based on Contour is a better comprehensive

consideration and the Optimal fitting method is superior
Custom Indicates the fitting method.

4. Experiments and Analysis

Here, Mimics software is used to build a Pilon fracture 3D
model through Pilon fracture CT data, demonstrating the
specific steps of model building, reflecting the unique
characteristics and advantages of digital orthopedics, and
demonstrating its application value in clinical orthopedics.
At the same time, the Pilon fracture was classified on the
generated 3D model and compared with its own X-ray film
to verify the accuracy of the X-ray film diagnosis [15]. The
technical route is shown in Figure 4.

Mimics16.0 was imported into the DICOM medical
image and Thresholding-Bone (CT) option. Due to the
different gray values of the bone and soft tissue, the two
can be separated and the ankle initial mask can be obtained
through Region Growing. Then, the discrete elements were
accurately separated by the Region Growing option, and
the foot bone mask was obtained through which to recon-
struct the overall 3D model of the initial foot and ankle
fractures [16, 17].

In the preoperative simulation, it is essential to effec-
tively separate the fracture fragments from the fracture. It
is crucial to separate fracture fragments accurately. Because
the fragments are in contact with each other and overlap,
the surgeon needs to be involved in this stage to ensure that
the fragments are separated correctly. The process of sepa-
rating the boundary of the fracture fragment is the process
of carefully editing each layer mask of the fragment. After
correctly separating the first fracture fragment, Boolean
Operations can quickly and accurately separate the remain-
ing bone fragment. According to the above method, all the
fracture fragments were separated in turn, including the
parts without fracture such as the foot scaphoid. Since pre-
operative simulation was not affected, it was possible to
complete the separation of the mask of each fracture frag-
ment without separating it and then establish a 3D model

Table 8: Polar distance at different points of the femur of fresh
sheep at different heights.

Height Z = 15 Z = 20 Z = 25 Z = 30

Polar gap (d/mm)

Point 1 8.971 8.670 8.503 8.403

Point 2 8.657 8.922 8.759 8.499

Point 3 9.502 8.519 8.514 8.966

Point 4 9.570 8.547 8.981 8.532

Point 5 8.931 9.285 8.784 8.794

Point 6 8.895 9.209 8.577 8.637

Point 7 9.138 8.688 8.351 8.700

Point 8 8.456 8.453 8.376 8.586

Mean distance 8.892 8.673 8.526 8.553

Standard deviation 0.334 0.276 0.218 0.229
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Figure 2: Histogram of corresponding point difference of cylinder
model under different 3D printing processing technology.
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with Calculate 3D-Optimal and use different colors to repre-
sent each fracture fragment for convenient observation [18].

Due to the cancellous bone structure in the distal tibia
bone, there are many honeycomb holes in the reconstructed
3D model. The large number of holes increases the number
of features in the 3D model and complicates the model. In
the process of preoperative simulation, the holes in the 3D
model will not affect the accuracy of preoperative simula-
tion but will occupy a large amount of computer memory
[19, 20]. In the process of the 3D printing model, the
complexity of the 3D model makes it more difficult to
print data, and the internal holes will generate redundant
support and materials cannot be processed in the printing
process, which increases the difficulty of 3D printing. To
improve the model quality, the reconstructed 3D model
is outputted as an STL file and imported into Geomagic
Studio to process each fracture fragment model.

The VR operating system includes hardware devices and
software devices, as shown in Figure 5.

Mapping tools are used such as a steel ruler vernier
caliper and caliper inside and outside, according to the
real object for reverse modeling, in UG to build a pedicle
screw (6:5mm × 45mm), crosslink interbody fusion device
(length 22mm ×width 10mm × high 12mm), 3D model,
and simplified model. Pedicle screw interbody fusion
devices are all produced by the Beijing Riebel Company
[21]. The actual pedicle screw structure is complex, with
many threads and tightening devices. These structures

are not the focus of biomechanical analysis but will greatly
increase the workload of finite element analysis, which is
prone to collapse of finite element analysis or nonconver-
gence of results. Therefore, it is necessary to simplify the
model of interbody fusion screw rod system.

The total spinal data of a 41-year-old normal male (scan-
ning parameters: 120 kV, 166mAs, layer thickness: 0.8mm)
were scanned by the SOMATOM Definition dual-source,
CT machine, row 64, manufactured by Siemens in Germany.
The CT data were imported into the Mimics software in
DICOM format, and the vertebral body boundary was accu-
rately differentiated and separated manually in the image
processing stage. The method was the same as the Pilon frac-
ture treatment in the previous chapter, and the single verte-
bral body spinal model of the C7-S1 segment was extracted,
which was convenient for subsequent three-dimensional
reconstruction, and the three-dimensional spinal model
was obtained [22].

In finite element analysis, the quality and quantity of the
mesh directly affect the accuracy of calculation results and
solving time. In general, the more the number of mesh
(mesh) with a higher density, the greater the precision of
the results of the analysis, but eventually, at the same time,
the solving time will increase; to solve the problem, the
equipment, such as computers, will require higher perfor-
mance requirements, so the correct selection of meshing
quantity can better coordinate calculation accuracy and
computation time, both to achieve the optimum [23, 24].
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fragments
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Incomplete 3D fragment
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surgery
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surgical plan
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Figure 4: Technical route.
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Figure 3 shows the relationship between solution accu-
racy (u), calculation time (t), and mesh number (n) in finite
element analysis. Curve 1 shows the relationship between
the solution accuracy (u) and the number of meshing (n).
It can be seen from curve 1 that, within a certain range of
solution accuracy, the solution accuracy increases signifi-
cantly with the increase of meshing density, namely, the
increase of the meshing number. However, in the second
half of curve 1, it can be seen that the curve has a very flat
trend, and the solution accuracy can be obtained beyond a
certain range. As the number of grids continues to increase,
the solution accuracy will hardly change; curve 2 shows the
relationship between the calculation time (t) and the num-
ber of meshing (n). In a certain solution time interval, the
solution time does not change significantly with the increase
of the number of meshing. For example, when the first half
of curve 2 exceeds a certain solution time, the solution time
increases rapidly with the continuous increase of the number
of grids, and the second half of curve 2 becomes steeper.
Meanwhile, the performance configuration requirements of
the solver computer also increase greatly.

The selection of mesh size is also an important factor
affecting the solution accuracy in the later stage. Generally
speaking, for simple statics analysis, if we pay more attention
to the solution results of displacement variation, the finite
element mesh can be divided into larger ones. The same
solution model can divide different grid sizes for different
structures according to different demands. For noncon-
cerned structures, the grid size can be appropriately larger,
such as the vertebral structure in the spin-rod system in this
study. As stress is emphasized in this paper, the grid control
of the displacement structure should be smaller, such as the
pedicle screw of the spin-rod system. Meanwhile, the specific
grid size can also be set by referring to previous literatures
with the same structure and verified solution results [25, 26].

In the process of finite element analysis, material proper-
ties have a great influence on the accuracy of analysis results.
Many researchers outside China have proposed many reli-
able methods for human bone attachment materials. Among
them, DICOM data and gray scale assignment is the most
common one. The material process is completed in the
FEA module of Mimics software [27]. In this finite element

analysis of human spinal interbody fusion screw system,
the gray value material assigning method was used to assign
materials to open the model in Mimics software, and mate-
rials were attached in the FEA module. The parameters are
shown in Table 9.

The interbody fusion screw rod system includes the
pedicle screw crosslinking device, which is made of medical
titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V). The material of the interbody
fusion device is PEEK (polyetheretherketone), as shown in
Table 10.

Among them, the mask of each vertebral body of the
human spine is attached with material according to the gray
value, and the nail bar system of intervertebral fusion is
attached with a single material by the three-dimensional
model.

Select Supports>Fixed Supports from the menu of
Supports>Fixed Supports under the Static Structural envi-
ronment, light the Face option, select the lower surface of
the sacrum of each set of models, and fix it to ANSYS. The
static analysis of Workbench 15.0 provides five common
contact types, which are summarized in Table 11.

The finite element model established in this study simu-
lated the stress state of the vertebral disc screw system in the
standing posture of the human body. The trend was close to
the actual stress in the standing posture of the human body.
Qian et al. believed that the gravity line of the human body
passed through the 7th cervical vertebra, the 1st lumbar ver-
tebra, and the 1st sacral vertebra in the upright posture.
According to the study by Pierre et al., the gravity line of
the human body varies widely due to individual differences
and does not completely coincide with the plumb line of cer-
vical vertebra 7. Generally speaking, the gravity line of young
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of virtual reality system.

Table 9: Finite element model parameters.

Materials
Poisson
ratio

Elasticity modulus
(MPa)

Density
(kg/m3)

Cortical bone 0.3 1200 1700

Cancellous bone 0.25 100 1100

Fibre ring 0.45 4.2 1050

Nucleus pulposus 0.5 1.0
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people is generally behind, while the gravity line of older
people is slightly ahead. According to the above theory, we
assumed that the gravity line passed through the 7th cervical
vertebra and applied a load of 500N perpendicular to the
ground on the 7th cervical vertebra, so as to simulate the
gravity line when normal people stand as much as possible,
and then calculated the force on the spine and the stress
changes of different interbody fusion materials. The force
on the spine is obviously different with the human posture.
After loading 500N force on the back of the cervical 7 spine
in the four groups to simulate the normal human gravity
line, the stress of the interbody fusion material in the
whole and lumbar 2-lumbar 5 spine screw system was
analyzed [28].

Equivalent compressive stress of the l4-l5 vertebral body-
combined screw rod system: the maximum compressive stress
of model A, model B, and model C was all in the pedicle of
L5—A: 188.24MPa, B: 184.76MPa, and C: 187.03MPa,
respectively; in model D, the maximum compressive stress
is in the connecting rod part, which is much larger than
the first three groups, at 348.19MPa.

The maximum compressive stresses of the nail rod sys-
tem are all in front of the connecting rod—model A:
36.43MPa; model B: 21.81MPa; model C: 33.48MPa; and
model D goes up to 348.19MPa.

The equivalent compressive stress between waist 4 and
waist 5 is as follows: model A is basically distributed in the
rear of the annulus fibrosus, and the maximum compressive
stress is 0.92MPa. The maximum compressive stress of
model B and model C is at the back of the fusion mate-
rial—model B: 6.31MPa; model C: 73.35MPa. The stress
value of the intervertebral body is less than the limit stress
of the corresponding material, and the effective strength
support can be achieved within the online elastic range.
The maximum compressive stress of lumbar 2/3 and 3 and
4 intervertebral discs was 2.57MPa and 4.91MPa, respec-
tively. The maximum compressive stress in the third lumbar
spine was 3.62MPa at the posterior edge of the vertebral
body, and the maximum compressive stress in the fourth
lumbar spine was 19.71MPa around the pedicle.

The maximum compressive stresses in model A, model
B, and model C were all located at the pedicle of L5 with

similar values, while the maximum compressive stress in
model D was located at the lumbar connecting rod, which
largely indicated that a large part of compressive stress after
l4/5 fusion was transmitted to L5 through the bilateral con-
necting rod in the upright state. On the pedicle of the verte-
bral body, the conduction force through the vertebral body
was reduced compared with that without surgery. The work-
ing compressive stresses of the screw rod system in model A,
model B, and model C were all small and close in value,
which was much smaller than that in model D with blank
intervertebral space, indicating that most of the loads in
the first three models were dispersed and transmitted
through the annulus fibrosus nucleus pulposus bone crusher
and PEEK fusion device. Although the maximum compres-
sive stress of the intervertebral section in the first three
models is different, the load through the intervertebral mate-
rial conduction is not different in general. In this chapter,
DICOM medical images were used to establish four groups
of finite element models of human vertebra-interbody fusion
screw rod system for different materials used in posterior
lumbar surgery, and stress changes of different materials
used in human spine were analyzed under standing posture
and compared with normal the human body. The following
conclusions were drawn:

(1) The three-dimensional finite element method is used
to model the force applied in the direction of gravity
and calculate the force on the normal spine

(2) Pure spinous process lamina can be used to achieve
effective mechanical support in posterior sublumbar
interbody fusion

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the basic problems of isodigital orthopedic
technology in orthopedic assisted therapy were studied,
and the main conclusions were as follows:

(1) Within a certain range, the lower the CT scan inter-
val is, the higher the accuracy of 3D reconstruction
model is. In the software Mimics, optimal is the

Table 10: Titanium alloy, PEEK material parameters.

Name Directivity Poisson ratio Elasticity modulus (MPa) Density (kg/m3)

Medical titanium alloys Isotropy 0.34 110000 4.5

PEEK Isotropy 0.1 3800

Table 11: Contact types and properties.

Contact type Iterations Normal behavior (separation) Tangential behavior (sliding)

Bonded 1 Nondisjunction Nonslip

No separation 1 Nondisjunction Allow the sliding

No separation Many times Clearance allowed Allow the sliding

Rough Many times Clearance allowed Nonslip

Frictional Many times Clearance allowed Allow the sliding
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fitting option to obtain the best accuracy of the 3D
model. Different 3D processing processes produce
different reasons for the error of the model. Environ-
mental temperature and other factors have an
impact on the model. For the bone, it is not the
highest accuracy of the processing method. The
shape of the skeleton and the purpose of the printing
model should be considered to select the appropriate
printing method

(2) In surgical operations, the application of VR 3D
printing technology to preoperative simulation can
allow doctors to truly observe the structure of the
surgical site and provide a reliable basis for clini-
cians to choose the correct treatment and surgical
methods, so as to provide preoperative diagnosis.
It can shorten the operation time, minimize the
surgical incision, and reduce the incidence of surgi-
cal complications, which has very important practi-
cal significance

(3) The three-dimensional finite element method was
used to model the load applied in the direction of
gravity and calculate the force of the normal spine.
Effective mechanical support strength can be
achieved in posterior sublumbar interbody fusion
with pure spinous process lamina. On the basis of
the above findings, further study is necessary for
the following two questions:

(i) When the same 3D printing process is adopted,
do different slicing methods (i.e., printing direc-
tions) have any influence on the accuracy of the
3D printing model of bone, and what kind of
influence will it have

(ii) The finite element model of the human spine
does not consider the ligaments around the
vertebral body, and the finite element model
can be further improved to analyze the stress
changes of the human spine at different postures
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Objective. To investigate the effect of three-dimensional intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) that accurately target
delineation on quality of life (Qol) in patients with low-grade gliomas. Methods. From February 2015 to December 2019, 100
patients with low-grade gliomas were randomly divided into three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy control group (n = 50) and
three-dimensional IMRT research group (n = 50). The scores of the Mini-Cog Assessment (Mini-Cog) and Montreal Cognitive
Assessment Scale (MoCA), the self-care ability score (BI), and the effect of symptom improvement and the quality of life SF-36
score were compared between the two groups. Results. After radiotherapy, the self-care ability of patients in the two groups was
significantly improved, and the improvement of study group was better than that of the control group (P < 0:05). The Mini-Cog
and MOCA scores in the study group were significantly higher than those in the control group (P < 0:05). In addition, the
symptom improvement effect and quality of life of the patients in the study group were also significantly better than those in the
control group (P < 0:05). The scores of SDS and SAS of patients who underwent three-dimensional conformal IMRT were
significantly lower than those of the control group. There was no significant difference in mortality between the two groups.
Conclusion. Three-dimensional conformal intensity-modulated radiation therapy can delineate the target volume more accurately,
regulate the intensity of radiation, and improve the symptoms and quality of life of patients with low-grade gliomas.

1. Introduction

Glioma is the most common primary brain tumor in adults.
WHO classifies glioma into four grades, and clinically, glio-
mas of grades I to II are called low-grade gliomas (LGG),
including low-grade malignant astrocytoma, oligodendro-
gliomas, and mixed gliomas [1, 2]. The clinical course of
LGG is generally less aggressive than that of primary glio-
blastoma, with its incidence peaking in the third and fourth
decade of life [3]. The natural history of tumors is largely
determined by the tumor’s histological subtype and genetic
characteristics. Many patients live 15 years or more, while
others die from the disease within a few years. Therefore,
individualizing treatment remains a challenge.

Surgery is usually the preferred treatment. Although
some patients can be cured, there are still some patients with

postoperative recurrence, or most tumors cannot be
completely resected due to the limitation of the principle
of tumor location and maximum protection of neurological
function, and it is easy to transform from low-grade glioma
to high-grade glioma [4]. Therefore, in addition to surgical
resection, a variety of adjuvant treatments are also required,
such as postoperative observation, radiotherapy, chemother-
apy, and comprehensive treatment [5]. Adjuvant radiation
therapy, as one of the current standard treatment options,
has negative short- and long-term impacts on patients’ neu-
rocognitive function and health-related quality of life [6].
Three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy is a relatively
advanced radiotherapy method, which focuses the radiation
on the target area of the tumor according to the main shape
of the tumor, so as to avoid unnecessary radiation to the sur-
rounding normal tissues and organs, thus reducing the
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complications of radiotherapy. Studies [7] have shown that,
compared with low dose radiotherapy (45.0Gy), higher dose
radiotherapy (59.4Gy) has a negative impact on LGG
patients’ quality of life in the short term. Since patients with
low-grade glioma have a longer survival time than patients
with high-grade glioma, the choice of treatment should take
into account the quality of life of patients, so the relevant
follow-up adjuvant radiotherapy has always been a contro-
versial issue. In addition, due to the existence of edema area
and the changes of normal anatomical structure after sur-
gery, there are generally large errors in the determination
of the target volume of postoperative radiotherapy, espe-
cially the definition of clinic target volume (CTV). In recent
years, intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) has
been favored because of its better conformity to the radio-
therapy target volume and uniform dose distribution, which
can better protect normal tissues around the target volume
while treating tumors [8, 9]. Due to traumatic brain anatom-
ical site of the specific tumor, with the brain tissue damage of
tumor patients, the cognitive function, behavior, and ability
are gradually decreased. In addition, radiation therapy is
harmful to patients, and radiation damages brain and cogni-
tive function, resulting in pain, severe helplessness, and
despair of glioma patients, causing serious damage to their
society and family, and even leading to rest and abandon-
ment of treatment. So glioma patients have very low subjec-
tive experience of quality of life. With the development of
modern medicine, clinical treatment is no longer limited to
improving the survival rate and prolonging the survival
period, meeting the physiological and psychological needs
of postoperative patients, reducing functional sequelae, and
improving the quality of life which has become a new trend
in clinical research [10, 11]. With the development of the
medical model to the biological, psychological, and social
medical model, the evaluation index of treatment effect is no
longer the single survival time as the only standard, and how
to relieve patients’ pain and symptoms and improve patients’
psychological and life quality has become an important
research topic. In the current patient-centered medical situa-
tion, efforts to maintain an acceptable quality of life for
patients have become the primary goal of cancer treatment,
and it is also a secondary indicator of most clinical oncology
interventions. Therefore, in this study, 100 patients with
low-grade glioma were selected as experimental subjects to
explore the impact of IMRT on patients’ quality of life.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Information. In this study, 100 patients with
low-grade glioma admitted to our hospital from February
2015 to December 2019 were selected as the research sub-
jects. The average age of patients in the control group was
34:06 ± 5:81 years and a male to female ratio of 15 : 12. The
average age of patients in the research group was 38:63 ±
8:21 years and a male to female ratio of 12 : 15. There were
no significantly different (P > 0:05; Table 1). They were ran-
domly divided into two groups by random number table
method, with 50 patients in each group. Inclusion criteria
are as follows: (1) patients with clinically diagnosed low-

grade glioma according to the guideline for diagnosis and
treatment of glioma of central nervous system in China
(2015); (2) normal blood routine, biochemical, electrocar-
diogram, chest X-ray, and abdominal color Doppler ultra-
sound results before treatment; (3) no lesions in the brain
stem; and (4) both patients had clear consciousness and clear
complaints before and after treatment. Exclusion criteria are as
follows: (1) patients with mental disorders, (2) patients with
other tumors, and (3) patients with allergic constitution. This
study passed the ethical review of our hospital on January 5,
2015. Before enrollment, we informed patients of the purpose
and process of the experiment, obtained informed consent
from patients, and signed informed consent.

2.2. Research Methods. The control group received conven-
tional three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy. Accord-
ing to the patient’s condition, 5-7 irradiation fields were
selected for irradiation. The area of glioma expanded by
2 cm was selected as CTV, and the radiation dose for the
radical target volume was 66 to 72Gy, with a total of 33 to
36 times. After operation, the radiotherapy dose for low-
risk target volume was 50~54Gy, with a total of 25~27
times. The radiotherapy dose of high-risk target volume
was 56~60Gy, with 28~30 times in total, once a day, with
separated irradiation, 5 times for each week.

In the research group, three-dimensional conformal
IMRT was used, and the radiation dose of each site should
be controlled. The target volumes of the brain, face, lower
neck, and supraclavicular region should be irradiated in a
targeted manner. During radiotherapy, the thermoplastic
mask was used for fixation, and thin layer (2-3mm) CT scan
was performed with a mesh head frame. CT data were trans-
mitted to Peacock workstation to delineate target volumes
and important anatomical structures. According to the loca-
tion of lesions, the positional relationship between nerves
and blood vessels, the tumor volume of patients, the total
treatment dose, and the treatment times of patients were
input into the workstation for reverse calculation. 80% to
90% were wrapped around the tumor or within the range
of 1-2 cm outside the tumor with an isodose curve, and 4-
21 treatments were performed with a single dose of 2.5-
8Gy, 3-5 times per week. Both groups of patients were
treated with mannitol and hormone therapy after radiother-
apy to reduce radiation nerve damage.

2.3. Observation Indicators and Curative Effect Standards.
(1) The cognitive function of the two groups of patients
was analyzed by the Mini-Cog Assessment (Mini-Cog) and
the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA). The Mini-

Table 1: Comparison of the general information of the two groups
of patients.

Group Cases Age Gender (male/female)

Control group 50 34:06 ± 5:81 26:76 ± 2:02
Research group 50 38:63 ± 8:21 27:82 ± 1:43
T value 1.671 2.018

P value 0.831 0.994
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Cog consisted of three-item recall and clock drawing from
the Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument (CASI). In
three-item recall, 3 points were calculated for the immediate
recall and 3 points for the short-term delayed recall. In clock
drawing, a 3-point approach was applied for scoring: 1 point
for drawing a circle, 1 point for drawing correct clock num-
bers, and 1 point for drawing precise clock period. Regular
clock drawing was measured when all time criterions were
precise, and the hand point was reliable with the indicated
time. The MoCA evaluation indexes included executive
and visual-spatial function, attention, naming, abstract
thinking, linguistic expression, delayed recall, and orienta-
tion, with a total score of 0 to 30 points. The higher the
score, the better the cognitive function. All the above tests
were performed by the same attending physician with rele-
vant training when the patient’s mood was stable. (2) Barthel
Index (BI) was used to compare patients’ self-care ability.
The scale mainly included 10 items, including eating, bath-
ing, dressing, self-care of defecation and urination, toileting,
bed to chair shifting, walking on level ground, and stair
climbing, with a total of 25 items with a full score of 100
points. The higher the score, the stronger the self-care abil-
ity. (3) Quality of life questionnaire QLQ-H&N35 scale
was used to evaluate the improvement effect of symptoms,
including cough, pain, dry mouth, sticky saliva, dysphagia,
and eating difficulty. The measurement time was 3 months
after treatment; the lower the score was, the lighter the
symptoms were. (4) The health survey short form SF-36
scale was used to evaluate the improvement effect of quality
of life, including physiological function, role physical, phys-
ical pain, general health, energy, social function, emotional
function, and mental health. The measurement time was 3
months after treatment; the higher the score, the better the
quality of life. (5) Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS) score
and Self-Rating Anxiety Scale (SAS) score were used to eval-
uate the psychological state of the patients, and the measure-
ment time was 3 months after treatment. SDS and SAS
scores are as follows: less than 50 points indicates no depres-
sion/anxiety; a score of 50 to 60 indicates mild depression/
anxiety; a score of >60 to 70 indicates moderate depres-
sion/anxiety. A score of >70 indicates severe depression/anx-
iety. (6) The mortality and disability rates of the two groups
were observed during 2-year follow-up.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. SPSS 26.0 software was used for sta-
tistical analysis of data in this study. Measurement data were
expressed by �x ± s, and t test was used for the comparison
between the two groups. The count data were expressed as
rate (%) and were compared using χ2 test. P < 0:05 was con-
sidered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Mini-Cog and MoCA Scores of the Two Groups of
Patients. The Mini-Cog and MoCA scores of the patients
in the research group were 26.24 and 27.82, respectively,
showing significant differences (P < 0:05) compared with
the 25.19 and 26.76 scores in the control group, as shown
in Table 2.

3.2. The Self-Care Ability Scores of the Two Groups of
Patients. Before radiotherapy, the self-care ability scores of
the control group and the research group were 71.22 points
and 70.16 points, and there was no significant difference
between them (P > 0:05). After radiotherapy, the self-care
ability score of patients in the research group was 76.89
points, significantly higher than 72.54 points in the control
group (P < 0:05), as shown in Table 3.

3.3. Symptom Improvement Effect of Two Groups of Patients.
The QLQ-H&N35 questionnaire scores of the patients in the
research group were significantly lower than those in the
control group in terms of cough, pain, dry mouth, sticky
saliva, dysphagia, and eating difficulty (P < 0:05), as shown
in Table 4.

3.4. The Improvement Effect of Quality of Life of the Two
Groups of Patients. The scores of patients in the research
group were higher than those in the control group in terms
of physiological function, role physical, physical pain, gen-
eral health, energy, social function, emotional function, and
mental health, with significant differences (P < 0:05), as
shown in Table 5.

3.5. Comparison of the SDS Score and SAS Score between
Two Groups of Patients. The SDS score of the patients in
the research group before radiotherapy was 76.62, and the
SDS score of the patients in the control group before radio-
therapy was 74.56. There was no significant difference
between them (P > 0:05). After radiotherapy, the SDS scores
of the patient in the research group and the control group
were 58.18 and 66.39, respectively, showing significant dif-
ferences (P < 0:05). Before radiotherapy, the SAS score of
the patient in the research groups and the control groups
was 71.60 and 72.89. There was no significant difference
between them (P > 0:05). After radiotherapy, the SAS scores
of the patient in the research group and the control group
were 58.16 and 65.72, respectively, showing significant dif-
ferences (P < 0:05), as shown in Table 6.

Table 2: Comparison of Mini-Cog and Mo CA scores between the
two groups of patients (�x ± s, points).

Group Cases Mini-Cog MoCA

Control group 50 5:46 ± 0:76 26:76 ± 2:02
Research group 50 7:59 ± 0:83 27:82 ± 1:43
T value -1.083 -3.028

P value 0.001 0.003

Table 3: Comparison of self-care ability scores between the two
groups of patients (�x ± s, points).

Group Cases Before radiotherapy After radiotherapy

Control group 50 71:22 ± 12:23 72:54 ± 7:69
Research group 50 70:16 ± 15:12 76:89 ± 9:87
T value 0.385 -2.458

P value 0.701 0.016
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3.6. Comparison of the Mortality Rate between Two Groups
of Patients. The mortality of the control group was higher
than that of the research group, but the difference was not
statistically significant (P > 0:05), as shown in Table 7.

4. Discussion

Brain glioma is a malignant tumor disease. At present, with
the change of people’s living habits, the incidence of brain

glioma is increasing [12]. Although surgical resection of gli-
oma lesions is the first choice in clinical practice, tumor cells
grow in an infiltrative manner, and patients with surgery
alone have a poor prognosis. Multiple adjuvant therapy
methods are needed to further inhibit the malignant prolif-
eration and metastasis of tumor cells.

Relevant studies [13] have shown that head and neck
tumors are moderately sensitive to radiotherapy. Compared
with conventional radiotherapy, three-dimensional confor-
mal radiotherapy can avoid irradiation of 30% to 40% of
normal brain tissue, thus effectively improving the local con-
trol rate of brain tumor and patient survival rate, and has
become the first choice for brain tumor radiotherapy.
Although it has good therapeutic effect, there are still prob-
lems such as incomplete target delineation and difficulty in
meeting the uniformity of intensity, resulting in severe dam-
age to peripheral lesions and affecting the quality of life of
patients. Accurately delineating the target volume and
adjusting the radiation dose are crucial for glioma patients

Table 4: Comparison of symptom improvement effect between two groups of patients (�x ± s, points).

Group Cases Cough Pain Dry mouth Sticky saliva Dysphagia Eating difficulty

Control group 50 1:21 ± 0:30 4:24 ± 0:87 2:25 ± 0:48 1:25 ± 0:22 5:65 ± 1:27 2:05 ± 0:38
Research group 50 0:91 ± 0:23 4:03 ± 0:62 1:86 ± 0:39 1:03 ± 0:31 4:79 ± 1:12 1:95 ± 0:51
T value 3.741 2.603 3.316 2.232 3.591 1.112

P value 0.001 0.011 0.001 0.028 0.001 0.269

Table 5: Comparison of the improvement of quality of life between the two groups of patients (�x ± s, points).

(a)

Group Cases Physiological function Role physical Physical pain General health

Control group 50 84:34 ± 5:12 72:12 ± 6:33 73:76 ± 7:45 73:87 ± 8:45
Research group 50 87:41 ± 7:34 76:37 ± 7:12 78:41 ± 9:19 77:56 ± 7:04
T value -2.426 -3.154 -2.779 -2.372

P value 0.017 0.002 0.007 0.020

(b)

Group Cases Energy Social function Emotional function Mental health

Control group 50 66:67 ± 7:88 79:54 ± 9:03 82:56 ± 6:31 81:56 ± 6:78
Research group 50 71:12 ± 7:81 86:11 ± 8:23 85:77 ± 5:92 85:72 ± 7:01
T value -2.836 -3.082 -2.623 -3.061

P value 0.006 0.001 0.010 0.003

Table 6: Comparison of the SDS score and SAS score between two groups of patients (�x ± s, points).

Group Cases
SDS score before
radiotherapy

SDS score after
radiotherapy

SAS score before
radiotherapy

SAS score after
radiotherapy

Control group 50 74:56 ± 5:12 66:39 ± 6:18 72:89 ± 6:53 65:72 ± 5:50
Research
group

50 76:62 ± 5:94 58:18 ± 5:84 71:60 ± 5:98 58:16 ± 7:52

T value 1.204 8.206 0.840 8.682

P value 0.207 <0.001 0.873 0.006

Table 7: Comparison of the mortality rate between two groups of
patients (n, %).

Group Cases Death

Control group 50 2 (4%)

Research group 50 1 (2%)

X2 value 4.321

P value 0.701
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[14, 15]. IMRT is an in vitro stereotactic radiotherapy devel-
oped on the basis of three-dimensional conformal radiother-
apy, including photon beams, proton beams, and heavy ion
beams. The method is based on the preoperative CT results
of patients to develop targeted targets, and the targeted area
is analyzed anatomically, and then, the intensity of radiation
is adjusted to accurately deliver radiation to the lesions. It
can not only increase the conformal degree of the target vol-
ume but also has the characteristics of scientific dose distribu-
tion, uniform dose in the radiation field, and compact dose
gradient, which can effectively improve the tumor radiother-
apy dose and reduce the radiation dose of normal tissues
around the target volume, enhance the therapeutic effect,
and improve the efficacy and safety of treatment [16]. Cancer
patients have a series of psychological disorders due to the
sudden knowledge of the disease and the worry about the dis-
ease in the hospital treatment process, the fear of bringing
huge economic burden to the family, the fear of surgery, etc.,
which is not conducive to the postoperative rehabilitation of
patients, affecting the quality of life of patients.

Quality of life is an indicator system that reflects the long-
term impact of internal and external environment on human
physiology, psychological, social activities, and life satisfaction.
As an important part of the function of various organs, once
the brain tissue is damaged, it will have a negative impact on
the quality of life of patients.With the continuous development
of diagnosis and treatment technology, as well as the continu-
ous improvement of people’s medical awareness, while focus-
ing on the prognosis, more attention is paid to the quality of
life of patients [17]. Improving the patient’s quality of life
means a positive change in both physical and psychological sta-
tus, which is also a clinically accepted standard of prognosis.
Therefore, how to improve the postoperative quality of life of
patients through treatment is an important goal of intracranial
tumor treatment [18]. In addition, most patients have a variety
of nervous anxiety about the brain tumor, coupled with the var-
ious symptoms caused by the tumor, so that patients are prone
to a variety of bad emotions during hospitalization, which have
a negative impact on the prognosis of patients [19]. In addition
to the highest dose of radiation irradiation at the primary
tumor site, the surrounding adjacent tissues also inevitably
received higher doses, leading to acute side reactions such as
oral mucositis, oral pain, dry mouth, dysphagia, difficulty in
opening the mouth, and decreased taste during radiotherapy
[20]. Related studies suggest that there is a significant negative
relationship between symptom severity and its quality of life in
each time period before and after radiotherapy [21].

In this study, we found that the scores of self-care ability of
patients who underwent three-dimensional conformal IMRT
were significantly higher than those of the control group. In
the results of the quality of life questionnaire, patients in the
three-dimensional conformal IMRT research group had sig-
nificantly less symptoms such as cough, pain, dry mouth,
sticky saliva, dysphagia, and eating difficulty. This is because
IMRT can protect the brain stem, spinal cord, and parotid
gland, increase the conformal degree of target volume, and
thus have a low impact on patients’ normal self-care life and
reduce the adverse reaction symptoms in the process of radio-
therapy. It is well known that advanced radiation encephalop-

athy caused by radiation therapy can seriously affect the
quality of life of patients. In our results, the improvement of
quality of life in the research group was similar to the quality
of life assessment results of children with brain tumor under-
going proton beam radiotherapy in Massachusetts General
Hospital, USA, and the scores of 4 out of 5 assessment items
in the proton beam radiotherapy group were similar to those
in the healthy control group [22]. The research of M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center also showed that proton beam radio-
therapy is more beneficial to the protection of children’s neu-
rocognitive function and avoid intellectual impairment [23].

Due to the lack of understanding of the disease and the
worry about treatment effect, cost, and other aspects, most
patients with craniocerebral tumor have varying degrees of
anxiety and depression, resulting in patients unable to actively
cooperate with the treatment. Negative emotions also tend to
lead to patients with reduced immunity, endocrine disorders,
energy deficiency, and other serious impact on patients’ qual-
ity of life. It affects the treatment and prognosis of patients
[24]. Our study found that the scores of SDS and SAS of
patients who underwent three-dimensional conformal IMRT
were significantly lower than those of the control group. These
results suggest that the negative emotions of patients in the
research group have been improved.

This is consistent with our conclusion; namely, patients
receiving three-dimensional conformal IMRT had higher
Mini-Cog and MoCA scores, the scores of physiological func-
tions, role physical, physical pain, general health, energy, social
function, emotional function, and mental health were higher
than those of the control group, and the negative effects on
patients’ functions were lower. Age and education had little
effect on Mini-Cog. And it reduced the error caused by age
and educational background [25]. The negative effects were
due to irradiation of specific radiation-sensitive areas, such
as the hippocampus, and the lasting effects of increased treat-
ment. This is because the dose intensity and range of three-
dimensional conformal IMRT are mainly adjusted according
to the three-dimensional shape of the patient’s target volume,
the relationship between target volume and organ, and the
anatomical relationship between target volume and organ, so
as to avoid great damage to normal organs and tissues. These
results suggest that controlling the dose of radiation to a spe-
cific target volume and uniform dose of irradiation can pre-
vent brain injury and subsequent negative effects on patient’s
function. There was no significant difference in mortality
between the two groups, possibly due to insufficient follow-
up and the lower mortality rate of low-grade gliomas com-
pared to high-grade gliomas.

In conclusion, three-dimensional conformal IMRT can
delineate the target volume more accurately and regulate
the radiation intensity, which has a positive effect on the
improvement of symptoms and quality of life of patients
with low-grade glioma, and is safe and effective.

Data Availability

The labeled datasets used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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Teaching quality evaluation (TQE) is an important link in the process of school teaching management. Evaluation indicators and
teaching quality have a complicated and nonlinear connection that is influenced by several variables. Some of these drawbacks
include too much subjectivity and unpredictability, difficulty in defining index weights, sluggish convergence, and weak
computer capacity. The current assessment techniques and models have these issues as well. This research uses an ANN model
to assess the quality of mathematics instruction at colleges and universities (CAU) in order to address the challenging
nonlinear issue of TQE and completes the following tasks. (1) The background and significance of TQE research are analyzed,
and the domestic and foreign research status of TQE and neural network is systematically expounded. (2) The technical
principle of DNN is introduced and the DDAE-SVR DNN model is constructed, and then, the evaluation index system of
mathematics teaching quality is constructed. (3) The DDAE-SVR DNN model is put out as a potential alternative. The Adam
method is used in the unsupervised training process to dynamically modify the learning step size for each training parameter.
The spatial properties of the original data may be modified several times such that the reconstruction can be completed after
many hidden layers have been applied. Data essentials such as precision, accuracy, and consistency are prioritized above all
other considerations when generating the final product. Unsupervised prediction uses SVR and maps the complicated
nonlinear connection into high-dimensional space in order to attain linearity in low-dimensional space, which is the goal of
the supervised prediction process. The usefulness and benefits of the model provided in this research in the mathematics TQE
may be verified by tests including the use of the TQE dataset and comparisons with other shallow models.

1. Introduction

Since our country’s reform and opening up, we have seen
remarkable growth in every sector. Every day, the need for
skills grows, and the quality of a country’s talent pool is
linked to its overall competitiveness in the global market-
place [1]. The popularization of higher education is also
related to the cultivation and reserve of talents. In order
to narrow the gap between the educational level of our
country and foreign countries and improve the quality of
the people in an all-round way, our country has expanded
the scale of college enrollment since 1999. Since the first
full implementation of online enrollment in 2002, as of
2003, the number of undergraduate and junior college stu-

dents in general CAU nationwide has exceeded 10 million
[2]. Quality teaching is a critical component of a school’s
overall administration, and it serves as a crucial indication
for determining whether or not a school is succeeding.
Teachers’ TQE enables school leaders and managers com-
prehend the extent to which teaching goals have been met,
as well as thoroughly and properly grasp the school’s
teaching work and enhance the quality of teaching [3].
TQE related to teaching quality will also become a very
important task. TQE constitutes the basis of teaching
activities in CAU and is the basic link to ensure the qual-
ity of personnel training in CAU. There are a number of
ways in which the TQE may be used to improve teaching
quality and promote change, and it has a significant
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impact on overall educational quality. However, because
teaching is a kind of mental labor, there is no fixed pro-
cess, and the TQE system often contains nonquantitative
factors, which constitutes the complexity and difficulty of
TQE. The teaching process includes teaching and learning.
A teacher’s TQE is much more complicated than the qual-
ity evaluation of a product [4]. There are numerous
aspects that go into the teaching process, which is a two-
way street between the instructor and learner. There is a
wide range of topics to consider when assessing a teacher’s
ability to instruct effectively. How to establish a scientific
and reasonable TQE system so that it can evaluate the
teaching quality objectively and fairly is a very meaningful
subject. According to reference [5], the integration of
information technology into higher education, the mod-
ernisation of educational material, and the general devel-
opment of the quality of higher education should be a
primary goal of this research. It is imperative that we
tackle the challenge of evaluating the teaching quality at
CAU in a fair and accurate manner in order to further
the higher education reform and enhance CAU’s teaching
goals and quality. That is why studying ways to improve
teaching quality at CAU has emerged as an essential
research issue in the effort to make education and training
more scientific and standardized. An ANN is a nonlinear
system made up of a large number of computational neu-
rons arranged in layers that may be altered in many ways.
Large-scale parallel processing, self-organizing white learn-
ing, and nonlinear capabilities make it an attractive alter-
native to traditional computing methods in many
situations. There are many applications where ANN may
be used that standard techniques and models cannot,
and the results are excellent. ANN is a mathematical
model for processing computation. Gradient-descent cor-
rection is used in BPNN to rectify the error signal pro-
duced during forward propagation until the accuracy
objective or the number of iterations is satisfied [6]. As
time went on, researchers discovered that every closed
interval continuous function could be approximated by a
BPNN hidden layer, meaning that any three-layer BPNN
could complete any n-to-m-dimensional mapping [7]. A
deep learning structure called a multilayer perceptron,
which has numerous hidden layers, may be utilized to
handle increasingly difficult nonlinear problems [8].
Layer-by-layer unsupervised greedy training using DBN
is being proposed by researchers. Multiple restricted Boltz-
mann machines (RBM) in sequence stack a DBN into a
deep structure in the method, which offers promise for
tackling optimization difficulties connected to deep struc-
tures. A deep structural model based on a multilayer auto-
encoder is presented [9, 10]. There was a spike in DNN
research when the findings were released, and neural net-
work models’ number of layers and size have both
increased dramatically since then. A complete assessment
of instructional activities is thus necessary, and this study
suggests the DDAE-SVR DNN model as a solution for
the limitations of the current methodologies and models.
In order to improve the teaching quality to promote the
reform and development of CAU, establish a scientific

TQE system in CAU to strengthen the teaching manage-
ment of CAU.

2. Related Work

For a long time, many educators in our country have been
constantly studying how to construct an objective and scien-
tific TQE system and improve it. However, Western nations
began sooner than my country and experienced some suc-
cesses, which led to the development of more effective
approaches such as multiple intelligences’ theory and con-
structivism. Taylor assessment model was also developed
[11]. Since the concept of TQE was formed in the second
half of the 19th century, it can be divided into five stages:
examination, test, description, reflection, and construction
according to the characteristics of each period [12]. The ini-
tial TQE exists in the form of examinations, and the results
are largely influenced by teachers’ subjective judgments. In
the 1930s, in order to strengthen the objectivity and rational-
ity of evaluation, educators put forward the term test and
formed the concept of educational evaluation. At this time,
the achievement of educational goals is evaluated through
the description of students’ learning behavior. It can be said
that this is a breakthrough development of pedagogical eval-
uation methods. Since the rapid economic growth of China
has supplied the necessary conditions and materials for the
development of Chinese education, a wide range of theoret-
ical studies into TQE has been conducted. There have been
several teaching assessment methods presented by educators
throughout the years. Reference [13] established a TQE sys-
tem using fuzzy algorithms to improve the quality evaluation
of schools. It can also conduct self-evaluation in stages
according to the actual situation of students. Reference
[14] used the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to quantita-
tively evaluate the teaching quality of CAU and formed a
corresponding evaluation system. Reference [15] con-
structed a set of teaching quality monitoring system based
on the concept of “people-oriented, three-dimensional inte-
gration.” The “people-oriented” in the system mainly refers
to teachers and students-oriented, while “three-
dimensional” refers to the top-level dimension (school),
the middle dimension (second-level college), and the basic
dimension (teacher). Reference [16], under the guidance of
the national dual innovation and development strategy,
adopts the mathematical fuzzy AHP and introduces diversi-
fied evaluation methods to change the supervision function
and solve the problems existing in the TQE. Reference [17]
designs the implementation process of the blended teaching
model and builds a blended TQE model according to the
teaching results, which has achieved good results in practical
applications. To guarantee that the quality of teaching is
maintained, a variety of types of higher teaching assessment
have been established across the globe and play a more
active part in the teaching process. Because it is a nonlinear
classification issue, assessing the quality of higher education
instruction is complex. So while developing a TQE system, it
is important to identify the most fundamental elements that
may immediately represent the quality of teaching. With the
development of computer technology and information
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technology, many scholars have adopted a mathematical
model to directly establish a TQE system. The content and
methods of assessment are also diverse among CAUs
because of their differing views on teaching excellence [18].
Reference [19] applied a multilevel evaluation model of type
II fuzzy sets to the performance TQE. Reference [20] applied
AHP and neural network in the TQE model. Reference [21]
developed a TQE model by combining the fuzzy AHP with
the fuzzy comprehensive assessment approach, giving higher
education administrators another instrument for raising the
level of teaching quality. Reference [22] applied the TOPSIS
method of multiattribute decision-making in TQE for
research. Reference [23] uses BPNN and related theories to
formulate the evaluation index system, constructs an effec-
tive computer graphics TQE model, and uses this model to
evaluate the actual teaching situation of related courses. Ref-
erence [24] proposed an optimized BP algorithm, and the
results after applying it to actual training show that the eval-
uation model established by this algorithm has fast conver-
gence speed and high accuracy and has broad application
prospects in teaching evaluation problems in higher educa-
tion. Reference [25] combined AHP and neural network,
combined the advantages of the two, added a screening pro-
cess in the evaluation, and finally got the AHP-BPNN eval-
uation model. Using the PSO method, Reference [26]
establishes a complete model for evaluating college profes-
sors’ teaching quality by optimizing a neural network and
finding the global optimum network parameters. By using
ANN theory in TQE, not only are the difficulties of qualita-
tive and quantitative indicators in a complete evaluation
index system solved but also are the challenges of establish-
ing complicated mathematical models and analytical expres-
sions inside a conventional evaluation process resolved. It
also reduces the impact of human error on the assessment
process, resulting in more precise and effective findings.
The TQE model developed by neural network theory is a
useful tool for TQE.

3. Method

3.1. Deep Neural Network Theory

3.1.1. Deep Neural Networks. DNN is a deepening structure
of ANN, and its network structure contains multiple hidden
layers, which can better obtain learning features from input
sample data. Since the 1940s, a large number of scholars
and research institutions have devoted themselves to the
research of ANN models, but most of the models are shallow
models containing only one hidden layer, for example,
three-layer BPNN model, maximum entropy model, tradi-
tional Markov model, and conditional random field. The
hidden layer of the model converts the original data infor-
mation input into the network through the input layer into
the feature space required by a specific problem or target,
which is the key to information processing. It is mainly used
in classification, regression, pattern recognition, and other
problems. However, since the shallow neural network model
has only one hidden layer, its computing power, efficiency,
and modeling ability will be limited in the face of high-

order complex nonlinear functions. Therefore, the DNN that
contains multiple hidden layer neural networks to better
obtain the feature vectors of the sample data has become
the focus of researchers. The training of neural network
models with deep structures is not easy, and the mappings
produced by deep models are nonconvex functions, which
are extremely difficult to study theoretically. The proposal
of DBN and unsupervised greedy layer-by-layer training
algorithm has opened up the research wave of DNN model.
The multiple hidden layers of the DNN model have good
feature learning ability, and the acquired data features can
well represent the nature of the data. In the training process
of the DNN model, the unsupervised greedy layer-by-layer
learning algorithm initializes the deep structure layer by
layer and then uses the supervised algorithm to fine-tune
the model parameters. This method overcomes the problems
encountered in the training process of traditional models
and improves the efficiency of DNN models. By designing
multiple hidden layers, the DNN performs multiple feature
space transformations on the sample data, obtains good data
feature vectors, and realizes the fitting of complex nonlinear
mapping relationships. The arrival of the era of big data has
provided many datasets for the training of DNN models,
such as ImageNet image recognition dataset and Project
Gutenberg language model dataset.

3.1.2. Basic Model of Deep Neural Network. DNN may be
implemented in a variety of ways. There are two primary
models discussed here: the RBM model and the autoencoder
model.

(1) Autoencoder model: in 1986, the idea of an autoen-
coder was initially put out. It is an algorithm that is
used mostly for data reduction and feature extrac-
tion. There are two networks that make up the auto-
encoder: one to encode and one to decode. There are
three layers to this model. Error propagation utiliz-
ing the BP technique is the underlying premise,
and network weights and thresholds are constantly
updated to recreate the original data. In order to gen-
erate a copy of the original data, the final output data
are trimmed. First, the encoder network transforms
the input data, such as reducing the number of
dimensions in the input data. By first synthesizing
the original input data using a decoding network
and then using an error function to assess how much
of the original input data is being incorrectly repro-
duced, this may be done. In order to provide an out-
put that is as close to the input as feasible, an
autoencoder must find an approximation identity
function. For example, if the input data feature vec-
tor is h in the hidden layer and the output feature
vector is y, the decoder from the middle hidden layer
to the output layer and the autoencoder from the
input data feature vector to the middle hidden layer
are used, respectively, to decode x and encode h,
mapped using the following mathematical
expression:
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h = f xið Þ = Af Wf xi + pi
À Á

,

y = g hið Þ = Ag Wgxi + pj
� �

,
ð1Þ

where f and g are the encoding function and decoding func-
tion, respectively; Af and Ag are the activation functions of
encoding and decoding, respectively, which are generally non-
linear functions; Wf and Wg and pi and pj are the weight
matrix and threshold value matrix of the network, respectively.

It is common for autoencoders to use the gradient
descent approach in order to fine-tune layer weights and
thresholds in order to reduce the amount of error in reas-
sembling the original input data. MSE or cross-entropy loss
(CEL) functions are often used as the cost function, and the
expression is as follows:

L x, yð Þ = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
yi − xið Þ2,

L x, yð Þ = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
xi log yið Þ + 1 − xið Þ log 1 − yið Þ:

ð2Þ

(2) RBM model: the RBM model is an improvement of
the BM. An undirected two-layer graph model is
used. Nodes between the visible and hidden layers
are connected by the RBM model, while all other
nodes are left unconnected. Boltzmann machine
units are connected only between neighboring layers,
and the cross-layer unit is not connected to the same
layer unit. RBM’s bipartite graph model assumes that
the units in its visible and hidden layers may be dis-
tributed arbitrarily exponentially, vi ∈ f0, 1g, hj ∈ f0
, 1g, where (i = 1, 2, 3,⋯, n; j = 1, 2, 3,⋯,m). To
determine the RBM model, we only need to get θ =
fwij, ai, bjg, where wij is the connection weight
between the visible layer and the hidden layer unit
and ai and bj represent the visible layer and the hid-
den layer, respectively, offset of the unit. For a given
set of states ðv, hÞ, the energy formulation of the
RBM is as follows:

E v, hjθð Þ = −〠
n

i=1
aivi − 〠

m

j=1
bjhj − 〠

n

i=1
〠
m

j=1
viwijhj: ð3Þ

The joint probability distribution (v, h) of the visible
layer unit and the hidden layer unit in a specific state may
be determined by exponentiating and regularizing the
energy function.

P v, hjθð Þ = e−E v,hjθð Þ

Z θð Þ ,

Z θð Þ =〠
v,h
e−E v,hjθð Þ:

ð4Þ

This yields the marginal distribution of visible and bur-
ied layer unit sizes, with ZðθÞ serving as a normalization fac-
tor. By using a greedy learning technique to train several
RBMs, the DBN model may be thought of as a Bayesian
probabilistic generative model.

3.2. DDAE-SVR Deep Neural Network Model

3.2.1. Deep Denoising Autoencoder. DDAE is a typical neural
network architecture consisting of many DAE layered;
therefore, it includes several hidden layers. In order to avoid
overfitting during the training process, after unsupervised
training, a model with strong robustness and generalization
emerges from the DAE’s addition of noise to the original
input dataset. Dataset denoising is the first step in training
a deep noise reduction autoencoder. Input nodes are often
set to 0 with a specified frequency as a generic processing
strategy. Once the dataset has been denoised, it is sent into
the first DAE to perform the data feature modification.
The output of the first DAE’s hidden layer is utilized as the
input feature vector for the second autoencoder’s second
autoencoding layer. Until all DAEs have been trained, the
output of the preceding DAE’s hidden layer is utilized as
the input feature vector for the succeeding DAE. To put it
another way, when the original data has been denoised, the
data feature conversion is completed by training each hidden
layer one by one, unsupervised. An error function may be
used to calculate the difference between a reconstructed
dataset and the original dataset. In order to complete the
reconstruction of the original input dataset, error propaga-
tion and option weight and threshold adjustments are made
using BP in order to lower the overall error. As an unsuper-
vised training approach, this portion of the DDAE intro-
duces the Adam method. A classification or regression
prediction may be improved by changing the parameters of
a classifier or predictor in the DDAE’s actual output layer,
which is a virtual representation of the DDAE’s virtual out-
put layer neurons.

3.2.2. Support Vector Regression. SVM is a machine learning
technique based on statistical theory. As a decision surface, a
categorization hyperplane is needed to separate positive and
negative occurrences of the same notion more effectively.
Classification, pattern recognition, and return are some of
the most common uses for it. Some of the advantages of
SVMs in dealing with complex nonlinear issues and high-
dimensional pattern recognition may be attributed to the
use of a limited number of learned patterns. It is difficult
to represent in mathematical analysis the complicated non-
linear connection between the evaluation indicators and
the TQE findings at CAU since there are numerous indica-
tions of teaching quality assessment. Although SVR has an
excellent nonlinear function fitting ability, this issue may
be solved by using it. As a result, in order to assess and fore-
cast teaching quality, the output layer of the DNN model is
predicted using SVR in this chapter. In multidimensional
space, the SVR is divided into linear regression and nonlin-
ear regression, which are then combined. SVR’s nonlinear
regression is the emphasis of this part, since the quality of
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CAU’s instruction is a complex nonlinear problem to solve.
To achieve a linearization connection comparable to the
low-dimensional space, SVR uses nonlinear regression to
transfer a complicated nonlinear relationship onto a high-
dimensional space. A nonlinear mapping function should
be used to map the dataset S to a high-dimensional space,
and the linear regression characteristics of the feature space
H should be taken into consideration when setting up the
mapping function for the dataset S that cannot be linearly
separated in the original space Rn. As a result, to describe
nonlinear issues linearly, do linear regression in H first in
the feature space before returning to Rn, the original space.
Given a kernel function Kðxi, xÞ = ðØðxiÞ, ØðxÞÞ, the repre-
sentation of the built nonlinear function is as follows:

f xð Þ = 〠
S

i=1
αi − α∗ið ÞK xi, xð Þ + b: ð5Þ

3.2.3. DDAE-SVR Deep Neural Network Model. Low-level
noise reduction due to the restricted computational and
modeling capability of the shallow neural network model,
the DDAE-SVR DNN model uses an unsupervised training
layer and SVR as a prediction output layer to solve compli-
cated nonlinear issues or analyze large-scale datasets. Instead
of relying on techniques like first- and second-order
moment estimation and second-order moment estimation,
unsupervised training utilizes the Adam optimization meth-
odology to boost convergence and processing power. After
the input dataset has been denoised using a DDAE, the
model is trained using unsupervised layer-by-layer learning.
Make sure the unsupervised training data is as close to the
original dataset as possible when generating feature vectors
for the original input. An input feature vector created from
the model’s final output layer is fed into SVR as a predictor,
and SVR is used as a predictor for the final output layer. The
DDAE-SVR DNN model’s two most important features are
as follows.

(1) For the DDAE-SVR DNN model, the original input
data will be weighted according to a set percentage
before being fed into the unsupervised layer-by-
layer training technique to prevent overfitting. The
characteristics have been set to 0 in order to improve
the model’s robustness and generalizability. Deep
noise reduction autoencoders are mostly used during
the unsupervised training phase of the learning pro-
cess. Using the result of the first DAE as an input
feature vector, the data from the input layer is sent
into the second DAE for training, and so on. Each
DAE becomes a hidden layer of DDAE once it has
been trained. Iterate the Adam algorithm until a
specified accuracy or number of iterations is
attained, or until a specific number of iterations has
been completed

(2) The final output layer of the DDAE-SVR DNN
model uses the feature vector from the DDAE’s final
hidden layer as an input feature vector for the super-
vised fine-tuning procedure. SVR, a supervised algo-

rithm, serves as the predictor in the final output
layer. Predictive accuracy and efficiency are
improved in this supervised prediction process by
tuning parameters relevant to SVR

3.3. DDAE-SVR DNN Mathematics Education Quality
Evaluation Model. It is possible to extract characteristics
from the original sample data using the deep-structured
neural network model’s many hidden layers. To solve com-
plex nonlinear issues or deal with the in-depth structure of
large datasets, the neural network model introduced in this
chapter is used by CAU. This is a normalized evaluation
index sample data collection, and we have n samples in it.
Assuming W is the weight matrices of the DDAE model’s
various layers, p is the threshold matrices, and Ø is the
DDAE model itself. As a result, once Ø processes the incom-
ing dataset, its expression is as follows.

θ = ϕ WX + pð Þ, ð6Þ

where θ represents the output feature vector of the deep
noise reduction autoencoder model, θ is input into the
SVR model for evaluation and prediction, and f is used as
a function of the SVR model; the expression is as follows.

yd = f θð Þ: ð7Þ

This chapter recommends that the evaluation sample
data be divided into two sets: one for training and one for
testing. The model is then trained using the training dataset.
The test dataset is used to verify the model’s performance in
the TQE issue after developing a stable and optimal model.
Figure 1 depicts the DDAE-SVR DNN model’s flowchart
for assessing the validity of the mathematical reasoning.

3.4. Mathematical TQE Index System. Multilevel and multi-
objective optimization is the name of the game when it
comes to the CAU TQE. As a result, the assessment indica-
tors should not only represent the teaching process in its
whole and objectively but also limit the number of evalua-
tion indicators as much as feasible. Both “teaching” and
“learning” are important concepts in classroom discussions.
Both the students’ and the teachers’ evaluation indicators are
based on input from those who are most acquainted with the
teaching process and its distinctive features, namely, the stu-
dents’ and the teachers’ evaluation indicators from the
teaching supervision group. Students’ evaluations of instruc-
tors might best represent the issues with educational activi-
ties since they serve as the major body of learning. The
evaluation indicators are shown in Table 1.

Since the input data of the network has different dimen-
sions and physical meanings, the input features have differ-
ent numerical ranges and the numerical ranges between
different features vary greatly, so the sample data is normal-
ized and preprocessed. After normalization, the data is con-
verted into ½0, 1� to reduce the difficulty of weight correction
due to the large variation of the input value. On the other
hand, the excitation function of the BPNN is a sigmoid func-
tion, and the derivative of the function changes in ½0, 1� in a
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Input training dataset

Noise reduction processing

Set weights and thresholds

Set iteration times and error
precision

Set relevant parameters of DAE

Code grid to code

Decode grid to decode

Get error

E<ξ? Finish 

Output test data set evaluation
results

Input test dataset

Optimize SVR related parameters

Get feature vector

Number of iterations<M?

YesYes

No

No

Figure 1: Flowchart of DDAE-SVR DNN model for evaluating mathematical quality.

Table 1: Mathematical TQE index system.

Index Label

Lectures on time, dedicated to work B1

Full of energy, serious, and contagious in class B2

Openly listen to opinions and improve teaching methods and content B3

Treat students equally B4

Emphasis on basic theoretical knowledge and teaching of methods B5

Difficulties are highlighted, and the details are appropriate B6

Combining theory with practice B7

Expand the frontiers of disciplinary knowledge B8

Teaching students according to their aptitude and stimulating interest B9

Explain clearly and logically B10

Effective use of multimedia aids in teaching B11

Satisfied with the teacher’s attitude and methods B12

Master most of the theoretical knowledge of course teaching B13

Learn to analyze and solve problems independently B14

Patiently answer students’ questions B15
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large definition domain. The normalization of the sample
data helps the network to converge as soon as possible,
thereby improving the computational efficiency of BPNN.
The method used in this article is as follows:

xi =
x − xmin

xmax − xmin
, ð8Þ

where xmax represents the maximum value in the data, xmin
represents the minimum value in the data, and x and xi rep-
resent the data before processing and the output data after
processing.

4. Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Dataset Sources and Evaluation Indicators. This research
uses data from a university’s educational administration sys-
tem to compile an assessment dataset for math courses
taught between 2012 and 2018, totaling 1685 samples. Data
gathered from students’ evaluations of a teacher’s teaching
process is utilized as an input value in the assessment model.
In order to ensure model verification, the comprehensive
score is employed as the model’s goal predicted output value
based on the numerous lecture recordings of teaching super-
vision group instructors. A total of 1520 sample data were
collected after analyzing the dataset and removing the data
with high, low, and inconsistent evaluations. The resultant
data samples are then subjected to normalization
preprocessing.

As part of the DDAE, a new method known as the Adam
algorithm is implemented, which minimizes output data
error while preserving as many of the original data’s key
properties as possible. In order to increase the model’s accu-
racy in making predictions, the key SVR parameters are
tweaked in the supervised output layer. Performance com-
parison measurements are used to compare this model to
other shallow models. Model assessment and prediction

accuracy are evaluated using MAPE, MSE, SMAPE, and
RMSE in this chapter’s DDAE-SVR DNN model, which
gives more advantages than other models in terms of math-
ematical quality evaluation. These are the formulas they use.
This includes test data’s sample size (n), actual value of the
data (pi), and its model’s anticipated value (ri).

MAPE = 1
n
〠
n

i=1

ri − pi
ri

����
����,

MSE = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
pi − rið Þ2,

SMAPE = 1
n
〠
n

i=1

ri − pij j
rij j + pij jð Þ/2 ,

RMSE =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n
〠
n

i=1
pi − rið Þ2

s
:

ð9Þ

4.2. Model Parameter Analysis. To get the most out of a TQE
model, it is necessary to identify the model’s important
parameters. For the time being, much of it takes the shape
of experiments. Throughout the experiment, model parame-
ters are regularly changed to improve computing capacity
and forecast accuracy and to discover the greatest possible
combination of model parameters. In order to improve the
model’s accuracy in making predictions about the quality
of the teaching process, this section employs both unsuper-
vised learning training and supervised prediction output.

(1) There are a variety of methods utilized in the neural
network model’s training phase, including the gradi-
ent descent and RMSProp techniques. Gradient
descent has become a common optimization tech-
nique for neural network models with several hidden
layers because of its slow convergence as it
approaches the lowest value and its ease of slipping
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Figure 2: Comparison of training errors of different optimization
algorithms.
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Figure 3: Comparison of layer errors of different hidden layers.
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into the local minimum value. As a result, the Adam
method is introduced in this part as an optimization
strategy for the DDAE-SVR DNN model’s unsuper-
vised learning training. The Adam method dynami-
cally adjusts the learning step size of each
parameter using first- and second-order moment
estimations of the gradient. Because of this, the set-
tings are more or less constant between iterations.
It is the MSE function and gradient descent that is
used to figure out the error between unsupervised
training output and input data in the DDAE-SVR
DNN model, assuming there are three hidden layers
and 20 neurons in each hidden layer. There are four
optimization methods used to train and compute the

error: the RMSProp algorithm, momentum algo-
rithm, and Adam algorithm. Their error change
curves are given in Figure 2. According to Figure 2,
the GD and momentum algorithms have been
decreasing in efficiency, although at a slow pace
and with an increasing number of rounds. Figure 2
illustrates a slow convergence rate. In the first 500
iterations, error in feature vectors generated by
RMSProp and Adam algorithms may be quickly
decreased utilizing these techniques. Regardless
how many iterations are performed, the convergence
of error tends to stay flat. The Adam algorithm is
used as the optimal approach for unsupervised
learning training because it is the most successful at
recreating the original input data

Determine how many hidden layers a DNN model
needs, and take into account the size of its evaluation data-
set. The hidden layer has a total of 20 neurons and may have
anywhere from 2 to 5 hidden layers. Unsupervised learning
training uses the Adam algorithm as an optimization tool.
The evaluation sample dataset is used to train the DDAE-
SVR DNN model. We trained an unsupervised DDAE, and
the resulting reconstructed feature vector differed signifi-
cantly from the original input dataset, as seen in Figure 3.
With more repetitions of training, it can be seen that there
is a decrease in the error between output data and original
input data. With a constant number of repetitive training,
the error rises with each additional hidden layer. So, after
unsupervised training, the DDAE-SVR DNN model with
two hidden layers minimizes error between the recon-
structed output data and the original input data.

The DDAE-SVR DNN model uses a range of 21 to 25
neurons in each hidden layer to arrive at the final number.
Unsupervised learning is used in conjunction with two hid-
den layers and an optimization strategy in the Adam
approach to build the model. Each time an evaluation sam-
ple dataset is introduced into the model during training,
the hidden layer’s number of neurons is modified to account
for the changes. By training the DDAE unsupervised, the
DDAE is able to rebuild the error curve between output data
and the original input data, as illustrated in Figure 4. The
error between the reconstructed output data and the original
input data decreases while the number of neurons in the hid-
den layer stays constant. The more neurons in the hidden
layer there are, the more effective iterative training is at cor-
recting this error. DDAE-SVR DNN uses 25 hidden layers to
provide output data with the lowest feasible error margin
when compared to original input data.

(2) Final hidden layer neurons may be acquired using
DDAE-SVR DNN model’s unsupervised learning
and training approach, which reduces the error
between the output data reconstructed from final
hidden layer and original input data. For the model
prediction output layer, a feature vector is utilized
as an input. The model’s final output prediction layer
evaluates and predicts the TQE using the SVR pre-
diction period. In terms of SVR performance, error
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Figure 4: Selection of different numbers of neurons in the hidden
layer.
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penalty coefficient v and kernel function type are two
of the most important considerations to make. This
model’s complexity and risk may be changed by
adjusting its mistake penalty coefficient. In the
model, the number of support vectors and training
errors is determined by the variable V , which has a
range of ð0, 1Þ. The distribution of sample data in
high-dimensional space is controlled by the kernel
function type. As a result, improving SVR’s predic-
tion efficiency and accuracy requires tweaking these
three key parameters. Kernel function types include
linear, polynomial, sigmoid, and radial basis func-
tions; the error penalty coefficient range is set at ½1,
10�, v = 0, in light of the sample dataset’s size. Unsu-
pervised training is the only way to uncover the last
layer of information. As part of the DDAE-SVR
DNN model’s prediction assessment, the output fea-
ture vector is utilized as an input feature vector for
DDAE-SVR DNN model’s output feature layer.
The SVR is then used to evaluate prediction accu-
racy. Figure 5 illustrates this. The MAPE error of
the evaluation prediction increases as the error pen-
alty coefficient increases, as can be shown in the fig-
ure. This is true regardless of the SVR kernel
function employed as the error penalty coefficient.
Due to the short sample size of the assessment data-
set, an increase in the penalty coefficient will result in

an excessive penalty, which in turn will raise the
MAPE. Using a polynomial function as a kernel
function rather than the other three functions
improves the SVR model’s prediction accuracy;
hence, the error penalty coefficient for the SVR
model has been set to 1

v, the training error parameter, is controlled by a poly-
nomial kernel function, and an error penalty coefficient of
1 is used in this DNN model. The optimal value for ½0:1, 1�
may be used to regulate the number of support vectors and
training error. We use a feature vector from the model’s final
hidden layer neuron that was trained without supervision to
acquire the input feature vector for SVR. MAPE and MSE
values both exhibit a decreasing and subsequently increasing
pattern with respect to time as seen in Figure 6. If v is 0.3,
this chapter’s model has the least prediction error and the
highest accuracy.

4.3. Comparison with Other Models. According to this chap-
ter’s hypothesis, the DDAE-SVR DNN model provided in
this chapter has a better TQE than other models; hence, this
chapter optimizes the model’s parameters. For comparison,
three models of the conventional BPNN, SVM, and adaptive
BPNN were built. To train and evaluate the model, input the
evaluation sample dataset and denormalize the prediction
and evaluation outcomes. Comparisons are made using per-
formance measures like MAPE and MSE. Table 2 shows the
comparing findings. There are several advantages to this
neural network model; however, it takes longer to train than
other neural network models, as seen in this table. Thus, this
paper’s model has been shown to be successful.

5. Conclusion

High-quality talent is the primary aim of higher education,
and teaching quality is an essential way of achieving this
goal. The TQE at CAU is a crucial strand in the web of edu-
cational administration. Every day, college professors are
evaluated on their ability to teach in an objective and fair
manner using objective, scientific methods. It is a useful tool
for assessing how well the school’s teachers are doing their

Table 2: Comparison of the results of various indicators of
different models.

Model MAPE MSE
SMAPE
(%)

RMSE
Training time

(s)

Standard-
BP

0.06856 47.52 1.52 6.89 16.37

SVM 0.04725 28.37 1.15 4.59 0.326

Adaptive
BP

0.04673 26.56 1.12 4.45 0.535

DDAE-
SVR

0.0451 24.12 1.11 4.28 5.126

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
v

0.0499

0.05

0.0501

0.0502

0.0503

0.0504

0.0505

0.0506
M

A
PE

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
v

2.34

2.36

2.38

2.4

2.42

M
SE

 (⁎
0.

00
1)

Figure 6: MAPE and MSE variation for different parameters v.
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jobs. In order to increase the quality of instruction, man-
agers may learn from teachers’ classroom activities how well
their teaching strategies are working in practice. However,
TQE is mostly a nonlinear classification problem. It is a mul-
tifactor complex system with qualitative and quantitative
indicators. Because the indicators are multilevel and com-
plex, it is hard to put a finger on it using a predetermined
mathematical model. TQE makes use of a number of well-
established assessment techniques, including the weighted
mean method, AHP, and the fuzzy comprehensive judgment
approach, among others. Although some achievements have
been achieved, there are still many defects, such as lack of
self-learning ability, and it is difficult to make accurate eval-
uations. When determining the weight of each evaluation
index, it is often estimated by experience, which leads to
the subjective evaluation and cannot solve the problem well.
Therefore, this paper builds a DDAE-SVR DNN model to
evaluate the quality of mathematics teaching and completes
the following tasks. (1) The background and significance of
TQE research are analyzed, and the domestic and foreign
research status of TQE and neural network is systematically
expounded. (2) The technical principle of DNN is intro-
duced and the DDAE-SVR DNN model is constructed,
and then, the evaluation index system of mathematics teach-
ing quality is constructed. (3) The DDAE-SVR DNN model
is put out as a potential alternative. The Adam method is
used in the unsupervised training process to dynamically
modify the learning step size for each training parameter.
The spatial properties of the original data may be modified
several times such that the reconstruction can be completed
after many hidden layers have been applied. Data essentials
such as precision, accuracy, and consistency are prioritized
above all other considerations when generating the final
product. Unsupervised prediction uses SVR and maps the
complicated nonlinear connection into high-dimensional
space in order to attain linearity in low-dimensional space,
which is the goal of the supervised prediction process. The
usefulness and benefits of the model provided in this
research in the mathematics TQE may be verified by tests
including the use of the TQE dataset and comparisons with
other shallow models.Лысенко
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Background. In recent years, erector spinae plane block (ESPB) has been increasingly used as a new regional block technique
for postoperative analgesia; however, little is known on its benefits. Therefore, we performed a systematic review and meta-
analysis to investigate the efficacy and safety of ESPB in lumbar spine surgery. Methods. Databases including PubMed,
Embase, Cochrane Library, and Web of Science were systematically searched for randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
comparing ESPB with no block in lumbar spine surgery until September 30, 2021. The primary outcome was opioid
consumption after surgery. The Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing the risk of bias was used to evaluate the
quality of included studies. Results. Fifteen RCTs involving 980 patients were included in the study. Opioid consumption
24 hours after surgery was significantly lower in the ESPB group standardized mean difference (SMD = −2:27, 95%
confidence interval (95% CI) (-3.21, -1.32); p < 0:01). ESPB reduced pain scores at rest and on movement within 48 hours
after surgery and the incidence of the postoperative rescue analgesia (RR = 0:32, 95% CI (0.31, 0.80); p = 0:02), while it
significantly prolonged time to first rescue analgesia (SMD = 4:87, 95% CI (2.84, 6.90); p < 0:01). Moreover, significantly
better patient satisfaction was associated with ESPB (SMD = 1:89, 95% CI (1.03, 2.74); p < 0:01). Conclusion. EPSB provides
effective and safe postoperative analgesia after lumbar spine surgery.

1. Introduction

Severe postoperative pain after spinal surgery is a major fac-
tor affecting postoperative recovery and is associated with
increased postoperative opioid use and prolonged hospitali-
zations [1]. The erector spinae plane block (ESPB) is a novel
regional analgesia technique whereby local anesthesia (LA)
is injected into the fascial plane deep into the erector spinae
muscles and is considered a relatively safe and simple tech-
nique [2, 3]. First described in 2016 by Forero et al. [2],
ESPB has been demonstrated to provide effective postopera-
tive analgesia in thoracic and breast surgery [4]. A growing
number of studies validated the benefits of ESPB, including

reduced postoperative pain scores, postoperative opioid con-
sumption, and postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV)
risk [4, 5]. In recent years, some randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) [6–8] have been published on the use of ESPB after
lumbar spine surgery; however, the robustness of the findings
was questionable due to the limited sample size. Herein, we
conducted a meta-analysis to explore the efficacy and safety
of ESPB in adult patients who received general anesthesia
(GA) for lumbar spine surgery. Our primary outcome was
postoperative opioid consumption. Secondary outcomes
included postoperative pain score, time to first rescue analge-
sia, number of patients requiring rescue analgesia, patient sat-
isfaction, the length of hospitalization, and adverse reactions.
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2. Methods

This systematic review and meta-analysis was based on the
guidelines recommended by the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) [9] and reg-
istered at the PROSPERO database (CRD42021276713).

2.1. Search Strategy. PubMed, Embase, the Cochrane
Library, and Web of Science were systematically searched
for relevant studies up to September 1, 2021, using the
terms: (“Erector Spinae Plane Block” OR “Erector Spinae
Plane Blocks” OR “Regional Anesthesia” OR “Regional
Analgesia”) AND (“Lumbar Disc Disease” OR “Lumbar
Spinal Surgery” OR “Lumbar surgery” OR “Lumbar
fusion surgery” OR “Lumbar discectomy”). No restriction
was made with respect to language. Additionally, refer-
ence lists of studies meeting the above criteria were
reviewed to identify additional relevant articles that could
be included.

2.2. Study Selection Criteria. Three authors (Z. YL., XX., and
W. L.) independently searched the literature, and any point
of disagreement was solved by a discussion with a fourth
author (Z.TT). Search results were imported into EndNote
X9, and duplicates were removed. All published RCTs with
full text available that compared ESPB with no block after
lumbar spine surgery were included in this study. Trials that
did not report postoperative opioid consumption were
excluded. Letters, retrospective studies, case reports, reviews,

incomplete clinical trials, studies without control groups,
studies without full text, and conference abstracts were also
excluded.

2.3. Data Extraction and Quality Assessment. Two authors
(Z. YL. and X.X.) extracted the following information: first
author, published year, type of surgery, techniques, concen-
tration and volume of local anesthesia, postoperative analge-
sia, rescue analgesia, postoperative pain scores, postoperative
opioid analgesic consumption, adverse reactions, etc.

To facilitate data analysis, we calculated the median and
interquartile range (IQR) as described by Luo et al. [10] and
the standard deviation (SD) as defined by Wan et al. [11].
For studies where the original data were presented in graphical
format, the GetData graph digitizer was used to extract
numerical data. The pain scores 48 hours after surgery at rest
and on movement were extracted. If not otherwise stated, we
assumed that pain scores were assessed at rest. Methodological
quality assessment was independently done by the two authors
(Z. YL. and X.X.) using Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for
assessing risk of bias. We evaluated the quality of all studies
based on seven aspects: trials were considered low quality if
at least one category was graded “high risk of bias” while trials
were considered high quality if the randomization and alloca-
tion concealment were both graded “low risk of bias,” and
other items were graded “low risk of bias” or “uncertain risk
of bias.” Finally, trials were considered moderate quality if
no criteria for high or low risk of bias were met.

Records after duplicates removed (n = 545)

Records screened
by abstracts

(n = 545)
Records excluded (n = 524)

Full text articles
assessed for

eligibility (n = 21)

Short clinical report with
incomplete data (n = 1);

Study protocol only (n = 2);
Retrospective study (n = 1);

Review (n = 2)
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Figure 1: PRISMA flow diagram of the literature selection. Records excluded during screening step: no postoperative opioid consumption,
letters, retrospective studies, case reports, reviews, incomplete clinical trials, studies without control groups, studies without full text, and
conference abstracts were also excluded.
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2.4. Statistical Analysis. Review Manager (RevMan, version
5.3, The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collabora-
tion, Copenhagen, Denmark) was used for this meta-
analysis. For continuous data, the standardized mean differ-
ence (SMD) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calcu-
lated using random-effect model while for dichotomous
data, the Mantel-Haenszel method was used to calculate
the relative ratio (RR) and 95% CIs. The I2 statistic was used
to quantify statistical heterogeneity. If significant heteroge-
neity was observed (I2 < 50%), a fixed-effect model was
adopted; otherwise, a random-effect model was applied. p
< 0:05 (2-sided) was considered statistically significant.
Funnel plots were used to evaluate the publication bias.

3. Results

3.1. Results of Literature Search and Characteristics. The ini-
tial search yielded 718 references, with no additional records
from other sources. The records were imported into End-
Note X9, and 524 unqualified records were excluded. After
reading the title and abstracts, only 21 articles remained.
Finally, 15 trials involving 980 participants met the inclusion
criteria. A flowchart of the literature screening process is
shown in Figure 1. The Cochrane Collaboration risk of bias
tool (Figure 2) was used to determine the risk of bias in
included studies.

Of the 15 trials included [6–8, 12–23], one [17] involved
free-hand ESPB, while the others [6–8, 12–16, 18–23] were
ultrasound-guided (USG-guided) ESPB. The main local
anesthetics used included bupivacaine [6–8, 12–14, 16, 18,
19], ropivacaine [20–23], levobupivacaine [15], and mixtures
of bupivacaine and lidocaine [17]. The features of the
included trials are shown in Table 1.

3.2. Primary Outcomes. All trials [6–8, 12–23] reported post-
operative opioid consumption; however, only one trial [13]
reported opioid consumption 8 hours after surgery. The
pooled analysis showed that ESPB could reduce 4 to12 hours
(SMD = −2:46, 95% CI (−3.62, −1.29); p < 0:01; Figure 3), 24
hours (SMD = −2:27, 95% CI (−3.21, −1.32); p < 0:01;
Figure 4), and 48 hours (SMD = −0:83, 95% CI (−1.05,
−0.60); p < 0:01; Figure 5) postoperative opioid consumption.

3.3. Secondary Outcomes. Moreover, ESPB significantly
reduced postoperative pain scores at rest (PACU: SMD =
−1:86, 95% CI (-2.59, -1.13); p < 0:01; 2 h: SMD = −1:73:
95% CI (-2.70, -0.75); p < 0:01; 4 h: SMD = −1:38, 95%
CI (-2.15, 0.61); p < 0:01; 6 h: SMD = −2:26, 95% CI
(-3.54, -0.99); p < 0:01; 12 h: SMD = −0:69, 95% CI (-1.14,
-0.24); p < 0:01; 24 h: SMD = −0:52, 95% CI (-0.75, -0.29);
p < 0:01; 48 h: SMD = −0:33, 95% CI (-0.61, -0.06); p =
0:02) and on movement (PACU: SMD = −1:31, 95% CI
(-2.14, -0.48); p < 0:01; 4 h: SMD = −1:20, 95% CI (-2.31,
-0.09); p = 0:03; 6 h: SMD = −8:24, 95% CI (-13.40, -3.08);
p < 0:01; 12 h: SMD = −3:21, 95% CI (-5.67, -0.75); p =
0:02; 24 h: SMD = −1:05, 95% CI (-1.94, -0.17); p = 0:02;
48 h: SMD = −0:70, 95% CI (-1.05, -0.35); p < 0:01).
Importantly, ESPB could significantly prolong time to first res-
cue analgesia (SMD = 4:87, 95% CI (2.84, 6.90); p < 0:01),

reduce intraoperative opioid consumption (SMD = −1:48,
95% CI (-2.35, -0.6); p < 0:01), and reduce the number of
patients requiring rescue analgesia (RR = 0:32, 95% CI (0.13,
0.80); p = 0:02). Furthermore, ESPB could reduce the inci-
dence of PONV (RR = 0:35, 95% CI (0.22, 0.55); p < 0:01),
shorten the length of hospitalization (MD= −1:80, 95% CI
(-3.21, -0.39); p = 0:01), and improve patient satisfaction
(SMD = 1:89, 95%CI (1.03, 2.74); p < 0:01). Detailed informa-
tion on the secondary outcomes is presented in Table 2.
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Figure 2: Methodological quality and bias risk in included trials.
Green, yellow, and red represent low, unclear, and high risk of
bias, respectively.
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Table 1: The features of the included trials.

Author/
year

Participants
(n)

Age Type of surgery Techniques ESPB group
Control
group

Postoperative analgesia
Rescue
analgesia

Ciftci et al.
(2021) [6]

60
18–
65

years

1-level lumbar
discectomy and
hemilaminectomy

surgery

USG-
guided
ESPB

40mL of 0.25%
bupivacaine

No block
PCIA fentanyl, 1 g
paracetamol every 6

hours

Meperidine
(0.5mg/kg)

Eskin et al.
(2020) [7]

80
18–
80

years

1- or 2-level
lumbar

decompression
surgery

USG-
guided
ESPB

20mL of 0.25%
bupivacaine

No block PCIA tramadol
Meperidine
(0.5mg/kg)

Elgebaly
et al.
(2019) [8]

60
18–
60

years

2-level lumbar
spondylolisthesis

(L3-L5)

USG-
guided
ESPB

20mL of 0.25%
bupivacaine

Sham blocks
(20ml
normal
saline)

Paracetamol 1 gm/6
hours and ketorolac
30mg loading dose
then 15mg/8 hours

Morphine
0.1mg/kg
iv. VAS >

30

Goel et al.
(2021) [12]

100
18–
78

years

1-level
transforaminal

lumbar interbody
fusion surgery

USG-
guided
ESPB

20mL of 0.25%
bupivacaine

No block

1 gm paracetamol iv.
Sixth hourly, 30mg iv.

ketorolac eighth
hourly, pregabalin

capsule 75mg once a
day

Fentanyl 1
mcg/kg iv.
VAS ≥ 5

Siam et al.
(2020) [13]

30
>18
years

Lumbar spine
surgery

USG-
guided
ESPB

20mL of 0.25%
bupivacaine

Ketorolac
0.75mg/kg

and
paracetamol
10mg/kg

—
0.5mg/kg
peridine
VAS > 4

Singh et al.
(2019) [14]

40
18–
65

years

Lumbar spine
surgery

USG-
guided
ESPB

20mL of 0.5%
bupivacaine

No block
iv. diclofenac 1.5mg/
kg every 8 hours

iv.
morphine
3mg on

demand or
NRS ≧ 4

Finnerty
and Buggy
(2021) [15]

140
18–
65

years

2-level lumbar
spine surgery

USG-
guided
ESPB

20mL of 0.25%
levobupivacaine

20mL of
normal saline

0.9%

iv. ketorolac 30mg
every 8 hourly, PCIA

morphine

iv.
Morphine
VAS ≥ 4

Yayik et al.
(2019) [16]

60
18–
65

years

1- or 2-level open
lumbar

decompression
surgery

USG-
guided
ESPB

20mL of
0.025%

bupivacaine
No block

400mg IV ibuprofen
12 hourly; PCIA

tramadol

25mg
pethidine
VAS ≥ 4

Yeşiltaş
et al.
(2021) [17]

56
>18
years

Open posterior
instrumentation

and fusion

Free-hand
ESPB

20mL (1 : 1)
mixture

solution of
0.25%

bupivacaine
and 1.0%
lidocaine

Sham blocks
(20mL

physiological
saline)

iv. 1mg/kg tramadol,
1 g paracetamol

25mg
pethidine
VAS ≥ 4

Yörükoğlu
et al.
(2021) [18]

54
18–
65

years

1-level lumbar
microdiscectomy

USG-
guided
ESPB

20mL of 0.25%
bupivacaine

Sham blocks
(20mL
normal
saline)

Tramadol (100mg)
and paracetamol (1 g),

PCIA morphine

Tenoxicam
20mg IV
(NRS was

>3)

Yu et al.
(2021) [19]

80
26-
67

years

1-level lumbar
fracture

USG-
guided
ESPB

30mL of 0.25%
bupivacaine

Sham blocks
(normal
saline)

PCIA sufentanil and
flurbiprofen

im.
pethidine
(NRS was

>4)
Zhang
et al.
(2021) [20]

60
18–
75

years

Lumbar spine
surgery

USG-
guided
ESPB

25mL of 0.3%
ropivacaine

No block PCIA morphine PCIA bolus
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3.4. Quality Assessment and Publication Bias. All trials
described the random sequence generation methodology,
and six trials [7, 8, 10, 13, 20–22] described allocation con-
cealment methods used. Four trials [15, 17–19] described
the blinding of participants and personnel, while one trial
[13] did not mention blinding of outcome assessment. Com-
plete data were available in all included studies, with no
selective reporting or bias. Quality assessment results are
displayed in Figure 2. No publication bias was found by
visual inspection of funnel plots (Figure 6).

4. Discussion

Herein, we sought to investigate whether ESPB offered supe-
rior analgesia after lumbar spine surgery by pooling data of
15 RCTs that involved 980 participants. Importantly, we
found that ESPB could significantly reduce postoperative
opioid consumption in this patient population. Additionally,
ESPB helped prolong the time to first rescue analgesia and
reduced postoperative acute pain scores, intraoperative opi-
oid consumption, the number of patients requiring

Table 1: Continued.

Author/
year

Participants
(n)

Age Type of surgery Techniques ESPB group
Control
group

Postoperative analgesia
Rescue
analgesia

Zhang
et al.
(2021) [21]

60
20–
75

years

Open posterior
lumbar spinal
fusion surgery

USG-
guided
ESPB

20mL 0.4%
ropivacaine

Sham blocks
iv. flurbiprofen
300mg, PCIA
sufentanil

PCIA bolus

Zhang
et al.
(2020) [22]

60
18–
80

years

Open posterior
lumbar spinal
fusion surgery

USG-
guided
ESPB

25mL of 0.3%
ropivacaine

No block PCIA morphine PCIA bolus

Zhu et al.
(2021) [23]

40
45–
70

years
Lumbar fusion

USG-
guided
ESPB

20mL of
0.375%

ropivacaine

Sham blocks
(normal
saline)

iv. sufentanil 5μg,
flurbiprofen 50mg,
PCIA oxycodone

iv.
sufentanil

5μg

Study or Subgroup
ESPB

Mean SD Total Mean SD Total Weight
Control

IV, Random, 95% CI
Std. mean difference

IV, Random, 95% CI
Ciftci 2021 41.39 77.84 30 100 62.27 30 13.0%

9.9%
–0.82 [–1.35, –0.29]

Eskin 2020 48.1 1 40 130.8 9.9 40 –11.64 [–13.54, –9.74]
Siam 2020 16.67 12.2 15 30 10.35 15 12.6% –1.15 [–1.93, –0.37]
Yayik 2019 141.66 29.25 30 196.5 43.67 30 13.0% –1.46 [–2.03, –0.88]
Yörükoğlu 2021 8.1 6.8 28 16.3 11.6 26 13.0% –0.86 [–1.42, –0.30]
Yu 2021 5.32 11.53 40 76 24.61 40 12.7% –3.64 [–4.37, –2.92]
Zhang Q 2021 7.1556 11.67 30 12.67 13.62 30 13.1% –0.43 [–0.94, 0.08]
Zhu 2021 1.02 0.84 20 4.2 2.23 20 12.7% –1.85 [–2.60, –1.10]

–20 –10
Favours [ESPB] Favours [control]

0 10 20

Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: 𝜏2 =  2.64; 𝜒2 =  171.95, df  =  7 (P  < 0.00001); I2 =  96%
Test for overall effect: Z  = 4.13 (P  <  0.0001)

233 231 100.0% –2.46 [–3.62, –1.29]

Std. mean difference

Figure 3: Forest plots of opioid consumption 4 to12 hours after surgery.

Study or Subgroup
ESPB

Mean SD Total Mean SD Total Weight
Control

IV, Random, 95% CI
Std. mean difference

IV, Random, 95% CI
Ciftci 2021 55.65 108.98 30 161.39 140.12 30 8.5%

8.5%
–0.83 [–1.36, –0.30]

Ghamry 2019 24.95 2.69 30 29.2 6.13 30 –0.89 [–1.42, –0.35]
Goel 2021 105 105 50 158 23.38 50 8.6% –0.69 [–1.10, –0.29]
Singh 2019 1.4 1.5 20 7.2 2 20 8.0% –3.22 [–4.18, –2.25]
Wahdan 2021 8.9 1.2 70 21.3 0.9 70 7.3% –11.63 [–13.05, –10.21]
Yayik 2019 268.33 71.44 30 370.33 73.27 30 8.5% –1.39 [–1.96, –0.82]
Yesiltas 2021 33.75 6.81 28 44.75 12.3 28 8.5% –1.09 [–1.66, –0.53]
Yörükoğlu 2021 11.3 9.5 28 27 16.7 26 8.5% –1.15 [–1.73, –0.57]
Yu 2021 56 23.07 40 131.161 27.68 40 8.4% –2.92 [–3.56, –2.28]
Zhang J 2021 18.71 7.69 30 20.13 10.77 29 8.5% –0.15 [–0.66, 0.36]
Zhang Q 2021 12.25 12.69 30 17.67 17.51 30 8.5% –0.35 [–0.86, 0.16]
Zhang T 2020 9.1 2.1 30 21.8 3.4 30 8.0% –4.44 [–5.40, –3.47]

–10 –5
Favours [ESPB] Favours [control]

0 5 10

Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: 𝜏2 =  2.64; 𝜒2 =  331.00, df  =  11 (P < 0.00001); I2 =  97%
Test for overall effect: Z  = 4.71 (P <  0.00001)

416 413 100.0% –2.27 [–3.21, –1.32]

Std. mean difference

Figure 4: Forest plots of opioid consumption 24 hours after surgery.
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postoperative rescue analgesia, the incidence of PONV, and
shortened the length of hospitalization. These parameters
contributed to better patient satisfaction. Given that the
pooled estimates showed a high degree of heterogeneity,
the quality of evidence of our outcomes was low to
moderate.

The ESPB technique involves the injection of LA into the
fascial planes between the erector spinae muscles and the
transverse process. The mechanisms underlying the efficacy
of ESPB remain unclear. Few studies have examined LA dif-
fusion in ESPB and have not suggested an acceptable pre-
dictable diffusion [24]. Potential mechanisms of ESPB have
been proposed: during ultrasound-guided ESPB, the local
anesthetic drug has been found to spread from the injection
site to the three upper vertebral body planes and four lower

caudal paravertebral planes [25]. Interestingly, unilateral
ESPB has been shown to exert a contralateral blockade effect,
which may be accounted for by the spread of local anesthetic
drug in the epidural membrane [26–28]. In addition, some
evidence suggested that LA had dorsal branch diffusion
[29]. Furthermore, it has been reported that ESPB can be
used in posterior spinal surgery, possibly exerting analgesic
effects by blockade of the posterior ramus of the spinal nerve
[15]. Moreover, in recent years, ESPB has been evolving as
an effective technique that can significantly reduce the risk
of spinal cord or nerve roots injury and has huge prospects
in replacing epidural analgesia for postoperative analgesia.

Severe postoperative pain associated with lumbar spine
surgery is an important factor affecting the recovery of
patients. Current evidence demonstrated that implementing

Study or Subgroup
ESPB

Mean SD Total Mean SD Total Weight
Control

IV, Fixed, 95% CI
Std. mean difference

IV, Fixed, 95% CI
Eskin 2020 124.9 5.8 40 125 7.2 40 26.3%

17.1%
–0.02 [–0.45, 0.42]

Yu 2021 153.43 34.25 40 222.35 33.47 40 –2.02 [–2.56, –1.47]
Zhang J 2021 36.36 13.23 30 41.7 17.13 29 19.1% –0.35 [–0.86, 0.17]
Zhang Q 2021 24.5 23.82 30 36.56 34.09 30 19.3% –0.40 [–0.92, 0.11]
Zhang T 2020 17.29 3.36 30 37.79 6.09 30 6.0% –4.11 [–5.03, –3.20]
Zhu 2021 23.99 9.78 20 32.43 13.27 20 12.3% –0.71 [–1.35, –0.07]

–10 –5
Favours [ESPB] Favours [control]

0 5 10

Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: 𝜒2 =  87.37, df  =  5 (P  <  0.00001); I2 =  94%
Test for overall effect: Z  = 7.23 (P  <  0.00001)

190 189 100.0% –0.83 [–1.05, –0.60]

Std. mean difference

Figure 5: Forest plots of opioid consumption 48 hours after surgery.

Table 2: Secondary outcomes of RCTs included in meta-analysis.

Outcomes
Studies
include

RR or SMD
95% CI

p value for
statistical
significance

p value for
statistical

heterogeneity

I2 test for
heterogeneity

VAS/NRS scores at the PACU (at rest) 9 -1.86 (-2.59, -1.13) <0.01 <0.01 93%

VAS/NRS scores at the PACU
(on movement)

3 -1.31 (-2.14, -0.48) <0.01 <0.01 82%

VAS/NRS scores at 2 h (at rest) 7 -1.73 (-2.70, -0.75) <0.01 <0.01 95%

VAS/NRS scores at 2 h (on movement) 2 -1.88 (-4.04, 0.27) 0.09 <0.01 95%

VAS/NRS scores at 4 h (at rest) 8 -1.38 (-2.15, 0.61) <0.01 <0.01 94%

VAS/NRS scores at 4 h (on movement) 3 -1.20 (-2.31, -0.09) 0.03 <0.01 91%

VAS/NRS scores at 6 h (at rest) 8 -2.26 (-3.54, -0.99) <0.01 <0.01 96%

VAS/NRS scores at 6 h (on movement) 3 -8.24 (-13.40, -3.08) <0.01 <0.01 98%

VAS/NRS scores at 12 h (at rest) 9 -0.69 (-1.14, -0.24) <0.01 <0.01 83%

VAS/NRS scores at 12 h (on movement) 5 -3.21 (-5.67, -0.75) 0.02 <0.01 94%

VAS/NRS scores at 24 h (at rest) 14 -0.52 (-0.75, -0.29) <0.01 <0.01 66%

VAS/NRS scores at 24 h (on movement) 7 -1.05 (-1.94, -0.17) 0.02 <0.01 94%

VAS/NRS scores at 48 h (at rest) 7 -0.33 (-0.61, -0.06) 0.02 0.04 51%

VAS/NRS scores at 48 h (on movement) 5 -0.70 (-1.05, -0.35) <0.01 0.07 53%

Time to first rescue analgesic 9 4.87 (2.84, 6.90) <0.01 <0.01 98%

Intraoperative opioid consumption 8 -1.48 (-2.35, -0.6) <0.01 <0.01 94%

Number of patients rescue analgesia (n) 10 0.32 (0.13, 0.80) 0.02 <0.01 97%

PONV (postoperative nausea and vomiting) 13 0.35 (0.22, 0.55) <0.01 0.27 18%

The length of hospitalize 5 -1.80 (-3.21, -0.39) 0.01 <0.01 97%

Patient satisfaction 5 1.89 (1.03, 2.74) <0.01 <0.01 92%
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Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) programs after
lumbar spine surgery may improve functional recovery and
reduce the length of hospitalization, opioid consumption,
complications, and unplanned readmission rate [30]. Post-
operative analgesia is an important part of ERAS programs.
In recent years, the implementation of ESPB has been docu-
mented to exert an effective postoperative analgesic effect,
especially with ultrasound guidance [31–34]. Two recent
meta-analyses [35, 36] have demonstrated the efficacy of
ESPB for postoperative analgesia; however, they included
fewer randomized controlled trials, smaller sample sizes,
and significant heterogeneity in their results.

Herein, we demonstrated that ESPB reduced postopera-
tive opioid consumption, which objectively reflected the effi-
cacy of ESPB in postoperative analgesia. In this regard, ESPB
could significantly lower pain scores during the first postop-
erative 48 hours at rest and on movement, but not the post-
operative 2-hour pain score on movement. This finding may
be accounted for by a high dose of rescue analgesia adminis-
tered within 2 hours after surgery which lowered the pain
scores. Moreover, few trials have evaluated postoperative 2-
hour pain scores on movement. The traditional methods of
postoperative analgesia rely mainly on postoperative
opioid-based patient-controlled intravenous analgesia
(PCIA). However, patients may experience adverse reac-
tions, such as nausea and vomiting, dizziness, and constipa-
tion, while some patients even give up opioid-based PCIA.
Side effects caused by postoperative opioid consumption
lead to poor postoperative experience and low patient satis-
faction and are not conducive to rapid recovery [37]. Allevi-
ating acute postoperative pain is an important part of ERAS.
In this regard, we found that ESPB could significantly reduce
the length of hospitalization, which meets the requirements
of ERAS. In addition, reducing the incidence of PONV in
this patient population may improve satisfaction rates.

In recent years, ultrasound-guided ESPB has been
increasingly used during clinical practice, and most of the
trials (n = 14/15) included in our study used ultrasound-

guided ESPB. In one study where intraoperative freehand
bilateral ESPB was used [17], the authors documented sig-
nificant benefits in terms of postoperative opioid consump-
tion, time to first rescue analgesia, the number of rescue
analgesia, and postoperative length of hospital stay. Impor-
tantly, freehand ESPB was simpler and safer, reduced serious
complications, and did not require additional time to prepa-
ration compared with ultrasound-guided might provide a
new idea for analgesia after lumbar surgery.

In one [19] of the included studies, the effects of ESPB in
reducing the incidence of chronic pain after surgery were
investigated. However, fewer cases with postoperative
chronic pain were present in the ESPB group which could
explain for the absence of statistically significant difference.
However, in a pooled analysis of case reports by Viderman
and Sarria-Santamera [38], effective pain relief was reported
in 43 patients with documented chronic severe pain that
underwent ESPB, suggesting that ESPB may be a new
approach for the treatment of chronic pain.

The literature contains limited information on complica-
tions associated with ESPB. Tulgar et al. [39] reported bilat-
eral postoperative quadriceps weakness in a 29-year-old
patient that underwent bilateral ESPB for cesarean section
and myomectomy. To the best of our knowledge, no block-
related complications such as spinal nerve injury, lower
extremity sensory or motor dysfunction, local anesthetic
toxicity, and infection have been documented. Nonetheless,
high-quality multicenter studies with large sample sizes are
required to confirm the safety of ESPB.

This study has the following limitations. First, significant
heterogeneity in the ESPB procedure was observed as differ-
ent local anesthetics and methods were used in the included
studies to evaluate acute pain. Furthermore, opioid con-
sumption and pain scores were not presented as means
and standard deviation but as medians and interquartile
range or graphs. In addition, different types of opioids for
analgesia accounted for high interstudy heterogeneity, and
most of the outcomes had high heterogeneity. Moreover, a

0.5
–4 –2 0 2 4

SMD

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
SE (SMD)

Figure 6: Funnel plots detecting publication bias.
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relatively small number of studies were included, and their
quality was not high. In certain severe clinical situations
[40–46], the effectiveness and safety of ESPB still need to
be evaluated.

In conclusion, ESPB is effective and safe for postopera-
tive analgesia after lumbar spine surgery. ESPB can reduce
postoperative opioid consumption, improve patient satisfac-
tion, and shorten the length of hospitalization. However,
more high-quality trials are needed to substantiate our
findings.
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This study was aimed at investigating the ultrasound based on deep learning algorithm to evaluate the rehabilitation effect of
transumbilical laparoscopic single-site total hysterectomy on pelvic floor function in patients. The bilinear convolutional neural
network (BCNN) structure was constructed in the ultrasound imaging system. The spatial transformer network (STN) was
used to preserve image information. Two algorithms, BCNN-R and BCNN-S, were proposed to remove sensitive information
after ultrasonic image processing, and then, subtle features of the image were identified and classified. 80 patients undergoing
transumbilical laparoscopic single-site total hysterectomy in hospital were randomly divided into a control group and a
treatment group, with 40 cases in each group. In the control group, conventional ultrasound was used to assess the image of
pelvic floor function in patients undergoing laparoendoscopic single-site surgery (LESS); in the observation group, ultrasound
based on deep learning algorithm was used. The postoperative incision pain score, average postoperative anus exhaust time,
average hospital stay, and postoperative satisfaction of the two groups were evaluated, respectively. The highest accuracy of
constructed network BCNN-S was 88.98%; the highest recall rate of BCNN-R was 88.51%; the highest accuracy rate of BCNN-
R was 97.34%. The operation time, intraoperative blood loss, and exhaust time were similar between the two groups, and the
difference had no statistical significance (P > 0:05). The numerical rating scale (NRS) scores were compared, the observation
group had less pain, the difference between the two groups had statistical significance (P < 0:05), and the postoperative
recovery was good. The BCNN based on deep learning can realize the imaging of the uterus by ultrasound and realize the
evaluation of pelvic floor function, and the probability of pelvic floor dysfunction is small, which is worthy of clinical promotion.

1. Introduction

Pelvic floor disease is a degenerative lesion including urinary
incontinence and pelvic organ prolapse [1]. In the United
States, nearly 400,000 patients undergo surgery due to pelvic
floor dysfunction each year, and 300,000 cases occur during
hospitalization. Each year, 33% of women have different pel-
vic floor dysfunction (PFD) before the age of 60 and require
hysterectomy [2]. Hysterectomy is closely related to PFD,
which can improve the risk of postoperative pelvic floor dys-

function and affect the quality of life of patients [3]. The pel-
vic floor function of normal women mainly relies on intact
muscle strength, nerves, and ligaments. The interaction of
various organs allows the pelvic floor structure to reach a
normal dynamic balance state [4]. The hysterectomy can
damage the neural tissue, impair vascular nutrition, and
severely destroy important supporting structures such as
muscles, ligaments, fascia, and connective tissue [5, 6].
PDF in women is usually judged based on the patient’s clin-
ical symptoms as well as the corresponding examination
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results, and the examinations include finger pressure test,
urodynamic examination, and magnetic resonance imaging,
but these modalities have the disadvantage of poor repro-
ducibility and cannot comprehensively evaluate the pelvic
floor function of the anatomy for dynamic imaging, safety,
and repeated procedures [7, 8]. At present, transperineal pel-
vic floor ultrasound is increasingly loved by researchers to
evaluate the dynamic changes of pelvic floor function. Pelvic
floor ultrasound enables real-time observation of pelvic
anatomy and function and enables dynamic imaging, which
has become a major modality for assessing pelvic floor ultra-
sound [9, 10].

Transumbilical laparoendoscopic single-site surgery (TU-
LESS) is a surgical technique performed using surgical instru-
ments through the pore channel, mainly using the umbilicus
to place multiple operating pore channels as well as the oper-
ating platform of the laparoscope in the abdomen, which can
reduce abdominal infections caused by gastrointestinal tract
as well as transapproach surgery, with the characteristics of
mild pain, rapid recovery, no earthworm-like scar left in the
abdomen, safety, and minimal invasion. In this process, it
can also use the natural wrinkle site of the umbilicus to cover
the surgical incision, which can meet the requirements of
women for abdominal “scarless” cosmetology [11, 12]. Com-
pared with traditional multiport laparoscopy, TU-LESS is eas-
ier to perform in total hysterectomy, can shorten
gastrointestinal recovery time and postoperative ambulation
time, and can remove the uterus through a single port at the
umbilicus and through an approach in a manner similar to
“apple cutting.” “Chopstick effect” between instruments is
one reason for prolonged operation time [13, 14].

With the advantages of high sensitivity, noninvasion,
easy operation, and low cost of ultrasound imaging, real-
time three-dimensional (four-dimensional) ultrasound
imaging has become an effective diagnostic tool in imaging
systems in the 21st century [15]. Ultrasound is widely used
in obstetrics and gynecology without ionizing radiation,
cost-effective, and easy to approach, for example, abdominal
ultrasound, cardiovascular ultrasound, electrocardiogram,
and prenatal diagnostic ultrasound, but the presence of
pseudonoise in ultrasound imaging causes reduced imaging
quality and is also a challenge in ultrasound; relying only
on the experience of doctors, as well as the proficiency of
operators, there are significant differences in results in differ-
ent institutions as well as different ultrasound systems [16,
17]. This requires the use of advanced intelligent ultrasound
image analysis algorithms to intervene imaging quality.
Deep learning technology has made it successful for natural
image recognition in the construction of large-scale image
datasets, and high-resolution ultrasound imaging equip-
ment has accumulated many ultrasound image data, which
also makes deep learning possible for the auxiliary diagno-
sis of images [18, 19]. The bilinear convolutional neural
network (BCNN) enables a good classification of images
[20]. Yosinski et al. [21] pointed put when learning the
features of the underlying CNN that the CNN network
can get distinct features with increasing depth, and the
closer to the input end, the more specific information
the feature displays.

The ultrasonic transverse section of patients with total
hysterectomy was identified, and the BCNN was used to
identify the ultrasonic transverse section of the uterus.

The innovation is that the intelligent algorithm is used to
identify high resolutely the transverse section, and the
extracted features are fused, which is helpful to retain the
subtle features. It is hoped that it can provide reference for
ultrasound evaluation of pelvic floor function in patients
with transumbilical laparoscopic single-site total hysterec-
tomy and provide theoretical basis for clinical work.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects. Eighty patients admitted to hospital from June
2018 to June 2020 who underwent transumbilical laparo-
scopic single-site total hysterectomy were selected. The age
of the study subjects ranged from 32 to 50 years, with an
average of 42:5 ± 3:61 years and BMI of 23:67 ± 1:2 kg/m2.
There were 28 cases of uterine fibroids, 19 cases of endome-
trial lesions, and 33 cases of adenomyosis. The patients were
randomly divided into the control group (n = 40) and the
treatment group (n = 40) by random number table method.
There was no significant difference in basic information
between the two groups (P > 0:05). Preoperative gynecological
examination of the uteri was less than 4 months of gestation
with good range of motion, and the operation was completed
by the same physician. This study had been approved by the
ethics committee of the hospital, and the patients and their
families signed the informed consent form.

Inclusion criteria: patients with uterine fibroids or ade-
nomyosis diagnosed by routine cervical biopsy or cervical
liquid-based cytology before surgery; patients with complete
clinical data; patients without cervical malignant lesions or
uterine prolapse; patients without fertility requirements,
nonpregnant patients; patients without serious medical and
surgical diseases and a history of repeated surgery.

Exclusion criteria: patients who are allergic to the drugs
used; patients who are critically ill and unable to cooperate;
patients with chronic diseases such as heart, brain, liver,
and kidney; patients with mental diseases; patients with sys-
temic infection.

2.2. Treatment Methods. Ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus
was used. The intestinal tract of the patient with the probe
frequency of 4-8H was emptied, the patient laid on the
examination bed, and the probe coated with coupling agent
and covered with disposable film gloves was placed at the
perineum to clearly show the uterine condition. In the Val-
salva state and at rest, distance from the bladder neck to
the posteroinferior border of the pubic symphysis (BNSD),
distance from the external cervical orifice to the posteroin-
ferior border of the pubic symphysis (CSD), posterior ure-
throvesical angle (PUA), and bladder neck mobility and
the difference in the distance from the bladder neck to the
posteroinferior border of the pubic symphysis (BND) under
the maximum Valsalva state and at rest were compared
between two groups. For measurements in both states, all
data were measured in triplicate by 3 examining physicians
and then averaged.
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The patient was anesthetized by endotracheal intubation.
The bladder lithotomy position was taken, and the uterine
lifting device was placed. The patient’s posture was low head
and high foot. The longitudinal incision (about 10mm) was
made from the center of the umbilical to the lower edge of
the umbilical wheel, and then, the self-made operation plat-
form was implanted through the umbilicus. The external
diameter of 10mm and 5mm instruments and camera lens
were implanted at the finger end of the glove. After success-
fully entering the abdominal cavity, the pneumoperitoneum
was established, the pressure was 12-14 (mmHg), the
patient’s body position was adjusted to 30°, the head was
low, and the hip was high, so as to use the uterine lifting
device. The pelvic cavity was evaluated by laparoscopy.
Bipolar electrocoagulation was used to shorten the isthmus
of the fallopian tube, the round ligament of the uterus, and
the inherent ligament of the ovary, and then, the broad liga-
ments in the anterior and posterior parts and the peritoneal
reflection of the bladder were opened, respectively. Bipolar
electrocoagulation of bilateral uterine arteries and veins
was performed. The cervical stump 1-10# absorption suture
was selected to stop bleeding, and the uterus was removed at
vertebral body and parallelly at the isthmus above the uter-
ine vascular suture. After cervical reduction, the tract
mucosa and pelvic peritoneum were sutured. Before the
end of the operation, the pelvic wound was examined, and
repeated washing was performed to stop bleeding. After
incision suture, the operation ended.

Hardware platform: Ubuntu 16.04 operating system,
deep learning framework is Pytorch-1.2.0. Python 3.6 is the
development language, memory 128GB, central processor
is IntelXeon (R) Silver 4110CPU@2.10GHz×32, and image
processor is NVIDIA 1080Ti.

2.3. Observation Indicators. The intraoperative blood loss,
postoperative pain score, postoperative fever, postoperative
exhaust time, conversion operation, and operation time were
recorded.

Pain degree: numerical rating scale (NRS) score was used
(Table 1).

2.4. BCNN Structure. The BCNN structure is shown in
Figure 1. In this algorithm, after optimizing the minimum
loss, the two networks supervised each other, and it did
not require a lot of time to adjust the parameters. Finally,
the accurate recognition results were obtained. The parallel
network of CNN Stream A and CNN Stream B extracted
the cross-sectional features with high recognition in the
input network image. The features extracted by CNN Stream
A and CNN Stream B were fused, which helped to identify
subtle features.

The image processing technology of deep learning used
superimposing multiple convolutions to obtain image char-
acteristics and then used multilayer perceptron to classify
them. In clinical practice, the standard constrained deep net-
work was used to realize the transverse section of ultrasound
imaging. The doctor needed to spend a lot of experience in
finding the horizontal transverse section during the exami-
nation, which was particularly important to have a standard

access that can accurately identify the transverse section of
the uterus. BCNN-S and BCNN-R were proposed to identify
the transverse section of uterine ultrasound. First, image
processing was performed, then the high transverse section
was identified, and finally the features were fused. After
obtaining the subtle features, the identification and classifi-
cation were performed, and finally, the accurate identifica-
tion of the horizontal direction of the transverse section of
uterus was obtained.

The algorithm was optimized. The initial learning effi-
ciency was set to 1, the weight attenuation was set to 1e − 5
, the momentum attenuation was set to 0.9, and the learning
rate of each epoch was multiplied by 0.1. The gradient was
updated after algorithm optimization, which was more sta-
ble and smoother. The default parameters can make the
model reach a stable level (Table 2).

2.5. Space Conversion Module. Through the attention mech-
anism, the space transformer networks (STN) can convert
the spatial information in the original image to another
space to retain key information. The spatial transformer
(ST) was proposed. The spatial domain information in the
image is transformed to extract key information. The trained
STN can find out the areas that need to be concerned in the
image information. ST has the function of scaling and rota-
tion. The local information of the image can be extracted by
transformation. ST module is input to the existing network
structure. The model input equation is shown as follows.

Q ∈ RH×W×C: ð1Þ

W represents the width, H represents the height of the
output tensor of the upper layer, and C represents the chan-
nel. Different convolution kernels and basic three channels
of the image produce different channel information. The
input image enters the double-stream route, and the trans-
formed image is obtained through matrix change.

V ′ ∈ RH×W×C: ð2Þ

V ′ represents the transformed image features, and the
positioning network learns a set of parameters ϴ. This
parameter generates a sampling signal through the parame-
ters of the grid generator, which is essentially the transfor-
mation of the matrix image.

The sampling matrix generated by STN can extract the
key information in the original image. One is the sampling
matrix for scaling and rotation transformation, and the

Table 1: NRS.

Score Symptoms

0 Painless

1-3 Mild pain, sleep unaffected

4-6 Moderate pain, sleep affected

7-10 Severe pain, sleep affected seriously
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other is the unit matrix, which is expressed as follows.
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ϴ matrix is the corresponding sampling matrix. This
module can identify the key information of the module on
the upper layer. It is also a matrix that can be differentiated.
It uses the kernel function to represent the complex change
information.
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T is the conversion kernel function, B represents the
information before conversion, and V represents the infor-
mation after conversion.

Classification network has strong feature representation
ability and good recognition ability for conventional images.
In target recognition, the difference between different targets
is very small, but it is not ideal to classify directly in conven-
tional images. In the debugging of fine-grained classification
network, the loss measurement function is introduced.
There will be three weight shared networks q, m, and s when
three samples are input each time. The accumulated three
network outputs obtain the loss, and in addition to the use
of softmax loss function, the three characteristic outputs
constitute the Triplet loss.

F = λsFs qð Þ + 1 − qð ÞFt q,m, sð Þ: ð5Þ

FsðqÞ represents the loss obtained by the softmax loss
function, which represents the overall category information
of the image so that the network can be optimized to the real
category. Ftðq,m, sÞ belongs to the Triplet error of three sub
networks f qs, f ms, f ss with shared parameters. In order to
increase the recognition ability of the same category and dif-
ferent samples of the network, the distance between classes is

Linear classifyPreprocess

Input

Feature fusion

CNN stream B

CNN stream A

Figure 1: BCNN structure.

Table 2: BCNN parameters.

Layer name Kernel Layer name Kernel

BCNN-R BCNN-S

Conv 1 7 × 7, 64, stride 2 Conv 1

Block 1

1 × 1, 64

Fire 1-3

1 × 1, 3 × 3, 64
3 × 3, 64 1 × 1, 3 × 3, 64
1 × 1,256 1 × 1, 3 × 3, 256

Block 2

1 × 1,128

Fire 4-7

1 × 1, 3 × 3, 256
3 × 3,128 1 × 1, 3 × 3, 384
1 × 1,512 1 × 1, 3 × 3, 512

Block 3

1 × 1,256
1 × 1, 3 × 3, 5123 × 3,256

1 × 1, 1024

Block 4

1 × 1,512

Fire 8

2 × 2, maxpool, stride 2

3 × 3,512 1 × 1, 3 × 3,512
1 × 1, 2048

Pool Outer product
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calculated. The two loss functions restrict each other, and
the performance of the model is significantly improved.

When detecting the target, CNN can train through the
object frame and component annotation in the fine-
grained training image, including object head detection,
fine-grained object level detection, and trunk detection. Ideal
object detection results can be obtained by using position
geometric constraints.

After the residual attention module can strengthen the
attention and image features, the features are input into
the next module at the same time. The Wi, cðxÞ function
represents different functions and has different attention
domains. The equation is as follows.

W1 xi,cð Þ = 1
1 + exp −xi,cð Þ , ð6Þ

W2 xi,cð Þ = xi,c
xik k , ð7Þ

W3 xi,cð Þ = 1
1 + exp − xi,c −meancð Þ/stdcð Þ : ð8Þ

W1 indicates that the Sigmoid function directly activates
the image feature tensor,W2 indicates that the image feature
tensor is globally averaged and pooled to obtain channel
domain attention, and W3 indicates the average number of
Sigmoid functions activating the image feature tensor to
obtain spatial domain attention.

2.6. Performance Evaluation Indicators. Reasonable evalua-
tion of performance indicators can effectively evaluate the
performance of the algorithm. The cross section of ultra-
sonic image is evaluated as a binary classification problem.
The prediction category and real category of the model are
divided into true negative (TN), false positive (FP), true pos-
itive (TP), and false negative (FN).

The accuracy calculation is shown in Equation (9). The
higher the accuracy of classification, the better the perfor-
mance of the algorithm. Precision refers to the proportion
of TP in all samples predicted to be positive. Recall indicates
the proportion of samples predicted to be positive in positive
samples. When the recall rate and accuracy rate are high, the
average will be higher. If one of them is low, it will lower the
average, and its value will be close to the low number, as
shown in Equation (12).

Accuracy = TP + FN
TP + FP + TN + FN

, ð9Þ

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, ð10Þ

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, ð11Þ

F1 =
2PR
P + R

: ð12Þ

It is required to make evaluation on the overall mean
Intersection over Union (mIoU) and mean Dice of graph.

mIoU predicts the intersection of the target area and the real
target area. The higher the value of mIoU, the higher the
correlation. mDICE is used to calculate the similarity
between two samples. It is a geometric similarity measure-
ment function. GT in Equation (14) denotes the true region,
and Pre denotes the predicted region.

IOU =
GT ∩ Pre
GT + Pre

, ð13Þ

DICE =
2 GT ∩ Prej j
GTj j + Prej j : ð14Þ

The experimental environment hardware: platform
memory (RAM) is 128GB, the image processor (GPU) is
NVIDIA 1080Ti ×2, the central processing unit (CPU) is
Intel Xeon®Silver4110 CPU@2.10GHz ×32, and the operat-
ing system is Ubuntu 16.04. The deep learning framework is
Pytorch1.2.2, and Python 3.6 is selected as the development
language.

2.7. Statistical Methods. The database of all data was estab-
lished by Excel, and SPSS 19.0 statistical software was
adopted. Measurement data were expressed as mean ±
standard deviation (�x ± s), enumeration data were analyzed
by the χ2 test, and enumeration data were expressed as per-
centage (%). P < 0:05 was considered to indicate a significant
difference.

3. Results

3.1. Training and Test Data Results. In this study, 3619 ultra-
sound images were obtained from the public dataset HC18
and the self-built dataset JFU19 after preprocessing, which
were divided into training set and data set according to a
certain proportion, and a certain number of training sets
were drawn to evaluate the model, it was shown the model
had a good recognition effect, and the three positions of hor-
izontal, vertical, and right-angle lines were trained, respec-
tively, and the results are shown in Figure 2. The test of
the training set revealed that the model showed a good
performance.

3.2. Parameter Information of BCNN. In this study, BCNN-R
and BCNN-S feature images were extracted to analyze the
performance of the algorithm. The resulting feature is shown
in Figure 3. The feature image has distinct activation regions,
which also indicates that there are many features that can be
used for network identification and classification. Compared
with BCNN-S B, BCNN-R A has more activated regions,
which also obtains more identification ability. The ultrasound
image in Figure 3(c) has more noise and reverberation than
that in Figure 3(d). BCNN-R has a more complex structure
and is inevitably subjected to a lot of noise.

3.3. Algorithm Performance Comparison. Comparing the
algorithm performance of BCNN-R and BCNN-S with that
in References [22–24], the highest accuracy of BCNN-S
was 88.98%, followed by 85.62% of BCNN-R. BCNN-R
had the highest recall rate of 88.51%, followed by BCNN-S
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of 87.54%; the highest accuracy of BCNN-R was 97.34%,
followed by 91.67% of BCNN-S (Figure 4).

3.4. Experimental Results of Semantic Segmentation. In order
to explore the change of the algorithm with epoch and the
performance of the algorithm in ultrasonic image segmenta-
tion, the mIoU and mDICE evaluation indexes were ana-
lyzed. The results were as follows. Compared with mIoU
and mDICE in Reference [24], mIoU and mDICE in BCNN
had higher convergence performance, which can increase
the robustness of the network to a certain extent and inhibit
overfitting (Figure 5).

3.5. Ultrasound Results. The ultrasound parameters BNSD,
CSD, PUA, bladder neck mobility, and BND under the max-
imum Valsalva state and at rest were compared between the
two groups. It had a reduced BNSD under Valsalva state
compared with that under at rest (Table 3).

3.6. Comparison of Surgical Conditions. The operation time,
NRS score, intraoperative blood loss, and exhaust time of the
two groups were compared. The operation time, intraoper-
ative blood loss, and exhaust time of the two groups were

similar, and the difference was not statistically significant
(P > 0:05). In the NRS score, the pain of the observation
group was mild, and the difference was significant
(P < 0:05) (Table 4).

3.7. Comparison of Hospitalization Time and Satisfaction.
The satisfaction score of the observation group was 5:32 ±
0:16, and that of the control group was 4:96 ± 0:21. The hos-
pitalization time of the observation group was 6:72 ± 2:32
days, and that of the control group was 8:13 ± 2:18 days.
The difference between the groups was statistically signifi-
cant (P < 0:05) (Figure 6).

3.8. Postoperative Comparison. Abdominal infection, hema-
toma, incision bleeding, and incision infection did not occur
in both groups after operation, and the patients recovered
well. However, in the control group, one patient had active
bleeding in the umbilical region after operation, and the
dressing became dry after hemostasis with pressurized sand.
The incidence of fever in the observation group was 1 case
(2.5%), and that in the control group was 3 cases (7.5%).
The fever rate in the control group was significantly higher
than that in the observation group (P < 0:05) (Figure 7).
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Figure 2: The comparison results between training set and test set. (a) The processing results of the public dataset HC8 for ultrasonic
images. (b) The processing results of JFU19 for ultrasonic images.
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B D

Figure 3: BCNN-R and BCNN-S feature images. (a) The activation region shown in the BCNN-R feature image. (b) The activation region
shown in the BCNN-S feature image. (c) The activation process of region classification by BCNN-R feature map. (d) The activation process
of region classification by BCNN-S feature image.
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Figure 4: Performance comparison of algorithms. (a) Comparison results of four algorithms in accuracy. (b) Comparison results of four
algorithms in recall. (c) Comparison results of four algorithms in precision.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison of algorithms. (a) The comparison between BCNN and UnetcsE algorithm in mDICE. (b) The
comparison between BCNN and UnetcsE algorithm in mIoU.

Table 3: Result comparison between the two groups under at rest and Valsalva state.

Group Number BNSD CSD PUA BND

Observation group At rest 25:34 ± 3:12 31:87 ± 2:31 101:3 ± 8:41 7:12 ± 3:8

Valsalva state 19:87 ± 4:5 32:7 ± 3:18 121:87 ± 12:6 8:7 ± 1:31

Control group At rest 22:87 ± 2:8 31:87 ± 2:31 98:5 ± 7:86 6:1 ± 4:3

Valsalva state 18:17 ± 2:31 30:87 ± 3:17 119:7 ± 9:38 8:67 ± 2:2
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4. Discussion

Total hysterectomy is a relatively common gynecological
surgery. After hysterectomy, the whole physiological state
and overall structure of pelvic floor will change, which may
produce PDF. Female pelvic floor is intricate, and it is
important to find a noninvasive, reproducible, and simple
diagnostic method for assessing pelvic floor function. With
the rapid development of surgical abdominal surgery, LESS,
with the natural approach, is widely used in clinical practice
and is easier to understand and accept for some gynecologi-
cal patients who meet the surgical criteria [25]. Compared
with traditional hysterectomy, laparoendoscopic single-site
total hysterectomy reduced hospital stay and postoperative

blood loss, the two groups of patients had similar operation
time, intraoperative blood loss, and exhaust time, and the
difference had no statistical significance (P > 0:05); in the
NRS score, the pain of the observation group was mild,
and the difference had statistical significance (P < 0:05).
Chung [26] compared single-site laparoscopic total hysterec-
tomy with conventional laparoscopic total hysterectomy,
there was no difference in pain scores between the two
groups, and the operation time was significantly longer in
single-site laparoscopic total hysterectomy group. In the
observation group, intelligent algorithm was added in the
ultrasound imaging, and there was no significant difference
in the operation time. One patient had active bleeding at
the umbilicus after surgery, and the dressing became dry
after hemostasis with pressurized sand.

Ultrasonic technique of the BCNN model based on deep
learning is accurate for evaluating pelvic floor function. Yu
et al. [27] evaluated the effect of laparoscopic hysterectomy
based on artificial intelligence imaging; ultrasound imaging
based on ISCB algorithm can high-quality display the pelvic
floor structure of patients undergoing total laparoscopic hys-
terectomy, improve the diagnostic rate of doctors, accelerate
postoperative rehabilitation of patients, reduce postoperative
pain, and improve patient satisfaction. In this experiment,
BCNN-S had the highest accuracy of 88.98%; BCNN-R
had the highest recall of 88.51%; and BCNN-R had the high-
est precision of 97.34%. The proposed algorithm shows high
convergence performance in ultrasonic image segmentation.
This experiment also shows that the intelligent algorithm of
deep learning can effectively improve the efficacy of hyster-
ectomy patients. Compared with mIoU and mDICE in

Table 4: Comparison of surgical conditions.

Group Number Operation time (min) NRS cores Exhaust time (h) Intraoperative blood loss (ml)

Observation group 40 87:4 ± 9:76 1:87 ± 0:31∗ 30:3 ± 2:41 112:1 ± 10:8

Control group 40 80:1 ± 8:3 2:29 ± 0:15 32:5 ± 1:86 153:1 ± 18:3
P >0.05 <0.05 >0.05 >0.05
Note: ∗compared with the control group, P < 0:05.
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Reference [24], mIoU and mDICE in BCNN had higher
convergence performance, which can increase the robust-
ness of the network to a certain extent and inhibit
overfitting.

5. Conclusion

Eighty patients undergoing transumbilical single-site laparo-
scopic total hysterectomy in hospital were randomly divided
into the treatment group and the control group to investi-
gate the efficacy and safety of ultrasound based on deep
learning for pelvic floor function in patients undergoing
LESS. Ultrasound technology can be used to dynamically
observe the anatomy of female pelvic floor organs; ultra-
sound technology of BCNN model based on deep learning
has no significant toxic and side effects, with higher accuracy
for evaluating the pelvic floor function. The incidence of pel-
vic floor dysfunction after hysterectomy is small, and atten-
tion should be paid to pelvic floor disorders and the image of
sexual function during surgery, which is more conducive to
the recovery of physical and mental health and normal life
of patients. There are some shortcomings, due to the limita-
tion of time, there is a lack of long-term follow-up, so long-
term follow-up to patients is needed at a later stage to fur-
ther verify the long-term efficacy. It is believed that it can
provide some ideas and experimental support for the recov-
ery of pelvic floor function in patients undergoing LESS.
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Objective. To study the optimum entry point and trajectory for anterior transpedicular root screw (ATPRS) placement into the
lower cervical spine (LCS), so as to provide a basis for clinical application. Methods. A retrospective analysis of cervical CT
images of patients who underwent cervical CT examination in the Spinal Surgery of Ningbo No. 6 Hospital from January 2020
to August 2021 was conducted. The data were obtained and modeled. On the coronal plane, the vertebral body (VB) between
the anterior midline of cervical vertebral segments C3-7 and the left P line (by drawing the line parallel to the anterior midline
of the VB at the intersection of the anterior edge of the Luschka’s joint and the upper endplate) was equally divided into 9
zones (a-i). The ideal entry point and path of cervical ATPRS were designed and recorded. Additionally, 7 cadaveric specimens
were selected, and the screw placement parameters were regenerated according to the above methods for screw placement.
Results. Zone i of each segment, with the longest screw length, was the best area for screw placement. In all patients, the
horizontal angles of vertebrae C3-7 in zones a, d, and g, zones b, e, and h, and zones c, f, and i showed a gradually decreasing
trend. The sagittal angle range of C3-7 in all patients showed a gradually increasing trend in zones a-c, d-f, and g-i. The
distance from the anterior midline of C3-7 to the P line increased in all patients, and the distance was longer in males than in
females, with statistical significance. Pedicle screws were successfully inserted in all the 7 cadaveric specimens. Conclusions.
ATPRS placement can be used for LCS internal fixation, and the precise screw placement parameters can be simulated by the
software, which provides theoretical basis for its future clinical application.

1. Introduction

The change of lifestyle in modern society has driven the con-
tinuously rising incidence of cervical spine injury (CSI), with
degenerative diseases, trauma, and infection of the lower cer-
vical spine (LCS) frequently occurring in the anterior col-
umn of the vertebral body (VB) [1, 2]. Clinically, surgical
treatment is mainly adopted to relieve spinal cord and nerve
root compression, restore the normal sequence and physio-
logical curvature of cervical spine (CS), and rebuild the sta-
bility of CS. Anterior cervical decompression and fusion is
a common method to treat lower cervical diseases [3, 4],
most of which are fixed with unicortical cervical vertebral
screws, with a good fixation effect for patients with single-

level cervical diseases. However, a combination of anterior
and posterior surgery is usually required for those with
single-level three-column injury or multilevel anterior com-
pression treated by anterior vertebral screws, with anterior
surgery for decompression and posterior surgery for fixa-
tion. However, the biomechanical stability of traditional
anterior cervical plate and screw fixation is not satisfactory
[5, 6]. Although posterior pedicle screws or lateral mass
screws can provide sufficient stability for patients with mul-
tilevel internal fixation, this procedure undoubtedly
lengthens the operative time of patients and increases surgi-
cal trauma, complications, and costs [7–9].

There are two anterior cervical internal fixation
methods: vertebral screws, which are widely used in clinical
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practice, and pedicle screws, which are limited by difficulty
in screw placement [10, 11]. Therefore, how to achieve the
dual purpose of decompression and fixation at the same time
in LCS surgery through anterior approach has become a
research hotspot in recent years. As an alternative, the
anterior transpedicular screw (ATPS) technique, applied
clinically by Aramomi et al. [12], has gradually been exten-
sively used for cervical stabilization due to the combination
of the advantages of anterior approach with superior biome-
chanical properties of cervical pedicle fixation [10, 13, 14]. In
general, pedicle fixation is considered risky because of the
anatomical relationship of the cervical pedicle, which is close
to important structures such as vertebral arteries, spinal
cord, and nerve roots [15, 16].

Therefore, precise screw insertion is the key to successful
clinical application of ATPS. Under this circumstance, we
proposed a novel anterior screw technique called anterior
transpedicular root screws (ATPRSs) for anterior cervical
arch foundation, which is also the novelty of this study. At
the same time, due to ethnic anatomical differences, there
are limited anatomical and imaging studies related to this
technique in China. Thus, the motivation of this paper is
to study and measure the applied anatomy and CT of the
lower cervical vertebra from the anterior approach, in order
to provide anatomical and imaging-related parameters for
ATPRS implantation in the LCS.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. General Information of Samples Collected In Vivo. Cervi-
cal CT images of patients undergoing cervical CT examina-
tion in the Spinal Surgery of Ningbo No. 6 Hospital from
January 2020 to August 2021 were collected. Inclusion cri-
teria: Adult patients who visited Spinal Surgery and under-
went cervical CT examination, with no obvious LCS
deformity or history of cervical surgery (to eliminate the
measurement error caused by the interference of surgery or
internal fixation), and complete imaging data were enrolled.
Exclusion criteria: Patients with fracture, deformity, tumor,
and obvious degeneration or previous cervical surgery his-
tory were excluded, as well as those aged under 25 or over
70. According to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 39
patients were finally enrolled, including 22 males and 17
females, with an age range of 28-66 years (mean: 39:3 ± 8:9
). This study was approved by the hospital Ethics Committee
(Ethics Number: NBU-2021-021). Because of the retrospec-
tive nature of this study, the requirement for informed con-
sent was waived.

2.2. Model Reconstruction. The original CS CT data of 39
patients in Dicom format were imported into the Mimic
17.0 software (Mimics 17.0, Materialize, Belgium) for analy-
sis. After reading CT sequence images, the threshold value of
CS was selected to obtain the original mask. Then, three-
dimensional (3D) reconstruction was performed to establish
3D images of vertebrae C3-7 successively through multilayer
mask processing. After smoothing and triangular patch (Tri-
Patch) trimming, the complete 3D images of vertebrae C3-7
were obtained and saved.

2.3. Virtual Screw Placement and Data Measurement. In
order to avoid measurement biases caused by subjective fac-
tors of the gauger, all the following data were repeatedly
measured by two researchers skilled in the operation of
mimics software, and the measured data results were aver-
aged as the final data.

The retrieved 3D images of C3-7 levels were displayed
with the highest transparency to establish contour lines.
On the coronal plane, a line parallel to the anterior midline
of the VB at the intersection of the anterior edge of the Lus-
chka’s joint (uncovertebral joint, UVJ) and the superior end-
plate was made, which is called the P line, and the VB
between the anterior midline of the C3-7 levels to the left P
line was evenly divided into 9 zones (a-i), by referring to
our previous study [17]. Then, a cylinder with a diameter
of 3.5mm was drawn by MEDcad module instead of screws
for simulation of screw placement. Pedicle screw placement:
After transparentizing the 3D reconstruction of the VB, the
posterior wall of the VB was used as a reference to make it
perpendicular to the screen, with the overlap of the upper
and lower edges of the posterior wall of the VB and no lat-
eral inclination as the standard. Then, the VB was restrained.
The transverse distance of the vertebral canal was used to
locate the central line of the VB, and the horizontal vertical
line perpendicular to the central line was established by the
anterior edge of the VB. The VB was then rotated to show
its sagittal view. Then, the posterior wall of the VB was made
perpendicular to the lower edge of the screen, and the pro-
jection line of the posterior wall was overlapped and con-
strained again to make a vertical line perpendicular to the
center line. The horizontal, coronal, and sagittal planes of
the VB were determined by the principle of two lines deter-
mining one side through the center line, the horizontal ver-
tical line, and the vertical line. In the viewing window, the
VB was set to a horizontal plane in which the VB was rotated
so that the pedicle was perpendicular to the lower edge of the
screen to facilitate screw placement. The cylinder was moved
slowly to ensure that it was embedded in the vertebra. Fine-
tuning was performed in sagittal, coronal, and horizontal
windows to make the simulated screw placement in the best
position. That is, the head of the screw was located at the
intersection of the posterolateral edge of the VB and the axis
of the pedicle on the horizontal plane and at the lower edge
of the pedicle on the sagittal position. The caudal end of the
screw was located at the center point of 9 zones equally
divided between the midline of the anterior edge of VB
and the left P line. The method of bilateral screw implanta-
tion was consistent.

Through the measurement module of the Mimics soft-
ware, the measurement file was established to determine
the position and length of the screw. The horizontal plane
angle (α), sagittal plane angle (β) of the anterior pedicle
screw, and the distance from the midline of anterior edge
of VB to the P line were measured. Related data of each
VB was recorded using the Excel software.

2.4. Nailing of Cadaveric Specimens. Seven adult cervical ver-
tebra specimens treated with formaldehyde were selected,
including 4 males and 3 females aged from 29 to 58 years
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(mean: 43:7 ± 10:1). After eliminating bone defects, defor-
mities, and obvious degeneration by CT examination, the
soft tissue in front of the cervical VB was gradually and thor-
oughly removed, the prevertebral fascia was incised, and the
VB was exposed, with the strip width to the bilateral UVJs.
The prepared specimens were refrigerated at -20°C and
taken out 24 hours before the formal experiment.

Seven CS specimens were randomly numbered and
scanned by CT, and the related parameters were measured
by the Mimics software in the same way as adult CS CT
images. After thawing the specimen at room temperature
and fully exposing the VB and other bone structures, the
screws were gradually inserted under the guidance of C-
arm X-ray machine and Kirschner wires, and ATPRS were
placed under X-ray fluoroscopy. Subsequently, the screw tra-
jectory was observed to determine whether the screw was
located in the bone. After confirming that the upper wall
of the channel and the left and right lateral walls were not
damaged, the safety of screw placement was reconfirmed
by anteroposterial-lateral fluoroscopy. Following screw
placement, a CT scan was performed to determine the posi-
tion of the screw and whether the screw was inserted safe
and effective. Also, the specimen was dissected along the
screw with a pendulum saw to check whether the screw pen-
etrated the bone surface or damaged the surrounding struc-
ture, and the screw trajectory was observed.

2.5. Statistical Processing. Statistical analysis was made by
SPSS 22.0 (IBM, NY, USA). Mean ± SD was used to indicate
the measurement data of normal distribution, and an inde-
pendent samples t-test was performed. For the intragroup
comparison of screw placement zones, a paired sample
t-test was used. A significance level of two-tailed α = 0:05
was used in all analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Screw Lengths in Each Zone of Cervical Levels C3-7. After
software simulation of screw placement, it was found that
the APSs could be placed at the cervical levels C3-7 in all

patients. The optimal areas were screw lengths over 22mm
for males and 20mm for females, as shown in Table 1.

3.2. Horizontal Angles of APSs in Each Zone of Cervical
Levels C3-7. The screw horizontal angles of all patients are
shown in Table 2. The horizontal angle differed significantly
between males and females at different cervical levels
(P < 0:05). However, no significant difference was present
in angles between zones a, d, and g of C3-7 segments in all
patients (P > 0:05). Nor was there any obvious difference
in the horizontal angle between zones b, e, and h and zones
c, f, and i (P > 0:05), all of which showed a decreasing trend
in the angle.

3.3. Sagittal Plane Angles of APSs in Each Region of Cervical
Levels C3-7. The sagittal angle showed significant differences
between male and female at different cervical levels (P < 0:05).
However, there was no significant difference in the angle
between zones a, b, and c of C3-7 segments in all patients
(P > 0:05). Also, zones d, e, and f were not evidently different
from zones g, h, and i in the sagittal angle (P > 0:05), all of
which showed an increasing trend (see Table 3).

3.4. Distance from Midline of Anterior Edge to P Line at
Cervical Vertebra C3-7. As shown in Table 4, from C3 to
C7, the distance from the anterior midline of the VB to the
P line increased gradually, with that of C7 being the longest
and a distance shorter in females than in males (P < 0:05).
Subsequently, screw placement was carried out on cadaveric
specimens according to simulated nail placement parame-
ters, which proved the feasibility of nail placement, as shown
in Figure 1.

4. Discussion

At present, anterior CS plate fixation is widely used, in
which 13-15mm vertebral mono- or bicortical screws are
mostly used as the fixation screws, with better fixation
strength for patients undergoing single-level surgery [18].
However, for senile osteoporosis patients and those with cer-
vical multilevel decompression, this procedure can easily

Table 1: Comparison of screw lengths in different levels and zones of cervical vertebrae (cm).

C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
Male

(n = 22)
Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

a 18:1 ± 0:7 17:0 ± 1:1∗ 18:7 ± 1:0 17:9 ± 1:1∗ 18:9 ± 1:3 18:2 ± 1:0 20:5 ± 0:8 19:3 ± 1:1∗ 22:2 ± 1:3 20:9 ± 1:0∗

b 19:2 ± 0:8 18:3 ± 0:8∗ 20:0 ± 1:0 19:1 ± 0:7∗ 20:3 ± 0:6 19:4 ± 0:6∗ 22:2 ± 1:2 20:4 ± 1:1∗ 23:4 ± 1:0 22:3 ± 1:3∗

c 20:5 ± 0:7 19:3 ± 0:6∗ 21:1 ± 0:9 20:5 ± 0:5∗ 21:6 ± 0:8 20:3 ± 1:0∗ 23:0 ± 0:9 21:9 ± 1:1∗ 24:7 ± 0:9 23:0 ± 0:7∗

d 18:5 ± 1:0 17:3 ± 1:2∗ 19:1 ± 1:0 18:0 ± 0:7∗ 19:5 ± 1:2 18:3 ± 1:0∗ 21:2 ± 1:4 19:5 ± 1:2∗ 22:3 ± 1:4 21:0 ± 1:1∗

e 19:8 ± 1:1 18:4 ± 0:8∗ 20:7 ± 1:1 19:4 ± 1:0∗ 20:9 ± 0:7 19:5 ± 1:3∗ 22:4 ± 1:4 20:8 ± 1:0∗ 24:0 ± 0:9 22:6 ± 1:2∗

f 20:8 ± 0:7 19:3 ± 1:1∗ 21:4 ± 1:1 20:5 ± 0:9∗ 21:8 ± 1:3 20:7 ± 0:9∗ 23:1 ± 1:3 21:9 ± 0:5∗ 25:0 ± 0:8 23:5 ± 0:9∗

g 20:2 ± 0:5 18:9 ± 1:1∗ 20:3 ± 0:8 19:0 ± 0:8∗ 21:1 ± 1:0 19:4 ± 1:0∗ 22:4 ± 1:1 20:3 ± 0:9∗ 23:8 ± 1:5 22:4 ± 0:8∗

h 21:5 ± 1:1 19:7 ± 0:9∗ 21:7 ± 0:8 20:1 ± 1:2∗ 22:4 ± 0:9 20:8 ± 0:5∗ 23:8 ± 1:2 21:5 ± 0:9∗ 25:1 ± 1:1 23:6 ± 1:4∗

i 22:4 ± 0:8 20:6 ± 1:2∗ 23:1 ± 0:8 21:2 ± 1:0∗ 23:5 ± 0:8 21:7 ± 1:1∗ 24:9 ± 1:1 22:6 ± 0:8∗ 26:2 ± 1:1 24:7 ± 0:7∗

Notes: ∗P < 0:05 vs. male.
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lead to loosening of internal fixation. Currently, there is no
relatively stable and reliable fixation method in clinical prac-
tice [19]. Biomechanical studies have shown that the pedicle
is the toughest part of the vertebrae, and its cortical bone is
cylindrical with a small amount of cancellous bone in the
middle. This structure has a good holding force on screws,
and the stability provided by pedicle screw fixation is obvi-
ously better than that provided by anterior cervical locking
plate system, posterior spinous process wire fixation, and
transarticular plate/screw fixation [19–22]. Due to the spe-
cial anatomical characteristics of the pedicle of the LCS,
any deviation during the operation will cause serious conse-
quences. If the screw path is too high, it is easy to damage
the nerve root, while too internal a screw path is prone to
spinal cord injury; if the screw path is too lateral, it can easily
damage the vertebral artery [23]. As the application of ante-
rior cervical pedicle screw internal fixation technology is still
in its initial stage, there have been no reports of injury of
arterial spinal cord and nerve roots or failure of internal fix-
ation. Similar to posterior cervical pedicle screw fixation,
anterior pedicle screw fixation has the risk of complications
such as damage to vertebral artery spinal cord and nerve

roots, as well as complications such as hoarseness, esopha-
geal injury, cerebrospinal fluid leakage, and internal fixation
failure caused by traditional anterior surgery [24, 25]. At the
same time, most scholars believe that successful pedicle
screw placement depends on three factors [26], namely, the
location of the entry point, the appropriate placement angle
in the transverse and sagittal planes, and the appropriate
screw diameter and length. Hence, precise measurement of
parameters related to these elements becomes the key to
ensuring surgical success.

In this study, the Mimics software is used to carry out 3D
reconstruction with CT images to realize simulation opera-
tion and 3D measurement. The simulation of screw place-
ment can be repeated in the software, which is helpful to
the study of the best entry area and trajectory of screw place-
ment. The basic research of anterior pedicle screw placement
using the Mimics software involves the question of reliability
in comparison with the real thing. The samples included in
the research were 3D models reconstructed by CT scanning.
Although there is a certain difference between the surface
treatment and the real object, there is no distortion in the
angle; moreover, this technology is a CT scan orientation,

Table 2: Comparison of horizontal angles of screws in different segments and regions (°).

C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
Male

(n = 22)
Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

a 45:4 ± 5:1 43:5 ± 2:8 45:2 ± 3:2 43:1 ± 3:5 44:0 ± 3:8 40:5 ± 2:4∗ 43:4 ± 3:2 42:8 ± 3:3 45:7 ± 4:0 43:7 ± 4:1
b 41:1 ± 3:2 38:6 ± 2:8∗ 39:4 ± 2:9 35:0 ± 3:4∗ 36:4 ± 2:3 35:2 ± 3:8 36:4 ± 2:5 35:2 ± 3:0 38:5 ± 2:5 35:7 ± 4:2∗

c 34:1 ± 3:1 31:7 ± 2:6∗ 33:2 ± 2:5 30:2 ± 3:8∗ 34:0 ± 3:5 30:6 ± 3:4∗ 33:0 ± 2:7 30:6 ± 2:3∗ 33:1 ± 3:0 30:9 ± 4:0
d 46:2 ± 3:5 45:2 ± 2:9 44:1 ± 3:2 42:1 ± 2:6∗ 44:1 ± 2:8 41:5 ± 4:0∗ 43:5 ± 3:6 42:9 ± 3:8 44:7 ± 2:4 44:5 ± 3:7
e 41:5 ± 2:0 38:2 ± 4:1∗ 40:3 ± 2:2 35:9 ± 3:9∗ 36:2 ± 3:7 36:1 ± 2:9 35:9 ± 3:2 35:4 ± 4:1 37:4 ± 2:9 36:9 ± 3:2
f 36:4 ± 2:5 33:7 ± 3:5∗ 34:5 ± 2:3 30:8 ± 3:7∗ 33:4 ± 3:6 31:5 ± 3:6 31:6 ± 2:1 30:1 ± 2:8 33:8 ± 2:3 31:7 ± 3:4∗

g 44:2 ± 2:9 45:5 ± 2:4 47:1 ± 3:2 43:2 ± 3:8∗ 45:8 ± 2:4 44:1 ± 2:1∗ 44:8 ± 2:7 44:9 ± 3:3 46:2 ± 3:6 45:1 ± 4:2
h 41:2 ± 2:4 38:5 ± 3:9∗ 40:8 ± 3:8 35:5 ± 2:4∗ 39:3 ± 2:7 37:5 ± 2:2∗ 38:6 ± 3:1 36:2 ± 2:5∗ 38:3 ± 3:8 36:2 ± 4:2
i 36:8 ± 2:2 33:6 ± 2:9∗ 35:2 ± 3:4 33:5 ± 1:9∗ 34:4 ± 2:9 34:5 ± 3:2 33:8 ± 2:6 32:6 ± 3:4 34:2 ± 4:3 32:9 ± 3:4
Notes: ∗P < 0:05 vs. male.

Table 3: Comparison of sagittal angles of screws in different segments and zones (°).

C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
Male

(n = 22)
Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

Male
(n = 22)

Female
(n = 17)

a 86:2 ± 4:9 86:5 ± 5:2 86:5 ± 4:6 85:3 ± 4:2 93:2 ± 5:0 85:4 ± 5:7∗ 92:1 ± 5:2 87:9 ± 4:9∗ 86:7 ± 4:5 87:4 ± 4:9
b 85:6 ± 5:2 87:3 ± 4:8 93:2 ± 4:0 83:5 ± 4:3∗ 95:6 ± 4:5 86:2 ± 4:3∗ 94:5 ± 5:0 89:0 ± 5:7∗ 89:3 ± 5:7 87:2 ± 3:9
c 86:2 ± 4:8 86:5 ± 5:0 92:7 ± 5:1 82:1 ± 4:1∗ 97:2 ± 5:3 89:1 ± 4:2∗ 91:8 ± 4:6 85:5 ± 3:6∗ 86:4 ± 4:9 87:4 ± 4:2
d 104:2 ± 4:9 105:4 ± 5:1 106:7 ± 3:9 105:5 ± 4:1 110:4 ± 3:5 105:5 ± 3:8∗ 109:2 ± 4:2 102:3 ± 3:7∗ 104:3 ± 5:1 103:4 ± 4:0
e 106:7 ± 4:5 107:2 ± 5:3 107:5 ± 3:9 106:0 ± 4:4 113:4 ± 3:6 108:2 ± 4:3∗ 111:3 ± 3:8 105:2 ± 2:9∗ 107:5 ± 4:2 109:6 ± 4:8
f 101:3 ± 5:1 105:5 ± 3:8∗ 108:1 ± 4:6 104:8 ± 4:5∗ 112:0 ± 4:2 106:8 ± 3:8∗ 110:6 ± 4:2 106:8 ± 3:1∗ 109:4 ± 4:9 108:2 ± 4:5
g 121:4 ± 2:0 120:9 ± 5:2 123:7 ± 3:9 121:6 ± 4:2 124:9 ± 4:6 122:3 ± 4:9 124:5 ± 3:5 120:3 ± 4:6∗ 116:2 ± 4:2 121:8 ± 3:8∗

h 122:4 ± 4:8 124:0 ± 4:1 125:4 ± 3:7 123:8 ± 4:0 125:4 ± 4:3 122:9 ± 5:6 123:4 ± 4:0 123:8 ± 3:8 119:0 ± 4:1 121:9 ± 4:0∗

i 122:6 ± 4:2 125:7 ± 5:3∗ 125:2 ± 4:4 122:1 ± 4:7∗ 128:3 ± 5:1 125:5 ± 5:0 122:2 ± 4:5 125:1 ± 5:2 123:8 ± 4:1 124:5 ± 3:9∗

Notes: ∗P < 0:05 vs. male.
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so the distribution of the spatial structure of the model is
consistent with the real object. At present, a large number
of studies have used the Mimics software to build cervical
VB for finite element analysis and clinical surgical proce-
dures [27–29]. In this study, the screw placement area was
refined and divided into 9 zones, and the screw placement
parameters of each zone were analyzed. The results indicated
that screws larger than 22mm could be placed in men and
more than 20mm in women. Zone i was the optimal entry
point among all the 9 zones, with the longest screw length.
The screw diameter, however, is mainly determined by the
pedicle width. Generally, the screw diameter should be
smaller than the pedicle width of the corresponding segment
and larger than the relatively small cancellous bone core, so
that the thread can be cut into the cortical bone, thus maxi-
mizing the pull-out force and bending strength. In this
study, the screw placement was set to 3.5mm and its feasibil-
ity was demonstrated. The pedicle screw diameter can there-
fore be selected as a baseline safe value of 3.5mm and
adjusted as appropriate. This study also found no statistical
significance in the horizontal angle of C3-7 on the same sag-
ittal plane. But the horizontal angle of different sagittal
planes showed statistically significant differences with a
gradually decreasing trend, among which the angles of zones
a, d, and g were the largest. Therefore, when nailing in these
areas, the inclination angle should be the largest. The sagittal
angle at the same level had no statistically significant differ-
ence, but the sagittal angle at different levels showed a statis-
tically significant difference with a gradually increasing
trend, which is similar to our previous findings [30]. The
method used here was first proposed in our previous
research [17] and was first applied on cadaveric specimens
in this study. Before surgery, the CT data of patients was
imported into the software, and the screw placement was

simulated in the optimal area to determine the final entry
area and trajectory. It was also observed in this study that
the distance from the midline of the anterior edge of C3-7
to the anterior edge of the UVJ gradually increased. Finally,
we further applied this method to cadaveric specimens and
confirmed its feasibility. However, this study mainly used
fluoroscopy-guided free-hand screw placement, and despite
successful placement in cadaveric specimens, the study dem-
onstrated a 21.7% incidence of critical pedicle rupture in the
axial plane [13]. Patton et al. [11] found that catastrophic
screw placement occurred in 33.3% of the patients with
fluoroscopy-guided free-hand screw placement, compared
with a significantly lower but still high incidence of 16.7%
in the image-guided group. It is shown that patient-specific
drill templates (PDTs) made by three-dimensional printing
technology (3DP) had favorable effectiveness and accuracy
in assisting cervical transpedicular screw placement [31, 32].

This study still shows room for improvement. First of all,
the data collected are all from CT reconstruction images,
which inevitably leads to human errors. Besides, in the actual
clinical operation, it is relatively difficult to find the opti-
mum entry point in clinical screw placement because most
patients requiring surgery had CS degeneration of varying
degrees. And in view of the accuracy of this screw placement
method, it is necessary to strictly study and analyze the
patients with surgical indications. Moreover, the sample size
of this study is small, so it is necessary to further study the
biomechanical stability and accuracy of this screw placement
method. In a word, ATPRS placement into the LCS is a fea-
sible internal fixation technique, but its clinical application
value needs further systematic analysis and research.

5. Conclusion

In summary, anatomical and radiographic measurements
demonstrate that ATPRS can be used as a means of internal
fixation of the lower CS in clinical practice. Due to the accu-
racy of this operation, it should not be used as a routine
operation, and patients with surgical indications should be
strictly selected. But we think that as research continues
and technology advances, ATPRS will be further promoted
and applied.

Data Availability

The labeled dataset used to support the findings of this study
are available from the corresponding author upon request.

Table 4: Comparison of distance from the anterior midline of the VB to the P line at each segment (mm).

C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

Male (n = 22) 8:2 ± 0:4 9:0 ± 0:5 9:3 ± 0:3 10:2 ± 0:3 14:1 ± 0:5
Female (n = 17) 7:5 ± 0:3 8:5 ± 0:3 9:1 ± 0:2 9:7 ± 0:4 12:8 ± 0:4
t 6.0184 3.6413 2.3685 4.4647 8.7624

P <0.0001 0.0008 0.0232 <0.0001 <0.0001

Figure 1: Screw placement in cadaveric specimens.
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This research was aimed at exploring the application value of optical coherence tomography (OCT) images under adaptive
segmentation algorithm in the early diagnosis of coronary heart disease (CHD). Eighty-two patients with CHD were included,
who were to undergo coronary angiography (CAG) to confirm their condition. According to the diagnostic criteria of CHD in
the American Coronary Artery Surgery Study (CASS), the patients were divided into the stable plaque group (41 cases) and
unstable plaque group (41 cases). Besides, 20 healthy volunteers were selected as the control group, and all of them underwent
OCT scans. On the basis of a fourth-order partial differential equation (PDE) and active contour (AC) model, a novel adaptive
image segmentation algorithm PDE-AC was constructed and used for OCT image processing. No significant difference was
found in general clinical data and serological indicators in the control group compared to the other two groups (P > 0:05). The
lipid plaque length, degree of stenosis, and lipid pool angle, macrophages and intimal erosion, and plaque fissure in the
unstable plaque group were highly greater than those in the stable plaque group. The fibrous cap thickness (FCT) was
significantly thinner than that in the stable plaque group (P < 0:05). The diagnostic sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of OCT
under PDE-AC algorithm for CHD (91.53%, 84.08%, and 95.38%) were markedly higher than those of single OCT (83.46%,
75.11%, and 88.02%) (P < 0:05). In summary, OCT images under PDE-AC algorithm did better than simple OCT images in
the diagnosis of CHD. Lipid plaque length, degree of stenosis, and lipid pool angle, macrophage and intimal erosion, plaque
fissure, and FCT were important indicators for judging plaque stability, having the better clinical application value.

1. Introduction

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is a heart disease caused by
coronary atherosclerosis that narrows or blocks the lumen,
leading to myocardial ischemia, hypoxia, or necrosis. It is
the most common organ disease caused by atherosclerosis,
and males have an earlier onset than females. CHD is more
common in adults over 40 years old, showing a younger
trend in recent years; it is one of the major diseases threaten-
ing human health [1–3]. The clinical paradigms of CHD
mainly include latent CHD, angina pectoris CHD, myocar-
dial infarction CHD, sudden death CHD, and heart failure
and arrhythmia CHD [4, 5]. The main risk of CHD is the
rupture of sclerotic plaques, which induces platelet aggrega-
tion to form thrombus, resulting in acute myocardial infarc-

tion. Treatment methods include controlling factors that
damage blood vessels and stopping or delaying the progres-
sion of plaques. The plaque stability is increased, and the risk
of myocardial infarction can be minimized. The platelet
aggregation function is inhibited, and platelet aggregation
can be prevented when plaque ruptures, thereby avoiding
thrombosis. If CHD is not controlled in time, angina
pectoris, myocardial infarction, etc. may occur in the long-
term development, which can be life-threatening in severe
cases. Therefore, once many patients suffer from CHD, they
will become very depressed and even maybe cannot face life
positively [6]. Most people do not have any symptoms
ordinarily, and their work, study, and life go as usual. But
there are often signs of myocardial ischemia, such as feeling
unwell of the precordium, or symptoms of fatigue. Although
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the symptoms are very mild, myocardial ischemia can be
detected if an electrocardiogram is performed in time, so
that it can be prevented as early as possible [7, 8].

As an important clinical auxiliary department, medical
imaging plays an irreplaceable role for clinicians to assess
the conditions. With the help of imaging, the diagnosis accu-
racy and efficiency of clinicians can be greatly improved. The
current clinical imaging diagnostic methods for CHD
mainly consists of coronary angiography (CAG), computed
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and
optical coherence tomography (OCT) [9]. CAG has always
been the gold standard for the diagnosis of CHD, but its
diagnostic accuracy is poor, and the degree of coronary ste-
nosis can only be roughly judged by experienced physicians
[10, 11]. Coronary CT is a common method for CHD
screening in the department of cardiology. It mainly
develops images by injecting a contrast agent into the vein
and then scans the structure of the coronary artery through
CT scanning. Finally, three-dimensional reconstruction is
made to get coronary images, so as to determine whether
there is coronary stenosis [12]. Therefore, this is a noninva-
sive examination to initially determine the condition of
coronary artery disease through CT scanning; but, CAG is
traumatic as it needs to puncture the artery. MRI can objec-
tively reflect myocardial perfusion and myocardial trans-
mural degree and is the most sensitive for subendocardial
myocardial lesions, but it takes a long time and is expensive
[13, 14]. OCT is the latest intravascular optical scanning
tomography technology used in clinical practice. It utilizes
the different optical features reflected from the tissue by
low-coherence near-infrared light to perform tissue analysis
and imaging, and the imaging speed is fast. The greatest
advantage of OCT is its high resolution. So far, it is the intra-
vascular imaging technology with the highest resolution,
which allows accurate observation of the subintimal lesions
or plaques. It can be applied to identify various intravascular
microstructures such as unstable plaques, stable plaques,
calcification, thrombus, and dissection. Besides, OCT is
expected to become an ideal method for evaluating unstable
plaques in the future [15].

The quality of images is an important factor affecting the
accuracy of doctors’ judgment, so the enhancement of med-
ical images is critical. The quality of the image preprocessing
algorithm is directly related to the effect of subsequent image
processing, like image segmentation, target recognition, and
edge extraction. For high-quality digital images, it is often
necessary to denoise the images, while maintaining the
integrity of the original information as much as possible
and removing the useless information in the signals [16].
In recent years, the partial differential equation (PDE)
method derived from constrained optimization, energy
minimization, and calculus of variations has been widely
used in image processing. In particular, active contour
(AC) has become one of the common methods of image seg-
mentation. The PDE-AC model links the prior knowledge of
the image region with the constraints of the image data, so
that the AC can maintain the continuity and smoothness
during the evolution process. It can well solve the issue that
the initial position affects the convergence speed [17].

However, few existing studies have applied the PDE-AC
algorithm to OCT image processing. In this research,
patients with CHD who met the requirements were divided
into two groups, and 20 healthy people were selected as the
control group. The application value of OCT images under
adaptive segmentation algorithm was comprehensively eval-
uated in the early diagnosis of CHD. Thereout, this research
provided an effective solution for the clinical diagnosis and
treatment of CHD.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Objects. Eighty-two CHD patients were col-
lected as the research objects, who were scheduled to have
CAG in the hospital from February 2015 to August 2020.
According to the diagnostic criteria for CHD of American
Coronary Artery Surgery Study (CASS), the patients were
divided into the stable plaque group and unstable plaque
group, with each 41 cases. In addition, 20 healthy volunteers
having physical examination during the same period were
included in the control group. This research had been
approved by the ethics committee of the hospital. The
patients and their families were informed about the research
and signed the informed consent forms.

Inclusion criteria are follows: Patients had the angina
pectoris CHD or myocardial infarction CHD, with typical
symptoms of chest pain, having complete clinical data, and
aged over 18 years old.

Exclusion criteria are as follows: (1) Patients were com-
plicated with psychiatric diseases. (2) Patients had a stenosis
rate of less than 50%. (3) Patients suffered from severe liver
and kidney insufficiency. (4) Patients did not complete
follow-up and lost contact midway. (5) Patients were com-
plicated with hematological diseases. (6) Patients could not
receive OCT examination for the complete coronary occlu-
sion. (7) Patients got acute myocardial infarction.

2.2. Image Examination Methods. A digital subtraction sys-
tem was used for performing CAG on the patients. The main
projection positions included left anterior oblique+cranial
position, spider position, liver position, and right anterior
oblique+cranial position. After CAG, OCT scanning was
performed with optical coherence tomography scanner,
and 1800UI heparin was added. First, the imaging catheter
was taken out and wiped with wet gauze. 2.5mL of contrast
agent was injected after the hydrophilic coating was acti-
vated. Then, system calibration was performed, and the 6F
guiding catheter was inserted into the target coronary artery
to lesion location. The optical display lens was adjusted to
5mm of the proximal marker of the catheter, and the
position of the 6F guiding catheter was also adjusted until
smoke was emitted. The contrast medium was injected fast
in a pellet manner, the light microscope was back-tested,
and the system was turned off after the surgery. The
acquired images were sent to the workstation for processing,
and two experienced senior physicians were selected to
interpret the OCT images.
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2.3. Adaptive Image Segmentation Algorithm. In this
research, the fourth-order PDE and AC model were intro-
duced for a novel adaptive image segmentation algorithm.
The energy functional of this model could be expressed as

F∗ = αFk + 1 − αð ÞFh + βFi + λFj: ð1Þ

In equation (1), Fk denoted the global term, Fh denoted
the local term, Fi was the regularization constraint term, and
Fj was the length constraint term. α, 1 − α, β, and λ repre-
sented the global term parameter, the local term parameter,
the regularization constraint term parameter, and the length
constraint term parameter, respectively. Then, the edge-
guided image was used to replace the original grayscale
image in the AC model, and the edge-guided (EG) image
could be expressed as

EG =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Ex2 + Ey2:
p

ð2Þ

Ex represented the gradient of the x-axis of the image,
while Ey represented the gradient of the y-axis of the image.
Ex and Ey could be expressed as

Ex = h∙px, ð3Þ

Ey = h∙py: ð4Þ
In equations (3) and (4),
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The global energy term Fk of the AC model was
defined as

Fk = κ1

ð

EG xð Þ − k1j j2dx + κ2

ð

EG xð Þ − k2j j2dx: ð7Þ

In equation (7), EGðxÞ represented the value of the xth
pixel in the EG image, k1 was the value of the pixel of the
EG image within the evolution curve, and k2 represented
the value of the pixel of the EG image outside the evolu-
tion curve.

The local energy term Fh of the AC model was defined as

Fh = κ1

ð

S∙ EG xð Þ − l1j j2dx + κ2

ð

S∙ EG xð Þ − l2j j2dx: ð8Þ

In equation (8), l1 and l2 were smooth functions, and S
meant a Gaussian kernel function.

The regularization term Fi of the AC model was
defined as

Fi =
ð ∇φ xð Þ − 1j j2

2 dx: ð9Þ

In the AC model, length constraint term Fj was
defined as

Fj =
ð

Ω ∇φ xð Þj j2dx: ð10Þ

Therefore, the energy functional of the model was
updated to be

F∗ = ακ1

ð

EG xð Þ − k1j j2dx + κ2

ð

EG xð Þ − k2j j2dx

+ 1 − αð Þκ1
ð

S∙ EG xð Þ − l1j j2dx

+ κ2

ð

S∙ EG xð Þ − l2j j2dx + β
ð ∇φ xð Þ − 1j j2

2 dx

+ λ
ð

Ω ∇φ xð Þj j2dx:

ð11Þ

Finally, the adaptive image segmentation algorithm
PDE-AC under the fourth-order PDE as well as AC model
was worked out.

2.4. Image Evaluation Indicators and Observation Indicators.
The geometric active contour (GAC) model [18] and the
advanced modeled iterative reconstruction algorithm
(ADMIRE) [19] were introduced to compare with the PDE-
AC algorithm in this research. The correct classification ratio
(CCR), Dice similarity coefficient (DISC), and average seg-
mentation time (AST) were adopted as the evaluation indica-
tors of image segmentation results. The CCR and DISC were
calculated as the following:

CCR = P ∩Qj j
Pj j , ð12Þ

Image to be
processed

Conversion 
function

Feedback

Classification
module

Processing
module

Processed
image

Coefficient
mode

Coefficient
mode

Optimization

Optimization

Conversion 
function

Figure 1: Image processing process under PDE-AC.
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DISC = 2 × P ∩Qj j
Pj j + Qj j : ð13Þ

In the equations above, P represented the segmentation
outcome of the PDE-AC algorithm on the image andQ repre-
sented the segmentation outcome of the gold standard. The
basic flow of image processing was shown as Figure 1.

The observation indicators were as follows. The basic
information of patients (age, body mass index (BMI), num-
ber of male and female cases, hypertension, diabetes, smok-

ing, drinking, triglyceride, total cholesterol, low-density
lipoprotein, and high-density lipoprotein) were collected.
Serological indicators of patients, including matrix metallo-
proteinase 7 (MMP7), matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9),
and matrix metalloproteinase 12 (MMP12) levels, were
counted. These serological indicators were determined using
the double-antibody sandwich enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assay (ELISA). The OCT images obtained by scanning
were sent to the workstation for processing, and related
quantitative indicators were measured. Fibrous cap
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Figure 2: Comparison of segmentation outcome indicators under different algorithms. (a–c) CCR, DISC, and AST, respectively. ∗Compared
with PDE-AC algorithm, P < 0:05.
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thickness (FCT), lipid plaque length, degree of stenosis, lipid
pool angle, macrophages, intimal erosion, plaque fissure,
plaque calcification, intraplaque microchannels, and throm-
botic conditions were included. The results of CAG were as
the gold standard, and the accuracy, sensitivity, and specific-
ity of both OCT images under the PDE-AC algorithm and
simple OCT images were calculated.

2.5. Statistical Methods. All the data were statistically ana-
lyzed using SPSS 19.0. The measurement data were
expressed as mean + standard deviation (�x ± s), while the
enumeration data were statistically inferred using χ2 test.
The measurement data conformed to normal distribution,
and tested by t-test. P < 0:05 was considered to be statisti-
cally significant.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Segmentation Results of Different
Algorithms. As shown in Figure 2, the CCR (0:943 ± 0:105)
and DISC (0:985 ± 0:094) of the images segmented and
reconstructed by the PDE-AC algorithm were significantly
higher than those of the GAC and ADMIRE algorithms,
with statistically observable differences (P < 0:05). AST
(13:482 ± 3:076ms) of the reconstructed image segmented
by the PDE-AC algorithm was statistically lower than that
of the GAC algorithm and ADMIRE algorithm (P < 0:05).

Figure 3 showed the segmentation and reconstruction
results of OCT images by different algorithms. The image
quality after processing by the GAC, ADMIRE, and PDE-
AC algorithms was improved compared with the original
images. In the images processed by the PDE-AC algorithm,
artifacts and noise were greatly reduced, and the clarity

was also significantly improved. The overall quality was bet-
ter than the images processed by GAC or ADMIRE.

3.2. Comparison of Basic Clinical Data of Patients. Figure 4
displayed the comparisons of the basic clinical data among
three groups of patients. Not a statistically significant differ-
ence was shown in their age, BMI, number of males and
females, hypertension, diabetes, smoking, drinking, triglyc-
eride, total cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein, and high-
density lipoprotein in the three groups (P > 0:05).

3.3. Imaging Manifestations of Cases. As shown in Figure 5, a
typical 3-layer structure consisting of the intima, media, and
adventitia could be observed in the OCT images of healthy
volunteers. The intima was shown as bright bands with high
signal, the media showed dark bands with low signal, and
the adventitia showed an extracellular matrix and outer
elastic lamina. Compared with the OCT images of healthy
volunteers, in the OCT images of the patients, the macro-
phages showed dot-like or strip-like structures of high reflec-
tion and strong attenuation, the fibrous cap was intact, and
the lumen surface was irregular. The lesions were accompa-
nied by thrombosis, with no superficial lipid and calcifica-
tion in the proximal or distal to the thrombus.

3.4. Comparison of Serological Indicators. In Figure 6, there
was not a significant difference in the level of MMP12
among the three groups of patients (P > 0:05). The levels of
MMP7 and MMP9 in the unstable plaque group were
remarkably higher than those in the stable plaque group
and control group; the differences were of statistical signifi-
cance (P < 0:05). The levels of MMP7 and MMP9 were not
statistically different between the stable plaque group and
control group (P > 0:05).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Segmentation and reconstruction outcomes of OCT images by different algorithms. (a) The original image. (b) Under GAC
algorithm. (c) Under ADMIRE algorithm. (d) Under PDE-AC algorithm. The green area in the picture is a calcified plaque.
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Figure 4: Continued.
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3.5. Comparison of OCT Quantitative Indicators between
Stable Plaque Group and Unstable Plaque Group. As pre-
sented in Figure 7, there was no remarkable difference in
plaque calcification, intraplaque microchannels, and throm-

bus between the stable plaque group and the unstable plaque
group (P > 0:05). Lipid plaque length, degree of stenosis, and
lipid pool angle, macrophages and intimal erosion, and pla-
que fissure in the unstable plaque group were considerably
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Figure 4: Comparison of basic data of three groups of patients. (a) Age and BMI. (b) The number of male and female cases. (c)
Hypertension and diabetes. (d) Smoking and drinking. (e) Triglycerides and total cholesterol. (f) Low-density lipoprotein and
high-density lipoprotein.
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greater than those in the stable plaque group, with the differ-
ences of statistical significance (P < 0:05). The FCT of the
unstable plaque patients was significantly smaller than that
in the stable plaque group, showing a statistically significant
difference (P < 0:05).

3.6. Comparison of Diagnostic Effect between OCT Images
under PDE-AC Algorithm and Simple OCT Images. In
Figure 8, the diagnostic sensitivity of OCT images under
the PDE-AC algorithm for CHD was 91.53%, the diagnostic
specificity was 84.08%, and the diagnostic accuracy was
95.38%. The diagnostic sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy
of the simple OCT images for CHD were 83.46%, 75.11%,
and 88.02%, respectively. The diagnostic sensitivity, specific-
ity, and accuracy of OCT images under the PDE-AC algo-
rithm were all markedly higher than those of simple OCT
images with differences of statistical significance (P < 0:05).

4. Discussion

The gold standard for clinical diagnosis of CHD is CAG.
CAG is an interventional examination that can intuitively
reflect the stenosis of cardiac vessels. It is currently the most
reliable method for diagnosing CHD. However, the invasive-
ness of CAG to patients limits its development, and it is nec-
essary to seek more scientific diagnostic methods [20, 21].
Thus, 82 CHD patients who were going to undergo CAG
for confirming the condition were included in this research
as the research objects. According to the CASS diagnostic
criteria for CHD, the patients were divided into the stable
plaque group with 41 cases and the unstable plaque group

with the other 41 cases. Furthermore, 20 healthy volunteers
having physical examination during the same period were
chosen as the control group, and all the patients as well as
volunteers underwent OCT. For the improvement of quality
of OCT images, the fourth-order PDE and AC model were
also introduced in this research, to construct a novel adap-
tive image segmentation algorithm PDE-AC. The PDE-AC
algorithm was then compared with the GAC algorithm and
ADMIRE algorithm. The GAC algorithm is on the basis of
the methods of curve evolution and level set. It implicitly
expresses the two-dimensional evolution curve as a three-
dimensional continuous function and follows certain rules
to continuously update the level set function. Thus, the
implicit closed curve can be evolved [22]. ADMIRE is a
third-generation MRI technology that compares the virtual
raw data generated by forward projection with the projec-
tion data actually collected by the detector for multiple
times, to eliminate artifacts and reduce noise [23]. The
CCR (0:943 ± 0:105) and DISC (0:985 ± 0:094) of the seg-
mented and reconstructed images by the PDE-AC algorithm
were statistically higher than those of the GAC and
ADMIRE algorithms (P < 0:05). Such a result was similar
to the findings of Gu et al. [24], indicating that the PDE-
AC algorithm proposed in this research was better than
the traditional algorithm for segmentation of OCT images.
Thus, the PDE-AC algorithm had a certain clinical applica-
tion value. In addition, the AST (13:482 ± 3:076ms) of the
reconstructed image segmented by the PDE-AC algorithm
was statistically and significantly lower than that of GAC
and ADMIRE (P < 0:05). Compared with PDE-AC, the
shortcomings of the other two algorithms were also quite

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Imaging manifestations of the cases. Male patient, 67-year-old, with unstable angina pectoris. (a) OCT image of a healthy
volunteer. (b–d) OCT images.
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obvious. For example, the constant evolution speed needed
to be manually determined according to the position of the
initial curve, adaptive segmentation could not be achieved,
and boundary leakage was prone to occur. While the PDE-
AC algorithm could achieve adaptive segmentation, and
the evolution speed changed with the position of the evolu-
tion curve, which avoided boundary leakage to a certain
extent and had a better performance.

In this research, the basic clinical data of three groups of
patients were first compared. None of statistically significant
difference was discovered in the pairwise comparisons of
their age, BMI, number of males and females, hypertension,
diabetes, smoking, drinking, triglyceride, total cholesterol,
low-density lipoprotein, and high-density lipoprotein
(P > 0:05). This result provided feasibility for follow-up
study. Then, the quantitative data indicators of OCT of the
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Figure 6: Comparison of serological indicators among three groups. (a–c) MMP7, MMP9, and MMP12, respectively. ∗Compared with the
levels in the unstable plaque group, P < 0:05.
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Figure 7: Continued.
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patients were compared. The lipid plaque length, degree of
stenosis, lipid pool angle, macrophages, intimal erosion,
and plaque fissure of the unstable plaque group were statis-
tically markedly greater than those of the stable plaque
group, while FCT was statistically thinner (P < 0:05). There-
out, it was indicated that the lipid plaque length, the degree
of stenosis, the angle of lipid pool, macrophages and intimal
erosion, plaque fissure, and FCT were important indicators
for interpreting the presence of unstable plaques [25, 26].
With micron-scale axial resolution, OCT could accurately
determine FCT and the cellular composition of the fibrous
cap in vulnerable plaques formed by lipids on the vessel wall.
It was also more sensitive in detecting thrombi and dissec-
tions. The image features of OCT scans could determine

the stability of plaques in patients with CHD and help phy-
sicians to assess the progress of the disease timely. Specificity
and accuracy of OCT images under PDE-AC algorithm for
diagnosing CHD were statistically and significantly higher
than those of simple OCT images (P < 0:05). This further
revealed that the PDE-AC algorithm-based OCT images
were superior to simple OCT images in the diagnosis of
CHD, deserving a better clinical application value.

5. Conclusion

In this research, OCT scans were performed on all three
groups of objects, and the images were segmented by the
PDE-AC adaptive algorithm. The PDE-AC algorithm not
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Figure 7: Comparison of lesion volume between the two groups before and after treatment. (a) FCT and the lipid plaque length. (b) Degree
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only showed excellent image segmentation effect but also
had high operating efficiency and good comprehensive per-
formance. OCT images under the PDE-AC algorithm were
better than simple OCT images in the diagnosis of CHD.
Lipid plaque length, degree of stenosis, lipid pool angle,
macrophage and intimal erosion, plaque fissure, and FCT
were important indicators for judging plaque stability, hav-
ing the better clinical application value. However, due to
time and budget constraints, this research included a small
size of samples from a single source. Meanwhile, in view of
safety, acute myocardial infarction cases were not included,
so there was a certain selection bias. Reinclusion of CHD
patient samples would be considered in the future, to further
analyze the application value of OCT images under the
PDE-AC algorithm. In conclusion, this research gave a refer-
ence for the imaging diagnosis of clinical CHD.
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Objective. To discover the effect of propofol intravenous anesthesia along with press-needle therapy on analgesic effect during
painless abortion. Methods. A total of 128 cases who experienced painless abortion in our hospital from January 2019 to
August 2021 were recruited as the research subjects. They were categorized into control and observation groups through the
haphazard number table approach, with 64 patients in each group. Propofol intravenous anesthesia was given to the control
group, and the observation group was given combined anesthesia with press-needle on this basis. Ramsay score,
hemodynamic indexes, operation-related indexes, and postoperative recovery were studied between the two groups before
anesthesia (T0), at the time of uterine aspiration (T1), promptly following the operation (T2), and at the recovery time of
directional force (T3). The stress state and the level of pain mediators in the two groups of sufferers were observed at each
time period, and the visual analogue scale (VAS) was employed to assess the degree of postoperative uterine contraction pain.
Results. Ramsay score at T1 and T2 time points in observation group was lesser than that in control group (P < 0:05). There
existed no meaningful discrepancies in operation time and recovery time between both groups (P > 0:05). The total dosage of
propofol in the observation group was lesser compared to that in the control group, and the recovery time of directional force
was much shorter compared to that in the control group (P < 0:05). There existed no meaningful discrepancies in
perioperative diastolic blood pressure (DBP), systolic blood pressure (SBP), and heart rate (HR) between both groups
(P > 0:05). The levels of norepinephrine (NE), cortisol (Cor), glucose (GLU) and substance P (SP), prostaglandin E2 (PGE2),
and 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HT) in the observation group were lesser than those in the control group immediately after
surgery and 24 hours following the operation (P < 0:05). There existed no meaningful discrepancies in vaginal bleeding time,
endometrial thickness 3 weeks after operation, and time to start menstruating between both groups (P > 0:05). The score of
VAS for the observation group was lesser than that of the control group at 10min and 30min after operation (P < 0:05).
There existed no substantial discrepancy in the incidence of negative reactions between both groups (P > 0:05). Conclusion.
Propofol intravenous anesthesia combined with press-needle therapy can ameliorate the analgesic impacts during painless
abortion, reduce postoperative uterine contraction pain, inhibit the release of postoperative pain mediators, and improve the
stress state of the body.

1. Introduction

Abortion surgery refers to the use of surgical methods to ter-
minate a pregnancy, that is, “artificial” termination of preg-
nancy [1]. Abortion is one of the most common methods of

pregnancy termination and a remedy for unsuccessful con-
traception. Very recently, painless abortion has been widely
used in clinical practice. Clinically, it is generally believed
that the use of appropriate anesthetic drugs during surgery
can not only achieve better anesthesia effect and relieve
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patients’ intraoperative and postoperative pain but also
ensure the smooth operation [2, 3]. Propofol is a regularly
implemented anesthetic drug in abortion operation. It has
the advantages of fast onset and short half-life. However,
it has been reported that its anesthetic effect is not ideal
[4, 5]. Auricular acupoint press-needle therapy is a micro-
needle therapy guided by the holographic theory of auricu-
lar acupoints. It is a method to bury the microneedle into
the auricular acupoint and stimulate the acupoint to achieve
the therapeutic effect. The press-needle is an intradermal
needle, characterized by light and shallow. The needle tip
penetrates the superficial skin, which not only has the effect
of acupuncture but also can avoid the phenomenon of com-
plicated needling operation [6, 7]. In this study, the subcor-
tical, Shenmen, and sympathetic acupoints in the ear were
selected. Among them, the subcortical acupoint can regulate
the excitation and inhibition of the cerebral cortex, the
Shenmen acupoint can relieve pain and calm the mind,
and the sympathetic acupoint has the functions of dredging
Qi, promoting blood circulation, and relieving pain [8].
Ashi acupoint can regulate Qi and blood and reduce the
influence caused by blood stasis, and the combination of
multiple acupoints can adjust the pain threshold of the cen-
tral nervous system and analgesic and antispasmodic effects
[9, 10]. However, the application value of this analgesic
method combined with propofol anesthesia in painless
abortion is still in the exploratory stage. Therefore, the tar-
get of the present exploration is to discover the influence of
propofol intravenous anesthesia combined with press-
needle therapy on analgesic effect during painless abortion
and to present reference for the choice of anesthesia
methods for patients.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Clinical Data. A total of 128 patients who experienced
painless abortion in our hospital from January 2019 to
August 2021 were recruited as the research targets, and they
were categorized into the observation and control groups
through the haphazard number table approach, with 64
cases in each group. There existed no meaningful discrep-
ancy in general outcomes between both groups (P > 0:05),
as shown in Table 1.

2.2. The Criteria of Inclusion

(1) Cases who underwent painless abortion

(2) The present research was confirmed through the
Ethics Committee of our hospital, and the contribu-
tors presented the letter of satisfaction and signed
the consent letter

(3) Patients with ASA grade of I-II

2.3. The Criteria of Exclusion

(1) Cases with hemorrhagic diseases

(2) Cases with skin diseases such as skin damage of
outer ear and eczema

(3) Cases with infectious diseases

(4) Cases with a history of chronic pain and analgesic
drug dependence

(5) Cases combined with kidney and liver and other
important organ dysfunction

(6) Cases with a history of alcohol or drug abuse

(7) Cases with mental illness

(8) Cases with other uterine diseases

(9) Those who are allergic to narcotics

2.4. Methods. Patients in both groups were deprived of water
for 2 hours and fasted for 8 hours before surgery. After the
bladder was emptied, venous channels were established,
and vital signs were detected by ECG monitoring. The con-
trol group was given intravenous anesthesia with propofol
(Xi’an Libang Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., batch number:
H19990282), using manual intravenous bolus of propofol,
the induction dose was 2.5mg/kg, and an additional 30mg
of propofol was added when the eyelash reflex disappeared.

The observation group was processed with press-needle
therapy in accordance with the control group, and bilateral
uterine, pelvic, endocrine, subcortical, Shenmen, sympa-
thetic, and Ashi acupoints were selected according to the
positioning standard of “Nomenclature and location of
auricular points GBT 13734-2008.” The ear skin was

Table 1: Comparison of the general outcomes for the two groups of patients.

Item Observation group (n = 64) Control group (n = 64) χ2/t value P value

Age (years) 28:15 ± 3:02 28:71 ± 3:15 1.027 0.307

Body mass index (kg/m2) 21:73 ± 1:85 21:59 ± 1:73 0.442 0.659

ASA grading (numbers)

Grade I 37 39 0.130 0.719

Grade II 27 25

Gestational age (weeks) 6:09 ± 1:12 5:94 ± 1:16 0.744 0.458

Gravidity (frequencies) 1:83 ± 0:21 1:76 ± 0:23 1.798 0.075

Parity (frequencies) 1:02 ± 0:15 1:05 ± 0:13 1.209 0.229

Note: ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists [11].
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disinfected with 75% ethanol, the auricle was fixed with the
left thumb and index finger, the back of the ear at the acu-
puncture site was supported by the middle finger, the annu-
lar needle handle of sterile press-needle (Hua Tuo brand,
Batch No. 20182270591, specification: 0.22mm∗1.5mm)
was taken with tweezers with the right hand, and the tape
was removed, and it was inserted into the acupoint. After
the acupuncture was fixed, the acupoints were pressed with
the thumb abdomen. When pressing, the pressure was mod-
erate, from light to heavy, and one is tight and one is loose,
with the patient having acid, numbness, and swelling pain as
the appropriate degree. When pressing, if the patient did not
feel comfortable, the operation should be stopped immedi-
ately, with 60~90 times/min, and each acupoint was lasted
for 20~30s. It should be noted that the press-needle treat-
ment should be avoided for patients with skin allergy and
hemorrhagic diseases, and at the same time, the red and
swollen and purulent parts of the ear skin should be avoided.
During treatment, routine disinfection of needles, tweezers,
and the patient’s auricular points should be performed. Dur-
ing operation, the patient should be informed to keep the
auricle clean and dry and remove needles immediately if
redness occurs.

2.5. Observation Indicators

2.5.1. Analgesic Influence. Ramsay score was implemented to
appraise the analgesic effect of patients before anesthesia
(T0), at the time of uterine aspiration (T1), immediately
after surgery (T2), and at the time of directional force recov-
ery (T3) [12]. One point indicated fidgety; 2 points indicated
quiet, awake, and cooperative; 3 points indicated drowsiness
and quick responses to commands; 4 points indicated light
sleep state and can be awakened quickly; 5 points indicated
falling asleep and unresponsive to calls; 6 points indicated
deep sleep and no response to calls.

2.5.2. Surgery-Related Indicators. The operation time, recov-
ery time, total dosage of propofol, and recovery time of
directional force were compared between the two groups.

2.5.3. Hemodynamic Indicators. Philips MT50 monitor was
used for detecting systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic
blood pressure (DBP), and heart rate (HR) of patients at
T0, T1, T2, and T3 time points.

2.5.4. Stress Indicators. 5ml of venous blood was recruited
from cases prior to surgery, immediately following the sur-
gery and 24 hours after surgery, centrifuged at a rate of
3000 r/min, serum was separated, and high-performance liq-
uid chromatography (HPLC) was used to detect norepi-
nephrine (NE) level; cortisol (Cor) levels were detected by
radioimmunoassay. Glucose (GLU) level was measured by
glucokinase method.

2.5.5. Pain Mediators. Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), serum sub-
stance P (SP), and 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) levels were
discerned through enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) before surgery, immediately following the surgery,

and 24 hours after surgery. The kit was provided by Shenz-
hen Jingmei Biological Engineering Co., Ltd.

2.5.6. Postoperative Recovery. The vaginal bleeding time,
endometrial thickness 3 weeks after operation, and time to
start menstruating were compared between the two groups.
The endometrial thickness was examined by color Doppler
ultrasound diagnostic apparatus of GE Company of the
United States.

2.5.7. Postoperative Uterine Contraction Pain. The visual
analogue scale (VAS) was employed to assess the postopera-
tive uterine contraction pain of patients [13]. A scale with a
length of 10 cm was used for evaluation. Patients selected a
number on the scale to represent their own pain sensation,
with the score ranging from 0 to 10 points. The greater the
score, the more potent the pain sensation of patients.

2.5.8. Adverse Reactions. The incidence of anesthesia-related
adverse reactions, for instance, nausea and vomiting, body
movement, and respiratory depression, were analyzed in
both groups.

2.6. Statistical Processing. SPSS22.0 computer program was
employed to evaluate the outcomes, count achievements
were presented as percentage (%), and discrepancies
between groups were studied through χ2 analysis; assess-
ment outcomes were presented as �x ± s after normality test,
and discrepancies between groups were studied through t
analysis. P < 0:05 demonstrated that the discrepancy was
statistically meaningful.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Analgesic Influences between Both
Groups. The Ramsay scores in the observation group at T1
and T2 time points were lesser than those in the control
group (P < 0:05), as demonstrated in Figure 1.

3.2. Comparison of Surgery-Related Indicators between Both
Groups. There were no substantial differences in operation
time and recovery time between both groups (P > 0:05).
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Figure 1: Comparison of analgesic influences between both
groups (note: ∗ indicated P < 0:05 when compared to the
observation group).
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The total dosage of propofol in the observation group was
lesser compared to that in the control group, and the recov-
ery time of directional force was shorter than that in the con-
trol group (P < 0:05), as demonstrated in Figure 2.

3.3. Changes in Hemodynamic Indexes in Both Groups. There
existed no meaningful discrepancy in perioperative SBP,
DBP, and HR between both groups (P > 0:05), as demon-
strated in Figure 3.
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3.4. Comparison of Stress Indicators between Both Groups.
There existed no meaningful discrepancy in the levels of
NE, Cor, and GLU before the operation between both
groups (P > 0:05); the levels of NE, GLU, and Cor in the
observation group promptly following the surgery and 24
hours after the operation were lesser than those in the con-
trol group (P < 0:05), as demonstrated in Figure 4.

3.5. Comparison of Pain Mediators between Both Groups.
There existed no meaningful discrepancy in the levels of
SP, PGE2, and 5-HT before operation between both groups
(P > 0:05); the levels of SP, PGE2, and 5-HT in the observa-
tion group promptly following the surgery and 24 hours fol-
lowing the surgery were lesser than those in the control
group (P < 0:05), as demonstrated in Figure 5.

3.6. Comparison of Postoperative Recovery between Both
Groups. There existed no meaningful discrepancy in vaginal
bleeding time, endometrial thickness 3 weeks after opera-

tion, and time to start menstruating between both groups
(P > 0:05), as demonstrated in Figure 6.

3.7. Comparison of Postoperative Uterine Contraction Pain
between Both Groups. The VAS score of the observation
group at 10min and 30min following the surgery was lower
than that of the control group (P < 0:05), as demonstrated in
Figure 7.

3.8. Comparison of the Incidence of Anesthesia-Related
Adverse Reactions between the Two Groups. There was no
significant difference in the incidence of negative reactions
between both groups (P > 0:05), as demonstrated in Table 2.

4. Discussion

Abortion is an important way to terminate early pregnancy.
Compared with medical abortion, abortion has the advan-
tages of high success rate of pregnancy termination and
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Figure 4: Comparison of stress indicators between both groups (note: ∗ indicated P < 0:05 when compared with the observation group).
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fewer complications [14, 15]. At present, it is believed that
anesthesia for painless induced abortion requires short-act-
ing, adequate analgesia and sedation and requires the patient
to wake up quickly after the operation, restoring directional
force and consciousness quickly, without drug residues and
aftereffects [16, 17]. Propofol is a short-acting intravenous
anesthetic employed for induction and maintaining general
anesthesia. Relevant investigations have pointed out that
propofol used in painless abortion has the advantages of
short-acting sedation, quick onset, and short half-life, but
single-drug anesthesia has disadvantages of long postopera-
tive recovery time and high incidence of postoperative
uterine contraction pain [18]. It has been reported that com-
bined anesthesia on this basis can further improve the anes-
thetic effect [19]. Auricular point analgesia has been used in
a variety of surgeries or operations that require anesthesia
and analgesia. As a new type of intradermal needle, press-
needle has acupuncture effect. Compared with the tradi-
tional filiform needle, it does not damage the ear cartilage.
Compared with the traditional ear point pressing with bean,
press-needle can produce stronger benign stimulation to the

ear acupoint and strengthen the therapeutic effect. At the
same time, the ear press-needle is buried in the skin, which
can stimulate the auricular point more accurately, and the
paste is firm and stable [20]. In this study, bilateral uterus,
pelvic cavity, and Shenmen acupoints were selected based
on the bioholographic theory of the auricle, and correspond-
ing acupoints were selected according to the lesion site,
namely, the positive reaction point of the lesion. Shenmen
acupoint was located in the fourth area of triangular fossa
of the ear, slightly above the fork of the upper and lower
crura of antihelix. Relevant investigations have emphasized
that acupuncture of Shenmen acupoint is able to calm the
mood and relieve spasm and pain [21]. The pelvic cavity
and uterine acupoints are located in the triangular fossa,
and various benign afferent impulses are generated based
on stimulation by press-needle, which can participate in
the regulation of cranial nerves, that is, the excitation and
inhibition of the cerebral cortex, block pathological nerve
impulses and sympathetic nerve efferent impulses, or inhibit
pathological excitatory foci and restore its normal physio-
logical function. Subcortical, endocrine, and sympathetic
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Figure 5: Comparison of pain mediators between both groups (note: ∗ indicated P < 0:05 when compared to the observation group).
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acupoints are named in combination with modern anatomy
and physiology, and their effects are similar to physiological
functions [22, 23]. Subcortical acupoint has the effect of
sedation and analgesia, which can regulate the excitation
and inhibition process of cerebral cortex and subcortical
plant nerve center [24]. Endocrine acupoint can regulate
the endocrine system, have anti-inflammatory and analgesic,
and enhance immune regulation effects [25]. Sympathetic
acupoint can calm the mood and relieve pain, invigorate
Qi, and reduce inversion and can regulate the vasomotor
function and adjust the visceral function [26]. The results
of the present research illustrated that the Ramsay scores

in the observation group at T1 and T2 time points were
lesser than those in the control group, the total dosage of
propofol was less than that in the control group, and the
recovery time of directional force was shorter than that in
the control group. The results showed that propofol anes-
thesia in combination with press-needle therapy is capable
of improving the anesthetic influence, decreasing the dosage
of anesthetic drugs, and promoting the rapid recovery of
postoperative directional force.

Under stress, the body’s sympathetic nerves are excited,
which promotes the production of NE and Cor and increases
blood sugar [27, 28]. Abortion requires cervical forceps to
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uterine wall, which can cause local pain, lead to sympathetic
nerve excitation, and increase the synthesis of catechol-
amines, resulting in hemodynamic fluctuations [29]. The
use of anesthetic drugs is very important to maintain hemo-
dynamic stability and ensure the safety of patients. This
study found that there were no meaningful discrepancies
in perioperative SBP, DBP, and HR between both groups,
indicating that single-drug anesthesia and combined anes-
thesia with press-needle had little effect on hemodynamics.
In addition, this study found that the levels of NE, Cor,
and GLU in the observation group immediately after the
operation and 24 hours after the operation were lower than
those in the control group, illustrating that combined anes-
thesia with press-needle is capable of reducing the stress
state of patients undergoing abortion. This is mainly because
the auricular acupoint has a benign bidirectional regulation
function. The tiny nerve branches weave a network in the
auricle, and a considerable number of sympathetic nerves
are distributed on the auricle. Stimulation of auricular acu-
point can cause the thalamus to regulate the excitation of
sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves of the body, inhibit
the stress response of the sympathetic nucleus on pain, pro-
mote the release of antipain neurotransmitters, improve the
pain threshold, and reduce the body’s sensitivity to pain [30].

SP, PGE2, and 5-HT are pain mediators related to the
occurrence and intensification of pain [31]. SP is a neuro-
peptide with injury-stimulating properties that widely exists
in the systemic system and can aggravate pain by promoting
the release of pain-causing factor 5-HT and also plays a role
in transmitting pain information [32]. PGE2 is an inflamma-
tory medium that can enhance the excitability of receptors
and enhance the sensitivity of nerves to painful stimuli, thus
producing lasting pain [33]. 5-HT is distributed in the cen-
tral nervous system and has a direct pain-causing effect,
which can act locally through second messengers and stimu-
late sensory nerve endings to produce pain [34, 35]. Relevant
studies have pointed out that stimulating auricular acupoints
can regulate inflammatory factors and relieve pain caused by
the release of inflammatory mediators [36]. The findings of
the current survey illustrated that the levels of SP, PGE2,
and 5-HT in the observation group immediately after the
operation and 24 hours after the operation were lower than
those in the control group, indicating that combined analge-
sia with press-needle with may inhibit the release of pain
mediators, which may be an important reason why this
method can relieve pain in patients. The reason is that
press-needle therapy stimulates the nerve endings, makes

the nerves excited, and then travels along the corresponding
nerve conduction pathway to the central nervous system,
thereby activating the regulation of the nervous system and
stimulating the release of prostaglandins and other chemi-
cals, thereby affecting blood circulation, in order to achieve
analgesic effect. Acupuncture at pelvis and uterus acupoints
can block pathological nerve impulses and sympathetic
nerve efferent impulses and inhibit pathological excitatory
foci. Therefore, the authors believe that press-needle acu-
puncture at this acupoint may help restore its normal phys-
iological function. However, the outcomes of this research
illustrated that there existed no substantial discrepancies
between both groups in the vaginal bleeding time, endome-
trial thickness 3 weeks after operation, and time to start
menstruating, indicating that the propofol intravenous anes-
thesia combined with press-needle therapy would not affect
the uterine recovery of patients after painless abortion.

Press-needle acupuncture at multiple acupoints can
enhance the analgesic effect, relieve the nervous state of the
brain, and reduce the sensitivity of the patient’s response to
pain. This study found that combined anesthesia can reduce
the severity of postoperative uterine contraction pain, which
further confirmed that this method can relieve postoperative
pain. Relevant studies have pointed out that press-needle anal-
gesia can reduce adverse reactions such as nausea and vomit-
ing caused by stimulation of the vagus nerve [37]. However,
the outcomes of the current research illustrated that there
existed no meaningful discrepancy in the incidence of postop-
erative negative reactions between both groups, demonstrating
that press-needle analgesia had little effect on the adverse reac-
tions related to anesthesia in patients, which was consistent
with the above study results, which could be relevant to the
small size of cases included in this research, so further analysis
is needed in the later stage.

In conclusion, propofol combined with press-needle
anesthesia can improve the analgesic effect of painless abor-
tion during operation, relieve the uterine contraction pain
after operation, inhibit the release of postoperative pain
media, and improve the stress state of body. However, the
observation group was given acupuncture therapy, while
the control group was not given the corresponding acupunc-
ture treatment, which could not really prove that acupunc-
ture on the corresponding acupoints had an effect, and the
placebo effect could not be ruled out. In addition, the effect
of acupuncture may be closely related to the practice of acu-
puncturists, so multiple acupuncturists may have a certain
impact on the results. In future research, we will further
expand the sample size and set up a better corresponding
control group to improve this research.

Table 2: Comparison of the incidence of anesthesia-related negative reactions between both groups (cases, %).

Group n Body movement Respiratory depression Bradycardia Nausea and vomiting Overall incidence

Observation group 64 1 0 1 2 6.25

Control group 64 3 1 2 3 14.06

χ2 2.141

P 0.143
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Objective. To find the effects of dapagliflozin in combination with metoprolol sustained-release tablets on cardiac function and
prognosis in acute myocardial infarction patients after PCI. Methods. A total of 84 patients with myocardial infarction who
experienced PCI from February 2020 to February 2022 were included and allocated into 3 groups: groups A, B, and C
(n = 28/per group). Group A was given dapagliflozin combined with metoprolol sustained-release tablets, group B was given
dapagliflozin, and group C was given the placebo. Left ventricular end diastolic diameter (EDD), left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF), and end systolic diameter (ESD) were measured before and after treatment in all groups; myocardial infarction areas
were matched among all three groups at 3 months posttreatment. The serum concentrations of interleukin-6 (IL-6),
hypersensitive C-reactive protein (hs-CRP), superoxide dismutase (SOD), and malondialdehyde (MDA) were detected in all
three groups before and after treatment. The levels of N-terminal probrain natriuretic peptide (NT-pro BNP), lipoprotein (a)
(Lp(a)), ischemia-modified albumin (IMA), and secreted frizzled-related protein 5 (SFRP5) were also detected in the serum of
all groups. Adverse reactions and cardiovascular adverse events were matched between all groups. Results. The levels of LVEF in
groups A and B were increased after treatment, while the levels of EDD and ESD were decreased. The improvement degree of
LVEF and EDD levels in groups A and B was found greater compared to group C (P < 0:05). No significant difference was
found in myocardial infarction area among the three groups at 3 months postoperation (P > 0:05). Serum concentrations of
MDA, hs-CRP, IL-6, IMA, NT-proBNP, and Lp(a) were found to decrease in all three groups after treatment, while the levels of
SOD and SFRP5 were increased. The improvement degree of serum hs-CRP, IL-6, SOD, MDA, IMA, NT-proBNP, Lp(a), and
SFRP5 levels was greater in both groups A and B compared to group C. The improvement degree of serum hS-CRP, SOD,
MDA, IMA, Nt-probNP, Lp(a), and SFRP5 levels was significantly greater in group A compared to group B (P < 0:05). No
adverse effect was observed in all three groups (P > 0:05). Total occurrence of cardiovascular adverse effects such as stent
thrombosis, heart failure, ventricular fibrillation, and death was 10.71% in group A, 25.00% in group B, and 53.75% in group C.
There was statistical significance in the onset of cardiovascular adverse effects 3 months postoperation among all three groups
(P < 0:05). Conclusion. Dapagliflozin with metoprolol sustained-release tablets can be effective in improving the heart function,
inflammatory response, oxidative stress response, and prognosis in patients after PCI.

1. Introduction

Persistent myocardial ischemia and hypoxia caused by
coronary artery occlusion can lead to acute myocardial
infarction. According to relevant studies, the number of
new acute myocardial infarction cases in China can reach
500,000 every year, and the onset age tends to be younger.

Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is often used in
clinical treatment of acute myocardial infarction, which
can quickly open blocked vessels and restore myocardial
blood supply. According to the registration data of coronary
intervention in mainland China in 2020, there were 968,651
patients undergoing coronary intervention in my country in
2020, ranking first in the world [1]. However, some patients
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treated with PCI still have poor cardiac function recovery, so
it is very important to improve the prognosis of patients
with acute myocardial infarction treated with PCI [2–4].
Metoprolol sustained-release tablet is a selective β-receptor
blocker. According to relevant studies, β-blockers can effec-
tively block myocardial inflammation caused by adrenergic
receptor activation and can effectively reduce ventricular
rate and myocardial oxygen consumption in patients with
ischemic cardiomyopathy. They are often used in combina-
tion with angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors/angio-
tensin receptor antagonists and other conventional drugs
[5, 6]. Dapagliflozin was initially widely used as a hypoglyce-
mic drug in clinic. The mechanism of action of dapagliflozin
is that sodium-glucose cotransporter 2 (SGLT2) is expressed
in the proximal renal tubules, for the major transporter
responsible for glucose reabsorption in renal tubular filtra-
tion [7]. According to relevant studies, in addition to its
hypoglycemic effect, dapagliflozin can lower blood pressure,
diuretic, inhibit myocardial fibrosis, and improve myocar-
dial metabolism and homeostasis [8, 9]. In this study, dapa-
gliflozin combined with metoprolol sustained-release tablets
was used in patients with acute infarction undergoing PCI,
in order to explore its clinical efficacy.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Information. A total of 84 patients with myocar-
dial infarction who had undergone PCI from February 2020
to February 2022 were included and randomly separated
into three groups: A, B, and C, with 28 patients per group.
Four females and 24 males of age from 23 to 87 years were
included in group A; the average age was 56:32 ± 12:19
years; 11 cases had diabetes mellitus; 10 cases had heart
failure; 11 cases had ventricular arrhythmia; 14 cases had
angina pectoris; 12 cases had smoking history. In group B,
there were 20 males and 8 females, age from 23 to 86 years
old, with an average of 57:68 ± 11:49 years old; 8 cases had
diabetes mellitus; 12 cases had heart failure; 15 cases had
ventricular arrhythmia; 9 cases had angina pectoris; 16 cases
had smoking history. Two females and 26 males of age from
24 to 80 years were included in group C, and the average age
was 56:25 ± 12:04 years; 13 cases had diabetes mellitus; 9
cases had heart failure; 10 cases had ventricular arrhythmia;
12 cases had angina pectoris; 15 cases had a smoking history.
The three groups’ overall data were compared (P > 0:05).
The present study has been approved by the Hospital Ethics
Board.

2.2. Inclusion Criteria. ① All met the Chinese Medical Asso-
ciation’s diagnostic criteria for acute myocardial infarction
and were confirmed through imaging. ② The New York
Heart Association (NYHA) Classification was grades II to
IV. ③ The PCI was carried out within 24 hours of its occur-
rence. ④ Estimated survival time ≥ 1 year. ⑤ The clinical
and imaging data were complete. ⑥ All of them volunteered
to participate.

2.3. Exclusion Criteria. These are as follows:① patients aller-
gic to drugs used in this study, ② people with a history of

myocardial infarction,③ patients with severe renal and liver
dysfunction, ④ patients with a history of PCI treatment,
⑤ patients with mechanical complications after acute
myocardial infarction, ⑥ patients with contraindications
to the study drug, and ⑦ patients lost to follow-up.

2.4. Methods. Immediately after admission, the patients
received general treatment, including ECG, blood pressure,
and oxygen saturation detection, bed rest, establishment of
venous channels, oxygen inhalation, and correction of water,
electrolyte balance, and acid-base balance disorders. Mean-
while, atorvastatin or rosuvastatin was used for plaque
stabilization in all three groups. All patients were given oral
300mg of aspirin (Bayer Health Care Co., Ltd., National
drug approval number: J20080078) and 180mg of ticagre-
lor (AstraZeneca AB, National drug approval number:
J20130020) and then underwent emergency PCI. After PCI,
aspirin (100mg/d) and ticagrelor (180mg/d) were routinely
taken orally. Group C was given placebo, and group B was
given dapagliflozin (AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd.,
National drug approval number: J20170040), 10mg/time,
once a day. Group A was given dapagliflozin combined with
metoprolol succinate sustained-release tablets (AstraZeneca
Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd., National Drug approval number:
J20150044), dapagliflozin was given as group B, and meto-
prolol succinate sustained-release tablets were given orally,
11.875-47.5mg/time, once a day. All three groups were
treated continuously for 3 months.

2.5. Observation Indicators. These are as follows: (1) com-
parison of the levels of cardiac function ultrasound indexes.
Left ventricular end diastolic diameter (EDD), left ventric-
ular ejection fraction (LVEF), and end systolic diameter
(ESD) were estimated by Siemens PRIME ACUSON
ES2000 and Philips EPIQ 7C Doppler ultrasound. (2) Com-
parison of myocardial infarction area. Myocardial ECT was
used to reconstruct the tomographic images of the heart in
three mutually vertical directions: horizontal long axis, verti-
cal long axis, and short axis. The infarction area components
of each tomography were measured and recorded as Sx, Sy ,
and Sz , and the total infarct area was recorded as S. Accord-

ing to S =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðS2x + S2y + S2z/2Þ
q

, Sx is the infarct area component

in the long axis direction, Sy is the infarct area component in
the short axis direction, and Sz is the infarct area component
in the horizontal axis direction. The calculation method of Sx
was to measure the length of the damaged myocardium on
the long axis of each tomographic image, respectively, as A1
B1,A2B2, A3B3 ⋯ AnBn, and the vertical distance between
adjacent tomographic image was denoted as d, Sx = ðA1B1
+ A2B2Þ × d/2 + ðA2B2 + A3B3Þ × d/2 +⋯⋯ . The algo-
rithm of Sy and Sz was the same as that of Sx, and the myocar-
dial infarction area was compared between the three groups
at 3 months postoperation. (3) Comparison of the levels of
inflammatory and oxidative stress indexes in all three
groups. Venous blood (5ml) was collected from each
patient in fasting before and after treatment and then cen-
trifuged at 2500 r/min for 15min, and then, the supernatant
was removed and cryopreserved for testing. The serum
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protein (hs-CRP) were determined by the Enzyme-Linked
Immunosorbent Assay (ELIZA). The serum levels of mal-
ondialdehyde (MDA) and superoxide dismutase (SOD)
were determined by double-antibody sandwich ELIZA. (4)
Comparison of the serum levels of N-terminal probrain
natriuretic peptide (NT-pro BNP), lipoprotein (a) (Lp(a)),
ischemia-modified albumin (IMA), and secreted frizzled-
related protein 5 (SFRP5) in all three groups. The serum
levels of NT-pro BNP, IMA, and SFRP5 were determined
by ELIZA, and the Lp(a) level was measured by automatic
biochemical analyzer. (5) Comparison of the onset of
adverse effects among all groups. (6) Comparison of the
occurrence of cardiovascular adverse events among the
three groups.

2.6. Statistical Methods. To process and analyze the data, sta-
tistical software (SPSS 20.0) was used. Data of measurement
were represented as x ̅±s. For intergroup comparison, an
independent sample T-test was applied. To compare before
and after treatment effects, paired T-test was applied. χ2 test
was used for comparison. Count data represented as fre-
quency and constituent ratio. P < 0:05 was considered statis-
tically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Cardiac Function Ultrasound Index
Levels among the Three Groups. No significant difference
was found in LVEF, EDD, and ESD levels (P > 0:05) before
treatment. However, the levels of LVEF and EDD in groups
A and B were increased significantly after treatment, while
the levels of EDD and ESD decreased. The improvement
degree of LVEF and EDD levels in groups A and B was
greater compared to group C (P < 0:05) as indicated in
Table 1.

3.2. Comparison of Myocardial Infarction Area 3 Months
after Operation among the Three Groups. There was no
significant difference in the myocardial infarction area 3
months after operation among the three groups (P > 0:05),
as shown in Table 2.

3.3. Comparison of Inflammation and Oxidative Stress Levels
among the Three Groups before and after Treatment. Before
treatment, no significant difference was found in the levels of
SOD and MDA and hs-CRP and IL-6 between all groups
(P > 0:05). The serum concentrations of MDA and hs-CRP
and IL-6 were decreased after treatment in all three groups;
however, the SOD level was increased. The improvement

degree of serum hs-CRP, IL-6, SOD, and MDA levels in
groups A and B was greater than that in group C, and the
improvement degree of serum hs-CRP, SOD, and MDA
was higher in group A compared to group B (P < 0:05), as
indicated in Table 3.

3.4. Comparison of Serum IMA, NT-proBNP, and Lp(a)
Levels among the Three Groups. Before treatment, no signif-
icant difference was found in the levels of IMA, NT-proBNP,
Lp(a), and SFRP5. The levels of IMA, NT-proBNP, and
Lp(a) were decreased in all groups after treatment, while
the levels of SFRP5 were increased. The improvement in
the serum levels of IMA, NT-proBNP, Lp(a), and SFRP5
was higher in both groups A and B compared to group C.
The improvement in serum levels of IMA, NT-proBNP,
Lp(a), and SFRP5 was increased in group A than in group
B (P < 0:05) as indicated in Table 4.

3.5. Comparison of the Occurrence of Adverse Reactions
among the Three Groups. No adverse effect was observed
in all three groups.

3.6. Comparison of Cardiovascular Adverse Events 3 Months
after Surgery among the Three Groups. The total occurrence
of cardiovascular adverse reactions such as stent thrombosis,
cardiac failure, ventricular fibrillation, and death was 10.71%
in group A, 25.00% in group B, and 53.75% in group C. The
onset of cardiovascular adverse effects 3 months postopera-
tion was significantly different among the three groups
(χ2 = 12:757, P < 0:05) as indicated in Table 5.

4. Discussion

Dapagliflozin is a novel sodium-glucose cotransporter 2
inhibitor, which was initially marketed as a hypoglycemic
drug in China. However, in subsequent studies, dapagliflozin
was found to have antihypertensive and diuretic effects,

Table 1: Comparison of cardiac function ultrasound index levels among three groups (x ̅±s).

Group
LVEF (%) EDD (mm) ESD (mm)

Before treatment After treatment Before treatment After treatment Before treatment After treatment

Group A (n = 28) 46:40 ± 5:44 58:60 ± 4:47ac 58:86 ± 4:46 54:01 ± 4:93ac 47:49 ± 2:95 44:15 ± 3:31a

Group B (n = 28) 46:44 ± 5:14 57:48 ± 5:58ac 59:46 ± 5:14 55:22 ± 4:98ac 47:59 ± 4:28 45:25 ± 5:45a

Group C (n = 28) 45:10 ± 3:90 51:06 ± 4:52a 58:64 ± 7:80 58:13 ± 7:13 46:53 ± 4:22 46:28 ± 4:31
aSame group comparison before treatment (P < 0:05). bComparison with group B (P < 0:05). cComparison with group C (P < 0:05).

Table 2: Comparison of myocardial infarction area 3 months after
operation among the three groups (x ̅±s, cm2).

Group
Myocardial infarction area
3 months after operation

Group A (n = 28) 8:03 ± 1:66
Group B (n = 28) 8:87 ± 1:53
Group C (n = 28) 8:24 ± 2:14
aSame group comparison before treatment (P < 0:05). bComparison with
group B (P < 0:05). cComparison with group C (P < 0:05).
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Dimprove osmotic pressure, inhibit myocardial fibrosis,

improve myocardial energy metabolism, and improve myo-
cardial homeostasis in addition to hypoglycemic effects
[10, 11]. In addition, dapagliflozin can reduce the body mass
of patients, 60%~70% of which is adipose tissue, including
visceral tissue and subcutaneous tissue, and reduce the accu-
mulation and inflammation of epicardial adipose tissue,
which can be used for the treatment of cardiovascular dis-
eases [12]. At present, the mechanism of dapagliflozin in
the treatment of cardiovascular diseases has not been fully
clarified, which may include a variety of mechanisms. The
initial study believed that dapagliflozin could reduce the tox-
icity of glucose to the heart through the hypoglycemic effect,
so dapagliflozin is used more in patients with cardiovascular
disease complicated by diabetes [13–15]. Studies suggest that
dapagliflozin may increase the synthesis of the hepatic ketone
body, enhance myocardial energy metabolism, and improve
cardiac function. In addition to the common hypoglycemic
effects, dapagliflozin also has the effects of hypotension,
diuresis, improvement of ventricular remodeling, and myo-
cardial cell homeostasis. Besides, it can also improve arterial
stiffness, which is beneficial to the treatment of cardiovascu-
lar diseases [16]. Metoprolol sustained-release tablets are
selective β1-receptor blockers with antisympathetic effects,
which can block myocardial inflammatory response caused
by receptor activation and reduce ventricular remodeling.
In addition, the use of beta-blockers can reduce cardiac oxy-
gen consumption and improve myocardial perfusion in
patients with cardiovascular disease. However, the applica-
tion of β-blockers can cause hemodynamic instability and
lead to severe bronchial asthma, and the dosage of β-blockers
is limited [17–19]. In this study, the combined application of
dapagliflozin and metoprolol may reduce the dose of meto-
prolol sustained-release tablets and also decrease the onset
of complications by ensuring therapeutic effects.

Coronary atherosclerotic plaque rupture and accompa-
nying mural thrombus may be the main pathogenesis of
acute coronary syndrome (ACS), and the activation of
inflammatory response may be the main factor leading to
atherosclerotic plaque instability [20]. Serum hs-CRP, IL-6,
SOD, and MDA levels can indicate the degree of inflamma-
tory response and oxidative stress response in acute myocar-
dial infarction patients [21]. In the present study, the level of
LVEF in groups A and B was increased after treatment,
while the levels of EDD and ESD were decreased. The
improvement degree of LVEF and EDD in groups A and B
was greater compared to group C. There was no significant
difference in the myocardial infarction area 3 months post-
operation between all groups. Serum concentrations of
MDA, hs-CRP, and IL-6 were decreased after treatment in

all three groups, while the levels of SOD increased. The con-
centrations of SOD, MDA, and hs-CRP, IL-6 were increased
in the serum of both groups A and B compared to group C.
Serum concentrations of SOD, MDA, and HS-CRP were
higher in group A compared to group B. It indicates that
dapagliflozin combined with metoprolol sustained-release
tablets can effectively improve cardiac function, inflamma-
tory response, and oxidative stress response in myocardial
infarction patients post-PCI. The combined treatment group
has better effect on improving inflammation and oxidative
stress response than that of doxycycline alone. The improve-
ment effect of cardiac function, inflammation, and oxidative
stress in group B with dapagliflozin alone was also better
compared to group C, showing that dapagliflozin may
improve the cardiac function, inflammatory response, and
oxidative stress in myocardial infarction patients post-PCI,
but dapagliflozin in combination with metoprolol has better
efficacy. Dapagliflozin and prolonged release metoprolol
tablets improve cardiac function, reduce inflammation, and
reduce the response to oxidative stress. The combined treat-
ment plays a synergistic role and has a better effect on
improving cardiac function. At present, no clinical study
has applied dapagliflozin combined with metoprolol in
patients with myocardial infarction after PCI, and the mech-
anism involved in this is yet to be explored.

IMA is a marker of myocardial infarction and is closely
related to the degree of myocardial ischemia. It can be pro-
duced by human serum albumin during myocardial ische-
mia and increases rapidly when myocardial injury occurs.
When the body tissue is ischemia, blood supply and oxygen
supply are reduced, cells undergo anaerobic metabolism, lac-
tic acid accumulation, and superoxide radical (O2-) forma-
tion, which is dismutated into hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
and oxygen through superoxide dismutase, and finally,
IMA can be formed in the presence of metal ions. Patients
after PCI are prone to myocardial ischemic injury, and
IMA is a common marker of myocardial ischemia [22, 23].
NT-proBNP is the product of BNP precursor (proBNP) after
cleavage into BNP, secreted by ventricular cells, which has
the role of balancing water and sodium metabolism and
dilating blood vessels [24, 25]. Myocardial ischemia and
hypoxia can lead to increased myocardial tension and activa-
tion of excitatory neurohumoral factors and stimulate the
generation of myocardial cells, leading to the increase in
the level of NT-proBNP; the higher the level of serum NT-
proBNP, the greater the myocardial ischemia area [26].
According to relevant studies, serum Lp(a) can induce plate-
let activation by promoting the formation of arterial plaque,
trigger thrombosis, and accelerate the progression of coro-
nary atherosclerosis [27]. Studies have shown that the serum

Table 5: Comparison of cardiovascular adverse events 3 months after surgery among the three groups (n(%)).

Group Heart failure Ventricular fibrillation Death Total incidence of cardiovascular adverse events

Group A (n = 28) 3 (10.71) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 3 (10.71)c

Group B (n = 28) 4 (14.29) 2 (7.14) 1 (3.57) 7 (25.00)c

Group C (n = 28) 9 (32.14) 3 (10.71) 3 (10.71) 15 (53.57)
aSame group comparison before treatment (P < 0:05). bComparison with group B (P < 0:05). cComparison with group C (P < 0:05).
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level Lp(a) increases with increased coronary lesions [28].
SFRP5 can regulate lipid metabolism and inflammatory
response through Wnt signal transduction pathway, which
is closely related to myocardial cell injury and cardiovascular
ischemic injury [29]. In this study, the levels of IMA, NT-
proBNP, and Lp(a) were decreased in all three groups after
treatment, while the levels of SFRP5 were increased. The
improvement degree of IMA, NT-proBNP, Lp(a), and
SFRP5 was higher in both the groups A and B compared
to group C. The improvement degree of IMA, NT-proBNP,
Lp(a), and SFRP5 levels was higher in group A compared to
group B. It shows that dapagliflozin may improve the serum
level of cardiac function markers in myocardial infarction
patients who undergone PCI, and dapagliflozin combined
with metoprolol sustained-release tablets is more effective.
This may be because dapagliflozin can improve myocardial
energy metabolism, improve myocardial homeostasis, and
relieve myocardial ischemia and hypoxia, and metoprolol
sustained-release tablets can reduce myocardial oxygen
consumption and improve myocardial perfusion in cardio-
vascular patients; the combined application of the two can
effectively improve myocardial ischemia and hypoxia and
effectively regulate the serum level of cardiac function indi-
cators. Also, we did not observe any adverse effects in all
three groups, indicating that the addition of drugs in groups
A and B did not cause serious adverse reactions, indicating
that the medication was safe. Comparing the onset of cardio-
vascular adverse effects 3 months postoperation among all
groups, it showed that the occurrence of cardiovascular
events was 10.71%, 25.00%, and 53.75% in groups A, B,
and C, respectively. It shows that dapagliflozin in combina-
tion with metoprolol can effectively reduce the incidence of
cardiovascular adverse events in myocardial infarction
patients post-PCI. Previously, it has been revealed that β-
blockers improve the prognosis in myocardial infarction
patients post-PCI [30]. We suggest that the dapagliflozin
and metoprolol combined use had a better effect in improv-
ing prognosis.

In conclusion, dapagliflozin in combination with meto-
prolol may improve cardiac function, reduce the inflam-
matory response and oxidative stress response, improve
myocardial ischemia and hypoxia state, and improve prog-
nosis in myocardial infarction patients post-PCI, which
has clinical application value. However, this study has
the following shortcomings, including the small sample
size and the lack of metoprolol group. In future studies,
the sample size of the study should be further expanded
and the metoprolol group should be set up.
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Purpose. This research mainly clarifies the impacts of low-dose- (LD-) total glycosides of Tripterygium wilfordii (GTW) plus
methotrexate (MTX) on immunological function and inflammation level in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Methods.
We enrolled 106 RA patients treated in Yanbian University Hospital between July 2019 and July 2021, including 56 cases
(research group) intervened by LD-total GTW plus MTX and 50 cases (control group) treated with MTX, in addition to
conventional treatment given to both groups. The improvement in immunological function (immunoglobulin (Ig) A, IgG, and
IgM), inflammatory cytokines (ICs; C-reaction protein (CRP), tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), and interleukin-6 (IL-6)),
incidence of adverse reactions (ARs), joint function, and patient satisfaction were observed and compared. Results. Statistical
better improvements of immunological function, ICs, and joint function were observed in the research group compared with
the control group. Besides, patient satisfaction was higher and the incidence of ARs was lower in the research group.
Conclusions. LD-total GTW plus MTX is highly effective and safe in enhancing the immunity, lowering the inflammation level,
and improving the joint function of RA patients.

1. Introduction

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA), one of the most commonly seen
chronic inflammatory diseases, is a chronic autoimmune
condition affecting joints. It is characterized by progressive
and symmetrical inflammation of the affected joints, leading
to cartilage destruction, bone erosion, and ultimately disabil-
ity [1]. In the later stages of the disease, many joints are
involved with extra-articular symptoms in most cases [2].
The incidence of RA varies by gender, age, and patient group
[3]. The prevalence of this connective tissue disease, which is
associated with reduced quality of life, poor functional sta-
tus, and increased mortality, has increased over the past
two decades, further increasing the disease burden [4]. The
condition of RA is prone to fluctuate with the aggravation
of episodes. Without optimal treatment, the patient’s symp-
toms can progressively worsen until the joints are irrevers-
ibly damaged and physical and mental functions are

affected [5]. In addition, the complications and comorbidi-
ties of RA can reduce life expectancy by several years [6,
7]. For these reasons, the treatment of RA needs a careful
selection. In this study, we take drugs such as total glycosides
of Tripterygium wilfordii (GTW) and methotrexate (MTX)
as examples to study the drug treatment of RA, aiming to
provide new reference for the treatment of RA and the
improvement of patients’ condition.

Tripterygium glycosides (TG) are a kind of natural active
ingredient extracted from Tripterygium wilfordii, a southern
Chinese vine that has long been used in traditional Chinese
medicine [8]. Due to diverse pharmacological effects such as
detoxification, blood-activating, inflammation prevention,
and antiprocreation, the drug has been widely used to treat
various types of inflammation [9]. It works by inhibiting
dihydroorotate dehydrogenase, even in the treatment of
active moderate-to-severe RA [10]. Another long widely
used drug for severe RA, MTX, inhibits inflammation by
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suppressing dihydrofolate reductase. MTX treatment, how-
ever, often comes with side effects [11]. Therefore, MTX
needs to be combined with other drugs during treatment.
However, for RA, there are few related studies on the combi-
nation treatment of the above two drugs. The purpose of this
study is to study the impact of low-dose- (LD-) total GTW
combined with MTX on RA patients through immunity-
and inflammation-related indicators.

2. Methods

2.1. General Information. The study population comprised
106 cases of RA treated in Yanbian University Hospital from
July 2019 to July 2021. According to different treatment
methods, they were assigned to either the control group or
the research group. The research group, with 56 cases, was
treated with LD-total GTW plus MTX and conventional
treatment, while the control group (50 cases) received
MTX and routine treatment. The two cohorts showed no
significant differences in general data (P > 0:05), with com-
parability. Inclusion criteria are as follows: all patients were
diagnosed as RA in our hospital and were mentally normal
that could accurately express their discomfort, with no his-
tory of drug allergy related to this study. Exclusion criteria
are as follows: serious heart, liver, kidney, and other organ
diseases; pregnant or lactating woman; use of immunosup-
pressants within 30 days before enrollment; and missing or
incomplete clinical records.

The family members of patients gave their consent for
patients’ participation in this study and signed the relevant
agreement. This study has obtained approval from the Med-
ical Ethics Committee of Yanbian University Hospital.

2.2. Treatment Methods. Both groups received routine treat-
ment. Oral indomethacin (Guangdong Huanan Pharmaceu-
tical Group, SFDA Approval No. H44020701) was
administered 0.1 g once, 3 times/d. Additionally, a reason-
able diet was adopted, and high-fat and high-cholesterol
foods were avoided as much as possible. On this basis, the
control group was given 15mg MTX (SFDA Approval No.
H31020644, specification: 2:5mg × 100 tablets) produced
by Shanghai Pharmaceuticals Sine, per os, once a week.
The research group was given oral LD-total GTW and
MTX. 10mg total GTW (Jiangsu Meitong Pharmaceutical
Co., Ltd., SFDA Approval No. Z32021007) was adminis-
trated 3 times per day and 7. 5mg MTX was given once a
week. Both groups were treated for 3 months, and the dosage
of indomethacin was halved after 1 month of treatment and
stopped after 2 months of treatment.

2.3. Measurement Indicators. Before the detection of immu-
nological function and inflammatory cytokines (ICs) in
patients, we collected 5mL of fasting cubital venous blood
from patients before and after treatment and extracted
serum by 10min of centrifugation at 1500 × g and 4°C.

2.3.1. Immunological Function. Serum immunoglobulins of
both cohorts of patients were quantified before and after
treatment. Immunoglobulin (Ig) A, IgG, and IgM contents

were measured using a spectrophotometer (Shanghai Hui-
cheng Biotech, C001-96T-1).

2.3.2. ICs. Serum ICs in both cohorts were measured before
and three days after treatment. C-reaction protein (CRP),
tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), and interleukin-6 (IL-6)
concentrations were detected by enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assay (ELISA). The assay was carried out strictly follow-
ing the instructions of the corresponding human ELISA kit
(Wuhan Fine Biotech, EH2643, AQ-H0302-B, AQ-H0201).

2.3.3. Incidence of Adverse Reactions (ARs). The incidence of
ARs in the two groups was detected and compared, and the
related indicators were nausea, belching, abdominal pain,
and mucosal ulcer.

2.3.4. Evaluation of Joint Function. Patients’ joint function
after treatment was compared. The joint function was evalu-
ated according to the “Joint Dysfunction Grading Standard”
[12]: (1) Grade I: patients can carry out daily life and work.
(2) Grade II: patients can carry out general daily life and
some professional work, but with confined activity. (3)
Grade III: patients can carry out general daily life, but can-
not participate in certain work or projects, with activity lim-
itations. (4) Grade IV: patients cannot take care of
themselves in daily life, with limited working ability.

2.3.5. Patient Satisfaction. We also compared patients’ satis-
faction with the nursing, using the nursing satisfaction ques-
tionnaire with the test contents and evaluation criteria all
designed by our hospital. On a 100-point scale, 100-85, 60-
84, and below 60 indicated satisfied, 60-84 basically satisfied,
and dissatisfied, respectively. Satisfaction = ðsatisfied cases
+ basically satisfied casesÞ/total cases ∗ 100%.

2.4. Statistical Methods. SPSS22.0 (Asia Analytics formerly
SPSS China) was used for the statistical processing of com-
prehensive data. Enumeration data were tested by χ2, while
quantitative data denoted by (X ± S) were verified by the t
-test, with P < 0:05 as the significance threshold.

3. Results

3.1. General Information. The research group and the con-
trol group were not statistically different in a series of gen-
eral data such as gender, age, body mass index (BMI)
(P > 0:05). See Table 1 for details.

3.2. Immunological Function. The immunoglobulin levels
differed insignificantly between research group and the con-
trol group prior to treatment (P > 0:05). The posttreatment
IgG, IgA, and IgM levels decreased compared with their pre-
treatment levels, and the improvement of the above indexes
was more obvious in the research group (P < 0:05; Figure 1).

3.3. ICs. Similarly, ICs were not notably different between
groups prior to treatment (P > 0:05). And statistical
decreases were observed in CRP, TNF-α, and IL-6 in both
cohorts of patients after treatment, with more significant
improvement of the above indexes in the research group
compared to the control group (P < 0:05; Figure 2).
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3.4. Incidence of ARs. After investigating ARs in the two
groups, it was found that the incidence was significantly
lower in the research group compared with the control
group (P < 0:05). Please see Table 2 for details.

3.5. Joint Function Evaluation. As shown in Table 3, the pro-
portion of grade I joint dysfunction in the research group
increased significantly after treatment compared with the
control group (P < 0:05), but there was no significant

Table 1: General data.

Classification Research group (n = 56) Control group (n = 50) t/χ2 P

Sex 0.03 0.872

Male 30 26

Female 26 24

Age (years old) 61:77 ± 7:36 60:84 ± 7:15 0.66 0.512

BMI (kg/m2) 26:06 ± 2:87 25:26 ± 2:97 1.41 0.162

Work location 0.40 0.528

Urban areas 38 31

Rural areas 18 19

Smoking 0.11 0.743

Yes 41 38

No 15 12

Drinking 0.07 0.792

Yes 35 30

No 21 20
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Figure 1: Immunoglobulins of the two groups of patients: (a) IgG levels in the two groups, (b) IgA levels in the two groups, and (c) IgM
levels in the two groups. ∗ means P < 0:05 compared with before treatment, and # means P < 0:05 compared with the control group.
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difference between groups in the proportions of grade II and
grade III joint dysfunction (P > 0:05).

3.6. Patient Satisfaction. The investigation of patient satisfac-
tion revealed a higher satisfaction degree in the research
group as compared to the control group (P < 0:05; Table 4).

4. Discussion

As a disease of unknown origin, RA causes inflammatory
changes in synovial tissues, cartilage, and hard bones of joints
and, less commonly, in the extra-articular sites. Patients with
RA mainly present with joint pain, swelling, and subsequent
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Figure 2: Inflammatory cytokines of the two groups of patients: (a) CRP levels in the two groups, (b) IL-6 levels in the two groups, and (c)
TNF-α levels in the two groups. ∗ means P < 0:05 compared with before treatment, and # means P < 0:05 compared with the control group.

Table 2: Incidence of adverse events.

Classification Research group (n = 56) Control group (n = 50) χ2 P

Nausea 2 (3.57) 3 (6.00)

Eructation 0 (0.00) 1 (2.00)

Abdominal pain 2 (3.57) 1 (2.00)

Mucosal ulcer 0 (0.00) 6 (12.00)

Incidence of adverse reactions (%) 4 (7.14) 11 (22.00) 5.86 0.012

Table 3: General data.

Classification Research group (n = 56) Control group (n = 50) χ2 P

Grade I 33 (58.93) 19 (38.00) 4.63 0.031

Grade II 18 (32.14) 21 (42.00) 1.10 0.294

Grade III 5 (8.93) 10 (20.00) 2.67 0.103
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tions caused by arachidonic acid metabolites and various ICs
[13]. There is currently no cure for such a systemic inflamma-
tory disease, and because of its heterogeneity, variability, and
multilevel nature, there is no a unified description of its path-
ogenesis, so the treatment of it is still a difficulty [14]. In this
section, we will discuss the impacts of the two-drug combina-
tion therapy on the immunological function and inflamma-
tion level of RA based on the results obtained.

According to the results, the research group that used the
combination of the two drugs had significantly better immu-
nological function recovery than the control group. In the
study of Dong et al. [15], the application of GTW to patients
with RA could significantly reduce IgA and IgG levels in
patients, similar to our findings. Liu et al. [16] also pointed
out that GTW and MTX had significant inhibitory effects on
the levels of IgG, IgA, and IgM in RA patients with anemia,
which was consistent with our results. A combination therapy
of MTX with other drugs can significantly improve patients’
immunological function. This is because when combined with
other drugs, it inhibits tyrosine kinases that affect immunolog-
ical function while reducing the production of pyrimidine and
dihydroorotate dehydrogenase to inhibit DNA synthesis,
enabling it to exert a pharmacodynamic mechanism on lym-
phocyte activation and immune response, thus enhancing
the immunity of patients [17–19]. On the other hand, MTX,
when used alone, bringsmany side effects and has a poor effect
on lymphocyte proliferation of the immune system. Therefore,
it is necessary to combine with other drugs to inhibit lympho-
cyte proliferation and finally improve the abnormal immune
response of RA patients [20–22]. As an extract of Chinese
herbal medicine, total GTW is effective in the treatment of
various systemic diseases [23]. Tripterygium glycosides belong
to a nonsteroidal immunosuppressant, which can effectively
inhibit cellular immunity and humoral immunity [8, 24]. Cur-
rently, the drug is extensively used to treat autoimmune dis-
eases, including RA, primary glomerulonephritis, and
immune-related nephritis [25, 26]. According to the charac-
teristics of the two drugs, the combination of total GTW can
effectively make up for the deficiency of MTX and adjust
patients’ immunity.

In terms of inflammation, more significantly reduced
levels of ICs were determined in the research group after
treatment. In the treatment of various types of arthritis, the
antifolic acid mechanism of MTX has historically been
related to the treatment of neoplastic (lymphoblastic) dis-
eases. The immunosuppression brought by LD-MTX ther-
apy can even play an anticancer role, which mainly
depends on the inhibition of the enzyme 5-aminoimida-
zole-4-carboxamide ribonucleoside (AICAR) transformylase

(ATIC), resulting in a higher level of AICAR inhibition of
adenosine monophosphate deaminase and adenosine deam-
inase. This leads to higher extracellular levels of adenine,
which is further converted into adenosine, thus playing an
anti-inflammatory role through adenosine receptors. It also
reduces downstream inflammatory signaling via the nuclear
factor kappa B (NFκB) [27]. However, the antifolate effects
of MTX also contribute to most of its side effects and result
in it having little effect on inhibiting other anti-
inflammatory pathways [28], which may explain the limited
decrease of ICs in the control group using MTX alone. As
mentioned above, Tripterygium wilfordii has anti-
inflammatory action, which can be enhanced if MTX is com-
bined. Combining the conclusions of previous literature with
our findings, we can conclude that the combination of the
two drugs can effectively improve patient’s immunological
function and relieve inflammation, which can facilitate
patients’ rehabilitation and improved limb recovery. And
because of the combination of the two, the side effects of
MTX can even be effectively reduced, contributing to
higher patient safety, fewer ARs, and higher patient satis-
faction. In the report of Wang et al. [29], GTW plus
MTX in patients with RA significantly inhibited the level
of CRP without increasing the complication rate, which
is consistent with our findings. Wang et al. [30] also
pointed out that compared with MTX alone, GTW com-
bined with MTX intervention can significantly improve
the clinical manifestations of joint swelling and tenderness
in RA patients, indicating higher efficacy of the combined
treatment in improving patients’ joint function, which can
support our results. Chen et al. [31] also reported a higher
compliance degree in RA patients treated with GTW and
MTX combination therapy compared with those receiving
MTX monotherapy, which reflected that the satisfaction
rate of RA patients with combined therapy may be
relatively higher.

The innovation of this study lies in the comparative eval-
uation of the clinical effects of LD-total GTW combined
with MTX combined with MTX and MTX monotherapy in
the treatment of RA from the perspectives of immunological
function, ICs, incidence of ARs, joint function, and patient
satisfaction. This study confirmed the efficacy and safety of
the combination therapy for patients with RA, providing a
new basis for the treatment of such patients. However, there
are many shortcomings in this study. We failed to effectively
observe patients’ treatment compliance during the treatment
process nor have we investigated the psychological anxiety
and depression of them. In future research, we will continue
to address the above deficiencies, and constantly improve
the treatment methods to make patients satisfied.

Table 4: Satisfaction of the two groups of patients.

Classification Research group (n = 56) Control group (n = 50) χ2 P

Satisfied 36 (64.29) 22 (44.00) — —

Basically satisfied 18 (32.14) 18 (36.00) — —

Dissatisfied 2 (3.57) 10 (20.00) — —

Satisfaction (%) 54 (96.43) 40 (80.00) 7.45 0.006
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Conclusively, this research believes that LD-total GTW
combined with MTX can significantly improve RA patients’
immunity, reduce inflammation, and improve their joint
function with higher safety.

Data Availability

The labeled datasets used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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This study was aimed to explore the application value of ultrasound-guided peripherally inserted central catheter (PICC)
combined with predictive nursing in the treatment of large-area severe burns. 88 patients with large-area severe burns who
visited hospital were chosen as the research objects. They were randomly divided into the observation group and the control
group, with 44 cases in each. The patients in the observation group were treated with ultrasound-guided PICC combined with
predictive nursing, while those in the control group were treated with traditional PICC and nursing methods. Then, the
anxiety of patients was compared between groups by the Self-rating Anxiety Scale (SAS), while the depression was compared
by the Self-rating Depression Scale (SDS). The pain of the patients was analyzed by the McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ),
and a self-made nursing satisfaction questionnaire was adopted to evaluate the nursing satisfaction. The surgery-related
indicators of the patients were detected and recorded (the success rate of one-time puncture, the success rate of one-time
catheter placement, incidence of complications, heart rate, blood pressure, etc.). The success rates of one-time puncture (93%
vs. 86%) and of catheter placement (95% vs. 81%) in the observation group were significantly higher than those in the control
group, P < 0:05. The pain scores of the observation group were much lower than those of the control group at each time
period, P < 0:05. The number of patients with negative emotions such as anxiety and depression in the observation group was
markedly less than that in the control group. The incidence of complications in the observation group was notably lower than
that in the control group (4.5% vs 18%), P < 0:05. The nursing satisfaction of the observation group was significantly higher
than that of the control group (93% vs 79.5%), P < 0:05. In conclusion, ultrasound-guided PICC and predictive nursing had
high clinical application values in the treatment of patients with large-area severe burns.

1. Introduction

Burns bring patients a huge impact on health, life, work, and
study. It will weaken the social labor force and increase the
economic burden on the family and society. Statistics show
that the incidence of burns in China is much higher than
that in oversea countries [1]. Generally, burns are classified
into four grades: first-degree burns, superficial second-
degree burns, deep second-degree burns, and third-degree
burns. The specific clinical manifestations of each grade are
as follows. For the first-degree burns, the mild burns are
generally characterized by mild redness, swelling, and heat

pain, with no blisters and no skin damage. It can usually
recover to normal within a week without any scarring, but
the color of local skin may be darker in a short term. For
superficial second-degree burns, blisters of different sizes
are formed, and the blister fluid is clear and transparent,
which is pale yellow or egg white-like fluid. The ruptured
blisters expose a rosy and moist wound [2]. Patients may
experience significant pain and local redness and swelling.
The wound usually heals in 1-2 weeks without scarring,
but sometimes the newly grown skin may have pigment
changes. For deep second-degree burns, there is local swell-
ing, and the epithelial tissue turns to be white or brownish-
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yellow. There are also scattered small blisters; the wound of
the ruptured blisters is slightly wet with the color of red and
white or red in white. Many red dots or small vascular
branches can be observed, the cutaneous sensation is insen-
sitive, and the pain is not obvious. If there is no infection, the
healing generally takes about 3-4 weeks. In the event of
infection, not only the healing time will be prolonged but
also scars will be left after healing. For the third-degree
burns, the wound surface is dry and is in waxy white, brown,
or charcoal black, with no blisters and no pain. It is tough
and leather-like, and thick vascular network coagulates
under the eschar, which is caused by venous embolism in
the fat layer. In summary, the second- and third-degree
burns pose a serious threat to the life and health of patients.
In addition, the prognosis of patients is generally very poor,
and the treatment time is relatively long. Therefore, the
treatment and nursing for burns take a long-term and diffi-
cult process [3].

Since burns can cause extensive damage to the protective
barrier of the skin, further loss of body fluids can occur.
Clinically, long-term fluid supplementation, anti-infection,
and postoperative repair are often required for patients. This
process typically takes months or even years. Intravenous
infusion is commonly used for fluid supplementation in
clinical practice. However, the scarred skin formed in burn
patients often makes it difficult to find veins, which increases
the difficulty of venipuncture. The general puncture requires
alternation repeatedly [4]. These can cause great suffering to
patients and increase the difficulty of clinical nursing. There-
fore, finding a method that can relieve the pain of patients
and enable long-term infusion administration is a hot topic
of current clinical research [5]. For peripherally inserted
central catheter (PICC), the tip of the catheter is located in
the superior vena cava, which can quickly dilute the drug.
Thus, it can avoid problems such as phlebitis and drug leak-
age caused by tissue necrosis [6, 7]. In addition, PICC also
has the advantages of long indwelling time as well as no risk
of pneumothorax and arterial injury [8, 9]. With the devel-
opment of imaging technologies such as ultrasound, the
improved Seldinger PICC placement technique under ultra-
sound guidance has been gradually derived [10]. A large
number of clinical studies have shown that the success rate
of traditional PICC placement is only 78%, the success rate
of PICC placement using optimized Seldinger technique
alone is 84%, and that of optimized ultrasound-guided Seldin-
ger PICC placement reaches 98%. In general, ultrasound-
guided optimized Seldinger technique for PICC placement
has the wide and good clinical applications. However, there
is no direct report worldwide about its application in patients
with large-area severe burns [11]. Therefore, further in-depth
research is needed on its application effect in patients with
large-area severe burns.

There are also some defects and deficiencies in the opti-
mized Seldinger PICC placement technique guided by ultra-
sound. For example, venipuncture and blade dilation are
required during catheter placement, which can cause local
tissue damage and pain in patients [12]. Pain caused by
ultrasound-guided optimized Seldinger PICC placement
can lead to a series of physiological and pathological

changes, and these changes are important factors causing
postoperative complications. Therefore, it is necessary and
urgent to take appropriate nursing intervention methods to
improve the quality of life and prognosis of severely burned
patients. Predictive nursing is a method that is widely used
worldwide and has been recognized and confirmed by many
scholars [13]. Predictive nursing, conducted by some foreign
scholars, has reduced the incidence of coronary heart disease
by 50%. For patients with advanced head and neck tumors,
some scholars have adopted predictive enteral nutrition
support nursing, and found that this nursing measure can
make the patients with neck tumors nourished. Researches
by domestic scholars show that predictive nursing can
improve the comfort, satisfaction, and compliance of clinical
treatment. There are many similar studies [14]. From the
above, predictive nursing has achieved good outcomes in
clinical work and has been widely promoted. It can effec-
tively relieve the negative moods of patients and reduce the
incidence of complications. However, all the existing related
researches in the world directly reported the application of
predictive nursing in the PICC of burn patients under the
ultrasound-guided modified Seldinger technique. As for the
application effect of the modified Seldinger technique in
the PICC of burn patients under the guidance of ultrasound,
further research is needed [15].

The patients with large-area severe burns were prese-
lected as the research objects in this research, so as to explore
the application value of ultrasound-guided PICC placement
combined with predictive nursing in the treatment. It was
expected to provide reference and basis for the clinical treat-
ment of related diseases as well as the application of related
technologies.

2. Research Methods

2.1. Objects. In this study, 100 patients with severe burn
admitted to the hospital from July 2020 to January 2022
were selected and randomly divided into control group and
observation group, with 50 cases in each. The ultrasound-
guided PICC combined with predictive nursing was given
in the observation group, while the control group received
traditional PICC combined with nursing. Inclusion criteria
required the patients had an age of 18-66 years old, no skin
damage to the auricle, no history of alcohol allergy, and
PICC placement for the first time. Besides, the patients were
suitable for the indications of PICC; they had no mental ill-
ness and could correctly express pain. No systemic or local
pain relief measure was taken for 24 hours before PICC
placement. Exclusion criteria were as follows. The patients
received deep venous catheter placement (intravenous access
port, subclavian or internal jugular, and femoral venous
catheter placement). The diameter of the basilic vein, bra-
chial vein, and median cubital vein under B-mode ultra-
sound was <5mm2. The patients suffered from upper
extremity hemiplegia, had a history of surgery, or had an
unsuccessful one-time venipuncture. They received radio-
therapy, chemotherapy, drugs, surgery, or other treatments
that could relieve pain during the research. The informed
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consent forms were obtained from patients, and this study
had been approved by ethics committee of hospital.

2.2. PICC Puncture Methods. In the control group, ordinary
deep vein puncture was adopted for PICC placement. A dis-
posable puncture catheter was used, the patient was in a
supine position, the arm to be catheterized was abducted
by 90°, and the vein below the elbow was selected for punc-
ture. After the blood vessel is selected, sterilization and drap-
ing were carried out. Puncture was performed with a
puncture needle, the needle core was withdrawn after the
venous return was observed, and the catheter was sent into
along the outer cannula of the puncture needle until to the
predetermined length. Then, the guide wire was withdrawn,
the catheter was connected to the installer, and the sterile
saline gauze was used to clean the skin around the puncture
point. The puncture point was covered with sterile gauze
and fixed with transparent application. After the catheter
was fixed, it was positioned under X-ray.

In the observation group, the patients underwent PICC
placement using the ultrasound-guided technique. The body
position and disinfection method were the same as those in
the control group. The vein below the elbow was selected for
puncture. The approximate position of the vein was displayed
on the transverse section under color Doppler ultrasonic
apparatus. Then, the longitudinal section was scanned to
observe the blood flow, wall thickness, and blood vessel diam-
eter of the vein. It was turned to the transverse section, the
midpoint of the probe was located at the same point as the
transverse section of the vein, and this point was marked,
which was just the position on the body surface of the vein.
This point was as the starting point, and a point was located
after detection every 1 cm. A total of 3 points were located,
and the 3 points were kept on the same straight line. After rou-
tine disinfection and draping, the lowest located point was the
needle insertion point of puncture. The probe was at right
angles to the vein as well as to the skin. Under the guidance
of ultrasound, the puncture needle and the vein were advanced
in parallel. After good blood return was obtained, the position
of the needle core was kept unchanged, and the guide wire was
put into for 10cm. After, the puncture angle was reduced, and
it was continued to insert the guide wire. The needle core was
then withdrawn, the catheter sheath was advanced, and the
catheter was placed well.

2.3. Nursing Intervention. The patients in the control group
received routine nursing. The nursing mainly included
admission introduction, medication guidance, routine
observation, auxiliary treatment, health education, and other
basic nursing care.

The patients in the observation group were given with
predictive nursing. A predictive nursing intervention team
was established. The team organized team members for
nursing knowledge training every week and conducted regu-
lar assessments. The specific interventions were as follows.
(1) On the basis of fully understanding of the patients’
acquisition of knowledge, a systematic knowledge theory
system was constructed. Through repeated communications,
distribution of brochures, and other methods, the correct

cognition of disease understanding in patients was deepened
and strengthened. The patients were also helped to establish
correct beliefs and attitudes. (2) During the treatment and
nursing period, the Self-rating Anxiety Scale (SAS) and the
Self-rating Depression Scale (SDS) were adopted for observ-
ing and evaluating whether the negative situation occurred
in patients. If the patient had depression, anxiety, etc., it
was necessary to give a targeted psychological intervention
measure, and the intervention was carried out every 7 days
for 25 minutes each time. (3) Patients with severe burns
might need to stay in bed for a long time, and some negative
emotions could also affect the vagus nerve, resulting in con-
stipation. Nursing intervention team needed to carry out
reasonable dietary intervention for patients. (4) For nursing
after catheter placement, chitin-type wound dressings
should be used for fixation, to promote hemostasis and heal-
ing at the puncture point as soon as possible. Relevant infor-
mation was recorded in detail on the catheter maintenance
record sheet, including catheter model, batch number, the
position of catheter placement, catheter placement length,
and other information. The precautions, possible adverse
reactions, daily life precautions, and common sense of self-
maintenance after catheter placement were explained in
detail to the patients and their families. The importance of
regularly maintaining the catheter and keeping the catheter
in good condition was also expounded.

2.4. Observation Indicators. Pain score: The McGill pain
questionnaire (MPQ) was used for estimation. With stan-
dards of the pain rating index (PRI) score (0-3 points), 0
point stood for no pain, 1 point for mild pain, 2 points for
moderate pain, and 3 points for severe pain. Under the Pres-
ent Pain Intensity (PPI) scoring (0-5 points), no pain, mild
pain, pain causing discomfort, moderate pain, severe pain,
and unbearable pain were indicated by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
points, respectively. The observation and comparison were
at six time points, including local anesthesia, venipuncture,
withdrawal of puncture needle, blade expansion, vascular
sheath insertion, and vascular sheath withdrawal.

Anxiety situation: The SAS was adopted for the evalua-
tion of patients’ anxiety, with a score of 0 to 100. The SAS
standard score <50 indicated no anxiety, 50-59 indicated
mild anxiety, 60-69 meant moderate anxiety, and 70 and
above represented severe anxiety. The comparison was made
before nursing and 15 days after nursing intervention,
respectively.

Depression: As SDS was used for evaluation, SDS stan-
dard score <53 meant no depression. 53-62, 63-72, and
≥73 were denoted as mild depression, moderate depression,
and severe depression, respectively. It was compared before
nursing as well as 15 days after nursing intervention.

Surgery-related indicators: The success rate of one-time
puncture, the success rate of one-time catheter placement,
the incidence of complications, and the basic physiological
indicators such as heart rate (measured by the doctors using
a stethoscope) and blood pressure (measured with a sphyg-
momanometer) of the patients in the two groups were
recorded. These were compared 15 days after nursing
intervention.
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Bacterial culture: The condition of bacterial infection
was compared between the two groups during the nursing
intervention period.

2.5. Statistical Methods. The observed data were filled in the
observation table, and the values were entered into the
SPSS11.0 software for statistical analysis. The data were sta-
tistically described by the mean± standard deviation, and
the measurement data were analyzed by t test. The scores
before and after nursing intervention were compared using
paired-sample T test within the same group, while the scores
were compared using the independent-sample T test
between the groups. P < 0:05 meant a difference was statisti-
cally significant.

3. Results

3.1. General Information. The general data of the two groups
of patients are listed in Table 1. The observation group
included 28 male patients and 22 female patients, with an
average age of 44.2± 9.8 years old. In the control group, 30
male patients and 20 female patients were included, having
an average age of 55.3± 11.3 years old. There was no sta-

tistical difference in these general data between two groups,
P < 0:05.

3.2. Comparison of the Success Rates of Puncture and
Catheter Placement. The success rates of puncture and cath-
eter placement were compared between the two groups as
shown in Figure 1. The number of successful one-time punc-
ture was 48 (96%) and 41 (82%), respectively, in the two
groups. The success rate of one-time catheter placement
was 47 (94%) and 39 (78%), respectively. The success rates
of both one-time puncture and one-time catheter placement
were markedly higher in the observation group than those in
the control group, P < 0:05.

3.3. Comparison of Pain Scores. The comparison results of
the MPQ pain scores in the two groups are displayed in
Figure 2. The MPQ scores of the two groups of patients were
36.3± 9.88 and 35.5± 11.3, respectively, before nursing inter-
vention, with no significant difference, P > 0:05. The MPQ
scores after nursing intervention turned to be 18.6± 7.11
and 28.9± 6.3, respectively. After intervention, the MPQ
score of the observation group was greatly lower than that
of the control group, P < 0:05.

Table 1: General information of patients in the two groups.

Items Observation group (n=50 cases) Control group (n=50 cases) X2/t value P

Gender 0.388 0.614

Male 28 30

Female 22 20

Age (years old) 0.120 0.133

44.2± 9.8 55.3± 11.3
Nationality 2.131 1.810

Han Chinese 36 38

Minorities 14 12

Education level 0.335 0.198

Primary school and below 8 9

Junior high school 13 11

High school or technical secondary school 20 21

College and above 9 9

Marital status 0.512 0.837

Married 23 25

Single 17 16

Divorced 5 4

Widowed 5 5

Monthly income per capita (yuan) 0.383 0.193

<1,000 11 10

1,000-3,000 18 16

3,001-5,000 16 17

>5,000 5 7

Payment method 0.449 0.527

Urban medical insurance 20 21

Rural cooperative medical care 22 18

Commercial insurance 5 6

Self-paying 3 5
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3.4. Comparison of Anxiety and Depression. The anxiety con-
dition of the two groups of patients is presented in Figure 3.
Before intervention, the number of patients without anxiety,
mild anxiety, moderate anxiety, and severe anxiety were
counted as 6, 24, 18, and 2, respectively, in the observation
group. Those were 7, 23, 19, and 1, respectively, in the
control group. The SAS scores of the two groups were 55.3
± 11.3 and 56.1± 9.6, respectively, having no statistical
difference in anxiety between the two groups, P > 0:05. After
nursing intervention, there were 18, 30, 2, and 0 patients
with no anxiety, mild anxiety, moderate anxiety, and severe
anxiety, respectively, in the observation group, while 13,
16, 19, and 2 patients in control group, respectively. The
SAS scores of the two groups became 40.3± 8.7 and 55.1
± 10.2, respectively. The anxiety of patients in the observa-
tion group was pretty milder than that of the control group,
P < 0:05.

The comparative results of depression of patients in the
two groups are displayed in Figure 4. The number of patients
with no, mild, moderate, and severe depression was counted
to be 11, 30, 5, and 4, respectively, before intervention in the
observation group. 13, 28, 6, and 3 patients got no, mild,
moderate, and severe depression, respectively, in the control
group. The SDS scores of the two groups were 60.2± 9.9 and

62.2± 10.2, respectively, before intervention, without a sta-
tistical difference in anxiety between the two groups as P >
0:05. After nursing intervention, 25, 20, 4, and 1 patient in
the observation group and 8, 10, 30, and 2 patients in the
control group had no depression, mild depression, moderate
depression, and severe depression, respectively. The SDS
score was 48.8± 9.9 in the observation group while 60.2
± 11.2 in the control group. The depression status of patients
in the observation group was remarkably milder than that in
the control group, P < 0:05.

3.5. Comparison of Physiological Indicators. The physiologi-
cal indicators of patients in the two groups are compared
in Figure 5. The systolic blood pressure before nursing inter-
vention was 115± 11.3mmHg in the observation group and
116± 10.2mmHg in the control group, showing no signifi-
cant difference between the groups. After intervention, the
systolic blood pressure turned to be 110± 8.8mmHg and
125± 9.3mmHg, respectively, in the observation and control
groups. The diastolic blood pressure before intervention was
68.8± 5.2mmHg and 69.3± 6.7mmHg, respectively; not a
significant difference was found between the groups. The
diastolic blood pressure after intervention was 69.3
± 10.2mmHg and 73.8± 11.4mmHg in the observation and
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Figure 2: Comparison of MPQ pain scores of patients between the two groups. ∗Compared with control group, P < 0:05.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the success rates of puncture and catheter placement in two groups. ∗Compared with control group, P < 0:05.
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control groups, respectively; a significant difference was
shown between groups, P < 0:05. The heart rates were 70.3
± 4.4 beats/min and 70.8± 5.2 beats/min before intervention
in the two groups, suggesting no significant difference
between groups. The heart rates after intervention were
70.8± 3.8 beats/min and 79.3± 3.7 beats/min, respectively,
in the observation and the control groups, with a significant
difference between groups for P < 0:05.

3.6. Comparison of Complications. The incidence of compli-
cations in the two groups is shown in Figure 6. There were 0,

1, 1, and 0 patients with local hematoma, local infection,
thrombosis, and phlebitis, respectively, in the observation
group. The incidence of complications was counted to be
4.5% in the observation group. 2, 3, 2, and 1 patient got
the complications, respectively, in the control group; there-
out, the incidence of complications was 18%.

3.7. Comparison of Nursing Satisfaction. The comparative
results of nursing satisfaction in the two groups are pre-
sented in Figure 7. There were 36, 11, and 3 patients satis-
fied, basically satisfied, and dissatisfied, respectively, in the
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Figure 3: Comparison results of anxiety of patients between two groups. (a), (b), and (c) represented before intervention, after intervention,
and SAS score, respectively. ∗Compared with control group, P < 0:05.
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observation group. The satisfied rate reached 94%. In the
control group, 24, 17, and 9 patients were satisfied, basically
satisfied, and dissatisfied, respectively, with the satisfied rate
of 82%. The satisfaction of the observation group was
observably higher than that of the control group, P < 0:05.

3.8. Comparison of the Incidence of Bacterial Infection. The
incidence of bacterial infection was compared between the
two groups. 3 (6%) patients got bacterial infection in the
observation group, while bacterial infection occurred in 9
(18%) patients in the control group. The number of patients

with bacterial infection in the observation group was consid-
erably less than that in the control group, P < 0:05.

4. Discussion

Not only affect burns life and health but even destroy the
patients’ life, work, and study. Burns will weaken the social
labor force and also lay an increased economic burden on
the family and the society [16, 17]. The protective barrier
of large areas of the skin is damaged when a burn occurs,
which can lead to a massive loss of body fluids. Thus,
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long-term fluid supplementation, anti-infection, and postop-
erative repair are often required for patients in clinical prac-
tice. Typically, this course takes months or even years. These
procedures are generally completed by intravenous infusion.
However, burn patients generally have scarred skin, which
makes the veins difficult to find, greatly increasing the diffi-
culty of venipuncture. In addition, conventional puncture or
central venous catheter requires repeated alternation and
replacement in a short time period [18]. These problems
and shortcomings often bring pain to patients and increase
the difficulty of clinical nursing. On the basis of the treat-

ment characteristics of burns, it is indispensable and urgent
to find a method that can relieve the pain of patients, avoid
local skin infection, and achieve good long-term infusion
administration as well [19].

PICC refers to the technique of inserting a central
venous catheter through peripheral vein puncture, so that
the tip of the catheter reaches the superior vena cava or sub-
clavian vein [20–22]. As the tip of PICC is in the superior
vena cava, the drugs can be quickly diluted, thus avoiding
tissue necrosis caused by phlebitis and drug leakage [23,
24]. Moreover, PICC placement is generally operated
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independently by a professional nurse, having the advan-
tages of long indwelling time and no risk of pneumothorax
as well as arterial injury. With the development of imaging
technologies including ultrasound, the optimized Seldinger
PICC placement technique has been derived gradually under
ultrasound guidance [25]. In a large number of clinical stud-
ies, the success rate of traditional PICC placement is only
78%, that rises to 84% as modified Seldinger technique was
used, and reaches 98% using optimized ultrasound-guided
Seldinger PICC placement [26, 27]. The ultrasound-guided
optimized Seldinger technique has a wide range of great
clinical applications for PICC placement. Thereout, PICC
placement has a high application value in burn treatment.
Therefore, in this work, patients with severe burns were
selected as the research objects, and were randomly divided
into the observation group and the control group. In the
observation group, ultrasound-guided PICC technology was
utilized for catheter placement, while traditional PICC was
adopted in the control group. The success rate of one-time
puncture (93% vs. 86%) and the success rate of one-time cath-
eter placement (95% vs. 81%) in the observation group were
notably higher than those in the control group, P < 0:05. It
suggested that the application value of ultrasound-guided

PICC technology was much higher than that of traditional
catheter placement technology in the treatment of severe
burns. This was consistent with the findings of previous
related studies.

In spite of many advantages of the ultrasound-guided
optimized Seldinger technique for PICC placement, it also
has some flaws and deficiencies. Venipuncture, blade dila-
tion, etc. are needed during catheter placement, and these
PICC operations can cause local tissue damage as well as
pain to the patients [28]. With the continuous development
of pain specialty, pain has become the fifth vital sign after the
four vital signs of breathing, pulse, blood pressure, and body
temperature [29]. Pain caused by PICC placement can bring
about a series of physiological and pathological changes,
which are important factors for postoperative complications.
Therefore, taking appropriate nursing intervention methods
is necessary and urgent for severely burned patients, to pro-
mote their quality of life and prognosis. Predictive nursing is
widely applied and has been recognized by numerous
scholars across the world [30]. In this work, patients with
large-area severe burns were included as the research
objects. The patients were randomly divided into the obser-
vation group and the control group. The observation group
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received ultrasound-guided PICC technology combined with
predictive nursing, while traditional PICC combined with
traditional nursing was adopted in the control group. The
MPQ scores of the observation group were significantly
lower than those of the control group at each time period,
P < 0:05. The patients in the observation group had signifi-
cantly fewer negative emotions such as anxiety and depression
than the control group. The incidence of complications in the
observation group was significantly lower than that in the
control group (4.5% vs 18%), P < 0:05. The nursing satisfac-
tion in the observation group was greatly higher than that of
the control group (93% vs 79.5%), P < 0:05. In summary,
ultrasound-guided PICC and predictive nursing had high clin-
ical application value in the treatment of patients with large-
area severe burns. This was consistent with the predictions.

5. Conclusion

The patients with severe burns were selected as the research
objects and were randomly divided into the observation and
the control groups. In the observation group, patients
received ultrasound-guided PICC with predictive nursing,
while traditional PICC and traditional nursing were given
to the control group. The ultrasound-guided PICC and pre-
dictive nursing showed high clinical application values in
treating large-area severe burns; thus, this work provided a
reference and basis for the clinical treatment. However,
due to the limited samples and text space, this work still
had certain defects. In the future, the samples would be
expanded for further research.
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Objective. This study is aimed at constructing and evaluating a prediction model of severe abdominal pain post-transcatheter
arterial chemoembolization in patients with HBV-related primary liver cancer. Methods. Patients with HBV-associated primary
liver cancer who received transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) from March 2019 to March 2022 in the Interventional
Therapy Department of our hospital were selected as the subjects, and the included 160 patients were randomly divided into
modeling group (n = 120) and validation group (n = 40) in a ratio of 3 : 1. Visual analog scale (VAS) was used to assess pain
severity. 120 patients in the modeling group were divided into no/mild abdominal pain group and severe abdominal pain
group. The clinical data of the patients, including gender, age, TACE treatment history, vascular invasion, maximum diameter
of tumor, infarction degree, preoperative Eastern Oncology Collaboration Group (ECOG) score, and Lipiodol dosage, were
analyzed. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was used to evaluate the predictive value of the prediction model for
severe abdominal pain post-TACE. Results. A total of 116 patients (72.50%) had severe abdominal pain after TACE. Univariate
analysis showed that severe abdominal pain after TACE in the modeling group was associated with TACE treatment history,
maximum tumor diameter, infarction degree, and preoperative ECOG score (all P < 0:05), but not related to gender, age,
vascular invasion, and Lipiodol dosage (all P > 0:05). Logistic regression analysis showed that TACE treatment history,
maximum tumor diameter, infarction degree, and preoperative ECOG score were all independent influencing factors for acute
abdominal pain post-TACE in HBV-HCC patients (all P < 0:05). The prediction model equation was Y = −3:673 + 1:722 ×
TACE treatment history + 1:175 × tumormaximumdiameter + 2:064 × infarction degree + 1:555 × preoperative ECOG score.
Goodness-of-fit test results showed no significant difference between the established prediction model and the observed value
(χ2 = 1:645, P = 0:560) and R2 = 0:821, suggesting that the prediction ability of the model was relatively accurate. ROC analysis
results showed that the area under the curve (AUC) of severe abdominal pain after TACE was 0.916 (0.862~0.970) and 0.902
(95% CI: 0.841~0.963) in the modeling group and the verification group, respectively. Conclusion. TACE treatment history,
tumor maximum diameter, infarction degree, and preoperative ECOG score are independent influencing factors for severe
abdominal pain post-TACE in patients with HBV-HCC, and the prediction model established on this basis has good
application value.

1. Introduction

Primary liver cancer is one of the most common malignant
tumors in China, with 410,000 new cases and 390,000 deaths
in 2020, ranking the fourth in the incidence of malignant
tumors and adversely affecting the health of Chinese resi-

dents, with a 5-year survival rate of only 14.1% [1, 2].
According to pathological characteristics, primary liver can-
cer can be divided into hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC),
intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, and mixed HCC-cholan-
giocarcinoma, among which HCC is the most common,
accounting for more than 75% [3]. Among the known
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causes, chronic hepatitis B, chronic hepatitis C, and nonalco-
holic steatohepatitis are the most common causes of primary
liver cancer [4, 5]. According to the report, the proportion of
liver cancer caused by hepatitis B is as high as 92.05% [6]. With
the advancement of surgical treatment, radiotherapy, chemo-
therapy, immunotherapy, targeted therapy, and liver trans-
plantation, the expected survival and quality of life of HCC
patients were significantly improved [7]. However, since most
patients with liver cancer have been in the middle-late stage
at diagnosis and unable to accept surgery treatment, interven-
tional treatment become one of themain treatment approaches
for patients with liver cancer. Interventional therapies include
transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) and hepatic arterial
infusion chemotherapy (HAIC) [8, 9]. Among them, TACE
is widely used. TACE can increase the concentration of chemo-
therapy drugs exposed to tumors by injecting large doses of
chemical drugs locally to the tumor target lesions, promoting
tumor embolization infarction or necrosis [10, 11]. Postem-
bolic syndromes, including acute abdominal pain, nausea,
and vomiting, are common after TACE, which is an important
reason for prolonged hospital stay, decreased treatment effect,
and interruption of treatment [12]. At present, clinical studies
have reported that the incidence and severity of abdominal
pain vary greatly in different cohorts of HCC patients after
TACE treatment [13, 14]. This study analyzed the occurrence
characteristics of severe abdominal pain in HBV-related pri-
mary liver cancer patients in our hospital, explored its influenc-
ing factors, and constructed a clinical prediction model, aiming
to provide valuable reference for the risk classification of severe
abdominal pain in patients, strengthening targeted interven-
tion, and improving pain management.

2. Subjects and Methods

2.1. Subjects. Patients with HBV-related primary liver cancer
who received TACE from March 2019 to March 2022 in the
Interventional Therapy Department of our hospital were
selected as the study subjects. Inclusion criteria are as fol-
lows: (1) primary liver cancer was confirmed by pathology
and met the diagnostic criteria [15]; (2) >20 years of age;
(3) the tumor was consistent with <70% liver, in line with
TACE criteria; (4) no extrahepatic metastasis before surgery,
and the estimated survival time > 3months; (5) HBV-related
primary liver cancer; and (6) complete clinical data. Exclu-
sion criteria are as follows: (1) severe abdominal pain before
surgery or a history of long-term use of painkillers, (2) com-
plicated with other malignant tumors, (3) non-HBV-related
primary liver cancer, (4) abdominal pain caused by compli-
cations in addition to TACE, and (5) confused patients such
as hepatic encephalopathy. 160 patients meeting the above
criteria were randomly divided into the modeling group
(n = 120) and the validation group (n = 40) according to
the ratio of 3 : 1. All the subjects in this study signed
informed consent for the study, and this study was approved
by the medical ethics committee of the hospital.

2.2. Pain Assessment. Referring to “Expert Consensus on
Pain Management after Adult Surgery” [16], the trained pro-
fessional physicians of hepatology evaluated the severity of

severe abdominal pain at 1 h, 6 h, 12 h, and 24 h after TACE
for HBV-HCC patients by using visual analogue scale (VAS)
[14]. The assessment tool was a scale without any mark on
the patient’s surface. The scale of the physician’s surface
was 1-100mm, with one end marked with “no pain” and
the other marked with “most severe pain.” The correspond-
ing score was obtained according to the pain intensity of the
patient. Pain severity assessment is as follows: 0 is no pain;
1~ 3 is mild pain, manifested as discomfort, heavy pressure
pain, dull pain, etc.; 4~ 6 is moderate pain, manifested as
jumping pain, burning sensation, spasm, etc.; and 7~ 10 is
severe pain, which interferes with normal activities. 120
patients in the modeling group were divided into no/mild
abdominal pain group and severe abdominal pain group
(moderate/severe abdominal pain). During the patient’s
abdominal pain, an appropriate amount of short-acting
analgesics would be used, which were in line with humanis-
tic care and ethics, but the effect of the selected analgesics
generally lasted for 4-6 hours, so as not to affect the assess-
ment of abdominal pain at subsequent time points.

2.3. Clinical Data Collection. According to the requirement
that the variables in the risk factor survey should be 5~10
times the sample size, this study included 8 variables through
previous research reports and clinical practice, including gen-
der, age, TACE treatment history, vascular invasion, tumor
maximum diameter, infarction degree, preoperative ECOG
score [17], and Lipiodol dosage. All data were obtained
through the hospital patient medical record management sys-
tem. Data entry was performed by two people at the same time
to ensure the accuracy of information. Scorings were done by
fixed staffs, and the principle of blinding was adopted.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. SPSS21.0 was used to analyze the
collected experimental data. The measurement data in
accordance with the normal distribution were represented
by �X ± S′. The comparison of measurement data between
two groups was performed by the group t -test. The counting
data were represented by the number of cases or rates. The
comparison of counting data between two groups was per-
formed by the χ2 test. The variables with statistical signifi-
cance in the univariate analysis were assigned and included
in the multivariate analysis. Multivariate analysis was con-
ducted by logistic regression model, and ROC curve was
used to evaluate the predictive value of the model for pre-
dicting severe abdominal pain post-TACE. ROC curve plot-
ting was performed using the GraphPad 6.0 software. The
goodness-of-fit test method was used to test the difference
between the model established in this study and the actual
observation. P > 0:05 indicated that the model has good fea-
sibility. P < 0:05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Features of Severe Abdominal Pain Post-TACE. A total of
116 of 160 patients developed severe abdominal pain after
TACE, with an incidence of 72.50%. The duration of pain
in patients with severe abdominal pain was 55-220min, with
an average of 125 ± 36min. The number of patients who
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scored 4-6 points in VAS at 1 h and 6h after TACE was rel-
atively high, and the number of patients who scored 1-3
points in VAS at 12 h and 24 h after TACE was relatively
high (Table 1).

3.2. Comparison of Clinical Data between the Modeling
Group and the Validation Group. There were no significant
differences between the modeling group and the validation
group in gender, age, TACE treatment history, vascular inva-
sion, tumor maximum diameter, infarction degree, preopera-
tive ECOG score, and Lipiodol dosage (all P > 0:05, Table 2).

3.3. Univariate Analysis of Severe Abdominal Pain Post-
TACE in the Modeling Group. Univariate analysis showed
that severe abdominal pain post-TACE in the modeling group
was associated with TACE treatment history, maximum
tumor diameter, infarction degree, and preoperative ECOG
score (all P < 0:05), but not related to gender, age, vascular
invasion, and Lipiodol dosage (all P > 0:05, Table 3).

3.4. Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis of the Factors
Influencing Severe Abdominal Pain Post-TACE. The signifi-
cant variables in single-factor analysis, including TACE
treatment history, maximum tumor diameter, infarction
degree, and preoperative ECOG score, were included in the
multivariate regression analysis model. The variables assigning
was as follows: TACE treatment history (yes = 1, no = 0), max-
imum tumor diameter (≥5 cm = 1, <5 cm = 0), infarction
degree (complete = 1, incomplete = 0), and preoperative ECOG
score (2 = 1, 0- 1 = 0). The final logistic regression analysis
results showed that TACE treatment history, maximum tumor
diameter, infarction degree, and preoperative ECOG score were
all independent factors influencing severe abdominal pain post-
TACE in HBV-HCC patients (all P < 0:05, Table 4).

3.5. Prediction Model Establishment and ROC Evaluation.
According to the risk factors in Table 3, the prediction
model of severe abdominal pain after TACE was
constructed: P = 1/ð1 + e−YÞ, where P is the probability of
severe abdominal pain after TACE, e is the natural logarithm,
and Y = −3:673 + 1:722 × TACE treatment history + 1:175 ×
maximum tumor diameter + 2:064 × infarction degree + 1:555
× preoperative ECOG score. Goodness-of-fit test results
showed that there was no significant difference between the pre-
diction model of severe abdominal pain post-TACE and the
observed value (χ2 = 1:645, P = 0:560), and R2 = 0:821, sug-
gesting that the prediction ability of the model was relatively
accurate. ROC analysis results showed that the AUC of severe
abdominal pain post-TACE in the modeling group and the
verification group was 0.916 (0.862~0.970) and 0.902 (95%
CI: 0.841~0.963), respectively (Table 5 and Figure 1).

4. Discussion

With the change of living standard and lifestyle, the inci-
dence and mortality of liver cancer are increasing year by
year. According to the report of the International Agency
for Research on Cancer (IARC), there were 841,000 cases
and 781,000 deaths about liver cancer worldwide in 2018
[18, 19]. The incidence and deaths of liver cancer in my
country account for more than half of the world, and the
proportion of liver cancer in my country caused by hepatitis
B is as high as 90% [20]. Currently, for patients with primary
liver cancer, TACE is commonly used clinically to block
tumor blood supply and deposit chemotherapy drugs
around the tumor so as to play a role of local chemotherapy.
TACE is carried out 600,000 to 800,000 times per year in
China [21]. TACE is helpful to improve the survival benefit
of patients with primary liver cancer. However, in clinical
practice, severe abdominal pain post-TACE will prolong
the hospital stay of patients, affect their postoperative recov-
ery, and even interrupt the treatment in severe cases [22, 23].
In the present study, 116 of 160 patients developed severe
abdominal pain after TACE, with an incidence of 72.50%.
The duration of pain in patients with severe abdominal pain
was 55-220min, with an average of 125 ± 36min. The num-
ber of patients with 4-6 points in VAS at 1 h and 6h post-
TACE was relatively high, and the number of patients with
1-3 points in VAS at 12 h and 24h post-TACE was relatively
high. These suggested that the incidence of severe abdominal
pain was relatively high at the early stage of TACE, and that
the number of severe abdominal pain gradually decreased
with the increase of time.

Previous studies [24, 25] have found that TACE treat-
ment experience, liver cancer surgery or transplantation his-
tory, diabetes, chronic liver disease history, pain history,
CRP level, ECOG score, preoperative anxiety, and postoper-
ative TACE are risk factors for severe abdominal pain post-
TACE. Severe abdominal pain post-TACE has a high inci-
dence and has many influencing factors, so it is particularly
important to actively prevent abdominal pain. Multivariate
logistic regression analysis of this study showed that TACE
treatment history, maximum tumor diameter, infarction
degree, and preoperative ECOG score were independent risk
factors for the occurrence of severe abdominal pain post-
TACE. Specifically, the larger the tumor diameter is, the
more embolization agents such as Lipiodol are used in
TACE, and the greater the tumor embolization degree is,
the more severe the abdominal pain reaction caused by
ischemic necrosis in a short period of time [26]. However,
patients with a history of TACE are relatively less sensitive
to repeated same irritant pain. Research [27, 28] shows that

Table 1: Features of severe abdominal pain post-TACE (VAS, points (%)).

Timing 0 points 1~ 3 points 4~ 6 points 7~ 9 points 10 points

1 h 3 (1.88) 21 (13.13) 100 (62.50) 26 (16.25) 10 (6.25)

6 h 7 (4.38) 43 (26.88) 83 (51.88) 27 (16.88) 6 (3.75)

12 h 13 (8.13) 66 (41.25) 62 (38.75) 19 (11.88) 0 (0.00)

24 h 19 (11.88) 82 (51.25) 53 (33.13) 6 (3.75) 0 (0.00)
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Table 2: Comparison of clinical data between the modeling group and the validation group.

Factor Classification Modeling group (n = 120) Validation group (n = 40) χ2 value P value

Gender
Male 65 25 0.847 0.358

Female 55 15

Age (years)
≥60 43 18 1.069 0.301

<60 77 22

TACE treatment history
Yes 46 17 0.218 0.640

No 74 23

Vascular invasion
Yes 62 23 0.410 0.522

No 58 17

Maximum diameter of tumor (cm)
<5 75 27 0.325 0.569

≥5 45 13

Infarction degree
Incomplete 103 33 0.261 0.609

Complete 17 7

Preoperative ECOG score (points)
0~ 1 99 30 1.080 0.299

2 21 10

Lipiodol dosage (mL)
<10 86 28 0.041 0.840

≥10 34 12

Table 3: Univariate analysis of severe abdominal pain post-TACE in the modeling group.

Factor Classification
No/mild abdominal pain group

(n = 35)
Severe abdominal pain group

(n = 85)
χ2

value
P

value

Gender
Male 20 45 0.176 0.675

Female 15 40

Age (years)
≥60 13 30 0.037 0.848

<60 22 55

TACE treatment history
Yes 5 41 12.091 <0.001
No 30 44

Vascular invasion
Yes 22 40 2.478 0.116

No 13 45

Maximum diameter of tumor
(cm)

<5 7 38 6.456 0.011

≥5 28 47

Infarction degree
Incomplete 1 16 5.198 0.023

Complete 34 69

Preoperative ECOG score
(points)

0~ 1 33 66 4.754 0.029

2 2 19

Lipiodol dosage (mL)
<10 10 24 0.001 0.970

≥10 25 61

Table 4: Multivariate logistic regression analysis of the factors influencing severe abdominal pain post-TACE.

Risk factor Β value SE value Ward value OR value 95% CI P value

TACE treatment history 1.722 0.631 7.443 5.593 1.624~ 19.265 0.016

Maximum tumor diameter 1.175 0.583 4.055 3.235 1.032~ 1.142 0.035

Infarction degree 2.064 0.672 9.437 7.880 2.111~ 29.413 <0.001
Preoperative ECOG score 1.555 0.615 6.391 4.734 1.418~ 15.803 0.023
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patients with a history of TACE are 7.931 times more sensi-
tive to abdominal pain than those without TACE, which is
similar to the results of the present study. The higher the
ECOG score, the more advanced or larger the liver cancer
of the patient is, and the more embolic agents such as Lipio-
dol used in TACE are correspondingly larger, resulting in
more severe abdominal pain.

In this study, prediction model was established. The
AUC of severe abdominal pain after TACE in the modeling
group and the validation group was 0.916 (0.862~0.970) and
0.902 (95% CI: 0.841~0.963), respectively, indicating that the
prediction model established in this study had a high predic-
tive value for severe abdominal pain post-TACE. At present,
severe abdominal pain post-TACE has a high incidence and
has certain subjectivity with the existence of misdiagnosis
and missed diagnosis. The present model can directly pre-
dict the risk factors of severe abdominal pain post-TACE
without the influence of blood environment and exogenous
factors. The application of this model combined with clinical
indicators can improve the sensitivity of diagnosis and help
patients to detect severe abdominal pain post-TACE at an
early stage, so that treatment and control measures can be
adopted as soon as possible to avoid further development
and aggravation of the disease.

In conclusion, severe abdominal pain post-TACE is
associated with multiple factors including TACE treatment
history, maximum tumor diameter, infarction degree, and
preoperative ECOG score. In this study, the logistic regres-
sion risk prediction model of postoperative severe abdomi-
nal pain post-TACE established based on the above factors
has a good prediction effect, and clinical intervention can
be carried out according to the above risk factors to reduce
the incidence of postoperative severe abdominal pain. How-
ever, this study also has shortcomings such as small sample
size and only the visual analog scale (VAS) used to assess
the severity of pain. In the future, the research sample can

be further expanded, and multiple means of assessing pain
severity can improve the reliability of the study to provide
more support for clinical application.
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Purpose. To explore and analyze the therapeutic effect of gamma globulins (GG) on Kawasaki disease (KD) in children and the
influencing factors of short-term prognosis. Methods. First, 90 pediatric KD patients admitted between January 2019 and
January 2021 were selected and divided into a control group (n = 40) and a research group (n = 50) according to the difference
in treatment. In addition to routine treatment and nursing given to both groups, control group was given aspirin (ASA), based
on which research group was supplemented with GG therapy. The treatment outcome and adverse events (AEs) of the two
cohorts of patients were analyzed and compared, and the influencing factors of children’s short-term prognosis were analyzed
by logistics multivariate analysis. Results. Research group had a statistical higher overall response rate than control group, with
significantly fewer cases suffering from AEs such as nausea and vomiting, diarrhea, rash, dizziness and headache, and coronary
artery injury. On the other hand, logistics multivariate analysis identified that gender, body mass index (BMI), onset time,
platelet (PLT), and treatment mode all independently influence the short-term prognosis of children with KD. Conclusions. GG
therapy is effective in treating pediatric KD patients and can effectively prevent AEs. In addition, gender, BMI, onset-to-
treatment time, PLT, C-reactive protein (CRP), and treatment methods are independent risk factors for short-term prognosis
of children with KD.

1. Introduction

Kawasaki disease (KD) is an acute systemic vasculitis with
complex pathological triggers, usually occurring in children
under the age 5 [1]. According to KD epidemiological data,
the median diagnosis age of the disease is 1.4 years old, with
a predilection for boys and the rainy season as the peak
period [2]. The disease mainly has a negative impact on chil-
dren’s medium-sized arteries, especially the coronary arter-
ies [3]. The main clinical presentations of KD are fever,
rash, cervical lymph node enlargement, and oral mucosal
erythema [4]. For pediatric KD patients, delayed treatment
and intervention can result in 25% of them developing cor-
onary artery injury that may consequently lead to adverse
events (AEs) such as coronary artery aneurysm, ischemic
heart disease, or sudden death [5, 6]. Therefore, optimizing
treatment strategies for pediatric KD patients is of great sig-
nificance for improving patient prognosis and optimizing
clinical management of the disease.

Though not completely clarified, the pathological mech-
anism of KD is shown to be associated with immune system
activation and inflammatory cascade caused by unknown
stimuli [7]. Aspirin (ASA), or acetylsalicylic acid, in combi-
nation with gamma globulins (GG), constitutes a key part
of the standard treatment plan for KD, which can exert syn-
ergistic systemic anti-inflammatory effects and reduce coro-
nary artery injury [8, 9]. ASA is known to induce the
production of some proresolving lipid-derived mediators,
the secretion of which is used by the immune system to con-
trol the inflammatory response associated with injury stim-
uli, endowing ASA with anti-inflammatory effects [10].
Additionally, it has analgesic, antipyretic, and antiplatelet
pharmacological actions [11]. GG, on the other hand, is an
immunoglobulin G (IgG) mixed preparation made from
the plasma purification of thousands of healthy donors,
which can be used to treat autoimmune diseases and inflam-
matory diseases [12]. GG is shown to exert anti-
inflammatory effects via blocking Fc receptors, neutralizing
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pathogenic products of unknown infectious agents, and reg-
ulating inflammatory cytokines [13].

Considering that the curative effect of GG therapy in
children with KD and the influencing factors of children’s
short-term prognosis have not been fully clarified, this
research conducts relevant analyses to provide new insights
into the treatment of pediatric KD.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. General Data. This research, ratified by Children’s Hos-
pital of Shanxi Ethics Committee, enrolled 90 children with
KD from January 2019 to January 2021 and assigned them
to a control group (n = 40) and a research group (n = 50)
according to the difference in treatment. In addition to rou-
tine treatment and nursing in both groups, control group
was given ASA, based on which research group was supple-
mented with GG therapy. Control group comprised 25 boys
and 15 girls, aged 2:47 ± 0:90 years, with the onset-to-
treatment time of 6:57 ± 1:55 days. Research group had 30
boys and 20 girls, aged 2:43 ± 1:47 years, with the onset-to-
treatment time of 6:90 ± 1:52 days. The two cohorts showed
no distinct differences in baseline data (P > 0:05). All sub-
jects’ legal guardians were fully informed of the purpose of
the study and provided informed consent.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. All the included chil-
dren had confirmed the first episode of KD and met the indi-
cations of GG and ASA, with normal growth and
development and intact medical records.

Children were excluded from this study if they had infec-
tious diseases, rash and fever illness, vital organ-associated
diseases, congenital heart disease, chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease, or drug allergies.

2.3. Treatment Methods. Children in control group were
given 30-50mg/kg ASA (Beijing Kangruina Biotechnology
Co., Ltd., A1189) that was divided into 2-3 oral doses every
day. The dose was gradually reduced after the body temper-
ature recovered for 3 days. About 2 weeks after treatment,
ASA was reduced to 3-5mg/kg per day and administered
orally for 6-8 weeks.

Research group was given intravenous GG (Shanxi
Kangbao Biological Products Co., Ltd., S19994004) in addi-
tion to the above treatment, that is, 1.0 g/kg/d GG was given
5 days after the onset of the disease with the infusion time of
8-12 h, for 2 days.

2.4. Curative Effect Evaluation. If the child’s symptoms such
as fever, lymph node swelling, congestion of conjunctiva,
and pharyngeal mucosa disappear, and the area of macula
recovers by 90% or more, it is regarded as cured; if the
above-mentioned symptoms disappear and the macula area
recovers by 75-89%, it is considered markedly effective; if
the child’s symptoms have improved but not completely dis-
appeared, with the macula area recovered by 30-74%, it is
considered effective; if the child has no change in the above
symptoms with the macula area recovered <30%, it was
regarded as ineffective.

2.5. Outcome Measures

2.5.1. Curative Effect. The corresponding cases of cured,
effective, effective, and ineffective patients were recorded
according to the above evaluation criteria, and the percent-
age of the sum of cured, effective, and effective in the total
cases was the total effective rate.

2.5.2. Incidence of AEs. The incidence of AEs (chills, nausea
and vomiting, dizziness, and headache) was recorded.

2.5.3. Coronary Artery Injury. Coronary artery injury of chil-
dren was evaluated by echocardiography, and the incidence
of mild, moderate, and severe coronary artery injury and
the total incidence were recorded. The criteria are as follows:
mild injury: coronary artery diameter 2.5-4.0mm; moderate
injury: coronary artery diameter 4.0-6.0mm; severe injury:
coronary artery diameter≥7mm.

2.5.4. Short-Term Prognosis. Events such as ineffective treat-
ment, adverse reactions, and coronary artery injury during
treatment were considered as poor short-term outcomes.

The primary outcome measures of this study are curative
effect and incidence of adverse reactions, and the secondary
ones are coronary artery injury and short-term outcome.

2.6. Statistical Analysis. We analyzed the data and obtained
corresponding pictures with GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad
Software Inc., USA). The enumeration data, recorded as
the number of cases/percentage (n/%), were analyzed via
the chi-square test or the chi-square continuity correction
when the theoretical frequency of the former test was below
5. Mean ± SEM was used to indicate the measurement data,
and the independent sample t-test was used for comparison
of data between groups. Univariate and multivariate analyses
of independent risk factors affecting the short-term progno-
sis of children with KD were performed using the SPSS
Regression SPSS22.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) models.
P < 0:05 was the statistical significance level for all tests in
this study.

3. Results

3.1. Baseline Data of Pediatric KD Patients. By analyzing the
general data of 90 pediatric KD patients (Table 1), we found
that control group and research group had no statistical dif-
ference in sex, age, onset-to-treatment time, duration of
fever, body temperature, KD type, overweight, platelet
(PLT), C-reactive protein (CRP), alanine aminotransferase
(ALT), and aspartate aminotransferase (AST), which were
comparable (P > 0:05).

3.2. Therapeutic Effect of Pediatric KD Patients.We analyzed
the curative effect of two groups to evaluate the influence of
the two interventions on KD patients. According to the data
(Table 2), the cure rate of research group was 34.00% that of
the control group (22.50%). In addition, the total effective
rate was 90.00% in the research group and 72.50% in the
control group, with statistical significance between them
(P < 0:05).
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3.3. Incidence of AEs in Pediatric KD Patients. We compared
and analyzed the incidence of AEs in terms of chills, nausea
and vomiting, dizziness, and headache and found that the
total incidence was significantly lower in research group
compared with control group (4.00% vs. 25.00%, P < 0:05;
Table 3).

3.4. Incidence of Coronary Artery Injury in Pediatric KD
Patients.We also recorded the occurrence of coronary artery
injury in both groups of KD patients, so as to compare and
analyze the influence of the two interventions on coronary
artery injury. The results revealed that more patients in con-
trol group suffered from coronary artery injury of various
severity, with a higher overall incidence compared with
research group (22.50% vs. 4.00%, P < 0:05). See Table 4.

3.5. Analysis of Influencing Factors of Short-Term Prognosis
of Pediatric KD Patients. The influencing factors of short-
term prognosis in 90 pediatric KD patients were analyzed
by univariate analysis. The data showed that the adverse fac-

tors significantly affecting the short-term prognosis of chil-
dren with KD included sex, onset-to-treatment time,
overweight, PLT, CRP, and treatment methods (P < 0:05).
Multivariate logistic regression analysis further confirmed
that gender, onset-to-treatment time, overweight, PLT,
CRP, and treatment mode were significantly and indepen-
dently associated with poor short-term prognosis of children
with KD (P < 0:05; Tables 5 and 6).

4. Discussion

KD, as a self-limiting childhood disease, can be divided into
complete KD and incomplete KD, in which the former
meets the diagnostic criteria of KD, while the latter does
not fully meet [14]. This may lead to difficult diagnosis
and delayed treatment in children with incomplete KD,
increasing the risk and mortality of coronary artery aneu-
rysm, myocardial suppression, arrhythmia, and other dis-
eases [15]. The etiology of KD remains to be defined and
may be related to respiratory disease-associated pathogens

Table 1: Baseline data of pediatric KD patients [n, mean ± SEM].

Factor Control group (n = 40) Research group (n = 50) χ2/t P

Gender (male/female) 25/15 30/20 0.058 0.809

Age (years old) 2:47 ± 0:90 2:43 ± 1:47 0.151 0.880

Onset-to-treatment time (d) 6:57 ± 1:55 6:90 ± 1:52 1.015 0.313

Duration of fever (d) 3:37 ± 0:72 3:60 ± 0:74 1.483 0.142

Body temperature (°C) 38:90 ± 0:45 39:09 ± 0:71 1.472 0.145

Type of KD (complete/incomplete) 18/22 25/25 0.223 0.637

Overweight (yes/no) 27/13 40/10 1.825 0.177

PLT (10^9/L) 372:49 ± 124:89 379:80 ± 141:42 0.257 0.798

CRP (mg/L) 76:07 ± 16:35 82:41 ± 18:02 1.728 0.088

ALT (U/L) 35:45 ± 11:76 35:94 ± 13:68 0.180 0.858

AST (U/L) 32:89 ± 17:45 34:90 ± 14:51 0.597 0.552

Table 2: Therapeutic effect of pediatric KD patients [n (%)].

Groups n Cured Markedly effective Effective Ineffective Total effective rate (%)

Control group 40 9 (22.50) 12 (30.00) 8 (20.00) 11 (27.50) 29 (72.50)

Research group 50 17 (34.00) 15 (30.00) 13 (26.00) 5 (10.00) 45 (90.00)

χ2 value — — — — — 4.656

P value — — — — — 0.031

Table 3: Incidence of adverse events in pediatric KD patients [n (%)].

Categories
Control group

(n = 40)
Research group

(n = 50)
χ2

value
P

value

Chills 5 (12.50) 2 (4.00) — —

Nausea and
vomiting

1 (2.50) 0 (0.00) — —

Dizziness and
headache

4 (10.00) 0 (0.00) — —

Total incidence 10 (25.00) 2 (4.00) 8.481 0.004

Table 4: Incidence of coronary artery injury in pediatric KD
patients [n (%)].

Categories
Control group

(n = 40)
Research group

(n = 50)
χ2

value
P

value

Mild 4 (10.00) 2 (4.00) — —

Moderate 3 (7.50) 0 (0.00) — —

Severe 2 (5.00) 0 (0.00) — —

Total
incidence

9 (22.50) 2 (4.00) 7.089 0.008
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such as coronavirus, rhinovirus, and adenovirus [16]. This
report mainly analyzes the curative effect and short-term
prognosis of children with KD, hoping to make a contribu-
tion to optimizing the treatment and improving the progno-
sis of KD.

This research included 90 pediatric KD patients who
were assigned to the control group treated with ASA and
the research group additionally treated with GG. In our
study, the total effective rate of treatment was obviously
higher in research group than in control group (90.00% vs.
72.50%), indicating that GG intervention can significantly
improve the clinical efficacy of children with KD. In addi-
tion, 10.00% of the children in research group did not
respond to GG therapy and had GG resistance, which was
consistent with the report of McCrindle et al. [17]. In terms
of safety, chills, dizziness, and headache were the main AEs
in control group versus chills alone in research group; the
overall incidence of AEs was obviously lower in research
group compared with control group (4.00% vs. 25.00%), sug-
gesting that in treating pediatric KD patients, GG has a cer-
tain safety that is better than ASA alone. Mohammadzadeh

et al. [18] reported that GG combined with ASA reduced
the complication rate from 47% at the onset of pediatric
KD to 7% at the sixth month, similar to our findings. In
the evaluation of coronary artery injury, research group
was found with fewer cases of mild, moderate, and severe
coronary artery injury and a notably lower overall incidence
compared with control group (4.00% vs. 22.50%). In the
research of Galeotti et al. [12], GG effectively prevented
KD complicated artery injury in children and reduced the
risk of coronary artery disease from as high as 25% to 2-
4%, which is consistent with our research results. Coronary
artery injury is mainly attributed to KD, accompanied by
thrombosis and distal embolism, for which ASA, an anti-
thrombotic drug, shows some certain preventive effect [19].
Finally, we confirmed through univariate and multivariate
logistic regression analyses that gender, onset-to-treatment
time, overweight, PLT, and treatment methods were inde-
pendent risk factors for poor short-term prognosis of chil-
dren with KD, similar to the results of Qiu et al. [20]. The
report of Huang et al. [21] confirmed that PLT, CRP, neu-
trophil percentage, serum albumin, serum sodium, etc. were

Table 5: Assignment of logistic multivariate regression analysis.

Factors Variables Assignment

Sex X1 Male = 0, female = 1
Age (years old) X2 Continuous variable

Onset-to-treatment time (d) X3 Continuous variable

Fever time (d) X4 Continuous variable

Body temperature (°C) X5 Continuous variable

KD type X6 Complete = 0, incomplete = 1
Be overweight X7 Yes = 0, no = 1
PLT (10^9/L) X8 Continuous variable

CRP (mg/L) X9 Continuous variable

ALT (U/L) X10 Continuous variable

AST (U/L) X11 Continuous variable

Treatment methods X12 Aspirin = 0, aspirin + GG = 1

Table 6: Univariate and multivariate logistic analysis of short-term prognosis of pediatric KD patients.

Characteristic
Univariate Multivariate

OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI) P

Sex 1.304 (1.039-1.632) 0.024 2.113 (1.354-3.304) 0.002

Age (years old) 2.034 (0.960-1.547) 0.068

Onset-to-treatment time (d) 2.315 (1.124-4.875) 0.023 2.279 (1.290-4.061) 0.007

Duration of fever (d) 2.109 (0.926-4.453) 0.057

Body temperature (°C) 1.556 (0.913-2.684) 0.114

Types of KD 1.009 (0.987-1.003) 0.356

Overweight 2.872 (1.425-4.826) <0.001 1.854 (1.013-3.397) 0.045

PLT (10^9/L) 2.541 (1.149-3.751) <0.001 2.105 (1.127-3.915) 0.019

CRP (mg/L) 2.213 (1.123-3.985) 0.009 2.319 (1.305-4.228) 0.005

ALT (U/L) 1.011 (0.008-1.750) 0.525

AST (U/L) 1.058 (0.356-1.167) 0.308

Treatment methods 3.754 (1.319-10.522) 0.012 3.061 (2.245-5.467) 0.029
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the risk factors of GG resistance in children with KD, which
confirms the accuracy of our findings. Hu and Ren [22] also
pointed out that immunoglobulin M (IgM), IgA, and the
number of coronary arteries involved (NCAI) are the
adverse prognostic factors of coronary artery injury in chil-
dren with KD.

The novelty of this study lies in that it demonstrates the
effectiveness and safety of GG treatment in children with KD
from the perspectives of efficacy and incidence of adverse
reactions and confirms that GG treatment has a certain pro-
tective effect on the prognosis of children with KD from the
aspects of the occurrence of coronary artery injury and the
short-term prognostic factors. The above provides new
insights into the management optimization of pediatric
patients with KD. However, there are still some limitations.
First, it is a single-center research, which is prone to infor-
mation bias. Second, the basic experimental analysis of
related therapeutic mechanisms can be supplemented to fur-
ther clarify the anti-KD mechanism of GG and the preven-
tion mechanism of KD-related coronary artery injury.
Finally, if children’s long-term prognosis can be discussed
in future research, the influence of the two intervention
methods on the long-term prognosis of children with KD
will be further understood. We will continue to improve
the research project from the above aspects.

5. Conclusion

Our data indicate that GG treatment is effective in the treat-
ment of children with KD, which can effectively reduce the
incidence of AEs and help prevent coronary artery injury.
On the other hand, the poor short-term prognosis of some
children with KD may be related to factors such as sex,
onset-to-treatment time, overweight, PLT, and treatment
methods. In clinical practice, reasonable intervention mea-
sures can be formulated according to the above factors to
improve the short-term prognosis of children with KD.
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Objective. The present research project is aimed at elucidating the application value of evidence-based care (EBC) in patients with
lung cancer (LC) chemotherapy.Methods. Ninety-four advanced LC patients visited between March 2019 and February 2021 were
retrospectively selected. Based on the type of care, 44 cases who used routine nursing were set as the control group (CG), and 50
patients who received EBC were included in the research group (RG). The pain degree, adverse mood, and individual fatigue of
patients were assessed, using the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), Self-Rating Anxiety/Depression Scale (SAS/SDS), and Cancer
Fatigue Scale (CFS), respectively. Besides, patients were assessed for treatment compliance, self-efficacy, and life quality using
the treatment compliance questionnaire, General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSES), and Quality of Life Questionnaire Core 30
(QLQ-C30), respectively. Results. The VAS, SAS, and SDS scores were lower in RG versus CG after nursing intervention. RG
scored lower in the dimensions of physical, affective, and cognitive fatigue in terms of individual fatigue assessed by the CFS
and higher in various domains of the QLQ-C30 score after nursing intervention. Besides, higher treatment compliance and
self-efficacy were determined in RG as compared to CG. Conclusions. In addition to improving the treatment compliance,
self-efficacy, and life quality of patients with LC chemotherapy, EBC can effectively alleviate their pain, adverse psychological
mood, and individual fatigue, which deserves to be promoted in clinical application.

1. Introduction

Lung cancer (LC) is a fatal cancer represented by non-small-
cell lung cancer (NSCLC), which causes approximately 2
million deaths worldwide every year [1]. The disease, origi-
nated from the bronchial epithelium or glands of the lungs,
has the characteristics of high incidence and recurrence rate,
with a five-year survival of merely 16.6% [2]. LC patients
generally present with no obvious early symptoms, resulting
in the fact that most of them are diagnosed in the middle
and late stages with clinical presentations such as chest pain,
hemoptysis, cough, and dyspnea [3]. Chemotherapy, a com-
mon treatment for patients with advanced LC, may also lead
to adverse emotions such as irritability, depression, and
cancer-related fatigue [4, 5], all of which will not only exert
varying degrees of negative effects on the self-efficacy and
life quality of LC patients undergoing chemotherapy but also
reduce patients’ treatment compliance that lowers their

treatment compliance [6, 7]. This puts forward a demand
for the management optimization of patients with LC
chemotherapy, and exploring an effective and reliable high-
quality nursing model is of positive significance for the
rehabilitation of such patients [8].

Routine nursing intervention for LC patients undergoing
chemotherapy often neglects psychological support, comfort
care, pain threshold management, etc., which is difficult to
mobilize patients’ confidence to overcome the disease,
resulting in a treatment outcome far from satisfactory [9].
Evidence-based care (EBC) is an intervention model that
continuously improves nursing guidance and adjusts the
practice process based on credible and scientific research
results and past clinical experience [10]. Previous studies
have shown that EBC has been recognized in different
disease settings such as acute cerebral infarction, acute
coronary syndrome, and postpartum depression, playing
an active part in the treatment of patients, promoting
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patients’ rehabilitation, and improving their treatment
experience [11–13]. In addition, EBC has been applied clin-
ically in LC patients receiving combined chemotherapy,
which not only helps to reduce pain but also improves
patients’ quality of life and clinical satisfaction [14]. Nowa-
days, EBC has become a global nursing standard, which
has the necessity and guiding advantages for healthcare sys-
tems, patients, and medical staff. However, its application in
nursing practice is still relatively slow [15]. Therefore, in this
study, we will compare the application value of EBC with
conventional nursing in patients with LC chemotherapy, so
as to verify its application advantages in such a medical
background, and make a contribution to the clinical promo-
tion of EBC and the management optimization of patients
with LC chemotherapy.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Case Data. This research was conducted after
obtaining approval from the Affiliated Hospital of Jiangnan
University Ethics Committee. Ninety-four advanced LC
patients visited between March 2019 and February 2021
were retrospectively selected and grouped according to dif-
ferent nursing patterns, with 44 cases receiving conventional
care included in the control group (CG) and 50 cases receiv-
ing EBC assigned to the research group (RG). CG included
24 males and 20 females, with an average age of 59:86 ±
8:37 years and a disease course of 4:66 ± 2:03 years, while
RG was composed of 29 males and 21 females that averagely
aged 60:18 ± 10:68 with a disease course of 4:84 ± 2:24 years.
The two cohorts were comparable in gender, age, disease
course, and other general data (P > 0:05). The subjects not
only knew the research purpose but also signed and
provided the informed consent form.

2.2. Eligibility Criteria. The following are the inclusion
criteria: diagnosis of advanced LC, age ≥ 18, voluntary che-
motherapy and regular treatment in our hospital, normal
cognitive and communication skills, in line with the chemo-
therapy indications, and life expectancy > 6 months.

The following are the exclusion criteria: severe organ dis-
eases, other malignant tumors, presence of mental illness or
history of mental illness, and patients with limited mobility
or otherwise unable to complete all methods of care. The
patient selection flowchart can be seen in Figure 1.

2.3. Nursing Measures. CG received routine care. Patients
were required to follow the doctor’s instructions for appro-
priate treatment and care. During the treatment, the nursing
staff paid close attention to patients’ vital signs and made
strict records and gave pain-relieving and targeted interven-
tions to those with severe pain and complications. Mean-
while, the nurses distributed disease guidebooks to patients,
patiently imparting their knowledge of health education
and explaining precautions related to disease and treatment.

RG received EBC, the details of which are as follows:

(1) Team building and scheme formulation: an EBC
team composed of professional nurses and doctors

was set up, and the team members were given
professional training in EBC. Members of the team
recorded patients’ clinical data, reviewed relevant
literature, and understood patients’ nursing needs
to develop reasonable nursing plans for them based
on professional knowledge and disease analysis

(2) Summary of nursing experience: according to previ-
ous medical records of LC patients undergoing
chemotherapy, the possible complications, treatment
methods, and corresponding causes of complications
were summarized, and nursing experience was
summed up to find potential solutions

(3) Health education: health education related to disease
and chemotherapy was given to patients, and the
characteristics, symptoms, treatment, prognosis,
and other knowledge related to LC were told to
patients in an easy-to-understand language, so as to
establish disease-related awareness for patients to
cope with the disease more calmly. Prior to receiving
chemotherapy, patients were popularized about
chemotherapy drugs and frequency of use and other
related information. Moreover, the medical staff
patiently listened to and answered the questions
raised by patients

(4) Nursing of complications: according to the related
risk factors and past pathology of patients with LC
chemotherapy, preventive measures were taken to
minimize the risk of complications

(5) Psychological nursing: patients were given personal-
ized psychological interventions taking their family,
educational background, and disease development
into consideration. Through strengthening commu-
nication, patients’ emotions were appeased in time
to reduce their psychological pressure. And by giving
positive psychological hints and encouragement,
patients were helped to build confidence in overcom-
ing diseases and eliminate negative emotions and
resistance to treatment as far as possible

(6) Pain care: pain assessment was performed on all the
enrolled patients. Besides, patients were briefed on
pain and pharmacological remission and were told
to follow the doctor’s advice to take analgesics. The
pain threshold of patients was also raised through
distraction when they were in pain

(7) Posture nursing: the medical staff gave patients guid-
ance on postures and appropriately assisted patients
to be in a comfortable position to avoid pressure
ulcers

(8) Exercise and diet care: patients were given scientific
and appropriate exercise guidance based on their
personal information and condition, so as to help
them improve immunity and accelerate recovery.
In addition, nurses gave corresponding dietary guid-
ance to patients according to their eating habits and
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advised them to eat more high-protein foods and
fruits

(9) Discharge guidance: upon discharge, patients were
instructed to take medicine scientifically and avoid
increasing or decreasing the dosage or discontinu-
ing the drugs by themselves. Besides, they were
reminded that optimistic attitude, peaceful mood,
and good living habits were the keys to stabilizing
the condition and promoting rehabilitation. Patients
were also told to see a doctor in time in case of any
abnormalities

2.4. Endpoints

(1) Degree of pain: the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)
[16], with a score of 0-10 and the score directly
proportional to the pain degree, was used for pain
assessment

(2) Adverse mood: the Self-Rating Anxiety/Depression
Scale (SAS/SDS) [17], both with a score ranging
from 0 to 100 and the score directly proportional
to negative emotions, were adopted for adverse
mood evaluation

(3) Individual fatigue: the Cancer Fatigue Scale (CFS)
[18], which included three dimensions of physical
(0-28 points), emotional (0-16 points), and cognitive

Inclusion criteria:

Diagnosis of advanced lung cancer;

At least 18 years old;

Voluntary chemotherapy and regular treatment in our hospital;

Normal cognitive and communication skills;

In line with the chemotherapy indications;

Life expectancy > 6 months.

Exclusion criteria:

Severe organ diseases;

Other malignant tumors;

Presence of mental illness or history of mental illness;

Patients with limited mobility or otherwise unable to complete all methods of care.

Ninety-four advanced lung cancer patients

44 cases in the control group
received routine care

50 cases in the research group
received evidence-based care

Figure 1: Patient selection flowchart.
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Figure 2: Pain levels of patients with lung cancer undergoing
chemotherapy. The VAS score of the research group after nursing
was significantly lower than that before nursing and the control
group. Note: ∗∗P < 0:01. Independent sample t-test was used for
data comparison between groups and paired t-test for data
comparison before and after nursing.
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fatigue (0-16 points), was employed for individual
fatigue assessment. The score was positively related
to the degree of fatigue

(4) Treatment compliance: patients’ treatment compli-
ance was evaluated by the questionnaire of treatment
compliance. Complete compliance was indicated if
the patient was highly cooperative with the guidance
of nurses and completed the guidance on time;
basic cooperation with the guidance of nurses was
regarded as partial compliance; failure to cooperate
fully with the nursing staff and avoidance of nurs-
ing guidance is considered noncompliance

(5) Self-efficacy: patients’ self-efficacy was assessed by
the General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSES) [19], a mea-
surement with a score ranging from 0 to 145 and
the score positively proportional to the level of self-
efficacy

(6) Life quality: the Quality of Life Questionnaire Core
30 (QLQ-C30) was used to evaluate patients’ quality
of life from five domains [20]: role, physical, social,
cognitive, and emotional functioning. The score of
each domain ranges from 0 to 100, and the score is
proportional to the quality of life level

Among the above measures, the degree of pain, adverse
mood, and individual fatigue were primary endpoints, while
the others were secondary endpoints. In addition, all the
above indicators were tested before and 6 months after
nursing.

2.5. Statistics and Methods. GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad
Software, San Diego, USA) was used for data analysis and
image export. The counting data were represented as case/
percentage (n (%)), and a chi-square test was employed for
intergroup comparisons. Denoted by mean ± SD, the mea-
surement data were compared by independent sample t-test

between groups and by the paired t-test among different
time periods. A significance level of P < 0:05 was used in
all analyses.

3. Results

3.1. EBC Effectively Alleviates Pain of Patients with LC
Chemotherapy. We compared and analyzed the pain levels
of two groups of patients after nursing intervention by the
VAS (Figure 2), in order to evaluate the impact of the two
nursing methods on the relief of pain symptoms in patients
with LC chemotherapy. The results showed no significant
difference in VAS scores between groups prior to interven-
tion (P > 0:05), while significant pain relief was observed in
both cohorts after intervention (P < 0:01), with lower VAS
scores in RG as compared to CG (P < 0:01).

3.2. EBC Significantly Mitigates Adverse Mood in LC Patients
Undergoing Chemotherapy. SAS and SDS scores in both
groups were recorded before and after nursing intervention
(Figure 3). Similarly, the two scores were nonsignificantly
different between groups prior to intervention (P > 0:05)
and decreased notably in both cohorts after that (P < 0:01).
The postintervention SAS and SDS scores were statistically
lower in RG versus CG (P < 0:01).

3.3. EBC Significantly Reduces Individual Fatigue Degree and
Improves Self-Efficacy of LC Patients Undergoing
Chemotherapy. We evaluated patients’ individual fatigue
level and self-efficacy after nursing intervention by using
CFS and GSES, respectively (Figure 4). The two scores dif-
fered insignificantly between groups before intervention
(P > 0:05), while after intervention, the scores of physical,
emotional, and cognitive fatigue in terms of individual
fatigue assessed by the CFS were lower (P < 0:05) and the
GSES score was higher in RG (P < 0:01), with statistical sig-
nificance as compared to CG.
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Figure 3: SAS and SDS scores of patients with lung cancer undergoing chemotherapy. (a) The SAS score of the research group after nursing
was lower than that before treatment and the control group. (b) The SDS score of the research group after nursing was lower than that before
treatment and the control group. Note: ∗∗P < 0:01. Data comparison between groups and that before and after nursing were performed by
independent sample t-test and paired t-test, respectively.
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3.4. EBC Significantly Improves Treatment Compliance of
Patients with LC Chemotherapy. Patients’ compliance with
treatment was evaluated through the compliance question-
naire (Table 1). RG using EBC was found with higher
treatment compliance than CG treated with routine care
(P < 0:05).

3.5. EBC Effectively Enhances Life Quality of Patients with LC
Chemotherapy. The QLQ-C30 scores were measured before
and after intervention to analyze the impact of the two
models of care on patients’ life quality (Figure 5). The data
also determined no statistical difference in QLQ-C30 scores
between groups prior to intervention (P > 0:05), while the
score of each domain of the QLQ-C30 in RG after interven-
tion was significantly higher than that before intervention
and CG (P < 0:01).

4. Discussion

LC is one of the prime reasons for global cancer-related
deaths, with most patients being not diagnosed at an early
stage due to the presence of nonspecific clinical manifesta-
tions [21]. The common clinical treatments for patients with

nonearly LC are radiotherapy and chemotherapy [22].
Although chemotherapy provides some benefits for LC
patients, it may also lead to more serious complications that
make patients overwhelmed [23], which will further affect
their confidence to overcome the disease and cause certain
psychological pressure, posing varying degrees of threat to
patients’ treatment compliance and self-efficacy [24]. We
believe that providing high-quality EBC services to patients
with LC chemotherapy will be more conducive to promoting
their recovery, and we hereby report our findings.

Table 1: Treatment compliance of two groups (n (%)).

Groups n
Complete
compliance

Partial
compliance

Noncompliance

CG 44 18 (40.91) 14 (31.82) 12 (27.27)

RG 50 28 (56.00) 18 (36.00) 4 (8.00)

χ2 value — 6.317

P value — 0.043

Note: data differences between groups were analyzed by the chi-square test.
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Figure 4: CFS and GSES scores of patients. (a) Physical fatigue scores of two groups of patients after nursing intervention. (b) Emotional
fatigue scores of two groups of patients after nursing intervention. (c) Cognitive fatigue scores of two groups of patients after nursing
intervention. (d) GSES scores of two groups of patients after nursing intervention. Note: ∗P < 0:05 and ∗∗P < 0:01. Data comparison
between groups and that before and after nursing was performed by independent sample t-test and paired t-test, respectively.
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LC patients will experience physiological pain caused by
chemotherapy during the treatment process. In addition,
chemotherapy will kill a large number of healthy cells while
destroying cancer cells, which will lead to decreased immu-
nity, organ dysfunction, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, hair loss,
and other adverse events [25, 26]. In our study, both nursing
methods played a certain role in relieving pain in patients
with LC chemotherapy, but the VAS score of RG under

EBC intervention was significantly lower compared with
CG, suggesting that EBC has better pain-relieving effects
than conventional nursing for such patients, consistent with
the study of Liu et al. [14]. In the research of Zhang et al.
[27], it is also pointed out that EBC is helpful to alleviate
the eating pain of children with severe hand-foot-mouth dis-
ease. This is because under EBC intervention, medical staff
will not only give pain assessment and analgesics but also
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Figure 5: Quality of life scores of lung cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy. (a) Role function scores of two groups of patients after
intervention. (b) Physical function scores of two groups of patients after intervention. (c) Social function scores of two groups of patients
after intervention. (d) Cognitive function scores of two groups of patients after intervention. (e) Emotional function scores of two groups
of patients after intervention. Note: ∗∗P < 0:01. Data comparison between groups and that before and after nursing was performed by
independent sample t-test and paired t-test, respectively.
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conduct pain threshold and in vitro management of patients,
all of which contributes to minimized pain degree in patients
[28]. On the other hand, LC patients are prone to adverse
mood after receiving chemotherapy, which is not only detri-
mental to the patient’s recovery but also adversely affects
treatment compliance, leading to an increased risk of relapse
[29]. We observed lower SAS and SDS scores in RG after
nursing compared with CG, indicating that EBC can signif-
icantly improve the adverse psychology of patients with LC
chemotherapy, similar to the findings of Shen et al. [28].
EBC for LC patients undergoing chemotherapy also includes
interventions for psychological disorders. Medical staff will
provide personalized psychological interventions in combi-
nation with patients’ personal information and do their best
to help relieve patients’ psychological stress and other
adverse mood. In terms of individual fatigue and self-effi-
cacy, RG exhibited lower CFS scores in the dimensions of
physical, emotional, and cognitive fatigue than CG, as well
as higher GSES scores, demonstrating that EBC is helpful
to mitigate individual fatigue and enhance self-efficacy of
LC patients undergoing chemotherapy. In addition, RG that
received the EBC intervention also demonstrated higher
treatment adherence. The above results are all consistent
with those reported by Zhang et al. [30]. Under EBC, LC
patients can gain a higher sense of self-esteem, because
medical staff give patient responses, as well as disease-
related cognition popularization, exercise, diet, and dis-
charge guidance. Undoubtedly, professional support in all
of the above aspects exerts positive effects on the alleviation
of individual patient fatigue, and improvement self-efficacy,
treatment compliance, and quality of life. Finally, through
the QLQ-C30 scale, we also confirmed that the QLQ-C30
score of LC chemotherapy patients under EBC intervention
improved more significantly in terms of role, physical, social,
cognitive, and emotional functioning, better than the con-
ventional nursing, suggesting that EBC was also significantly
superior to conventional nursing in improving patients’
quality of life.

Still, there are some limitations to be addressed in this
study. First, the analysis of sleep quality and respiratory
function of patients with LC chemotherapy should be sup-
plemented to help further understand the potential advan-
tages of EBC. Second, the sample size of the experimental
subjects is small, and increasing the sample size will help
to further improve the universality of research results.
Finally, the evaluation indexes of pain degree, individual
fatigue, treatment compliance, self-efficacy, and quality of
life of LC patients undergoing chemotherapy are relatively
single. The nursing strategy can be further optimized if we
can supplement relevant analysis of influencing factors on
the treatment compliance of patients with LC chemother-
apy. Future studies will be gradually refined from the above
angles. In addition, the contribution of this study to the sub-
ject area and its novelty is as follows: first, starting from the
common negative states of LC patients undergoing chemo-
therapy, such as pain, adverse mood, and individual fatigue,
it is confirmed that EBC has a significant inhibitory effect on
the above aspects; that is, it can significantly reduce patients’
pain, bad mood, and individual fatigue. Second, in terms of

self-efficacy, treatment compliance, and quality of life, it is
proved that EBC has a significant positive impact on the
above aspects; namely, it can significantly enhance patients’
self-efficacy and treatment compliance, contributing to
improved life quality of such patients. The above provides
a new theoretical basis for the nursing choice of patients
with LC chemotherapy.

All in all, EBC is effective in the treatment of patients
with LC chemotherapy, which can significantly reduce their
pain and discomfort, relieve adverse mood and individual
fatigue, and improve their treatment compliance, self-effi-
cacy, and quality of life.
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Objective. The current study aims to analyze the improvement mechanism of visceral hypersensitivity (VH) and targets of Shugan
Jiangni Hewei granules (SJHG) for nonerosive reflux disease (NERD) treatment as well as to offer an experimental foundation for
its clinical use. Methods. Healthy male Sprague–Dawley rats (n= 36) were acquired in the current study that was further split into
three groups: blank, model, and drug (SJHG). Subsequently, differentially expressed proteins and bioinformatics analysis were
performed on the collected tissue samples acquired from the anterior cingulate cortex of the model and SJHG rat groups using
a tandem mass tag- (TMT-) based proteomics. Eventually, the obtained data from the bioinformatic analysis was further
verified through western blotting. Results. From the bioinformatics analysis, only 64 proteins were differentially expressed
between the NC and SJHG groups. These molecules were found to be highly expressed in immunological response and neural
signal transmission. Finally, we confirmed three therapeutic targets of SJHG, namely, kininogen 1 (Kng1), junctional adhesion
molecule A (JAM-A), and the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway. Conclusions. SJHG is effective in treating VH, Kng1 and JAM-A
may be therapeutic targets of SJHG, and the therapeutic mechanism of SJHG may be realized by influencing immune response
or transmission of neural signals.

1. Introduction

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is described as a
chronic condition via the Montreal Consensus report in
which the reflux of stomach contents into the oesophagus
causes a variety of linked symptoms, the most prominent
of which are acid reflux and heartburn [1]. GERD is very
common in the community, and the incidence of GERD in
China is 8.2%–17.3% [2, 3]. Current information on the phe-
notypic manifestations of GERD indicates that there are two
main phenotypic manifestations—namely, erosive and
nonerosive reflux disease (NERD) [4]. NERD also has symp-
toms such as acid reflux and heartburn; however, no erosion
or damage to the esophageal mucosa was observed with tra-
ditional endoscopy [5]. It is worth noting that recent studies
found that esophageal-dilated intercellular spaces (DIS)

could be found in NERD patients under electron microscopy
[6]. Clinically, the incidence of NERD is significantly higher
than that of the other subtype of GERD, accounting for
about 70% of GERD cases [7, 8]. Visceral hypersensitivity
(VH) is a phenomenon in which the threshold of uncom-
fortable visceral stimulation or abnormal pain decreases, or
the viscera reacts strongly to traumatic stimulation or dem-
onstrates discomfort with physiological stimulation, which is
considered to be an important pathological mechanism of
NERD [9]. NERD is often accompanied by psychological
symptoms such as anxiety, depression, and panic, which
are thought to be related to the sensory enhancement trig-
gered by the central mechanism of VH [10, 11]. Interest-
ingly, the effect is mutual; several studies have found that
irritability, anxiety, and other psychological effects of long-
term stimulation can make the central nervous system
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(CNS)—including the anterior cingulate gyrus, amygdala,
insula, hypothalamus, prefrontal cortex, and other brain
areas—show abnormal activation, thereby aggravating the
degree of VH [12, 13]. Mechanical stimulation of the colon
results in persistent hyperactivation of the middle cingulate
cortex; in acute colitis, downregulation of anterior cingulate
cortex excitability successfully attenuates visceral hypersen-
sitivity, anxiety-like behaviors, and visceral motor response
[14]. CNS neurons in a VH state demonstrated increased
release of a variety of neurotransmitters, which are mostly
encapsulated in vesicles for transport [15]. In addition, c-
fos is a nucleophosmin whose positive expression is highly
correlated with visceral sensitivity and is considered a bio-
marker of VH [16].

NERD is classified under the umbrella of “swallowing
acid” conditions by traditional Chinese medicine (TCM)
theory, and its pathogenesis has been defined by liver qi
stagnation, stomach discomfort, and adverse stomach qi ris-
ing [17]. Clinical manifestations of NERD include belching,
throat discomfort, liver depression, and qi stagnation as the
primary symptoms. Therefore, Shugan Jiangni Hewei gran-
ules (SJHG) were produced as a possible therapeutic agent
according to the principle of “disperse and rectify the
depressed liver-energy, harmonize the stomach, and regulate
vital energy.” Its ingredients include 9 g of Radix Bupleuri
(Chaihu), 12 g of Arum Ternatum Thunb (BanXia), 9 g of
Chuanxiong Rhizoma (ChuanXiong), 12 g of Aurantii Fruc-
tus (ZhiQiao), 12 g of Citrus Reticulata (ChenPi), 9 g of lico-
rice (GanCao), 9 g of Cyperi Rhizoma (XiangFu), 9 g of
Inulae Flos (XuanFuHua), 30 g of Reddle (DaiZheShi), and
10 g of Scutellariae Radix (HuangQin) [18]. In our previous
study, compared to standard drug therapy, we found that
SJHG not only more effectively improved the symptoms of
acid reflux and heartburn in NERD patients but also signif-
icantly reduced the scores of anxiety and depression in
patients [19]. As a result, it was hypothesized that SJHG
may cause a decrease in neurosensitivity in NERD patients’
brains. Differentially expressed molecules in the anterior
cingulate gyrus were screened via tandem mass tag- (TMT-
) labeled proteomics and the activities of these proteins were
examined using bioinformatics tools to investigate the possi-
ble mechanism of SJHG in enhancing VH in NERD. Eventu-
ally, a western blot experiment was performed to confirm
essential molecules. The objective of this research was to dis-
cover how VH causes NERD in the brain, as well as its pos-
sible treatment targets.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. SJHG Preparation. SJHG is composed of 11 herbal med-
icines (see Table 1). Tian Jiang Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd.
(Jiangsu, China) supplied all of the herbs used in this com-
position study. The firm produced inspection report certifi-
cations for all herbs, and all fulfilled the Chinese
Pharmacopoeia’s criteria (2020).

2.2. Animals. The experimental animal center of Liaoning
University of Traditional Chinese Medicine (no.
210726211100566367), China, provided 40 male Sprague–

Dawley rats (of particular pathogen–free grade, weighing
250± 20 g) for this study. The dietary intake of these rats
was set as 25 g/day, with unrestricted drinking water access
at the experimental animal facility, which had a temperature
range of 22°C–25°C, a relative humidity range of 45–60%,
and a light cycle of 12/12 hours. All of the methods for the
experiments were carried out in accordance with a plan
authorized by the Experimental Animal Ethics Committee
of Liaoning University of Traditional Chinese Medicine
(animal ethics no. 21000042021049). Eventually, the rats
were divided into three research groups randomly after the
adaptive feeding for one week. The normal control (NC)
group rats were fed generally for four weeks and then
received intraperitoneal injections of normal saline on the
14th day of the experiment and a gavage of 1.5mL normal
saline in the last two weeks of the experiment. There was
no additional intervention in this group. Separately, rats in
a NERD group were treated to chronic random stress for
21 days and were then exposed to 1–2 forms of stress stim-
ulation each day following adaptive feeding for 1 week, as
described below: (1) Fasting for <20 h, (2) 17 h of water cut-
off, (3) swimming for 5min at 4°C, (4) 17 h 45° cage tilt, (5)
shaking stress (high-speed shaking) for 10min, (6) binding
stress for 2 h, (7) wet cushion material exposure (200mL of
water and 100 g of sawdust) for 5 h, or (8) tail-clamping
for 2min. It was opted to inject ovalbumin (#A8040; Solar-
bio, Beijing, China) and aluminum hydroxide adjuvant
(#77161; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
mixture with a 1 : 2 ratio intraperitoneally on day 14 of the
experiment. In the NERD group, from week 3, normal saline
was administered intragastrically for 14 days. On day 29,
esophageal acid perfusion was performed. The methods of
esophageal acid infusion were as follows: the rats were fasted
for 24 h before acid infusion, and each rat’s head was raised
20°–30° in the supine position after anesthesia with urethane
(IE0570; solarbio, Beijing, China). The abdominal wall was
cut open to expose the stomach wall, and a small round hole
was cut near the cardia, through which the drainage tube
was placed to collect fluid from the perfusion. During the
surgical experiment, rats were given morphine (2mg/Kg)
for pain relief after anesthesia. The other end of a single-
cavity perfusion tube was attached to a continuous-
perfusion pump and was orally put in the oesophagus, fixed

Table 1: Components of SJHG.

Latin name Chinese name Amount used

Radix Bupleuri Chaihu 9 g

Cyperi Rhizoma XiangFu 9 g

Arum Ternatum Thunb BanXia 12 g

Citrus Reticulata ChenPi 12 g

licorice GanCao 9 g

Inulae Flos XuanFuHua 9 g

Aurantii Fructus ZhiQiao 12 g

Reddle DaiZheShi 30 g

Scutellariae Radix HuangQin 10 g

Chuanxiong Rhizoma ChuanXiong 9 g
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2–3 cm above the oesophagus and stomach junction. Subse-
quently, for 50 minutes, 10mL/h of 0.1mol/L hydrochloric
acid (KDX007; Shanghai Kehua Bio-Engineering Co.,
Shanghai, China) was dropped. Finally, in the SJHG group,
at week 3, a gastric gavage was performed with SJHG gran-
ular solvent (4 g/kg, the human-equivalent dose) instead of
normal saline, while the rest of the process was the same
as that in the NERD group. During the experiment, the rats’
water intake, hair, and emotional condition were all moni-
tored. Finally, the rats were slaughtered, and substantial
pieces of their brains, oesophagus mucosa, and spinal cord
were removed for further research.

2.3. Transmission Electron Microscopic Observation. Tissue
blocks of ≤1mm3 diameter were immediately cut from the
rats’ spinal cord and oesophagus after they had been slaugh-
tered by a sharp blade within 1-3 minutes. These blocks were
further transferred to an Eppendorf tube containing freshly
prepared TEM fixative (G1102, Servicebio, Wuhan, China)
for further fixation at 4°C for preservation and transporta-
tion before being placed in an ice bath for preservation
and transportation. Post-fixation, the tissues were main-
tained away from light in PB with 0.1M concentration
(pH7.4) containing 1% OsO4 at room temperature for 2
hours. The tissue samples were then rinsed thrice with PB
after OsO4 removal for 15 minutes each time.

Using acetone as an intermediate solvent, the dehydra-
tion of fixed tissue samples was performed in an ethanol
series before being embedded in EMBed 812 resin (90529-
77-4; SPI). Furthermore, these resin blocks were cut to a
thickness of 60–80 nm using an ultra-microtome (UC7;
Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Afterwards, ultra-pure water
was used to rinse thrice with 2% uranium acetate saturated
alcohol solution and 2.6% of lead citrate to avoid light and
CO2 staining for 8 minutes. The cuprum grids were initially
dried through filter paper and then placed on the grids board
to dry overnight. The dried grids were further visualized
through a transmission electron microscope and obtained
results were saved in image format.

2.4. Immunohistochemical Analysis. Additionally, for histo-
chemistry analysis, 4 m slices of the paraffin tissue block
were cut. The c-fos (cat. #11069.1 : 500; Servicebio) antibody
drips were prepared in a specific proportion with phosphate-
buffered saline on the blocks and incubated overnight at 4°C.
The tissue was coated with a secondary antibody that was
horseradish peroxidase- (HRP-) labeled (HRP-labeled goat
anti-rabbit, cat. #G23303.1 : 200; Servicebio). An automated
image analysis system (Servicebio, Wuhan, China) was used
to read the tissue measurement area. This system divided the
positive grade as 0, 1, 2, and 3 points for without staining,
weak positive light yellow, medium positive tan, and strong
positive tan, respectively. On the immunohistochemistry
slices, these images were obtained employing a tissue slice
digital scanner.

2.5. TMT Proteomics. Before being placed into a 5 mL centri-
fuge tube, the tissue sample was pulverized into cell powder
using liquid nitrogen. The cell powder was then sonicated

thrice on ice with a four volume of lysis buffer (8M urea,
1% protease inhibitor cocktail) using a high-intensity ultra-
sonic processor (Scientz, Ningbo, China). The remaining
debris was removed by centrifugation at 12,000 g for 10
minutes at 4°C. Finally, the supernatant was collected, and
the protein content was measured using a bicinchoninic acid
kit, as directed by the manufacturer.

The protein solution was reduced with 5mM dithiothre-
itol for 30min at 56°C whereas was alkylated with 11mM
iodoacetamide for 15min at room temperature in darkness
for digestion. After that, the protein sample was diluted by
adding 100mM TEAB to a urea concentration of <2M.
Finally, trypsin was added at 1 : 50 and a 1 : 100 trypsin-to-
protein mass ratio for the overnight and 4 h digestion,
respectively. The peptides were then desalted using a C18
SPE column.

The tryptic peptides were first dissolved in 0.5M of
TEAB before being used. After each peptide channel had
been tagged with its appropriate TMT reagent (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), it was incubated for 2 h at room tempera-
ture. For determining the labeling efficiency, five mL of each
sample were desalted, pooled, and evaluated via mass spec-
trometry (MS). Following the evaluation of labeling effi-
ciency, samples were quenched with a 5% hydroxylamine
solution. Subsequently, the pooled samples were desalted
and dried through Strata X C18 SPE column (Phenomenex,
Torrance, CA, USA) and vacuum centrifugation.

The peptides were separated on a 300 Extend C18 col-
umn (5 m grain size, 4.6 mm inner diameter, 250 mm
length; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) using
high-pH reversed-phase high-performance LC. The setting
for the procedure was set at 9 pH, 8%–32% acetonitrile as
the peptide gradient. The 60 components were separated in
1 h, and the peptide was then consolidated into nine compo-
nents and freeze-dried in a vacuum for future procedures.

The peptides were separated using the EASY-NLC 1200
ultra–high–performance LC system (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific) after being dissolved by mobile phase A (aqueous solu-
tion 2% acetonitrile and containing 0.1% formic acid). The
mobile phase was prepared in an aqueous solution having
90% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid. The procedure for
establishing a liquid-phase gradient was as 7%–22%; 22%–
32%; 32%–80%, and 80% B from 0 to 40, 40 to 53min, 53
to 57min, 57 to 60min, respectively. The flow rate remained
constant at 500nL/min. The peptides were separated using
an ultra-high-performance liquid-phase system before being
fed into an NSI ion source and analyzed with the Q-EXactive
HF-X mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The
ion source voltage was set to 2.1 kV, and the peptide parent
ions and secondary fragments were identified and analyzed
using the high-resolution Orbitrap system. The first- and

Table 2: The average weight (g) of rats belonged to the normal
group and the model group (�x ± s).

Group Baseline 14th day 28th day

Normal 270.33± 13.05 325.67± 12.00 365.25± 16.98
Model 275.00± 9.682# 327.09± 10.45# 333.8± 16.61∗
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second-level MS scanning ranges were set as 350–1600m/z,
and 100m/z, with a scanning resolution of 120,000 and
30,000, respectively. Following the completion of the first
level of scanning, the parent ions of the top 20 peptide seg-
ments in terms of signal strength were selected to enter the
high-energy collision dissociation (HCD) collision cell in
sequence. During the data-collection mode, they were splin-
tered using 28% of the fragmentation energy. Similarly, the
MS analysis at the second level was carried out in this
sequence. To reduce the number of times that parent ions
were repeatedly scanned, the automatic gain control was
set to 1E5, the signal threshold was set to 8.3E4 ions/s, the
maximum injection length was set to 60ms, and the
dynamic exclusion period of the MS/MS scan was set to 30
seconds.

The MaxQuant search engine (version 1.6.15.0) was used
to carry out the processing of the MS/MS data that was pro-
duced. These are the settings for the retrieval parameters: the
database that was utilized was Rattus norvegicus 10116 PR
20210721.fasta (29934 items), and the reverse database was
included so that the false-positive rate that is produced by
random matching may be determined. A common contam-
ination database has been introduced to the database to
reduce the impact of contaminated proteins on the identifi-
cation findings of the proteins under investigation. Trypsin/
P was chosen as a cleavage enzyme because it allows for up

to two missed cleavages to occur. Mass tolerance for precur-
sor ions was set at 20 ppm in the first search and 5 ppm in
the main search, while mass tolerance for fragment ions
was set at 0.02Da. The bacterial carbamidomethylation of
Cys was characterized as a fixed change, whilst the acetyla-
tion of the protein’s N-terminal and the oxidation of Met
were, respectively, regarded as changeable alterations. The
percentage of cases involving false positives has been
brought down to 1%.

2.6. Bioinformatics Analysis. Moreover, the UniProt-GOA
database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/) was accessed to
retrieve the Gene Ontology (GO) annotation proteome.
The IDs were transferred to detected proteins via UniProt
identifiers and further mapped to GO identifiers based on
the protein identifier. All protein GO functions were anno-
tated using InterProScan for those proteins that failed to
be annotated through the UniProt-GOA database. Further-
more, GO annotation for proteins was characterized based
on their molecular function, biological process, and cellular
component. Additionally, the clustering functional charac-
terization of homologous proteins was performed. The
COG (cluster of orthologous groups) refers to the protein
lineal homologs in COG/clusters of orthologous groups for
eukaryotic complete genomes (KOG) function. COG is a
database maintained by the NCBI and classified into two
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Figure 1: Electron microscopy and immunohistochemical results. (a) Intercellular spaces of epithelia of the esophageal mucosa as observed
by TEM (×2.5 K). (a. NC group, b. NERD group; black arrows indicate the interstitial space). (b) Synaptic vesicles as observed by TEM
(×15K). (c. NC group, d. NERD group, e. SJHG group; black arrows indicate synaptic vesicles). (c) Expression of c-fos protein in the
spinal cords of rats (immunohistochemical staining, ×200) (f. group, g. NERD group, h. SJHG group). (d) IOD values of c-fos protein in
the spinal cord of rats in the 3 groups. ∗∗∗ ∗P < 0:0001, compared with the NERD group.
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categories: prokaryotes (COG database) and eukaryotes
(KOG database). Database evaluation and analysis were used
to compare and analyze DEPs for COG/KOG functional
classification. It was discovered that proteins in eukaryotic
tissue cells may attach to certain types of membranes, which
allowed to map them to specific parts of the cell. Therefore,
the WolF Psort program was used to annotate the proteins’
subcellular locations in the cytoplasm, Golgi apparatus,
nuclear matrix, extracellular region, endoplasmic reticulum,
ribosome, and vacuole, mitochondria, nucleus, peroxisome,
and cytoskeleton.

A protein domain is a segment of a protein with a con-
served sequence that can operate independently in most
cases. It is made up of 25–500 amino acids and is the struc-
tural component of molecular function. These regions are
small in size, have a stable structure, and can be folded into
functioning structures independently. A domain may be
found in numerous proteins, and a domain can be found
in multiple proteins. Protein-domain annotation was done
for identified proteins in the project data using the Pfam
database and the PfamScan program. Protein pathways were
annotated using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes (KEGG) database. The KAAS server of KEGG
was employed to annotate proteins whereas the KEGG map-
per was accessed to map the annotation result onto the
KEGG pathway database. The bubble plot revealed a consid-
erable enrichment of these annotated DEPs.

At least one ≥1 functional classification substantially
enriched in the proteome was filtered out (P < 0:05) using
GO functional classification information and P-value

enrichment of the related proteome. The chosen P-value
data matrix was first changed using the −log10 logarithm
transformation, and further categorization of different func-
tions was performed through Z transformation. Finally, for
unilateral clustering analysis, the hierarchical clustering
approach was applied. Additionally, the association among
clusters was highlighted as a heat map generated through a
heatmap.2 function from the R package. The horizontal heat
map depicts the results of various groups’ enrichment tests,
while the vertical heat map depicts the description of differ-
entially expressed enrichment-related functions. The degree
of enrichment is shown by the DEPs in distinct categories
and the accompanying color blocks of functional descrip-
tions such as red and blue color indicate the high and low
levels of enrichment.

PPIs were found by searching all DEP sequences or
accessions against the STRING (version 11.5) database. Only
interactions between proteins in the search data set were
used to exclude external candidates. We used STRING’s
“confidence score” metric to find all interactions with a
“high confidence” value of ≥0.7. Subsequently, the R tool
networkD3 was used to display the STRING PPI network.

2.7. Statistical Analysis. The processing and analysis of
obtained data were carried out using SPSS 17 (IBM Corpora-
tion, Armonk, NY, USA). It was determined to express the
measurement data in terms of the mean± standard error of
the mean values. To compare the features of the samples
between the two groups, Student’s t-test was utilized. P <
0:05 was considered a statistically significant cutoff.
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Figure 2: Quality control of the samples. (a) SDA-PAGE diagram. (b) Protein RSD distribution between repeated samples. Note: N means
model group, T means SJHG group.
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2.8. Verification by Western Blot Analysis. An assay buffer
(G2002; Servicebio) was used to extract protein from the
Cingulate Gyrus and Spinal Dorsal Horn nerve tissue, and
the bicinchoninic acid protein assay (G2026; Servicebio)

was used to measure the concentration of proteins. To sepa-
rate the same number of proteins and transfer them to a
polyvinylidene difluoride membrane, we used an SDS-
PAGE gel (S8010-500g; Solarbio) electrophoresis. This
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membrane was incubated overnight with the corresponding
primary antibody (anti-kininogen 1 [Kng1]: cat.#DF6544,
1:1000 from Affinity Biosciences, Cincinnati, OH, USA;
anti–junctional adhesion molecule A [JAM-A]:
cat#DF63731:1000 from Affinity Biosciences; and anti-β-
actin cat.#GB15001, 1:2000 at 4°C from Servicebio), further
incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibody
(cat.#GB25301,1:5000; Servicebio). After chemilumines-
cence treatment, Photoshop (Adobe, San Jose, CA, USA)
and Alpha (AlphaEase FC, version 6.0.0) software process-
ing were used to analyze the optical density of the film.

3. Results

3.1. Rats’ General Health State. There were no fatalities in
the control group throughout the trial; however, two rats
died in the model group and three rats died in the SHJG
group. Each group of rats had a healthy mental condition,
lustrous hair, and typical drinking behavior prior to model-
ing. Rats in groups other than the normal group exhibited a
weaker mental state, lower feeding and drinking habits, and
yellow and withered hair, and were more irritable when the
stressor was administered. At the end of the 28th day, the
weights of rats in the normal and model groups were statis-
tically substantially different, with the normal group being
heavier (P < 0:05, see Table 2).

Note: ∗P < 0:05; #P > 0:05, compared to the normal group.

3.2. VH and NERD Signs. Changes in esophageal epithelial
cells and the synaptic cleft of the spinal cord dorsal horn
were observed by TEM. Under 2.5-K electron microscopy,
the NERD group’s epithelia had much wider intercellular
gaps than those in the control group (see Figure 1(a)). Syn-
aptic vesicles in the spinal dorsal horn of rats in the NERD
group increased under the 15-K electron microscope com-
pared to those in the NC and SJHG groups (see
Figure 1(b)). Figure 1(c) shows the immunohistochemical
outcomes. The content of c-fos in the spinal cords of rats
in the NERD group was higher (P < 0:0001) than in the
NC group, according to the integrated optical density.
Meanwhile, the SJHG group’s c-fos content was substantially
reduced (P < 0:0001) as compared to the NERD group. The
NERD with VH model caused by stress was also validated by
these data.

3.3. Sample Quality Control. SDS-PAGE electrophoresis was
performed to evaluate the protein’s quality control.
Figure 2(a) shows that the protein bands were clean,
homogeneous, and free of degradation, indicating that they
would be suitable for use in the experiment. The repro-
ducibility of protein quantification was evaluated using
the RSD technique. Smaller RSD values indicate better
quantitative repeatability. The RSD was found to be
<10%, showing that the quantitative technique was accu-
rate and consistent (see Figure 2(b)).
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Figure 4: Functional annotation of DEPs. (a) GO term’s function annotations. (b) COG/KOG function. (c) DEPs localization in subcellular
compartments.
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3.4. LC-MS/MS Analysis. MS was used to produce 302,667
secondary spectrograms for the current study. After examin-
ing the protein theory database, 92,229 valid mass spectro-
grams were discovered, with a 30.47% usage rate. A total of

52,851 peptides were found using spectrographic analysis,
with 47,528 of them being specific. A total of 6,982 proteins
were discovered, with 6,003 of these being measurable (see
Figure 3(a)). Consequently, only 64 differentially expressed
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Figure 6: Cluster analysis of GO functional enrichment of DEPs. (a) The distribution of DEPs in Q1–Q4. (b) Biological processes. (c) Cell
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proteins were predicted with the cutoff criterion set as fold
change = 1.2 and P < 0:05, including 38 upregulated proteins
and 26 downregulated proteins (see Figures 3(b) and 3(c)).

3.5. Functional Classification of DEPs. GO functional catego-
rization revealed that the differential molecules were mostly
involved in cellular activities, biological control, metabolic
processes, reaction to stimuli, immune system processes,
and biological adhesion (see Figure 4(a)). Secondary metab-
olite production, transport and catabolism, chromatin struc-
ture and dynamics, transcription, and signal transduction
pathways were all implicated in these differentially expressed
molecules according to the COG/KOG categorization sys-
tem (see Figure 4(b)). DEPs were found in the nucleus in
35.94% (n=23) of the samples, in the cytoplasm in 20.31%
(n=13), and in the extracellular space in 18.75% (n=12)
of the samples. In addition to mitochondria and plasma
membranes, there were others (see Figure 4(c)).

3.6. DEPs Protein Domains and Pathway Enrichment
Analysis. Bubble plots were used to show protein domains
and KEGG pathway enrichment. DEP enrichment was
shown in the image by the circles. DEP enrichment is very
significant (P < 0:01) in red, significant (P > 0:05) in yel-
low, and nonsignificant (P < 0:05) in blue. The fold enrich-
ment is represented by the size of the circle. The
components of DEPs centered on the complement Clr-
like EGF-like, cystatin domain, core histone H2A/H2B/
H3/H4, and calcium-binding EGF domain, according to
protein-domain enrichment analysis. Systemic lupus ery-
thematosus, neutrophil extracellular trap formation, com-
plement and coagulation cascades, African
trypanosomiasis, necroptosis, alcoholism, Chagas disease,
inflammatory mediator–regulation of TRP channels, neu-
roactive ligand-receptor interaction, and sphingolipid sig-
naling pathway were identified as significant enrichment
signal pathways of DEPs by KEGG analysis (see Figure 5).

3.7. DEPs Cluster Analysis. DEPs were classified into four
categories based on the AF/SR ratio (Q1, 0.769, Q2, 0.769–
0.833, Q3, 1.2–1.3, and Q4, > 1.3). (see Figure 6). Q3 and

Q4 constitute the majority of upregulated proteins, and
these proteins were localized in the nucleus and organelle
lumens of the cell (see Figure 6(c)) and primarily various
epigenetic regulatory molecules (e.g., histone H2A, histone
H2B, ribonucleoprotein complex, nuclear factor 1) (see
Figure 6(d)). The proteins that were downregulated (Q1)
were mostly localized in the extracellular compartment
involved in the negative control of biological immune
responses and the activation of associated proteins. The
molecular function of downregulated proteins is mainly to
bind with a variety of metal ions and regulate the activity
of peptidase inhibitors and endopeptidase inhibitors (see
Figures 6(b)–6(d)).

3.8. PPI Network Analysis of DEPs. We generated a PPI net-
work of the differential proteins to better illustrate the inter-
relationships between them. Circles with green DEPs and
red DEPs indicate DEPs, which are the proteins that have
been downregulated. The results showed that there were
six important node proteins, as follows: kininogen-1
(Kng1, F7EUK4), four nodes; T-Kng1 (Map1, P01048), four
nodes; histone H2B (Hist3h2bb, M0RBQ5), four nodes;
proenkephalin-A (Penk, P04094), four nodes; pro-MCH
(Pmch, G3V6L0, CPB1), three nodes; and fibrillin 1 (Fbn1,
G3V9M6, TTR), three nodes (see Figure 7).

3.9. Validation of the Differently Expressed Proteins by
Western Blotting. Figure 8 shows that compared to the NC
group, the Kng1 protein level in the cingulate gyrus
increased in the NERD group, while the JAM-A protein level
did not change significantly. Moreover, the SHJG group’s
JAM-A protein level increased significantly in comparison
to the NERD group, while the Kng1 protein level decreased.

4. Discussion

There is mounting evidence to support the idea that VH
plays a significant part in the etiology of NERD; neverthe-
less, the research that has been conducted so far on VH
has not been sufficient, such as by providing an explanation
for why VH causes mental abnormalities. We found that the
proteomics of brain tissue in NERD has not been studied
yet, which is crucial for understanding the pathogenesis of
NERD. However, the effects of NERD on brain tissue may
be multifaceted and complex, which may lead to a significant
decrease in the accuracy of prediction. According to TCM,
NERD is mainly caused by “ liver qi stagnation, stomach dis-
comfort, and adverse rising of the stomach qi” [20]. At the
same time, TCM believes that VH and function of “liver”
are closely related [21]. Therefore, we choose to treat liver
depression, qi stagnation of traditional Chinese medicine
formula for research.

We confirmed whether the disease model was success-
fully established by TEM and IHC analysis. After induction
of emotional stress, the c-fos protein level and synaptic ves-
icle release increased in the dorsal horn of the spinal cords of
rats but decreased after treatment with SHJG. This indicated
that splanchnic hypersensitivity was observed in NERD
model rats and that this central nervous sensitivity could
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Figure 7: The network of protein-protein interactions that occur
between the different proteins.
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be improved by SHJG. In addition, the esophageal mucosa of
rats was observed by TEM, and the DIS in the esophageal
submucosa was confirmed in NERD model rats. SJHG’s
validity was proven by the aforementioned findings, which
showed that the NERD model had been effectively created.

To further understand the mechanism by which SJHG
improves VH in brain tissue, we analyzed the molecular pro-
file of rat cingulate gyrus tissue using a TMT proteomics sys-
tem and found 64 proteins with distinct expression
differences. We discovered that these differentially expressed
molecules in the nucleus, extracellular area, and cytoplasm
were linked to biological regulation, cellular processes, met-
abolic processes, stimulus response, immune system pro-
cesses, and biological adhesion through classification and
functional enrichment analysis. In addition, four of the ten
significant signaling pathways, including systemic lupus ery-
thematosus, neutrophil extracellular trap formation, inflam-
matory mediator–regulation of TRP channels, and
complement and coagulation cascades, were associated with
the immune system. The transmission of brain signals is
mediated by three pathways: inflammatory mediator–TRP
channel regulation, neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction,
and the sphingolipid signaling route. Other signal pathways
include necroptosis, alcoholism, Chagas disease, and African
trypanosomiasis. The differential molecules involved include
Kng1, JAM-A, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase regulatory sub-
unit beta (Pik3r2), complement component C9, Map1, Penk,
and histone H2A. These results suggest that SJHG may

improve VH by regulating the inflammatory response of
brain tissue or by inhibiting the abnormal activation of var-
ious nerve cells. We discovered six critical hub proteins, each
with ≥3 nodes, using PPI network analysis. By analyzing the
differential proteins in the network, we found that five differ-
entially expressed histones in the network were involved in
DNA modification, affecting epigenetic inheritance. In addi-
tion, we found interactions between some immune-
associated molecules and molecules related to neuroactive
ligand–receptor interaction, such as Kng1, Pmch, Hrg,
Map1, and Penk. These results suggest that SJHG treatment
of VH may be accomplished by influencing the interaction
between the immune and nervous systems. At the same
time, these regulatory effects may be accomplished through
histone modifications.

Through a bioinformatics analysis and literature review,
we found that Kng1 and JAM-A proteins might be related to
the mechanism of VH, so we verified the proteomics results
by WB and confirmed that Kng1 and JAM-A protein levels
had significant changes. Kng1 was significantly upregulated
in the NERD group, while SJHG could restore Kng1 protein
expression to normal levels. Meanwhile, JAM-A protein
levels were upregulated in the NERD group and SJHG
group.

High- and low-molecular-weight Kng (HMWK and
LMWK) are two proteins with distinct structures that may
be produced by varied shearing in the presence of a Kng1
protein [22]. HMWK, as a precursor protein of the
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kallikrein–kinin system (KKS), is essential for the mainte-
nance of the functional stability of the KKS [23, 24]. Com-
posed of proteolytic enzymes and biogenic peptide
cascades, KKS is widely distributed throughout the brain
and is involved in the progression of various neurological
diseases [24]. On the other hand, HMWK can release brady-
kinin after enzymatic catalysis to reduce the hypersensitivity
of pain in nerve pain model rats [25]. These consequences
propose that the abnormal expression of Kng1 may be a
cause of VH in rats with NERD disease, and SJHG may treat
NERD by reducing Kng1 [26]. JAM-A is a kind of adhesion
protein containing a PDZ domain on its cell membrane.
Currently, JAM-A is found in the nerve, epithelium, endo-
thelium, and blood cells. It crosses the cell membrane and
is divided into two parts: extramembrane and intramem-
brane. The extramembrane portion of JAM-A acts as a
“fence” that regulates cell adhesion and migration [27, 28].
JAM-A is an important protein that constitutes the tight
junction between cells, which maintains the integrity of the
blood–brain barrier and prevents inflammatory factors from
entering the brain through this barrier [28, 29]. Moreover,
adhesion receptors on adjacent cells can adapt to changes
in the microenvironment because of the information con-
veyed by adhesion receptors on their cells. Adhesion recep-
tors use their cytoplasmic domains (including FERM,
proline-rich motifs, PDZ domains, and phosphorylation
sites) to bind to appropriate specific interaction motifs in
cytoplasmic proteins and transmit intercellular signals
[30–32]. SJHG’s therapy of VH may be based on the hypoth-
esis that JAM-A expression is being increased.

Finally, in this study, SJHG reduced the expression level
of Pik3r2, which was of interest to us. Pik3r2 is a protein that
is involved in the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway, which is a
signaling pathway that has been implicated in the prolifera-
tion and survival of neurons in the central nervous system
[33, 34]. Indirectly, the PI3K/Akt signaling system regulates
autophagy, resulting in the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway
associated with neuronal survival [35]. This route is used
by a variety of neuroendocrine substances to exhibit neuro-
protective effects, such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF). The PI3K/Akt signaling pathway is important in
the development of cognitive capacities as well as the main-
tenance of synaptic plasticity in studies [36–38]. SJHG ther-
apy for VH seems to be associated with alterations in the
PI3K/Akt signaling pathway in the rat’s cingulate gyrus,
according to the findings of this study.

5. Conclusions

In the cingulate gyrus of NERD rats, SJHG treatment altered
the expression levels of several proteins. The differential
molecules involved include Kng1, JAM-A, Pik3r2, comple-
ment component C9, Map1, Penk, and histone H2A. And
these molecules were significantly enriched in immune
response and the transmission of neural signals. These
results suggest that SJHG may improve VH by regulating
the inflammatory response of brain tissue or by inhibiting
the abnormal activation of various nerve cells. These results
provide new evidence of SJHG treatment of NERD by ame-

liorating VH. In addition, we found two therapeutic targets
of SJHG—namely, Kng1 and JAM-A. And SJHG may influ-
ence autophagy through the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway.
However, there are some shortcomings of this study. SJHG
is a compound preparation. Although possible targets of
action were found, it cannot explain what specific compo-
nents play a role and cannot clarify the specific mechanism
of action. Relevant experiments were not performed to verify
that SJHG affects the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway. There
may be discoveries in NERD diagnosis and treatment utiliz-
ing vast numbers of samples and in-depth mechanism stud-
ies of the molecules uncovered by this work, even if they are
not yet understood how well these differential molecules are
involved in the pathogenic processes of VH.
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The risk factors of upper respiratory tract infection (URI) within 6 months after diagnosis in patients with idiopathic
thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP) were analyzed, and the nomogram model was established and verified, with 242 and 50 ITP
patients as the training and validation set, respectively. The patients were followed up for six months after the diagnosis of
ITP. The clinical data of patients were collected, and the risk factors of URI in ITP patients within six months after diagnosis
were analyzed using univariable, followed by multivariable logistic regression. Among the 242 ITP patients in the training set,
52 cases (21.49%) had URI, including 24 cases of viral infection, 11 cases of Mycoplasma pneumoniae infection, and 17 cases
of bacterial infection. Logistic regression analysis showed that advanced age, use of glucocorticoid, smoking history, platelet
count, serum CRP level, and lymphocyte subsets CD4

+ and CD8
+ were all risk factors for ITP patients to develop symptoms

within six months after diagnosis (P < 0:05). Using the above five indicators, a nomogram prediction model was built for URI
occurrence in patients with ITP within half a year after diagnosis, and the results showed an AUC, a sensitivity, and a
specificity of 0.936 (95% CI: 0.878-0.983), 0.942, and 0.865, respectively. The nomogram model was internally verified by the
bootstrap method for 500 self-sampling times, and the prediction of the calibration curve was in high consistency with the real
results. External validation of the nomogram model resulted in an AUC, a sensitivity, and a specificity of 0.890 (95% CI: 0.757-
0.975), 0.949, and 0.727, respectively. The nomogram model of URI in ITP patients within half a year after diagnosis based on
logistic regression analysis has good discrimination and prediction accuracy. This provides important guidance value for
individualized prediction of URI in ITP patients.

1. Introduction

Primary immunologic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP)
accounts for about 30% of all bleeding disorders [1], and
its main clinical manifestations are decreased platelet count
and severe bleeding. According to statistics, the global inci-
dence of ITP was between 1.5 and 3.0‰ [2]. The incidence
rate among adults in Europe was about 1.8‰ [3], and the
incidence rate in China was 2.8‰ [4], which is higher than
that in Europe. Glucocorticoids are the main drug treatment
for ITP at present, but the risk of respiratory tract infection

is high when taking the drugs [5]. It has been reported that
the incidence of respiratory tract infection during treatment
in ITP patients is as high as 5 times that of healthy people,
and the mortality rate within 1 year of treatment is as high
as 0.9%. The majority of deaths were from upper respiratory
tract infection (URI) [6]. Therefore, while paying close
attention to complications such as severe bleeding in ITP,
we must also pay attention to the prevention and treatment
of respiratory tract infections. At present, there is no analysis
on the risk factors of URI in ITP patients within half a year
after diagnosis; so, for ITP prevention and treatment, it is
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very important to identify relevant risk factors for URI
within half a year after ITP diagnosis to screen out high-
risk patients. How to realize the individualized prediction
of the risk of ITP patients within six months after diagnosis
is a difficulty that needs to be urgently solved, and there are
few relevant reports at home and abroad.

A nomogram integrates relevant risk factors and visual-
izes risk values [7]. Based on this, this study analyzed the
clinical data of ITP patients to explore the risk factors of
URI within six months after diagnosis and built and vali-
dated a nomogram model for individualized prediction of
URI risk in ITP patients within six months after diagnosis.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Population. A training set and a validation set,
which included 242 ITP patients visited the Hechi People’s
Hospital between January 2019 and June 2020 and 50 ITP
patients admitted between July 2020 and December 2020,
respectively, were set up. Inclusion criteria for training and
validation sets were as follows: (1) meet the clinical diagnos-
tic criteria of “Chinese Expert Consensus on Diagnosis and
Treatment of ITP in Adults 2016 Edition” [8], no less than
two routine blood tests showed a decrease in platelet count,
and bone marrow test showed an increase in the number of
megacaryocyte and a mature disorder; (2) antibiotic treat-
ment and splenectomy were performed after diagnosis; (3)
those suffering from ITP for the first time; (4) age ≥ 18
years old; (5) the follow-up time is not less than six months;
and (6) the patient voluntarily participated in this research
with informed consent provided. Exclusion criteria were as
follows: (1) patients with secondary thrombocytopenia; (2)
patients treated with antiplatelet aggregation, anticoagula-
tion, and other drugs; (3) patients with passive participation
in this study; and (4) patients who were lost to follow-up and
whose follow-up data were incomplete. The present study
was a retrospective study.

2.2. Collect Patient Data. The Hospital Information System
(HIS) was used to collect and summarize the clinical informa-
tion of ITP patients on admission, including gender, age,
drinking history (female drinking > 70 g pure alcohol/week,
male > 140 g pure alcohol/week), smoking history (smoking
more than 100 cigarettes or cumulative smoking of more than
six months), pathogens, combined anemia, glucocorticoids,
splenectomy therapy, rituximab, serum C-reactive protein
(CRP) levels, natural killer (NK) cells, lymphocyte subpopula-
tions CD3

+, CD4
+, CD8

+, B lymphocyte, and platelet counts.

2.3. Grouping. All cases were followed up for half a year, and
the follow-up was conducted in the form of outpatient
review. Patients visited the hospital for reexamination every
1 month after discharge. According to the diagnostic criteria
of acute upper respiratory tract infection [9], the patient had
pharyngeal itching, dry throat, symptoms of upper respira-
tory catarrh or fever, headache, and other symptoms. Phys-
ical examination showed that the pharynx, nasal mucosa
congestion, secretions, and edema were diagnosed as URI.
The ITP patients in the modeling set who developed URI

within half a year after diagnosis were assigned to the
infected group, and those who did not were assigned to the
uninfected group.

2.4. Statistics and Methods. SPSS 23.0 analyzed the original
data. Continuous variables that obeyed the normal distribu-
tion were denoted by (mean ± standard deviation), and t-test
conducted intergroup comparisons. The categorical vari-
ables was represented by n (%), and the chi-square test or
rank-sum test conducted intergroup comparisons. Univari-
ate and multivariate logistic regression were employed to
identify prognostic factors of patients. URI risk in ITP
patients within six months after diagnosis was analyzed
using the logistic regression model, based on which a nomo-
gram prediction model was built. The discriminative ability
of the model was evaluated by calculating the area under
the curve (AUC) and 95% confidence interval (CI), and
internal validation with 500 iterations of bootstrap was used
to evaluate the calibration effect through unreliability tests
and calibration curves. R software (v4.1.2; https://www.r-
project.org) was used. A P value <0.05 was interpreted as
statistical significance.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Univariate Analysis of the Onset of Symptoms in ITP
Patients within Half a Year after Diagnosis. Among the 242
ITP patients in the modeling set, 52 had URI, accounting for
21.49%, including 24 cases of viral infection, 11 cases of Myco-
plasma pneumoniae infection, and 17 cases of bacterial infec-
tion. Statistically significant differences were present in age,
use of glucocorticoid, smoking, platelet count, serum CRP level,
and lymphocyte subsets CD4

+ and CD8
+ between infected and

noninfected groups (P < 0:05), as shown in Table 1.

3.2. Multivariate Analysis of URI in Patients with ITP within
Half a Year after Diagnosis. The dependent variable was the
occurrence of URI (1 = yes, 0 = no) within six months after
diagnosis of ITP patients, and the independent variables
were the statistically significant features in Table 1. The cat-
egorical data was assigned a value (glucocorticoid applica-
tion (1 = yes, 0 = no)), and the original value of the
measurement data was entered. As indicated by the multi-
variate logistic regression analysis with results presented in
Table 2, age, smoking history, glucocorticoid use, platelet
count, serum CRP level, and lymphocyte subsets CD4

+ and
CD8

+ were all risk factors for URI in patients with ITP
within half a year after diagnosis (P < 0:05).

3.3. Establishment and Validation of the Risk Nomogram
Model for URI in ITP Patients within Half a Year after
Diagnosis. Seven independent risk factors obtained by logis-
tic regression analysis were used for a nomogram model
construction (Figure 1). Internal validation found that the
predicted AUC, sensitivity, and specificity of the nomogram
model for ITP patients with URI within six months after
diagnosis were 0.936 (95% CI: 0.878-0.983), 0.942, and
0.865, respectively (Figure 2(a)). It suggests that the nomo-
gram model has better discriminative ability. Hosmer-
Lemeshow test for the deviation between the predicted value
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of the model and the actual value (chi − square = 14:249, P
= 0:075) indicates that the prediction model has a good cal-
ibration ability. The mean absolute error (MAE) of the cali-
bration curve from 500 samplings by the bootstrap method
was 0.013, indicating that the occurrence risk predicted by
model is in good agreement with the actual occurrence risk
(Figure 2(b)).

The validation set (50 cases, of which 39 cases did not
have upper symptoms and 11 cases of upper symptoms)
was used to externally validate the model, and an AUC of
0.890 (95% CI: 0.757-0.975), a sensitivity of 0.949, and a
specificity of 0.727 were determined (Figure 3(a)), demon-
strating favorable prediction accuracy of the nomogram
model. The calibration curve is close to the ideal curve,

Table 2: Logistic regression analysis of the onset of symptoms in ITP patients within half a year after diagnosis.

Variable β SE Wald χ2 P OR (95% CI)

Age 0.095 0.028 11.320 0.001 1.100 (1.041, 1.163)

Smoking history 2.078 0.526 15.616 <0.001 7.987 (2.850, 22.383)

Glucocorticoid 1.853 0.551 11.328 0.001 6.378 (2.168, 18.763)

Blood platelet count -0.138 0.045 9.393 0.002 0.871 (0.797, 0.951)

CRP 0.892 0.308 8.399 0.004 2.441 (1.335, 4.462)

CD4
+ -0.108 0.038 8.399 0.004 0.897 (0.833, 0.967)

CD8
+ 0.203 0.040 26.022 <0.001 1.225 (1.133, 1.324)

Note: CRP: C-reactive protein; CD4
+: CD4-positive T-lymphocytes; CD8

+: CD8-positive T-lymphocytes.

Table 1: Single factor analysis that may affect the onset of symptoms in patients with ITP within half a year after diagnosis.

Clinical information Noninfected group (n = 190) Infected group (n = 52) χ2/t P

Gender

Male 112 (58.95) 26 (50.0)

Female 78 (41.05) 26 (50.0) 1.334b 0.248

Age (years) 59:45 ± 8:45 64:85 ± 10:92 3.815a <0.001
Drinking history

Yes 56 (29.47) 20 (38.46)

No 134 (70.53) 32 (61.54) 1.531b 0.216

Smoking history

Yes 71 (37.37) 37 (71.15)

No 119 (62.63) 15 (28.85) 18.858b <0.001
Pathogen

Virus 108 (56.84) 37 (71.15)

Germ 82 (43.16) 15 (28.85) 3.482b 0.062

Combined anemia

Yes 67 (35.26) 22 (42.31)

No 123 (64.74) 30 (57.69) 0.871b 0.351

Use of glucocorticoid

Yes 96 (50.53) 40 (76.92)

No 94 (49.47) 12 (23.08) 11.557b 0.001

Splenectomy treatment

Yes 56 (29.47) 12 (23.08)

No 134 (70.53) 40 (76.92) 0.827b 0.363

CRP(mg/L) 3:19 ± 0:78 3:77 ± 0:85 4.659a <0.001
CD3

+ (%) 74:39 ± 9:78 72:88 ± 9:22 0.998a 0.319

CD4
+ (%) 39:23 ± 6:59 34:74 ± 7:33 4.248a <0.001

CD8
+ (%) 27:88 ± 6:64 34:78 ± 6:95 6.573a <0.001

Platelet count (×109/L) 25:25 ± 5:24 21:20 ± 6:85 4.610a <0.001
Note: CRP: C-reactive protein; CD3

+: CD3-positive T-lymphocytes; CD4
+: CD4-positive T-lymphocytes; CD8

+: CD8-positive T-lymphocytes. b stands for χ2

test, and a stands for t -test.
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indicating that the predicted probability of the nomogram is
basically consistent with the measured value (Figure 3(b)).

4. Discussion

With complex pathogenesis, ITP is generally believed to be
linked to the reduction of platelet production and the exces-
sive clearance of platelets by macrophages [10]. Studies have
shown that [11], ITP patients with a history of respiratory
tract infection in the first half of the month, the infection
risk of ITP patients is much higher than that of the general
population. Infection will increase the Fc and C3b receptors
of macrophages, resulting in an increase in their affinity, and
platelets are more easily destroyed [12]. ITP widely acknowl-
edged to be associated with immune cell dysfunction and
immune dysfunction [13]. Immune cell dysfunction and
immune dysfunction are closely related to RTI [14]. How-
ever, the mechanism of the onset of symptoms in ITP
patients within six months after diagnosis is unclear. There-
fore, early and effective identification of ITP patients who
are at risk of developing uppersensitivity is extremely
important.

Among the 242 ITP patients, URI occurred in 52 cases,
with an incidence rate of 21.49%, which was basically consis-
tent with the results of domestic and foreign studies [15]. In
this study, the age, using glucocorticoid, smoking, platelet
count, serum CRP level, and lymphocyte subsets CD4

+ and
CD8

+ were all influencing factors of ITP patients developing
uppersickness within half a year after diagnosis. Elderly
patients are often accompanied by other underlying diseases
and may take a variety of drugs at the same time, resulting in

a decline in body function and body resistance. Therefore,
for elderly patients, follow-up should be strengthened, and
preventive measures should be taken. For smokers, it is nec-
essary to inform them of the dangers of smoking and
instruct them to quit smoking. Because long-term smoking
can easily lead to abnormal lung function in patients, the
longer smoking time is, the easier it is to increase the risk
of secondary respiratory tract infection in patients with
ITP [16]. In the process of using glucocorticoid therapy,
blood sugar will increase, which can cause the body’s defense
function to decline, and viruses and bacteria are more likely
to invade the body at this time [17]. On the other hand, hor-
mones can also affect the function of lymphocytes and
monocytes, resulting in a decrease in the body’s ability to
resist infection, which leads to a greater susceptibility to
upper feelings [18]. Kimura and Kishimoto [19] analyzed
the medical records of 1805 ITP patients exposed to gluco-
corticoids and found that secondary respiratory infections
were closely related to the recent use of glucocorticoids,
and even low-dose applications had certain risks.

CRP level is an important indicator for judging URI.
When the body is injured or infected, the level of CRP will
rise rapidly, and it will fall back quickly after the patient’s
condition improves [20]. CRP levels in children with ITP
are negatively correlated with platelet counts, and elevated
CRP predicts lower platelet counts [21]. Kapur et al. [22]
found a close association between CRP levels and antiplate-
let antibodies in children’s ITP. This study confirmed that
elevated CRP was a risk factor for the development of
upper-sensitivity. The dysfunction of T lymphocyte subsets
is involved in the occurrence and development of URI, and
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Figure 1: Nomogram model for predicting the risk of ITP patients to develop upper respiratory tract infection within half a year after
diagnosis. CRP: C-reactive protein; CD4

+: CD4-positive T-lymphocytes; CD8
+: CD8-positive T-lymphocytes.
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its dysfunction and low immune function are closely related
to URI [23]. T lymphocyte subsets are important indicators
for judging the immune function of the body. Mature T lym-
phocytes can be divided into CD4

+ and CD8
+ subsets accord-

ing to surface markers [24]. The synergistic effect of CD4
+

and antigen stimulates B cells to secrete plasma cells, and
the CD4

+ T cells in some ITP patients are destroyed, result-
ing in decreased cellular immune function, which may
increase the risk of URI [25]. In this study, the CD4

+ level
was statistically significant in the multivariate analysis,
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Figure 2: Internal verification of the nomogram model. (a) Risk of respiratory tract infection within six months after diagnosis in patients
with primary immune thrombocytopenia by ROC curve. (b) Calibration curve of the nomogram model for training set. The Y- and X-axis
represent the actual rate and the predicted risk of respiratory tract infection, respectively. The dotted line represents a perfect prediction
made by an ideal model. The red line represents the actual model performance, and the closer it fits to the dotted line, the better the
prediction.
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Figure 3: External verification of the nomogram model. (a) ROC curve of model evaluation for validation set. (b) Calibration curve of the
nomogram model for validation set. The Y- and X-axis represent the actual rate and the predicted risk of respiratory tract infection,
respectively. The dotted line represents a perfect prediction made by an ideal model. The red line represents the actual model
performance, and the closer it fits to the dotted line, the better the prediction.
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consistent with previous studies. CD8
+ is a subset of cyto-

toxic cells or suppressor cells, an increase in the number
indicates that the immune function is inhibited, and it is
easy to cause a URI [26]. Platelets have a large number of
receptor molecules on their surfaces, allowing them to rap-
idly sense invading pathogens and inflammation caused by
infections [27]. Studies have shown [28] that respiratory
tract infection is not only related to the immunomodulatory
treatment of ITP patients but also to the platelet count of the
disease itself. A compromised immune system can make
patients more susceptible to infections before and after ITP
develops. For bacterial infection, Gram-negative bacilli
infection causes the release of endotoxin in the blood, which
greatly enhances the phagocytosis of autoantibody-coated
bacteria and accelerates the destruction of platelets [29].
For patients with low platelet levels, glucocorticoids, predni-
sone, dexamethasone, recombinant human thrombopoietin,
and other drugs can be used for treatment. Doctors should
adjust the treatment plan in a timely manner according to
each patient’s specific condition to ensure that the patient
can get more benefits from the treatment.

Most of the previous research models are presented in
the form of formulas, and the calculation process is compli-
cated; not only there is the risk of calculation errors but also
the workload of medical workers is increased. A good model
should be effective, practical, and simple. The nomogram
model can evaluate the prognosis intuitively, concisely, and
accurately, which helps medical staff make better clinical
decisions. Besides, the nomogram can uniquely reveal the
correlation between relevant risk factors and outcome events
[30]. In this study, a nomogram was built based on the
abovementioned risk factors for URI in ITP patients within
half a year after diagnosis, namely, age, corticoid application,
smoking, serum CRP levels, and T lymphocyte subsets
CD4

+, CD8
+, and internal verification was performed. The

results showed that the model AUC = 0:936, sensitivity =
0:942, and specificity = 0:865 suggest that the nomogram
model has better discriminative ability. After being verified
by the validation set data, the predicted value of the model
has a high consistency with the actual value, indicating that
it has a good predictive ability. The limitation of this study is
that this study is a single-center study, not a multicenter
large-sample epidemiological survey. The data are from the
same medical center, and there may be case selection bias.
In the follow-up research work, this research group plans
to cooperate with other centers to use its clinical data to fur-
ther improve and improve the predictive value of the model.

5. Conclusion

Advanced age, use of glucocorticoid, smoking history, low
platelet count, high CRP level, and low CD4

+ and high
CD8

+ T cells were all risk factors for URI in patients with
ITP within half a year after diagnosis. Based on logistic
regression analysis, the nomogram model of the onset of
symptoms in ITP patients within half a year after diagnosis
has good discrimination and prediction accuracy. It can pro-
vide guidance for clinically accurate and personalized pre-
diction of ITP patients.
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To investigate the correlation between computed tomography (CT) image characteristics of multiple lung ground-glass
nodules (GGNs) and pathological classification, the CT image data of multiple lung GGN patients confirmed by pathology
(n = 132) in our hospital were collected. The imaging features of GGNs were analyzed by qualified physicians, including
lesion size (diameter, volume, and mass), location, CT values (mean and relative CT values), lesion morphology (round
and irregular), marginal structure (pagination and burr), internal structure (bronchial inflation sign), and adjacent structure
(pleural depression). CT imaging analysis was performed for the subtype of infiltrating adenocarcinoma (IAC). In CT
findings, GGNs were greatly different from adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH), pure GGN adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS), and
microinvasive adenocarcinoma (MIA) in terms of marginal structure, lesion morphology, internal structure, adjacent
structure, and size (P < 0:05). The mean and relative CT values of mural adenocarcinoma, acinar adenocarcinoma, and
papillary adenocarcinoma of IAC subtypes were greatly different from those of AAH/AIS/MIA (P < 0:05). In summary, the
CT images of GGNs can be used as the basis for the differentiation of AAH, AIS, and MIA early noninvasive types and
IAC invasive types, and the CT value of the IAC subtype can be used as the basis for the classification and differentiation
of IAC pathological subtypes.

1. Introduction

Lung cancer is a relatively common malignant tumor with
the highest morbidity and mortality throughout the year
[1]. Although smoking is the main risk factor accounting
for 80% to 90% of all lung cancer diagnoses [2], in recent
years, the incidence among young and nonsmoking people
has also shown an increasing trend, posing a serious threat
to the health of Chinese people [3]. Lung cancer can be
mainly classified into non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
and small-cell lung cancer (SCLC). Among all lung cancers,
NSCLC accounts for approximately 85-88%, and SCLC
accounts for approximately 12-15% [4]. NSCLC is classified
into three types according to its characteristics and treat-
ment measures, namely, adenocarcinoma (55%), squamous

cell carcinoma (35%), and large cell carcinoma (10%) [5].
The probability of malignancy varies with the density of pul-
monary nodules. Pulmonary nodules are classified into three
types according to density, namely, ground-glass nodules
(GGNs), solid nodules (SNs), and partial solid nodules
(PSNs) [6]. The malignant probability from high to low is
partially solid nodules, GGNs, and solid nodules [7].

GGN refers to the fuzzy nodules in the lung. The den-
sity of nodules is slightly higher than that of the surround-
ing lung parenchyma, but the outline of blood vessels and
bronchus within the nodules can be seen [8]. Causes of
GGN include inflammation, pulmonary fibrosis, and the
most common early lung adenocarcinoma [9]. The study
found that simple GGNs gradually evolved into lung ade-
nocarcinoma (LA) during long-term follow-up, and lung
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adenocarcinoma was classified into atypical adenomatous
hyperplasia (AAH), adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS), minimally
invasive adenocarcinoma (MIA), and invasive adenocarci-
noma (IAC) [10]. Lung adenocarcinoma is more likely to
metastasize earlier than lung squamous cell carcinoma, so
lung adenocarcinoma has a poor prognosis and needs early
diagnosis and treatment [11]. The pathological degree of
early GGN was sorted according to the degree of malignancy,
degree of invasion, and prognosis. AAH had the smallest vol-
ume, the lowest surgical trauma, and the lowest degree of
malignancy, and the prognosis was the best without consid-
ering complications. Sometimes, after long-term observation,
it is found that AAH does not change much and does not
require treatment [12]. AIS has basically no difference in size
compared with AAH, and the degree of malignancy is poor.
Some lesions are slightly infiltrated, so they are difficult to
identify, and the prognosis is better than that of MIA [13].
MIA is mainly mural growth, and the pathological differenti-
ation between MIA and IAC mainly includes invasion of
blood vessels and lymphatics, invasion of the pleura and air-
way, tumor necrosis, and airway transmission [14]. IAC is
the final stage in the transformation of lung cancer, and there
are five subtypes, namely, apical, acinar, papillary, solid, and
micropapillary. The adherent type corresponds to high dif-
ferentiation, acinar and papillary types correspond to
medium differentiation, and solid and micropapillary types
correspond to low differentiation. The higher the degree of
differentiation, the better the prognosis, and the higher the
proportion of the micropapillary type and solid type, the
worse the prognosis.

After the widespread use of low-dose computed tomog-
raphy (CT) in lung cancer examination, the number of
GGNs detected has increased. Preoperative detection and
positioning of GGNs by CT to identify the subtypes of early
lung adenocarcinoma is crucial for accurate preoperative
pathological diagnosis of patients by clinical staff [15]. How-
ever, how to distinguish infiltrating lesions from non- or
microinfiltrating lesions according to CT images and enable
patients to receive surgical treatment as soon as possible is
the research focus of radiologists. The CT features of GGNs
are related to the pathology of lung adenocarcinoma GGNs.
With the development and popularization of high-resolution
computed tomography (HRCT), the positional relationship
between GGNs and surrounding capillaries and bronchi
can be clearly displayed [16]. HRCT has obvious application
value in the identification of GGNs and makes it possible to
determine the pathological subtypes of lung adenocarci-
noma with the CT features of GGNs. Clinicopathological
diagnosis is the gold standard for differentiating cancer,
and no CT, MRI, or other examination can ultimately deter-
mine the nature and type of lesions. Therefore, the study of
the relationship between CT examination and pathological
diagnosis is helpful to continuously improve the diagnostic
accuracy of clinicians [17]. At present, there is no unified
diagnostic standard for CT diagnosis of GGNs in clinical
practice. In this study, the CT image features of GGNs were
analyzed to distinguish different pathological subtypes of
IAC and to study the relationship between the CT features
of GGNs and pathological types of lung adenocarcinoma.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Information. In this study, 132 patients with
chest CT examination and pathologically confirmed GGNs
in hospital from May 2020 to May 2021 were enrolled.
Inclusion criteria are as follows: complete and clear preoper-
ative CT images of patients can be harvested through picture
archiving and communication system (PACS); there were at
least two GGNS with maximum diameters of no less than
25mm in both lungs; postoperative pathology required tho-
racoscopic or thoracoscopic resection and staining, which
was reviewed by at least one senior pathologist with 10 years
of experience in diagnosis of tumor pathology, and patho-
logical subtypes were classified according to the new classifi-
cation in 2015. Exclusion criteria are as follows: patients
unable to undergo surgical treatment and patients with
incomplete imaging data. At the beginning of this study,
patients or their families signed informed consent. This
study was approved by the ethics committee of the hospital.

2.2. Examination Methods. 64-slice spiral CT machine was
employed. Breath-holding training was performed before
scanning, and the breath-holding state under breathing
was calm during scanning. The supine position was the
dominant position, and some patients were in the prone
position. First, the whole lung was scanned with a thickness
of 5-10mm, including the axilla and chest wall on both sides.
After GGN was found, a CT scan was performed again. The
layer thickness was 1.25mm target scan, and the standard
algorithm and bone algorithm were reconstructed. The tar-
get scanning parameters were as follows. The collimator
was 1.25mm, the pitch was 1.375, the tube voltage was
120 kV, the tube current was 250-350mAs, the field of vision
was 16-24 cm, and the matrix was 512 × 512. MPR was per-
formed on all patient raw data at a 1.25mm layer thickness
on an ADW 4.5 or 4.7 workstation. The accompanying signs
of GGN were displayed, with emphasis on the walking,

Table 1: Clinical data information of patients.

GGN type Cases Age
Sex

Male Female

AAH 19 46:14 ± 5:78 10 9

AIS 23 46:01 ± 6:02 13 10

MIA 25 45:34 ± 5:14 12 13

IAC 65 51:76 ± 4:99∗ 29 36
∗Compared with the noninfiltrating AAH/AIS/MIA group, P < 0:05.

Table 2: Clinical data of IAC subtype.

IAC subtype classification Cases Age
Sex

Male Female

Adherent growth IAC 38 51:72 ± 4:99 18 20

Acinar IAC 18 50:01 ± 5:06 8 10

Papillary IAC 9 51:66 ± 5:18 3 6
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morphology, and lumen of the relevant bronchi, and the
relationship between them and lesions was recorded.

2.3. CT Scanning and Image Processing. The images were
analyzed separately by two highly qualified physicians in
the Department of Radiology, and the results were statisti-
cally analyzed. If there was any deviation in the analysis,
the consensus of the two physicians was taken as the result.

2.4. Evaluation Content. The evaluation included location
(right upper lobe, right middle lobe, right lower lobe, left
upper lobe, and left lower lobe), lesion morphology (round
and irregular), marginal lobulation and burr, internal struc-
ture (air bronchial sign), bronchial truncation, adjacent
structure (pleural depression), lesion size (diameter and vol-
ume and mass), mean CT value, and relative CT value.
Diameter was the average diameter of GGN, that is, the
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Figure 1: GGN location statistics. a–f showed the GGN location statistics of the upper lobe of the right lung, middle lobe of the right lung,
lower lobe of the right lung, upper lobe of the left lung, lower lobe of the left lung, and various pathological subtypes of IAC, respectively.
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average of long diameter + short diameter on the largest layer
of GGN in CT images. The maximum layer length L, short
diameter W, and thickness T (number of nodular layers ×
layer thickness) of GGNs were calculated, and the volume
was calculated according to Equation (1). The mass was cal-
culated according to Equation (2) [18].

V =
1
6
π × L ×W × T , ð1Þ

g =
V × 1000 + CT valueð Þ

106
: ð2Þ

The average CT value was measured at the correspond-
ing GGN position three times and averaged. The relative
CT value was the ratio of the average CT value of the largest
layer of GGNs in the CT lung window to the average CT
value of normal lung tissue in the same plane. When the
GGN looks like a wave or shell edge, it is called a leaf-
splitting sign. The burr mark is a nodular shadow with
tubercle margins not reaching the pleura. Vacuolar sign
refers to small round vacuoles appearing in nodules, while
bronchial aeration sign refers to GGN signs containing gas
in bronchioles that cross nodules. Therefore, it is difficult

to distinguish between the two images, so the experiment
was combined with statistics.

2.5. Postoperative Pathological Analysis. After surgical resec-
tion, the lesions were fixed with paraformaldehyde and
embedded in paraffin. Hematoxylin-eosin staining and
immunohistochemical staining were performed after sectio-
nalization. Classification and classification statistics were
carried out according to the pathological classification
method of lung adenocarcinoma subtype published by the
World Health Organization (WHO) in 2015 [19].

2.6. Statistical Methods. SPSS 22.0 was used for data process-
ing. ANOVA was used for measurement data. The Kruskal–
Wallis H test was used when the samples did not conform to
a normal distribution. The χ2 test was used for technical
data. P < 0:05 indicated that the difference was statistically
significant.

3. Results

3.1. Statistical Results of Clinical Data. The patients were
divided into two groups according to the degree of invasion.
Sixty-seven patients had preinvasive lesions of lung adeno-
carcinoma (AAH/AIS/MIA group). There were 65 patients
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Figure 2: The marginal condition and lesion morphology of GGNs. (a–d) The pagination and burr at the edges of noninvasive GGNs and
invasive GGNs, edge morphology of each pathological subtype of IAC, round and irregular lesion morphology of noninvasive GGNs and
invasive GGNs, and lesion morphology of each pathological subtype of IAC, respectively. ∗Compared with the noninfiltrating AAH/AIS/
MIA group, P < 0:05.
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with infiltrating adenocarcinoma (IAC group). In the IAC
group, there were three subtypes, including 38 cases of
adherent growth type IAC, 18 cases of acinar IAC, and 9
cases of papillary IAC. The clinical data of all GGN cases
are shown in Table 1. The age of patients with IAC was
higher than that of AAH, AIS, and MIA, and the difference
was statistically significant (P < 0:05). The data of various
pathological subtypes of IAC are shown in Table 2, and there
was no significant difference between the data of various
pathological subtypes of IAC (P > 0:05).

3.2. GGN Site Statistics Result. In Figure 1, there was no
significant difference in GGN location between the AAH/
AIS/MIA group and the IAC group (P > 0:05). There was
no significant difference in the location of each pathologi-
cal subtype of IAC (P > 0:05).

3.3. GGN Margin and Lesion Morphology. In Figure 2, the
comparison of noninvasive and invasive GGN margins
found that the number of GGNS with pagination and
burrs in IAC margins was much higher than that in
AAH/AIS/MIA (P < 0:05), and there was no significant
difference among IAC subgroups. Comparison of noninva-
sive and invasive GGN lesions showed no significant

difference between IAC and AAH/AIS/MIA or between
IAC subgroups.

3.4. GGN Internal Structure and Adjacent Structure. Since
the bronchial inflation sign and air bubble sign are not easy
to judge, both were counted as bronchial inflation signs in
this experiment. In Figure 3, the number of bronchial infla-
tion signs and pleural depression signs in IAC was much
higher than that in AAH/AIS/MIA, and the difference was
statistically significant (P < 0:05). There were no significant
differences among the IAC subgroups.

3.5. Diameter, Volume, and Mass of GGNs. In Figure 4, the
diameter, volume, and mass of infiltrating GGNs were much
higher than those of noninfiltrating GGNs, and the differ-
ence was statistically significant (all P < 0:05). There was
no significant difference between IAC subtypes (all P >
0:05).

3.6. Mean and Relative CT Values. In Table 3, both CT
values and relative CT values of pathological subtypes in
the IAC group were significantly different from those in
the noninvasive AAH/AIS/MIA group (P < 0:05).

3.7. CT Features and HE Staining Analysis of GGNs. Atypical
adenoma hyperplasia (Figure 5(a)) is a benign hyperplastic
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Figure 3: GGN internal structure and adjacent structure statistics. (a–d) The number of bronchial inflation signs in noninvasive GGNs
and invasive GGNs, the internal structure of each pathological subtype of IAC, the number of noninvasive and invasive GGNs whose
adjacent structures were pleural depressions, and the statistical analysis of adjacent structures of various pathological subtypes in IAC,
respectively. ∗Compared with the noninfiltrating AAH/AIS/MIA group, P < 0:05.
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disease that is also considered a precancerous lesion and
may become cancerous if left untreated. Atypical adenoma-
tous hyperplasia is a millimeter micronodular lesion that is
indistinguishable from normal lung tissue in color and tex-
ture. It occurred in the central area of the acinar near the

respiratory bronchioles and consisted of mild-to-moderate
atypia of type II alveolar cells or Clara cells growing along
the alveolar wall (Figure 5(i)), which can form inconspicu-
ous pseudopapillae. Nonmyxoid AIS showed nonsolid
ground glass shadows (Figure 5(b)), which was histologically

Table 3: Comparison of mean and relative CT values between the infiltrating IAC group and the noninfiltrating AAH/AIS/MIA group.

Type AAH/AIS/MIA
Pathological subtypes of IAC

Adherent growth IAC Acinar IAC Papillary IAC

CT value (HU) −651 ± 103 −603 ± 76∗ −589 ± 89∗ −565 ± 73∗

Relative CT value (HU) 0:77 ± 0:05 0:63 ± 0:12∗ 0:65 ± 0:11∗ 0:53 ± 0:14∗

∗Compared with the AAH/AIS/MIA group, P < 0:05.
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Figure 4: Diameter, volume, and mass statistics of GGNs. (a–f) The diameter of the noninfiltrating type and infiltrating type GGN, diameter
of each pathological subtype of IAC, volume of the noninfiltrating type and infiltrating type GGN, volume of each pathological subtype of
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Figure 5: Continued.
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similar to atypical adenomatous hyperplasia. The tumor cells
in situ were denser, crowded, and lacked intercellular spaces
(Figure 5(j)). Mucinous in situ adenocarcinoma often pre-
sents as solid nodules. Tall columnar tumor cells grow adher-
ents with nuclei in the basement and a large amount of
mucus in the cytoplasm (Figure 5(k)), similar to goblet cells,
and the nuclei may be completely free of atypia. Chest CT of
an MIA showed a small and impure GGN (Figure 5(c)) with
a growth pattern other than adherence infiltrating into the
stroma containing myofibroblasts (Figure 5(l)). Infiltrating
adenocarcinoma presented irregular nodular shadows
accompanied by vascular cluster signs and pleural depression
signs (Figure 5(d)). Generally, HE staining (Figure 5(e))
showed three different subtypes, namely, the papillary type
(Figure 5(f)), acinar type (Figure 5(g)), and mural type
(Figure 5(h)).

4. Discussion

Lung cancer is more insidious than other cancers, and once
symptoms appear, it is basically at an advanced stage, so
physical examination is an effective means to find early lung
cancer. CT is the most commonly used method for the diag-
nosis of lung cancer at present, which also leads to the
delayed early diagnosis of lung cancer, so early CT detection
is crucial [20]. GGN, as a CT imaging manifestation of early
lung cancer, has received increasing attention. However,
low-dose CT also detected massive GGNs. Classification of

GGNs and subtypes of lung adenocarcinoma cases by CT
can help improve the accuracy of clinical staff’s preoperative
diagnosis of patients and select more accurate treatment
methods for lesions [21]. The histological growth pattern
and biological function of lung adenocarcinoma determine
the gradual increase in density and change in morphology
in the development process, so the manifestation on CT
shows that GGN develops into PSN and SN.

Pathological studies of lung cancer have found that the
increase in density and size of lesions is often a symbol of
malignant lesions, so the size, volume, and mass of lesions
are correlated with the degree of malignancy of lesions
[22]. Three-dimensional GGN statistics have good repeat-
ability and are most sensitive to changes in GGN volume
with high specificity. Therefore, the GGN quality calculated
by the volume of GGN can also well reflect the volume
and density changes of GGN, with stronger accuracy and
objectivity, which is of great significance to evaluate the
pathology of GGN [23]. Some studies have found that the
higher the diameter and execution composition of GGNs
are, the higher the degree of malignancy of the tumor [24].
This study also found that the diameter, volume, and mass
of IAC infiltrating lesions were much higher than those of
noninfiltrating lesions, and the differences were statistically
significant. The morphology of GGNs showed that the
pagination morphology of IAC lesions was higher than that
of noninvasive lesions, and the difference was statistically
significant. The main reason for this phenomenon is the

(i) (j)

(k) (l)

Figure 5: CT features of different GGNS and HE staining of infiltrating lung adenocarcinoma. (a) A CT scan of atypical adenomatous
hyperplasia in the lower lobe of the patient’s left lung; (b) a CT scan of a pure GGN in situ adenocarcinoma in the upper lobe of the
patient’s right lung; (c) an MIA in the middle lobe of the patient’s right lung; (d) an invasive adenocarcinoma in the lower lobe of the
patient’s right lung; (e) the HE ×200 staining diagram of invasive lung adenocarcinoma; (f) the HE ×200 staining diagram of papillary
lung adenocarcinoma; (g) the HE ×100 staining diagram of acinar lung adenocarcinoma; (h) the HE ×100 staining diagram of mural
lung adenocarcinoma; (i) the HE ×200 staining of atypical cell lung cancer; (j) the HE ×100 staining of nonmucinous in situ lung
adenocarcinoma; (k) the HE ×200 staining of mucinous in situ lung adenocarcinoma; (l) the HE ×100 staining of MIA.
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diversity of cell growth in GGNs with different growth rates.
Some cells with faster growth rates are blocked by adjacent
lung tissues or interstitium, resulting in growth restriction
and lobular signs [25]. Vacuolar or bronchoinflated signs
appear histologically because tumor cells spread along the
lung interstitium and the bronchial wall, mainly in the form
of mural growth. This growth mode is more likely to invade
the alveolar structure and fuse with the alveolar or bronchial
wall to form an air cavity [26]. The number of cases with
vacuolar or bronchoinflated signs of IAC was greater than
that of non-IAC, and the difference was statistically signifi-
cant. The pleural depression sign lesion was close to the
pleura, and there was a contractile force, resulting in the
adjacent pleura being pulled so that it was pulled to the side
of the lesion. The occurrence of pleural depression indicates
that the degree of malignancy of tumors is generally high. In
this study, it was also found that the incidence of pleural
depression in IAC infiltrating lesions was significantly
higher than that in noninfiltrating lesions. In addition, the
age of patients with AAH/AIS/MIA noninvasive surgery
was lower than that of patients in the IAC group. This
may be related to the pathological development of GGNs.
The younger the patients are, the more benign the patholog-
ical type of GGN, while the older the patients are, the more
likely the GGN pathology is malignant [27]. The progression
of CT imaging manifestations of GGNs from AAH to IAC
also means an increase in the execution components, den-
sity, and CT value, which also suggests the progression trend
of pathological types of the lesions. This in turn explains
why the age of onset in the IAC group was older than that
in the preinvasive or MIA group. In general, the more real
components of the GGN, the higher the CT value. This
study found that the average CT value of each subgroup with
IAC infiltration was higher than that of AAH/AIS/MIA, and
the difference was statistically significant. This is related to
the higher proportion of GGN solid components in each
pathological subtype. The subtypes of IAC, if ordered by
mean CT value, were found to have the lowest mean CT
value in the mural growth type and vascular or lymphatic
invasion. There was less pleural invasion or cellular airway
spread or necrosis, and the average CT value of acinar type
IAC was lower than that of papillary type. In addition, pap-
illary IAC is more prone to vascular invasion or lymphatic
invasion, pleural invasion, or cellular airway spread or
necrosis, especially the airway spread of tumor cells, due to
its histological morphology [28, 29].

5. Conclusion

In this study, CT features and pathological features of multi-
ple GGN were used to explore the correlation between the
two. It was found that the imaging features of GGN could
be used as a reliable basis for the identification of AAH,
AIS, MIA, and IAC, which were especially effective in the
features of GGN’s edge structure, lesion morphology, inter-
nal structure, adjacent structure, and size. The pathological
subtypes of IAC can be distinguished by the mean CT value
and relative CT value in early noninvasive lung adenocarci-
noma of AAH, AIS, and NIA. However, the deficiency of

this study is that the number of patient samples is small,
which cannot reflect the actual situation more objectively.
More experimental cases should be included in subsequent
studies. In addition, follow-up was not considered in this
retrospective study, and multiple GGNS proved to be atypi-
cal adenomatous hyperplasia, AIS, microinvasive adenocar-
cinoma, and invasive adenocarcinoma after thoracoscopic
or thoracotomy resection was included. The included sam-
ples were somewhat deviated, and isolated GGNS were not
considered. In conclusion, this study is helpful for surgeons
and radiologists to distinguish between patients with inva-
sive and noninvasive lesions before surgery and to adopt
different treatment regimens to improve patient outcomes.
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Purpose. This research is aimed at elucidating the clinical efficacy of balloon dilatation (BD) plus stent implantation for
nonthrombotic iliac vein compression syndrome (NIVCS) combined with chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) in different
compression positions. Methods. Sixty-five NIVCS patients comorbid with CVI admitted between December 2015 and April
2020 were selected and assigned to two groups according to different iliac vein compression positions. Both groups of patients
received iliac vein BD+ stent implantation, with the difference lying in that the tip of the stent was inserted 0.5-1 cm into the
inferior vena cava (IVC) in the experimental group versus 2-3 cm in the control group. The technical success rate, the
postoperative venous clinical severity score (VCSS), and the incidence of complications were compared. Results. The technical
success rate of both groups was 100%. Patients were followed up for 12-36 months (average: 25:5 ± 6:2). Decreases in VCSS
were observed in both cohorts at 3, 6, 12, 24, and 36 months postoperatively compared with the preoperative scores, but with
no statistical difference. There was no death, nor related complications such as restenosis and lower limb deep vein thrombosis
during the follow-up period, with no statistical difference in the incidence of complications between groups. Conclusions. BD
+ stent implantation is a safe and effective treatment for NIVCS with few complications and remarkable short-term and
medium-term effects.

1. Introduction

Nonthrombotic iliac venous compression syndrome
(NIVCS) refers to a condition in which the left common iliac
vein or inferior vena cava (IVC) is compressed by the right
common iliac artery and the fifth lumbar vertebra simulta-
neously, causing the venous return disorder of the left lower
extremity [1, 2]. It is usually manifested as chronic venous
insufficiency (CVI) such as superficial varicose veins, swell-
ing, pain, and skin ulcers of the lower extremities, especially
in the left lower limb [3]. According to clinical symptoms, it
can be divided into either asymptomatic, CVI, or iliofemoral
venous thrombosis type, among which the first two types
belong to NIVCS [4]. According to relevant epidemiological
data, about 24% of patients with iliac venous compression
syndrome (IVCS) are asymptomatic, and clinical symptoms
may appear when the disease is severe, posing a serious

threat to the physical and mental health and quality of life
of such patients [5, 6]. Iliac vein balloon dilatation (BD)
and stent implantation, which can correct obstructive
lesions, relieve clinical symptoms, and reduce the risk of sec-
ondary deep vein thrombosis of lower limbs with a high
mid- and long-term patency rate [7], have gradually become
the preferred treatment for iliac vein stenosis and occlusion.
In recent years, endovascular technology has become the
preferred choice for NIVCS because of its advantages of
minimal invasiveness, obvious clinical efficacy, few compli-
cations, and high technical success rate. At present, there is
a growing consensus on endovascular treatment and pri-
mary stent implantation after BD [8–11]. But still, there
are controversies about the positioning of the tip of stent
implantation and the length of stent implantation into the
IVC due to the difference of the iliac vein compression sites
or the anatomical position of the iliac vein compression
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point [12], which may lead to different postoperative com-
plications. This study retrospectively analyzed the postoper-
ative efficacy of 65 patients undergoing endovascular
treatment for NIVCS in the Department of Vascular Sur-
gery, Haining People’s Hospital, from December 2015 to
April 2020, and conducted a single-center efficacy analysis
for endovascular treatment of NIVCS, aiming to provide
reliable clinical evidence for the optimization of treatment
techniques and improve the prognosis of such patients.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Information. A total of 65 patients, including 40
males and 25 females, aged 36-81 years (mean: 64:2 ± 11:4),
were diagnosed with left lower limb lesions, mainly presenting
with varying degrees of chronic CVI symptoms such as pain,
edema, varicose veins, pigmentation, and ulcer of the affected
limb. All cases underwent digital subtraction angiography
(DSA), the recognized gold standard for the diagnosis of IVCS
[13], because DSA can clearly display the anatomical structure
of the stenotic segment of the iliac vein and the function of
deep vein valves and venous reflux of lower extremities and
more intuitively show the degree and causes of stenosis. Gen-
erally, the diagnosis can be made by lower extremity DSA.
And femoral vein catheterization was performed if DSA failed
to diagnose the disease, and the diagnosis was based on the
widening of left and right diameters of the iliac vein, weak con-
trast agent at the compression site, reduction of anterior and
posterior diameters, and establishment of pelvic collateral cir-
culation. Patients’ enrollment criteria are as follows: (1)
patients with C3 grade or above CVI according to the Clini-
cal-Etiologic-Anatomic-Pathophysiologic (CEAP) classifica-
tion [14], (2) iliac vein compression by more than 50% as
indicated by intraoperative venography, (3) development of
collateral circulation vessels, and (4) Patients who undergo
surgical treatment with the consent for operation obtained
from patients themselves or their families. Exclusion criteria
are as follows: (1) lower extremity deep vein thrombosis
(LEDVT) or postthrombotic syndrome; (2) presence of pelvic
space-occupying lesions as indicated by pelvic color Doppler
ultrasound, computerized tomography (CT), or magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI); (3) patients with surgical intolerance
due to heart, lung, liver, and renal insufficiency; and (4)
patients with allergies to contrast agents or contraindications
to anticoagulation. Patients were assigned to two groups
according to the way of endovascular treatment, including
39 cases (experimental group) who underwent BD+stent
implantation with the tip of the stent inserted 0.5-1 cm into
the IVC and 26 cases (control group) who underwent the same
procedure but with the tip of the stent inserted 2-3 cm into the
IVC. The experimental group and control group were not sta-
tistically different in age, gender, CEAP classification, lesion
side, and preoperative venous clinical severity score (VCSS)
and were therefore comparable (Table 1). Exclusion criteria
are as follows: acute LEDVT, LEDVT syndrome, pelvic
space-occupying lesions, active bleeding, renal failure, patients
who refuse endovascular treatment, elderly patients who can-
not tolerate surgery, and those with a life expectancy less than
1 year.

2.2. Methods. Iliac vein compression was confirmed in both
groups by preoperative lower limb venography. In the supine
position, ipsilateral femoral vein puncture was performed on
the affected side of the femoral vein, and a 10F vascular sheath
was placed. The diagnosis and lesion were further confirmed
by sheath angiography, and the guide wire was introduced to
open the stenosis or occlusion segment. After confirmation,
the pressure difference between the two ends of the stenosis
was measured to be greater than 2mmHg (1mmHg = 0:133
kPa). According to the stenosis degree of the iliac vein lesion
and the diameter of the proximal and distal veins of the dis-
eased segment, a P3 (Cordis Company, USA) or 8-14mm
charge balloon (Boston Scientific, USA) was selected to fully
predilate the stenosis occlusion segment step by step in both
groups, until the angiography showed that the stenosis of the
iliac vein lesion was less than 30%, the peripheral collateral cir-
culation was significantly reduced, and the pressure difference
between the two ends of the stenosis was less than 2mmHg.
Then, primary Wallstent (Boston Scientific, USA) implanta-
tion was performed, with the diameter of the stent 1-2mm
larger than the iliac vein, the length completely covering the
diseased segment, and the proximal end exceeding the dis-
eased segment by 5-10mm. Due to intraoperative displace-
ment and contraction of the stent, the ejector rob of the
delivery sheath was gently pushed forward every 3-4 cm dur-
ing the stent release after positioning, so that the stent can be
fully deployed as far as possible until it is completely released
and completely attached to the iliac vein, so as to reduce the
occurrence of postoperative stent displacement. It is advisable
for the stent tip not to touch the opposite side wall of the IVC.
After releasing the stent, radiography was performed in the
anteroposterior-lateral position to confirm whether the stent
was well opened, and if not, a balloon of appropriate size
was selected for postexpansion. Subcutaneous injection of
low molecular weight heparin was routinely administered
once a day since the 1st postoperative day. Patients were
required to wear elastic socks for 6 months after discharge
and were given oral rivaroxaban 20mg once a day for 3
months. The coagulation function was tested regularly.

2.3. Evaluation Methods. Technical success was defined as
intraoperative angiography indicating smooth blood back-
flow to the iliac vein and IVC, good stent opening without
obvious displacement, and significantly less peripheral col-
lateral circulation than before surgery, with the pressure dif-
ference between the two ends of stenosis less than 2mmHg.
The preoperative and postoperative VCSS, postoperative
complications (stent thrombosis, bilateral LEDVT, stent dis-
placement, etc.), and deaths in two groups were recorded
and compared. The VCSS score ranges from 0 to 30, which
is proportional to the venous clinical severity.

2.4. Statistical Methods. The data was statistically analyzed
by the SPSS 20.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) statistical
software. The analyses of counting data recorded as % and
measurement data expressed as �x ± s were performed by
the χ2 test and t-test, respectively, with P < 0:05 as the level
of significance.
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3. Results

In this study, there were 39 cases (60%) of left common iliac
vein compression and 26 cases (40%) of IVC combined with
left common iliac vein compression. The technical success
rate of both groups was 100%, with no death, and the major-
ity of patients experienced significant relief or disappearance
of lower limb pain 1-3 days after endovascular treatment.
The lower extremity pain relief rate, swelling relief rate,
and ulcer healing rate in the experimental group were 90%
(18/20), 100% (39/39), and 85.7% (6/7), respectively, while
those in the control group were 86.7% (13/15), 100% (26/
26), and 75% (3/4), respectively, with no statistical signifi-
cance between groups. The success rate of endovascular sur-
gery was 100%. The diameter of the implanted stent was 12-
16mm, mostly 14mm (93.8%), and the length was 90mm.
Elastic stockings were used for treatment for at least 3
months after surgery. Patients all recovered well during the
12-36 (mean: 25:5 ± 6:2) months of follow-up. Follow-up
ultrasound examination showed 100% patency rate of the
iliac vein, no stent displacement, stent thrombosis, or bilat-
eral LEDVT. The results of lesion length, as well as stent
diameter, stent length, and patency of patients with different
types of compression, are shown in Table 2. No statistical
differences were found in stent diameter, stent length, and
postoperative patency between groups (P > 0:05). Follow-
up showed that the patency rates of patients with stent diam-
eters of 12mm, 14mm, and 16mm were 100% (2 cases),

100% (60 cases), and 100% (3 cases), respectively, also show-
ing no significant difference (P > 0:05). The VCSS also dif-
fered insignificantly between groups at 3, 6, 12, 24, and 36
months postoperatively (P > 0:05) (see Table 3 for details).

4. Discussion

The occurrence of iliac vein compression syndrome is a
chronic process with the main clinical symptoms of lower
limb swelling, varicose veins, pigmentation, lower limb
ulcers, etc., which can be complicated by LEDVT and post-
thrombotic syndrome in severe cases [7]. Current studies
suggest that correcting iliac vein compression can improve
the clinical presentations of patients with CVI, irrespective
of the presence of venous reflux disorder [15]. However,
instead of large-sample multicenter clinical analysis of iliac
vein endovascular treatment in China, most of the current
studies are single-center ones.

BD and stent implantation can significantly reduce lower
limb pain, edema, and ulcers, while lowering the recurrence
rate of venous reflux diseases. The purpose of stent implanta-
tion is to prevent venous elastic retraction and reduce the
impact of the endovascular structure damaged by percutane-
ous endovascular angioplasty on blood flow, so as to reduce
the risk of thrombosis. Regarding the indication of stent
implantation in the treatment of NIVCS, Ming et al. [16]
reported that this procedure was safe and effective with a high
patency rate, despite the high incidence of iliac vein stenosis.
However, not all patients with iliac vein stenosis need stenting,
so the indications for iliac vein stenting should be strictly
followed. First of all, DSA of the iliac vein of the lower limbs
should be performed to widen the left and right diameters,
weaken the contrast agent at the compression site, reduce
the front and back diameters, and establish the pelvic collateral
circulation, with the pressure difference between the two ends
of the stenosis greater than 2mmHg at rest. At the same time,
the clinical symptoms of lower limbs, mainly including CEAP
grading of CVI > grade 3, obvious swelling, pigmentation, or
ulcers, should be taken into consideration. Most iliac vein
lesions can be diagnosed by intravascular ultrasound [17] with
a positive rate significantly higher than that of angiography.
The area measurement provided by intravascular ultrasound
is of great significance for diagnosing iliac vein occlusion and

Table 1: Comparison of general data between two groups of patients.

General data Control group (n = 26) Experimental group (n = 39) P value

Males (n (%)) 18 (69.23) 22 (56.41) >0.05
Age (x ± s, years old) 65:2 ± 8:4 63:7 ± 7:2 >0.05
Lesion side (n (%))

Left side 26 (100) 39 (100) >0.05
CEAP classification (n) >0.05

C3 5 (19.23) 8 (20.51)

C4 8 (30.77) 13 (33.33)

C5 9 (34.62) 11 (28.21)

C6 4 (15.38) 7 (17.95)

Preoperative VCSS (�x ± s, points) 14:3 ± 2:28 14:54 ± 2:76

Table 2: Comparison of related results of patients with different
types of compression.

Results
Left common iliac
vein compression

Left common iliac and inferior
vena cava compression

Lesion
length (cm)

2:1 ± 0:62 3 ± 0:41

Stent
diameter
(mm)

14:15 ± 0:45 14:31 ± 0:62

Stent
length

90 90

Patency
degree

39 (100) 26 (100)
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guiding stent placement, but this procedure has not been car-
ried out in most primary hospitals in China at present. The
second is the choice of stents. Currently, Wallstents, which
are the only stents that can be implanted into the venous sys-
tem and the exact one we used in our center, are used in most
vascular surgeries in China. The third is the positioning of the
stent. Raju et al. [18] and Professor Lu Xingwu from Shanghai
Ninth People’s Hospital believe that the stent should be
inserted into the IVC for 3-5 cm to prevent the proximal end
of the stent from collapsing and stent displacement. A research
found that the implantation of an excessively long stent in the
IVC may affect the contralateral iliac vein blood backflow and
increase the incidence of contralateral LEDVT [19], although
the actual clinical incidence is not high. In the actual clinical
work, intraoperative angiography found that there was com-
pression of both the IVC and the left common iliac vein in
some patients, and a simple stent entering the IVC by
10mm could not completely cover the stenosis segment, or
the tip just covered the lesion segment. The total length of a
Wallstent into the IVCmay be 20-30mm because it risks stent
retraction. Some vascular surgeons perform simultaneous
angiography of bilateral iliac veins before stent implantation
and then released the stent under the roadmap, which is more
conducive to the precise positioning of the stent. We believe
that this method is more effective and feasible and can be pop-
ularized in primary hospitals.

Our center summarized the reasons for the failure of
stent placement in other central iliac vein occlusions in the
past. In order to prevent the potential risk of too much stent
implantation into the IVC that affects the contralateral
blood, some surgeons did not cover venous lesions before
the primary stent implantation or made the tip of the stent
exceeds the lesion too little, resulting in stent tip retraction,
surgical failure, and even stent thrombosis and deep venous
thrombosis of the affected lower extremity. Therefore,
according to our experience, the tip of a Wallstent generally
needs to exceed the proximal end of the compression point
by 10mm, as there is a risk of intraoperative and postopera-
tive displacement because of its weak radial support but
good flexibility. The diameter of the selected stent is gener-
ally 12-16mm, and the length is mostly 90mm. Intraopera-
tive balloon is required to fully preexpand the stenosis or
occlusion segment. On the basis of completely covering the
diseased segment, a 90mm long stent is preferred to reduce
the possibility of displacement. During the release process,
the joystick should be gently pushed forward every 3-4 cm
of release to make the mesh of the stent open as completely
as possible, so that the stent can fully adhere to the iliac vein
and reduce intraoperative and postoperative stent displace-

ment. In this way, our center had significantly reduced intra-
operative and postoperative stent displacement. This study
determined no significant difference in stent length between
different compression types. Therefore, different compres-
sion types do not seem to affect the short- and medium-
term patency rate of stents, provided that the stent diameter
is matched to fully cover the lesion, but follow-up reports on
long-term outcomes are still lacking. The fourth issue is the
diameter of the stent. It has been reported in the literature
that the stent diameter has no significant impact on the
patency rate and the relief of patients’ symptoms [20]. The
results of this study also confirm similar short- and
medium-term patency rates of stents with different diame-
ters. The size of the iliac vein stent should be avoided to be
too small to cause residual symptoms. Generally, a dilatation
balloon of the largest diameter corresponding to the diame-
ter of the stent is selected in our center. The fifth is the
patency of the stent. The iliac vein is prone to thrombosis
due to its low pressure and slow flow rate. However, iliac
vein stents have a high long-term patency rate, and the stent
thrombosis rate is less than 5% for nonthrombotic iliac vein
stenosis [21].

All the iliac vein stent thrombosis in our hospital were
postsurgical patients with postthrombotic syndrome. None
of the 65 patients included in this study had serious compli-
cations such as death, venous thromboembolism, severe
bleeding at the puncture site, vascular rupture during dilata-
tion, or operation-related infection. During the 12-36
months of follow-up, most of the venous functions of the
lower limbs were significantly improved, with no serious
complications (stent thrombosis, contralateral iliac femoral
vein thrombosis, etc.). Therefore, it is considered that it is
safe for stents to enter 3 cm of the IVC on the basis of
completely covering the diseased segment. Limited by the
characteristics of retrospective study, the sample size of this
study was small and only supported by data from a single
center, resulting in data collection bias. Besides, the habits
of different surgeons may also affect the stent implantation
and patency rate.

The innovations of this study are as follows: first, it con-
firms the efficacy, reliability, and safety of iliac vein BD plus
stent implantation in the treatment of NIVCS patients with
CVI from the aspects of technical success rate, VCSS scale,
and safety. Second, related parameters and surgical details
of this treatment technique were optimized by summarizing
the reasons for previous failures of stent implantation of
other central iliac vein occlusions, providing optimization
means and clinical reference for the management of NIVCS
patients with CVI.

Table 3: Comparison of postoperative follow-up VCSS between two groups (�x ± s), points.

Group
Follow-up time

3 months 6 months 12 months 24 months 36 months

Experimental group 6:41 ± 1:47∗ 5:32 ± 1:02∗ 4:23 ± 1:15∗ 3:57 ± 1:53∗ 2:35 ± 1:30∗

Control group 6:53 ± 2:13∗ 5:67 ± 1:34∗ 4:37 ± 1:60∗ 3:69 ± 1:23∗ 2:24 ± 1:24∗

P value >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05
∗Compared with the preoperative value, P < 0:05.
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5. Conclusion

In a word, BD combined with stent implantation is a safe
and effective treatment for NIVCS with few complications
and remarkable short- and medium-term effects. But there
are still some controversies about the positioning before
implantation and the length of the stent inserted into the
IVC. We believe that full coverage of the diseased segment
of the ipsilateral iliac vein and avoiding excessive length of
stent insertion into the IVC should be considered at the
same time during stent implantation. Large-sample studies
are still required to further determine the patency rate of
stents in the long term, as well as the effects of stents on
complications associated with contralateral blood flow.
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This research was aimed at analyzing the role of ultrasound-guided nerve block based on intelligent three-dimensional (3D)
reconstruction algorithm in intraoperative anesthesia and postoperative analgesia of orthopedic surgery. 68 elderly patients
were undergoing orthopedic surgery on the lower extremities, and they were randomly rolled into two groups with 34 patients
in each group. The patients in control group received sciatic nerve block anesthesia (SNBA), and the patients in the
experimental group received ultrasound-guided SNBA (UG-SNBA) under 3D reconstruction algorithm to analyze and
compare the anesthesia effect and the postoperative analgesia effect. The results showed that compared with other algorithms,
the evaluation index of ultrasound images processed by the 3D reconstruction algorithm was better. In terms of anesthesia
effect, there was no significant difference in systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate between the two
groups before surgery (P > 0:05). Intraoperative and postoperative indicators of the experimental group were significantly
better than those of the control group; the drug dosage (61mg) was less than that of the control group (78mg). In addition,
the onset time of anesthesia, the time of pain blockade, and the postoperative awake time (5 minutes, 8 minutes, and 8
minutes, respectively) were shorter than those in the control group (13 minutes, 15 minutes, and 15 minutes, respectively). The
visual analogue scale (VAS) scores of the experimental group were better than those of the control group on the day after
surgery, one day after surgery, two days after surgery, and three days after surgery, with significant differences (P < 0:05). In
summary, 3D reconstruction algorithm-based ultrasound image effect was clearer, the effect of UG-SNBA was more stable, and
the postoperative analgesic effect was better. This work provided a higher reference for the selection of safe and effective
anesthesia options in orthopedic surgery.

1. Introduction

Orthopedic surgery is clinically divided into four levels,
ranging from simple to complex. The first-level surgery
mainly refers to debridement, and the second-level surgery
mainly refers to traumatic tendon repair. The third-level
surgery mainly refers to complicated internal fixation of
limbs, bone shaft fractures, and intra-articular fractures,
and the fourth-level surgery mainly refers to the surgery of
the cervical spine [1, 2]. The elderly are the main patients
suffering from orthopedic diseases, especially the lower limb
bones. The main reason is that with age, the loss of calcium

in the body leads to osteoporosis, which makes the incidence
of orthopedic diseases in the elderly dramatically higher
than patients of other ages. For the elderly patients during
orthopedic surgery, more requirements are required during
the surgery due to their weaker functions in all aspects of
the body, so that the anesthesia effect of the elderly patients
can be more secure in surgery [3, 4].

When elderly patients undergo anesthesia surgery on the
lower extremities, sciatic nerve block anesthesia (SNBA) is
generally performed, which is one of the local anesthesia.
The principle of nerve block anesthesia is described as
follows. The local anesthesia drug was injected near the
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peripheral nerve trunk to block the conduction of nerve
impulses, thereby making this part of the nerve controlled
area anesthesia [5]. The sciatic nerve is composed of the
fourth lumbar to the three anterior branches of the sacrum
and is the largest body nerve. It ranges from the foramen
of the piriformis muscle out of the pelvis, goes to the deep
surface of the gluteus maximus, then passes through the
greater trochanter and ischial tuberosity, and then, descends
to the back of the thigh, which mainly affects the calf and
foot. When the SNBA is adopted, the puncture point is often
used between the piriformis muscle and the superior muscle.
There are two methods of anesthesia, namely, the lateral
position sciatic nerve block method and the supine position
sciatic nerve block method [6, 7]. In anesthesia, the anesthe-
sia teacher usually finds a suitable puncture location based
on his own past experience. However, due to the large differ-
ences in the body of elderly patients, there are different signs
on the body surface, which makes the difficulty of puncture
success increase, decreasing the success rate of anesthesia.
The introduction of ultrasound technology to assist anesthe-
sia in orthopedic surgery can improve the success rate of
puncture and make the anesthesia effect better [8].

Ultrasound technology to guide the nerve tissue is a new
and innovative technology. Ultrasound interacts with
human tissue to form information and then enlarges the
information [9] to form an image, which is used to deter-
mine the specific location of human tissue, so as to assist
doctors in better treatment of patients [10]. Due to the low
time efficiency of traditional ultrasound technology, the
image quality is relatively unclear. With the development
of information technology, modern medical imaging tech-
nologies such as computed tomography and ultrasound have
also developed. Compared with other imaging technologies,
ultrasound is less harmful to the human body, and the speed
of ultrasound imaging is faster. In addition, it shows the
characteristics of real-time, which can give the doctor a
timely response to the patient’s tissue location and pathology
[11, 12]. On this basis, great progress has been made in med-
ical diagnosis and treatment technology. However, two-
dimensional (2D) images can only express the anatomical
information of a certain section and cannot determine the
three-dimensional (3D) structure of the tissue and the rela-
tionship between them. Therefore, it is necessary to display
the 3D structure and shape of human organs and obtain
structural information that cannot be provided by tradi-
tional methods [13]. The 3D reconstruction algorithm of
medical images can convert 2D images into 3D images with
intuitive 3D effects, showing the 3D shape of human tissue.
The region of interest can be observed from multiple direc-
tions and angles to obtain more information, which is of
great significance for clinicians to formulate more scientific
surgical plans [14, 15]. The introduction of the ultrasound-
guided nerve block of the intelligent 3D reconstruction algo-
rithm in the anesthesia during orthopedic surgery can better
assist in the orthopedic surgery. There have been many
reports on the ultrasound image of 3D reconstruction algo-
rithm, but there are few studies on its application to guided
nerve block in orthopedic surgery anesthesia and postopera-
tive analgesia effect. In this study, the role of ultrasound-

guided SNBA (US-SNBA) based on the intelligent 3D recon-
struction algorithm in orthopedic surgery anesthesia and
postoperative analgesia effect was explored, aiming to pro-
vide a theoretical guidance for clinical orthopedic surgery.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Objects and Grouping. In this study, 68 elderly patients
who underwent orthopedic surgery on the lower extremities
in hospital from January 2019 to January 2020 were selected
as subjects, including 36 males and 32 females. The patients
who did not cooperate in the whole process in the later
period were excluded. They were randomly divided into
two groups, with 34 people in each group. Subjects in the
experimental group were 20 males and 14 females, and there
were 16 males and 18 females in the control group. The
patients in control group received sciatic nerve block
anesthesia (SNBA), and those in the experimental group
received ultrasound-guided SNBA (UG-SNBA) under 3D
reconstruction algorithm to analyze and compare the anes-
thesia effect and the postoperative analgesia effect. This
study had been approved by ethics committee of the hospi-
tal. The patients and their families had signed the relevant
informed consents.

Inclusion criteria are as follows: the age range was between
60 and 80 years old; the patients were clinically diagnosed to
be able to undergo orthopaedic surgery; and the patients had
not undergone other surgical treatment recently.

Exclusion criteria are as follows: patients with other
organic diseases, patients with incomplete clinical data
acquisition, and patients who did not cooperate with the
whole treatment.

2.2. Principles of 3D Reconstruction Algorithm. 3D recon-
struction is the main purpose of human vision and the main
research direction of computer vision. It represents the pro-
cess of recovering the 3D coordinates of spatial points from
a single image plus scene constraints and two or more
images (Figure 1).

3D reconstruction requires depth measurement. Firstly,
the depth information of the object or scene was obtained,
and then, the 3D modeling was performed to form a 3D rep-
resentation of the object or scene. The flowchart was shown
in Figure 2 below.

3D scene reconstruction includes surface reconstruction
and weight reconstruction. Surface reconstruction describes
the 3D structure of the object through the splicing of geo-
metric units to fit the surface of the object. There are polyg-
onal mesh surfaces, curved surfaces, tensor product surfaces,
and superquadric. The surface patch was expressed by a
polynomial, and the plane was shown in Equation (1); the
bilinear surface, hyperboloid patch, bicubic surface, and sub-
surface patch were shown in Equations (2)–(5), respectively.
In the below equations, Z was the surface patch, a referred to
the coefficient, and x and y represented the coordinate axes.

Z1 = a0 + a1x + a2y, ð1Þ

z3 = z2 + a4x
2 + a5y

2, ð2Þ
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z2 = z1 + a3xy, ð3Þ
z4 = z3 + a6x

3 + a7x
2y + a8xy

2 + a9y
3, ð4Þ

z5 = z4 + a10x
4 + a11x

3y + a12x
2y2 + a13xy

3 + a14y
4: ð5Þ

For triangular surface interpolation, the image plane
coordinates were calculated for a point ða, bÞ in the image,
and the x coordinate and y coordinate were expressed in
Equation (6) and Equation (7), respectively.

xb = b −
m − 1
2 , ð6Þ

ya = −a + n − 1
2 : ð7Þ

The three noncollinear points of the store in the depth
image were obtained, and the plane corresponding to the
three points were calculated. The depth value of ða, bÞ on
the plane was calculated with

zab = a0 + a1xb + a2ya: ð8Þ

When a 3D image was constructed, its linear interpola-
tion can be used to model the surface patch through a binary
linear function, as shown in

f x, y, zð Þ = a0 + a1x + a2y + a3z + a4xy + a5yz: ð9Þ

The minimum median square rule and the resampling
strategy were adopted to achieve robust regression, as shown
in Equation (10), in which c and a in the above equation
both represented coefficients.

argmin med za − f xa, ybð Þ ; c½ �j j: ð10Þ

When the surface was approximated, the model of the
reconstructed surface was set as

z = f x, y ; a0, a1,⋯am−1ð Þ: ð11Þ

The surface reconstruction is actually a regression of
determining the parameters of the surface model for the
most suitable data. The regression function was shown in

χ2 = 〠
n−1

a=0
z − f x, y ; a0, a1,⋯am−1ð Þ2� �

: ð12Þ

When the function was regularized, an approximation

constraint function can be added to make the surface you
selected, and there was a unique solution for the function,
as shown in

χ2 = 〠
n−1

a=0
za − f xa, ybð Þ2 + α2∬

∂2 f
∂x2

+ 2 ∂f
ax

∂f
ay

+ ∂2 f
∂y2

 !
dxdy

 !
:

ð13Þ

The result of the trilinear interpolation was shown in
Equation (14), and the isosurface was defined as Equation
(15), in which c was a constant.

f x, y, zð Þ = a0 + a1x + a2y + a3z + a4xy + a5yz + a6zx + a7xyz, ð14Þ

x, y, zð Þ f x, y, zð Þ = cj : ð15Þ
2.3. Surgical Procedure. For all patients, it should establish
intravenous access, closely monitor the vital signs, intrave-
nously inject 0.5mg penehyclidine hydrochloride injection,
and take nerve block anesthesia after anesthesia induction
took effect. The control group was anesthetized by sciatic
nerve block under the guidance of nerve stimulator. Using
the midpoint of the line connecting the most prominent part
of the ischial tubercle and the greater trochanter of the
femur as the puncture point, the 21G puncture needle was
vertically pierced into the skin. The current of the nerve
stimulator was adjusted to 1.0mA, and the current was
adjusted to 0.4mA after the motor response of the peroneal
or tibial nerve was generated. In addition, it should inject
20mL of 0.4% acid ropivacaine injection.

The research group performed ultrasound-guided sciatic
nerve block anesthesia. The patient was placed in the lateral
decubitus position, and ultrasound probe was placed
between the femoral tubercle and the greater trochanter in
the subgluteal region and was closely attached to the lower
part of the gluteal groove and perpendicular to the long axis
of the thigh. The direction of the probe was adjusted, and the
sciatic nerve was identified in the hyperechoic greater tro-
chanter, between the ischial tuberosity, deep gluteus maxi-
mus, and between the quadratus femoris, and showed a
hyperechoic honeycomb image. A 21G puncture needle
was used to insert the needle in the plane to the side of the
sciatic nerve, and then 20mL of 0.4% ropivacaine was
injected to complete the block anesthesia.

2.4. Image Evaluation Indicators. For the effect evaluation of
ultrasound images, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and
structural similarity (SSIM) were used. PSNR was a measure
of image quality and was often expressed in logarithmic
decibel (dB) units. The calculation of PSNR first needed to
know the calculation of mean square error (MSE). It was
assumed that two m × n monochrome images were I and
K , if one was similar to the noise of the other, then its
MSE was defined as follows:

MSE = 1
mn

〠
m−1

i=0
〠
n−1

j=0
I i, jð Þ − K i, jð Þ½ �2: ð16Þ

Imaging plane

O

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of image reconstruction.
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MSE was a common loss function, and PSNR was
obtained through MSE. The equation was as follows:

PSNR = 10∙log10
MAX2

I

MSE

� �
= 20∙log10

MAXIffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MSE

p
� �

: ð17Þ

PSNR higher than 40 dB indicated that the image quality
was excellent, that is, very close to the original image. 30-
40 dB usually indicated good image quality (i.e., distortion
is perceptible but acceptable), 20-30 dB indicated poor image
quality; and PSNR below 20 dB indicated unacceptable
image quality.

SSIM was an indicator that measures the similarity of
two pictures and was often used for the evaluation of image
quality. The input of SSIM was two images. It was assumed
that the two input images were x and y, respectively, and the
equation was as follows:

SSIM x, yð Þ = l x, yð Þ½ �α c x, yð Þ½ �β s x, yð Þ½ �γ: ð18Þ

In the above equation, lðx, yÞ referred to the brightness
comparison, cðx, yÞ was the contrast comparison, and sðx, y
Þ was the structural comparison. SSIM was a number
between 0 and 1. The larger the value, the smaller the gap
between the output image and the undistorted image, that
is, the better the image quality.

2.5. Observation Indicators. The difference between the
ultrasound image under the 3D reconstruction algorithm
and the traditional image was compared and analyzed, and
then, the systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pres-
sure (DBP), and heart rate of the experimental group and
the control group were compared before, during, and after
the surgery. When the anesthesia effect was analyzed, the
drug dosage, anesthesia onset time, pain block time (PBT),
and postoperative wakefulness time (PWT) were compared
between the two groups. After the surgery, the effect of
postoperative analgesia effect was analyzed using the visual
analogue scale (VAS). The VAS scoring criteria were shown
in Figure 3. 0-2 means “comfortable,” 3-4 means “mild
discomfort,” 5-6 means “moderate discomfort,” 7-8 means
“severe discomfort,” and 9-10 means “extremely discomfort.”

2.6. Statistical Methods. The data of this experimental study
was analyzed and processed using SPSS 19.0 version statisti-
cal software. The measurement of the data was expressed in

the form of the mean ± standard deviation (�x ± s), and the
analysis of the count data was expressed by the percentage
(%). The pairwise comparison between the data was realized
using analysis of variance. P < 0:05 indicated that the differ-
ence was statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Ultrasound Images under 3D Reconstruction Algorithm.
The following were two typical cases. Patient A, male, 60
years old, underwent internal fixation of a tibial fracture
and underwent ultrasound-guided sciatic nerve + common
peroneal nerve block. Patient B, male, 54 years old, under-
went unilateral below-knee surgery with ultrasound-guided
sciatic nerve + femoral nerve block. Figure 4 showed ultra-
sound images of two patients.

Because it was necessary to determine the position of the
surrounding blood vessels during the lower limb bone sur-
gery, Figure 5 showed the blood vessel ultrasound image of
three random patients. The blood vessel image near the
lower limb bone under the ultrasound guidance of the intel-
ligent 3D reconstruction algorithm showed clearer image.

3.2. Comparison of Processing Effects of Different Algorithms.
The effect of the algorithm applied in this work was com-
pared with that of BM3D, DnCNN, and Red-Net algorithms.
As shown in Table 1, the PSNR and SSIM of the 3D recon-
struction algorithm were better than other algorithms, and
the difference was significant (P < 0:05).

3.3. Comparison on SBP, DBP, and Heart Rate. As shown in
Figure 6, the SBPs were 135 ± 5:67mmHg, 138 ± 5:27mmHg,
and 141 ± 5:87mmHg for three preoperative measurements,
120 ± 4:89mmHg, 124 ± 4:86mmHg, and 119 ± 4:37mmHg
for three intraoperative measurements, and 129 ± 6:35mmHg,
131 ± 6:64mmHg, and 133 ± 6:26mmHg for three postopera-
tive measurements in the experimental group. The SBPs were

CNN+LSTM+
3D Deconv

64³
3D Conv+
3D Deconv

32³

64³

Image Guidance

V64
V64

Figure 2: Flow chart of 3D reconstruction.
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Figure 3: The VAS scoring criteria.
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137 ± 6:38mmHg, 139 ± 6:45mmHg, and 136 ± 6:32mmHg
for three preoperative measurements; 130 ± 5:03mmHg,
129 ± 5:25mmHg, and 128 ± 5:28mmHg for three intraopera-
tive measurements; and 149 ± 5:98mmHg, 151 ± 5:86mmHg,
and 143 ± 5:15mmHg for three postoperative measurements.

As shown in Figure 7, the DBPs were 89 ± 2:37mmHg,
87 ± 2:48mmHg, and 91 ± 2:74mmHg for three preopera-
tive measurements; 80 ± 2:74mmHg, 84 ± 2:69mmHg, and
81 ± 2:85mmHg for three intraoperative measurements; and
87 ± 3:06mmHg, 88 ± 3:05mmHg, and 86 ± 3:14mmHg for
three postoperative measurements in the experimental group.
The DBPs were 93 ± 2:48mmHg, 87 ± 2:86mmHg, and
89 ± 2:57mmHg for three preoperative measurements; 68 ±
2:46mmHg, 71 ± 2:63mmHg, and 73 ± 2:74mmHg for three
intraoperative measurements; and 96 ± 3:33mmHg, 92 ±
3:26mmHg, and 95 ± 3:37mmHg for three postoperative
measurements.

As shown in Figure 8, the three preoperative heart rate
measurements were 81 ± 3:36 beats/sec, 80 ± 3:67 beats/sec,
and 77 ± 3:84 beats/sec; the intraoperative measurements

were 75 ± 4:02 beats/sec, 73 ± 4:04 beats/sec, and 76 ± 4:24
beats/sec; and the postoperative measurements were 77 ±
4:68 times/second, 79 ± 4:74 times/second, 78 ± 4:23 times/
second, respectively. The heart rate of the patients in the
control group was measured three times, and the values were
80 ± 3:47 beats/sec, 79 ± 3:75 beats/sec, and 76 ± 3:55 beats/
sec before the surgery; 69 ± 3:97 beats/sec, 71 ± 3:79 beats/
sec, and 68 ± 3:85 beats/sec during the surgery; and 87 ±
3:98 times/sec, 88 ± 3:74 times/sec, and 85 ± 3:64 times/sec
after the surgery.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: The blood vessel ultrasound images under intelligent 3D reconstruction. (a–c) The blood vessel images of three random patients,
respectively.

Table 1: Comparison of the effects of different algorithms.

Algorithm PSNR (dB) SSIM (dB)

BM3D algorithm 24.374 0.587

DnCNN algorithm 30.287 0.638

Red-Net algorithm 29.498 0.737

3D reconstruction algorithm 35.216∗ 0.853∗

∗Compared with other algorithms, P < 0:05.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: The traditional ultrasound images. (a) Fibula is marked in orange and tibia in green; (b) Femur is shown in blue.
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In Figure 9, P1, P2, and P3 referred to preoperative,
intraoperative, and postoperative, respectively; (a–c)
patient’s SBP, DBP, and heart rate, respectively. The aver-
age values of SBP measured before, during, and after the
surgery of the experimental group were 138 ± 6:46mmHg,

121 ± 6:36mmHg, and 131 ± 6:63mmHg, respectively, while
those in the control group were 137 ± 6:24mmHg, 129 ±
6:85mmHg, and 148 ± 6:47mmHg, respectively. The average
values of DBP measured before, during, and after the surgery
were 89 ± 5:47mmHg, 81 ± 5:94mmHg, and 87 ± 5:25
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Figure 8: Comparison on heart rate of patients in two groups. (a–c) The heart rates before, during, and after the surgery, respectively.
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Figure 6: Comparison on SBP of patients in two groups. (a–c) The SBP values before, during, and after the surgery, respectively.
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Figure 7: Comparison on DBP of patients in two groups. (a–c) The DBP values before, during, and after the surgery, respectively.
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mmHg of the experimental group, respectively, while those
were 90 ± 5:24mmHg, 71 ± 5:83mmHg, and 94 ± 5:27
mmHg in the control group. The average heart rate values
measured before, during, and after the operation were 79 ±
4:36 beats/sec, 75 ± 4:86 beats/sec, and 78 ± 4:95 beats/sec in
the experimental group and 78 ± 4:45 beats/sec, 69 ± 4:58
beats/sec, and 87 ± 4:69 beats/sec in the control group, respec-
tively. The differences between the two groups before surgery
were not remarkable (P > 0:05), but they were statistically
obvious during and after the surgery (P < 0:05).

3.4. Intraoperative Anesthesia Effect. When the anesthesia
effect was analyzed, the average drug dosage of the experi-
mental group was 61 ± 2:78mg, and that in the control
group was 78 ± 2:65mg (as shown in Figure 10(a)). As illus-
trated in Figure 10(b) below, the average anesthesia onset
time, the average PBT, and the average PWT of patients in
the experimental and control groups were 5 ± 1:35minutes
vs. 13 ± 1:65minutes, 8 ± 1:64minutes vs. 15 ± 1:47minutes,
and 8 ± 1:68minutes vs. 15 ± 1:64minutes, respectively.
Therefore, the differences between two groups were obvious
statistically (P < 0:05).

3.5. Postoperative Analgesia Effect. The average VAS scores
of the two groups were compared within three days after
operation, and the results were given in Figure 11. The
VAS scores in experimental group and the control group
were 0:8 ± 0:45 and 3:3 ± 0:68 on the day of surgery, 2:5 ±
0:32 and 4:9 ± 0:85 on the day after surgery, 1:5 ± 0:24 and
3 ± 0:47 on the two days after surgery, and 1:3 ± 0:53 and
2:3 ± 0:74 on the three days after surgery, showing statisti-
cally notable differences (P < 0:05).

4. Discussion

Elderly patients have poor body tolerance; the function of
various organs declines and often accompanied by a variety
of underlying diseases. In this case, clinical lower extremity
fracture surgery is performed, so there is a higher
requirement for intraoperative anesthesia [16]. Traditional
orthopedic surgery anesthesia mostly uses general anesthe-
sia, which is convenient for ventilation and management,
so it is widely used in clinical practice. However, intubation
and extubation may increase myocardial oxygen consump-
tion, increase heart rate and blood pressure, and increase
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Figure 9: Comparison on different parameters of patients in different groups. (a–c) The comparisons of SBP, DBP, and heart rate,
respectively. ∗Compared with control group, P < 0:05.
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the cardiovascular burden of patients [17]. The key to nerve
block anesthesia is nerve positioning. The nerve stimulation
needle is accurately placed near the target nerve, which can
reduce the damage to nerves and blood vessels, and the anes-
thesia effect can be fully exerted. Nerve stimulator belongs to
the traditional anatomical positioning method of nerve
block anesthesia. Although the positioning is accurate, it
requires high operator skills and experience. Otherwise, it
is difficult to identify the diffusion of anesthetics and affect
the blocking effect [18]. In recent years, with the develop-
ment of ultrasound technology, its application in internal
medicine has become more and more extensive, which also
provides support for the application in the anatomical
positioning of nerve block anesthesia. Using ultrasound
guidance, not only can accurately locate but also facilitate
the observation of drug diffusion [19].

In this work, the intelligent 3D reconstruction algorithm
was used to optimize the ultrasound, and at the same time, it
was used as a guide for nerve block in the orthopedic surgery
of elderly patients in the control group and the experimental
group. In addition, the effect of anesthesia and postoperative
analgesia was analyzed. The results showed that the ultra-
sonic image evaluation index (PSNR: 35.216 and SSIM:
0.853) of the intelligent 3D reconstruction algorithm was
better than other algorithms. After ultrasound guidance,
according to the observation records, there was no signifi-
cant difference in the systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood
pressure, and heart rate between the two groups before
operation. The indexes of the experimental group during
operation and after operation were better than those of the
control group (P < 0:05), and the anesthesia effect was more
stable. This is consistent with the results of Li et al. [20]. The
position of the sciatic nerve is shallow, and the algorithm-
optimized ultrasound guidance can clearly display the target
nerve structure, as well as the local drug diffusion, observe
the path of the nerve stimulation needle, avoid nerve
damage, and improve the effect of nerve block anesthesia.
The drug dosage of the experimental group (61mg) was also
less than that of the control group (78mg). The onset time of
anesthesia, pain block time, and postoperative awakening
time (5 minutes, 8 minutes, and 8 minutes) were all shorter

than those of the control group (13 minutes, 15 minutes, and
15 minutes). The VAS scores of the experimental group were
better than those of the control group on the day after sur-
gery, one day after surgery, two days after surgery, and three
days after surgery, with significant differences (P < 0:05).
This point was also mentioned in the article of Selame
et al. [21]. The application of ultrasound guidance in sciatic
nerve block anesthesia can improve the safety of the block
and the success rate of the block. Because the application
of the nerve stimulator has a certain blind spot, it is difficult
to observe the target nerve and drug diffusion. Ultrasound-
guided nerve block anesthesia can observe the scope of drug
injection in real time and make timely adjustments to ensure
the effect of anesthesia. This anesthesia method can also effec-
tively avoid nerve and blood vessel damage. Therefore, it is
necessary to pay attention to the design of anesthesia plan in
the process of lower extremity fracture surgery, so as to reduce
the impact on the patient’s breathing and blood circulation
and improve the success rate and safety of anesthesia.

5. Conclusion

In this study, ultrasound-guided nerve block anesthesia
based on three-dimensional reconstruction algorithm was
used to analyze the effect of anesthesia and postoperative
analgesia. The results showed that the ultrasonic images
processed by the algorithm were clearer, and the anesthesia
effect of orthopedic surgery under the guidance of the algo-
rithm was more stable and obvious, and the analgesic effect
was stronger. The disadvantage was that the patient sample
in this work was small, and the experimental results would
be biased in this case. Therefore, the selection of sample size
should be increased in future experimental research, and the
anesthesia and postoperative analgesia effects of ultrasound-
guided nerve block based on 3D reconstruction algorithm in
orthopedic surgery should be further analyzed and com-
pared. In conclusion, this study provides data support and
theoretical basis for the anesthesia scheme of clinical ortho-
pedic surgery.
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The value of 320-slice spiral computed tomography (CT) perfusion imaging in staging and long-term dynamic evaluation of
breast cancer was explored. 120 breast cancer patients who underwent preoperative CT examination and were confirmed by
surgery and pathology were selected. All patients underwent preoperative TNM staging of breast cancer, with 120 cases in each
stage. According to the results of 320-slice spiral CT, the postoperative pathology and surgical methods were compared and
analyzed. CT diagnosis of breast cancer showed that T1 sensitivity was 71% and accuracy was 61%, T2 sensitivity was 74% and
accuracy was 64%, T3 sensitivity was 94% and the accuracy was 84%, and the T4 sensitivity was 100% and the accuracy was
91%. The sensitivity of N1 stage was 71%, and the accuracy was 61%; and the sensitivity of N2~N3 stage was 81%, and the
accuracy was 76%. There were 7 cases of M1 with distant metastasis, the sensitivity was 71%, and the accuracy was 71%. At T1
stage, blood flow (BF) was 39:2 ± 16:7mL/min/100 g, blood volume (BV) was 2:66 ± 1:4mL/100 g, mean transit time (MTT)
was 8:16 ± 2:7 s, and permeability surface (PS) was 16:6 ± 9:7mL/min/100 g. 320-slice spiral CT perfusion imaging technology
provided a new diagnostic mode for everyone, which can quantitatively identify breast cancer with multiple parameters, which
was of great significance for clinical auxiliary diagnosis.

1. Introduction

Breast cancer is one of the most common malignant tumors
in women worldwide, and accurate preoperative staging is
the key to its treatment effect. Breast cancer accounts for
about 20% of new cancers, and about 15% of the mortality
rate [1]. Due to changes in people’s lifestyles and reproduc-
tive patterns, its prevalence has continued to rise signifi-
cantly in China in recent years, and it also tends to be
younger [2]. Statistics show that the incidence of breast can-
cer in Beijing, China, is about 44/100,000, which is close to
the incidence of moderately developed countries [3]. In
addition, timely and accurate diagnosis of breast lesions,
and given standardized treatment, can greatly reduce the
mortality rate of patients, improve the survival rate of
patients, and significantly improve the quality of life of

patients [4]. Therefore, it is of great necessity and urgency
to take early measures to prevent and closely monitor
high-risk groups of breast cancer, and to achieve early detec-
tion, early diagnosis, and early treatment of breast cancer,
and it will also bring great clinical and social value.

The role of imaging examinations in the screening and
early diagnosis of breast diseases is crucial. The most com-
mon imaging examination methods include ultrasound,
mammography, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
imaging techniques [5]. Ultrasound and mammography
have certain defects in the detection and characterization
of breast lesions. Although ultrasonography is inexpensive,
easy to operate, and has high repeatability, it has limitations
such as different resolutions of instruments, great differences
in operator experience, and inconsistent objective diagnostic
criteria [6]. Mammography is sensitive to radiotherapy and
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chemotherapy, but lesions located deep in the glands of
dense breasts and multifocal lesions have poor display ability
and are easy to be misdiagnosed and missed. Its sensitivity is
about 68~91%, and its sensitivity to lesions in dense breast
will be greatly reduced, about 48% [7]. Compared with
MRI perfusion imaging, breast CT perfusion imaging has
the advantages of being simpler and faster, and this tech-
nique can be used for quantitative examination in different
body positions [8]. Because of its faster scanning speed
than ordinary computed tomography (CT), helical CT
can have multiphase scanning and reconstruction in any
direction and can completely display the morphology and
structure of lymph nodes, which significantly enhances
the accuracy of preoperative staging of breast cancer [9].
Breast disease CT perfusion imaging technology can detect
changes in breast morphology and hemodynamic changes
at an early stage. According to the changes of various per-
fusion parameters, it can indicate the probability of the
existence of early lesions, distinguish benign and malignant
lesions, and further help determine the nature of lesions
according to the differences in perfusion parameters
between breast cancer and benign lesions (such as breast
hyperplasia and fibroadenoma) [10–12]. The theoretical
basis of CT perfusion imaging is the principle of radiotracer
dilution in nuclear medicine and the central volume law
(mean transit time ðMTTÞ = blood volume ðBVÞ/blood flow ðBFÞ).
It refers to the continuous multiple scans of the same slice at
the selected slice while the contrast agent is injected intrave-
nously, and the TDC of each pixel in the slice is obtained,
which reflects the changes in the perfusion volume of tissues
and organs [13].

Due to the increasing incidence of breast cancer patients,
many complications, and poor prognosis, some patients are
detected late, which brings serious life and economic burden
to patients and the country. Therefore, it is necessary to take
early measures to prevent and closely monitor high-risk
groups of breast cancer, so as to achieve early detection, early
diagnosis, and early treatment of breast cancer. This is
important for improving patient outcomes and quality of
life. It is very necessary and urgent to evaluate the value of
320-slice spiral CT perfusion scanning in the preoperative
staging of breast cancer, the way and regularity of its metas-
tasis, and its long-term dynamic evaluation. It will also bring
greater clinical value and social value [14]. The objective of
this work was to investigate the value of various perfusion
parameters of breast cancer in the diagnosis of breast cancer
by 320-slice spiral CT perfusion imaging, combined with the
clinical data and pathological confirmation data of patients
after surgery, so as to evaluate the value of 320-slice spiral
CT perfusion in preoperative staging, metastasis pathway,
regularity, and long-term dynamic evaluation of breast can-
cer, providing imaging basis for the diagnosis and treatment
of breast cancer.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Subjects. Data of 120 breast cancer patients
who underwent preoperative CT examination and were con-
firmed by surgery and pathology in hospital from January

2016 to January 2017 were included. Ages ranged from 25
to 58, with an average age of 42. The preoperative tumor
node metastasis (TNM) staging of breast cancer was per-
formed for all patients. There were 120 cases in each stage.
Inclusion criteria were given as follows: patients with no
allergy to iodine-containing contrast agents, patients with
no renal insufficiency (creatine level < 1:5mg/dL), patients
with no pregnancy, and patients with complete image data.
Exclusion criteria were set as follows: patients who were lac-
tating and pregnant women and patients without pathologi-
cal diagnosis. This work was approved by ethics committee
of hospital, and the families of the patients included signed
the informed consent.

2.2. Breast Cancer Pathological TNM Staging Criteria. The
7th edition of breast pTNM staging jointly developed by
the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) and the
Union for International Cancer Control (UICC) was
adopted [15]. The criteria were as follows:

(1) Primary tumor (T): Tx: primary tumor cannot be
assessed; T0: no evidence of primary tumor; Tis: car-
cinoma in situ; T1: maximum tumor diameter ≤ 20
mm; T2: maximum tumor diameter > 20mm and
≤50mm; T3: maximum tumor diameter > 50mm;
and T4: direct invasion of the chest wall or skin
regardless of tumor size

(2) Regional lymph nodes (N): Nx: regional lymph
nodes cannot be assessed; N0: no regional lymph
node metastases on histological examination; N1:
micrometastases; or 1-3 ipsilateral axillary lymph
nodes; transfer; N2: 4-9 ipsilateral axillary lymph
node metastasis; or clinically found ipsilateral internal
mammary lymph node metastasis without axillary
lymph nodemetastasis; N3: 10 or more ipsilateral axil-
lary lymph node metastasis; or subclavian lymph node
metastasis; or clinically found ipsilateral internal
mammary lymph node metastasis, with 1 or more
ipsilateral axillary lymph node metastasis; Or 3 or
more ipsilateral axillary lymph node metastasis, with
no clinical findings, ipsilateral internal mammary
lymph node metastasis confirmed by sentinel lymph
node biopsy; or ipsilateral supraclavicular lymph node
metastasis

(3) Distant metastasis (M): M0: no metastases were
found on clinical and imaging examinations; M1:
distant metastases detected by clinical or imaging
methods, or metastases > 0:2m confirmed by
histology

2.3. Imaging Examinations. In this study, Toshiba Aquilion
320-slice spiral CT, double-barrel high-pressure syringe,
and vitrea workstation were adopted. The patient was placed
in the prone position, the chest-neck junction and abdomen
were elevated, and both breasts sagged naturally. The scan-
ning range was from the top of the armpit to the lower edge
of the breasts. Initially, the plane was selected by plain scan,
and the middle plane was selected at the center of the lesion.
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The scanning parameters were set as follows: 121 kV,
201mA, delay 7 s, slice thickness 6mm, and 90 consecutive
scans per slice. In the same way (with the consent and super-
vision of the patient), the enlarged lymph nodes and metas-
tases were selectively scanned, and the nonionic contrast
medium was injected through the cubital vein with a flow
rate of 4.0mL/s and a total volume of 51mL. The patient
was breathing calmly throughout the perfusion scan. All
patients underwent 320-slice spiral CT scan before surgery,
and the pathology and scan results were compared after
operation. TNM staging was determined by 2 senior radiol-
ogists based on preoperative CT findings.

2.4. Postprocessing of Images. Image postprocessing was per-
formed using the body tumor perfusion software in the
vitrea workstation. The thoracic aorta was defined as the
input artery, and the lesion area was set as the region of
interest to calculate the four perfusion parameters, including
blood flow (BF), blood volume (BV), mean transit time
(MTT), and permeability surface (PS), in the region of inter-
est (ROI).

The segmentation of the tumor ROI was all performed
by one professional physician, and two physicians were
responsible for the interpretation of the clinical results of
the patients. In this work, it only performed retrograde anat-
omy and deep feature extraction on the largest tumor lesion
in each patient. The pulsed phase images were selected for
segmentation analysis, because the enhanced breast ade-
noma lesions in the pulsed phase were significantly different
from adjacent normal glandular tissues. To obtain the depth
features, the ROI was manually delineated along the tumor
boundary at the largest tumor slice on CT arterial-phase
enhanced axial images.

2.5. Long-Term Evaluation. All patients underwent CT scan
before the surgery, and the pathology and scan results were
compared after the surgery. It should file and track all
patients, instruct them to review regularly, perform perfu-
sion scanning for breast cancer metastases, and summarize
the final results of distant metastasis in 6 months, 1 year,
and 1.5 years.

2.6. Collection of Clinical Data. Methods of checking blood
routine indexes were described as follows. The routine blood
tests of patients were performed using an automatic blood
cell analyzer. The five blood routine indexes were collected,
including white blood count (WBC), red blood count
(RBC), platelet (PLT), neutrophil absolute value (NEU),
and lymphocyte absolute value (LYM).

2.7. Statistical Analysis. All data were analyzed by SPSS 19.0
software. Numerical data were expressed as (�x ± s), and cat-
egorical data were expressed as percentages. The data con-
forming to the normal distribution were analyzed by t-test
and analysis of variance, and the nonnormally distributed
data were analyzed by the Wilcoxon nonparametric test.
The enumeration data were analyzed by the chi-square test.
Correlation analysis was performed using the Spearman cor-
relation analysis. P < 0:05 was considered statistically
significant.

3. Results

3.1. Clinical Characteristics. 120 patients were included in
this work, ranging in age from 25 to 58 years, with an aver-
age age of 42 years. The differences in age, number of births,
breastfeeding, and family history of breast cancer among
breast cancer patients in T stage, N stage, and M stage were
shown in Table 1. The differences between the blood routine
indexes of breast cancer patients with different T stages and
N stages were shown in Table 2.

3.2. Comparison of Perfusion Parameters in Different Stages
of Breast Cancer Patients. The comparison of perfusion
parameters (mean ± standard deviation) of breast cancer
patients with different stages was shown in Table 3.

3.3. Examination Results. According to the new TNM stag-
ing criteria of the International Association against Cancer,
the findings were as follows (Figure 1). In 41 cases of T1
stage, the lesions were enhanced on CT enhanced scan,
and the lesions were small nodules or small round masses,
less than 2.1 cm, the sensitivity was 71%, and the accuracy
was 61%. 34 cases of T2 stage lesions were nodular or
round-like, with diameters ranging from 2.1 to 5.1 cm, with
blurred borders (some cases were still clear), and the length
and thickness of the burrs varied. Enhanced lesions
enhanced, CT value increased by 31~51Hu, the sensitivity
was 74%, and the accuracy was 64%. In 27 cases of T3 stage,
the sensitivity was 94% and the accuracy was 84%. In 18
cases of T4 stage, the lesions invaded the muscle layer or
chest wall, the sensitivity was 100%, and the accuracy was
91%. The CT value results of patients with different T stages
were shown in Figure 2.

There were 63 cases in N0 stage (no lymph node metas-
tasis) and 41 cases in N1 stage (ipsilateral axillary lymph
node enlargement, and the sensitivity and accuracy were
71% and 61%, respectively. In 16 cases of N2~N3 stage,
the lymph nodes showed heterogeneous enhancement after
CT enhanced scan, some showed ring enhancement, the
CT value increased by 32-52Hu (1 case had no enhance-
ment). The sensitivity was 81%, and the accuracy was 76%.
The above results were shown in Figure 3. The CT value
results of patients with different N stages were shown in
Figure 4.

Table 1: The general information of included patients.

Stage
Age

(years old)
Number of

births
Breastfeeding

(cases)

Family
history of

breast cancer
(cases)

T1 26-52 0-1 times 21 2

T2 27-58 1-2 times 19 1

T3 25-57 1-2 times 22 3

T4 24-55 0-1 times 18 2

N0 24-53 1-2 times 17 1

N1 26-54 0-1 times 20 2

N2-N3 25-52 1-2 times 18 2
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There were 113 cases in M0 and 7 cases in M1. The
supraclavicular lymph nodes of patients with distant metas-
tases beyond the ipsilateral breast showed heterogeneous
enhancement after enhancement, and the CT value increased
by 31 to 51Hu, with a sensitivity of 71% and an accuracy of
71%. Differences in CT values between patients with and with-
out distant metastases were shown in Figure 5. The 6-month,
1-year, and 1.5-year follow-up results were as follows: 2 cases
of distant metastasis at 6 months, 3 cases of distant metastasis
at 1 year, and 3 cases of distant metastasis at 1.5 years, as
showed in Figure 6. Among the 8 cases of metastases, 2 cases
were transferred to the contralateral breast endolymphatic
chain, the systemic lymph nodes were enlarged, 2 cases were
bone metastases, 2 cases were brain-lung metastases, and 2
cases were bone-lung metastases.

4. Discussion

Most breast adenocarcinoma patients will undergo CT
examination before surgery, which can not only be used to
assess the extent of breast adenocarcinoma lesions. In addi-
tion, it can also detect the presence of metastases in many
organs and bone masses such as distant skin, chest wall,
regional lymph nodes (axillary, internal mammary, and
supraclavicular lymph nodes), so as to make systematic pre-
operative clinical staging and arrange follow-up treatment
plans [16]. 320-slice spiral CT is an auxiliary diagnostic
imaging tool, which has strong clinical value in the preoper-
ative evaluation of breast adenocarcinoma. Many studies
have shown that multiscale and multifeature combination
has strong predictive value than a single feature, and
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Figure 1: Results of T stage under CT imaging.

Table 2: Differences in blood routine indexes of breast cancer patients with different T stages and N stages.

Stage WBC (×109/L) RBC (×1012/L) PLT
(×109/L) NEU (×109/L) LYM (×109/L)

T1 5.26 4:58 ± 0:3 226:5 ± 54:2 3.53 1.35

T2 5.47 4:66 ± 0:4 229:7 ± 50:3 3.92 1.54

T3 6.03 4:71 ± 0:3 231:8 ± 44:4 4.22 1.63

T4 6.67 4:78 ± 0:5 235:7 ± 56:7 4.51 1.87

N0 5.33 4:35 ± 0:7 227:5 ± 52:1 3.42 1.38

N1 5.46 4:58 ± 0:6 229:3 ± 45:7 3.87 1.79

N2-N3 6.82 4:62 ± 0:9 236:6 ± 38:2 4.46 1.88

Table 3: The comparison of perfusion parameters (mean ± standard deviation) of breast cancer patients with different stages.

Stage BF (mL/min/100 g) BV (mL/100 g) MTT (s) PS (mL/min/100 g)

T1 39:2 ± 16:7 2:66 ± 1:4 8:16 ± 2:7 16:6 ± 9:7

T2 40:5 ± 18:3 3:23 ± 1:6 8:88 ± 3:6 17:3 ± 8:9

T3 42:4 ± 16:9 3:85 ± 1:5 9:06 ± 3:8 18:7 ± 9:8

T4 45:7 ± 19:7 3:91 ± 1:4 9:43 ± 3:5 19:5 ± 9:5
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multifeature combination analysis is more conducive to
individualized management of patients [17, 18].

The advantage of dynamic helical CT enhanced scanning
lies in the use of multilayer structures at different scanning
rates to reflect the layered structure [19]. 41 cases of early
breast cancer in T1 stage in this work, obvious enhancement
appeared in the arterial phase, and the CT value increased
>4.1Hu. The lesions in the parenchymal phase also enhanced
significantly, and they regressed significantly in the equilib-
rium phase, but the lesions in T2~T4 phases all enhanced in
the equilibrium phase, so the arterial phase was used to detect
early breast cancer. A study has shown that the CT value of
advanced breast cancer is higher than that of early breast can-
cer [20]. In stage t4, the skin and chest wall are involved, the fat
layer is blurred and disappears, and the ribs can be destroyed.
The lymph nodes of each group in N staging were significantly
enhanced in the arterial and venous phases after CT enhanced
scanning, especially in the venous phase, and the CT value
increased by 31~51Hu [21]. 320-slice spiral CT perfusion is
helpful for preoperative lymph node analysis.

A study dissected 1,248 axillary lymph nodes of 72
patients with breast cancer and found that axillary lymph
nodes with a length of less than 5.1mm still had a 10.1%
metastasis rate, the LNM rate of 5.2-9.1mm was 17.4%,
and the LNM rate of 10.2-20.1mm was 19.8%. In addition,
the rate of LNM with a long diameter greater than 19mm
was 41%, and there was no correlation between lymph node
metastasis and the size and histological grade of the primary
tumor [22, 23]. Combining with the literature, it can be con-
cluded that axillary lymph node diameter > 1:2 cm can be
classified as metastasis, but lymph nodes < 1:2 cm cannot
be excluded. Patients in M stage were supraclavicular LNM
or distant metastasis in this work. 320-slice spiral CT has
become a common method for diagnosing liver, lung, and
supraclavicular lymph nodes in breast cancer patients. In
this work, among the 8 cases of metastasis, 2 cases were
metastasized to the contralateral breast endolymphatic
chain, the systemic lymph nodes were enlarged, 2 cases were
bone metastases, 2 cases were brain-lung metastases, and 2
cases were bone-lung metastases.
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5. Conclusion

The results in this work showed that 320-slice spiral CT thin
slice scan can be used for preoperative staging and long-term
dynamic evaluation of breast cancer and can accurately
assess the extent and location of breast cancer, as well as
the condition of thoracic and axillary lymph nodes at one
time. There were also many problems and deficiencies in this
work. The sample size was relatively small, and more exper-
imental people should be included, not in a single area or in
a small area. Clinical trials should be conducted in multicen-
ter, large-sample hospitals. In conclusion, 320-slice spiral CT
can be used to assist in the diagnosis and evaluation of breast
cancer and had reference value.
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Objective. To investigate the efficacy of gamma globulin combined with azithromycin sequential therapy in the treatment of
children with refractory mycoplasma pneumonia and its effect on Th1/Th2 cytokine levels. Method. From January 2021 to
January 2022, 100 children diagnosed with refractory mycoplasma pneumonia were randomly divided into 2 groups (50 cases
in each one), the control group was treated with azithromycin plus comprehensive basic treatment, and the treatment group
was treated with combined treatment on the basis of the control group, gamma globulin therapy; the treatment effect and
cytokine levels of the two groups were compared. Results. Th1, Th2, and Th1/Th2 before treatment were not significantly
different between the two groups. Th1, Th2, and Th1/Th2 in the treatment group were significantly downregulated compared
with those in the control group after treatment. The levels of IgG, IgA, and IgM in the treatment group were not significantly
different from those in the control group before treatment but were significantly upregulated after treatment. IL-10, IL-6, and
IL-2 levels were also significantly increased in the treatment group. The disappearance time of clinical symptoms such as fever,
cough, and pulmonary rales in the treatment group was significantly shorter than that in the control group, and the cure rate
in the treatment group was significantly better than that in the control group. Conclusion. The clinical effect of gamma
globulin combined with azithromycin sequential therapy in the treatment of children with refractory mycoplasma pneumonia
is remarkable, which can reduce inflammatory factors, improve patients’ immunity, and promote disease recovery.

1. Introduction

Refractory Mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia (RMPP)
mainly refers to mycoplasma pneumonia characterized by
persistent fever, progressive aggravation of clinical symp-
toms, and related imaging manifestations after 1 week of
standard macrolide therapy [1]. Acquired pneumonia with
unknown clinical etiology changes rapidly, and extensive
pulmonary inflammation can occur in a relatively short
period of time, often accompanied by complications such
as massive pleural effusion, pleural thickening, lung
abscess, and pneumothorax. In more severe cases, children
may develop bronchiolitis obliterans, atelectasis, and sys-

temic inflammatory response syndrome, posing serious
health risks [2]. At present, the treatment of refractory
Mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia mainly adopts anti-
bacterial, inhibiting overactive immune response and
bronchoalveolar lavage, but the clinical efficacy is still poor
[3]. In recent years, azithromycin is clinically combined
with basic therapy. It has been reported that the pathogen-
esis of severe Mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia is
related to cell-mediated immunity, and corticosteroid ther-
apy may be effective. Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG)
has been used as a potent immunomodulator for Kawasaki
disease and other immune-mediated diseases [4]. Intrave-
nous immune globulin can also be used to treat refractory
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Mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia. Therefore, this
study is aimed at investigating the treatment options for
refractory mycoplasma pneumonia in children.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients. From January 2021 to January 2022, 100 pedi-
atric patients diagnosed with refractory mycoplasma pneu-
monia were randomly divided into 2 groups (50 cases in
each). All patients in this study gave informed consent,
and the patients themselves or their representatives signed
the relevant consent forms. The details of the baseline data
of the included subjects are summarized in Table 1.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. The inclusion criteria
for this study were (1) meeting the diagnostic criteria for
refractory mycoplasma pneumonia in “Practical Internal
Medicine” and (2) no related treatment was performed
before inclusion in the study.

The exclusion criteria were (1) combined with other
respiratory diseases, (2) related to malignant tumors and
other diseases, and (3) suffering from mental illness or drug
allergy.

2.3. Interventions. The children in the control group were
treated with conventional treatment measures such as fever
reduction, oxygen inhalation, atomization, cough relief,
phlegm reduction, and azithromycin. Administer 10mg/kg
body weight on the first day, the maximum daily dose does
not exceed 0.5 g, and on the 2nd to 5th days, administer oral
5mg/kg body weight; the maximum dose does not exceed
0.25 g. Continue treatment for 2 weeks. The patients in the
treatment group were given routine basic therapy at the
same time, gamma globulin combined with azithromycin.
The gamma globulin was dissolved in normal saline for
intravenous infusion.

2.4. Observation Indicator. The clinical efficacy of the two
groups of patients was compared. T lymphocyte factors
Th1, Th2, and Th1/Th2; inflammatory factors IL-10, IL-6,
and IL-2; and immunoglobulin levels IgG, IgA, and IgM
were determined by commercial ELISA kits (Abcam, USA).

2.5. Statistical Analysis. The experimental data was analyzed
by SPSS21.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, USA), the count data
was analyzed by χ2 (%), the measurement value was ana-
lyzed by t test, and two-sided P < 0:05 was used to judge
whether there was a statistically significant difference.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Th1, Th2, and Th1/Th2 between the Two
Groups before and after Treatment. As shown in Table 2,
Th1 (0:53 ± 0:15), Th2 (0:47 ± 0:13), and Th1/Th2
(1:41 ± 0:20) in the treatment group were compared with
those in the control group Th1 (0:57 ± 0:16), Th2
(0:46 ± 0:14), and Th1/Th2 (1:43 ± 0:15) which had no sig-
nificant difference (t = 2:019, 1.631, and 1.461; P = 0:245,
0.131, and 0.102). After treatment, Th1 (0:16 ± 0:14), Th2
(0:18 ± 0:07), and Th1/Th2 (0:39 ± 0:16) in the treatment

group were lower than those in the control group Th1
(0:37 ± 0:2), Th2 (0:31 ± 0:06), and Th1/Th2
(0:58 ± 0:58 ± 0:18), and the difference was significant
(t = 15:943, 12.005, and 13.325; P = 0:001, 0.005, and 0.005).

3.2. Comparison of Serum Immunoglobulin Levels between
the Two Groups before and after Treatment. As shown in
Table 3, before treatment, IgG (8:50 ± 1:40), IgA
(1:40 ± 0:20), and IgM (1:50 ± 0:30) in the treatment group
were compared with IgG (8:30 ± 1:60), IgA (1:20 ± 0:30),
and IgM (1:50 ± 0:20) in the control group, and there was
no significant difference (t = 1:568, 1.064, and 1.263; P =
0:712, 0.070, and 0.065). After treatment, IgG (11:20 ± 1:60
), IgA (2:20 ± 0:30), and IgM (1:70 ± 0:10) in the treatment
group were significantly higher than those in the control
group in terms of IgG (9:50 ± 1:80), IgA (1:80 ± 0:40), and
IgM (1:60 ± 0:30, t = 12:018, 11.935, and 10.881; P = 0:001,
0.003, and 0.001).

3.3. Comparison of Inflammatory Factors before and after
Treatment in the Two Groups. After treatment, IL-10
(30:20 ± 5:23), IL-6 (40:52 ± 2:83), and IL-2 (30:61 ± 1:50)
in the treatment group were significantly lower than those
in the control group IL-10 (19:91 ± 5:40) and IL-6
(48:21 ± 1:50) and IL-2 (21:20 ± 2:41), and the difference
was significant (t = 12:583, 8.934, and 10.033; P = 0:011,
0.001, and 0.005) as shown in Table 4.

3.4. Comparison of the Disappearance Time of Clinical
Symptoms in Two Groups of Patients. As shown in Table 5,
compared with the control group, the time to disappearance
of clinical symptoms such as fever (2:18 ± 0:01), cough
(4:36 ± 1:89), and pulmonary rales (3:86 ± 0:51) in the treat-
ment group was significantly reduced, and the difference was
significant (t = 7:943, 11.274, and 9.538; P = 0:0001, 0.005,
and 0.006).

3.5. Comparison of Clinical Efficacy between Two Groups of
Patients. The cure rate in the treatment group was 76.00%
(38/50), which was significantly better than that in the con-
trol group (48.00% (24/50)), with a significant difference
(χ2 = 11:724, P < 0:001). The total effective rate in the treat-
ment group was 92.00% (46/50), which was significantly bet-
ter than that in the control group (80.00% (40/50)), with a
significant difference (χ2 = 9:458, P = 0:015, Table 6).

4. Discussion

Mycoplasma pneumoniae (MP) is one of the common path-
ogens causing community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) in
children. More than 10%-40% of CAP is caused by MP.
MP pneumonia (MPP) may develop into life-threatening
severe pneumonia in some cases, although it is usually a
benign self-limiting disease [5]. As the treatment of choice
for MP infections in children, macrolides have been used
for MP treatment for many years. However, many clinical
isolates of MP cases show resistance to macrolides [6]. How-
ever, for the treatment of refractory Mycoplasma pneumo-
niae in children, the application of immunoglobulin still
lacks evidence-based medical evidence.

2 Computational and Mathematical Methods in Medicine
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Mycoplasma pneumoniae is a common pathogen that
causes community-acquired pneumonia. In the past, Myco-
plasma pneumoniae was sensitive to macrolide antibiotics,
and Mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia (MPP) was usu-
ally a benign self-limiting disease [7]. However, despite
appropriate antibiotics, persistent fever and clinical deterio-
ration can lead to severe illness. Two major complications
that may be encountered clinically are macrolide-resistant

mycoplasma pneumonia and refractory mycoplasma pneu-
monia [8]. Macrolide-resistant mycoplasma pneumonia
manifests with persistent fever and/or no radiographic reso-
lution to macrolide antibiotics and may even develop into
severe and complex pneumonia. Tetracycline (doxycycline
or minocycline) or fluoroquinolones are alternative treat-
ments for macrolide-resistant mycoplasma pneumonia.
Refractory mycoplasma pneumonia is characterized by an
excessive immune response to the pathogen [9]. In this con-
text, corticosteroids are considered an immunomodulatory
agent for downregulating an overactive host immune
response. Macrolide overuse may lead to macrolide resis-
tance, which in turn leads to an increase in macrolide-
resistant mycoplasma pneumonia [10].

The host innate and adaptive immune systems work
together to combat damage caused by mycoplasma infec-
tion. However, the clinical course of pneumonia may worsen
when the inflammatory response is overamplified. In

Table 2: Comparison of Th1, Th2, and Th1/Th2 between the two groups of patients.

Group n
Th1 Th2 Th1/Th2

Before After Before After Before After

Treatment 50 0:53 ± 0:15 0:16 ± 0:14 0:47 ± 0:13 0:18 ± 0:07 1:41 ± 0:20 0:39 ± 0:16
Control 50 0:57 ± 0:16 0:37 ± 0:21 0:46 ± 0:14 0:31 ± 0:06 1:43 ± 0:15 0:58 ± 0:18
t / 2.019 15.943 1.631 12.055 1.461 13.325

P / 0.245 0.001 0.131 0.005 0.102 0.005

Table 3: Comparison of serum immunoglobulin levels before and after treatment between the two groups of patients.

Group n
IgG IgA IgM

Before After Before After Before After

Control 50 8:30 ± 1:60 9:50 ± 1:80 1:20 ± 0:30 1:80 ± 0:40 1:50 ± 0:20 1:60 ± 0:30
Treatment 50 8:50 ± 1:4 11:20 ± 1:60 1:4 ± 0:20 2:20 ± 0:30 1:50 ± 0:30 1:70 ± 0:10
t 1.568 12.018 1.064 11.935 1.263 10.881

P 0.112 0.001 0.070 0.003 0.065 0.001

Table 4: Changes of inflammatory factor levels in patients before and after treatment.

Group n
IL-10 IL-6 IL-2

Before After Before After Before After

Treatment 50 42:60 ± 6:71 30:20 ± 5:23 85:92 ± 5:20 40:52 ± 2:83 67:80 ± 6:31 30:61 ± 1:50
Control 50 41:52 ± 5:90 19:91 ± 5:40 85:71 ± 4:93 48:21 ± 3:80 65:62 ± 2:84 21:20 ± 2:41
t 1.532 12.583 1.202 8.934 2.075 10.033

P 0.596 0.011 0.840 0.001 0.940 0.005

Table 5: Comparison of the disappearance time of clinical
symptoms in the two groups of patients.

Group Fever Cough Pulmonary rales

Control (n = 50) 4:28 ± 1:33 6:27 ± 1:57 5:86 ± 0:57
Treatment (n = 50) 2:18 ± 0:01 4:36 ± 1:89 3:86 ± 0:51
t 7.943 11.274 9.538

P 0.001 0.005 0.006

Table 1: General information of 2 groups.

Group Average age (year old) BMI (kg/m2) Disease duration (d)

Treatment (50) 10:43 ± 1:39 23:81 ± 3:26 6:36 ± 1:56
Control (50) 10:51 ± 1:92 23:31 ± 3:32 6:42 ± 1:59
t/χ2 2.371 3.374 1.856

P 0.382 0.593 0.895
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response may lead to lung injury rather than direct micro-
bial damage [11–13]. Therefore, refractory mycoplasma
pneumonia is to some extent an immune-mediated dis-
ease, and immunosuppressive therapy may therefore be a
reasonable approach [14]. Several studies reported the
use of immunosuppressive agents, such as corticosteroids
or intravenous immunoglobulin, in selected patients.
Cell-mediated immunity has been shown to play an
important role in the progression of mycoplasma infection
[15]. Interleukin (IL) 2, IL8, IL5, IL6, IL18, and other
cytokines may be involved in Mycoplasma pneumoniae
infection and induce inflammatory response. A high
immune response of T cells may lead to the destruction
of lung tissue. The immune response produces many
inflammatory mediators that may lead to more severe lung
damage. Excessive cell-mediated immune and cytokine
responses play important roles in refractory mycoplasma
pneumonia. Refractory mycoplasma pneumonia is not
only an infection but also an immune-mediated disease
[16]. Corticosteroids can modulate immunity to inflamma-
tory responses. Corticosteroids have been shown to be
effective in improving the clinical manifestations and lung
injury of M. pneumoniae infection in children and adults,
reducing lung histopathological scores and reducing mor-
tality in severe pneumonia by reducing cytokines and
reducing inflammatory responses [17]. Clinical progress
has been made in the immunotherapy of refractory myco-
plasma pneumonia. Immunoglobulins are considered
potent immunomodulators for various immune-mediated
diseases, and it has marked activity against Mycoplasma
pneumonia and provide additional protection, especially
in patients who do not respond well to antibiotic therapy.
Immunoglobulins have been reported to be effective in the
treatment of many autoimmune and systemic inflamma-
tory diseases [18–20]. Immunoglobulins have significant
effects on different immune system effector cells (such as
B and T lymphocytes and dendritic cells) and regulate a
wide range of genes.

Although only a few studies have reported the use of
immunoglobulins in refractory mycoplasma pneumonia,
our trial suggests that azithromycin in combination with
immunomodulatory therapy is an effective treatment. After
treatment in this study, the Th1 (0:16 ± 0:14), Th2
(0:18 ± 0:07), and Th1/Th2 (0:39 ± 0:16) of the study group
were compared with those of the control group Th1
(0:37 ± 0:2), Th2 (0:31 ± 0:06), and Th1/Th2 (0:58 ± 0:18),
and the decrease was more obvious. Compared with the con-
trol group, the immunoglobulin IgG, IgA, and IgM of the

study group increased significantly. After treatment, the
reduction of inflammatory factors in the study group was
more significant than that in the control group. The disap-
pearance time of clinical symptoms and the total effective
rate of treatment in the study group were significantly better
than those in the control group. The data show that sequen-
tial therapy with immunoglobulin combined with azithro-
mycin can effectively improve the cure rate of children
with refractory mycoplasma pneumonia. The data analysis
shows that the combined medication can significantly
shorten the duration of fever in children, improve cough
symptoms, promote the absorption of lung inflammation,
shorten the hospital stay, reduce the level of inflammatory
factors, and regulate the immune system of the body, to
achieve the purpose of improving the curative effect.

In conclusion, gamma globulin combined with azithro-
mycin sequential therapy has significant clinical effect in
the treatment of children with refractory mycoplasma pneu-
monia, which can reduce inflammatory factors, improve
patients’ immunity, and promote disease recovery.
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Background. Biomarkers in predicting the stages of nephropathy associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus are urgent, and
adiponectin may be a promising biomarker. This meta-analysis examined the association of serum adiponectin level with the
stages of type 2 diabetic nephropathy. Methods. Databases including PubMed, Cochrane Library, EMBASE, China National
Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), and Wan Fang were searched for published studies on adiponectin and type 2 diabetic
kidney disease. The Newcastle-Ottawa scale was used to assess the quality of the literature. STATA 14.0 was used to conduct
the statistical analysis. Results. Thirty-four studies with 5254 patients were included in this meta-analysis. The results of this
study show that there was no significant difference in serum adiponectin level between normoalbuminuria and the control
group (mean difference = −0:42, 95% CI [-1.23, 0.40]), while serum adiponectin level was positively correlated with the severity
of type 2 diabetic kidney disease. The serum adiponectin level in type 2 diabetic kidney disease patients ranks as
macroalbuminuria > microalbuminuria > normoalbuminuria. Conclusions. Serum adiponectin level might be an important
marker to predict the progression of type 2 diabetic kidney disease.

1. Introduction

Hyperglycemia is the defining feature of diabetes mellitus
(DM). Currently, DM is classified into two forms: type 1
(T1) and type 2 (T2) DM. T1DM is caused by the absolute lack
of insulin which ensues consequent pancreatic beta cell
destruction, while T2DM is mainly due to insulin resistance
[1]. WHO reported that there were around 422 million people
living with DM in 2018, and T2DM accounts for over 90%
among these people [2]. Obesity is an important risk factor
for T2DM [3]. The DM complications attack almost every
body tissue, and DM is a leading cause of cardiovascular mor-
bidity andmortality, blindness, renal failure, and amputations.
Besides, the early diagnosis of T2DM in young people has
been linked to a more aggressive form of the disease [4].

Long-term DM is closely related to microvascular com-
plications, especially diabetic kidney disease (DKD). DKD
is the most common complication of T2DM, which develops

in around 40% of diagnosed patients [5, 6]. In addition, it is
the leading cause of end-stage renal disease all over the
world [7]. The definition DKD is based on current guide-
lines using four main criteria: a decline in renal function,
proteinuria, and a reduction in glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) [8]. DKD was divided into three stages according to
albumin-to-creatinine ratio (ACR): normoalbuminuria
(ACR < 30mg/g), microalbuminuria (30mg/g ≤ACR <
300mg/g), and macroalbuminuria (ACR ≥ 300mg/g). It is
crucial to diagnose patients who are more sensible to
develop DKD for better control of the process of disease.
Albuminuria has been one of the biomarkers to screen renal
function; however, it has lots of limitations such as large var-
iability and low sensitivity, and it may not be detectable in
early stage [9, 10].

Biomarkers may allow earlier diagnosis and treatment
for DKD, thereby slowing disease progression and raising
life expectancy among patients [11]. Biomarkers are
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characteristic factors that can be measured and assessed as an
indicator for normal physiologic or pathogenic processes.
Examples of biomarkers are proteins, lipids, microRNAs,
genomic, etc. Plenty of biomarkers associated with DKD were
found in recent years, such as serum cystatin C, neutrophil
gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL), N-acetyl-β-D-gluco-
saminidase (NAG), and serum homocysteine (Hcy) [12].

Adiponectin (ADP) may play a role in DKD [13]. ADP is
a small collagen-like protein expressed by adipocytes, which
has been shown to have functions as anti-inflammation and
insulin-sensitizing [14–17]. Reports of ADP effects on DKD
have been variable; thus, a meta-analysis to obtain more pre-
cise evaluations is in need. This meta-analysis reveals the
association between serum ADP levels and the severity of
T2DKD. Results in this study may provide evidence to
whether ADP can be a potential biomarker for DKD.

2. Methods

2.1. Data Source and Search Strategy. We identified studies
published in PubMed, Cochrane Library, EMBASE, China

National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), and Wan Fang
(last search date: April 24, 2022). The search terms included
“adiponectin” and “diabetes mellitus” or “type 2 diabetes
mellitus” or “type 2 diabetes” or “type 2 diabetics” or
“ketosis-resistant diabetes mellitus” or “non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus” and “diabetic nephropathy”
or “diabetic kidney disease” or “Kimmelstiel-Wilson
disease”.

2.2. Data Extraction and Eligibility Criteria. Two investiga-
tors (Li Li and Guoliang Wu) independently extracted data
and reached consensus, and the disagreement was deter-
mined by the third investigator (Jilai Shi). For each eligible
literature, the following information was extracted: the first
author’s name, publication year, country, sample size, and
data for ADP concentration.

Studies eligible for this meta-analysis should meet the
following criteria: (a) the study included a control group
(healthy people) and observation groups (DM patients
with/without DKD); (b) observation groups including
patients that were diagnosed as T2DM; (c) trials reported

Figure 1: Flowchart of literature selection.
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as RCTs (randomized controlled trials); (d) the literature
reported the data for ADP concentration; (e) the literature
was published in English or Chinese and the full text was
available. Studies were excluded from our meta-analysis if
they (a) did not report ADP concentrations in patients; (b)
are animal or cell experiments, case report, review, letter,
conference abstract, and those without full text; (c) are
republished studies with similar data or patient; and (d)
are irrelevant to the subject.

2.3. Quality Assessment. Quality of the studies included in
this meta-analysis was evaluated by the Newcastle-Ottawa
scale (NOS) assessment tool. These studies were judged
based on three broad perspectives: selection, comparability,
and exposure outcome. Studies with a score over 6 are con-
sidered of high quality.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. The relationship between adiponec-
tin and diabetic kidney disease was reported as mean

Table 1: Characteristics of studies included.

Study Year
Total

sample size

Control Normoalbuminuria Microalbuminuria Macroalbuminuria

NOSSample
size

Serum
adiponectin

Sample
size

Serum
adiponectin

Sample
size

Serum
adiponectin

Sample
size

Serum
adiponectin

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Sun [18] 2021 226 60 15.10 1.20 74 12.90 1.40 66 8.70 1.70 26 4.50 1.90 7

Bai [19] 2019 190 50 3.19 1.26 61 4.25 1.33 44 6.34 1.27 35 13.41 2.62 8

Cheng [20] 2017 112 30 6.72 2.70 25 9.57 3.12 27 12.87 3.46 30 17.97 3.84 6

Xu [21] 2016 113 30 11.80 4.20 30 6.70 2.40 25 12.60 4.10 28 18.50 7.90 7

Tian [22] 2016 128 34 12.50 4.80 34 4.90 1.50 29 15.60 1.40 31 25.50 2.10 8

Bi [23] 2016 470 100 13.10 4.90 122 4.90 2.10 123 16.10 2.10 125 26.10 1.90 7

Zhou [24] 2015 172 85 73.40 9.90 37 39.40 13.50 30 54.40 10.20 20 67.80 11.30 6

Lu [25] 2013 258 62 10.22 2.13 62 8.55 1.86 70 5.93 1.64 64 3.58 1.37 7

Nie [26] 2012 140 35 9.72 4.30 35 3.27 0.68 35 10.88 2.85 35 12.75 2.46 8

Lin [27] 2011 200 50 9.58 1.33 50 16.88 1.77 50 22.54 1.86 50 28.12 2.11 6

Tang [28] 2011 132 35 12.70 5.00 35 5.10 1.70 30 15.80 1.60 32 25.70 2.30 8

Zhou [29] 2011 120 30 12.95 2.14 30 3.77 1.45 30 5.12 1.34 30 8.68 1.12 7

Hu [30] 2011 100 25 6.20 3.39 25 2.07 0.54 25 3.62 0.78 25 5.46 1.82 8

Wan [31] 2011 120 30 10.51 3.91 30 5.93 0.67 30 7.75 1.21 30 9.32 3.36 8

Xie [32] 2010 165 40 8.10 2.80 42 10.10 1.90 41 18.20 1.30 42 24.90 3.10 6

Li [33] 2010 220 51 9.69 1.26 67 16.92 1.36 57 21.34 1.67 45 26.21 1.95 8

Zhou [34] 2010 119 30 73.59 10.18 35 39.36 13.92 32 54.38 10.14 22 67.74 14.89 7

Zhong [35] 2010 130 45 5.63 1.16 25 6.28 1.87 31 9.28 2.59 29 11.15 3.18 7

Yang [36] 2010 150 40 5.15 1.99 40 10.12 1.70 40 16.58 2.68 30 7.40 1.28 6

Wan [37] 2010 130 30 11.20 3.50 36 3.40 0.80 34 9.60 2.20 30 14.30 5.60 8

Lin [38] 2010 120 30 6.44 3.11 30 2.21 0.55 30 3.62 0.80 30 5.31 1.86 6

Wu [39] 2009 151 47 10.10 1.82 32 16.41 1.94 40 18.32 1.30 32 25.52 3.19 7

Cheng [40] 2009 120 30 10.51 0.91 30 17.62 0.77 30 23.32 0.36 30 25.75 0.21 8

Yang [41] 2008 90 30 8.81 1.22 20 0.82 0.31 20 2.32 0.36 20 5.22 1.04 7

Liu [42] 2008 120 30 10.51 0.91 30 17.62 0.77 30 22.32 0.36 30 25.75 0.21 7

Yang [43] 2007 117 30 4.25 1.62 33 5.81 1.03 28 6.31 1.99 26 11.32 2.13 8

Zhu [44] 2007 213 50 14.69 7.12 52 7.78 3.55 57 10.15 5.83 54 153.98 6.33 8

Xiao [45] 2006 90 30 9.69 2.23 32 0.74 0.47 14 2.52 0.61 14 5.32 1.86 8

Kato [46] 2008 192 116 6.92 0.43 47 7.68 0.43 24 9.51 0.87 5 16.00 4.43 8

Yilmaz [47] 2008 123 N/A N/A N/A 38 24.10 6.10 40 16.80 2.70 45 13.30 3.10 7

Saito [48] 2007 259 49 8.99 1.12 76 6.38 0.56 106 7.67 1.25 28 5.75 0.97 6

Fujita [49] 2006 73 20 10.14 3.12 19 6.44 2.29 18 7.16 2.25 16 11.77 8.01 8

Komaba
[50]

2006 153 N/A N/A N/A 86 7.08 5.47 44 10.65 6.07 23 14.14 8.71 6

Koshimura
[51]

2004 38 N/A N/A N/A 18 6.50 2.10 7 7.90 3.80 13 11.00 5.50 6

Mean: μg/ml; SD: standard deviation; N/A: not applicable.
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(a)

Subgroup I2 p Mean difference
(95% CI)

Sample size

> 100 99.0% 0.001 0.03 (–1.38, 1.44)

< 100 98.1% 0.001 –0.64 (–1.68, 0.41)

China

Yes 98.4% 0.001 –0.36 (–1.22, 0.49)
No 99.1% 0.001 –0.91 (–4.15, 2.33)

(b) (c)

Figure 2: Meta-analysis of the relationship between serum adiponectin and type 2 diabetic kidney disease (normoalbuminuria vs. control):
(a) mean difference of serum adiponectin level; (b) subgroup analysis; (c) publication bias.
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0.53 (–0.36, 1.41)
0.32 (–0.33, 0.97)

0.63 (0.26, 1.00)
1.26 (0.94, 1.59)
2.99 (2.29, 3.69)

–1.56 (–2.07, –1.05)
3.45 (2.50, 4.41)

0.32 (–0.18, 0.83)
0.49 (0.10, 0.87)
4.47 (3.29, 5.64)
7.82 (6.31, 9.33)

9.48 (7.69, 11.28)
1.18 (0.68, 1.69)
1.31 (0.72, 1.89)
2.05 (1.42, 2.68)
1.22 (0.70, 1.75)
3.79 (3.00, 4.58)
2.88 (2.25, 3.51)
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2.91
2.98
3.03
3.04
2.96
3.01
2.88
3.01
3.03
2.80
2.65
2.51
3.01
2.99
2.98
3.00
2.94
2.98
2.91
3.01
2.96
2.98
3.00
2.78
2.99
2.94
3.03
3.00
2.98
2.70
3.00
2.99
3.02
3.02

(%)
Weight

–8 0 10

NOTE: Weights are from random-effects model

Mean difference
(95% CI)

(a)

Figure 3: Continued.
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difference (MD) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for con-
tinuous data using STATA 14.0 software (College Station,
TX, USA). MD estimates were considered as significant if
CI did not cross zero and p < 0:05. Pooled estimate was
using a fixed-effect (absence of heterogeneity) or a
random-effect (presence of heterogeneity) model. Heteroge-
neity between the studies was tested by Q test and I2 test. If
I2 ≤ 50% or p ðQ testÞ > 0:1, then no significant heterogene-
ity existed. Subgroup analyses were conducted to explore
the potential sources of heterogeneity. Publication bias was
assessed by Begg’s test and funnel plot, and it was considered
to be significant when p < 0:05. Pooled estimates were sub-
jected to sensitivity analysis which involved excluding one
study at a time and recalculating the summary effects to test
the robustness of the results.

3. Results

3.1. Search Outcomes and Study Characteristics. Figure 1
outlines the study selection process in a flowchart following
PRISMA guidelines. A total of 1638 literatures during the
initial search were followed by omissions, and eventually,
34 studies were considered eligible and left for this meta-
analysis.

The characteristics of the included studies are featured in
Table 1. Overall, the total sample size included in this meta-
analysis was 5254 with a wide range among patients across
all studies (38 to 470). Of the included studies, 28 were con-
ducted in China and published in Chinese, and the other 6
were conducted out of China and published in English.
The mean NOS score was 7:15 ± 0:82, and all the included
studies were of high quality with NOS scores above 6.

3.2. Meta-Analysis of the Relationship between Serum ADP
and T2DKD

3.2.1. Normoalbuminuria versus Control. In total, 31 studies
were included in this meta-analysis, with 1354 healthy peo-

ple and 1296 T2DM patients with normoalbuminuria. First,
as depicted in Figure 2(a), there was a severe heterogeneity
of these trials by comparing the MD of serum ADP
(I2 = 98:5%, p = 0:001, random-effect model). The meta-
analysis result indicates that there was no significant differ-
ence in serum ADP level between normoalbuminuria and
the control group (MD= −0:42, 95% CI [-1.23, 0.40]). To
explore the potential sources of the existed heterogeneity,
subgroup analyses on sample size and nation (the study
was performed in China or not) were performed. However,
the heterogeneity still existed in either subgroup of sample
size or nation (Figure 2(b)). Next, Begg’s test was used to
assess the potential publication bias. As shown in
Figure 2(c), the funnel plot appeared symmetrical, and
Begg’s test result showed that no significant publication bias
was in here (p = 0:959).

3.2.2. Microalbuminuria versus Normoalbuminuria. In this
meta-analysis, all the 34 trials were included, including
1337 patients with T2DM with microalbuminuria and
1438 with normoalbuminuria. As shown in Figure 3(a), a
significant heterogeneity (random-effect model) existed with
I2 = 97:8% and p = 0:001. Meta-analysis result shows that
the level of serum ADP was higher in patients with microal-
buminuria than those with normoalbuminuria (MD= 2:35,
95% CI [1.68, 3.02]). A subgroup analysis was also con-
ducted here to find the potential sources of heterogeneity,
and we found that the heterogeneity still existed in all the
subgroups (Figure 3(b), sample size and nation). However,
the combined effect changed in the large sample size sub-
group (MD= 1:23, 95% CI [0.17, 2.64]) and the subgroup
of trials that were not conducted in China (MD= 0:69,
95% CI [-3.07, 1.74]). As shown in Figure 3(c), the funnel
plot appeared asymmetrical, and Begg’s test result showed
that there was a significant publication bias (p = 0:001).

3.2.3. Macroalbuminuria versus Microalbuminuria. Similar
results as microalbuminuria versus normoalbuminuria were

Subgroup I2 p Mean difference
(95% CI)

Sample size

> 100 99.0% 0.001 1.23 (–0.17, 2.64)

< 100 96.4% 0.001 2.75 (2.03, 3.48)

China

Yes 98.0% 0.001 2.73 (1.93, 3.53)
No 96.2% 0.001 0.69 (–3.07, 1.74)

(b) (c)

Figure 3: Meta-analysis of the relationship between serum adiponectin and type 2 diabetic kidney disease (microalbuminuria vs.
normoalbuminuria): (a) mean difference of serum adiponectin level; (b) subgroup analysis; (c) publication bias.
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Figure 4: Continued.
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found in this part. All the 34 trials were included in this
meta-analysis, 1125 patients diagnosed as T2DM with
macroalbuminuria and 1337 with microalbuminuria. As
shown in Figure 4(a), a significant heterogeneity (random-
effect model) existed here with I2 and p values of 98.0%
and 0.001, respectively. In addition, the serum ADP level
in patients with macroalbuminuria was higher than those
with microalbuminuria (MD= 2:36, 95% CI [1.58, 3.14]).
Subgroup analyses on sample size and nation did not elimi-
nate the heterogeneity. However, the combined effect chan-
ged in the subgroup of trials that were conducted out of
China (Figure 4(b), MD= 0:33, 95% CI [-0.80, 1.46]).
Besides, the funnel plot of this meta-analysis appeared asym-
metrical (Figure 4(c)), and Begg’s test result showed that
there was a significant publication bias (p = 0:001).

3.2.4. Sensitivity Analysis. Since we found significant publi-
cation bias in the above studies (microalbuminuria versus
normoalbuminuria and macroalbuminuria versus microal-
buminuria), a sensitivity analysis was conducted by exclud-
ing one study at a time and recalculating the summary
effects. As shown in Table 2, there is no obvious deviation
or even reversal in the results obtained. The above data indi-
cates that though significant heterogeneity existed in the
study, the results are quite robust.

4. Discussion

T2DM accounts for more than 90% of all the DM patients
worldwide. The complications of T2DM nearly affect all
the body tissues, including kidney. It is worth noting that
DKD is the most common complication of T2DM. Early
diagnosis of DKD allows slow disease progression and rela-
tively high life expectancy. Biomarkers provide the possibil-
ity for early diagnosis of DKD. ADP is a small collagen-like
protein which has functions of anti-inflammation and
insulin-sensitizing. Studies have shown that ADP may play
a role in DKD; however, the relationship between them

remains unclear and variable. Noel et al. [52] conducted a
meta-analysis on this subject, and they had similar results
as ours. They found that there is no significant difference
in ADP levels between healthy people and DM patients with
microalbuminuria. Besides, ADP levels were positively cor-
related with the severity of DKD. However, the amount of
included studies was limited. Totally, 13 trials were included
in their study, and only 6 of them were related to T2DM. In
addition, Wang et al. [53] also performed a meta-analysis
about this issue, and their findings were published in Chi-
nese. In their study, 38 studies were included (both T1DM
and T2DM) and all of them were conducted in China. Their
results also reached a consensus that ADP levels were posi-
tively correlated with DKD severity. However, they pointed
out the difference in ADP levels between healthy people
and DM patients with normoalbuminuria which was not fig-
ured out in our study. Their results indicated that the con-
centration of serum ADP was higher in healthy people
than normoalbuminuria DM patients (MD= −1:03, 95%
CI [-1.76, -0.30]). The above reasons compelled us to con-
duct this meta-analysis.

In total, 34 trials with 5254 T2DM patients were
included in this meta-analysis. The results of this study show
that there was no significant difference in serum ADP level
between normoalbuminuria and the control group
(MD= −0:42, 95% CI [-1.23, 0.40]), while serum ADP level
was positively correlated with the severity of T2DKD. The
serum ADP level in T2DKD patients ranks as
macroalbuminuria > microalbuminuria >
normoalbuminuria.

The following are the limitations of this meta-analysis
that should not be ignored. Most of the included studies
were extracted from Chinese literature databases and were
all published in Chinese. Though the other 6 literature
were published in English, 5 of them were conducted
in Japan, and thus, the quality of these trials remains
doubtful. Besides, high heterogeneity and publication bias
also brought limitation to the reliability of this meta-

(b) (c)

Figure 4: Meta-analysis of the relationship between serum adiponectin and type 2 diabetic kidney disease (macroalbuminuria vs.
microalbuminuria): (a) mean difference of serum adiponectin level; (b) subgroup analysis; (c) publication bias.
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analysis. Fortunately, the sensitivity analysis indicated the
robustness of our results. Based on the above reasons,
more high-quality trials conducted and published in
other countries are recommended in further evaluation.

5. Conclusions

In summary, our meta-analysis indicated that serum ADP
levels were positively correlated with the severity of
T2DKD. Therefore, serum ADP level might be an important

marker to predict the progression of T2DKD. However,
although quite a lot studies were included in this meta-anal-
ysis, heterogeneity and publication bias still existed, which
affected the reliability of the results. Thus, more high-
quality trials are recommended in further assessment.

Data Availability

The labeled dataset used to support the findings of this study
is available from the corresponding author upon request.

Table 2: Sensitivity analysis.

Excluded study
Normoalbuminuria vs. control

Microalbuminuria vs.
normoalbuminuria

Macroalbuminuria vs.
microalbuminuria

I2 p
Mean difference (95%

CI)
I2 p

Mean difference (95%
CI)

I2 p
Mean difference (95%

CI)

Sun [18] 98.5% 0.001 -0.37 (-1.22, 0.47) 97.3% 0.001 2.50 (1.87, 3.12) 97.9% 0.001 2.50 (1.73, 3.27)

Bai [19] 98.5% 0.001 -0.46 (-1.30, 0.39) 97.9% 0.001 2.38 (1.68, 3.08) 98.0% 0.001 2.32 (1.54, 3.11)

Cheng [20] 98.5% 0.001 -0.46 (-1.30, 0.37) 97.9% 0.001 2.40 (1.71, 3.09) 98.1% 0.001 2.40 (1.60, 3.20)

Xu [21] 98.5% 0.001 -0.38 (-1.22, 0.46) 97.9% 0.001 2.37 (1.68, 3.06) 98.1% 0.001 2.41 (1.61, 3.22)

Tian [22] 98.5% 0.001 -0.36 (-1.19, 0.47) 97.8% 0.001 2.21 (1.55, 2.88) 98.0% 0.001 2.26 (1.48, 3.04)

Bi [23] 98.4% 0.001 -0.35 (-1.20, 0.49) 97.5% 0.001 2.25 (1.61, 2.89) 97.8% 0.001 2.26 (1.51, 3.01)

Zhou [24] 98.4% 0.001 -0.33 (-1.15, 0.50) 97.9% 0.001 2.39 (1.70, 3.09) 98.1% 0.001 2.40 (1.60, 3.21)

Lu [25] 98.5% 0.001 -0.40 (-1.26, 0.46) 97.5% 0.001 2.47 (1.81, 3.12) 97.8% 0.001 2.48 (1.70, 3.25)

Nie [26] 98.5% 0.001 -0.36 (-1.20, 0.47) 97.8% 0.001 2.31 (1.63, 2.99) 98.1% 0.001 2.42 (1.61, 3.23)

Lin [27] 98.3% 0.001 -0.59 (-1.38, 0.21) 97.8% 0.001 2.33 (1.65, 3.01) 98.0% 0.001 2.35 (1.55, 3.15)

Tang [28] 98.5% 0.001 -0.36 (-1.20, 0.47) 97.8% 0.001 2.23 (1.57, 2.90) 98.0% 0.001 2.28 (1.50, 3.06)

Zhou [29] 98.4% 0.001 -0.27 (-1.09, 0.55) 97.9% 0.001 2.40 (1.71, 3.09) 98.1% 0.001 2.35 (1.55, 3.14)

Hu [30] 98.5% 0.001 -0.37 (-1.21, 0.46) 97.9% 0.001 2.36 (1.67, 3.04) 98.1% 0.001 2.40 (1.60, 3.20)

Wan [31] 98.5% 0.001 -0.38 (-1.21, 0.46) 97.9% 0.001 2.37 (1.68, 3.06) 98.1% 0.001 2.43 (1.62, 3.23)

Xie [32] 98.5% 0.001 -0.46 (-1.30, 0.38) 97.8% 0.001 2.27 (1.60, 2.94) 98.1% 0.001 2.35 (1.56, 3.15)

Li [33] 98.3% 0.001 -0.62 (-1.40, 0.17) 97.8% 0.001 2.34 (1.65, 3.02) 98.0% 0.001 2.36 (1.56, 3.15)

Zhou [34] 98.5% 0.001 -0.34 (-1.17, 0.49) 97.9% 0.001 2.39 (1.70, 3.09) 98.1% 0.001 2.41 (1.60, 3.21)

Zhong [35] 98.5% 0.001 -0.45 (-1.29, 0.40) 97.9% 0.001 2.39 (1.70, 3.08) 98.1% 0.001 2.42 (1.62, 3.23)

Yang [36] 98.4% 0.001 -0.52 (-1.34, 0.29) 97.8% 0.001 2.34 (1.65, 3.02) 97.9% 0.001 2.55 (1.78, 3.31)

Wan [37] 98.5% 0.001 -0.32 (-1.15, 0.50) 97.8% 0.001 2.31 (1.63, 2.99) 98.1% 0.001 2.41 (1.60, 3.22)

Lin [38] 98.5% 0.001 -0.37 (-1.20, 0.47) 97.9% 0.001 2.36 (1.68, 3.05) 98.1% 0.001 2.41 (1.60, 3.21)

Wu [39] 98.4% 0.001 -0.55 (-1.35, 0.26) 97.9% 0.001 2.39 (1.70, 3.09) 98.1% 0.001 2.34 (1.55, 3.13)

Cheng [40] 98.4% 0.001 -0.69 (-1.49, 0.12) 97.8% 0.001 2.17 (1.50, 2.83) 98.0% 0.001 2.19 (1.42, 2.96)

Yang [41] 98.4% 0.001 -0.19 (-1.00, 0.62) 97.8% 0.001 2.29 (1.61, 2.97) 98.1% 0.001 2.32 (1.53, 3.11)

Liu [42] 98.4% 0.001 -0.69 (-1.49, 0.12) 97.8% 0.001 2.20 (1.54, 2.87) 98.0% 0.001 2.12 (1.35, 2.89)

Yang [43] 98.5% 0.001 -0.47 (-1.30, 0.36) 97.9% 0.001 2.42 (1.73, 3.11) 98.1% 0.001 2.36 (1.57, 3.16)

Zhu [44] 98.5% 0.001 -0.39 (-1.24, 0.46) 97.9% 0.001 2.42 (1.72, 3.12) 97.8% 0.001 1.91 (1.17, 2.65)

Xiao [45] 98.4% 0.001 -0.25 (-1.06, 0.56) 97.9% 0.001 2.32 (1.64, 3.00) 98.1% 0.001 2.37 (1.58, 3.17)

Kato [46] 98.4% 0.001 -0.49 (-1.32, 0.33) 97.9% 0.001 2.33 (1.65, 3.02) 98.1% 0.001 2.33 (1.54, 3.12)

Yilmaz [47] N/A N/A N/A 97.9% 0.001 2.47 (1.81, 3.14) 98.0% 0.001 2.47 (1.68, 3.26)

Saito [48] 98.4% 0.001 -0.33 (-1.15, 0.50) 97.9% 0.001 2.40 (1.68, 3.11) 97.9% 0.001 2.48 (1.70, 3.26)

Fujita [49] 98.5% 0.001 -0.39 (-1.22, 0.45) 97.9% 0.001 2.42 (1.73, 3.11) 98.1% 0.001 2.42 (1.62, 3.22)

Komaba [50] N/A N/A N/A 97.9% 0.001 2.41 (1.71, 3.12) 98.1% 0.001 2.43 (1.62, 3.24)

Koshimura
[51]

N/A N/A N/A 97.9% 0.001 2.41 (1.72, 3.09) 98.1% 0.001 2.42 (1.62, 3.21)

Random-effect model used; N/A: not applicable.
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In order to explore the effective way of gestational diabetes care, this paper applies comprehensive nursing to gestational diabetes
care. In terms of nursing intervention for pregnant women with gestational diabetes mellitus, combining the phased changes of
pregnant women’s physiological and psychological needs during pregnancy, this paper comprehensively implements health
education, diet intervention, exercise intervention, pregnancy monitoring, psychological intervention, infection prevention, and
perinatal monitoring and other nursing interventions in a selective and focused manner. This makes the intervention measures
at each stage focused, intersecting, interpenetrating, and continuing to play a role, which can effectively improve the
implementation effect of the intervention measures and better promote the effective improvement of pregnancy outcomes. In
addition, this paper studies the effect of gestational diabetes care based on comprehensive nursing intervention through a
controlled trial, and the study verifies that comprehensive nursing has a good effect in gestational diabetes care.

1. Introduction

At present, more and more studies have begun to find that if
gestational diabetes patients receive correct and timely inter-
vention during pregnancy, the prognosis of mother and baby
can be significantly improved, and the incidence of compli-
cations can be significantly reduced. Moreover, a large num-
ber of studies have proved that actively cooperating with
treatment is easier to control blood sugar within a satisfac-
tory range, and effective diet and blood sugar intervention
measures are the key to the treatment of gestational diabetes
mellitus and the reduction of maternal and infant complica-
tions [1]. At the same time, if gestational diabetes patients
are given early health education, guidance on diet, exercise,
self-glucose monitoring, and insulin treatment to improve
pregnant women’s awareness of the disease, it can encourage
patients to actively cooperate with treatment and signifi-
cantly improve pregnancy outcomes. Gestational diabetes
is more harmful to pregnant women and perinatal infants
and will seriously affect the life safety of pregnant women
and perinatal infants. In addition, the prepregnancy weight
of pregnant women and the increase of weight during preg-

nancy have a great relationship with the occurrence of gesta-
tional diabetes mellitus. If the disease is not treated in time,
it can lead to adverse pregnancy outcomes [2]. Therefore,
early intervention and scientific management of gestational
diabetes mellitus can reduce the perinatal morbidity. The
main effects of the disease on the perinatal period include
gestational hypertension, infection, polyhydramnios, macro-
somia, fetal dysplasia, stillbirth, neonatal hypoglycemia, and
neonatal respiratory distress syndrome. In addition, a num-
ber of studies have shown [3] that if gestational diabetes
mellitus patients are diagnosed and treated promptly and
correctly during pregnancy, the prognosis of mother and
baby will be significantly improved, and the incidence of
serious complications can be significantly reduced. Litera-
ture [4] has shown that timely and effective intervention
and treatment for pregnant women with gestational diabetes
can reduce the incidence of maternal and infant complica-
tions. Moreover, it is of great significance for improving
the systematic management of pregnant and lying-in
women, improving the quality of obstetric prevention and
treatment, and reducing the “three rates,” namely, maternal
mortality, perinatal mortality, and birth rate of sick and
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disabled children. Early intervention in pregnant women
with gestational diabetes mellitus to control blood sugar
within a satisfactory range is the key to improving preg-
nancy outcomes. Literature [5] also showed that the proba-
bility of early and midterm nursing intervention to control
blood sugar at normal levels was 86.8% and 84.1%, respec-
tively, and that of late intervention was 42.1%. It can be seen
that the treatment of gestational diabetes should be detected
and treated early in order to minimize the adverse effects on
pregnant women, fetuses, and newborns.

With the increasing awareness of gestational diabetes,
pregnant women generally attach great importance to the
changes in their bodies during pregnancy, which lays a good
foundation for strengthening nursing interventions during
pregnancy. How to control and manage the amniotic fluid
index, body weight, blood sugar, and other indicators during
pregnancy is of great significance to ensure the health of
mothers and babies. Some studies believe that after gesta-
tional diabetes is diagnosed, timely health education inter-
ventions will lay the foundation for the implementation of
other interventions in the later stages of pregnant women
with gestational diabetes [6]. Health education during
pregnancy can help pregnant women and their families
understand the dangers of gestational diabetes to maternal
and child health, understand the common symptoms and
treatment methods of gestational diabetes, and actively
cooperate with various inspections, which are helpful for
early detection and active cooperation. Studies have shown
that the needs of gestational diabetes patients and their
families for health education are urgent and multifaceted
[7]. By explaining the impact of gestational diabetes on
pregnant women, fetuses and newborns in simple terms,
pregnant women, and their families should pay more atten-
tion to this disease. Related research believes that for gesta-
tional diabetes, health education is more important than
drug treatment [8]. Research results show that implementing
health education can help pregnant women with gestational
diabetes to better cooperate with treatment, effectively con-
trol blood sugar, and improve pregnancy outcomes, thereby
ensuring maternal and child health [9].

Health education intervention can effectively improve
the diet, exercise, and personal hygiene habits of pregnant
women with gestational diabetes mellitus, improve the
compliance of pregnant women with gestational diabetes
mellitus [10], and significantly improve pregnancy out-
comes. Dietary intervention is the foundation and the most
important factor in the treatment of gestational diabetes.
Through dietary intervention, indicators such as weight gain
during pregnancy and delivery weight can be effectively
managed and controlled, thereby effectively improving preg-
nancy outcomes. At the same time, because dietary interven-
tion is greatly affected by factors such as the pregnant
woman herself and her family’s living habits, the interven-
tion process has many troublesome factors, and it is difficult
to implement. Therefore, the simultaneous use of dietary
intervention and health education and other interventions
has a greater impact on improving pregnancy outcomes for
a significant effect [11]. Dietary and nutritional care for
gestational diabetes patients is very important. Through

reasonable dietary intervention, it is beneficial to maintain
the blood sugar level in a reasonable range. Dietary interven-
tion is very necessary and very important for pregnant
women with gestational diabetes mellitus. However, when
implementing dietary intervention for pregnant women with
gestational diabetes mellitus, the daily calorie intake should
be reasonably determined based on the specific situation of
each pregnant woman, while ensuring the effective supply
of nutrients and heat energy for the healthy growth and
development of pregnant women and their fetuses, avoiding
starvation ketone bodies and postprandial hyperglycemia to
occur [12]. Therefore, dietary nursing intervention plays an
important role in the comprehensive nursing intervention
for pregnant women with gestational diabetes mellitus. At
the same time, some researchers believe that reasonable diet
plus exercise therapy is the first choice for the treatment of
gestational diabetes mellitus. About 75%-80% of pregnant
women with gestational diabetes mellitus can adjust their
blood sugar levels through lifestyle adjustments such as diet
and exercise ideal range [13]. The results of the literature
[14] show that nursing interventions have a positive impact
on the prognosis of gestational diabetes mellitus, and its
intervention effect is not inferior to the simple endocrinolo-
gist’s treatment. The study of literature [15] showed that
after implementing diet and exercise nursing intervention,
the incidence of maternal and infant complications in the
nursing intervention group was significantly lower than that
in the control group in 100 pregnant women with gesta-
tional diabetes mellitus in the intervention group compared
with the control group. Pregnant women with gestational
diabetes have many influences and constraints during preg-
nancy, so a single nursing intervention is easily interfered by
other factors, thus affecting the intervention effect. Judging
from the current domestic and foreign research, for preg-
nant women with gestational diabetes mellitus, comprehen-
sive and systematic intervention measures are more likely to
produce synergistic effects and then play the best interven-
tion effect [16].

With the rapid development of economy and society and
the continuous improvement of medical level, people’s
attention to health and material level has also increased
rapidly [17]. Pregnant women with gestational diabetes
and their families pay more and more attention to the
quality of pregnant women during pregnancy, and health
education plays an important role in hospital management.
It has been fully implemented, and dietary intervention has
become a commonly accepted nursing intervention for most
pregnant women, and exercise therapy is more likely to be
adopted by pregnant women [18]. Nursing interventions
such as psychological intervention, monitoring during
pregnancy, and infection prevention are gradually being
effectively applied in most studies [19]. The effect of exercise
therapy for gestational diabetes patients cannot be ignored.
Pregnant women with gestational diabetes maintain proper
exercise, which is not only beneficial to the health of mothers
and babies, but also to better control of blood sugar levels,
because the exercise of but also help to improve the sensitiv-
ity of insulin and gender receptor binding [20]. Improving
glucose tolerance and reducing insulin requirements in
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patients with gestational diabetes can be achieved through
appropriate exercise. Studies have shown that exercise has
a positive effect on enhancing the sensitivity of peripheral
tissues to insulin, improving the uptake and utilization of
glucose by muscle cells, and eliminating insulin resistance.
Upper extremity exercise intervention can help improve
the pregnancy outcomes of pregnant women with high risk
factors for diabetes [21]. Safe and effective exercise can
help rationally control the blood sugar level of pregnant
women with gestational diabetes. However, the specific
exercise method and single exercise time need to be com-
bined. Each pregnant woman’s own conditions are specif-
ically determined.

Prevention is the main strategy for disease control. The
realization of early prevention and control of GDM will
effectively delay or avoid the occurrence of GDM, improve
maternal and infant outcomes, and reduce social burden.
In the research on GDM intervention, both foreign and
domestic, most of them implement comprehensive nursing
measures such as health education, diet, and exercise inter-
vention, mainly through knowledge lectures, outpatient
consultation, telephone follow-up, etc. After a period of
follow-up, the intervention of the effect is analyzed. Most
of these studies focus on groups with GDM, lack of early
intervention for high-risk groups of GDM, and the interven-
tion measures are mostly formed on the basis of previous
summary, and the measures lack evidence-based support.
Effective intervention needs to be based on the correspond-
ing theory. The previous research lacks an effective theoret-
ical basis for the discussion of why the intervention, why the
individual changes, how the intervention can improve the
individual’s cognition, and how to ensure the compliance
and continuity of the intervention.

Pregnancy is a special physiological stage for women.
Patients with gestational diabetes will have a series of phys-
iological pressures and pathogenic anxiety. If diabetes during
pregnancy is not paid enough attention or treated in time, it
will often bring adverse consequences to mothers and babies.
To establish a harmonious and effective relative network,
family members must create a good family atmosphere, be
good at understanding the psychological activities of
patients, patiently listen to the requirements or questions
raised by patients, and provide targeted explanations and
guidance, so that patients can get the system of family,
friends, and medical staff. Support and timely eliminate the
doubts in the heart, so as to relieve the negative emotions
such as tension and fear to achieve the purpose of reducing
clinical medication.

In order to improve the nursing effect of gestational dia-
betes mellitus, this paper applies comprehensive nursing to
gestational diabetes mellitus nursing, explores the effect of
comprehensive nursing, and effectively improves the nursing
effect of gestational diabetes mellitus.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, patients diagnosed with gestational diabetes
mellitus by glucose screening in the outpatient department
of obstetrics and gynecology of the hospital were selected

as samples. The appropriate pregnant women who voluntar-
ily received comprehensive nursing intervention were
selected as the experimental group. The remaining gesta-
tional diabetes patients who did not receive comprehensive
nursing intervention or were unwilling to receive compre-
hensive nursing intervention served as the control group.
The relevant study design was approved by the ethics
committee. Inclusion criteria are as follows: control group:
pregnant women with gestational diabetes mellitus who
were diagnosed with gestational diabetes mellitus in the
obstetrics and gynecology outpatient clinic of the hospital
according to gestational age and parity and were hospitalized
in the obstetrics and gynecology department. Moreover, they
did not receive or were reluctant to undertake comprehen-
sive nursing interventions. Experimental group: the research
subjects were pregnant women who underwent glucose
screening in the outpatient department of obstetrics and
gynecology of the hospital for less than 28 weeks of gestation
and were diagnosed with gestational diabetes mellitus.
Before this pregnancy, there was no threatened miscarriage,
threatened premature birth, heart disease, hypertension,
placenta previa, intrauterine growth retardation, etc. Those
with education level above junior high school voluntarily
accept comprehensive nursing intervention. The diagnostic
criteria of the two groups of pregnant women were in line
with the diagnostic criteria of gestational diabetes mellitus
in the seventh edition of the Obstetrics and Gynecology
Textbook of the People’s Medical Publishing House. Exclu-
sion criteria are as follows: pregnant women with gestational
diabetes mellitus who failed to complete comprehensive
nursing interventions such as health education, diet inter-
vention, exercise intervention, and perinatal monitoring.

Comprehensive nursing intervention measures were
taken for pregnant women with gestational diabetes mellitus
included in the experimental group, and the implementation
of intervention measures was divided into three stages. The
first stage is when the gestational age is less than 28 weeks,
and the experiment focused on health education, supple-
mented by diet control and exercise intervention. The
second stage is from 28 to 36 gestational weeks. The experi-
ment focused on diet intervention, exercise intervention,
pregnancy care and self-monitoring, and health education
and psychological counseling for pregnant women. The
third stage is from 36 gestational weeks to postpartum.
While focusing on psychological intervention, infection
prevention, and perinatal monitoring, the experiment con-
tinued to carry out health education, dietary control, and
maternal blood glucose monitoring. The intervention
measures in the above three stages are focused on, intersect,
penetrate each other, and continue to play a role in different
stages. During the nursing intervention process, the preg-
nant women should be followed up every two weeks for
dietary intervention, exercise intervention, nursing during
pregnancy, self-monitoring, and blood sugar control. At
the same time, it is necessary to communicate and solve
new problems with pregnant women in a timely manner,
so as to improve the compliance of pregnant women with
nursing intervention, in order to achieve the best nursing
intervention effect. Blood sugar control standard is as
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follows: fasting blood sugar less than 5.3mmol/L, 2 hours
postprandial blood sugar less than 6.7mmol/L. Pregnant
women and newborns with gestational diabetes mellitus
included in the control group were treated with traditional
nursing methods. By comparing the differences in maternal
and infant outcomes between the experimental group and
the control group, the effect of comprehensive nursing inter-
vention on the pregnancy outcomes of the most gestational
diabetes mellitus was systematically reviewed.

During pregnancy, pregnant women with gestational
diabetes are prone to a series of special changes in physiol-
ogy and psychology due to lack of effective understanding
of pregnancy and fear of gestational diabetes, resulting in
elevated blood sugar, which threatens and affects the health
of mothers and babies. Therefore, timely health education
intervention can enable pregnant women to have a compre-
hensive understanding of pregnancy and diabetes and
improve the compliance of pregnant women and their fam-
ilies with dietary intervention and exercise intervention. Fur-
thermore, it helps to adjust and improve the pregnancy
environment of pregnant women with gestational diabetes
mellitus and helps to promote good outcomes for mothers
and infants. In the early stage of health education interven-
tion in this study, a professional gestational diabetes health
education group was established, which consisted of senior
obstetrics and gynecology experts, obstetric nurses, endocri-
nology experts, and nutritionists. For the gestational diabetes
patients and their families in the experimental group, we for-
mulated a targeted health education intervention plan based
on the actual situation of each pregnant woman. In addition,
the experiment carried out publicity and education on gesta-
tional diabetes related knowledge through multimedia teach-
ing, mobile phone text messages, establishment of WeChat,
groups, health education video clips, and bedside one-on-
one. At the same time, we introduced knowledge about
gestational diabetes to patients, so that they can understand
that appropriate scientific intervention can greatly improve
adverse pregnancy outcomes, so as to ensure good compli-
ance among educated people. In addition, we guided preg-
nant women to understand the disease comprehensively,
objectively, and correctly, improve the negative emotions
of pregnant women with gestational diabetes mellitus, main-
tain a good and stable psychological state, and promote
smooth and healthy childbirth. In addition, we organize
and carry out collective psychological counseling, give full
play to the role of collective education, and organize preg-
nant women in the experimental group to participate in
weekly knowledge counseling and expert lectures for gesta-
tional diabetes patients. Further, we try to guide the group
to create a good atmosphere and psychological orientation
of optimism and face up to reality, to encourage them to
support and encourage each other, and to ensure that the
interventions of diet and exercise are put into place. Accord-
ing to the specific conditions of each pregnant woman in the
experimental group, such as blood sugar level and body mass
index, a personalized dietary intervention plan was reason-
ably determined to ensure the effective supply of nutrients
needed by pregnant women during pregnancy and healthy
growth and development of the fetus. We educated pregnant

women with gestational diabetes mellitus in the experimen-
tal group to combine their own physical conditions with
appropriate exercise. At the same time, we educated them
to pay close attention to their own feelings, scientifically
grasp the time and intensity of each exercise, ensure that
the exercise is safe, effective, and reasonable, and avoid
exercising on an empty stomach as much as possible. More-
over, we instructed pregnant women with gestational diabe-
tes mellitus in the experimental group to master their own
methods of checking blood sugar and make records. In addi-
tion, we educate and guide pregnant women with gestational
diabetes mellitus, adhere to regular weight measurement,
master weight changes, adhere to regular daily blood pres-
sure measurement, observe blood pressure fluctuations,
and make relevant records carefully. After the gestational
age reached 28 weeks, we taught the pregnant women in
the experimental group how to count fetal movements and
record them. If there is a decrease in fetal movement, the
number of fetal movements per hour is less than 4 times,
or the fetal movement is too frequent, and the number of
fetal movements per 12 hours exceeds 40 times; the pregnant
woman should go to the hospital for examination and
treatment in time accompanied by her family to effectively
rule out intrauterine distress. In addition, we instructed the
pregnant women in the experimental group to develop good
hygiene habits, pay attention to indoor hygiene, change and
wash intimate clothing every day, especially pay attention to
strengthening personal oral hygiene, and pay attention to
maintaining perineal hygiene to effectively enhance their
own resistance. If pregnant women find symptoms of infec-
tion during pregnancy, they should contact the competent
doctor in time and take effective treatment measures in time,
so that the symptoms of infection can be effectively con-
trolled in time to avoid the expansion of infection.

In the second and later stages of pregnancy, through the
intervention of health education in the previous stage, preg-
nant women have a certain understanding of pregnancy and
diabetes. On this basis, combined with the staged needs of
pregnant women and fetuses for healthy development,
dietary intervention, exercise intervention, and pregnancy
monitoring were implemented. At the same time, health
education interventions need to continue to be carried out
to ensure the effective implementation of dietary interven-
tions, exercise interventions, and pregnancy monitoring.
Through a full range of comprehensive nursing interven-
tions, pregnant women are guided to achieve good physical
and psychological outcomes.

3. Result

The amniotic fluid index, BMI, weight gain during
pregnancy, delivery weight, fasting blood sugar, and 2h
postprandial blood sugar in the experimental group of preg-
nant women with gestational diabetes are lower/lower than
those in the control group. The results of statistical analysis
show that the differences between the experimental group
and the control group in the above indicators are statistically
significant (P < 0:05), as shown in Tables 1–6, and the corre-
sponding statistical graphs are shown in Figures 1–6.
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4. Analysis and Discussion

The comparison of pregnancy outcome indicators between
the experimental group and the control group shows that
there are no cases of gestational hypertension in the experi-
mental group, while many cases of gestational hypertension
occurred in the control group. The comparison of pregnancy
outcome indicators between the experimental group and the
control group shows that there are no cases of gestational

hypertension in the experimental group, while many cases
of gestational hypertension occurred in the control group.
There is statistically significant difference in the incidence
of gestational hypertension between the two groups
(P < 0:05). Regarding the preterm birth index, the preterm
birth rate of the experimental group and the control group
in the control group is higher than that in the experimental
group, and the statistical analysis showed that the difference
is statistically significant (P < 0:05). The comparison result

Table 1: Comparison table of amniotic fluid index.

Number Test group (mm) Control group (mm)

1 107.03 172.97

2 117.96 77.59

3 125.28 85.91

4 100.30 80.93

5 80.80 164.31

6 99.40 123.96

7 132.38 143.18

8 90.80 154.63

9 100.71 165.31

10 95.07 77.64

11 107.68 102.38

12 114.18 112.90

13 103.34 90.70

14 94.96 110.48

15 109.01 102.24

16 96.91 149.07

17 108.92 75.00

18 107.65 107.06

19 111.35 155.72

20 90.42 168.96

21 104.12 129.11

22 123.87 111.67

23 94.35 138.21

24 80.80 100.56

25 120.54 143.04

26 125.74 82.57

27 132.14 136.48

28 110.22 100.65

29 113.57 109.97

30 113.07 144.23

31 103.70 161.84

32 114.06 92.76

33 117.03 149.19

34 86.49 146.41

35 115.53 122.26

36 93.94 112.31

37 116.73 85.12

38 86.40 151.97

39 121.13 163.18

40 126.77 81.72

Table 2: Comparison table of BMI.

Number Test group (kg/m2) Control group (kg/m2)

1 18.86 18.94

2 20.31 18.05

3 21.71 17.78

4 20.21 17.62

5 19.77 22.92

6 19.74 24.54

7 20.18 20.96

8 20.91 19.28

9 19.86 20.49

10 20.06 24.36

11 20.52 17.40

12 18.84 17.50

13 20.34 18.48

14 21.51 20.26

15 20.54 24.45

16 19.62 24.18

17 20.16 17.51

18 21.15 19.37

19 20.87 20.70

20 21.65 17.59

21 19.66 23.71

22 21.94 22.96

23 19.93 18.34

24 20.13 19.30

25 21.75 18.65

26 20.31 24.05

27 20.29 21.95

28 19.43 23.32

29 21.52 20.42

30 19.42 18.62

31 20.36 23.70

32 19.27 21.47

33 21.65 24.66

34 21.22 22.20

35 19.40 24.66

36 20.17 24.42

37 20.68 19.25

38 19.64 19.60

39 20.46 19.02

40 19.18 18.09
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of the cesarean section rate shows that the control group was
higher than the experimental group, and the statistical anal-
ysis showed that the difference is statistically significant
(P < 0:05).

The comparison of the incidence of polyhydramnios
shows that the control group was higher than the experi-
mental group, and the statistical analysis shows that the
difference was statistically significant (P < 0:05). The com-
parison results of fetal distress rate show that the real control

group was higher than the experimental group, and the
statistical analysis shows that the difference was statistically
significant (P < 0:05). The comparison of postpartum hem-
orrhage rate shows that the control group is higher than
the experimental group, and the statistical analysis shows
that the difference is statistically significant (P < 0:05). The
comparison of urinary system infection rate shows that the
control group is higher than the experimental group, and
the statistical analysis showed that the difference is

Table 3: Comparison table of weight gain during pregnancy.

Number Test group (kg) Control group (kg)

1 18.69 20.97

2 15.98 18.64

3 15.69 16.94

4 17.37 21.65

5 15.61 16.60

6 16.68 14.86

7 17.37 19.39

8 18.37 13.99

9 15.65 17.33

10 17.18 20.54

11 15.46 16.81

12 18.15 12.69

13 19.22 16.35

14 15.53 13.68

15 17.96 21.65

16 18.15 22.28

17 15.53 18.83

18 17.53 23.24

19 15.49 12.60

20 15.73 21.94

21 17.22 22.70

22 17.93 22.35

23 18.37 23.18

24 17.12 13.36

25 18.79 22.74

26 17.96 12.63

27 19.38 18.10

28 16.11 20.88

29 17.71 22.03

30 15.73 13.84

31 16.05 16.14

32 18.76 20.91

33 15.32 16.38

34 19.31 12.44

35 17.38 14.99

36 19.27 22.00

37 17.46 13.40

38 17.32 14.14

39 15.86 13.98

40 17.04 22.12

Table 4: Comparison table of weight at delivery.

Number Test group (kg) Control group (kg)

1 68.99 70.59

2 64.77 76.99

3 64.09 62.18

4 67.84 76.46

5 62.16 68.01

6 68.15 72.15

7 73.71 73.02

8 62.39 62.25

9 72.89 78.20

10 64.04 67.86

11 73.50 74.61

12 61.66 75.61

13 64.26 61.24

14 73.78 65.98

15 64.89 69.54

16 64.34 75.81

17 62.16 66.62

18 67.23 69.21

19 62.26 79.12

20 74.48 70.56

21 74.62 68.94

22 66.68 62.07

23 62.56 79.27

24 68.67 67.18

25 63.42 62.55

26 64.98 67.50

27 67.93 73.76

28 74.35 65.81

29 61.29 74.25

30 74.73 77.00

31 72.70 63.62

32 73.28 71.97

33 74.04 68.85

34 66.15 69.77

35 63.39 66.84

36 72.13 64.00

37 65.93 65.78

38 68.30 74.39

39 61.31 66.17

40 73.50 67.24
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statistically significant (P < 0:05). There is no significant dif-
ference in the incidence of placenta previa and premature
rupture of membranes between the experimental group
and the control group (P < 0:05). In conclusion, in addition
to placenta previa and premature rupture of membranes, in
the comparison of pregnancy outcome indicators such as
gestational hypertension, premature birth, cesarean section,
polyhydramnios, fetal distress, postpartum hemorrhage,

and urinary tract infection, the incidence rates of related
pregnancy outcomes in the control group are higher than
those in the experimental group, and the differences are sta-
tistically significant (P < 0:05).

With the increasing awareness of gestational diabetes,
pregnant women generally attach great importance to the
changes in their bodies during pregnancy, which lays a good
foundation for strengthening nursing interventions during

Table 5: Comparison table of fasting blood glucose.

Number Test group (mmol/L) Control group (mmol/L)

1 4.48 5.49

2 4.59 6.09

3 5.32 6.09

4 4.26 5.93

5 4.68 5.40

6 4.43 6.12

7 4.77 5.29

8 5.29 5.24

9 4.41 5.37

10 5.23 4.98

11 4.13 6.08

12 5.10 4.90

13 5.30 5.82

14 3.97 5.23

15 4.81 5.75

16 4.36 5.67

17 4.89 5.78

18 4.50 5.65

19 5.02 5.95

20 4.08 5.66

21 5.07 5.38

22 4.68 5.59

23 4.71 5.90

24 4.52 4.70

25 5.09 5.37

26 4.95 6.17

27 5.31 5.72

28 4.88 5.32

29 4.64 5.81

30 5.24 5.92

31 4.24 5.84

32 5.06 5.46

33 4.36 5.31

34 5.08 4.80

35 4.82 5.30

36 4.02 4.86

37 4.13 4.79

38 5.20 4.97

39 4.65 5.43

40 5.26 4.74

Table 6: The comparison table of 2 h postprandial blood glucose.

Number Test group (mmol/L) Control group (mmol/L)

1 6.17 6.55

2 6.52 6.72

3 6.43 7.59

4 6.87 6.32

5 5.96 6.35

6 5.92 6.65

7 6.29 6.38

8 6.61 6.92

9 6.19 7.35

10 5.89 6.21

11 6.57 5.99

12 6.54 5.93

13 5.49 6.93

14 6.55 6.46

15 5.58 6.35

16 5.56 6.38

17 5.98 6.93

18 6.48 6.84

19 6.19 6.35

20 5.90 6.38

21 5.30 6.34

22 6.85 6.94

23 6.54 6.48

24 6.35 6.86

25 5.47 6.32

26 6.25 6.58

27 6.34 6.45

28 5.37 6.67

29 5.96 6.38

30 6.41 7.91

31 5.99 10.28

32 5.91 6.92

33 5.52 6.32

34 5.92 11.07

35 6.21 7.41

36 6.10 6.35

37 6.21 6.84

38 5.79 6.35

39 5.56 6.38

40 5.40 6.67
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Figure 1: Statistical diagram of amniotic fluid index.
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Figure 4: Statistical diagram of weight at delivery.
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Figure 6: Statistical diagram of 2 h postprandial blood glucose.
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pregnancy. Moreover, how to control and manage the
amniotic fluid index, body weight, blood sugar, and other
indicators during pregnancy is of great significance to ensure
the health of mothers and babies. Health education interven-
tion can effectively improve the diet, exercise, and personal
hygiene habits of pregnant women with gestational diabetes
mellitus, improve the compliance of pregnant women with
gestational diabetes mellitus, and significantly improve
pregnancy outcomes. In addition, dietary intervention is
the basis and the most important factor in the treatment of
gestational diabetes. Through dietary intervention, indica-
tors such as weight gain during pregnancy and delivery
weight can be effectively managed and controlled, thereby
effectively improving pregnancy outcomes. At the same
time, dietary intervention is greatly affected by factors such
as the pregnant woman herself and her family’s living habits,
and there are many troublesome factors in the intervention
process, making it more difficult to implement. Therefore,
the simultaneous use of dietary interventions and interven-
tions such as health education has a more significant effect
on improving pregnancy outcomes. Moreover, dietary and
nutritional care of patients with gestational diabetes mellitus
is very important. Through reasonable dietary intervention,
it is beneficial to maintain the blood sugar level in a reason-
able range, and dietary intervention is very necessary and
very important for pregnant women with gestational diabe-
tes mellitus. However, when implementing dietary interven-
tion for pregnant women with gestational diabetes mellitus,
the daily calorie intake should be reasonably determined
based on the specific conditions of each pregnant woman.
While ensuring the effective supply of nutrients and heat
energy for the healthy growth and development of pregnant
women and their fetuses, avoid starvation ketone bodies
and postprandial hyperglycemia. Therefore, dietary nursing
intervention plays an important role in the comprehensive
nursing intervention for pregnant women with gestational
diabetes mellitus.

The effect of exercise therapy for gestational diabetes
patients cannot be ignored. Pregnant women with gesta-
tional diabetes maintain proper exercise, which is not only
beneficial to the health of mothers and babies, but also to
better control of blood sugar levels. The reason is that the
movement of skeletal muscle can not only consume energy
but also help to increase the sensitivity of insulin binding
to receptors. Improving glucose tolerance and reducing
insulin requirements in patients with gestational diabetes
can be achieved through appropriate exercise. Studies have
shown that exercise has a positive effect on enhancing the
sensitivity of peripheral tissues to insulin, improving the
uptake and utilization of glucose by muscle cells, and
eliminating insulin resistance. Moreover, upper extremity
exercise intervention can help improve the pregnancy out-
comes of pregnant women with high risk factors for diabe-
tes, and safe and effective appropriate exercise can help to
reasonably control the blood sugar level of pregnant
women with gestational diabetes. However, the specific
exercise method and the single exercise time need to be
determined in combination with each pregnant woman’s
own conditions.
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Deep blind watermarking algorithms based on an end-to-end encoder-decoder architecture have recently been extensively studied
as an important technology for protecting copyright. However, none of the existing algorithms can fully utilize the channel
features of the image to improve the robustness against JPEG compression while obtaining high visual quality. Therefore, we
propose firstly a mixed-frequency channel attention method in the encoder, which utilizes different frequency components of
the 2D-DCT domain as weight coefficients during channel squeezing and excitation. Its essence is to suppress the useless
feature maps and enhance the feature maps suitable for watermarking embedding by introducing frequency analysis in the
channel dimension. The experimental results indicate that the PSNR of our method reaches over 38 and the BER is less than
0.01% under the JPEG compression with quality factor Q = 50. Besides, the proposed framework also obtains excellent
robustness for a variety of common distortions, including Gaussian filter, crop, crop out, and drop out.

1. Introduction

As the mobile Internet industry develops rapidly, people
gain access to large amounts of multimedia information.
However, the deluge of multimedia information has resulted
in a series of issues, including copyright conflicts and mali-
cious tampering. Image encryption [1, 2], steganography
[3, 4], digital watermarking [5], and other technologies came
into being to solve the problem caused by information leak-
age. Digital watermarking, an effective technology for pro-
tecting copyright, has been used in image, audio, video,
and other fields [6–11]. Digital image watermarking is one
of the most important research directions for digital water-
marking. The principle of digital image watermarking is to
embed secret messages into the cover image in a way that
is imperceptible to the human visual system, and the secret
messages can still be recovered even if the encoded image
is modified.

Traditional digital image watermarking algorithms are
mainly divided into spatial watermarking and frequency
watermarking. The spatial watermarking algorithms embed

the watermark directly by modifying the image pixel, but
this method is easily detected by a statistical method [12].
Therefore, researchers began to pay attention to the fre-
quency domain, and they found that watermark embedding
in DCT [13], DWT [14], and other frequency domains has
better robustness and image visual quality. However, these
traditional methods rely heavily on artificial shallow feature
extraction, and they cannot make full use of the cover image,
which greatly limits the robustness of the algorithm.

In recent years, with the success of deep neural networks
in information hiding [15, 16] and other fields [17–21],
some digital watermarking algorithms based on the deep
neural network (DNN) have emerged [22, 23]. Kandi et al.
[24] firstly applied a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) to watermarking, which offers superior invisibility
and robustness over traditional methods. However, the
method is nonblind watermarking, which only applies in a
narrow area. Ahmadi et al. [25] proposed a blind water-
marking based on CNN, in which the circular convolution
blocks are used to expand secret messages into the whole
cover image to withstand geometric distortions. Zhu et al.
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[26] proposed an end-to-end DNN-based model for water-
marking and a method called JPEG-Mask, which simulates
the nondifferential JPEG compression. However, the simu-
lated JPEG compression added as a noise layer to the train-
ing cannot achieve the effect that real JPEG compression
plays. Therefore, a two-stage separable deep watermarking
framework [27] was proposed. In stage I, only the encoder
and decoder were initially trained to perform powerfully in
encoding and decoding, and the decoder is individually
fine-tuned by nondifferential distortions in stage II. The
two-stage method may find the locally optimal results but
cannot find the globally optimal results. Jia et al. [28] pro-
posed a Mini-Batch of Real and Simulated JPEG compres-
sion (MBRS) method. For each minibatch image, one of
the simulated JPEG, real JPEG compression, and a noise-
free layer (identity) is selected randomly as the noise layer,
and the gradient direction is updated in real time to find
the globally optimal result. However, the above-mentioned
methods ignore the frequency analysis, which can be com-
bined with channel feature selection to improve the visual
quality and robustness.

In order to address the aforementioned problems, based
on the previous work [29, 30] about frequency analysis being
introduced into DNN, we proposed a new attention method
in this paper, which consists of two branches. One branch
utilizes several squeeze-and-excitation (SE) [31] blocks to
extract the lowest-frequency components of the DCT
domain [32] from the channel feature maps to obtain the
basic information of the cover image. The other branch uti-
lizes frequency channel attention (FCA) [29] blocks to
extract the low-frequency components of channel feature
maps to reserve some details. Intuitively, we think that mul-
tifrequency components can capture more details to
improve visual quality and the combined components of
channels can withstand JPEG compression. Besides, we
add a diffusion block that is a fully connected layer used in
[28] into the message processor to diffuse the secret message
into the whole image. In our architecture, we use the
strength factor to adjust the trade-off between robustness
and imperceptibility. The results indicate that under JPEG
compression, our method can achieve higher image quality
and the decoding bit error rate (BER) is close to almost
0%. Moreover, we can train a model with a combined noise
layer, making it robust for many common distortions.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

(i) To our knowledge, we are the first to introduce the
frequency channel attention into digital watermark-
ing, and we propose a mixed-frequency channel
attention method for robust and blind image
watermarking

(ii) We choose 16 low-frequency channel components
according to the zigzag form as the compression
weight coefficients for the FCA channel attention
block in our proposed scheme. Experimental results
show that this selection scheme is superior to the
midfrequency and high-frequency components
when the noise layer is JPEG compression

(iii) We propose a two-branch structure, which concen-
trates on the information from the lowest-frequency
channel feature map and other low-frequency chan-
nel feature maps. The results of the experiments
indicate that this structure can perform better than
other mixed-frequency channel attention structures

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the details of the proposed framework.
Experiments and comparisons with relative schemes are pre-
sented in Section 3. The discussion and analyses are
described in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Proposed Framework and Method

2.1. Network Architecture. As shown in Figure 1, the whole
model includes five components: message processor,
encoder, noise layer, decoder, and adversary.

2.1.1. Message Processor MP. The message processor is
mainly responsible for processing the message and inputting
the processed feature maps into the encoder. MP receives the
binary secret message M of length l that is composed of f0
, 1g and outputs the message feature maps Men of shape C′
×H ×W, where C′ is the channel number of the feature
map. Specifically, the messageM is generated randomly with
a length of l and is reshaped to f0, 1g1×h×w. It is then ampli-
fied by a 3 × 3 ConvBNReLU layer, which consists of a con-
volutional layer, batch normalization, and ReLU activation
function and is expanded to C ×H ×W by several trans-
posed convolution layers. Finally, to expand the message
more appropriately, the features of the message are extracted
by several SE blocks that maintain the shape.

2.1.2. Encoder E. An encoder with the parameter θE takes a
RGB color image Ico of the shape 3 ×H ×W and the message
maps Men as input and outputs an encoded image Ien of the
shape 3 ×H ×W. For selecting channel features better, we uti-
lize a mixed-frequency channel attention block that includes
several SE blocks and an FCA block as shown in Figure 1.
The whole encoder consists of several 3 × 3 ConvBNReLU
layers, a mixed-frequency channel attention block, and a 1 ×
1 convolutional layer. Firstly, we amplify the cover image
through a 3 × 3 ConvBNReLU layer and then extract image
features of the same shape with the proposed attention block.
The feature maps obtained by the attention block are then
concentrated through a 3 × 3 ConvBNReLU layer. We feed
the cover image features and message feature maps obtained
from the message processor into a 3 × 3 ConvBNReLU layer
for simple fusion. Then, we concatenate the obtained tensor
and the cover image into a new tensor and feed it into a 1 ×
1 convolutional layer to obtain the encoded image Ien. Train-
ing the encoder is aimed at minimizing the L2 distance
between Ico and Ien by updating θE:

LE1 = MSE Ico, Ienð Þ =MSE Ico, E θE , Ico,Menð Þð Þ: ð1Þ

2.1.3. Noise Layer N. The robustness of the whole model is
provided by the noise layer. We select different noises from
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the appointed noise pool as the noise layer. It receives Ien and
outputs the noised image Ino of the same shape. Besides, the
end-to-end model requires all noises to join in the process of
training. Therefore, we proposed the MBRS method [28] as
the training method for the noise layer.

2.1.4. Decoder D. The task of the decoder with parameter θD
is to recover the secret message MD of length L from the
noised image Ino. The component determines the ability of
the whole model to extract watermarking. In the decoding
stage, we feed the noised image Ino to a 3 × 3 ConvBNReLU
layer and downsample the obtained feature maps by several
SE blocks. Then, we convert the multichannel tensor into a
single-channel tensor through a 3 × 3 convolutional layer
and change the shape of the single-channel tensor to obtain

the decoded message MD. The objective of decoder training
is to minimize the distance between M and MD by updating
parameters θD to make them the same:

LD =MSE M,MDð Þ =MSE M,D θD, Inoð Þð Þ: ð2Þ

Since it plays an important role in the bit error rate indi-
cator, the loss function accounts for the largest proportion of
the total loss function.

2.1.5. Adversary Discriminator A. The adversary discrimina-
tor [33] consists of several 3 × 3 ConvBNReLU layers and a
global average pooling layer. Under the influence of the
adversarial network, the encoder will try to deceive the
adversary as much as possible, so that the adversary cannot
make a correct judgment on Ico and Ien. And update

Encoder
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Ico
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LFCA

Ien

N

Decoder

Ino

reshape

M

M'

Message Processor Adversary
Discriminator

Discrimina
tor

cover encoded

LFCA Block SE Block Transposed Conv ConvBNReLU 1×1 Conv2d
Channel
Concatenation

Figure 1: Overall model architecture. The message processor can learn the method for expanding message and realizing redundancy by the
transposed convolutional layer; the encoder includes the mixed-frequency channel attention block which embeds the secret message into the
whole cover image, the noise layer changes the kind of noise according to the MBRS method for offering the robustness, and the decoder
extracts the secret message from the encoded image. An adversary discriminator is used to distinguish the cover image and the encoded
image.
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Figure 2: (a) The working theory of the FCA block. (b) The method of selecting frequency components in the DCT domain.
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parameters θE to minimize LE2
to improve the encoding

visual quality of the encoder:

LE2
= log A θA, Ienð Þð Þ = log A θA, E θE, Ico,Menð Þð Þð Þ: ð3Þ

The discriminator with parameters θA needs to distin-
guish between Ico and Ien as a binary classifier. The goal of
the adversary is to minimize the loss of classification LA by
updating θA:

LA = log 1 − A θA, E θE, Ico,Menð Þð Þð Þ + log A θA, Icoð Þð Þ: ð4Þ

The total loss function is L = λELE1 + λDLD + λALE2
, and

loss LA is for the adversary discriminator.

2.2. Squeeze-and-Excitation Networks. An SE channel atten-
tion mechanism focuses on exploring the correlation of
channel dimensions by modelling the relationships between
channels and adaptively adjusting the feature values of each
channel so that the attention network learns global informa-
tion and reinforces the useful information while suppressing
the useless information. The SE channel attention network is
divided into two-step operations including squeeze and exci-
tation. Squeeze is specifically a global average pooling oper-
ation that compresses the size of feature map from C × h ×w
into C × 1 × 1, the result of which can represent global

Table 1: Comparison with the SOTA. We realized the model opening source in [28], while directly using the results included as reported in
[26, 27] under quality factor 50. However, SSIM is not reported in [26, 27], for which we empty these items. PSNR is measured for RGB
channels, except in [26]; they use the Y channel of the YUV color space.

Model HiDDeN [26] TSDL [27] MBRS [28] Ours

Image size 128 × 128 128 × 128 128 × 128 128 × 128
Message length 30 30 64 64

Noise layer JPEG-Mask JPEG Mixed Mixed

PSNR 30.09 33.51 36.49 38.13

SSIM — — 0.9173 0.9472

BER 15% 22.3% 0.0092% 0.0078%

Figure 3: Examples of showing the robustness of the model against JPEG compression (Q = 50) with experimental results. From top to
bottom are the cover images, the encoded images, the noised images, the residual between cover images and encoded image, and the
normalization of the residual signal.
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information. The excitation operation can be considered a
combination of two fully connected layers. The tensor
obtained after the squeeze operation is first fully connected
to compress the C dimensional tensor to C/r dimension
and activated by the ReLU function and then fully connected
again to transform the C/r dimension back to c dimension
and activated by the sigmoid function to obtain the weight
tensor. Finally, the weight tensor with 1 × 1 obtained by
the excitation operation is scaled by the original tensor with
C × h ×w.

2.3. Frequency Channel Attention

2.3.1. The Basic Principle on FCA. Previous studies have tried
to explain the relationship between the DCT and global
average pooling (GAP) and hoped to mine the information
of the DCT domain to better extract features from channels.
In this section, we firstly review the formulas of 2D-DCT
and GAP, and then, based on the aforementioned work,
we elaborate on the principle of the FCA block and the selec-
tion of frequency components.

To express the basic functions of the two-dimensional
(2D) DCT and the entire 2D-DCT more simply, we removed

some constant normalization coefficients, but they did not
affect the results, just a principle explanation:

bi,ju,v = cos πu
H

i + 1
2

� �� �
cos πv

W
j + 1

2

� �� �
, ð5Þ

F2d
u,v = 〠

H−1

i=0
〠
W−1

j=0
x2di,j b

i,j
u,v: ð6Þ

F2d is the computed 2D-DCT transform domain matrix,
x2d is the input, H is the height of x2d ,W is the width of x2d ,
and u ∈ f0, 1,⋯,H − 1g and v ∈ f0, 1,⋯,W − 1g. GAP is a
special case of 2D-DCT when u = 0 and v = 0 in equation
(6), and its result is proportional to the lowest-frequency
component of 2D-DCT and is confirmed in [29]:

F0, 02d = 〠
H−1

i=0
〠
W−1

j=0
x2di,j cos

0
H

i + 1
2

� �� �
cos 0

W
j + 1

2

� �� �

= gap x2d
� �

HW:

ð7Þ

Table 2: Results of robustness against other distortions. We add an additive diffusion block into the message processor for improving the
shortcoming that our original structure is not robust enough against crop, crop out, and drop out and make a comparison with [26–28]
trained by a combined noise layer. The strength factor is adjusted for comparison under PSNR = 33:5.

Noise Identity Crop out p = 0:3ð Þ Drop out p = 0:3ð Þ Crop p = 0:035ð Þ GF σ = 2ð Þ JPEG Q = 50ð Þ
HiDDeN [26] 0% 6% 7% 12% 4% 37%

TSDL [27] 0% 2.7% 2.6% 11% 1.4% 23.8%

MBRS [28] 0% 0.0027% 0.0087% 4.15% 0.011% 4.48%

Ours 0% 0.0013% 0.0080% 3.24% 0.293% 2.61%

Noise Layer Crop(0.035)

3.08%BER
(combined)

psnr=32.75db

Normalize
(Ino−Ico)

(Ino−Ico)

Ino

Ico

Ien

Crop out(0.3)

0.0067%

Drop out(0.3)

0.0040%

JPEG(50)

1.94%

GF(2)

0.228%

Salt&Pepper(0.1)

0.665%

GN(0.1)

0.859%

Middle Filter(3)

0%

Figure 4: Robustness against different traditional noises. We tested different noises including those that were not included in the trained
combined noise layer under strength factor s = 1. The combined noise layer consists of JPEG-Mask (Q = 50), real JPEG (Q = 50), identity,
and crop (p = 0:0225). Top: cover image Ico; second: encoded image Ien; third: noised image Ino; fourth: residual between Ino and Ico; and
bottom: the normalization of the residual signal.
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Table 3: Results of transparency against other distortions. For revealing the advantage of our proposed method, we make a comparison of
PSNR and SSIM with [26, 28] by adjusting strength factor S to keep the BER at 0%. Because the experiment of [27] is not done, we do not list
it.

Metric Model Crop p = 0:035ð Þ Crop out p = 0:3ð Þ Drop out p = 0:3ð Þ GF σ = 2ð Þ Identity

PSNR

HiDDeN [26] 35.20 47.24 42.52 40.55 44.63

MBRS [28] 32.15 46.77 48.50 40.74 42.81

Ours 33.01 47.26 49.43 42.30 45.71

SSIM

HiDDeN [26] — — — — —

MBRS [28] 0.7872 0.9910 0.9936 0.9670 0.9740

Ours 0.8225 0.9924 0.9945 0.9760 0.9867

BER

HiDDeN [26] 0% 3% 0% 0% 0%

MBRS [28] 0.72% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Ours 0.29% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Table 4: BER, PSNR, and SSIM values under different strength factors S and quality factors of JPEG Q.

Strength factor 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

BER

Q = 10 35.03% 27.91% 21.80% 16.86% 13.02% 10.06%

Q = 30 15.65% 5.94% 1.63% 0.33% 0.047% 0.0053%

Q = 50 7.74% 1.11% 0.0778% 0.0050% 0.0012% 0.00%

Q = 70 3.87% 0.370% 0.0170% 0.0009% 0.00% 0.00%

Q = 90 2.53% 0.202% 0.0078% 0.0006% 0.00% 0.00%

PSNR 45.92 42.40 39.89 37.95 36.37 35.03

SSIM 0.9893 0.9773 0.9623 0.9455 0.9274 0.9086

With
discriminator

Without
discriminator

With
discriminator

Without
discriminator

Figure 5: The results of encoding with and without a discriminator: top: cover image Ico; second: encoded image Ien; third: noised image Ino;
fourth: residual signal between Ien and Ico; and bottom: the normalization of the residual signal.
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The input to the channel attention block is divided into
many parts along the channel dimension. A corresponding
2D-DCT frequency component is assigned to each part,
and the 2D-DCT-transformed results can be used as the
compression results of channel attention. All transformed
parts are concatenated to produce a complete compressed
vector. Finally, the obtained compressed weight tensor with
1 × 1 × C and the original input tensor are multiplied to get
the final result.

2.4. Criteria for Choosing Frequency Components. According
to the above proof, the squeezing operation of the SE atten-
tion block is equivalent to the lowest-frequency component
in the corresponding 2D-DCT coefficients. Usually, this
component concentrates on most of the energy information
of the image, and the conclusion is also valid for channel fea-
tures. SEnets are a very effective attention network used in
most computer vision tasks, but most of the frequency
domain components are discarded, some of which are bene-
ficial to improve the performance of watermarking and
should not be excluded. Therefore, in order to better com-
press the channel and introduce more information, we used
the FCA block to expand the GAP to more 2D-DCT fre-
quency components. Specific details of the implementation
are shown in Figure 2(a). We divide 8 × 8 blocks according
to the principle of JPEG compression and select the
lowest-frequency component and 15 other low-frequency
components according to the form of zigzag as the coeffi-
cients of the squeezing operation in the FCA block, as shown
in Figure 2(b).

2.5. Noise Layer

2.5.1. JPEG Compression. In the real JPEG compression pro-
cess, we need to quantize the DCT coefficients according to
the quantization tables and round them up to the nearest
whole number, but the process is nondifferential, which
means that the gradient propagates back and the decoding

loss will be zero. To address the above-mentioned problem,
we use the MBRS method, which can effectively solve the
problem about nondifferential distortions.

2.5.2. Traditional Noise Attack. In the field of blind water-
marking, some typical noises are often used to test the
robustness of the model. In our work, we train five different
models separately on the noises, which include crop ðp =
0:035Þ, crop out ðp = 0:3Þ, drop out ðp = 0:3Þ, Gaussian filter
ðσ = 2Þ, and identity. Besides, we train a combined noise
model with JPEG-Mask ðQ = 50Þ, JPEG ðQ = 50Þ, crop ðp
= 0:0225Þ, and identity, which can resist most of the
distortions.

2.6. Strength Factor. We use Idiff = Ien − Ico to represent the
residual signal between the encoded image and the cover
image and adjust the trade-off between the visual quality
and the bit error rate by the strength factor S: Ien,s = Ico + S
· Idiff . The generated image Ien,s is fed into the noise layer
to obtain the noised image Ino. We keep S on 1 in the train-
ing process and change the S in the testing process for differ-
ent applications. Because our method is a blind
watermarking, the trick is used only in the encoder.

3. Experiments and Results

3.1. Experimental Setup, Metrics, and Baselines. To evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed method, we use 10000 ran-
dom images from the ImageNet dataset [34] for training and
5000 images from the COCO dataset [35] for testing, aiming
at ensuring the generation of the trained model. We select
the JPEG compression function in the PIL package as test-
ing. The strength factor is set as 1 during training. For the
weight factors of the loss function, we choose λE = 1, λD =
10, and λA = 0:0001. For the optimized function, Adam
[36] is applied with a learning rate of 10−3 and default hyper-
parameters. Each model is trained for 100 epochs with a
batchsize 16. PSNR and SSIM [37] measure the similarity
between Ien and Ico. Robustness is measured by the the dif-
ference called BER between the decoded message and secret
message. Our baselines for comparison are [26, 27] and [28].
In pursuit of the real results, we realize the MBRS [28] based
on the open source of both codes and models. We also try to
conduct experiments of [26, 27] but could not reproduce the
best performance that they reported. In order to respect the
results that they reported, we directly use their published
results.

3.2. Comparison with SOTA Methods

3.2.1. Robustness. We train a model with JPEG-Mask ðQ =
50Þ, real JPEG ðQ = 50Þ, and identity to demonstrate the
robustness of our model against JPEG compression. All the
testing processes are performed under real JPEG ðQ = 50Þ.
As shown in Table 1, compared to the other method, our
model achieves the PSNR that is higher than 38 and the
BER that is less than 0.01%, which indicates that our model
not only maintains higher image quality for JPEG compres-
sion but also achieves lower BER. Figure 3 indicates that the
messages are embedded in most areas of the cover images. In

LFCA

SE&LFCA LFCA&SE

SE

LFCA SE

Figure 6: The other structures of mixed-frequency channel
attention, which are proposed in the ablation experiment. The
structure called LFCA is only composed of several frequency
channel attention blocks with low-frequency components. The
structure called SE consists of several SE channel attention blocks.
The structure called SE&LFCA inserts an FCA block behind the
SE blocks. The structure called LFCA&SE inserts FCA blocks in
front of the SE blocks.
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Table 5: Comparison with the ablation experimental results, with the best results in bold and second bests in blue. We compared the
performance with four mixed-frequency channel attention variants under JPEG compression ðQ = 50Þ.
Model SE LFCA SE&LFCA LFCA&SE Ours

Image size 128 × 128 128 × 128 128 × 128 128 × 128 128 × 128
Message length 64 64 64 64 64

Noise layer Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed

PSNR 37.70 37.32 38.21 37.49 38.13

SSIM 0.9445 0.9428 0.9553 0.9487 0.9472

BER 0.0082% 0.0081% 0.0059% 0.0081% 0.0078%

Table 6: BER comparison between the proposed scheme and ablation schemes, with the best results in bold, second bests in blue, and the
worst results in red. The strength factor is adjusted for comparison under PSNR = 33:5.

Noise Identity Crop out p = 0:3ð Þ Drop out p = 0:3ð Þ Crop p = 0:035ð Þ GF σ = 2ð Þ JPEG Q = 50ð Þ
SE 0% 0.0027% 0.0093% 5.07% 0.011% 3.22%

LFCA 0% 0.0% 0.0027% 4.23% 0.031% 5.62%

SE&LFCA 0% 0.0040% 0.0179% 6.21% 0.185% 22.87%

LFCA&SE 0% 0.0047% 0.0053% 18.06% 0.006% 9.12%

Ours 0% 0.0013% 0.0080% 3.24% 0.293% 2.61%

Table 7: The ablation experiment of skip connection. Baseline: no attention model; +SE: add SE channel attention networks; +skip
connection: based on SEnets, add a skip connection of LFCA.

(a)

Model Metric JPEG Q = 50ð Þ Crop p = 0:035ð Þ Crop out p = 0:3ð Þ Drop out p = 0:3ð Þ GF σ = 2ð Þ
Baseline

PSNR

32.60 32.60 32.59 32.57 32.59

+SE 32.55 32.58 32.57 32.56 32.56

+skip connection (LFCA) 32.75 32.76 32.76 32.73 32.76

Baseline

SSIM

0.8150 0.8157 0.8149 0.8146 0.8150

+SE 0.8161 0.8165 0.8160 0.8157 0.8159

+skip connection (LFCA) 0.8263 0.8266 0.8263 0.8259 0.8265

Baseline

BER

3.09% 6.96% 0% 0.0007% 0.168%

+SE 2.19% 4.30% 0.0013% 0.0067% 0.0054%

+skip connection (LFCA) 1.94% 3.08% 0.0067% 0.0040% 0.228%

(b)

Salt&Pepper p = 0:1ð Þ GN p = 0:1ð Þ MF s = 3ð Þ
32.59 32.59 32.58

32.55 32.56 32.55

32.75 32.76 32.75

0.8148 0.8153 0.8154

0.8156 0.8159 0.8160

0.8260 0.8271 0.8263

0.830% 1.23% 0%

0.813% 1.51% 0%

0.665% 0.859% 0%
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addition to JPEG compression distortion, our model is also
robust to other image processing distortions, such as Gauss-
ian filter (GF), crop, crop out, and drop out. We also train a
combined noise model to embed a 30-bit message into 128
× 128 images with the noise layer consisting of JPEG-
Mask ðQ = 50Þ, real JPEG ðQ = 50Þ, identity, and crop
(p = 0:0225) and add a diffusion and an inverse-diffusion
block mentioned in [28] into the message processor for dif-
fusing a secret message to the whole cover image to resist
geometry attacks. As shown in Table 2, our trained model
shows robustness against most noises. We also tested some
noises not included in the noise layer for the combined noise
model, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 4.

3.2.2. Transparency. In order to show that our method can
learn more frequency features from cover images, we sepa-
rately train five models with the noise layer. For GF ðσ = 2Þ
and identity, we embed 64-bit messages into 3 × 128 × 128
images without a diffusion block. For crop ðp = 0:035Þ, crop
out ðp = 0:3Þ, and drop out ðp = 0:3Þ, we embed 30-bit mes-
sages into 3 × 128 × 128 images with the diffusion block.
Besides, we compare the PSNR and SSIM between Ico and
Ien by adjusting S under roughly the same BER. As shown
in Table 3, the results of the proposed method perform bet-
ter than those of other models under most distortions, but
our specialized trained model performs worse for the crop
attack. Since the information diffusion block we use has
more information embedded on a single channel, it has
some shortcomings compared to [26] of broadcasting
single-bit information on a single channel.

3.3. Ablation Study

3.3.1. Strength Factor. The strength factor is a parameter
used to balance robustness and imperceptibility. We set the
value of the strength factor S, from 0.1 to 2.0, with an inter-
val of 0.1, and test the model under different quality factors
for JPEG compression. The results are shown in Table 4.
With the increment of S, PSNR and SSIM values decrease,
the quality of the encoded image becomes worse, and the
extraction accuracy becomes higher. In the study, we adjust
the value of S to obtain the similar visual quality of different
models for fair comparison.

3.3.2. Discriminator. To demonstrate that the discriminator
can help the encoder generate higher-quality images, we
trained the noise-free model with and without the discrimi-
nator separately. As can be seen from the normalized water-
marking residuals in Figure 5, the watermarking model
without the discriminator does not produce a uniform distri-
bution of watermarking and produces visual artifacts on the
resulting watermarked image. However, the watermarking
model with a discriminator generates an even distribution
of watermarking, and no aggregation of watermarking
occurs.

3.3.3. Different Mixed-Frequency Channel Attention. To
demonstrate that our two-branch structure is superior to
other combined mixed-frequency channel attention blocks,
we conduct experiments for the encoder with different fre-
quency channel attention structures. We proposed another
four kinds of structures to be applied in the encoder. The
first is called LFCA, which only consists of several FCA
blocks with low-frequency components, the second is called
SE&LFCA, in which we insert an FCA block behind the SE
blocks, the third is composed of several SE blocks, and the
last is called LFCA&SE, in which we insert an FCA block
in front of the SE blocks. Their detailed structures are shown
in Figure 6. We list the results of experiments separately
under JPEG compression and combined noises for the
above-mentioned four structures in Tables 5 and 6.

The channel attention mechanism assigns weights to the
feature maps. SE only selects the lowest-frequency compo-
nent coefficients of the 2D-DCT to enhance all channel fea-
ture maps through multiple SE blocks, while LFCA chooses
to divide the feature maps on the channels and select multi-
ple low-frequency component coefficients of the 2D-DCT to
enhance through several LFCA blocks. We believe that when
the noise layer only includes JPEG compression, the weights
of LFCA enhancement are spread over multiple low-
frequency components relative to SE, and thus, the perfor-
mance will be worse than that of SE. However, combining
SE blocks and LFCA blocks gives better performance. As
can be seen from Table 5, the performance of SE&LFCA
and LFCA&SE is better than that of SE and LFCA.
SE&LFCA firstly allocates the lowest-frequency component
coefficients through an SE block and then uses several LFCA
blocks to enhance multifrequency component coefficients on
the basis of the lowest-frequency component, which has a
good effect. Although LFCA&SE is also composed of an SE
block and several LFCA blocks, its effect is not as good as
that of SE&LFCA. We believed that this is caused by LFCA
assigning weights in the first place.

Our parallel structure is a better way of feature fusion
when the noise layer includes multinoises. We believe that
the reason why the experimental results of SE&LFCA and
LFCA&SE perform worse is that they have no skip connec-
tion. Our proposed method achieves better performance
with skip connection of FCA, which is confirmed by the
experimental results in Table 7.

3.3.4. Selection Scheme of Frequency Components. To dem-
onstrate that the FCA attention block in our method chooses

Table 8: BER comparison between the proposed scheme and
ablation schemes. We train three different ways of frequency
domain component selection for the FCA attention block in the
mixed-frequency channel attention block under JPEG
compression. Low frequency: 16 coefficients of low-frequency
components; middle frequency: 16 coefficients of middle-
frequency components; and high frequency: 16 coefficients of
high-frequency components.

Model PSNR SSIM BER

High frequency 37.77 0.9407 0.6781%

Middle frequency 38.02 0.9472 0.5782%

Low frequency 38.13 0.9472 0.0078%
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the low-frequency component coefficients of the DCT to
improve the robustness to JPEG compression, we select 16
components of low frequency, 16 components of middle fre-
quency, and 16 components of high frequency as the weight
coefficients of FCA from the 8 × 8 coefficients, respectively,
and train them under JPEG compression. It can be seen
from Table 8 that the selection of frequency domain compo-
nents has a certain impact on the robustness and impercept-
ibility of the model. When the low-frequency components
are selected, the metrics such as PSNR, SSIM, and BER all
reach the highest.

3.3.5. Skip Connection. To show the important role of intro-
ducing frequency analysis and skip connection, we trained
three different watermarking models under a mixed-noise
layer separately: baseline: without attention networks in the
encoder; +SE: with the addition of the SE channel attention
blocks in the encoder; and +skip connection: based on +SE,
with the addition of the LFCA attention block via skip con-
nection. Table 7 shows the results of experiments, where the
performance of the model by adding SE attention block is
improved compared to baseline under most of the noises.
However, we find that the embedding of the watermark
information by adding the SE attention block is more con-
centrated in the low-frequency region which is less affected
by the Gaussian filter but will be more affected by the Gauss-
ian noise. In order to further improve the robustness for
noises such as JPEG compression, we added the LFCA atten-
tion block by skip connection on the basis of the SE atten-
tion blocks, and the experimental results show that the
quality of the encoded image is improved by skip connec-
tion, the best robustness is achieved for most distortions,
and our watermark embedding assignment is more
reasonable.

4. Discussion and Analysis

According to Figures 2, 3, and 6 and Tables 5 and 6, some
analyses are given as follows.

(1) Our scheme significantly improved visual quality
compared with relative schemes. We can find that
the secret messages are embedded in most areas of
the cover image including low-frequency and high-
frequency components from Figure 3

(2) To further reflect our scheme, we calculated the indi-
cators SSIM and PSNR. SSIM can show the overall
structure of images. PSNR is calculated based on
the discrepancy between the corresponding two pixel
values. PSNR and SSIM are utilized jointly to evalu-
ate the visual quality of the encoded image

(3) A frequency channel attention block with selected
low-frequency channel components can effectively
improve the robustness and imperceptibility of the
proposed watermarking model under JPEG com-
pression and combined noise layer, as shown in
Tables 5 and 6. However, the performance of the
variants suggests that the balance of robustness and

invisibility is very challenging. Our scheme chose
the two-branch structure to concentrate on the fea-
tures from the LFCA block and SE blocks. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that skip connections
provide better performance gains for the whole
model

(4) The performance of the watermarking algorithm
depends largely on the selection of frequency chan-
nel components. We chose 16 low-frequency chan-
nel components according to the zigzag form.
Compared to the lowest-frequency channel compo-
nents extracted by the SE block and medium-high-
frequency channel components, the multi-low-
frequency channel components include the informa-
tion that is beneficial to embedding messages and
defence distortions

(5) Although the method we proposed at the current
stage has good performance in robustness and
imperceptibility, we believe that it will also cause
computational costs to a certain extent. Therefore,
we hope to explore more concise and effective selec-
tion methods of channel feature components in the
future

5. Conclusions

In the paper, we proposed a novel mixed-frequency channel
attention block to improve the robustness and impercept-
ibility of existing deep robust image watermarking algo-
rithms for JPEG compression. We divide the 2D-DCT
frequency space into 8 × 8 parts according the principle of
JPEG compression and utilize the SE block to obtain the
lowest-frequency component in 2D-DCT domain, which is
equal to GAP operation, as the weight coefficient for input.
Then, we select the 16 low-frequency components in the
2D-DCT domain as the weight coefficients by the FCA block
according to the zigzag form. Finally, we concentrate on the
feature maps by skip connection in the channel dimension.
Besides, we use an optional diffusion block in [28] for
robustness against geometric attack. The comprehensive
experiments have proven that the proposed method per-
forms better in not only robustness but also image quality.
Skip connection and the selection scheme of frequency com-
ponents prove to be effective. In the future, we will also
explore a more suitable channel selection method for water-
marking embedding.
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Objective. To investigate the prognostic impact of computed tomography (CT) imaging big data-assisted arterial
chemoembolization combined with iodine 125 (125I) seed implantation on patients with non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC).
Methods. A total of 116 patients with intermediate and advanced NSCLC hospitalized in our hospital from August 2019 to
August 2020 were selected and divided into a control group and an experiment group (58 cases in each group) by random
number table method for the study. The patients in the experiment group were treated with CT imaging big data-assisted
arterial chemoembolization combined with 125I seed implantation, while the patients in the control group were treated with
arterial chemoembolization alone, with the use of gemcitabine combined with cisplatin (GP) in chemotherapy. The prognostic
impact was determined by analyzing recent efficacy; the incidence of adverse effects; tumor size and CT perfusion parameters
including blood volume (BV), blood flow (BF), and permeability surface (PS); frailty state and quality of life; and the levels of
serum tumor markers including carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), glycoconjugate antigen 125 (CA125), cytokeratin 19
fragment antigen 21-1 (CYFRA21-1), microRNA- (miRNA-) 137, and miR-379-5p. In addition, frailty status was evaluated
using the Fried frailty phenotype (FP) scale, and quality of life was determined according to Karnofsky Performance Status
(KPS) score. Kaplan-Meyer (KM) method was used to analyze the survival rate of NSCLC patients after a 12-month follow-up.
Results. The remission rate in the experiment group (77.59%) was higher than that in the control group (56.90%) (P < 0:05).
Tumor size, BV, BF, PS, serum CEA and CA125 levels, and FP value in both groups were dramatically reduced after treatment
compared with before treatment, especially in the experiment group after 1 and 3 months of treatment (P < 0:05). Meanwhile,
the serum miR-137 and miR-379-5p levels and KPS scores in both groups were higher after treatment than before treatment,
especially in the experiment group after 1 and 3 months of treatment (P < 0:05). However, there was no significant difference
in the incidence of nausea and vomiting, alopecia, diarrhea, myelosuppression, and hemoptysis of NSCLC patients in both
groups after treatment (P > 0:05). Further, the 12-month survival rate of NSCLC patients was higher in the experiment group
(84.21%) than in the control group (64.29%) (P < 0:05). Conclusion. CT imaging big data-assisted arterial chemoembolization
combined with 125I seed implantation for NSCLC can improve recent efficacy and the prognosis of NSCLC patients by
inhibiting tumor progression with a certain degree of safety.

1. Introduction

Lung cancer is a malignant cancer that ranks first in mortal-
ity for both sexes among various cancers, posing a heavy
burden to human health [1]. According to cancer statistics
in 2015, 733,000 people were diagnosed with lung cancer,
and 610,000 patients with lung cancer died in China [2].

As investigated by the American Society for Cancer Investi-
gation (ASCI) in 2019, lung cancer ranks second in morbid-
ity among all cancers and first in mortality among the top
ten malignant cancers [3]. Non-small-cell lung cancer
(NSCLC), a subtype of lung cancers, accounts for more than
80% of lung cancers [4]. Most of patients are diagnosed with
NSCLC at the intermediate and advanced stage, and the
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opportunity for surgical treatment is missed, resulting in a
poor prognosis [5].

The first-line treatment for NSCLC is chemotherapy [6].
Arterial chemoembolization has been widely used in clinical
practice because of its good efficacy in treating NSCLC and
advantages of less trauma and less toxic side effects com-
pared with intravenous systemic chemotherapy [7]. In
recent years, minimally invasive interventional therapy for
solid tumors is developing rapidly. For example, iodine 125
(125I) seed implantation can accurately and continuously
inhibit tumor cell proliferation, achieving the purpose of
eliminating tumors [8]. Accurate surgical operation is an
important guarantee for good efficacy for arterial chemoem-
bolization and 125I seed implantation. A previous report
indicated that computed tomography (CT) imaging data
served key roles in guiding noninvasive decision support of
NSCLC therapy [9]. Nevertheless, there is no data on the
prognostic impact of CT imaging big data-assisted arterial
chemoembolization combined with 125I seed implantation
on NSCLC patients, which would be assessed in the present
study with the hope of providing new therapeutic tactics for
NSCLC.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. NSCLC Patients and Pathological Features. A total of
116 patients with intermediate and advanced NSCLC hos-
pitalized in our hospital from August 2019 to August 2020
were selected and divided into a control group and an
experiment group (58 cases in each group) by the random
number table method after obtaining approval from the
Ethics Committee of our hospital. The pathological features
of NSCLC patients are shown in Table 1. Tumor-node-
metastasis (TNM) classification for lung cancer patients
was conducted according to the reported method [10].

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for NSCLC Patients.
Inclusion criteria are listed as follows: (i) patients diag-
nosed with NSCLC according to the diagnostic procedures
[11], (ii) patients with stage III-IV NSCLC, (iii) patients
undergoing initial treatment, (iv) patients whose Karnofsky
Performance Status ðKPSÞ score ≥ 70 and survival rate > 6
months, (v) patients who had no contraindications for the
drugs related to the study, and (vi) patients signing the
written informed consent. Exclusion criteria are as follows:
(i) patients with the mental disease(s); (ii) patients with met-
abolic disorders like diabetes, hyperglycemia, and hyperos-
molar syndromes; (iii) patients with cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular diseases, liver dysfunction, and kidney dys-
function; (iv) patients diagnosed with other cancers; and (v)
patients with blood system diseases and autoimmune
diseases.

2.3. Methods. The NSCLC patients in the experiment groups
were treated with CT imaging big data-assisted arterial che-
moembolization combined with 125I seed implantation
according to the following methods. Firstly, the NSCLL
patients were subjected to chest CT plain scanning and
enhanced chest CT scanning using an Aquilion One 320

slice CT scanner (Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan) to identify the
location and scope of the lesion. Then, 5F catheter-sheath
was inserted into the femoral artery by percutaneous punc-
ture using Seldinger’s technique, and 3~ 8mL iohexol
(320mg/mL) was injected into the cubital vein at a rate of
1~ 2mL/s to perform bronchial arteriography with puncture
intubation using 5F Cobra catheter to identify the artery
supplying the lesion. Afterward, the artery was adminis-
trated with 1.0 g/m2 gemcitabine (SFDA approval number:
H20183448; Nanjing Pharmaceutical Factory, Nanjing,
China) and 60~90mg cisplatinum (CDDP; SFDA approval
number: H20183341; Guangdong Lingnan Pharmaceutical
Company, Guangdong, China) by puncture intubation.
After 3~ 5 days of arterial chemoembolization, CT scanning
was carried out using a radioactive particle treatment plan-
ning system (TPS) (HGGR-3000; Hokai, Zhuhai, China),
and the images were transmitted to TPS to accurately delin-
eate the tumor volume and calculate the number of 125I
radioactive seeds, the distribution of seeds, and the layout
of the puncture needles. According to the formulated indi-
vidualized treatment plan provided by TPS, the implantation
of 25I seed (1:48 × 107~2:96 × 107MBp/seed; Tianjin Saide
Biotechnology, Shanghai) into the edge of the central tumor
was conducted using implant guns (Tianjin Saide Biotech-
nology). The patients in the control group were treated with
arterial chemoembolization alone with the same treatment
method and chemotherapy plan as the experiment group.

2.4. Measurement of Indexes

2.4.1. Recent Efficacy. Recent efficacy was evaluated by calcu-
lating the sum of the longest diameters of target lesions
according to the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid
Tumors 1.1 (RECIST 1.1) [12] after 3 months of treatment.
An increase by ≥20% is considered as progression or the
presence of new lesions; an increase of <20% or a decrease
of <30% in the sum is considered as stability or no new
appeared lesions. A reduction of ≥30% in the sum is consid-
ered a partial remission. Complete remission is considered
when the target lesion is largely gone and sustained for more
than 4 weeks. Remission rate was calculated according to the
formula that remission rate = ðcomplete remission + partial
remissionÞ/total number of cases × 100%.

2.4.2. Tumor Size and CT Perfusion Parameters. The analysis
of tumor size and CT perfusion parameters including blood
volume (BV), blood flow (BF), and permeability surface (PS)
was performed before treatment and after 1 and 3 months of
treatment.

2.4.3. Serum Tumor Markers. Venous blood was collected
from NSCLC patients before treatment or after 1 and 3
months of treatment, and the serum was collected by
centrifuging at 350 r/min for 5min. Then, we analyzed the
levels of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and carbohydrate
antigen 125 (CA125) in serum by chemiluminescence
immunoassay kits (ZECEN, Taizhou, China) as per the
guidebook. Serum microRNA-137 (miRNA-137) and miR-
379-5p expression were quantified by quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) with SYBR® Premix
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Ex TaqTM kit (TaKaRa, Dalian, China) and analyzed by the
2-ΔΔCt method.

2.4.4. Frailty State and Quality of Life. Frailty state and qual-
ity of life of NSCLC patients were evaluated before treatment
or after 1 and 3 months of treatment. Fried frailty phenotype
(FP) scale [13] was used to evaluate frailty status, including
fatigue, low physical activity, decreased grip strength, body
mass, and walking speed.

2.5. Untoward Effects including the Incidence of Nausea and
Vomiting, Alopecia, Diarrhea, Myelosuppression,
and Hemoptysis

2.5.1. Survival Rate. The survival rate of NSCLC patients was
analyzed by Kaplan-Meyer (KM) method after a 12-month
follow-up.

2.6. Statistical Analysis. Data were analyzed using the SPSS
22.0 software. Significant difference for attribute data was
compared using χ2 test. The results of variables data were
shown as means ± standard deviations. The comparisons
between the two groups were performed using unpaired Stu-
dent’s t-tests or paired Student’s t-tests. Log-rank test was
used for comparing difference in Kaplan-Meier methods.
P < 0:05 indicated statistical significance.

3. Results

3.1. Recent Efficacy. The remission rate was higher in the
experiment group than in the control group after 3 months
of treatment (P < 0:05), and the results are shown in Table 2.

3.2. Tumor Size and CT Perfusion Parameters. There was no
difference in tumor size, BV, BF, and PS in the two groups
before treatment (P > 0:05) (Table 3). But tumor size, BV,
BF, and PS were dramatically reduced in both groups after
treatment compared with before treatment, especially in
the experiment group after 1 and 3 months of treatment
(P < 0:05) (Table 3). CT images of typical cases are shown
in Figures 1 and 2.

3.3. Serum Tumor Markers. There was no difference in
serum CEA, CA125, miR-137, and miR-379-5p expression
levels in the two groups before treatment (Table 4). But
serum CEA and CA125 levels were dramatically reduced in
both groups after treatment compared with before treat-
ment, especially in the experiment group after 1 and 3
months of treatment (P < 0:05) (Table 4). Serum miR-137
and miR-379-5p expression had the opposite results
(Table 4).

3.4. Frailty State and Quality of Life. There was no difference
in FP and KPS in the two groups before treatment (Table 5).
But FP was dramatically reduced in both groups after treat-
ment compared with before treatment, especially in the
experiment group after 1 and 3 months of treatment
(P < 0:05) (Table 5). KPS had the opposite results (Table 5).

3.5. Untoward Effect. There was no significant difference in
the incidence of nausea and vomiting, alopecia, diarrhea,
myelosuppression, and hemoptysis of NSCLC patients in
both groups (P > 0:05) (Table 6).

3.6. Survival Rate of NSCLC Patients. During the 12-month
follow-up, one case in the experiment group was lost to
follow-up (the 10th month after treatment), and 2 cases in
the control group were lost to follow-up (the 7th and 9th
months after treatments). The results showed that 48
patients survived and 9 cases died in the experiment group,
with an 84.21% of survival rate (Figure 3(a)). In the control
group, 36 patients survived and 20 cases died in the control
group, with a 64.29% of survival rate (Figure 3(b)).

4. Discussion

CT has a high resolution for density and space and is not
interfered by surrounding gas and adipose tissue, thus hav-
ing great application value in NSCLC diagnosis, preoperative
evaluation, and follow-up. A previous investigation has
explained that valuable information about NSCLC tumor
phenotypes can be acquired according to CT-based radiomic
signature, thereby guiding NSCLC therapy [14].

Gemcitabine combined with cisplatin (GP chemother-
apy) is required for the standard chemotherapy regimen
for NSCLC [6]. Intravenous systemic chemotherapy has
the disadvantage of greater systemic toxicity and side effects,
leading to poor tolerance of NSCLC patients, thus causing
poor chemotherapy efficacy. Compared with intravenous
systemic chemotherapy, arterial chemoembolization can
directly inject chemotherapy drugs into the tumor area,
which can make the lesion keep high concentrations of che-
motherapy drugs, thereby killing tumor cells more effec-
tively, not affecting systemic blood concentration and liver
metabolism, and helping to reduce adverse reactions [15].
The present study showed that CT imaging big data
achieved good therapeutic effects in resisting arterial che-
moembolization for NSCLC patients. It is because that CT
scanning is helpful in puncture based on its accurate deter-
mination of the location and scope of the lesion and the
artery supplying the lesion and thus ensures the accurate
injection of chemotherapy drugs into the target lesion as well

Table 2: Comparison of recent outcomes between the two groups (n (%)).

Group n Progress Stable Partial relief Complete relief Mitigation rate

Research group 58 3 (5.17) 10 (17.24) 31 (53.45) 14 (24.14) 45 (77.59)

Control group 58 7 (12.07) 18 (31.03) 25 (43.10) 8 (13.79) 33 (56.90)

χ2 5.636

P 0.018
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as the accurate killing of chemotherapy drugs to tumor cells,
so as to achieve good chemotherapy effects [16]. Although
arterial chemoembolization is an effective therapeutic
method for NSCLC, the efficacy of chemotherapy alone is
limited to a certain extent.

Radiotherapy includes external radiotherapy and inter-
nal radiotherapy, in which external radiotherapy is limited
by the tolerance dose of lung tissues and its surrounding
organs, resulting in a poor radiotherapy effect. Compara-

tively, internal radiotherapy can place radioactive substances
into the lesions to achieve the purpose of precise radiother-
apy and can greatly increase the dose of local radiotherapy
to achieve a better radiotherapy effect. At present, the com-
monly used internal radiotherapy is 125I seed implantation.
25I seed implantation has been widely used to treat solid
tumors, such as unresectable pancreatic cancer and NSCLC
because it is almost not limited by the location and size of
the lesions [17, 18]. Our data showed that the recent efficacy

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: CT images of NSCLC patients in the experiment group before and after treatment. Patient Zhuang XX, male, 66 years old, left
lung squamous cell carcinoma, CT images before and after bronchial arterial chemoembolization. (a) Before treatment; (b) 1 month after
treatment; (c) 3 months after treatment. Overall evaluation: partial relief.

Table 3: Comparison of tumor size and CT perfusion parameters before and after treatment between the two groups (�x ± s).

Time Group n Tumor size (cm2) BV (mL/100 g) BF (mL/(min·100 g)) PS (mL/(min·100 g))

Before treatment

Research group 58 35:18 ± 5:74 9:16 ± 3:01 54:26 ± 16:85 23:50 ± 6:82
Control group 58 33:46 ± 5:39 8:57 ± 2:82 52:07 ± 17:12 22:74 ± 6:49

t 1.664 1.089 0.694 0.615

P 0.099 0.278 0.489 0.540

1 month after treatment

Research group 58 25:71 ± 4:52a 6:15 ± 1:97a 28:15 ± 9:11a 15:43 ± 3:78a

Control group 58 28:27 ± 4:86a 7:22 ± 2:30a 35:22 ± 10:35a 17:76 ± 4:01a

t 2.938 2.691 3.905 3.220

P 0.004 0.008 <0.001 0.002

3 months after treatment

Research group 58 19:05 ± 3:68a 4:47 ± 1:48a 19:49 ± 6:15a 12:95 ± 3:29a

Control group 58 22:76 ± 4:07a 6:23 ± 1:82a 26:23 ± 8:17a 15:52 ± 3:50a

t 5.149 5.714 5.020 4.075

P <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Note: compared with the same group before treatment, aP < 0:05.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: CT images of NSCLC patients in the control group before and after treatment. Patient Zhang XX, male, 70 years old, right lung
squamous cell carcinoma, CT images before and after chemoembolization combined with 125I seed implantation. (a) Before treatment; (b) 1
month after treatment; (c) 3 months after treatment. Overall evaluation: partial relief.
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of CT imaging big data-assisted arterial chemoembolization
combined with 125I seed implantation for NSCLC was higher
than arterial chemoembolization alone, without significantly
increasing the incidence of adverse reactions, suggesting that
the combination treatment can effectively inhibit NSCLC
progression. The reason for the results may be that 125I
radioactive seeds are a kind of long half-life particles and
can emit continuously low energy gamma rays, which can
enhance the self-sensitization of the tumor cells and improve
the sensitivity and killability of cancer cells, thus greatly
improving treatment effect [19, 20].

In addition, the accurate implantation of 125I radioactive
particles is important for therapy. CT image big data can
guide the use of 125I radioactive particles and puncture nee-
dles and can accurately show the distribution of 125I radioac-
tive seeds in the tumor after implantation, so as to ensure the
therapeutic effect. Moreover, CT can measure tumor size
and CT perfusion parameters [21], which can quantitatively

reflect the microvessel density and blood flow velocity inside
the tumor and thus is important to lung cancer therapy. In
the present work, we found that CT imaging big data-
assisted arterial chemoembolization combined with 125I seed
implantation had advantages in repressing tumor growth
and reducing CT perfusion parameters including BV, BF,
and PS, further indicating that the combined treatment
could enhance the recent efficacy of transarterial chemoem-
bolization combined with 125I seed implantation. Recent
data have demonstrated that serum tumor markers play
key parts in evaluating the efficacy of NSCLC treatment.
As reported, CEA and CA125 levels were dramatically
increased in the serum of NSCLC patients but presented
decreasing trends after the tumors were effectively controlled
[22]. In addition, the upregulation of miR-137, a cancer-
related miRNA, can inhibit cancer cell proliferation and
induce cell apoptosis [23]. miR-379-5p is reduced in NSCLC
tissues and cells and induces NSCLC cell proliferation

Table 5: Comparison of debilitating status and quality of survival before and after treatment between the two groups (�x ± s, points).

Time Group n FP KPS

Before treatment

Research group 58 4:05 ± 0:68 78:39 ± 4:56
Control group 58 4:01 ± 0:65 79:12 ± 5:10

t 0.234 0.813

P 0.747 0.418

1 month after treatment

Research group 58 3:18 ± 0:50a 85:21 ± 4:73a

Control group 58 3:49 ± 0:53a 82:54 ± 4:60a

t 3.240 3.082

P 0.002 0.003

3 months after treatment

Research group 58 2:09 ± 0:42a 89:74 ± 5:12a

Control group 58 2:45 ± 0:47a 86:31 ± 4:89a

t 4.350 3.690

P <0.001 <0.001
Note: compared with the same group before treatment, aP < 0:05.

Table 4: Comparison of serum indexes before and after treatment between the two groups (�x ± s).

Time Group n CEA (ng/mL) CA125 (kU/L) miR-137 miR-379-5p

Before treatment

Research group 58 90:12 ± 15:38 75:62 ± 8:39 0:44 ± 0:08 0:40 ± 0:07
Control group 58 88:67 ± 14:76 74:13 ± 8:21 0:46 ± 0:07 0:42 ± 0:08

t 0.518 0.967 1.433 1.433

P 0.605 0.336 0.155 0.155

1 month after treatment

Research group 58 42:87 ± 8:62a 53:16 ± 7:40a 0:58 ± 0:10a 0:55 ± 0:09a

Control group 58 51:06 ± 9:54a 60:33 ± 8:05a 0:53 ± 0:08a 0:49 ± 0:08a

t 4.851 4.994 2.974 3.795

P <0.001 <0.001 0.004 <0.001

3 months after treatment

Research group 58 29:17 ± 5:78a 44:38 ± 6:57a 0:63 ± 0:11a 0:61 ± 0:12a

Control group 58 36:42 ± 6:59a 51:23 ± 7:18a 0:55 ± 0:10a 0:55 ± 0:10a

t 6.299 5.360 4.098 3.925

P <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.004

Note: compared with the same group before treatment, aP < 0:05.
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inhibition and apoptosis promotion through interaction
with β-arrestin-1, thus considered a therapeutic target for
NSCLC [24]. In this work, CEA, CA125, miR-137, and
miR-379-5p were employed to analyze the recent efficacy
of CT imaging big data-assisted arterial chemoembolization
combined with 125I seed implantation for NSCLC patients.
The results showed that the combination therapy could
decrease CEA and CA125 levels and increase miR-137 and
miR-379-5p levels in the serum of NSCLC patients. Further,
the combination therapy can effectively inhibit tumor pro-
gression, improve the quality of life, reduce the frailty state,
and improve the survival rate of NSCLC patients. Thus,
the combination therapy is a reliable method to improve
the recent efficacy and long-term prognosis of NSCLC
patients.

Taken together, CT imaging big data-assisted arterial
chemoembolization combined with 125I seed implantation
for NSCLC can reduce lesion blood perfusion, lesion vol-
ume, and serum CEA and CA125 levels and increase serum
miR-137 and miR-379-5p levels to inhibit cancer progres-
sion, thereby improving short-term efficacy and long-term
prognosis of NSCLC patients. However, a limitation should
be considered when evaluating the present study. For exam-
ple, the number of NSCLC patients (sample size) is small in
the study, which may affect the results of the study to some
extent. The limitation will be addressed in the following
study.
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Objective. To investigate the risk factors of acute radiation-induced lung injury (acute RILI) induced by radiotherapy for
esophageal cancer. Methods. A total of 206 patients with esophageal cancer who received radiotherapy in our hospital from
January 2017 to March 2020 were selected. The general data such as gender, age, and comorbidities of the patients were
collected, as well as the levels of cytokines (TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-6) in peripheral blood before radiotherapy; radiotherapy
dose-related parameters were recorded during radiotherapy. Follow-up was 12 months after radiotherapy. The patients with
induced acute RILI after radiotherapy were set as the observation group (n = 75). Patients without acute RILI after
radiotherapy were set as the control group (n = 131). Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed on
the risk factors of acute RILI induced by radiotherapy for esophageal cancer. Results. Univariate analysis and multivariate
logistic regression analysis showed that the combined diabetes, total radiation dose, combined lung disease, physical factors
(V30, Dmean), and preradiotherapy cytokine (TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-6) elevated level was an independent risk factor for
radiotherapy-induced acute RILI in esophageal cancer (P < 0:05).Conclusion. Concomitant diabetes, total radiation dose, lung
disease, physical factors (V30, Dmean), and levels of cytokines (TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-6) before radiation therapy are risk
factors for acute RILI induced by radiation therapy in esophageal cancer. The possibility of acute RILI should be
comprehensively assessed according to the patient’s condition, and the radiotherapy regimen should be adjusted to reduce and
avoid the induction of acute radiation-induced lung injury.

1. Introduction

Esophageal cancer is a malignant tumor that occurs in the
esophageal epithelium. Its typical manifestation is progres-
sive aggravating dysphagia, which is one of the main malig-
nant tumors that threaten the health of residents [1]. The
incidence and mortality of esophageal cancer vary widely
in different countries, and China is a country with a high
incidence of esophageal cancer and one of the countries with
a high mortality rate of esophageal cancer in the world [2].
There are gender, age, and regional differences in the inci-
dence of esophageal cancer. The prevalence and mortality
of esophageal cancer in men are higher than those in
women, and the peak age of incidence is 45-80 years old.
The incidence of esophageal cancer in rural areas is higher

than that in urban areas [3]. The preferred method of treat-
ment for early-stage esophageal cancer is surgery. Once a
patient with esophageal cancer is diagnosed, surgical treat-
ment should be performed when physical conditions permit.
Combined radiotherapy and surgery can increase surgical
resection rate and improve long-term survival rate [4]. How-
ever, radiation therapy easily damages the normal lung tis-
sue within the radiation field, which in turn causes an
inflammatory response in the body, resulting in acute radia-
tion lung injury (acute RILI) [5]. Acute RILI not only affects
the efficacy of radiotherapy but also reduces the quality of
life of patients and even leads to death of patients. At pres-
ent, the risk factors of acute RILI induced by radiotherapy
for esophageal cancer have not been fully clarified, and there
may be regional differences. Therefore, this study explored
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the risk factors of acute RILI induced by radiotherapy for
esophageal cancer in Hechi City, Guangxi, and was aimed
at finding an effective preventive method for acute RILI.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Information. A total of 206 patients with esoph-
ageal cancer who received radiotherapy at the People’s Hos-
pital of Hechi from January 2017 to March 2020 were
selected. Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) patients with
complete medical records and meeting the diagnostic cri-
teria for esophageal cancer [6]; (2) patients who completed
the first radiotherapy and subsequent radiotherapy in the
People’s Hospital of Hechi; (3) Karnofsky performance score
ðKPSÞ ≥ 70 points and no vocal cord paralysis; and (4) com-
puted tomography (CT) examination showed that the tumor
did not invade the aorta or tracheobronchi and other adja-
cent tissues and organs, and there was no obvious external
invasion. Exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) patients with
contraindications to radiotherapy; (2) patients with major
dysfunction of the heart, liver, kidney, lung, and other
organs; (3) patients with distant metastasis or esophageal fis-
tula; and (4) patients with mental disorders and uncoopera-
tive patients.

2.2. Research Methods. All patients were treated with a Var-
ian Clinac CX type 4994 linear accelerator. The radiotherapy
was completed by the professional radiation therapist giving
the corresponding target dose according to the patient’s dose
prescription. Percentage of lung volume to total lung volume
when both lungs received 5Gy, 10Gy, 20Gy, 30Gy, and
40Gy irradiation (V5, V10, V20, V30, V40), average dose
of bilateral lung irradiation (Dmean), and total dose of
radiotherapy wait until the data was collected.

The general data of the patients were collected, including
age, gender, tumor location, tumor stage, smoking history,
diabetes, lung disease, concurrent chemotherapy, and KPS
score.

Cytokine detection: 2mL of peripheral blood was col-
lected from patients on an empty stomach before radiother-
apy and centrifuged at 2500 r/min for 15min. The upper
serum was taken and stored at -80°C after aliquoting. The
serum levels of TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-6 were detected by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay using a 680 automatic
enzyme analyzer (BIO-RAD, USA). The testing personnel
strictly follow the instructions of the kit (Shanghai Enzyme
Link Biotechnology Co., Ltd.) and the instrument to perform
the testing operation: TNF-α kit item number: ml-E12414,
TNF-β kit item number: ml-063192, and IL-6 kit item num-
ber: ml-E12436.

The patients were followed up for 3 months after radio-
therapy. The patients with acute RILI induced by radiother-
apy were set as the observation group, and the patients
without acute RILI after radiotherapy were set as the control
group.

2.3. Observation Indicators. Clinical data: age, gender, tumor
location, tumor stage, smoking history, diabetes, lung dis-
ease, concurrent chemotherapy, and KPS score

Physical parameters: the percentage of lung volume in
the total lung volume when both lungs were irradiated with
5Gy, 10Gy, 20Gy, 30Gy, and 40Gy (V5, V10, V20, V30,
and V40), the average dose of bilateral lung irradiation
(Dmean), and total radiation dose

Cytokines: TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-6 levels in peripheral
blood serum before radiotherapy

KPS scoring standard: according to the patient’s health
status score, 10 points are a grade, and the highest score
was 100 points. A score of ≥80 was classified as a nondepen-
dent level; that is, patients can take care of themselves; 50-70
was classified as a semidependent level; that is, patient
requires partial care; a score below 50 was a dependent level;
that is, patient is in complete need of care

Acute RILI evaluation criteria: evaluation of acute RILI
according to Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse
Events 4.0 (CTCAE v4.0). Lung injury within 3 months from
the first day of radiotherapy was defined as acute RILI, so all
patients were followed up for 3 months after IMRT. Repeat
chest CT at follow-up. According to the American Radiation
Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) acute lung injury grading
scale, (1) there were occasional cough and dyspnea or there
were no obvious respiratory symptoms during exertion, and
only X-ray showed that pulmonary inflammatory reaction
was grade 1. (2) There were persistent cough and chest tight-
ness, and it was necessary to use narcotic cough medicine to
relieve cough, which was grade 2. (3) There was severe cough
and chest tightness, and the symptoms cannot be relieved by
narcotic cough medicine, and intermittent oxygen inhala-
tion or glucocorticoid treatment was required for grade 3.
(4) Difficulty in breathing, insufficiency of ventilation and
ventilation, and continuous oxygen inhalation or assisted
ventilation were grade 4

2.4. Data Processing. SPSS 23.0 software was used for data
statistics, categorical data were expressed by number (per-
centage), and chi-square test was used for comparison
between two groups. Continuous data were expressed as
mean ± standard deviation, and t-test was used for compar-
ison between two groups. The general data of the two groups
were analyzed by univariate analysis, and then, the logistic
regression analysis was performed to find out the risk factors
of acute radiation-induced lung injury induced by radiation
therapy for esophageal cancer. Statistical difference was indi-
cated by P < 0:05.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Occurrence of Acute RILI in Patients with
Esophageal Cancer after Radiotherapy. The follow-up results
showed that after radiotherapy of 206 patients with esopha-
geal cancer in this study, a total of 75 patients developed
acute RILI, of which 55 patients had grade 1, 20 had grade
2, and no grade 3 or 4 appeared. The incidence of was
36.41%. 75 patients with acute RILI were included in the
observation group, and the remaining 131 patients were
included in the control group.

3.2. Univariate Analysis of Acute RILI Induced by
Radiotherapy for Esophageal Cancer. Univariate analysis
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showed that there were no significant differences in age, gen-
der, tumor location, tumor stage, smoking history, concur-
rent chemotherapy, KPS score, V5, V10, V20, and V40
between the two groups (P > 0:05). There were significant
differences in the levels of diabetes, total radiotherapy dose,
lung disease, physical factors (V30, Dmean), and peripheral
blood cytokines (TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-6) before radiother-
apy between the two groups (P < 0:05), as shown in Table 1.

3.3. Multivariate Analysis of Acute RILI Induced by
Radiotherapy for Esophageal Cancer. Multivariate logistic
regression analysis showed that diabetes, total radiotherapy
dose, lung disease, physical factors (V30, Dmean) increased,
and cytokines (TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-6) levels before radio-
therapy increased. It was an independent risk factor for
acute RILI induced by radiotherapy for esophageal cancer
(P < 0:05), as shown in Table 2.

3.4. Discussion. Squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarci-
noma are more common in esophageal cancer. According
to the location of the tumor center, it can be divided into
cervical esophagus cancer, upper thoracic esophageal cancer,
middle thoracic esophageal cancer, and lower thoracic
esophageal cancer. Middle esophageal cancer is the most
common in China, followed by lower esophageal cancer [7,
8]. Symptoms of esophageal cancer are swallowing obstruc-
tion and progressive increase. From choking on swallowing
and difficulty in eating hard food, it gradually developed into
difficulty in eating soft food and drinking water. Its etiology
is relatively complex, and it is generally believed to be related
to nitrosamines, long-term smoking and drinking, and poor
eating habits, and it has a certain genetic susceptibility [9,
10]. In the treatment of early esophageal cancer, surgical
resection is the first consideration for resectable esophageal
cancer. However, the recurrence and metastasis rate of
esophageal cancer after surgery is relatively high. Combined
radiotherapy and surgery can increase the surgical resection
rate and improve the long-term survival rate. Therefore,
radiation therapy is the main treatment for patients with
advanced disease [11, 12]. The efficacy of radiation therapy
depends on the radiosensitivity, and the degree of response
of different tissues and organs and various tumor tissues
after exposure to radiation varies [13]. The radiosensitivity
of lung tissue is high, and radiotherapy of esophageal cancer
is prone to cause acute RILI complications. The clinical
manifestations of acute RILI are dry cough with little spu-
tum, dysphagia, chest tightness, and chest pain and in severe
cases are dyspnea, low-grade fever, pulmonary congestion,
increased alveolar fibrin exudation or formation of hyaline
membranes, and finally pulmonary interstitial fibrosis [14,
15]. Acute RILI greatly affects the treatment effect and
long-term survival rate of esophageal cancer and reduces
the quality of life of patients. Therefore, how to prevent or
reduce the concurrent acute RILI during radiotherapy for
esophageal cancer has become an increasingly concerned
issue for oncology workers.

The results of this study showed that V30, Dmean, and
total radiotherapy dose were independent risk factors for
inducing acute RILI, which was consistent with the relevant

literature reports [16]. It shows that the risk of acute RILI
increases significantly after radiotherapy in patients with
esophageal cancer with a large area of lung tissue covered
by the total dose of radiotherapy, the average dose of both
lungs and the large area of lung tissue covered by the radio-
therapy field. Therefore, the risk of acute RILI can be
reduced by improving the radiotherapy regimen and con-
trolling the dose of radiotherapy.

In terms of cytokines, the results of this study showed
that increased levels of TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-6 in periph-
eral blood before radiotherapy were independent risk factors
for acute RILI. When the levels of TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-6
were higher, the risk of acute RILI was also increased. TNF-α
can initiate an inflammatory response to play an immuno-
regulatory role. When the level of TNF-α increases, the per-
meability of vascular endothelial cells can be enhanced,
resulting in increased vascular exudation. Second, TNF-α
has a chemotactic effect, and a variety of inflammatory cells
enter the interstitial space under this effect, thereby produc-
ing an inflammatory response. In addition, TNF-α also has
the effect of inducing the synthesis and secretion of prosta-
glandins, which can aggravate the inflammatory response.
TNF-β plays an important role in cell growth, differentia-
tion, and immune response. Studies have shown that ele-
vated levels of TNF-beta can increase the risk of radiation-
induced lung injury. IL-6 can promote lung fibroblasts to
produce a large amount of acute phase proteins such as C-
reactive protein, thereby exerting inflammation and immune
regulation. The inflammatory state of the body can be
reflected by the level of IL-6 in peripheral blood. Therefore,
elevated levels of IL-6 may be closely related to radiation-
induced lung injury [17].

Pulmonary disease and diabetes were the independent
risk factors for radiotherapy-induced acute RILI in patients
with esophageal cancer in this study (P < 0:05). Before radio-
therapy, patients with pulmonary diseases (such as pneumo-
nia, lung cancer, and bronchial asthma) have increased
inflammatory cytokines, and the lung tissue has been dam-
aged by chronic inflammation. At this time, the sensitivity
of the lung tissue to radiation is increased, the resistance is
low, and the self-repair ability is weakened. Therefore, such
patients are more likely to induce radiation-induced lung
injury after receiving radiation therapy [18, 19]. In order to
prevent pulmonary inflammatory damage in patients, after
surgical treatment, patients can be encouraged to improve
lung function through abdominal breathing and other train-
ing, so as to reduce the risk of lung injury after radiotherapy.
Oxygen radicals can kill cells and aggravate tissue damage by
disrupting the structure and function of cell membranes.
Therefore, after radiotherapy, medical staff can give patients
appropriate aerosol treatment, appropriate application of
antioxidants such as vitamin C, to reduce the generation of
oxygen free radicals and damage to lung tissue cells. Patients
with diabetes mellitus have higher blood glucose concentra-
tion and higher intravascular osmotic pressure, which may
cause damage to the rupture of pulmonary microvessels,
resulting in enhanced vascular permeability and increased
exudation of inflammatory substances in the radiation field.
This can increase the chance of lung damage. Therefore,
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Table 1: Univariate analysis of acute RILI induced by radiotherapy for esophageal cancer.

Factors Observation group (n = 75) Control group (n = 131) t/χ2 P

Age, n (%) 1.272∗ 0.259

<60years 19 (25.33) 43 (32.82)

≥60 years 56 (74.67) 88 (67.18)

Gender, n (%) 1.037∗ 0.311

Male 41 (54.67) 62 (47.33)

Female 34 (45.33) 69 (52.67)

Tumor location, n (%) 1.345∗ 0.510

Upper chest 16 (21.33) 21 (16.03)

Mid chest 39 (52.00) 67 (51.15)

Lower chest 20 (26.67) 43 (32.82)

TNM stage, n (%) 1.222∗ 0.543

I 37 (49.33) 69 (52.67)

II-III 26 (34.67) 48 (36.64)

IV 12 (16.00) 14 (10.69)

Smoking history, n (%) 1.656∗ 0.198

Yes 47 (62.67) 70 (53.44)

No 28 (37.33) 61 (46.56)

Combined diabetes, n (%) 11.468∗ 0.001

Yes 51 (68.00) 57 (43.51)

No 24 (32.00) 74 (56.49)

Concurrent chemotherapy, n (%) 0.660∗ 0.417

Yes 55 (73.33) 89 (67.94)

No 20 (26.67) 42 (32.06)

Total radiation dose, n (%) 6.249∗ 0.012

≤60Gy 39 (52.00) 91 (69.47)

>60Gy 36 (48.00) 40 (30.53)

Combined lung disease, n (%) 10.013∗ 0.002

Yes 28 (37.33) 23 (17.56)

No 47 (62.67) 108 (82.44)

KPS score, n (%) 0.424∗ 0.515

>80 points 23 (30.67) 46 (35.11)

≤80 points 52 (69.33) 85 (64.89)

Physical factor

V5 (Gy) 4421:3 ± 586:4 4586:4 ± 591:8 1.051# 0.110

V10 (Gy) 4337:5 ± 536:8 4295:8 ± 574:1 0.514# 0.608

V20 (Gy) 2513:7 ± 581:3 2431:6 ± 562:5 0.996# 0.321

V30 (Gy) 1124:2 ± 359:7 843:1 ± 280:4 3.496# 0.001

V40 (Gy) 364:6 ± 114:4 335:3 ± 110:1 0.990# 0.110

Dmean (Gy) 1187:4 ± 343:6 913:4 ± 286:5 3.412# 0.001

Cytokines

TNF-α (pg/mL) 35:48 ± 11:12 21:36 ± 7:49 5.958# <0.001
TNF-β (pg/mL) 57:24 ± 15:92 45:67 ± 13:84 3.103# 0.003

IL-6 (pg/mL) 11:59 ± 3:73 7:18 ± 2:01 5.888# <0.001
Note: #: t-test; ∗: chi-square test; KPS: Karnofsky performance score.
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medical staff should pay attention to the changes of blood
sugar in patients with esophageal cancer in the process of
treatment. In patients with diabetes, glycemic control should
be administered to reduce the risk of lung injury following
radiation therapy [20]. Since this study is a single-center
study, the sample size collected is small, which may have a
certain impact on the results and conclusions. In the future,
multicenter studies and larger sample sizes are needed to
identify more significant risk factors and provide preventive
guidance for radiotherapy-induced acute RILI in esophageal
cancer.

4. Conclusion

Diabetes mellitus, pulmonary disease, total radiotherapy
dose, elevated physical factors (V30, Dmean), and elevated
levels of cytokines (TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-6) before radio-
therapy are the risks of esophageal cancer induced by radio-
therapy for acute RILI factor. Before radiotherapy, the
possibility of acute RILI can be comprehensively evaluated
according to the patient’s condition, and the radiotherapy
plan can be adjusted and prepared before radiotherapy, so
as to reduce and avoid the induction of acute RILI.

Data Availability

The labeled dataset used to support the findings of this study
are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Objective. This study mainly analyzes the diagnostic value of two-dimensional ultrasonography (2D-US) combined with four-
dimensional ultrasonography (4D-US) in prenatal ultrasound screening of fetal congenital malformations (CMs) and explores
the high-risk factors affecting fetal malformations. Methods. The clinical and imaging data of 2247 pregnant women who
underwent prenatal fetal malformation screening in the General Hospital of Ningxia Medical University between February
2020 and October 2021 were collected and analyzed, retrospectively. All pregnant women underwent 2D-US, and those with
suspected fetal malformations were further inspected by 4D-US. The accuracy of ultrasound examination results relative to
actual pregnancy outcomes was analyzed, taking the neonatal malformation after induced labor or actual delivery as the gold
standard, and the risk factors influencing the occurrence of fetal malformations were discussed. Results. A total of 87 cases
(3.87%) of fetal malformations were detected out of the 2247 parturients examined. The accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of
2D-US diagnosis were 81.40%, 43.68%, and 82.92%, respectively, while the data were 83.67%, 51.72%, and 84.95% for 4D-US,
respectively, and 93.59%, 90.80%, and 93.70%, respectively, for 2D-US +4D-US. The combined diagnosis of 2D-US +4D-US
achieved statistically higher accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity than either of them alone. One-way analysis of variance and
multivariate logistic regression analysis identified that the independent risk factors affecting fetal malformation were age ≥ 35,
history of adverse pregnancy and childbirth, medication during pregnancy, toxic exposure during pregnancy, and history of
seropositive for TORCH-IgM. Folic acid supplementation was a protective factor. Conclusions. Prenatal US is an effective
approach for screening fetal malformations. 2D-US +4D-US can effectively improve the diagnostic rate of fetal malformations.
For pregnant women with high-risk factors, prevention should be given priority, and prenatal screening and prenatal diagnosis
should be standardized to reduce the occurrence of fetal malformations.

1. Introduction

Birth defects (BDs) are an important cause of infant mortal-
ity and lifelong disability [1]. According to the 2010 Global
Burden of Disease Study, BDs, which lead to 6.4% of neona-
tal deaths, rank fifth among all causes of death [2] and place
an enormous burden on families and society. Notably, the
impact of BDs is particularly severe in low- and middle-
income countries, including China. Approximately 900,000

babies are born with BDs every year in China, accounting
for 5.6 percent of all births, according to a 2012 Report on
The Prevention of Birth Defects in China [3]. Fetal structural
malformation refers to fetal structural or chromosomal
abnormalities occurring in utero due to its own genetic
factors or maternal or external environmental factors, which
accounts for over 90% of BDs and is one of the prime
reasons for perinatal death. Studies have shown that about
2-3% of pregnancies are complicated with fetal structural
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abnormalities [4–6]. Generally speaking, it will lead to a
series of deformities of different human systems in fetuses,
such as nervous system, cardiovascular system, genitouri-
nary system, and limb skeletal system, which has a great
impact on the life and health quality of fetuses [7–9].

Ultrasound screening for fetal structural abnormalities is
a routine component of prenatal care in resource-rich coun-
tries. Antenatal examination for structural abnormalities
provides prospective parents with an opportunity to obtain
early information about fetal structural abnormalities,
including the nature, etiology, prognosis, and the feasibility
of prenatal or postpartum treatment [10]. Prenatal screening
can reduce the birth rate of malformed fetuses, which not
only improves the quality of newborns but also promotes
the development of every family and society at large [11].
Screening for chromosomal abnormalities is mainly based
on the detection of serum in the second trimester of preg-
nancy. If abnormalities are indicated, further diagnosis can
be made by amniocentesis or ultrasonography. Once the
chromosome abnormalities is confirmed, the pregnancy will
be terminated [12]. However, despite the high diagnostic
accuracy of amniocentesis, puncturing or terminating a
pregnancy in the second trimester can cause great harm to
pregnant women, so finding a noninvasive and high-
accuracy method for chromosomal abnormality screening
is of utmost importance. As the most commonly used prena-
tal noninvasive examination method, ultrasound plays a
critical role in fetal malformation and chromosome screen-
ing [13, 14]. At present, two-dimensional ultrasonography
(2D-US) has become the main and routine method for
prenatal screening because of its advantages of low cost,
noninvasiveness and no X-ray exposure [15]. However,
2D-US is limited by the fact that its plane image can only
show one side of the fetus, with limited detection metrics
[16]. Studies have shown that the missed diagnosis or misdi-
agnosis of fetal craniocerebral abnormalities may be due to
artifacts caused by umbilical cord interference [17]. There-
fore, if fetal abnormalities are suspected on 2D-US and
clearer images are needed for further evaluation, an exami-
nation modality with more advanced imaging capabilities
is required. Four-dimensional ultrasonography (4D-US) is
generated from continuous 3D images [18], which allows
continuous monitoring of the fetal face and surface, includ-
ing real-time movement and sharper images, giving a clear
view of the fetus’ overall appearance and fine structure
[19]. 4D-US provides additional benefits in evaluating fetal
prenatal condition [20]. However, the final performance of
obstetric ultrasound images depends on various factors such
as fetal recumbent position, uterine wall, abdominal wall fat,
amniotic fluid, and number of gestational fetuses [21].

Therefore, if abnormalities are suspected on 2D ultra-
sound and clearer images and further evaluation are
required, 4D ultrasound can be added to prenatal screening.
This study retrospectively analyzed the ultrasonic features of
2247 pregnant women who were screened for prenatal fetal
malformations. The main purpose was to explore the diag-
nostic effects of 2D-US and 4D-US on prenatal fetal malfor-
mations, and to compare the accuracy of their combined
diagnosis and single diagnosis. Besides, we analyzed the risk

factors related to malformations of fetuses with abnormal
development, which is of great significance to improve the
quality of birth population. The report is as follows.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Study Population. The clinical and imaging examination
data of 2247 pregnant women who underwent prenatal fetal
malformation screening in the General Hospital of Ningxia
Medical University between February 2020 and October
2021 were retrospectively analyzed. The age of the enrolled
pregnant women was 20-40 years old, with an average of
30:09 ± 4:44 years old, and the gestational weeks ranged
from 18 to 32 weeks, with a mean of 26:54 ± 2:13 weeks.
In terms of the types of parturients, there were 1157 primip-
aras and 1090 multiparas. Inclusion criteria: (1) normal
intrauterine pregnancy; (2) single pregnancy; (3) those who
underwent 2D-US and 4D-US examinations; (4) complete
clinical, imaging, and follow-up data. Exclusion criteria:
(1) twin or multiple pregnancies; (2) severe heart, liver,
and kidney diseases; (3) severe mental illness; (4) blood
diseases and autoimmune diseases; (5) incomplete clinical,
imaging, and follow-up data. This study was reviewed and
approved by the hospital ethics committee.

2.2. Inspection Methods. A total of 2247 pregnant women
were examined by Voluson E8 color Doppler ultrasound
scanner (GE Healthcare, USA) with a probe frequency of
5.0-7.0MHz. During the 2D-US examination, all patients
were placed in the supine position with the abdomen
exposed, and all aspects of the fetus were comprehensively
scanned according to a common operation standard to
carefully observe the state, structure, and size of each part
of the fetus. The biological indicators of the fetus, such as
biparietal diameter, head circumference, femur length,
humerus length, abdominal circumference, placental posi-
tion, and amniotic fluid index and maximum depth, were
measured. The integrity of fetal skull was observed, and the
ossification degree of fetal brain structure was detected. In
addition, the head circumference, biparietal diameter, and
posterior fossa depth were measured, the fetal face was
observed in multiple sections, and the spine was checked
for continuity. The normal development of chest structures
such as heart and lungs, as well as the growth and develop-
ment of the fetus were strictly evaluated. For pregnant
women with suspected fetal malformations, 4D-US exami-
nation was carried out using a special probe RAB4-8-D with
a frequency of 2.5-7.0MHz. The dynamic imaging of the
fetus was presented to ensure the clarity of the image acqui-
sition. The accuracy of inspection results relative to induced
labor and fetal indicators after delivery was compared and
analyzed. All prenatal ultrasound examiners have received
unified provincial training on prenatal ultrasound diagnosis.
To ensure the accuracy of diagnosis, all cases were diagnosed
by sonographers with provincial prenatal screening and
diagnosis qualifications.

2.3. Endpoints. Pregnant women with possible fetal malfor-
mations indicated by prenatal B-ultrasound screening were
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followed up, and the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity
of 2D-/4D-US as well as their combined examinations in
the diagnosis of fetal malformations were determined, with
the neonatal malformation of pregnant women after
induced labor or actual delivery as the gold standard.
Accuracy = ½ðtrue positives + true negativesÞ/total cases� ×
100%. Sensitivity = ½true positives/ðtrue positives + false
negativesÞ� × 100%. Specificity = ½true negatives/ðtrue negatives
+ false positivesÞ� × 100%.

The case data of pregnant women, including age, history
of adverse pregnancy and childbirth, history of cold during
pregnancy, history of medication during pregnancy, history
of toxic exposure during pregnancy, and TORCH (toxoplas-
mosis, rubella, cytomegalovirus, and Herpes simplex virus)
testing results of pregnant women, were investigated and
analyzed by univariate and logistic regression analyses.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. The data of this study were tested by
SPSS20.0 (IBM, NY, USA).Mean ± SD was used to represent
measurement data; for count data recorded as n (%), the chi-
square test was used for comparison. The threshold of signif-
icance was P < 0:05.

3. Results

3.1. Pregnancy Outcomes and Distribution of Fetal
Malformations in Pregnant Women. A total of 87 cases
(3.87%) of fetal malformations were detected in 2247
puerperae, including 21 neurological malformations, 15
cardiovascular malformations, 17 facial deformities, 5 diges-
tive system malformations, 9 skeletal system deformity of
extremities, 14 genitourinary system malformations, and 6
multiple malformations (Table 1). 2D-US imaging features
of two malformed fetuses are shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Comparison of 2D- and 4D-US Diagnosis of Fetal
Malformations. The comparison results between different
inspection methods and the gold standard, namely, the
occurrence of neonatal malformations after induced labor
or actual delivery, were shown in Table 2. By calculation, it
was found that the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of
2D-US diagnosis were 81.40%, 43.68%, and 82.92%, respec-
tively, while the data for 4D-US were 83.67%, 51.72%, and
84.95%, respectively, and were 93.59%, 90.80%, and
93.70%, respectively, for 2D-US +4D-US. The combined
diagnosis of 2D-US +4D-US achieved obviously higher
accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity than either of them
alone (Table 3).

3.3. Univariate Analysis of Risk Factors for Fetal
Malformations. Univariate analysis showed that age ≥ 35,
adverse pregnancy and childbirth history, folic acid (FA)
supplementation, medication history during pregnancy,
toxic exposure history during pregnancy, and history of
seropositive for TORCH-IgM in pregnant women were
related to fetal malformations, and the differences were
statistically significant (P < 0:05), as shown in Table 4.

3.4. Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis of Risk Factors
for Fetal Malformations. Variables with significant differ-

ences in the univariate analysis were selected for further
multivariate logistic regression analysis. It showed that age
≥ 35, history of adverse pregnancy and childbirth, history
of medication during pregnancy, history of toxic exposure
during pregnancy, and history of seropositive for TORCH-
IgM in pregnant women were independently associated with
increased risks of fetal malformations, while FA supplemen-
tation was a protective factor (P < 0:05), as shown in Table 5.

4. Discussion

Prenatal invasive diagnosis such as amniocentesis remains
the gold standard for diagnosing fetal chromosomal abnor-
malities. However, amniocentesis is a traumatic procedure
that carries a high risk of infection and abortion, so most
pregnant women are reluctant to undergo it [22]. At present,
2D-US is a routine approach to screen fetal malformations
before delivery. However, it can only provide a cross-
sectional image of a certain part of the fetus, which cannot
show the subtle structural features of the fetus, nor can it
provide clearer and more effective stereoscopic images
[23]. With the advancement of modern medical technology
and the trend of refinement of medical devices, 4D-US has
become an important supplement to 2D-US [24].

In this paper, 87 fetal malformations were detected
among the 2247 parturients examined, accounting for
3.87%. The accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 2D-US
diagnosis were 81.40%, 43.68%, and 82.92%, respectively,
while were 83.67%, 51.72%, and 84.95%, respectively, for
4D-US, and 93.59%, 90.80%, and 93.70%, respectively, for
2D-US +4D-US. It indicates that the combined diagnosis
of 2D-US +4D-US has significantly superior higher accu-
racy, sensitivity, and specificity to either 2D-US or 4D-US.
These findings are consistent with those of Wang et al.,
who found that 2D-UD plus 4D-US can better identify var-
ious fetal brain abnormalities and provide early and more
accurate information for clinicians and maternal patients
to make decisions. In addition, 2D-US +4D-US has efficient
application value in prenatal screening of fetuses at different
gestational weeks. Deng et al. [25] found inferior diagnostic
accuracy of 2D-US to 2D-US plus 4D-US for fetal anomaly
at gestational week. Tudorache et al. [26] also reported that
2D-US and 4D-US are highly accurate tools for the early
diagnosis of major congenital heart diseases by using high-
quality systems and standard protocols.

Table 1: Distribution of fetal malformations.

Classification of fetal malformations
Number of
cases (n)

Constituent
ratio (%)

Neurological malformation 21 24.14

Cardiovascular system malformation 15 17.24

Facial deformity 17 19.54

Digestive system malformation 5 5.75

Skeletal system deformity of extremities 9 10.34

Genitourinary system malformation 14 16.09

Multiple malformations 6 6.90

Total 87 100.00
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This study also explored and analyzed the risk factors
leading to fetal malformations. The results showed that age
≥ 35, adverse pregnancy and childbirth history, medication
history during pregnancy, toxic exposure history during
pregnancy, and history of seropositive for TORCH-IgM in
pregnant women were all independent risk factors for fetal
malformations, while FA supplementation was a protective
factor. According to the study of Ge et al. [27], advanced
pregnancy is a high-risk pregnancy that is more prone to
neonatal developmental malformations. In most cases,
environmental factors such as exposure to certain drugs,
infections, or radiation during pregnancy can cause fetal
deformities, though sometimes genetic [28]. The history of
medication during pregnancy is also critical to the develop-
ment of fetal malformations. Misuse of progesterones, estro-
gens, and androgens early in pregnancy may potentially lead
to fetal brain and skull malformations [29]. However, it is
inevitable for pregnant women with underlying diseases to

take drugs to stabilize their condition. A study evaluating
fetal malformations and seizure control in epileptic patients
after discontinuation of sodium valproate (VPA) found that
reducing the dose of VPA before pregnancy reduces the risk
of fetal malformations, while discontinuation of VPA
reduces harm to the general population, but at the cost of
reduced seizure control during pregnancy [30]. This study
also suggests that preventive measures should be taken when
taking medicine during pregnancy, preferably by seeking
medical advice. Multiple scientific evidence suggests that
the environment may be associated with the occurrence of
congenital malformations (CMs) such as limb deformities,
orofacial clefts, and male genitourinary development, as well
as with spontaneous abortion, which is more severe when
parents are exposed to toxic pesticides [30, 31]. Parental
exposure to toxic agrochemicals may increase the chances
of children being born with CMs, particularly those related
to the male reproductive system [32]. Maternal infections
transmitted in utero by multiple pathogens at different
stages of pregnancy are primarily responsible for newborn
and infant deaths worldwide, with TORCH infections long
associated with poor obstetric outcomes [33]. A prospective
study on the relationship between TORCH infections and
CMs in China demonstrated that TORCH infections are
an important risk factor for severe fetal injury, especially
CMs [34].

However, this study still has some limitations. First, we
only studied patients during the second trimester of preg-
nancy and did not stratify the diagnostic value of 2D-US
and 4D-US screening at different gestational weeks. Second,

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Two-dimensional ultrasonic imaging features of malformed fetuses ((a) two-dimensional ultrasonography shows a “crab pincer”
splitting of one foot; (b) two-dimensional ultrasonography shows severe dilation to the stomach and duodenum near the obstruction, with
fluid retention and double bubble signs).

Table 2: Comparison of 2D-US, 4D-US, and their combined detection results with pregnancy outcomes.

Examination method
Pregnancy outcomes

Total
Positive Negative

2D-US
Positive 38 (1.69) 369 (16.42) 407 (18.11)

Negative 49 (2.18) 1791 (79.71) 1840 (81.89)

4D-US
Positive 45 (2.00) 325 (14.46) 370 (16.47)

Negative 42 (1.87) 1835 (81.66) 1877 (83.53)

Joint examination
Positive 79 (3.52) 136 (6.05) 215 (9.57)

Negative 8 (0.36) 2024 (90.08) 2032 (90.43)

Table 3: Diagnostic efficacy analysis of different detection
methods.

Examination
method

Accuracy
(%)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

2D-US 81.40∗ 43.68∗ 82.92∗

4D-US 83.67∗ 51.72∗ 84.95∗

Joint examination 93.59 90.80 93.70

Note: ∗P < 0:05 vs. combination group.
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there were other risk factors that were not considered, such
as radiation, smoking or drinking history of the husband,
and genetic diseases. Thus, more research should be con-
ducted to comprehensively analyze the diagnostic value of
2D-US and 4D-US in the screening of fetal congenital
malformations.

5. Conclusion

To sum up, the combination of 2D- and 4D-DS can effec-
tively improve the diagnosis rate of fetal malformations.
The popularization of prenatal screening and timely prenatal
diagnosis contributes to the reduction of newborn BDs. At
the same time, pregnant women should stay away from envi-
ronmental teratogenic factors and avoid all kinds of high-
risk factors leading to fetal malformations and strengthen
the awareness of prenatal and postnatal care, to improve
the quality of birth population.
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Table 4: Univariate analysis of risk factors for fetal malformation.

Risk factors Normal fetal group (n = 2160) Malformed fetus group (n = 87) χ2 P

Age 22.7510 0.0069
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History of toxic exposure during pregnancy 93.7010 <0.0001
Yes 77 (3.56) 22 (25.29)

No 2083 (96.44) 65 (74.71)

History 79.8510 <0.0001
Yes 74 (3.43) 20 (22.99)

No 2086 (96.57) 67 (77.01)

Table 5: Logistic regression analysis of risk factors for fetal malformations.

Risk factors β SE P OR 95% CI

Age (0: <35, 1: ≥35) 0.696 0.260 0.007 2.005 1.204-3.338

History of adverse pregnancy and childbirth (0: no, 1: yes) 2.076 0.637 0.001 7.974 2.288-27.793

Folic acid supplementation (0: no, 1: yes) -3.232 0.790 0.000 0.039 0.008-0.186

Medication history during pregnancy (0: no, 1: yes) 2.117 0.530 0.000 8.306 2.941-23.461

Toxic exposure during pregnancy (0: no, 1: yes) 0.959 0.372 0.010 2.610 1.258-5.415

History of seropositive for TORCH-IgM (0: no, 1: yes) 0.831 0.348 0.017 2.296 1.160-4.542
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The purpose of this study is to strengthen the procurement management of public hospitals and ensure the quality of medical
equipment. In this paper, combined with the procurement process of medical equipment in public hospitals, on the basis of
RFID technology, a JRP model of random demand for medical equipment procurement in public hospitals is established. At
the same time, according to the type and quantity of decision variables, the DE solution algorithm is redesigned, and based on
the support of the algorithm, a mathematical model for cost control of medical equipment procurement in public hospitals is
established. It can be seen from the analysis results that the cost control system for medical equipment procurement in public
hospitals based on the mathematical model proposed in this paper can play an important role in public hospital equipment
procurement and promote the standardized operation of public hospital procurement management.

1. Introduction

Medical equipment investment is an important part of hos-
pital construction planning. As the hospital now advocates
the business model of “supporting doctors with skills,” the
increase in various surgeries and inspection items will inev-
itably increase the investment in related medical equipment.
How to effectively control the cost of medical equipment
procurement, that is, how to balance the expenditure and
recovery of funds in this area, has become a common con-
cern. This paper discusses how to effectively control the pro-
curement cost of medical equipment in a second-class A-
level hospital, dynamically observes various constituent fac-
tors of the procurement cost of medical equipment, and puts
forward many insights and methods to effectively control the
procurement cost of medical equipment. Moreover, the
effectiveness of the specific content of the comprehensive
equipment procurement system to reduce the procurement
cost is discussed. The results show that adopting appropriate
bidding procurement methods and establishing a perfect
and standardized procurement system are most conducive
to scientifically controlling equipment procurement costs,

thereby reducing the overall cost of hospitals. Therefore,
controlling the procurement cost of medical equipment
and making it continue to decrease is one of the important
and direct means to reduce the total cost of the hospital
and increase the profit.

Budget management is the main method for the hospital
to implement the refined management of large medical
equipment. It is to control the activities of various kinds of
medical equipment in the hospital and to demonstrate, pur-
chase, manage, and coordinate the various resources of the
hospital. Budgeting is also a comprehensive management
model, which requires hospitals to forecast and arrange
future hospital equipment procurement and distribution in
light of business requirements and development, compre-
hensively consider the hospital’s capital status and financial
resources, demonstrate and analyze medical equipment,
and make overall planning for equipment budgets. By
strengthening budget management, it can provide support
for the follow-up equipment management work. When car-
rying out equipment management, hospitals should carry
out equipment management according to the requirements
of budget management, strengthen equipment procurement,
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maintenance, tracking, investigation, assessment, etc., to
realize the overall arrangement of budget management,
and combine with budget performance assessment to ensure
the smooth completion of equipment management goals.
The economic benefit analysis of large-scale medical equip-
ment is the foundation of equipment budget management,
and it is also the basis for equipment budget decision-
making and review. By strengthening the application and
benefit investigation and analysis of large-scale medical
equipment, it can provide data reference for the deployment
and management of hospital equipment and ensure the
quality of equipment management.

According to the procurement process of public hospital
medical equipment, this paper establishes a mathematical
model of public hospital medical equipment procurement
and controls the procurement cost of public hospital medical
equipment through the intelligent model.

2. Related Work

No enterprise can operate independently from procure-
ment activities. According to Porter’s value chain profits,
as long as the business remains in operation, then the pur-
chasing activity is bound to happen. That is to say, enter-
prises must pay suppliers a certain amount of funds in
exchange for goods and services, that is, to meet and
maintain the operation of the organization through pro-
curement activities [1]. In simple terms, procurement is
the necessary economic activity for an enterprise to obtain
the materials it needs, including a series of operations such
as planning, decision-making, purchasing, tracking, accep-
tance, transportation, and storage [2]. Therefore, in a nar-
row sense, procurement is the purchase behavior of
products or services according to their own needs for the
purpose of operation and production [3]. From a broad
perspective, procurement is an economic activity in which
an enterprise obtains ownership of resources through mul-
tiple channels and methods, cyclically and continuously,
and its purpose is to meet all of its own needs. With the
blowout reform of science and technology and the in-
depth development of regional economic integration, all
enterprises today are faced with extremely fierce market
competition and changing consumer market. Enterprises
need to further shorten the reaction time to the market
and continuously improve the quality of their own prod-
ucts, but also simultaneously reduce production and oper-
ation costs, so as to maintain a good capital flow and
ensure the survival and competitiveness of enterprises
[4]. Procurement activities are one of the important links
in the operation of enterprises, and procurement costs
account for about 60% of operating costs. If the procure-
ment cost can be effectively controlled, it can directly
reduce the operating cost of the enterprise and indirectly
create value for the enterprise. Therefore, how to control
procurement costs has become an extremely important
factor for the survival and competitiveness of today’s
global enterprises [5].

With the continuous updating of procurement man-
agement theory, more and more enterprises use it for liter-

ature in the practice of procurement activities and
gradually upgrade their procurement from traditional
mode to strategic procurement. The core of transforma-
tion and upgrading is to comprehensively summarize and
analyze the cost of product purchase, use, quality inspec-
tion, and maintenance in procurement activities through
strategic procurement management and further strengthen
cost control [6]. Literature [7] established a TCO model
and analyzed the important material procurement activi-
ties of many companies through empirical research
methods. Finally, by using the TCO model, it is confirmed
that TCO can help enterprises select suitable suppliers,
optimize supplier management, and strengthen cost man-
agement. The author further suggests that the TCO model
can be promoted to leading enterprises in various indus-
tries, which will help these leading enterprises maintain
their core competitiveness. Literature [8] proposed that
TCO (full name total cost of ownership) is a concept of
total cost integration. In the application of this theory in
corporate procurement activities, it refers to all costs in
the procurement process, including but not limited to
ordering, acceptance, use, maintenance, and defect dis-
posal. TCO can be used as a procurement tool for enter-
prises to better analyze all the costs incurred between
enterprises and suppliers when the procurement relation-
ship occurs. From the perspective of the time dimension
of the procurement activities, the prepurchase cost is all
the costs before the enterprise purchase order is deter-
mined, including the confirmation of procurement
requirements, the development and selection of suppliers,
and the internal communication between the enterprise
demand department and the procurement department
[9]. The interim cost of procurement is the relevant cost
incurred when confirming the purchase order of the enter-
prise, including the cost of purchase price, transportation,
delivery, tax payment, inspection, tracking, and after-
sales. The postprocurement cost is the cost incurred at
the end of the procurement activity cycle, including the
cost of concession receipt, repair cost, maintenance, and
upkeep [10].

Literature [11] starts from the TCO theory and studies
multiple supplier selection models, focusing on the distinc-
tion between the hierarchical model and the mathematical
programming model. At the same time, through the
method of empirical research, it demonstrates the practica-
bility of the multi-item model in procurement activities.
The author stated in the article that the mathematical pro-
gramming model is more suitable for the management of
suppliers’ selection in procurement activities, and this
multi-item model can help companies obtain more accu-
rate procurement costs. Literature [12] empirically ana-
lyzes the company’s own procurement strategy and
overall procurement cost based on historical procurement
cost data and suppliers’ procurement performance. The
author uses a mathematical programming model to help
companies select suitable suppliers and further reduce
their overall procurement costs. Literature [13] studies
the shortcomings of ABC in selecting and evaluating sup-
pliers. The authors restate the total supplier cost of the
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procurement process in the article, including the purchase
price of the goods, the associated normal operating costs,
and additional operating costs due to product defects.
On this basis, empirical analysis is carried out through
mathematical models, which improves the scientificity
and objectivity of supplier selection and evaluation. Litera-
ture [14] takes the three dimensions of suppliers, enter-
prise purchase orders, and purchased products as the
research objects and studies the selection cost of suppliers
through quantitative analysis. The author makes full use of
the TCO theory to construct a data model for cost struc-
ture analysis and uses a scientific method to solve the
problem of supplier selection and purchase order alloca-
tion. Literature [15] quantifies the hidden procurement
cost and establishes a comprehensive evaluation index sys-
tem for the problem of more accurate selection of the best
supplier. In this quantitative model, procurement-related
factors such as procurement quality, procurement time,
and delivery punctuality are fully considered, and the total
procurement cost is calculated to improve the accuracy of
supplier selection. Literature [16] believes that the best
way to evaluate, analyze, and select suppliers is to use
the TCO model. In the procurement practice of the enter-
prise, the TCO model can help the enterprise to better
reduce the overall procurement cost, directly improve the
profitability of the enterprise, and then ensure the compre-
hensive competitiveness of the enterprise from the per-
spective of operating benefits.

3. Mathematical Modeling of Procurement
Cost Control

Under the periodic inspection strategy, the set inventory
level is checked regularly, and the ordering process occurs
when the inventory level is reduced to a certain level (mini-
mum service level). The goal of inventory levels is to meet
customer demand within the inspection cycle T and order
lead time. The safety stock STi for different commodities is
usually denoted STi = ziσi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kiT + L

p
. Among them, zi is the

service level factor, σi is the standard deviation of the
demand forecast error of commodity i, ki is the joint pro-
curement frequency of commodity i, and L is the order lead
time. Multiplying the order lead time by the inventory cost
of the classic JRP constitutes the inventory cost of the ran-
dom demand, which is the basic random JRP and the basis
for the construction of the random JRP in this paper.

The research on random demand JRP decision based on
RFID technology has the following characteristics:

(1) Based on the deterministic JRP, it is the first attempt
to establish a JRP model based on the random
demand of RFID technology. Using the link between
RFID technology investment and RFID return on
investment, it links the investment of RFID technol-
ogy in the JRP process and the impact of RFID tech-
nology on JRP cost. Moreover, it takes the lowest
total cost of JRP for RFID investment as the research
goal and improves the procurement efficiency of

random JRP and the JIT efficiency in the process of
inventory management

(2) It reselects the parameters of the DE algorithm and
designs the solution process. The DE algorithm is
designed according to the type and number of deci-
sion variables of random JRP and the structure of
the model, and the sensitivity analysis of the param-
eters of the algorithm is carried out

(3) It solves the optimal investment level of RFID tech-
nology and improves the efficiency under the opti-
mal investment level and analyzes the impact of its
procurement cost and inventory cost, as well as the
reasonable investment scale of RFID. Moreover, it
examines the impact of parameter changes on RFID
technology investment. Similar to the process of
determining JRP, the schematic diagram of the JRP
model under random demand conditions is shown
in Figure 1

The JRP model of stochastic demand is also based on
the JRP of deterministic demand, and the stochastic JRP
still takes the total cost as the objective function, which
is composed of inventory cost and joint procurement cost.
The cost of joint procurement of deterministic JRP is the
joint procurement cost of stochastic demand JRP model.
It sets the warehouse’s maximum inventory level and
determines the inventory cost and out-of-stock cost of
the JRP model of demand based on the distribution of
random demand. These two costs are described in three
sections below.

(1) Joint procurement cost

According to the joint ordering cost of the determined
demand, JRP is composed of the main ordering cost S and
the secondary ordering cost si; the corresponding random
demand JRP annual ordering cost si is [17]:

Co =
S
T

+ 〠
n

i=1

si
kiT

� �
=

1
T

S + 〠
n

i=1

si
ki

� � !
: ð1Þ

(2) Inventory cost

Referring to the inventory model of a single commodity,
after the order for commodity i is placed, after the lead time
Li, the warehouse will receive the ordered commodity that
has reached the maximum inventory level Ri of commodity
i. In the mode of joint procurement, if the initial inventory
level of commodity i is Ri −DiLi, and if the procurement fre-
quency of commodity i is ki, the order for this commodity
will be issued at time kiT , and the order will be received at
time kiT + Li. Therefore, the inventory level of commodity
i in the central warehouse before the arrival of the goods is
Ri −DiðkiT + LiÞ. Therefore, the average inventory level Qi
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of commodity i in the central warehouse in time kiT + Li is

Qi =
1
2

Ri −DiLið Þ + Ri −Di kiT + Lið Þð Þ½ � = Ri −Di
Li + kiT

2

� �
:

ð2Þ

We assume that the demand for all purchased commod-
ities is independent and identically distributed, and random
demand follows a Brownian motion process. Moreover,
under the premise that the decision variables ki and T are
determined, in the demand period of kiT , the demand for
commodity i follows a normal distribution, and its corre-
sponding mean and standard deviation are expressed as Eð
xi, kiTÞ =DikiT and Varðxi, kiTÞ = δikiT , respectively, and
its probability density function is f ðxi, kiT + LiÞ.

Therefore, the maximum inventory level of a commodity
is equal to the expected demand plus the amount of safety
stock in the safety period. Considering that the lead time
of commodity i is Li, the maximum inventory level of com-
modity i in each purchasing cycle is expressed as [18]

Ri =Di kiT + Lið Þ + zi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lið Þ

p
: ð3Þ

Among them, f ðziÞ and FðziÞ are the probability density
function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function CDF
of the standard normal distribution corresponding to com-
modity i, respectively. Then, the inventory holding cost CH

is expressed as

CH = 〠
n

i=1
hi Ri −Di

Li + kiT
2

� �� �

= 〠
n

i=1
hi

1
2
Di kiTð Þ + zi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lið Þ

p� �
:

ð4Þ

When the demand for commodity i is greater than the
maximum inventory, the warehouse will be out of stock.
In the out-of-stock mode under the regular inspection
strategy, it will cause the corresponding out-of-stock cost
to the central warehouse. The total out-of-stock cost Cs
is expressed as [19]

Cs = 〠
n

i=1
πi

ð∞
Ri

xi − Rið Þf xi, kiT + Lið Þ dxi
kiT

= 〠
n

i=1

πi

kiT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lið Þ

p ð∞
zi

y − zið Þf yð Þdy

= 〠
n

i=1

πi

kiT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lið Þ

p ð∞
zi
yf yð Þdy −

ð∞
zi
zi f yð Þdy

 !

= 〠
n

i=1

πi

kiT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lið Þ

p
f zið Þ − zi 1 − F zið Þð Þð Þ:

ð5Þ

(3) Total cost of joint procurement

SupplierSupplier

Joint
procurement

 Logistics
Information flow

Supplier Supplier

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the JRP model under random demand conditions.
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By constructing purchasing cost, inventory cost, and
out-of-stock cost, the stochastic JRP total cost TC with K ,
T , and zi as decision variables is the sum of the above three
costs:

TC K , T , zið Þ = Co + CH + CS =
1
T

S + 〠
n

i=1

si
ki

� � !

+ 〠
n

i=1
hi

1
2
Di kiTð Þ + zi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lið Þ

p� �

+ 〠
n

i=1

πi

kiT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lið Þ

p
f zið Þ − zi 1 − F zið Þð Þð Þ:

ð6Þ

By derivation of TC with respect to zi, the following for-
mula can be obtained:

∂TC K , T , zið Þ
∂zi

= hi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lið Þ

p
+

πi

kiT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lið Þ

p

Á df zið Þ
dzi

− 1 − F zið Þ½ � + zi f zið Þ
� �

:

ð7Þ

The standard normal distribution function satisfies df ð
ziÞ/dzi = −zi f ðziÞ. Therefore, we can get

∂TC K , T , zið Þ
∂zi

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lið Þ

p
hi −

πi

kiT
1 − F zið Þ½ �

� �
: ð8Þ

At the same time, if ∂TCðK , T , ziÞ/∂zi = 0, the optimal z∗i
must satisfy the following relation:

F z∗i K , Tð Þð Þ = 1 −
hi
πi
kiT: ð9Þ

Alternatively, it is written as an expression in the follow-
ing inverse function form:

z∗i K , Tð Þ = F−1 1 −
hi
πi
kiT

� �
: ð10Þ

Because of ∂2TCðK , T , ziÞ/∂z2i = ðπi/kiTÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δiðkiT + LÞp

f
ðziÞ > 0, once K and T are determined, z∗i can be uniquely
obtained by formula (10). By substituting formula (10) into
formula (7), we obtain the expression of the objective func-
tion TCðK , T , ziÞ of the stochastic JRP, as shown in

min TC K , T , zið Þ = 〠
n

i=1

1
2
DihikiT +

1
T

S + 〠
n

i=1

si
ki

� � !

+ 〠
n

i=1

πi

kiT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lð Þ

p
f zið Þ:

ð11Þ

We build a JRP model based on RFID investment sto-
chastic demand. First, we need to clarify the relationship
between RFID technology investment cost and return. Due

to the random uncertainty of demand, the capability of
RFID technology is mainly reflected in the ability to improve
the efficiency of joint procurement and reduce the cost of
joint procurement. In order to distinguish the demand
uncertainty JRP and the stochastic JRP after RFID invest-
ment in this section, we call the demand stochastic JRP as
JRP1. Its corresponding total cost is TC1, and the random
JRP of RFID investment demand is JRP2, and its corre-
sponding total cost is TC2. The JRP decision model deter-
mined in this paper based on RFID technology is based on
the JRP1 model. At the same time, referring to the RFID
technology investment efficiency model, the JRP model of
RFID investment is established. The model considers the
impact of RFID on two costs of JRP, namely, the impact
of ordering efficiency, and introduces the impact of effi-
ciency factor R and inventory efficiency, which affects
inventory cost and out-of-stock cost, and introduces JIT
efficiency factor I.

After the ordering efficiency factor and the JIT efficiency
factor are given, according to the equation, we get the total
cost TC2 of the JRP model based on RFID technology to
determine the demand:

TC2 T , K , zi, I, Rð Þ = I ⋅ CH + R ⋅ CO + I ⋅ CS + CI + CR

= I ⋅
T
2
〠
n

i=1
kiDihi + R ⋅

1
T

S + 〠
n

i=1

si
ki

� � !

+ I ⋅ 〠
n

i=1

πi

kiT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δi kiT + Lð Þ

p
f zið Þ + CI + CR:

ð12Þ

It can be seen from the equation that if I = 1, it means
that there is no JIT efficiency improvement for the JRP pro-
cess. If I = 0, it means that the commodity order is com-
pleted immediately, no inventory cost occurs, and no out-
of-stock cost occurs, and the “Justin Time” for customer ser-
vice is realized. Similarly, if R = 1, it means that there is no
improvement in ordering efficiency for JRP process by RFID
technology. When R = 0, it means that the supply capacity is
infinite, and no order cost occurs. In order to find the best
relationship between I and R, the relationship between I
and CI , and the relationship between R and CR, we need to
build a functional expression that relates these relationships.
The order efficiency function and the JIT efficiency function
are, respectively, expressed as

I = V + U − Vð Þe−λCl , ð13Þ

R =N + M −Nð Þe−βCR : ð14Þ
Among them, 0 ≤V ≤U ≤ 1,U is the lowest JIT effi-

ciency, that is, the efficiency without RFID investment, and
V is the highest efficiency after the implementation of RFID
technology. 0 ≤N ≤M ≤ 1,M is the lowest efficiency of
ordering, that is, the efficiency without RFID investment,
and N is the highest efficiency after the implementation of
RFID technology. Here, the determination of U , V , M, and
N values can refer to the experience of RFID project
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implementation and can be estimated by investigating the
impact of the use of RFID technology in related industries
on efficiency. Among them, λ, β is the RFID investment effi-
ciency control coefficient, which is used to adjust the RFID
technology investment effect according to the actual RFID
implementation.

In order to analyze the efficiency improvement produced
by the investment in RFID technology, we bring equations
(13) and (14) into equation (11); if TC2ðT , K , zi, I, RÞ is dif-
ferentiated with respect to I and set to zero, we can obtain
the following equation:

∂TC2 T , K , zi, I, Rð Þ
∂I

= CH + CS +
∂CI

∂I

= CH + CS +
1
λ

∂ ln U − Vð Þ − ln I −Vð Þ½ �
∂I

= CH + CS −
1
λ

1
I −V

= 0:

ð15Þ

From equation (15), if we can determine CH and CS, we
can get the optimal I∗:

I∗ =
1

λ ⋅ CH + CSð Þ + V : ð16Þ

Similarly, for equation (12), TC2ðT , K , zi, I, RÞ takes the
derivative of R and makes it zero, and if CO can be deter-
mined, we can also obtain the optimal R∗:

R∗ =
1

β ⋅ Co
+N: ð17Þ

By constructing the JRP model (JRD1) under the con-
dition of random demand and the JRP model of random
demand based on RFID technology, the optimal T , K , zi,
I, R is deduced. Next, we construct the DE solving algo-
rithm based on the two stochastic demand JRP model
structures, the number and type of decision variables.

The population length of the designed DE algorithm can
be calculated in two ways. In the first way, all the decision
variables can be randomly generated by the DE algorithm,
but the range of each variable, especially zi, needs to be
determined. The population length of the DE algorithm is
the length of the combined procurement cycle of commodi-

ties, the length of the basic procurement cycle, and the
length of the safety stock factor. The decision variables of
the second method are derived from formulas, which are cal-
culated with reference to formula (10) given the joint pro-
curement period K and the basic procurement period T of
different commodities.

The base purchase period is a decimal value between 0
and 1. The safety stock factor needs to consider the proper-
ties of the population of the normal distribution function,
when the confidence level is 0.6827, zi = 1:0, and when the
customer service level is 99.99%, zi ≈ 3:08. The level of cus-
tomer service is determined according to the ability of the
enterprise itself. Therefore, we can set the value range of 1
to 3, such as [1,3] or [1,2]. Under the second strategy, the
search method of K and T can be completely referred to
the content of Chapter 3, and then, the optimal combination
of K and T is found and then the optimal zi is calculated. For
the sake of distinction, we call the JRP solution for the first
strategy as JRP0 and the JRP solution for the second strategy
as JRP1. Below, we set up the design process of the DE
algorithm.

The solution process of the redesigned DE algorithm is
also divided into the following three steps:

(1) Parameter setting and initialization process

The algorithm parameters are divided into two catego-
ries: problem-related parameters and DE algorithm-related
parameters. The problem parameter setting can refer to rel-
evant research examples, and the DE algorithm parameter
setting is based on the actual solution experience. The spe-
cific setting process is as follows:

(i) Problem parameter setting: we set the lower bound
kLower and the upper bound kUpper for each ki, respec-
tively, and we set kLower = 1 and kUpper = 5, where i
= 1, 2,⋯, n. At the same time, we design the initial
value of T to be located at ½0, 1�, and the value range
of zi to be (1, 2).

(ii) DE algorithm parameter setting: we set the DE algo-
rithm population size pop, chromosome length l,
mutation operator ~F, and crossover probability CR,
respectively, and set t as the t-th generation popula-
tion, and the objective function (total cost) as the fit-
ness function fit. Since there are two initialization

2 5 4 3 0.23 3.1 2.5 3.8 1.5

1 3 2 5 0.65 2.9 2.0 1.1 3.9

2 2 3 4 0.53 3.1 1.4 1.2 3.6

5 1 4 1 0.12 3.6 1.9 3.9 1.9

–0.2 2.4 1.6 6.2 0.81 2.7 1.8 0.02 4.6

2 2 (2.4) 2 (1.6) 3 0.81 1 1.8 3.8 1.5

Target vector:

Variant vector:

Corrective vector:

Xt
r1:

Xt
r2:

Xt
r3:

ki∈ (1, 5), T∈ (0, 1), zi∈ (1, 4)

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of mutation operation.
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methods, the pp-th chromosome epp of the t-th gen-
eration population is initialized:

chromosometpp = k1, k2,⋯,kn, T , z1, z2,⋯,znð Þ ð18aÞ

Alternatively, the pp-th chromosome pp of the t-th gen-
eration population is initialized as

chromosometpp = k1, k2,⋯,kn, Tð Þ: ð18bÞ

Among them, pp = 1, 2,⋯, pop, the chromosome length
under two different strategies is l = n + 1 or l = n + 1 + n.
After these parameters are set, the algorithm goes to the next
step to initialize the population.

(2) Initialize the population to calculate fitness and
objective function values

Similar to the population initialization process of the
DE algorithm in Chapter 3, if we define the algorithm
population as P, the population is initialized as Pt

pop = f
Xt
i jxloweri,j ≤ xti,j ≤ xupperi,j ,~i = 1, 2,⋯,pop ;~j = 1, 2,⋯,l ; x~i,jðtÞ ∈

Xt
ig. Among them, xloweri,j = K lower/T lower,xupperi,j = Kupper/

Tupper, and when ~j ≤ n, xti,j is usually calculated by

xt=0~i,j = round xlower~i,j + rand 0, 1ð Þ × xupper~i,j − xlower~i,j

� �� �
: ð19Þ

Among them, “round” means rounding, and rand(0,1)
is used to generate random numbers between (0,1).

Here, we still take the objective function as the fitness
function. The calculation process of TC and TC1 refers to
formula (11), and the calculation process of TC2 refers to
formula (12). The purpose of population initialization is to
generate the current optimal solution, the best fitness, and
the chromosomes under the best fitness. These parameters
are used in the update process of the DE algorithm.

(3) The main program of the DE algorithm runs

In order to better explain the flow of the DE algorithm,
we take a four-commodity problem as an example to illus-
trate the three operations of the DE algorithm.

(i) Mutation operation: here, the t-th generation chro-
mosome of the DE algorithm population is selected

3 4 1 1 0.18 2.2 2.3 1.8 1.2

0.16
< 0.4

0.78
> 0.4

0.42
> 0.4

0.32
< 0.4

0.95
> 4

0.63
> 0.4

0.51
> 0.4

0.35
< 0.4

0.94
> 0.4

1 5 3 4 0.53 3.1 1.4 1.2 3.8
Before

crossing:

3 5 3 1 0.53 3.1 1.4 1.8 3.8

Target vector:

Target vector:

After
crossing:

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of crossover operation.

Start

Parameter setting:
Random requirement JPP problem

parameters and algorithm parameters
setting

Population initialization:
Initial chromosomes and the

population are generated, and the
initial fitness value and the initial

optimal chromosome are calculated

Gen > Maxgen

Mutation operation:
Based on step 4.3.2 (3) -

Mutation operation:
Based on step 4.3.2 (3) -

Mutation operation:
Based on step 4.3.2 (3) - 

Result output:
Current optimal fitness and the

current optimal solution based on
the elite selection strategy

Gen = gen + 1

Output the optimal
results

End

N

Y

Figure 4: Flowchart of the DE algorithm.
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as the target vector of mutation. Within the range of
the t-th generation population, three different integer
numbers r1, r2, r3 that are different from the target
vector are randomly generated, representing the r1
-th, r2-th, and r3-th chromosomes of the population,
respectively. If I presume mutation operator F = 0:4,
then the whole mutation process according to the
first strategy is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows
the schematic diagram of genes with multiple abnor-
mal chromosomes after DE algorithm processing
mutation. The basic processing idea is that if the
mutated gene is abnormal, such as beyond the

defined range, it will be replaced by a randomly gen-
erated qualified number. If the generated gene falls
within the defined domain, the algorithm rounds
the locus of ~j ≤ n. Similarly, for the gene processing
at ~j > n, if it exceeds the defined range, it is replaced
by a randomly generated qualified number; other-
wise, the calculated value of the variation formula is
taken

(ii) Crossover operation: for each dimension, a vector with
a length of 9 is randomly generated, which corresponds
to the initial chromosome length of 9 (4 + 1 + 4), and a

ERP docking module

Device planning data
module

Device management data
module

Data
library

Approval of the data module
step by step

Equipment financial
data module

Equipment procurement
data module

Equipment supplier
data module

Device information
query module

Figure 5: Equipment supply management system.

Equipment
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Order
settlement

Supplier
management

Purchase

SupplierSupplier
shipment

Equipment
requirement

Device
management

Purchasing
management

Spare parts
inventory

Supplier
qualification

audit

Equipment
management

and
procurement
management

Waste
equipment

management

Treatment of waste
equipment

Waste equipment
storage

Auction of waste
equipment

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the procurement management information platform process.
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new chromosome is constructed with reference to
expression (4-18a). If randnðtÞ = 4, CR = 0:4, new
chromosomes will be generated according to the quan-
tum crossover rule, as shown in Figure 3

(iii) Algorithm selection and update operations: accord-
ing to the greedy selection rule, the selection opera-
tion of the DE algorithm is performed, the fitness of
each chromosome is calculated, and the current
optimal fitness and the current optimal chromo-
some are output

(iv) The algorithm repeats algorithm steps (1)-(3) until
the maximum number of iterations is reached or
the algorithm converges

(v) The algorithm outputs the optimal result

(vi) When the maximum number of iterations is
reached, the DE algorithm stops running and out-

puts the best fitness, the chromosome correspond-
ing to the best fitness, and the optimal solution

The flow chart of DE algorithm to solve the random
demand JRP is shown in Figure 4.

4. Cost Control System for Medical Equipment
Procurement in Public Hospitals

Through the business demand analysis and data analysis of
the medical equipment quota management system in the
opposite hospital, various business flow charts have been
used to clearly show the current equipment supply manage-
ment business process. Therefore, the function that the sys-
tem should achieve can be derived. Its functional modules
include user login module, planning module, auditing mod-
ule, equipment ordering module, storage and outgoing mod-
ule, payment module, statistical query module, and
equipment supplier data module. The specific functions that

Equipment management system

Supplier management system

Spare parts management system

Waste equipment management
system

Equipment registration

Equipment maintenance

Early warning management

Accessories replacement

Waste processing

Supplier registration

Equipment registration

Supplier qualification certification

Real-time communication

Supply application

Online signing contract

Order out of the warehouse

Spare parts storage

Spare parts out of the warehouse

Spare parts early warning

Spare parts maintenance

Analysis of spare parts inventory

Waste equipment storage

Auction of waste equipment

Treatment of waste equipment

Order settlement

Apply accepted

Supplier analysis

Purchase information release

Purchase green channel

Spare parts procurement

Procurement management system

Equipment management and procurement
management information platform

Figure 7: Architecture diagram of procurement management information platform.
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can be realized are as follows: (1) user login: it is used to ver-
ify the user’s identity and access rights to determine their
operation rights. (2) Plan input: it is used for the input of
equipment plan. (3) Audit module: it is used to verify
whether the equipment plan is reasonable. (4) Equipment
order: it is used by the business department to input various
information related to equipment into the system. (5)

Inbound and outbound: it is used for the management of
equipment arrival, inbound, outbound, etc. by business
departments and equipment users. (6) Payment: it supports
input, statistics, and inquiry of expenses for equipment. (7)
Statistical query: it is used for different needs of different
users and can flexibly check and count data information
related to the equipment. (8) Equipment supplier data: it is

Table 1: Statistical table of the effect of the cost control system for medical equipment procurement in public hospitals based on
mathematical modeling.

No. Cost control No. Cost control No. Cost control

1 81.421 20 83.748 39 88.994

2 83.906 21 79.917 40 88.236

3 85.060 22 85.896 41 91.460

4 86.548 23 80.946 42 82.206

5 89.309 24 89.212 43 86.927

6 91.146 25 82.835 44 90.777

7 87.050 26 90.513 45 82.321

8 84.836 27 91.314 46 83.567

9 82.388 28 81.307 47 82.499

10 80.449 29 91.543 48 80.325

11 82.452 30 79.152 49 91.302

12 90.958 31 84.065 50 86.035

13 89.631 32 89.820 51 87.832

14 83.687 33 85.314 52 81.333

15 85.705 34 80.048 53 88.433

16 89.994 35 89.002 54 88.910

17 82.295 36 87.456 55 83.767

18 80.719 37 85.653 56 80.221

19 85.524 38 82.464

Equipment
procurement cost

control system

Bargain

Strategic procurement
management theory

Strategic
cooperation

Transformation theory
model

Value creation
theoretical model

Task
management

Value
control

Improve Replace

Conceptual
model

Plan Budget Supervise Analyse

Report Improve Assess Exam

Value constellation management
Functional

model

Improve Replace

Traditional purchasing
management theory

Figure 8: Overall framework of equipment procurement cost control system.
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used for the access, approval, and annual evaluation of sup-
pliers. The connection between modules is shown in
Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 6, the equipment manage-
ment and procurement management platforms of public
hospitals can be roughly divided into supplier management,
equipment management and procurement management,
and waste equipment management according to the order
of equipment circulation.

After further refining the three-layer structure, the pub-
lic hospital equipment management and procurement man-
agement information platform can be divided into five
subsystems: equipment management system, supplier man-
agement system, procurement management system, spare
parts management system, and waste equipment manage-
ment system. The platform not only realizes the equipment
safety management but also realizes the informatization of
equipment procurement, so that the coal enterprises can
greatly improve the continuous production capacity of the
enterprises while producing safely. At the same time, pur-
chasing equipment or accessories through online bidding
not only ensures the quality of equipment or accessories
but also greatly saves the procurement cost of enterprises.
The architecture diagram of the equipment management
and procurement management information platform is
shown in Figure 7.

The conceptual model of the system is the theoretical
basis of the equipment procurement cost control system
and the most fundamental theoretical basis for the construc-
tion of the system. This construction is based on the optimi-
zation of the conceptual model of strategic procurement,
changes the cooperation mode of the project, and replaces
the bargaining based on the traditional procurement man-
agement theory by strategic cooperation. On the other hand,
based on the theoretical model of value creation based on
lean construction, the control method of the project is trans-
formed, and the task management based on the transforma-

tion theoretical model is replaced by value management. The
overall framework of the equipment procurement cost con-
trol system is shown in Figure 8.

On this basis, the effect of the model proposed in this
paper is verified, and the procurement cost control effect of
the model in this paper is counted. The results are shown
in Table 1 and Figure 9.

From the analysis of the above chart data, we can see that
the cost control system for medical equipment procurement
in public hospitals based on mathematical modeling pro-
posed in this paper can play an important role in equipment
procurement in public hospitals.

5. Conclusion

Under the development situation of the new medical reform,
my country has made major reforms in improving the pro-
curement quality and efficiency standards of public hospi-
tals, which has achieved the steady development of hospital
business and promoted the transformation of hospitals from
extensive management to refined management. In the man-
agement of large-scale medical equipment, by evaluating the
benefits of large-scale medical equipment, the use efficiency
of the equipment can be clarified, and it can also provide ref-
erence for the planning and project establishment of large-
scale medical equipment. The benefit evaluation of the hos-
pital’s medical equipment before the purchase can judge the
benefit of the capital investment, evaluate whether the
investment is feasible, and prevent the waste of funds and
idle equipment. Combined with the procurement process
of medical equipment in public hospitals, this paper estab-
lishes a mathematical model of medical equipment procure-
ment in public hospitals. Data analysis shows that the cost
control system for medical equipment procurement in pub-
lic hospitals based on the mathematical model proposed in
this paper can play an important role in public hospital
equipment procurement.
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Figure 9: Statistical diagram of the effect of the cost control system for medical equipment procurement in public hospitals based on
mathematical modeling.
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Brain cancer is a rare and deadly disease with a slim chance of survival. One of the most important tasks for neurologists and
radiologists is to detect brain tumors early. Recent claims have been made that computer-aided diagnosis-based systems can
diagnose brain tumors by employing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as a supporting technology. We propose transfer
learning approaches for a deep learning model to detect malignant tumors, such as glioblastoma, using MRI scans in this
study. This paper presents a deep learning-based approach for brain tumor identification and classification using the state-of-
the-art object detection framework YOLO (You Only Look Once). The YOLOv5 is a novel object detection deep learning
technique that requires limited computational architecture than its competing models. The study used the Brats 2021 dataset
from the RSNA-MICCAI brain tumor radio genomic classification. The dataset has images annotated from RSNA-MICCAI
brain tumor radio genomic competition dataset using the make sense an AI online tool for labeling dataset. The preprocessed
data is then divided into testing and training for the model. The YOLOv5 model provides a precision of 88 percent. Finally,
our model is tested across the whole dataset, and it is concluded that it is able to detect brain tumors successfully.

1. Introduction

A brain tumor is a clump of uneven cells that forms a mass.
Growth in this area might lead to cancerous consequences.
As benign or malignant tumors develop, the pressure inside
the skull will increase. Long-term brain damage and maybe
death will happen as a result of this damage [1]. In India,
this type of tumor affects 5 to 10 persons per 100,000 and
is on the rise [2]. Considering children’s brain and central
nervous system, tumors are the second most common
malignancy in children, accounting for around 26 percent
of all malignancies.

Various advancements in the field of computer-aided
diagnosis of brain tumors have been developed during the
previous decade. These approaches are always available to
assist radiologists who are unsure about the type of tumor

they are looking at or wish to investigate further. To identify
tumors, doctors utilize MRI (magnetic resonance imaging)
and CT-scan (computed tomography). MRI is the most pre-
ferred technique, and hence, researchers have concentrated
their efforts on MRI. A critical stage in the diagnosis of a
brain tumor is segmentation. To focus on this problem,
researchers are using deep learning techniques [3, 4].

Machine learning is a branch of deep learning. It
employs an artificial neural network to handle difficult prob-
lems containing large volumes of information. An artificial
neural network is a network that functions similarly to the
brain. The word “deep” in deep learning is defined as a net-
work with several layers. Every neuron symbolizes a func-
tion, and each link does have a certain bit of weight. The
backpropagation algorithm is employed by the network by
adjusting the weights. With increasing precision on
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complicated datasets, deep learning has changed the area of
computer vision [4]. Image analysis uses a type of network
called a convolutional network, which takes images as input
and uses a kernel to convolve them into a picture map [5].
Deep learning models have a lot of benefits in medical imag-
ing, including identifying critical components, pattern rec-
ognition in cell parts, feature extraction, and better
outcomes for fewer datasets [6]. Transfer learning is a deep
learning method in which the network’s parameters (weights
and biases) are taken from another network trained on a dif-
ferent dataset. The new network may now be trained using
the transferred parameters as initialization (a process known
as fine-tuning), or additional layers on top of the network
can be formed and just those layers trained on the dataset
of interest.

Using pretrained features on data is a common approach
for neural network models [4, 7]. The network can now be
developed using imported attributes as an initial process (a
process known as fine-tuning), or additional layers can be
placed on top of the network, with just the new layers being
learned on the data of importance. Transfer learning has a
number of benefits, including speeding up the data collecting
process and improving generalization. It cuts down on the
time it takes to train a huge dataset. In this study, we have
applied YOLOv5’s different variant algorithm on Brats
2020 annotated dataset to detect brain tumor location.

We used YOLO V5 to create our object detection model.
The Darknet framework is utilized to maintain this model,
and it provides a single network that can be used for both
item categorization and prediction using bounding boxes.
YOLO V5 is architecturally identical to YOLO V4, with
the exception that it is built-in Python. Version 5 of YOLO
is now significantly quicker and lighter. We utilized the
YOLO V5 model, which was trained with the COCO dataset
as a benchmark. Our unique annotated MRI pictures were
used to train this model efficiently. YOLO is a single convo-
lutional neural network, unlike other neural network-based
frameworks for object identification [8, 9]. It has two fully
connected layers for bounding box prediction and 24 convo-
lutional layers for extracting information from pictures. The
Darknet framework is used to build this network [10].

We have used all variations of the YOLOv5 model for
brain tumor detection. The accuracy for YOLOv5s,
YOLOv5n, YOLOv5m, YOLOv5l, and YOLOv5x models is
87%, 85.2%, 89%, 90.2%, and 91.2%, respectively. Lower
training time, higher accuracy, and precision validate that
the YOLOv5 detection model is suitable for brain tumor
detection. As we have seen, there are a variety of approaches
utilized in medical imaging, particularly MRI pictures of
brain tumors. The algorithms for classification, segmenta-
tion, and detection were applied, but each has its own set
of limitations [11, 12].

For this study, we have used a dataset from competition
RSNA-MICCAI brain tumor radiogenic classification com-
petition from Kaggle [13, 14]. The competition includes
the Brats 21 dataset with a sample shown in Figure 1. The
Center for Biomedical Image Computing and Analytics
every year provides challenges for the researcher in terms
of brain tumor analysis. The data evolves every year with

improvements. The challenge has been conducted since
2013. Brats 2014-17 had a similar type of data but was dis-
carded since it had both pre- and postoperative scans. Since
2017, the current edition of the dataset has included glioma
that has been annotated by experts in order to improve the
training of our model. The dataset consists of MRI images
with dimensions of 240×240. The dataset consisted of
images of a brain tumor in 3 types of magnetic resonance
imaging scans: T1 image, T2 image, and FLAIR image.

2. Related Work

For the diagnosis of brain tumors, many deep learning
models have been used, although object detection methods
have only been used in a limited number of studies, e.g., Per-
eira and co-authors employed the 3D Unet model, a new
deep learning model that aids in the classification of tumors
according to their severity. It has considered two areas of
interest, the first of which is the whole brain, and the second
of which is the malignancies zone of interest [1, 15].

Neelum et al. have had a lot of success with their prob-
lem analysis since they employ pretrained models such as
DesNet and Inception-v3. Concatenation of features has
greatly aided the model’s improvement [16]. Mohammad
et al. used a small dataset of 2D images to test several
machine learning algorithms such as decision trees, support
vector machines, convolutional neural networks, and deep
learning models such as VGG 16, ResNet, and Inception.
VGG19 was the most successful model, with an F1 scope
of 97.8 percent on top of the CNN framework. The author
mentioned that there is a trade-off between model perfor-
mance and temporal complexity. The ML approaches are
simpler to use, whereas the DL methods are more efficient.
The author also highlighted the need for a benchmark data-
set. For tumor analysis automation, they used the algorithms
FastAi and YOLOv5. However, YOLOv5 only achieves an
accuracy of 85 percent. To compensate for the short dataset,
they have not used any transfer learning techniques [17].

For minor health-care institutions [18], detailed research
[19] on brain tumor analysis has been offered. The author
conducted a poll that identified a number of issues with
the methodology. They have also offered some suggestions
for improving medical techniques. For bone identification,
Al-masni et al. employed the YOLO model. As can be seen,
the YOLO approach can produce significantly better results
in medical imaging [20, 21].

Yale et al. [22] used the YOLO network to identify mel-
anoma skin illness. Despite the fact that the test was run on a
smaller dataset, the results were encouraging. The Darknet
framework improves the speed of feature extraction. A better
grasp of how YOLO works is still required. Kang et al. [23]
suggested a hybrid model using deep features and machine
learning classifiers along with the combination of several
deep learning approaches with classifiers such as SVM,
RBF, KNN, and others [24]. The ensemble feature has aided
in the modeling of improved performance. However, the
author claims that the proposed model is unsuitable for
real-time medical diagnosis.
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From 2015 to 2019, Muhammad et al. [17, 25] investigated
several deep learning and transfer learning strategies. The
author has outlined problems that must be overcome before
any techniques to be used in the real world. While imple-
menting models, researchers should pay attention to addi-
tional parameters in addition to accuracy. Some of the issues
raised include the need for end-to-end deep learning models,
improved run time, lower computing costs, and flexibility.
The authors proposed contemporary technologies like edge
computing, fog computing and cloud computing [26–28],
federated learning, the GAN method, and IoT [7] as prob-
lem-solving technologies. As we have seen, there are a variety
of approaches utilized in medical imaging, particularly on
MRI pictures of brain tumors. The algorithms for classifica-
tion, segmentation, and detection were applied, but each has
its own set of limitations [11, 12].

3. Methodology

3.1. Dataset. For this study, we have used a dataset from
competition RSNA-MICCAI brain tumor radiogenic classifica-
tion competition from Kaggle [13, 14]. The competition
includes the Brats 21 dataset with a sample as shown in
Figure 1. The Center for Biomedical Image Computing and
Analytics every year provides challenges for the researchers in
terms of brain tumor analysis [29]. The data evolves every year
with improvements. The challenge has been conducted since
2013. Brats 2014-17 had a similar type of data but was dis-
carded since it had both pre- and postoperative scans. Since
2017, the current edition of the dataset has included glioma
that has been annotated by experts in order to improve the
training of our model. The dataset consists of MRI images with
dimensions of 240×240. The dataset consisted of images of a
brain tumor in 3 types of magnetic resonance imaging scans:

(i) T1 image. In these MRI scans, the fat tissue is
brighter. The subcutaneous fat is brighter which is
present in the bone marrow of the vertebral bodies.
The cerebrospinal fluid is not highlighted as it will
appear black in the scans [30]

(ii) T2 image. This scan is opposite to that of T1 as we
can see cerebrospinal fluid brightly, and the bone
cortex is black in the T1 scan

(iii) FLAIR. It is known as fluid attenuated inversion
recovery. Technically, FLAIR images help in reduc-
ing the vision of fluid content so we can directly
analyze the tumor

The dataset is divided into dcim images based on scan
types and axial positions, such as sagittal, which is the verti-
cal plane perpendicular to the median plane; coronal, which
is perpendicular to both sagittal and coronal planes; and
axial, which is perpendicular to both sagittal and coronal
planes.

Brats 21 dataset also contains the mgmt value which
is an enzyme in a tumor known as methylguanine meth-
lytransferase. The mgmt value is indirectly proportional to
the chemotherapy effect on patients. So, Brats 21 also
provides the data about the mgmt value [31]. For brain
tumor detection, we need images with exact positions
for that we need to define parameters [32]. For YOLOv5
training, we clone the YOLOv5 repository which contains
the YOLOv5 model for training and trained weights from
the cocoa model. The YOLOv5 repository also contains
the hyperparameters setting for the training of the
model [33].

3.2. YOLOv5. The YOLOv5 model requires image input.
This image needs to be preprocessed before training the
model. The images taken by the model are of dimension
512. The deep learning model requires more images to
train and hence has bigger dataset, and we have taken
800 images dataset. Image scaling is done on the images
for better magnification of the image and detection of
the tumor. The data is labeled using the makesense.ai
website, which saves the labels as well as the bounding
box enclosing the tumor, as well as the annotation coor-
dinates. The labels and images are divided into test and
train with the coordinates of the four vertices of the rect-
angular box.

The YOLOv5 model has certain advantages in its model

(i) The model’s benefits include precise object recogni-
tion and tumor location, as well as high speed and
detection accuracy

(ii) The model is capable of detecting tiny tumor objects
in photos that are noisy, hazy, or cloudy

Flair
...IMAGE ID = 00376 ⁎⁎MGMT = 0⁎⁎ ... (SHOWING SLICE/SCAN 83)

t1 t1ce t2 seg

Figure 1: Brats21 dataset.
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The YOLOv5 is divided into three parts: backbone;
neck; and prediction. The backbone of the YOLOv5 archi-
tecture is the Bottleneck Cross Stage Partial Darknet
(BCSPD). The input images are fed to the backbone. For
convolutional operations, the FOCUS module splits the
input picture into four little ones and then concatenates
them together. The 640×640×3 pixel picture is reduced
into four smaller 320×320×3 pixel images, which are then
concatenated into a 320×320×12 pixel feature map. Once
32 convolutional kernels are used, the result is a
320×320×32 feature map [34–36]. The model’s CoBL
module is a basic convolutional module that embodies
the Conv2D+batch normalization (BN)+Leaky relu acti-
vation function. It eliminates the duplication of gradient
information in CNN’s optimization process and incorpo-
rates gradient changes into the feature map, decreasing
input parameters and model size [37]. Two CoBL modules
make up the BCSP: one residual unit and two 11 Conv2D
kernels. The two CoBL modules and an adder are con-
tained in a residual unit, and the adder adds the features
of the previous CoBL module output and the features of
two CoBL modules and then sends the local features to
one 11 Conv2D layers. By modifying the width (w) and
depth (d) of the BCSP module, the four models with var-
ied input parameters, YOLOv5s, YOLOv5m, YOLOv5l,
and YOLOv5x, may be obtained. In addition, the SPP
module in the backbone interfaces with the BCSP module.
The SPP module expands the network’s receptive field and
adds features of various scales. Second, YOLOv5 adds path
aggregation network (PANet) in the neck area to improve
information flow. The PANet is built on a feature pyramid
network (FPN) topology, which transmits strong semantic
characteristics from top to bottom. FPN layers also express
significant positional characteristics from the bottom to
the top. PANet also increases the transmission of low-
level characteristics and the use of precise localization sig-
nals in the bottom layers. As a result, this improves the
target object’s position accuracy [38].

The prediction layer is also called the detection or
YOLO layer, generating three different feature maps to
attain multiscale prediction. However, the model can clas-
sify and detect small, medium, and large objects in the
prediction layer.

The following is a synopsis of the YOLOv5 prediction
process:

(i) Phase 1. The backbone is fed with the photos at a
resolution of 640 by 640 pixels at first. The FOCUS
module slices the photos after that. The feature map
is sent to the second concatenation layer after per-
forming numerous convolutional operations and
two BCSP1 operations. The feature map, on the
other hand, is sent to the second concatenation
layer after being run once by BCSP1, twice by
BCSP2, twice by convolutions, and twice by upsam-
pling. Both of them are combined in the second
concatenation layer. The 80×80 sized feature map
with scale 1 is created after the BCSP2 layers and
11 convolution operations are applied

(ii) Phase 2. The 80×80 dimension feature map from
phase 1 is filtered by one 33 percent convolutional
kernel in the second step and sent to the third
fusion layer. In addition, one 11 convolutional ker-
nel executes the extracted features before the second
upsampling and delivers it to the third concatena-
tion layer. The final concatenation layer then joins
the two together. The 40×40 scaled feature map as
scale 2 is achieved after completing the BCSP2 layer
and one 1×1 convolution operation

(iii) Phase 3. In the third phase, the convolutional kernel
processes the 40×40 sized feature map from phase 2
and sends it to the fourth concatenation layer. Fur-
thermore, one 11 convolutional kernel executes the
feature map before the first upsampling and sends
it to the fourth concatenation layer. Both of them
are concatenated at the fourth concatenation layer.
The 20×20 sized feature map as scale 3 is then cre-
ated using the BCSP2 layer and the 11 convolution
procedure

(iv) Phase 4. Finally, the feature maps of various sizes in
scales 1 to 3 (i.e., 80×80, 40×40, and 20×20) are
enhanced for recognizing tumor objects of various
sizes using regression bounding boxes (BB). As a
result, each feature map is predicted to have three
regression bounding boxes at each position, result-
ing in three (80×80, 40×40, 20×20) =25200 regres-
sion bounding boxes. Finally, as a final tumor
detection outcome, the model’s anticipated output
with BB is displayed

The MSCOCO dataset has 80 preset object classes, and
the YOLOv5 model was trained on it. The anticipated out-
put tensor (POT) dimensions are 3 ð5 + 80Þ = 255 where
“3” signifies each grid cell prediction’s three bounding boxes
(BB), “5” specifies each prediction box’s coordinates (xo, yo,
w, and h) and confidence score (CS), and “80” denotes the
predetermined item class (CL). As a result, we will need to
tweak the YOLOv5 model’s classifier. As a result of Equation
(2), the projected output tensor (POT) dimension in our sit-
uation is 3 ð5 + 2Þ = 21 [39].

For training our model, we have used the Google Colab
environment. Once the dataset is preprocessed, we feed the
training data to the pretrained model along with its hyper-
parameters provided by the YOLOv5 researchers for better
results. In this research, we have used all the YOLOv5 vari-
ations which are available to get an in-depth analysis of the
YOLOv5 model.

4. Evaluation Metrics

True positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN),
and false negatives (FN) are four important outcomes used
to assess the efficacy of the proposed brain tumor classifica-
tion and detection system. The performance of the proposed
system is calculated using the following metrics: Accuracy
determines the ability to correctly discriminate between dif-
ferent types of brain tumors [40]. The proportion of true
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positive and true negative occurrences in all studied cases is
computed using the formula below to establish a test’s
accuracy.

A true positive (TP) is when the model predicts the pos-
itive class properly. A true negative (TN), on the other hand,
is a result in which the model properly predicts the negative
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Figure 2: Fine-tuned YOLOv5 model.
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Figure 3: YOLOv5 model.
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class. A false positive (FP) occurs when the model forecasts
the positive class inaccurately. A false negative (FN) is an
outcome in which the model forecasts the negative class
inaccurately. Equation (1) has formula for accuracy, Equa-
tion (2) shows for precision, and Equation (3) represents
recall. F1 formula as shown in Equation (4) is derived from
precision and recall:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, ð1Þ

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, ð2Þ

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, ð3Þ

F1 =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall

=
2 ∗ TP

2 ∗ TP + FP + FN
: ð4Þ

5. Proposed Model

We will be using the state-of-the-art model YOLOv5, as pre-
viously stated. COCO (Microsoft Common Objects in Con-
text) dataset provided the pretrained weights. This
parameter is used for fine tweaking. The BRat 2020 dataset
is used to train the model. Patients’ 3D scans are used to
input the model. We use the test picture to obtain informa-
tion about the tumor once the model has been trained. Using
pretrained parameters on a dataset is a common approach in
deep learning models [15]. The new network can now be
trained using the transferred parameters as initialization (a
process known as fine-tuning as shown in Figure 2), or addi-
tional layers can be built on top of the network, with only the
new layers being trained on the dataset of interest. Transfer
learning has a number of advantages, including speeding up

the data collection process and improving generalization. In
Figure 3, we can see we have input the preprocessed dataset
along with pretrained weights and hyperparameter. The data
is evaluated according to the model with various operations
performed in the head, neck, and prediction phase of the
YOLOv5 model. It cuts down on the time it takes to train
a huge dataset.

Before we train the model with the YOLO model, we
need to do some preprocessing. The tumor must be desig-
nated with a box region. This may be accomplished by utiliz-
ing a tool that produces a bounding box around the image’s
item of interest. We can utilize the NVIDIA transfer
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Figure 4: Accuracy curves for YOLOv5s, YOLOv5m, and YOLOv5l.

Table 1: YOLOv5 implementation analysis.

Model Weight mAP

Faster R-CNN [42] 200 mb 77.60

YOLOv4-tiny 33.2 mb 88.98

YOLOv5s 17 mb 87

YOLOv5n 12 mb 85.2

YOLOv5m 41 mb 89

YOLOv5l 90 mb 90.2

YOLOv5x 168 mb 91.2

Table 2: YOLOv5 comparison analysis.

Model Weight Precision
Times required

(minutes)
Recall mAP

YOLOv5s 17 mb 82.9 82.9 83 87

YOLOv5n 12 mb 81.5 81.5 82 85.2

YOLOv5m 41 mb 85.2 85.2 87.4 89

YOLOv5l 90 mb 88.2 88.2 86.2 90.2

YOLOv5x 168mb 89.1 190.1 9 91.2
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learning toolbox for transfer learning, and we can feed the
COCO dataset because it supports the YOLO architecture.
This fine-tunes our model and compensates for missing or
unlabeled data. Following that, we can use our model to
train our Brats dataset. Google Colab, which provides
100GB of storage, 12GB of RAM, and GPU support, was
used for development. The creators of YOLOv5 have made
their training results accessible on the COCO dataset, which
we may download and utilize for our own model. We need a
labeled dataset for training to apply the YOLOv5 method to
our model, which is available in the Brats dataset.

We will freeze several layers and put our own layer on
top of the YOLO model for better results on the Brats data-
set since we need to train it for better results on the Brats
dataset. We will utilize the YOLOv5n model since we require
a model that takes up less space. On the COCO dataset [13,
41], the YOLOv5 model gives us a mean average accuracy
score of 72.4 and a speed of 3136ms, as stated in the official
repository. The key benefit of this model is that it is smaller
and easier to produce than the prior YOLO model, and it is
88 percent smaller. At 140 frames per second, this model can
process pictures. COCO (Microsoft Common Objects in
Context) dataset provided the pretrained weights. This
parameter is used for fine tweaking. The Brats 2020 dataset
was used to train the model. We will use the YOLOv5 nano
model in this case since it has a smaller architecture than the
other models, and our major concern is model size. In com-
parison to the other models, the YOLO model has a signifi-
cantly smaller 1.9M params. To be able to do brain scans,
our model requires a specific setup. We do different treat-
ments on the data, ranging from scaling to masking, because
the scanned data of Brats is complicated.

Because the image data is saved in different formats with
various types of scans such as FLAIR, T1, and T2, it is criti-
cal to handle the dataset according to our model’s familiar-
ity. Patients’ scans are input into the model. We utilize the
dice score, jaccard score, and map value to evaluate the out-
puts of our model, but our primary focus is on the model’s

speed in order to improve its usefulness. The dataset has
already been partitioned for training and testing purposes.
There are around 360 patient scans for training and 122
patient scans for testing in our dataset. We may test the net-
work using the YOLOv5 models’ yml file for our specific
setup. The classification has been set to three because we
only have three classes. Our parameters in the backbone or
head of our model must also be supplied to multiple convo-
lution layers. The test picture dataset is fed to the models
once the model has been trained. When compared to seg-
mentation models, the predicted output of the proposed
model must be close to a dice score of 0.85. In comparison
to the previous models, this model uses less storage and pro-
cesses the Brats dataset faster.

6. Experimental Results and Discussions

We have trained our model for different YOLOv5 variations.
The YOLOv5 version includes YOLOv5s, YOLOv5n, and
YOLOv5m. As we have trained from 0-50 epochs, this needs
to be implemented according to lesser epoch data to check if
our model is able to adapt according to lesser time require-
ment. Figure 4 shows the accuracy curves for YOLOv5s,
YOLOv5m, and YOLOv5l, using the final picture dataset.
The accuracy rate is initially quite low in all models, as
shown in Figure 4, but it increases when the epochs are
increased. Furthermore, the precision rate of the YOLOv5s
model is from 75 to 85 percent, while the rates of the
YOLOv5m and YOLOv5l models range from 78 to 89 per-
cent and 83 to 95 percent, respectively. As a consequence,
the YOLOv5l model outperforms the other two models in
terms of benign and malignant tumor classification and pre-
diction. Recall, on the other hand, refers to a model’s capac-
ity to recognize all relevant tumor classifications. It is also
worth noting that as the number of epochs grows, so does
the recall rate. Furthermore, the YOLOv5s model has a recall
rate ranging from 80 percent to 90 percent, while the
YOLOv5m model has a rate ranging from 85 to 95 percent,
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Figure 5: Brain tumor detection using proposed model.
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and the YOLOv5l model has a rate ranging from 88 to 98
percent. As a result, the YOLOv5l model outperforms the
other two models in terms of target tumor categorization
and prediction. In addition, for all models, the mean average
precision (mAP) is calculated. The mAP of the YOLOv5l
model is higher than that of the YOLOv5m and YOLOv5s
models, as can be shown in Table 1.

6.1. Performance. The impact of input dimensions on overall
performance is shown in Table 1. The YOLOv5x variant
generated the greatest mAP of 91.2% from the estimated
findings from the test dataset. YOLOv5l came in second with
90.2%. Surprisingly, the YOLOv5n model did not improve
on the YOLOv5s model. YOLOv5x had the greatest mAP,
the accuracy of 89.1%, and RE of 90.4% in terms of total per-
formance. With 85.2%, YOLOv5n had the lower mAP.
However, as precision and complexity improve, the time
required rises. The YOLOv5s model, which takes roughly
40 minutes to train for 50 epochs, requires the least amount
of time. We examine different detection algorithms used for
brain tumor analysis in Table 2. Faster R-CNN, as shown in
Table 2, has worse accuracy than the other models, despite
having greater weight and training time. YOLOv4 has a good
accuracy score; however, it gives somewhat more weight to
smaller models than YOLOv5. YOLOv5m produces the
most consistent output with the best weight-to-accuracy
ratio. After training our model, we are able to detect a tumor
on any input image as shown in Figure 5.

7. Conclusion

In the proposed study, we have applied YOLOv5’s different
variant algorithm on Brats 2020 annotated dataset to detect
brain tumor location. We were able to achieve 82-92 percent
accuracy for the YOLO variant in which the YOLOv5l
model provides us with the best accuracy than YOLOv5n
and YOLOv5s. It was observed that the object detection
model on brain tumor analysis gives slightly lesser accuracy
than the classification and segmentation model. But we have
also observed a substantial decrease in the training time and
size of the model. We have also observed that while using the
object detection model, there is a trade-off between the accu-
racy of our model with a combination of training time and
model complexity. We have observed that in the YOLO
model, the increase in complexity largely affects the training
time, but there is an increase of about 5-6 percent in
accuracy.

8. Future Scope

In the future, the accuracy of YOLOv5 smaller version
models can be increased with further experimentation, and
some additional research can be performed to decrease the
trade-off between the accuracy and complexity of the model.
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Objective. This study is the first observation of Alcon’s PanOptix trifocal intraocular lens (IOL) implanted in 55 cataract patients
with femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery. Methods. Fifty-five patients (63 eyes) with cataract were treated with
femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery combined with trifocal IOL implantation. Visual acuity, defocus curve, higher order
aberration (HOA), refractive stability, eyeglass removal rate, and satisfaction were evaluated and analyzed. Results. We found
that the visual acuity of patients with near, intermediate, and distance vision was better than 0.1 LogMAR at 1, 3, and 6
months after the completion of surgery. The uncorrected near visual acuity (UCNVA), uncorrected intermediate visual acuity
(UCIVA), and uncorrected distance visual acuity (UCDVA) of patients at 1, 3, and 6 months after surgery were compared
with those before operation, showing statistical significance. Six months after the operation, all patients’ surgical eyes had a
smooth transition in the defocus range from +0D to -2.5D, and the visual acuity of the surgical eyes reached a level better than
0.1 LogMAR. The statistical results of 6-month follow-up showed that the eyeglass removal rate at near, intermediate, and far
distances was 100%. At 6 months postoperatively, only 1 case had nocturnal glare, which affected life; 3 cases developed glare
and halo but did not affect life. The patient satisfaction rate was 98.18%. Conclusions. Femtosecond laser-assisted cataract
surgery with trifocal IOL implantation can remove the lens from the patient with satisfactory visual quality and significantly
improve the postoperative satisfaction of the patient.

1. Introduction

Cataract, one of the most important blinding diseases in the
world [1], is caused by various reasons, such as aging, genetic
immunity, radiation injury, and other causes of lens metabo-
lism disorders and protein denaturation, which makes the lens
cloudy and the turbid lens block light from entering the retina,
resulting in blurred vision [2]. At present, surgery is the main
method to treat cataract [3]. In the earliest stage, the treatment
is mainly to break the suspensory ligament around the lens,
dislocate the lens, and sink into the vitreous cavity, so that light
could enter the eye [4]. However, this method can only
temporarily solve the problem, as the patient will be in a state
equivalent to high myopia when refraction is lost after lens
dislocation [5]. The sinking of the lens into the vitreous cavity

is more likely to cause inflammation and eventually loss of
vision [6].

At present, phacoemulsification (PHACO) is the mainstay
of treatment for cataract among various surgical treatments
[7]. PHACO works by inserting a PHACO probe through a
small incision made in the cornea or sclera, crushing the lens
nucleus into a chylous shape using high-frequency vibration.
The chylous is systematically sucked out, keeping the anterior
chamber full, and then an intraocular lens (IOL) is implanted
[8]. PHACO is an ideal cataract surgery with small incision,
no pain, short operation time, and not obvious postoperative
astigmatism [9]. However, the operation is costly and difficult
to master, and it is still difficult to completely replace other
methods [10]. Therefore, it is of great significance to find amore
effective treatment that can facilitate recovery. Femtosecond
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laser-assisted surgery, on the other hand, is a surgical procedure
within the scope of PHACO technology, which is carried out by
the computer according to the set program, with high stability
and accurate cutting [11, 12]. However, there are still few
reports investigating its therapeutic effect in cataracts.

The procedure involves removing the damaged lens,
which is often replaced with a new artificial lens to restore
vision [13]. An IOL is an artificial lens made from a syn-
thetic material that can replace the lens and has been devel-
oped for six generations [14]. The original monofocal IOL
cannot be adjusted by the ciliary muscle and the zonules as
normal lenses do nor can it be adjusted to a certain range
of focal length [15]. Bifocal IOL uses the refraction and dif-
fraction principle of light to form the near and far focus,
which relatively improves near vision, but has the problem
of reduced contrast sensitivity [16]. Furthermore, the trifocal
IOL also adopts the diffraction principle, but with optimized
and improved structure to further improve the near and far
vision [17]. However, there are few reports about femtosec-
ond laser-assisted cataract surgery with trifocal IOL implan-
tation in China. In this study, 53 cases (63 eyes) of cataract
patients implanted with AcrySof® PanOptix® IOL were
studied and analyzed for their clinical effects, so as to pro-
vide reference value for the extensive development of Focus
IOL.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Participants. The study has been approved by
the Ethics Committee of our hospital. Fifty-five patients (63
eyes) with cataract admitted to our hospital from November
2018 to November 2019 and met the surgical requirements
were included. Inclusion criteria are as follows: (1) lens opac-
ity; (2) patients with visual acuity <0.3; (3) regular corneal
astigmatism ≤0.75D; and (4) Alpha angle <0.5mm and Kappa
angle <0.3mm. Exclusion criteria are as follows: (1) severe
corneal opacity, obstructing the passage of laser; (2) unable
to cooperate with this study; (3) severe systemic diseases (such
as diabetes); and (4) other eye diseases, such as macular degen-
eration. All patients in this study signed an informed consent
form and agreed to a 6-month follow-up visit. General infor-
mation of subjects is shown in Table 1.

2.2. Preoperative Examination. Patients all underwent routine
eye examinations before treatment, including eye B-ultra-
sound, slit lamp microscope, corneal endothelium, optical
coherence tomography, best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA),
and uncorrected visual acuity (UCVA). IOL was measured
by an IOLMaster optical biometer. The power of IOL was cal-
culated by SRK/T formula, and the target diopter was set close
to 0°.

2.3. Surgical Methods. All operations were performed by the
same experienced doctor. The pupils were fully dilated before
the operation, and the surgical eye of the patient placed in the
supine position was subjected to topical anesthesia. LenSx
(Alcon, America, Figure 1(a)), a femtosecond laser-assisted
cataract surgery system, was used to make a 2.2-mm main
membrane incision at the 120° axial position of the cornea

and a 1.2-mm lateral corneal incision at the 20° axial position.
The diameter of the femtosecond laser anterior capsule inci-
sion was 5.3mm. After presplit nucleus treatment, the patient
was transferred to the PHACO operating room. Following
routine disinfection, the eyelid organs of the patient were
opened, and viscoelastic agent was injected into the anterior
chamber. After removing the free anterior capsule membrane
with capsulorhexis forceps, the nucleus and cortex of lens were
aspirated using an ophthalmic PHACO instrument (Shanghai
Jumu Medical Instrument Co., Ltd., Figure 1(b)), the remain-
ing cortex was fully injected and polished, and then the capsule
was implanted into AcrySof® PanOptix® IOL (Alcon, Fort
Worth, TX, USA), Figure 1(c)). The viscoelastic agent in the
capsule was completely sucked out, and the anterior chamber
was formed with the mouth closed. After the operation, we
applied topical Bishu eye ointment and bandaged the operated
eyes. AcrySof® PanOptix® IOL is a single aspheric IOL. The
main body and support part were made of hydrophilic acrylic
material with hydrophobic surface characteristics. The front
surface was designed with a combination of refraction and dif-
fraction, with an optical diameter of 6mm, a maximum diam-
eter of 11mm, a short distance of 33d, a medium distance of
1.66d, a central 4.34mm area with trifocal design, and a bifocal
design for the surrounding area.

2.4. Postoperative Follow-Up and Observation Indexes. At 1,
3, and 6 months after surgery, the following postoperative
detection indexes of patients were collected through medical
records inquiries and telephone visits.

2.4.1. Vision Test. Uncorrected near visual acuity (UCNVA),
uncorrected intermediate visual acuity (UCIVA), and uncor-
rected distance visual acuity (UCDVA) were measured before
and 1, 3, and 6 months after operation. UCNVA was detected
with standard near vision chart, and the detection distance was
40 cm. UCIVAwas tested using the standard near vision chart,
and the detection distance was 80cm. And UCDVA was eval-
uated using the standard logarithmic visual acuity chart, with
the detection distance of 40m.

2.4.2. Defocus Curve Measurement. Six months postopera-
tively, the comprehensive refractometer was used to reduce
the spherical degree from +2D to -4D with 0.5d as the first
gear, and the corresponding spherical degree vision of the
patient was detected. The defocus curve was drawn with
visual acuity as Y-axis and spherical degree as X-axis.

2.4.3. Higher Order Aberration. The higher order aberration
(HOA) was measured with an I-Trace visual function analyzer
(Shanghai Hanfei Medical Instrument Co., Ltd.) with a pupil
diameter of 3mm. The total HOA, Trefoil, Coma, and Spher-
ical aberration were recorded before operation and 1, 3, and 6
months after operation. All tests were completed by a doctor
who is skilled in operating the system, instructing the patient
to open both eyes and open the fixation target. The average
was taken after three measurements.

2.4.4. Refractive Stability. Six months after the operation, the
diopters (D) of the patients were observed and recorded, and
the spherical equivalent (SE) of D was calculated. The
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Table 1: General information of subjects.

Number of cases (n) Operative eye (n) Male (n) Female (n) Age (−x ± s, years) Astigmatism (−x ± s, D)

55 63 21 34 57:94 ± 8:41 0:34 ± 0:17

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Femtosecond laser. (b) Phacoemulsifier for ophthalmology. (c) Alcon’s PanOptix trifocal IOL.
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histogram was drawn according to the interval distribution
of ±1.0d, ±0.75D, ±0.50D, and±0.25D.

2.4.5. Eyeglass Removal Rate and Satisfaction. Six months
after surgery, the subjective visual quality of patients was
investigated with the self-made questionnaire, including the
rate of eyeglass removal and visual satisfaction. The postoper-
ative eyeglass removal rate was assessed from UCNVA
(watching mobile phone), UCIVA (reading), and UCDVA
(watching TV). Visual satisfaction, evaluated according to
halo, glare, and other visual interference phenomena, was
divided into 4 grades ranging from dissatisfied to very
satisfied.

2.5. Statistical Methods. SPSS 23.0 statistical software (IBM
SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used to statistically analyze
the data. Qualitative data were expressed as n (%), and quan-
titative data were expressed as ð−x ± sÞ. Qualitative data, quan-
titative data, and repeatedmeasurement data were analyzed by
χ2, t-test, and analysis of variance (ANOVA), respectively. P
< 0:05 means the difference is statistically significant.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Comparison of Preoperative and Postoperative Visual
Acuity. At 1, 3, and 6 months after the operation, the near,
intermediate, and distance vision of patients were found to
be better than 0.1 LogMAR. UCNVA, UCIVA, and UCDVA
at 1, 3, and 6 months after surgery were compared with those
before surgery, and significant differences were determined
(P < 0:05), while the comparison of UCNVA, UCIVA, and
UCDVA at 1, 3, and 6 months after surgery revealed no statis-
tical significance among different postoperative periods
(P > 0:05, Figure 2).

3.2. Defocus Curve after Surgery. After the operation, we
followed up all the patients for 6 months and found that all
the operated eyes of patients had a smooth transition in the
defocus range of +0D to -2.5D, with a visual acuity level better
than 0.1 LogMAR (Figure 3).

3.3. Comparison of HOA before and after Surgery. The HOA,
trefoil aberration, coma aberration, and spherical aberration of
patients 1, 3, and 6 months postoperatively were compared
with those before the operation, and significant differences
were determined (P < 0:05), while the HOA, trefoil aberration,
coma aberration, and spherical aberration showed no statisti-
cal significance among different postoperative periods (1, 3,
and 6 months after surgery) (P > 0:05, Figure 4).

3.4. Postoperative Refractive Stability Distribution of
Patients. During the 6-month follow-up, we found that
63.49% of the affected eyes had SE within ±0.25D, 87.30%
had SE within ±0.50D, 96.83% had SE within ±0.75D, and
100.00% had SE within ±1.00D (Figure 5).

3.5. The Eyeglass Removal Rate and Satisfaction of Patients.
We followed up the patients for 6 months after surgery and
calculated to find that the eyeglass removal rate at the near,
middle, and long distances was 100%. During the follow-up,
only 1 patient was reported with night glare, which affected

life, and 3 cases experienced glare and halo that did not affect
life. The patient’s satisfaction rate was 98.18% (Figure 6).

4. Discussion

Cataracts can be divided into congenital cataracts and
acquired cataracts. The former, also known as developmen-
tal cataracts, exists in the embryonic period and is mostly
caused by genetic metabolic diseases, while the latter is
attributed to the patient’s own diseases, metabolic abnormal-
ities, poisoning, trauma, etc. The pathogenesis of cataract is
mainly crystal protein degeneration, oxidative stress, and
lens epithelial cell (LEC) apoptosis [18]. The lens transmits
light, which is projected onto the retina to produce vision.
Lens proteins, which play an important role in maintaining
lens transparency, come in two main types: water-soluble
and insoluble. Water-soluble proteins are dominant, but
when insoluble proteins begin to increase due to various rea-
sons, the water-soluble ones will decrease accordingly, form-
ing an uneven medium and light scattering that affects the
light transmittance and light refraction ability of the lens,
which is the basis for the onset of cataracts [19]. There are
three main types of water-soluble proteins: α, β, and γ.
The α-crystallin molecular chaperone active peptide can
inhibit the production of insoluble proteins. Changes in
the structure or quantity of β/γ-crystallin protein will alter
the lens structure and produce insoluble proteins. Therefore,
lens protein denaturation is to provide a material basis for
the occurrence of cataracts [20]. The production of 8-hydro-
xyguanine, which is produced in deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA), disturbs the base pairing and causes changes in pro-
tein function. DNA single-strand breaks are also one of the
factors in the formation of cataracts, and LEC apoptosis is
the cytological basis [21].

LenSx is mainly based on the principle of photolysis and
dielectric breakdown. It uses high irradiance, high-precision
focusing, and short pulse laser spot to be highly localized in
transparent tissues (such as cornea), so that the beam can be
absorbed in a very short time. At 100°C to 300°C, the energy

6 months a�er

3 months a�er

1 months a�er

Preoperative

–1 0 1 2 3

Vision

UCNVA
UCIVA
UCDVA

⁎

⁎

⁎

Figure 2: Comparison of patients’ visual acuity before and after
surgery. Note: ∗ indicates P < 0:05 compared with before
treatment.
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generates plasma, whose expansion and contraction gener-
ates shock waves. While the expansion and contraction of
tissues leads to cavitation and formation of bubbles that fuse
and burst to allow accurate cutting of adjacent tissues [22].
When this technology is applied to the cornea and lens, bub-
bles are generated only at the specified depth within the lens
due to the wavelength (1053 nm) not being absorbed by cor-
neal tissue and anterior lens capsule, which can evaporate
the tissue in the micron-level plane.

In the development of IOL, monofocal IOL solves the prob-
lem of blindness that may occur after lens removal. However,

because its lens can only be used as a lens to replace its refractive
function, it is still necessary to wear glasses to adjust the vision
aftermonofocal IOL implantation, so as to basically restore nor-
mal vision. The lens adjusts its thickness through the human
body to adjust the focus, but the IOL can only obviously fix
its size, and the implantation of it cannot use the principle of
natural lens to adjust the focus. Therefore, bifocal IOLs were
invented based on the principle of refraction and diffractive
optics to adjust the focus. According to different principles,
bifocal IOLs are divided into refractive, diffractive, and hybrid
IOLs. The refractive IOL is a refracted light with aspherical con-
centric rings on its front surface to produce near and distance
vision. The diffractive bifocal IOL uses the principle of light
wave dynamics to construct diffraction steps and diffraction
zones of the micro slope ring on the back surface to produce
near and distance vision. The hybrid IOL is designed to achieve
diffraction in the middle and refraction in the periphery. The
width and height of the annulus are gradually changed from
the center to the periphery to smooth out the light and thus
achieve clear vision in the near and far. However, the disadvan-
tage of these designs is that nonfocal imaging on the focal plane
can also appear blurred, which will interfere with focus imaging,
presenting as glare and halos, decreased contrast sensitivity, and
loss of fine vision [23]. To solve these problems, a trifocal IOL
was developed.

At present, trifocal IOLs include Fine Vision trifocal
IOLs, Zeiss trifocal (AT LISA tri839MP) IOLs, and PanOp-
tix trifocal IOLs. Fine Vision trifocal IOLs are developed
based on the principle of diffraction, with the diffraction ring
highly focused on myopia and intermediate vision, allowing
for near vision increase by +3.5D and intermediate vision
increase by +1.75D. The pupil size adjusts the light to enter
to adjust distance vision, with 43% of the light used for dis-
tance vision, 28% for near vision, and 15% for intermediate
vision [24]. AT LISA tri839MP IOLs are based on the design
of aspheric refraction and diffraction. Optically, it is divided
into two parts, namely, the trifocal area in the middle and
the traditional bifocal area in the periphery, which can com-
pensate +3.33D near vision and +1.66D intermediate vision
[25]. The above two trifocal IOLs have achieved good results
in clinical applications, but their astigmatism problems can-
not be ignored.
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PanOptix trifocal IOLs, which are the latest AcrySof series
developed by Alcon Corporation of the United States in 2015,
were used in this study. The optical diameter of such IOLs is
6.0mm, and the total diameter is 13.00mm, with 15 diffraction
zones in the optical zone, which can distribute the light energy
to 3 focal points. Among them, the energy of the first diffracted
class is redistributed to the zero, second, and third classes. The
zero class is used for distance vision to retain the original single
focus lens vision, the second class is used for vision, increasing
+2.17D, and the third class is used for near vision, increasing
the near vision by +3.25D [26]. The results of this study show
that patients can obtain good vision better than 0.1 LogMAR
in near, intermediate, and far vision at 1, 3, and 6 months after
surgery, with well-recovered UCNVA, UCIVA, and UCDVA.
Compared with the research results of the AT LISA tri
839MP IOL implantation by Kretz et al. [27], the application
effect in this study is more ideal and stable.

The defocus curve is an important indicator evaluating
the performance of multifocal IOLs, which mainly reflects
the continuous visual range of patients [28]. The changes
in vision are reflected by measuring the visual performance
of patients at different distances. The change in distance is
mainly due to the change of the lens to cause defocus, so it
is called the defocus curve. The abscissa of the defocus curve
is the power of the added lens, and the ordinate is the visual
acuity. The 6-month postoperative defocus curve of this
study showed two peaks at 0D and -2.5D, but the transition
was smooth in the middle, and the visual acuity level of the
surgical eye was better than 0.1 LogMAR. The two peaks
indicate that the patient’s distance and near vision are suffi-
ciently clear after the operation, and the gentle change indi-
cates that the far-near conversion is stable and clear. This is
mainly because the PanOptix trifocal IOL increased +2.17D
vision and increased +3.25D near vision, which is consistent
with the findings of Poyales et al. [29].

Studies have pointed out that nonfocal imaging on the
focal plane can also be blurred and interfere with focal imag-
ing due to HOA. The glare and halo, decreased contrast sen-
sitivity, and loss of fine vision after the above-mentioned
bifocal IOL are due to HOA [30]. Measuring the total
HOA of the trifocal IOL helps to reflect the objective
changes in visual quality. This study found that the total
HOA, coma aberration, spherical aberration, and clover
aberration of the whole eye at each postoperative period
were significantly lower than those before surgery, similar
to the research results of Zein El-Dein et al. [31]. Therefore,
the HOA in this study is not high, and the patients can
obtain a more satisfactory visual quality.

Refractive stability reflects the performance of cataract
surgery [32]. If the refractive stability is good, it means
high-accuracy cutting during the operation will not damage
the cornea and other tissues. In our study, 63.49% of the
affected eyes had SE within ±0.25D, 87.30% had SE within
±0.50D, 96.83% had SE within ±0.75D, and 100.00% had
SE within ±1.00D. It demonstrates the accuracy of LenSx
and the advantages of small tissue damage, without damag-
ing the cornea, iris, and other capsule tissues of the lens,
which also provides an effective location for subsequent
IOL implantation. Donmez et al. [33] reported that PanOp-

tix trifocal toric IOL has excellent refractive stability and can
provide excellent visual quality for patients.

Patient satisfaction and eyeglass removal rate reflect the
patient’s overall surgery and postoperative recovery. In this
study, the eyeglass removal rate of near, middle, and far dis-
tances was 100%. Six months after the operation, only 1
patient was reported with night glare, which affected life,
and 3 cases experienced glare and halo that did not affect
life. The patient’s satisfaction rate reached 98.18%, which is
relatively high. The results of the above complications and
satisfaction rate were similar to those of Brozkova et al.
[34]. Kretz et al. [27] also pointed out in their study that
the surgical satisfaction rate of patients under trifocal IOL
(AT LISA tri 839MP) intervention was 80%, which was sig-
nificantly lower than that of 98.18% in this study.

The novelty of this study lies in the analysis of femtosec-
ond laser-assisted cataract surgery combined with trifocal
IOL implantation from the perspectives of visual acuity,
defocus curve, HOA, refractive stability, eyeglass removal
rate, and patient satisfaction. It is confirmed that femtosec-
ond laser-assisted cataract surgery combined with trifocal
IOL implantation has a positive effect on the visual quality
of cataract patients and can provide comfortable visual per-
ceptions for patients. However, this study still has several
limitations. First, it is a small single-center study, which
may have information collection bias. Second, the subjects
included in this study were mainly middle-aged and elderly
patients. If the study on young patients can be increased, it
will be beneficial to further verify the effectiveness of femto-
second laser-assisted cataract surgery combined with trifocal
IOL implantation in young patients. Third, the effect of this
therapy on patients’ contrast sensitivity and defocus curve
has not been analyzed. In the future, the research project will
be gradually improved around the above points.

This study, as far as we know, presents the first observa-
tion of Alcon’s PanOptix trifocal IOL implanted in 55 cata-
ract patients with femtosecond laser-assisted cataract
surgery and studied and analyzed its clinical effects, provid-
ing valuable references for the wide development of trifocal
IOLs. Femtosecond laser-assisted PHACO combined with
trifocal IOL implantation has achieved good application
effects in the treatment of cataract patients. It can provide
natural full-course vision and quick recovery for patients,
with small trauma, few side effects, high postoperative stabil-
ity, and high patient satisfaction after surgery.
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In order to study the problem that grapes are vulnerable to microbial infection and decay during storage, a method based on
antagonistic Burkholderia contaminans against postharvest Botrytis cinerea of Rosa vinifera was proposed in this paper. The
method tested the resistance induction mechanism of Botrytis cinerea after harvest and determined the fruit decay rate treated
by antagonistic Burkholderia contaminans. The results showed that the antagonistic bacterium B-1 had bacteriostatic effect on
many common pathogens of fruits and vegetables to a certain extent, and the bacteriostatic range was wide. Among them, the
inhibition rate of Fusarium moniliforme was 75.5% and that of Botrytis cinerea was 51.2%. After testing, it can be found that
antagonistic bacteria have an inhibitory effect on pathogenic fungi and have an effect on phenylpropane metabolic pathway,
reactive oxygen species metabolic pathway, and the activities of other resistance-related enzymes. Through comparison, it can
be found that the antagonistic Burkholderia contaminans has a strong antibacterial mechanism against Botrytis cinerea of rose
grape after harvest. The fruit treated with antagonistic B Burkholderia B-1 has significantly reduced the decay rate and
increased the activity of antibacterial active protein.

1. Introduction

Rose grape is famous for its good taste, but it is not easy to
keep fresh and easy to rot during storage. Botrytis cinerea
is a common disease type after harvest. Due to the low-
temperature resistance of the pathogen Botrytis cinerea in
the Han Dynasty, it is easy to parasitize on grapes and affect
the storage quality of grape (Figure 1). In order to better
ensure the quality of grape products, there are anticorrosion
technologies in biological control technology, which can
improve the resistance to pathogens. The fruit postharvest
resistance elicitor can effectively resist pathogens and reduce
the degree of decay by stimulating plant disease resistance
[1]. In this paper, the antagonistic Burkholderia contami-
nans was used as the biocontrol strain to study its induction
mechanism of postharvest disease resistance of grapes, so as

to provide reference basis for the development of posthar-
vest biological control technology of grapes [2].

2. Grape Industry and Preservation Technology

Fruits and vegetables account for an important proportion
in the diet structure. In recent years, with the improvement
of people’s quality of life and health awareness, the demand
for them has increased accordingly [3]. However, in the
postharvest management of fresh fruits and vegetables, due
to the lack of perfect preservation technology, the number
of decay is huge, resulting in a situation of high yield but
no harvest, which not only makes it difficult for fruits and
vegetables to realize their due commodity and economic
value, but also makes operators lose confidence in this
industry. It is reported that the annual loss of fruits and
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vegetables in China due to improper postharvest manage-
ment is more than 25% [4]. Because of its soft and juicy
characteristics, grapes are more perishable and have greater
economic losses in the process of postharvest transportation
and storage. Among them, rose grape contains a large num-
ber of active substances, so it is very vulnerable to microbial
infection in the process of postharvest preservation, which is
difficult to maintain until sale, affecting the interests of fruit
farmers [5].

At present, there are many kinds of grape storage and
preservation technologies studied at home and abroad,
mainly divided into physical and chemical methods.
Although various technical principles focus on different
aspects, they all achieve the purpose of preservation by con-
trolling the process of fruit senescence, controlling the
growth and reproduction of pathogenic microorganisms,
and controlling internal water loss [6]. At present, the com-
monly used fresh-keeping methods include SO2 and H2O2
fumigation storage, low-temperature storage, controlled
atmosphere storage, and radiation storage. In addition, in
recent years, the study of coating a layer of film on the sur-
face of grapes to delay fruit shrinkage and maturity and
aging also showed a good fresh-keeping effect. It was found
that coating chitosan on the surface of grapes can improve
the storage quality of grapes to a certain extent. However,
the most common and effective preservation technology in
practical production and application is low temperature
combined with SO2 fumigation [7].

2.1. Biological Control of Antagonistic Bacteria against
Postharvest Diseases of Grapes. Biological control of patho-
genic bacteria is a new research direction rising in recent
years. It mainly refers to using the antagonism between
microorganisms to select microorganisms that do not harm
the host to inhibit the growth of pathogenic microorganisms
and control the occurrence of host diseases [8]. The inhibi-

tion mechanism of antagonistic bacteria plays an important
role in the application of fruits and vegetables. Due to the
relatively complex mechanism of antagonistic bacteria, it
will interact with pathogens and hosts under the influence
of external environmental conditions [9]. The antagonistic
effects are produced by the joint action of many factors. In
the long-term coexistence of plants and their pathogens,
pathogens produce different types of pathogenicity, and
plants also form different forms of disease resistance. The
production of plant disease resistance can hinder the infec-
tion of pathogens to a certain extent, so as to control the
occurrence of diseases. There are many factors that can
induce plant resistance. As a biological inducer, antagonistic
bacteria can induce the resistance of fruits and vegetables to
pathogens during postharvest storage, so as to reduce decay
[10]. In general, antagonistic bacteria can change the resis-
tance of fruits and vegetables by inducing the activity of
resistance-related enzymes, regulating the metabolism of reac-
tive oxygen species, promoting plants to produce defensins,
and changing cell structure. It was found that the inoculation
of Candida albicans on grape peel could induce the production
of phytoalexin [11]. When antagonistic bacteria were used to
treat fruits and vegetables, different treatment solutions had
different inhibitory effects on pathogens. Fermentation of dif-
ferent antagonistic treatment solutions can have an excellent
inhibitory effect on mycosis. When using this method to treat
fruits, the control effect will also be improved with the increase
of antagonistic concentration in a certain range.

At present, the sterilization technology of fresh-keeping
vegetables and fruits abroad mainly adopts the chemical
method of low temperature. However, it will increase the drug
resistance of pathogenic microorganisms, lead to the accumu-
lation of toxic substances in the human body, and cause envi-
ronmental pollution. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
more practical preservatives to ensure the freshness of fruits
and vegetables [12]. In this paper, Burkholderia contaminans
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(alleviate root disease and

promote new roots)

Detoxification
(relief of fertilizer harm,

drug harm)

Sterilize, kill insects
(bacteria, fungi,
nematodes, etc.)

Resistance to disease and stress
(resistance to pathogen

infection, drought and cold, etc.)

Increase production and quality
(promote flower and keep fruit,
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Regulate growth
(activate cells, promote growth)

Figure 1: Antimicrobial guide.
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of Burkholderia was used as the biocontrol strain to explore
the antagonistic mechanism of antagonistic bacteria against
postharvest gray mold of grape fruit, so as to lay a foundation
for improving the economic value of food use.

2.2. In Vitro Inhibitory Effect of Burkholderia on Pathogenic
Bacteria of Rosa rugosa. During the postharvest storage of
grapes, the rot and deterioration of grapes were caused by fun-
gal infection. The existing preservation technology is to inhibit
the growth of pathogenic bacteria, in which Botrytis cinerea is
a common pathogen type in postharvest storage of grapes
[13]. Because of its low-temperature resistance, it is difficult
to treat it by fresh-keeping technology. With the continuous
development of microbial control technology, the antagonistic
growth curve is explored according to the inhibition effect and
principle of postharvest pathogenic bacteria of winter jujube,
and the inhibition effect of culture medium on spore is tested
based on its different state and time.

2.2.1. Materials, Equipment, and Methods

(1) Antagonistic Bacteria and Pathogens. The antagonistic
bacteria selected in this experiment is Burkholderia contam-
inans B-1, which was isolated from the surface of fruits and
vegetables through experiments. It was identified by com-
paring the nuclear dry acid sequences of ribosomal 26SD1/
D2 region and its region and stored at 80°C.

The pathogen is B. cinerea on fresh grapes, which was
isolated from naturally occurring fruits and identified by
its region [14].

(2) Reagents and Instruments. The bacterial culture medium
is LB medium: peptone 10.0 g, sodium chloride 5.0 g, yeast
extract 10.0 g, and distilled water 1000ml. The fungal culture
medium is PDA medium: potato 200 g, glucose 20 g, agar
15 g, and distilled water 1000ml.

Ls-b50l-i vertical pressure steam sterilizer; Dhp-9272
electric constant temperature incubator (Shanghai Yiheng
Technology Co., Ltd.); Bsd-wf2200 oscillation incubator
(Shanghai Boshun Industrial Co., Ltd.); Gl-20 (g-1i centri-
fuge of Shanghai Anting Scientific Instrument Factory); Jeol-
jem6490lv scanning electron microscope (Nippon
Electronics Co., Ltd.) [15].

(3) Method. The antagonistic bacteria were activated on LB
solid medium, and the activated antagonistic single bacteria
were selected and cultured at 28°C and 200 R/min according
to 1% of the inoculation amount. The concentration of bac-
terial solution was tested at different time points, and the
regression equation of Y = aX + b was obtained by SAS 9.0
according to the light absorption value and concentration
to determine the growth curve of antagonistic bacteria
[16]. This process was repeated for three times. The effect
of antagonistic bacteria on the antibacterial ability of sporan-
gium in different time periods needs to be inoculated into
the culture medium, respectively, and the experimental
results should be observed according to the time of 24h,

48 h, 72 h, 96 h, and 120h. The effect of antagonistic bacteria
on the bacteriostasis of sporangium existed in different time
periods. After the antagonistic bacteria were cultured for 24
hours, the antagonistic culture medium, the bacterial sus-
pension, the filter solution, and the heat killing solution were
used, respectively. Treatment method: Dip 20 μL of treat-
ment solution on the PDA plate. After drying, inoculate
the spore mycelium block with a diameter of 5mm in the
center of the plate, and culture it at a constant temperature
of 26°C for 5-7 d. Wait until the mycelium grows to the edge
of the culture dish for inspection, and repeat the experiment
three times. The antibacterial effect of antagonistic bacteria
is different under different temperature conditions. It is nec-
essary to take the antagonistic culture medium cultured in a
shaking flask at 28°C for 24 hours under the conditions of
37°C, 45°C, 50°C, 80°C, and 100°C for 30 minutes, and then,
use the Oxford cup method to measure the diameter of the
antibacterial circle under different conditions (the method
has the same effect as the antibacterial ability). Each treat-
ment is repeated for 3 times, and the experiment is repeated
for 3 times. The antagonistic culture medium cultured in
shaking flask at 28°C for 24 hours was adjusted to pH1, 4,
7, 9, and 14, respectively, and then stood for 24 hours [17].
The diameter of antagonistic circle under different condi-
tions was measured by Oxford cup method, and the test
was repeated three times. The hyphae of common pathogens
of fruits and vegetables with a diameter of 5mm were inoc-
ulated at 3.5 cm from the edge of the Petri dish on the PDA
plate. Pick the activated single bacterial colony with the
inoculation ring, and draw a line 3.5 cm away from the path-
ogen (the control is not drawn). All treatments were cultured
in the dark in a 26°C incubator. After 6 days, the radius
length of pathogenic bacteria colonies growing on the
scribed side was measured, and the inhibition rate was calcu-
lated. Three repetitions were set for each treatment, and the
experiment was repeated three times.

2.3. Results and Analysis. Use Excel 2007 and SAS 9.0 to
statistically analyze the data, calculate the standard and draw
the drawing, and analyze the significance of the data.
P < 0:05 indicates that the difference is significant.

2.3.1. Determination of Antagonistic Growth Curve. Accord-
ing to the concentration measured by dilution plate method
and its corresponding 0D600 value, the regression equation
of 1G live bacteria number of antagonistic B-1 is determined
as Y = 2:6911X + 7:7307, and R2 value is 0.8978. The growth
curve of antagonistic bacteria with inoculation time is shown
in Figure 2. Within 8 h after inoculation, antagonistic bacte-
ria grow slowly, and enter rapid growth after 8 h to 24 h: long
state, logarithmic growth period, slow growth after 24 h, and
enter stable period. At 48 h after inoculation, the concentra-
tion of the bacteria reaches the maximum value of 1.003 ×
1013cfu/mL, and enters decay period after 72 h. With the
extension of culture time, the number of viable bacteria
decreases gradually [18].

2.3.2. Effect of Antagonistic Culture Medium at Different
Time on Antibacterial Ability of Spores. The results showed
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that compared with the control, the culture medium with
culture time of 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, and 96h could inhibit the
growth of B. cinerea in varying degrees. However, the size
of the bacteriostatic circle produced by the culture medium
at different times is different. The bacteriostatic circle of
the culture medium is the clearest at 24 h, and its diameter
is the largest (Table 1), which is 2.81 cm, followed by 48h.
With the extension of the culture time, the bacteriostatic cir-
cle gradually becomes blurred and narrowed. At 120 h, the
bacteriostatic circle becomes very blurred, and the bacterio-
static effect is not obvious [19].

2.3.3. Antibacterial Ability of Different Antagonistic
Treatment Solutions to Botrytis cinerea. It was found that
the culture medium and bacterial suspension could
completely inhibit the growth of Botrytis cinerea after 5 days
of culture. Botrytis cinerea treated with filter solution, heat
killing solution, and LB medium grew to the edge of the cul-
ture dish, which was no different from the control [20].

When the bacteriostatic circle diameter was slightly
higher than that of the control when the bacteriostatic circle
diameter was higher than that of the control when the bacte-
riostatic circle diameter was higher than 50°C (Figure 3), the
bacteriostatic circle diameter was slightly lower than that of
the control when the bacteriostatic circle diameter was
higher than that of the control when the bacteriostatic circle
temperature was higher than 50°C.

The bacteriostatic effect of antagonistic bacteria under
different pH conditions is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen
that the bacteriostatic circle diameter of antagonistic bacteria
under neutral conditions (pH=7) is the largest, which is
2.9 cm, and the bacteriostatic effect under acidic conditions
is reduced. When pH is 1, the diameter is 2.0 cm, and alka-
line conditions have a significant impact on the bacterio-

static effect of antagonistic bacteria [21]. When pH is 9,
the diameter is 1.7 cm, and when pH reaches 14, there is
no bacteriostatic circle, and the bacteriostatic effect is lost.

As shown in Figure 5, antagonistic bacteria have a cer-
tain inhibitory effect on fruit and vegetable pathogens. The
inhibition effect on Fusarium moniliforme was the best,
and the inhibition rate was 75.5%. Compared with other
pathogens, antagonistic bacteria have a medium to upper
level in the inhibition effect of pathogen B. cinerea in this
experiment, and the inhibition rate can reach 51.2%.

Botrytis cinerea is a common disease in grape posthar-
vest storage. The pathogen parasitized on the fruit and led
to grape decay. Through the study of antagonistic bacteria
B. contaminans and B. cinerea, a series of experiments
showed good antibacterial effect. During the experiment,
both temperature and pH value had an impact on the anti-
bacterial activity of antagonistic bacteria, and the antagonis-
tic bacteria had a good antibacterial effect between the lethal
temperature, indicating that the bacteria was acid resistant.
The final experiment verified the effect of antagonistic bacte-
ria on pathogenic bacteria, which can play a good
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Figure 2: Growth dynamics of antagonists in LB medium.

Table 1: Effects of different culture time on bacteriostatic circle of
spores.

Incubation time (h) Bacteriostatic circle diameter (cm)

24 2:81 ± 0:34a
48 2:26 ± 0:33b
72 2:06 ± 0:28c
96 1:79 ± 0:37d
120 1:62 ± 0:21e
Note: the significance test is conducted at the level of 0.05, the same below.
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antibacterial effect, and the antibacterial rate reached 51.2%.
It is speculated that the bacteria has a certain potential in the
storage and preservation of fruits and vegetables [22].

3. Inhibitory Effect of Antagonistic Bacteria on
Postharvest B. cinerea of Rosa vinifera

Due to the thin skin and high juice content of rose grape, it is
difficult to store it. And the preservation technology is

closely related to pathogens. It is necessary to start with
antagonistic bacteria to reduce the amount of bacteria before
grape storage, so as to improve the preservation effect of
fruits and vegetables after storage. The fixed value state of
antagonists and pathogens in fruit wound was observed,
and the related indexes were evaluated.

3.1. Materials, Strains, and Reagents. Rosemary grapes are
collected from rosemary planting base in Taigu County,
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Shanxi Province. They are picked when they reach the com-
mercial maturity. On the day of picking, they are trans-
ported back to the laboratory for pre cooling and stored in
0°C cold storage. Holderia was isolated from the surface of
apricot fruit by our laboratory and was identified according
to the nucleotide sequence alignment and physiological
and biochemical characteristics of ribosomal 26S D1/D2
region and its region; Botrytis cinerea was isolated from nat-
urally occurring grape fruits and was identified by its region
and morphological characteristics. The bacterial culture
medium is LB medium: yeast extract 10.0 g/l, peptone 10.0
g/l, and sodium chloride 5.0 g/L. The fungal culture medium
is PDA medium: potato 200 g/l, glucose 20 g/l, and agar 15 g/
L. P-Aminobenzene Sulfonic Acid, 3,5-Dinitrosalicylic acid,
potassium sodium tartrate, catechol (Tianjin Guangfu Fine
Chemical Research Institute); Guaiacol α- Naphthylamine,
kelp protein, chitin, riboflavin, snail enzyme (Beijing solabao
Technology Co., Ltd.) [23].

3.2. Method

3.2.1. Preparation of Fermentation Stock Solution. After the
antagonistic bacterium B-1 stored at -80°C was activated in
LB solid medium, a single colony of antagonistic bacterium
B. contaminans B-1 on the activated LB solid medium was
selected and cultured in 300/1000mL LB liquid medium at
200 r/min for 24 hours.

3.2.2. Preparation of Mold Spore Suspension. After Botrytis
cinerea was cultured on PDA plate for 7 days, the conidia
were scraped, and the spore suspension with the concentra-
tion of 1.0× l05spores/mL was prepared with sterile water by
blood cell counting method.

The calculation formula is N =∑C/nn1 + 0:1n2nd; dur-
ing application, it is necessary to ensure that the diluent is

within the appropriate range, which is calculated according
to the following formula: N =∑C/½n1 + n0:1 ∗ n2n� ∗ ndn.

Calculate the required solution dilution ratio according
to the dilution:

N =〠C/nn1 + 0:1n2nd =
232 + 244 + 33 + 35
2 + n0:1 ∗ 2n½ � ∗ 10−2

=
544

2:2 ∗ 10−2
:

ð1Þ

3.2.3. Sample Treatment of Fruit Storage Effect. Select the
Rosa vinifera with the same maturity and no mechanical
damage in appearance, soak it in the culture solution of
antagonistic LB with different concentrations ((a) fermenta-
tion stock solution; (b) diluted 5 times fermentation solu-
tion; and (c) diluted 10 times fermentation solution) for
2min (the control is not treated), place it in the sterilized
plastic basket (20 strings per basket, about 20 fruits per
string), store it under the condition of 0°C for 70 days, and
then check it. The experiment was repeated three times.

3.2.4. Determination of Indicators of Substances Related to
Fruit Resistance and Sample Treatment. About 750 Rosa
vinifera grapes without mechanical injury and with the same
maturity were selected and randomly divided into control
group and treatment group. The fruits of the two groups
were soaked in 2% sodium hypochlorite solution for 2
minutes, dried with sterile air, and stabbed a wound with a
diameter of 4mm and a depth of 3mm at the equator with
a sterilization needle, one wound for each grape. In the treat-
ment group, 30μL of 24-h fermentation broth of contami-
nans was added to the wound, and in the control group,
30μL of sterile water was added. After 2 hours, add 15μL
mold spore suspension at each wound, dry it with sterile
air, and then incubate it in a 25°C incubator for 6 days. 50
fruits of the treatment group and the control group were
taken every day. The pulp at the junction of the wound
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lesion and the healthy tissue were used as the experimental
material. After liquid nitrogen treatment, it was stored at
-80°C for use. The experiment was repeated three times [24].

3.3. Determination of Fruit Storage Effect. The rotten degree
of fruit and stem after 70 days storage was investigated. The
fruit was graded according to the rotten degree and weighed.
The rotten rate of stem and rotten index of fruit were calcu-
lated according to (1) and (2). The fruit stalk is mildewed to
rot, and it is normal without mildewing.

Fruit rot rate/% =
Rotten fruit count

Total number of fruit stems
∗ 100 n1n: ð2Þ

According to the degree of fruit decay, it is divided
into 5 grades, and the grading standards are as follows:
grade 0, the fruit is intact without any decay; grade 1,
there are slight spots on the fruit surface, and the rotten
area accounts for less than 1/3 of the fruit surface; grade
2, the fruit surface has obvious decay, and the decay area
accounts for about 1/3~ 1/2 of the fruit surface; grade 3,
the fruit rots more than 1/2 of the fruit surface, but the
fruit still has a certain hardness; and grade 4, the whole
fruit is completely rotten. After grading the fruit, weigh
the quality, respectively.

4. Result Analysis

4.1. Inhibitory Effect of Antagonistic Bacteria on Natural
Decay of Rose Grape during Postharvest Storage. Antagonis-
tic bacteria could inhibit the natural decay of rose after har-
vest. It can be seen from Figure 6 that after Rosa vinifera was
treated with antagonistic fermentation broth and stored at
0°C for 70 days, three different concentrations of fermenta-

tion broth can effectively inhibit grape decay (P < 0:05).
Most of the stem and pulp of the control fruit were mil-
dewed and rotted, while the degree of decay was significantly
reduced after the treatment with antagonistic bacteria (Bur-
kholderia contaminans). Among them, the storage effect of 5
times diluted fermentation broth is the best, followed by the
effect of fermentation stock broth, and the effect of 10 times
diluted fermentation broth is relatively poor. The decay rate
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Pulp rot index/% =
∑nProportion of rotten fruits at all levels ∗ The representative value of this classn

1 ∗ Representative value at all levels
∗ 100 n2n: ð3Þ
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of the control stem was 100%, and the decay index of the
pulp was 67.14%. However, when the fermentation broth
was diluted five times, the fruit stem decay rate was only
30.42%, the pulp decay index was only 3.21%, the fruit stem
decay rate was reduced by 69.58%, and the pulp decay index
was reduced by 63.93%.

4.2. Effects of Antagonistic Treatment on PAL, , and PPO
Activities of Grape Fruit. As the key enzyme in the first step
of phenylpropanoid metabolism, PAL is involved in the bio-
synthesis of disease resistance-related substances such as
plant lignin, phytoalexin, and phenols. The highly toxic qui-
nones produced by PPO oxidizing phenols can limit and kill
invading pathogenic microorganisms. POD is closely related
to the synthesis of lignin and phytoalexin in plants, and the
removal of H2O and O�2• is harmful to plant cells.

It can be seen from Figures 7, 8, and 9 that the PAL
activity of the control and treatment reached the peak on
the first day and there was a similar peak. In the following
1~ 5 days, the PAL activity of the fruits treated with antago-
nistic bacteria was stable higher than that of the control, and
the difference between the two narrowed 5 days after treat-
ment. The activity of the treatment group and the control
group showed an upward trend as a whole. There was little
difference in the enzyme activity in the first three days. From
the third day, the POD activity of the treatment group
increased rapidly, and the value was significantly higher than
that of the control. By the fifth day, the difference between
the two groups decreased. During the whole storage period,
the PPO activity of the treated group was significantly higher
than that of the control. Compared with the control, the
PPO activity of the experimental group began to rise rapidly
on the first day, reached the peak on the third day, and then
began to decline.

4.3. Control Effect of Antagonistic Bacteria on Natural Decay
of Grapes after Harvest. Grape fruits were treated and stored
with different chemical treatment solutions. The results are
shown in Table 2. Under different temperature conditions,
different treatment solutions can inhibit grape fruit to a cer-
tain extent, and the nutrient solution diluted by 5 times has
the best storage effect. And under different temperature con-
ditions and storage for different days, compared with the
control fruit stem, the decay rate decreased the antagonistic
bacteria. The anticorrosion effect of suspension was only 5
times higher than that of culture.

4.4. Discussion. Some studies have found that some antibac-
terial strains can produce bacteriostatic circles in vitro, but
they have no bacteriostatic effect when applied to fruits.
The main reasons are as follows: some bacteria can only pro-
duce bacteriostatic substances in vitro, but not in vivo; the
complex and changeable environment of living wound is
not suitable for some bacteria to survive or weaken their
vitality, including the antieffect. In the experiment, com-
pared with the control group, the SOD activity of antagonis-
tic grape fruit increased rapidly on the first day of storage,
while the cat activity decreased significantly, which pro-
moted the accumulation of H2O2 in grape fruit cells. The
rapid accumulation of H2O2 plays an important role in the
disease resistance response of plants. It not only has the
direct function of antiviral microorganisms, but also its exis-
tence can cause damage to pathogens. In the later stage of
storage, the cat activity of the treatment group was signifi-
cantly higher than that of the control group, which elimi-
nated the excessive H2O2 accumulated in the pulp, so as to
avoid the body damage caused by excessive reactive oxygen
species in the fruit. In conclusion, as a biological control
technology, Burkholderia contaminans B-1 treatment can
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significantly improve the disease resistance of grapes in post-
harvest storage and achieve the purpose of anticorrosion and
fresh-keeping.

According to the above experiments, antagonistic bac-
teria, as a biological bactericide, have a good inhibitory
effect on staphylococcal mycosis. However, because it is a
living bacterial agent, it wants to promote the industrial-

ized production of the device. A large number of cultures
are needed to screen the best medium formula for the
basic nutrients needed by antagonists, so as to provide a
more perfect theory for the preservation of fruits and
vegetables.

The antagonistic bacteria were inoculated into 100/250mL
liquid medium after being activated in LB solid medium and
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cultured in shaking flask at 28°C 200/min for 24h to prepare
seed solution. The addition amount of various carbon sources
to be tested is 1%, and 1I% YNB is the basic nitrogen source.
Inoculate 1% of the inoculated amount into a 50/250mL trian-
gular flask, incubate for 24 hours under the condition of 200/
min at 28°C, measure the value of 0D600 with a spectropho-
tometer, and repeat each treatment for 3 times.

4.4.1. Screening of the Best Nitrogen Source. Add 1% of all
tested nitrogen sources, and take the selected best carbon
source as the carbon source. Each treatment was repeated
3 times.

The composition of antagonistic medium was optimized
by secondary general rotation combination. The test factors
include carbon source, nitrogen source, and other compo-
nents, and each factor contains five levels. The OD600 value
of antagonistic growth dilution 10 times was used as the
response design (see Table 3 for the specific code), and each
treatment was repeated three times.

The test data were counted by Design-Expert 8.0.6 statis-
tical software and processed in group mode. The OD600
value was measured after 10 times dilution.

As shown in Table 4, among the utilization capacity of
antagonists to different carbon and nitrogen sources, it can

be seen that the utilization capacity of antagonists to malt
leaching powder is the highest, which is significantly higher
than that of other carbon sources. The utilization ability of
yeast extract in nitrogen source was the strongest, which
was significantly higher than that of other nitrogen sources.

According to Table 5, the concentration of carbon source
sucrose is between 2.0 and 3.0%, and the antagonistic culture
density is the largest. When the concentration of nitrogen
source was 4.0%, the culture density was the highest.

The best level of each factor is determined by using
Design-Expert 8.0.6 statistical software. According to the
regression equation:

Y = 1:35 + 0:099X1 + 0:12X2 − 0:013X3 − 0:002486X4 − 0:12

X1X2 + 0:013X1X3 + 0:004729X1X4 + 0:022X2X3 − 0:002687

X2X4 + 0:019X3X4 − 0:14X2
1 − 0:1X2

2 − 0:075X2
3 − 0:098X2

4

ð4Þ

Verify the regression coefficients. It is X1 = 0:115, X2 =
0:538, X3 = −0:002, and X4 = −0:018. The level before trans-
formation into coding is as follows: malt extract powder is
2.11%, yeast extract is 1.9%, and the correspondingyvalue
is 1.38901. In order to verify the culture conditions, 2.11%

Table 2: Control effects of different treatment solutions of B. contaminans on grape stem and pulp.

Treatment
Control effect

Fruit stalk(%) Flesh(%)
26°C 16°C 0°C 26°C 16°C 0°C

Culture stock solution 28.96c 33.07d 76.47b 41.29c 26.97e 58.75c

Dilute 5 times 61.80a 57.37b 83.33a 59.60b 67.15b 5.22a

Dilute 10 times 25.00d 43.75c 64.29d 37.22d 48.21d 70.23b

Bacterial suspension 61.23a 71.56a 82.34a 70.02a 73.24a 89.31a

Supernatant 45.18b 58.49b 66.17c 37.19d 59.67c 69.48b

Table 3: Test factor level and coding table.

Code Carbon source (%) Nitrogen source (%) Inorganic salt 1 (%) Inorganic salt 2 (%)

-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-1 1 0.75 0.0025 0.0025

0 2 1.5 0.05 0.05

1 3 2.2 0.0075 0.0075

2 4 3.0 0.10 0.1

△j 1 0.7 0.0025 0.0025

Table 4: Utilization capacity of antagonists to carbon and nitrogen sources.

Carbon source OD600 Duncan’s testa Nitrogen source OD600 Duncan’s testa

Lactose 0.106 d Fish peptone 0.278 h

Sucrose 0.522 bc Soybean peptone 2.337 ab

Malt dust 0.447 d Polypeptone 2.265 b

Glucose 0.429 bc Yeast extract 2.385 a

Malt extract 1.454 a Urea 0.568 g

Contrast 0.0417 d Contrast 1.415 e
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malt powder and 1.9% yeast extract were used to dilute the
obtained bacterial solution, and the OD600 was 1.31. The
error is 5.0%, indicating that the culture method is feasible.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, when the antagonistic bacteria Burkholderia
contaminans B-1 and Botrytis cinerea confront in vitro, the
bacteriostatic circle diameter of 24-h culture medium and cul-
ture stock solution is the largest and clearest, and the inhibitory
effect will be shown only when they are in certain contact with
the pathogen; that is, on the one hand, the bacteriostatic mech-
anism of this bacterium is to produce bacteriostatic substances.
UV irradiation, high-temperature treatment, and adjusting the
pH of culture medium can all have a certain impact on the
antibacterial activity of antagonistic bacteria, but it will lose
its antibacterial effect only in extreme environment, that is,
high temperature and high alkali, while the normal living envi-
ronment has little impact on its antibacterial activity. When
Botrytis cinerea spores were treated with antagonistic bacteria,
the spore germination and the secondary length of bud tube
were significantly inhibited, and the degree of inhibition
increased with the increase of antagonistic concentration.
Under scanning electron microscope, it was also found that
Botrytis cinerea mycelium was seriously shrunk and deformed
compared with the control. In addition, antagonistic B-1 has
antibacterial effect on a variety of common pathogens in fruits
and vegetables to a certain extent, with a wide range of inhibi-
tion, in which the inhibition rate of Fusariummoniliforme can
reach 75.5%, and that of Botrytis cinerea is 51.2%. Antibacte-
rial B-1 treatment increased the activities of resistance-related
enzymes PPO, POD, PAL, CHI, GIU, and SOD in grape fruit
to a certain extent, delayed the peak time of cat enzyme activ-
ity, and increased the accumulation of active H2O2. The
changes of these resistance-related active substances enhanced
the resistance of fruit to pathogens. The optimal formula of
antagonistic growth was obtained by response surface test,
namely, 2.11% malt extract and 1.9% yeast extract.

Although the effect of bile storage of postharvest rose
grape with antagonistic bacteria is worse than that of com-
monly used chemical agents, and the strains used in this
experiment are currently limited to laboratory research, they

have shown their unique advantages. Firstly, compared with
chemical agents, biological agents have the advantages of no
pollution to the environment, no resistance, and no damage
to human health and have great application potential.
Although the research on antagonistic bacteria B. contami-
nans in this experiment is in the early stage, all exploration
and research will be devoted to its practical application in
grape storage and preservation.
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Table 5: Effects of different carbon and nitrogen sources on
antagonistic culture density.

Concentration
(%)

Nutrients
Malt extract Yeast extract

OD600 Duncan’s testa OD600 Duncan’s testa

0 2.185 ab 1.443 e

0.5 2.278 ab 2.187 d

1.0 2.276 ab 2.331 c

1.5 2.347 ab 2.519 b

2.0 2.355 ab 2.661 a

2.5 2.345 ab 2.694 a

3.0 2.470 a 2.689 a

3.5 2.002 b 2.707 a

4.0 1.175 c 2.716 a
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The purpose of this study was to solve the problem of the influence of body posture and different exercise intensity on athletes’
limb injuries, to meet the needs of understanding athletes’ injuries, and to make up for the lack of investigations on athletes’
limb injuries; this also increases the chances of an athlete avoiding injury. Severe acute sports injuries of high-level gymnasts
endanger the personal safety of athletes. Many movements in gymnastics are done in the air much higher than the ground,
and there is no fulcrum when the athlete does the movements; this just can only maintain balance and change your body
posture through your own feelings, a slight error can easily cause your head or upper body to fall down, and the fragile spine
cannot withstand the strong impact of the ground, resulting in high vertebral fractures, high paraplegia, and even death.
Therefore, through a survey of 126 rhythmic gymnasts who participated in the 2011 “China Art Sports Cup” China Rhythmic
Gymnastics Championship, a total of 172 injuries were found in 136 gymnasts, and the injury risk analysis was carried out
from the main characteristics of the injuries.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of modern rhythmic
gymnastics, the competition in international competitive
sports is becoming increasingly fierce; in order to pursue
higher, more difficult, new, and clever technical movements,
special training with high intensity and large amount of
exercise is carried out; the ensuing sports injuries are becom-
ing more and more serious, which restricts the further
improvement of the athletes’ competitive level. How to solve
the problem of prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation of
athletes’ injuries, so as to ensure the normal training and
competition of athletes, is an important part of competitive
work [1]. Competition is usually accompanied by risks.
Under the traditional thinking concept of risk “entity”
school, the general understanding of risk composition is as
follows: risk is composed of a variety of elements; these ele-
ments mainly refer to risk factors, risk accidents, and risk
losses. They work together to determine the existence,

occurrence, and development of risks [2]. Risk factors refer
to conditions that are sufficient to cause or increase the pos-
sibility of a risk accident, the potential cause of a risk acci-
dent, and the inherent or indirect conditions or hidden
dangers that cause losses; it promotes the occurrence of risk
accidents or increases the frequency of accidents and losses.
Risk events generally refer to accidental events that directly
cause loss of life and property and are accidental events that
directly lead to the consequences of loss, that is, the direct
cause and external cause of the loss. Risk of loss is the result
of unplanned, unintended, and unintentional conditions
that cause economic loss or personal injury. Risk factors
are the necessary conditions for the formation of risks and
the premise for the occurrence and existence of risks. A risk
event is a sufficient condition for the existence of a risk, cen-
tral to the overall risk. Risk events are the bridge connecting
risk factors and risk losses and the medium through which
risks are transformed from possibility to reality. The rela-
tionship between risk factors, risk events, and risk losses
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can be represented by the chain of action of risk; under-
standing the chain of action of risk is of great significance
for dealing with risks [3], as shown in Figure 1.

Risk identification is the first step in risk management; it
refers to the systematic understanding and analysis of a large
number of reliable information from a large number of
sources, to recognize the various risk factors existing in the
project, then to determine the risks faced by the project
and its nature, and to grasp its development trend.

2. Literature Review

Skinner and Isaacs said that by conducting a trauma epide-
miological study of 88 rhythmic gymnasts, research shows
that the top three incidence rates of common and frequently
occurring diseases in rhythmic gymnasts are chronic sacros-
pinalis muscle injury at 15.9%; lumbar supraspinous liga-
ment injury, lumbar interspinous ligament injury, psoas
fasciitis, and anterior talofibular ligament injury accounting
for 6.8% each; and lumbar three transverse process terminal
disease, chronic traumatic synovitis of ankle joint, and bun-
ion at 5.7% [4]. Chan et al. said that the occurrence of
trauma is significantly related to excessive specific training,
and the athletes’ incorrect movement control and fatigue
are the key to the occurrence of trauma [5]. Putra et al.’s
research found that Chinese elite rhythmic gymnasts have
an obvious trend of premature aging caused by sports inju-
ries; especially the younger active athletes have obvious
sports injuries [6]. Wilkinson and Mayhew found that the
serious injuries of rhythmic gymnasts were in the waist
and ankle with the highest incidence rate, moderate injuries
have a high incidence of waist, instep, knee, and ankle, and
the incidence of minor injuries to the instep, ankle, waist,
and shoulder joints is high [7]. In general, the highest inci-
dence of various parts is the waist, followed by the ankle,
instep, knee, and shoulder. According to Constantinou
et al.’s special survey results, they suggested to arrange train-
ing in the basic training stage according to the developmen-
tal characteristics of children and adolescents, strengthen the
strength training of waist and ankle and other parts, and pay
attention to the injury-prone period [8]. Halabchi and Has-
sabi conducted an injury investigation on 13 national
athlete-level and 7 national-level rhythmic gymnasts and
found that their injuries were mainly chronic strain injuries
of the waist, knees, and feet [9]. The medical supervision of
the team found that the main injury of rhythmic gymnasts
was vertebral osteomyelitis, after strengthening the strength
training of the lumbar and back muscles, and combining
with massage, acupuncture, and sealing treatment, symp-
toms were basically relieved [10]. The results of research
on the mechanism of sports injuries in rhythmic gymnasts
show that 88.3% had a history of injury. The areas with a
higher incidence of injury were the ankle, waist, and
knee [11].

3. Research Method

3.1. Injury Investigation and Analysis of Gymnasts. A survey
was conducted on 126 rhythmic gymnasts who participated

in the 2011 “Zhongyi Sports Cup” China Rhythmic Gym-
nastics Championship. The basic situation is shown in
Table 1.

A questionnaire survey was conducted on 126 rhythmic
gymnastics players who participated in the 2011 “China Art
Sports Cup” China Rhythmic Gymnastics Championship,
and the results of the survey showed that 98 athletes had
injuries of varying degrees, and 28 had no injuries, with a
total injury rate of 77.78%, as shown in Table 2.

Through a survey of 126 athletes, the results showed that
there were a total of 172 cases (/person) of sports injuries;
among the 172 injuries, 30 were acute injuries, accounting
for 17.44% of the total injuries. There were 142 chronic inju-
ries, accounting for 82.56% of the total injuries, as shown in
Table 3.

Through a survey of 126 athletes, 145 of the 172 injuries
were mild injuries, accounting for 84.30% of the total inju-
ries; 25 cases were moderate injury, accounting for 14.53%
of the total injury; 2 cases were severe injury, accounting
for 1.16% of the total injury, as shown in Table 4.

3.2. Overall Incidence of Sports Injuries. As shown in
Figure 2, a questionnaire survey was conducted on 126
rhythmic gymnastics players who participated in the 2011
“China Art Sports Cup” China Rhythmic Gymnastics
Championship, and 102 athletes had injuries of varying
degrees; the survey results showed that there were 172 cases
(/person-time) of sports injuries, and the total injury rate
was 80.95%. The situation was very serious and posed a great
threat to the development of Chinese rhythmic gymnastics.
This shows that during the development of rhythmic gym-
nastics, more attention should be paid to athletes’ injuries,
and active and effective preventive measures should be
taken; avoiding or reducing the occurrence of sports trauma
as much as possible has become an important issue to be
solved urgently [12].

Through a survey of 126 sports athletes, 32 of the 172
injuries were acute injuries, accounting for 18.60% of the
total injuries. There were 140 chronic injuries, accounting

Risk factorsRisk

Uncertainty Add or
to produce 

Bring about

Risk eventsRisk of loss

Figure 1: Relationship of risk, risk factor, risk event, and risk loss.
Understanding the chain of action of risk is of great significance for
dealing with risks.
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for 81.40% of the total injuries. As in most competitive
sports, chronic injuries are still common in rhythmic gym-
nastics, and the proportion is much higher than in other
sports [13].

Due to the increased technical difficulty and the increase
in exercise training time, load, and density, the incidence of
chronic injuries has gradually increased. In addition, if sys-
temic rehabilitation training is not carried out after acute
injury, the acute injury will gradually turn into chronic
injury [14]. It shows that there are still shortcomings in the
current control of chronic injury and the solution of rehabil-
itation training after injury.

It can be seen from the survey that the sports injuries in
rhythmic gymnastics are mainly mild injuries. Moderate and
severe injuries force athletes to stop training and rest, which
can have a greater impact on training and competition. This
prompts us to prevent microduplication and actively take
and improve the prevention and rehabilitation measures of
injury, so as to reduce the probability of injury.

Among the 172 injuries in this investigation, 0 was skin
injury, accounting for 0% of the total injury; 84 cases of skel-
etal muscle injury, accounting for 48.84% of the total injury;
35 cases of joint injury, accounting for 20.35% of the total
injury; and 52 cases of bone injury, accounting for 30.23%
of the total injury. There was 1 case of nerve injury, account-
ing for 0.58% of the total injury [15]. Obviously, skeletal
muscle injuries and skeletal injuries account for the majority
of sports injuries in rhythmic gymnastics [16]. Skeletal mus-
cle injuries are mainly strains; it shows that the problem of
muscle strength and posttraining recovery of rhythmic gym-
nasts should be highly valued.

3.3. Effects of Injury. The reason for the ankle injury is
because rhythmic gymnastics is a ballet-based combined
equipment (loop, ball, stick, belt, and rope) competitive
events, so the movements are mostly done in the state of
standing on the heels, and the weight of the human body
must be on the ankles. In addition, when jumping, balan-
cing, and rotating, the center of gravity of the human body
shifts, and the gravity falls on the outer edge of the foot,
causing uneven stress on the ankle and uneven stress
between the muscles and ligaments of the ankle; it is easy
to cause plantar flexion and varus sprain of the foot, which
can damage the lateral synovium of the ankle joint and the
anterior talofibular ligament.

Although the athlete had simple strength training, due to
the lack of systematic rehabilitation training, it still feels
pain; this may also be the main reason why all of his present
injuries were to the right extremity. In order to avoid the
pain during the movement of the right ankle joint, the
movement pattern on the kinematic chain changes, which
leads to an increase in the load on other parts, and the
long-term accumulation results in the occurrence of injury
[17]. Therefore, the pain in this part should be eliminated
as soon as possible, and systematic rehabilitation training
should be carried out to ensure that it can complete the
training task and participate in the competition.

Rhythmic gymnastics requires the conversion of various
difficult movements such as jumping, spinning, and rolling
in a short period of time; especially in the process of jumping
and spinning, due to the instability of the center of gravity,
the knee joint often flashes sharply from side to side, and
there are flexion, extension, and twisting movements. This
can easily cause damage to the medial and lateral meniscus.

The player had obvious pain points in the anterior horn
of the lateral meniscus of his right knee, and he had been
closed twice because of the pain affecting training, but the
effect was not obvious [18]. In the complete set of move-
ments, there are many rotation movements that require the
knee joint to be straightened and used as a support; due to
the existence of this pain point, players are either unable to

Table 1: Basic information of athletes.

n = 126 Age (y) Height (cm) Weight (kg)
Years of

exercise (y)

Woman 15:24 ± 3:44 161:39 ± 7:58 42:84 ± 6:08 6:56 ± 2:95

Table 2: Incidence of sports injuries.

n = 126 Number of injuries No injuries Total

Woman (n = 126) 98 28 126

Percentage (%) 77.78 22.22 100

Table 3: The nature of sports injuries in rhythmic gymnastics
athletes.

Damage nature Acute injury Chronic injury Total

Visits 30 142 172

Percentage (%) 17.44 82.56 100

Table 4: Degree of sports injuries among athletes in rhythmic
gymnastics.

Degree of damage Mild Moderate Severe Total

Visits 145 25 2 172

Percentage (%) 84.30 14.53 1.16 100
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Figure 2: Incidence of rhythmic gymnastics injuries. This is during
the development of rhythmic gymnastics.
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complete or are very strenuous, and this can also cause func-
tional compensation of other joints and muscles in the kine-
matic chain, thereby increasing the risk of injury by
overloading these joints. Due to the approaching competi-
tion and heavy training tasks, the scientific research team
negotiated with leaders, coaches, and players to choose con-
servative treatment. Therefore, a rehabilitation program was
developed for them to ensure that they can train normally
and participate in competitions [19].

Precompetition strain on the right waist is an important
cause of low back pain, it is very common among athletes,
the completion of many movements in rhythmic gymnastics
involves flexion and extension of the waist, and the range is
large. Therefore, the waist of rhythmic gymnastics athletes
needs not only good flexibility but also good core strength.

Many athletes suffer from acute sprained waist without
timely treatment and focus on future rehabilitation, resulting
in gradual strain [20]. Lumbar muscle strain causes blood
circulation disorders and fibrin adhesions can cause pain.
Fascial adhesions cause pain, one is the traction of adhe-
sions, and the other is that most of the adhesions have pos-
terior cutaneous branches of spinal nerves, and the adhesion
or adhesion of the nerves is involved during exercise, causing
pain or numbness. Most patients can still adhere to the
training of small and medium amount of exercise, often
manifested as pain before and after training [21].

After the athlete suffered an acute back injury, the treat-
ment and rehabilitation were incomplete, and he started
training or was gradually strained. In addition, sweating
and getting cold during training is also one of the important
reasons. When the waist is cold at night, morning stiffness
will appear, after warming up, the pain and stiffness disap-
pear, and pain also occurs after a lot of exercise.

According to his symptoms, a set of individualized reha-
bilitation programs for his waist was formulated to eliminate
pain as much as possible, strengthen core strength, and
ensure his normal precompetition training and participation
in competitions.

Assuming that the lengths of the big arm and the fore-
arm are lu and ll, respectively, we can describe the posi-
tion of each joint in the SCS coordinate system. Our
SCS coordinate system is where the body plane (chest)
represents the XZ plane and the body is oriented in the
Y direction. The midpoint between the feet is the origin
of the SCS coordinate system. Therefore, according to
the Denavit-Hartenberg transformation rules, we can cal-
culate the elbow and wrist joints accordingly. For example,
when calculating the elbow joint position Pe, we can use
the arm length lu to calculate according to the following
formula, as shown in

Pe = Ps + lu sin ψ2, ð1Þ

Pe = Ps + lu cos ψ2 × sin ψ1ð Þ, ð2Þ

Pe = Ps + lu −cos ψ1 × cos ψ2ð Þ, ð3Þ
where Ps is the position of the shoulder joint, and fð∗Þ
calculates the orientation vector from the shoulder joint

to the elbow joint. Similarly, the position Pw of the wrist
joint can also be calculated accordingly, as shown in

Pw = Pe + g ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, Llð Þ: ð4Þ

Therefore, according to Equation (1), the phase
changes of labels b and r at these two positions (l0 and ls)
can be expressed, as shown in

Δθ b, að Þ = θβ b, að Þ − θ0 b, að Þ, ð5Þ

Δθ r, Að Þ = θβ r, Að Þ − θ0 r, Að Þ, ð6Þ
where j:j is used to calculate the Euclidean distance and wðBÞ
represents the phase change due to label angular rotation.
The phase shift of the tag caused by the hardware can be
completely eliminated here. Theoretically, if the distance
AO is much larger than the distance |Tb,oO|, then the change
of |ATb,p|-|ATb,o| can be approximated as the projection of
the distance difference △x on the collinear direction, as
shown in

Δxb = Tb, 0Oj j 1 − cos βð Þ: ð7Þ

Similarly, we can also calculate the distance difference Δ
xr of the red label, as shown in

Δxr = Tr, 0Oj j 1 − cos βð Þ: ð8Þ

Therefore, given the distance between labels jTb, oTr, oj,
we can calculate the deflection angle β from it.

Through the investigation, it was found that the top
three injured parts were the spine, ankles, and lower limbs,
which was consistent with the characteristics of rhythmic
gymnastics. Rhythmic gymnastics is a skill competition that
requires a combination of various complex movements such
as balance, jumping, turning, and similar skill movements.
The spine is the hub of the trunk activity, and the muscles
are the driving force of the spine movement [22]. Injuries
to the spine include injuries to the five upper vertebral bod-
ies, muscles, ligaments, and fascia of the cervical, thoracic,
lumbar, sacral, and coccygeal vertebrae.

Rhythmic gymnastics requires athletes to have good
spine flexibility and strong muscle strength and to establish
stable dynamic stereotypes in order to complete difficult
and complex movements. Rhythmic gymnastics spine move-
ment range is large, speed is fast, and braking is too much; if
the strength is insufficient and the movement is incorrect, it
is easy to cause local cumulative damage; the muscles of the
spine are rich, different in size, different levels, insufficient,
or unbalanced muscle strength, which will cause deforma-
tion of the spine, such as cervical vertebral arch and thoracic
scoliosis. The survey shows that the spinal curvature of ath-
letes is very obvious, and the degree is different, and the
deformation of the spine will in turn affect the center of
the entire kinematic chain; then, a vicious circle occurs,
which affects the training and competition of the players to
a large extent. The injury to the spine greatly exceeds that
of the knee and ankle joints in the past, accounting for
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39.53% of the total injury; it is suggested here that the pre-
vention and treatment of spinal injury is an urgent problem
to be solved.

The spine is the central axis and pillar of the human
trunk and has the function of supporting the load, and the
spine is an arched structure with good elasticity, which plays
the role of transmitting pressure and buffering vibrations
[23, 24]. The spine performs various basic movements, acts
as a lever for movement, and is the attachment point for
many muscles. The characteristics of this project make the
development of muscle strength on both sides of the spine
unbalanced; as a result, the spine deforms, which in turn
leads to a series of skeletal, muscle, and fascia injuries, with-
out systematic rehabilitation training; these injuries lead to a
vicious circle, which seriously affects the training and com-
petition of athletes. The muscles on both sides of the spine
are very rich, and the balanced development of muscle
strength is the key to solving spinal injuries; therefore, atten-
tion should be paid to the development of muscle balance in
the treatment and rehabilitation of spinal injuries, and
strengthen core strength training, thereby reducing spinal
deformation, thereby reducing damage to various structures
on the spine. First, the weak chain is found through the mus-
cle strength test. While the strength on both sides should be
strengthened, the weak side should be developed, but the
stretching of the strong side should not be ignored. Deep-
level muscle strength should be trained to strengthen the sta-
bility of the spine, so that the spine is a normal physiological
structure. In the recovery training, therapeutic manipula-
tions, manipulation of spine, application of spinal guns, trac-
tion, etc. are added. Treatment and rehabilitation are
combined with each other and penetrate each other, so as
to achieve the purpose of spinal rehabilitation [25].

The reason for ankle injury is because rhythmic gymnas-
tics is an athletic event based on ballet combined with equip-
ment (rings, balls, sticks, belts, and ropes), so the movements
are mostly completed in the state of standing on the heels,
and the weight of the human body rests on the ankle [26].
In addition, when jumping, balancing, and rotating, the cen-
ter of gravity of the human body is offset, and the gravity
falls on the outer edge of the foot; uneven force on the ankle
and uneven force between the muscles and ligaments of the
ankle can easily cause plantar flexion and varus sprain of the
foot and damage the lateral synovium of the ankle joint and
the anterior talofibular ligament. If there is no systematic
rehabilitation training, it is easy to cause repeated ankle inju-
ries [27]. The inherent characteristic of rhythmic gymnastics
is the feet walk in a “V” shape, so the outward opening train-
ing is an indispensable and important link for rhythmic
gymnasts; in addition, the hip joint must be rotated to the
maximum extent in the external opening training of the
lower limbs, so that the centers of the hip, knee, and ankle
joints are always in a straight line. However, if you start a
“V” step, you must twist the ankle joint, so that the inner
edge of the front foot touches the ground and “falls down”;
in this state, the mother toe is in the pronation position,
and the ankle joint does not fit in the groove, causing trauma
such as ankle synovitis, bunion, and hallux valgus over time.
The high incidence of ankle injuries should not be underes-

timated, as it often affects whether players can train and
compete normally. Therefore, foot and ankle injuries should
be given full attention, and it is very important to combine
treatment with rehabilitation training, especially functional
training after ankle injuries. A support belt or brace can be
applied to the ankle before training, thereby reducing the
occurrence of damage or preventing the recurrence of dam-
age. Timely treatment after injury is the key; RICE, treat-
ment, and rehabilitation after the acute phase cannot be
ignored. After an injury, the muscle strength of the ankle
joint, the range of motion of the joint, and the tissues around
the joint need to be restored. For the complete rehabilitation
of the foot and ankle in addition to normalization of its anat-
omy and tissue, it should also include the recovery of the
complex functional capabilities of the site. For the balance
function, this ability is extremely important for technologies
such as landing buffers. The recovery of functional ability
requires the muscles of the ankle to restore the ability to
coordinate work and fine work [28].

4. Results and Analysis

The 172 cases of injury and illness in this investigation were
treated by the following methods: massage, acupuncture,
dressing, sealing, strength training, foot soaking, stretching,
cupping, ice compress, scraping, repositioning, limbs, acu-
puncture, immobilization, nutritional medicine, and physio-
therapy (mainly medium frequency, ultrashort wave, and
roasting electricity). From the above statistics, it can be
found that most of the injuries are treated by traditional
methods, with acupuncture and massage therapy taking the
initiative; the use of taping, ice compress, physiotherapy,
rehabilitation training, and other methods still accounts for
a small proportion. Most athletes in the survey reported that
traditional treatment methods are effective in resolving pain
from acute injuries, but injuries tend to recur frequently.

For the complete rehabilitation of the injured part, in
addition to the normalization of its anatomical structure
and tissue, it should also include the recovery of the complex
functional capabilities of the part. The recovery of functional
ability requires muscle groups to restore the ability to coor-
dinate work and fine work, and the current injury treatment
does not cover the content of rehabilitation training; thor-
ough treatment of the injured area was neglected. In this
case, repeated training will cause the injury to accumulate
and gradually aggravate into a chronic injury.

The application of necessary support belt fixation tech-
nology and protective equipment is important, the applica-
tion of joint support belt is an important means and
effective method to control and protect knee and ankle joint
injuries, and the application of knee pads can protect the
impact of the carpet on the knee joint. The application of
intramuscular effect has a good effect on the prevention of
muscle and joint damage. Therefore, it is necessary for us
to strengthen the application of taping in rhythmic gymnas-
tics, so as to reduce the occurrence and aggravation of injury.

Strengthen strength training, especially specific muscle
strength training, strength training for small muscle groups
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and core strength training. Core strength training can signif-
icantly alter trunk stability in rhythmic gymnasts.

In order to achieve scientific training, on the one hand,
we must do a good job of medical supervision: before train-
ing, the support belt fixation of vulnerable parts, wearing
protective gear and other protective measures, paying atten-
tion to the warm-up activities before training, is conducive
to reducing the occurrence of injury. After training, athletes
can be fully relaxed by various means, especially the athlete’s
active stretching and relaxation; this can not only fully relax
the athlete but also enhance the flexibility of the athlete’s
whole body, so that the body can more coordinately com-
plete difficult movement techniques. Strengthen the stan-
dardization of technical movements during training and
treat them differently. Athletes should take effective treat-
ment in time after injury. Another aspect of scientific train-
ing is to do a good job of monitoring physiological and
biochemical functions and to use scientific means to ensure
a reasonable amount of training for athletes.

The best way to recover is to strengthen your core, espe-
cially your back. Specifically, training equipment such as
elastic bands and Swiss balls is used to exercise, so as to
improve the muscle strength of the core and reduce the risk
of waist injury.

Increase asymmetrical movement exercises to strengthen
stability and agility in asymmetrical states. Pay attention to
stretch the tissues around the ankles, knees, and hips to
maintain optimal joint mobility.

Strengthen core stability training and improve the stabil-
ity of limbs and the ability to work together with muscles
when supported on one or both sides. Stability exercises
can be performed on Swiss balls and balance pads; for exam-
ple, the single-leg support half squat, the supine, prone, and
side-lying static support movements on the Swiss ball can
reduce the chance of sports injuries.

5. Conclusion

Injury risk assessment provides a theoretical basis for the
prevention and rehabilitation of rhythmic gymnasts’ inju-
ries; in each stage, an injury risk assessment test is conducted
for athletes in the mode of assessment-rehabilitation-
reassessment; this guides the implementation of rehabilita-
tion measures at each stage. According to the results of the
injury risk assessment, a personalized sports rehabilitation
plan is scientifically formulated and implemented, so as to
effectively control the injury problem of an athlete and
ensure the normal training before the competition, and par-
ticipated in the 2012 London Olympic Games in the best
state, and achieved a historic breakthrough in the perfor-
mance of China’s rhythmic gymnastics individual events. It
is proved that through the investigation of 126 rhythmic
gymnasts participating in the 2011 “China Art Sports Cup”
China Rhythmic Gymnastics Championship, the injury
characteristics of gymnasts can be found, and the injury risk
assessment can be carried out; it effectively solves the prob-
lem of the basis for the rehabilitation and prevention of ath-
letes. It satisfies the needs of the athlete’s injury risk
assessment test, makes up for the deficiency that the gym-

nast cannot be assessed for injury, and can improve the
recovery efficiency of the athlete after injury.
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Early diagnosis of retinal diseases such as diabetic retinopathy has had the attention of many researchers. Deep learning through
the introduction of convolutional neural networks has become a prominent solution for image-related tasks such as classification
and segmentation. Most tasks in image classification are handled by deep CNNs pretrained and evaluated on imagenet dataset.
However, these models do not always translate to the best result on other datasets. Devising a neural network manually from
scratch based on heuristics may not lead to an optimal model as there are numerous hyperparameters in play. In this paper,
we use two nature-inspired swarm algorithms: particle swarm optimization (PSO) and ant colony optimization (ACO) to
obtain TDCN models to perform classification of fundus images into severity classes. The power of swarm algorithms is used
to search for various combinations of convolutional, pooling, and normalization layers to provide the best model for the task.
It is observed that TDCN-PSO outperforms imagenet models and existing literature, while TDCN-ACO achieves faster
architecture search. The best TDCN model achieves an accuracy of 90.3%, AUC ROC of 0.956, and a Cohen’s kappa score of
0.967. The results were compared with the previous studies to show that the proposed TDCN models exhibit superior
performance.

1. Introduction

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a medical condition caused due
to complications caused by diabetes mellitus that influences
the ocular perceivers and causes damage to the delicate tis-
sues of the retina. This condition can occur in any adult
who is suffering from either type 1 or type 2 diabetes. As dia-
betic retinopathy increases with time, it eventually causes a
complete loss of vision. In this paper, we will be discussing
the four different types of DR (nonproliferative DR, maculo-
pathy, preproliferative, and proliferative). With the rise in
cases for DR, there arises a need for automation for the
detection of diabetic retinopathy in fundus images. Identifi-
cation of individual characteristics and extraction of features
are important for the assessment of eye disorders such as DR
and other retinal diseases.

Manual inspection of fundus images can prove to be a
tedious process to decipher subtle variations in microaneur-
ysms, optic disks, hemorrhages, blood vessels, hard exudates,
soft exudates, and macular edema. In such situations, CAD
(computer-aided diagnostic) systems can significantly reduce
the manual inspection load for professionals. These methods
also reduce margins of error compared to ophthalmologists
while examining the fundus images. With the introduction of
convolutional neural networks, deep learning has become the
de facto for computer vision-based problems. CNNs have the
capability to extract features automatically and decipher pat-
terns for better understanding of the data. Deep CNN models
are large deep learning models which leverage the power of var-
ious CNNs and pooling layers. These models typically stack a
bunch of CNNs together to form a feed-forward network and
often produce state-of-the-art results. Most of the deep CNN
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models are trained and tested on the imagenet classification
dataset, and the versatility of deep learning enables it to transfer
learning from one dataset to another. This aspect of transfer
learning has made most computer vision problems efficient
and solvable through training imagenet models on a dataset
[1–5]. The imagenet models are usually employed with
approaches like transfer learning.

Although transfer learning is a powerful concept, models
trained on imagenet often do not obtain the best result when
trained on an independent dataset. The reasons for the same
could include the size of the dataset, the size of the model,
and the type of the data, thus bringing the need for tailor-
made models. Models can be proposed on the basis of the
dataset, where a small dataset may require a lightweight
model. With the help of lightweight models, better perfor-
mance and high scalability can be achieved. In such a situa-
tion, tailor-made models could possibly be the most efficient
model for the job. However, building tailored models can be
computationally expensive. Moreover, in certain cases, the
features extracted from the imagenet dataset would not be
a great starting point, the reason for the same being the dis-
similarity of the images in the imagenet dataset and the data-
set on which the model is to be trained. For example, the
imagenet dataset contains objects such as cars and animals
which do not resemble fundus images.

Nature-inspired swarm algorithms have been heavily
employed for feature selection on various tasks. These algo-
rithms have performed efficiently in hyperparameter search/
optimization. Hyperparameter optimization methods such as
grid search have been computationally expensive methods
and give the best result within a search space. Hence, swarm
algorithms have been used for architectural proposals. Nature-
inspired swarm algorithms are a subset of evolutionary algo-
rithms. These algorithms in general have been known to shrink
the search space whether it be feature selection or hyperpara-
meter optimization. However, the usage of swarm-based algo-
rithms has been limited to feature selection as demonstrated
across in [6–8]. Most used cases of swarm-related algorithms
inDR classification are restricted to either hyperparameter opti-
mization or feature extraction. This methodology utilizes both
methods by proposing new models with various hyperpara-
meters based on the dataset. TDCNs are the outcomes of the
swarm algorithms, and in this case, 2 algorithms are used.
The objective of these models is to provide custom models
which are efficient and accurate for a given dataset. The pro-
posed models rely solely on architecture rather than fixed
models with a set starting weight to achieve accuracy. Therefore,
the significance of transfer learning diminishes which addresses
the problems caused by imagenet models.

The major contributions of this paper include the
following:

(i) A formal definition of search space complexity for
searching tailor-made models

(ii) Utilizing two swarm intelligence algorithms,
namely, ant colony optimization (ACO) and parti-
cle swarm optimization (PSO), to perform heuristic
architecture search in multidimensional space

(iii) Two tailored ConvNets (TDCN) called TDCN-
ACO and TDCN-PSO were obtained from ACO-
and PSO-based searches. TDCN-PSO being signifi-
cantly smaller (lightweight) achieves better perfor-
mance over 3 metrics, accuracy, AUC ROC, and
Cohen’s kappa, than the imagenet models. The
model’s performance is solely defined on the basis
of architecture search (a dynamic process) rather
than designing a fixed model

(iv) TDCN-PSO and TDCN-ACO produce competitive
results with many proposed architectures in litera-
ture for fundus image classification

2. Related Works

Over the years, various deep learning approaches have been uti-
lized to diagnose retinal vascular diseases, including usage of
imagenet models, transfer learning, and image segmentation.
Kanungo et al. [9] proposed an Inception-V3 architecture-
based approach in which multiple convolution filter inputs
are processed on the same input. This takes advantage of mul-
tilevel feature extraction from each input. The accuracy
achieved is comparatively less than the other approaches based
on similar architectures. Zeng et al. [10] proposed a deep Sia-
mese CNN architecture for automatic diabetic retinopathy clas-
sification. The model takes two fundus images as input, i.e., the
left and right eye image. Transfer learning approaches have
shown great results in terms of DR classification. Lam et al.
[11] proposed an approach using GoogleNet and AlexNet to
demonstrate transfer learning. Sakaguchi et al. [12] used GNNs
to construct the region of interest graphs which is helpful for
further classification of DR using CNN. Although imagenet
and transfer learning-based approaches performwell on bench-
mark datasets, they do not perform similarly on some niche
datasets as they were designed keeping a general purpose in
mind. In order to increase the performance of the model, the
need for tailoring models arises.

Hyperparameter optimization (HO) plays a key role
when designing tailor-made models for specific datasets.
Over the years, automated hyperparameter search algo-
rithms and libraries have become increasingly popular; the
widely used ones include hyperopt [13], optuna [14], and
Auto WEKA [15]. The total search space including all sub-
sets is 2n where n is the number of features, thus posing a
high-dimensional problem. The early works focused on
using Bayesian optimization for hyperparameter tuning
[16–18], but these techniques suffer the drawback of being
computationally complex. Li et al. address the problem of
HO as an exploration-based nonstochastic infinite-armed
bandit problem and proposed hyperband to solve the same
[19]. Falkner et al. addressed the robustness and scalability
of HO [20], and Hazan et al. addressed the high-
dimensional problems [21], each work resulting in a mani-
fold increase in performance over hyperband. Hintz et al.
pointed out that a significant speedup can be achieved by
carrying out the search on lower-dimensional data represen-
tation at the beginning and increasing the dimensions later
in the optimization process [22]. Some of the recent works
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revolve around using reinforcement learning for adaptive
and dynamic HO in contrast to other approaches which
require the user to set generic ranges in order to define the
HO search space [23, 24].

Nature-inspired swarm-based techniques are a subset of
swarm intelligence which in turn is a subset of metaheuristic
algorithm. Nature-inspired swarm algorithms have been of
great use when it comes to feature selection in the tabular
dataset as it achieves optimal results with substantially lower
computational resources [25]. This behavior of swarm-based
techniques has been taken to advantage in hyperparameter
selection which is a computationally expensive process as
mentioned before. Bee colony optimization and dragonfly
algorithm were used by Yasen and Al-Madi [26] to select
the size of hidden nodes in the neural network. Crossover
and mutation were also combined to devise new models.
All in all, the models were trained on medical patients’ data,
and the comparative results were obtained. Similarly, Sun
et al. [27] used PSO to determine the dimensionality of the
autoencoder to be used, moving to the applications of
swarm-based algorithms on the application of retinal fundus
images.

Bajčeta et al. [7] proposed a segmentation model of
blood vessels where they have applied ACO in fundus
images, and ACO performs feature extraction. Hooshyar
and Khayati [8] proposed a mathematical model in which
they have used eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. They used
a Gabor filter bank to extract the features from retinal
images. For classification purposes, fuzzy c-means and
ACO models are produced. Asad et al. [28] proposed an
approach to ensure improved ant clustering-based segmen-
tation. The approach was developed with the help of a new
heuristic function of the ACO algorithm. Kavitha and
Ramakrishnan [29] employed an ACO algorithm using an
OTSU method which is based on the inputs from optic disc
and macula. Balakrishnan et al. [6] came up with a hybrid
model for classification and feature extraction from retinal
images. Channel extraction and median filter are used for
preprocessing. After the preprocessing stage, the authors
used a histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) with a com-
plete local binary pattern (CLBP) to perform feature selec-
tion. Particle swarm optimization along with fuzzy
membership functions is used by Bhimavarapu et al. [30]
to cluster images, and then, probabilistic models were used
to segment fundus images. Although nature-inspired
swarm-based methods have been extensively studied on
hyperparameter optimization, its application is restricted to
feature selection alone in diabetic retinopathy. Furthermore,
identifying intrinsic features in medical datasets has led
researchers to build complex deep architectures which are
computationally expensive. For faster convergence and
inference, there is a requirement of lightweight models
which can be achieved using the likes of nature-inspired
swarm algorithms as discussed in further sections.

3. Methodology

The process of generation of a tailored model can be defined
as a search on a set of models Sm formed by the combina-

tions of layers from a set of layers Sl using a selection metric
f and a goal G. For a given Sm, the search is deemed success-
ful if the set of resultant models Sr is a subset of the set of
models Sr which satisfy G on f with an acceptable perfor-
mance bound ϵ.

Sr = m : m ∈ Sm, f mð Þ + ϵ⊢Gf g: ð1Þ

The complexity of the search is determined by the cardi-
nality of the set SmðtsÞ. For a given bound of the minimum
number of layers Bl and a maximum number of layers Bu,
ts can be obtained by

ts = 〠
Bu

b=Bl

tbl , ð2Þ

where tl is the cardinality of the set sl.
This search space can be restricted by using various

design parameters (order, count, blocks, etc.) on the occur-
rence of layers. This search space evidently becomes very
large as tl and Bl increase, and simple techniques like a brute
force search become time and resource intensive. This prob-
lem can be solved using heuristic-based search algorithms,
such as swarm intelligence algorithms as demonstrated fur-
ther in this section.

For the two swarm-based techniques discussed in this
paper (ACO and PSO), we obtain a single model (Ss) as
the result of the search. We tested the results on three selec-
tion metrics as discussed in Section 4. The search goal G was
set to the best result obtained in the case of imagenet models
or better essentially resulting in a search which yields light-
weight models of similar performance to imagenet models
or high performance models or both. The value of ϵ was
set such that the search resulted in a model which performed
better than at least one of the imagenet models. The nature
of results is characterized by the settings of Bl and Bu. The
detailed success criterion is listed in Table 1.

The resultant architectures, TDCN-ACO, and TDCN-
PSO have been described in the following sections using
the abbreviations in Table 2.

3.1. TDCN-ACO Search Using Ant Colony Optimization.
Ants have inspired many methods and techniques, among
which the most studied is the general purpose optimization
technique known as ACO (ant colony optimization). ACO
is inspired by the behavior of some ant species. These ants
deposit pheromone on the ground to mark a favorable path
for the rest of the members of the colony. Each ant moves
randomly and more pheromone gets deposited on the path.
The more the pheromone on the path, the higher is the
probability of the path being followed. In this work, the
implementation proposed by Byla and Pang [31] is used.

The search for models is based on the number of maxi-
mum ants and maximum search depth; the algorithm starts
the process by creating an internal graph with just an input
node. Sequentially, ants are created until the number of
maximum ants allowed is created. These ants follow ant col-
ony selection (ACS) rule, wherein the ants choose a
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particular layer based on the algorithmic calculation in
ACO. If the chosen layer has not been chosen by a previous
ant, then the layer is added as a neighbor node to the node
chosen by the previous ant. Based on the same rule, the
parameters of the layer are also chosen from a specified list
of parameters. Once the choice is made, ACS local phero-
mone update is done by the ant. The same is done until
the maximum number of ants allowed, traverses through
to the same depth. The paths are converted to neural net-
works, and based on the evaluation metric, the best ant is
chosen, and now, an ACS global pheromone update is done.
Note that the previous update is kept local to encourage the
ants to pave new paths. Figure 1 conveys the same in a pic-
torial fashion.

For this dataset, 4 hyperparameters were mainly
handled:

(i) Number of ants: 8 and 16. Based on the experiments
conducted by [31], it was found that the greatest
decrease in error was identified when the number
of ants was increased from 8 to 16. 32 may yield bet-
ter results, but the duration of computation will
increase

(ii) Search depth: 32. Most of the available image
models tend to be deep models; therefore, a search
depth of 32 was used

(iii) Epochs: it is kept at 10 epochs

(iv) Image size: 32 and 64. When large image sizes are
used, the accuracy more or less remains the same.
This was surprising considering the performance
output with respect to the image size

The permutations among the defined hyperparameters
have generated 4 models. The trend across the models hap-
pens to look like this, C2D | BN till one max pooling, and
lastly followed by a series of DE | BN layers. The choice of
layers across models is almost comparable to the traditional
model building approach, where usually every CN2D layer is
succeeded by a pooling such as avg. pooling. However, the
trend of using a pooling layer before flattening the outputs
of CNN has generally shown success, and this process uti-
lizes that.

As far as the search space is concerned, a total of 4 layers
were permuted across C2D, MP or AP, BN, and DE. The
search space for every layer varies as per requirements:

(i) C2D: 9 permutations possible

(ii) MP: 2 permutations possible

(iii) BN: 1 permutation possible

(iv) DE: 4 permutations possible

The number of permutations can be maintained within a
permutation matrix which can be accessed simultaneously
when a layer is accessed L = ½C2D,MP, BN ,DE� and = ½9, 2
, 1, 4�. So if a layer Li is chosen, then Pi is also chosen, where
i is the index in the array L. So the search space when n is the

number of layers is shown in

Search space = ts = PnumC2D
0 + PnumMP

1 + PnumBN
2 + PnumDE

3 :

ð3Þ

The search space is model independent and considering
a model of 12 C2D | BN then MP and lastly 3 DE | BN layers
gives a search space as shown in

ts = 282, 429, 569, 261: ð4Þ

In total, there exist 16 ants at maximum denoted by ant
for a total depth of 32. Equation (5) conveys the number of
models which were trained in the tailor fitting process:

Number of models trained = ants ∗ depth = 16 ∗ 32 = 512:
ð5Þ

3.2. TDCN-PSO Search Using Particle Swarm Optimization.
Particle swarm optimization is a nature-inspired,
population-based algorithm that has been found to optimize
or converge better than standard optimization algorithms
like conjugate descent, gradient descent, and Newton
method in multidimensional space. Stochastic search is used
to achieve the same by moving the particles (candidate solu-
tions) in the search space using mathematical computations
to calculate the velocity and direction of the particle swarm
by considering the particle’s current position and goal. A
global best (in terms of position) is maintained as well as a
local best for each particle is maintained which influences
in making decisions for the particle’s movement in conse-
quent iterations. This results in the general behavior of the
swarm moving towards the best solutions for the given
search space.

The position and velocity after each generation or itera-
tion of the algorithm can be obtained by

Xt+1ij = Xtij +Vt+1
ij , ð6Þ

Vt+1ij =wVtij + c1r
t1 pbestij − Xtij
� �

+ c1r
t2 gbestj − Xt

ij

� �
,

ð7Þ
where Xt

i is the position vector of ith particle at ith and Vt
i

is the position vector of ith particle at ith.
Many modifications to these equations have been pro-

posed over time which offers specific benefits of their own,
but the original algorithm is proceeded across for a general
comparison of this algorithm with others.

Table 1: Search goals and performance bounds used in this work.

Metric G ϵ

Accuracy ≥74.8 1.5%

AUC ROC ≥0.91 0.2

Cohen’s kappa ≥0.776 0.02
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The tailoring of models is carried out by taking several
parameters into consideration such as population size, num-
ber of iterations and runs, the minimum and maximum
number of layers, and probability of each type of layer.
Using these parameters, the particles are initialized by
assigning them random CNN architectures represented in
an array form that satisfy the conditions and constraints
defined by the parameters (number of layers, layer probabil-
ities, kernel sizes, and so on). Then, each particle is fit and
evaluated to find the local and global best based on the accu-
racy obtained on the validation data. The good blocks in the
global best are passed onto further generations, and each
particle is evaluated again in every iteration. An architecture
search using PSO mainly involves six procedures, namely,

representation of particles in form of architectures (in our
case deep ConvNets) of varying properties, initializing the
particles, evaluating the fitness of individual particles, a mea-
sure of the difference between two particles, computation of
velocity, and updating the particles as illustrated in Figure 2.

In this paper, the search on a set formed by the combina-
tion of 4 different kinds of layers is performed, namely, con-
volutional, max pooling, average pooling, and fully
connected, making tl as 4. We set the bounds Bl = 3 and
Bu = 20, effectively giving us equation (8).

ts = 〠
20

b=3
4b ⇒ ts = 1,466,015,503,680: ð8Þ

Table 2: ConvNet layer abbreviations used in this work.

Abbreviation Layer

C2D Conv2D (convolutional layer with 2-dimensional filters)

BN Batch normalization

DO Dropout

MP Max pooling

AP Average pooling

DE Dense or fully connected

F Flatten

For I in current max
depth

No Yes

ACO select rule

Append current
node to path

Complete path
Update local

pheromone with
current ant

Evaluate ant

Generate ant path

Ant creation

For I in ant count

Build graph

No

Yes

Generate ants

Find best ant

Update global
pheromone with

best ant

Increase current
depth

Best ant obtained

Graph.current depth < max

depth

Current node

neighbours = 0?

Figure 1: TDCN-ACO search using ant colony optimization.
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This means that the search space for the algorithm con-
sists of more than 1466 billion models when no design con-
straints are applied. A simple design constraint was kept as
follows:

(i) At least 1 DE layer

(ii) F has occurred before the first DE layer

(iii) No C2D layer after F layer

This decreased the search space manifolds. The number
of models searched by the PSO algorithm (Sm,pso) is a func-
tion of the number of iterations i, number of runs, and
swarm size p and is given by

Sm,pso = r × i × p: ð9Þ

For this paper, the following hyperparameters are set r
= 5, i = 12, and p = 20, which gives Sm,pso = 1200. These
values depend on the quality of TDCN required hardware
availability and time constraints.

Note that each updated particle was considered as a new
model. To carry out the architecture search, the implemen-
tation proposed by Junior et al. [32] was used.

TDCN-PSO is the model represented by the global best
particle at the end of the architecture search. The hyperpara-
meters used for the search can be found in Table 3. The
resultant architecture has some peculiar features such as 4
consecutive pooling layers and irregular batch normalization
and dropout layers, all of which are characteristics of a
model unique to the dataset. The architecture of TDCN-
PSO found for APTOS dataset is as follows: C2D | C2D |
BN | DO | C2D | BN | MP | AP | MP | MP | DO | C2D |
BN | F | DO | DE | BN.

4. Experimental Setup

The dataset that we used for this paper is “ATPOS 2019
Blindness Detection” from a Kaggle competition conducted
in 2019. This dataset contains high-resolution images of
the retina taken in different lighting conditions, with left
and right fields for every test subject. The images have been
captured through varying devices, offering different scenar-
ios and generalizations of the developed model for adoption
by a wide variety of hardware. The images present in the
data are of different orientations too, some are shown ana-
tomically (macula on left, optic nerve on right for right
eye), and others are shown inverted. The training set consists
of 3662 images, while the test set contains 1928 images.

For each iteration

For each particle in
population

Update particle
velocity

Update particle
CNN architecture

Train particle

Particle accuracy
gBest accuracy

No
Yes

Update gBest

Run End

Evaluate gBest

Fit gBest

Training

Initialization

Rus Start

For each run

Initialize CNN architecture for
each particle according to layer

probabilities defined in the
hyperparameters

Train first particle and
set it as gBest

For each particle in
population

Train the particle

Particle accuracy
gBest accuracy

No

Yes

Update gBest

Figure 2: TDCN-PSO search using particle swarm optimization.
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The images are categorized into 5 classes (Table 4). Thus,
this dataset poses a classification problem. The preprocess-
ing strategies applied involve resizing.

Resizing: resizing in the digital image is changing the
horizontal and vertical resolution of an image. Since the
input images are in different resolutions, coming from dif-
ferent hardware, we decided to resize the images to 256 ×
256 for the imagenet models, 32 × 32 and 64 × 64 for ACO,
and 128 × 128 for PSO-CNN. Smaller image size was used
for the swarm algorithms because of the high computational
complexity and the time required to train the models.

The dataset is split into 10-fold cross validation. The fol-
lowing method is used to preserve the class wise distribution
while evaluating the model. Also, this gives considerate
weightage to classes, such as severe and proliferate DR, with
lower number of samples.

To compare the performance of the proposed model
imagenet models along with existing models are used. Three
deep CNN models with imagenet weights, namely, Xception,
Resnet 50, and Inception-V3, are used. The choice was
restricted to these models due to the lower number of layers
and parameters present which would provide a fair compar-
ison for models proposed by nature-inspired algorithms
used through this study. All the models were trained till
the validation metrics (AUC and accuracy) would converge
which in this case was approximately 20 epochs. Hence,
patience criteria was kept at 2.

The following metrics were used to evaluate the pro-
posed models.

(i) Accuracy: accuracy is a widely used metric for evalu-
ating classification models. This metric is the ratio of
predictions that the proposed model is correctly pre-
dicted and the total number of samples. Accuracy is
defined in

Table 3: Hyperparameter setting for TDCN-PSO search.

Category Hyperparameter Value

Particle swarm optimization

Number of runs (r) 5

Number of iterations (i) 12

Swarm size pð Þ 20

Cg 0.5

CNN architecture initialization

Minimum number of outputs from a Conv layer 3

Maximum number of outputs from a Conv layer 256

Minimum number of neurons in a FC layer 1

Maximum number of neurons in a FC layer 300

Minimum size of a Conv kernel 3 × 3

Maximum size of a Conv kernel 7 × 7
Minimum number of layers Bl 3

Maximum number of layers Bu 20

Dropout rate 0.5

Training

No. of epochs for the global best 100

No. of epochs for particle evaluation 1

Bath normalize layer outputs Yes

Probability

Probability of convolutional layer 0.7

Probability of pooling layer 0.15

Probability of fully connected layer 0.15

Table 4: Classes in APTOS 2019 dataset.

Class ID Class name Number of samples

0 No DR 1805

1 Mild 370

2 Moderate 999

3 Severe 193

4 Proliferative DR 295

Table 5: Comparison of TDCN models with imagenet models and
literature.

Model Accuracy
AUC
ROC

Cohen’s
kappa

Inception 73.2 0.91 0.738

Xception 74.8 0.87 0.772

Resnet50 73.8 0.89 0.776

Shaban.et al. [33] 88 0.930 0.910

S. Kassani et al. [34] 83.09 0.950 0.892

Taufiqurrahman et al.
[35]

85 0.820 0.925

Bodapati et al. [36] 84.31 0.970 0.758

TDCN-ACO 78.4 0.907 0.795

TDCN-PSO 90.3 0.956 0.967
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Figure 3: Size comparison of TDCN and imagenet models.
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Accuracy =
True Positive + TrueNegative
Total Number of Samples

ð10Þ

(ii) AUC: AUC means the area under the curve. It is a
chart that visualizes the trade-off between true posi-
tive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) for every
threshold. Expression for AUC is given in

Recall/sensitivity =
True positive

True positive + false negatives
, ð11Þ

False positive rate =
False positive

True negative + false positive
ð12Þ

(iii) Cohen’s kappa score: for the evaluation of the
models, we have used a metric called Cohen’s kappa
coefficient which has been used for evaluating the
submissions on the Kaggle competition for this
dataset.

Cohen′s kappa score = pr oð Þ − pr eð Þ
1 − pr eð Þ ð13Þ

Cohen’s kappa is a quantitative measure of similarity
between the ratings of two annotators on the same sample.
It is calculated by taking into account the observed agree-
ment and the hypothetical probability of chance agreement.
Expression for Cohen’s kappa is given in (13).

5. Results and Discussions

Table 5 represents the comparison of TDCN models with
imagenet models and the other models in the literature.
Figure 3 illustrates the size comparison of TDCN and ima-
genet models.

The results presented in Table 5 can be explained as
follows:

(i) In the case of imagenet models, Xception gave the
best accuracy score of 74.8%, Inception gave the
best AUC ROC score of 0.91, and Resnet50 gave
the best Cohen’s kappa score of 0.772

(ii) TDCN-ACO provided a classification accuracy of
78.4% which is more than that observed in the case
of imagenet models, AUC ROC score of 0.907, and
Cohen’s kappa score of 0.795. Only Inception gave
better results than TDCN-ACO in terms of AUC
ROC score

(iii) TDCN-PSO outperformed all the imagenet models
and TDCN-ACO in terms of all the three metrics
recorded. It provided a classification accuracy of
90.3%, AUC ROC score of 0.956, and Cohen’s
kappa score of 0.967

(iv) TDCN-PSO was significantly small in size with over
2.5 million parameters, which is about 9 times
smaller than Xception and 13 times smaller than
TDCN-ACO as shown in Figure 3

(v) In terms of AUC ROC, only [31] provided better
performance than TDCN-PSO, while [33, 34] gave
comparable results

(vi) Considering the performance over all the three met-
rics, TDCN-PSO gave one of the best results, while
TDCN-ACO has a good place among the models
and approaches compared

The imagenet dataset contains images distributed into
1000 different classes. The images from different classes dif-
fer significantly from each other in terms of features and
entropy. Figure 4 shows two random images belonging to
two classes, namely, ship and parachute. We plot the histo-
gram of pixel value frequencies in order to study the distri-
bution of features. Figure 5 shows the same histogram plot
for two images from the APTOS dataset. From the two plots,
it can be inferred that while the imagenet samples differ sig-
nificantly in terms of distribution, the APTOS images are
comparatively similar. This is one of the reasons why the
tailor-fitted models TDCN-ACO and TDCN-PSO perform
better than the imagenet models. Table 6 represents the
TDCN-ACO results with respect to different hyperpara-
meter settings.

Models proposed by TDCN-ACO with hyperparameters
of image size 64 with 16 ants perform the best as shown in
Table 6. By looking at the ROC AUC (Figure 6(a)) and con-
fusion matrix (Figure 6(b)), it can be deduced that other
than the class proliferate the model captures features that
make for efficient detection. The number of parameters in
the model is the highest compared to the other models but
performs better than the imagenet models; therefore, one
can conclude that difference in the number of parameters
combats or performs better than the features captured by
CIFAR training.

The AUC ROC curve and classification matrix for
TDCN-PSO are shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). The mean
training accuracy of all the runs was 89.48% with a standard
deviation of 0.54%. Figure 7(a) shows that the lowest gbest
accuracy was obtained in run 0 of 88.7% and the highest in
run number 4 (the 5th run) of 90.31. An improvement of
0.83% accuracy over mean accuracy was obtained by

Table 6: TDCN-ACO results with respect to different
hyperparameter settings.

Image Ant Accuracy ROC AUC Kappa

32 8 75.7 0.89 0.710

32 16 77 0.905 0.776

64 8 76.8 0.888 0.776

64 16 78.4 0.907 0.795
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running the algorithm 5 times. Figures 7(b) and 7(c) show
the trend of accuracy with respect to iterations for the 5th
run which achieved the best results on the validation set.
For this run, a new gbest was found in every iteration except
from iterations 4 to 6 where the gbest remained the same
and hence the flat nature of the curve. The steepness of the
curve can be associated with the amount of information
being passed from the gbest to the new particle in the subse-

quent evolutions (iterations). The best performing model
(gbest model) out of the 5 runs provided an accuracy score
of 90.3146%, AUC ROC score of 95.6, and a Cohen’s kappa
score of 96.67 with 2,515,406 parameters which is a substan-
tially better score than the state-of-the-art models with a sig-
nificantly smaller model.

The results in Figure 6(c) show that the model found by
TDCN-PSO performed really well in terms of AUC ROC
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Figure 6: (a) TDCN-ACO AUC ROC curve, (b) TDCN-ACO confusion matrix, (c) TDCN-PSO AUC ROC curve, and (d) TDCN-PSO
confusion matrix.
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scores. An AUC score of 0.99 for the “No DR” (no diabetic
retinopathy) class conveys that the model is very accurate
in classification when no diabetic retinopathy is present. In
the confusion matrix obtained, it can be observed that the
model was unable to produce highly accurate classifications
for “severe” and “proliferative DR” classes. This was because
of the skewed distribution of classes in the dataset, and the
same was observed in TDCN-ACO.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have developed the lightweight deep
learning-powered collective intelligence models for fundus
image classification. The process of tailoring the model archi-
tecture is a problem that can be stated as a search in a multidi-
mensional space. This paper highlights that for the chosen
dataset, APTOS 2019, the models from architecture search
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Figure 7: (a) Run vs. gbest accuracy, (b) run 5 gbest train accuracy, and (c) run 5 gbest validation accuracy.
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perform better than models trained using transfer learning
from imagenet weights. We utilized two swarm intelligence
algorithms, namely, ant colony optimization and particle
swarm optimization, to efficiently search this large space.
These algorithms take a heuristic-based approach which
involves deriving information from the best performing entity
in the swarm. The resultant tailored deep ConvNets (TDCN)
called TDCN-ACO, and TDCN-PSO outperformed the ima-
genet models over the metrics accuracy, AUC ROC, and
Cohen-Kappa scores. TDCN-PSO while being 9 times smaller
achieved an improvement of 15.5% in terms of accuracy, 0.046
in terms of AUC ROC, and 0.191 in terms of Cohen-Kappa
score when compared to the best performing imagenet models
in each metric. The obtained results were compared with the
previous studies to show that these tailored models perform
similar if not better over somemetrics. The future scope of this
work includes leveraging the power of other swarms existing
in nature. Furthermore, tailoring an ensemble of models for
datasets can be the next step to further improve the results
obtained in the paper.
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The sine cosine algorithm (SCA) was proposed for solving optimization tasks, of which the way to obtain the optimal solution is
mainly through the continuous iteration of the sine and cosine update formulas. However, SCA also faces low population diversity
and stagnation of locally optimal solutions. Hence, we try to eliminate these problems by proposing an enhanced version of SCA,
named ESCA_PSO. ESCA_PSO is proposed based on hybrid SCA and particle swarm optimization (PSO) by incorporating
multiple mutation strategies into the original SCA_PSO. To validate the effect of ESCA_PSO in handling global optimization
problems, ESCA_PSO was compared with quality algorithms on various types of benchmark functions. In addition, the
proposed ESCA_PSO was employed to tune the best parameters of support vector machines for dealing with medical diagnosis
tasks. The results prove the efficiency of the proposed algorithms in solving optimization problems.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation. Many problems in real life can be summa-
rized as global optimization problems. When it comes to
increasingly complex optimization problems, traditional
methods are generally unsatisfactory [1]. Therefore, many
scholars began to explore new solutions. The metaheuristic
algorithm (MA) is developed for obtaining and grasping
information to effectively find approximately optimal solu-
tions through learning strategies. MA has been applied to
many scenarios owing to its effective optimization capability
[2]. For example, MA has found the great potential in wind
speed prediction [3], scheduling problem [4], parameter
optimization [5], PID optimization control [6], gate resource
allocation [7], fault diagnosis of rolling bearings [8], cloud
workflow scheduling [9], energy vehicle dispatch [10], com-
bination optimization problems [11], traveling salesman
problem [12], object tracking [13], neural network training
[14], and multiattribute decision making [15].

In 2016, a new swarm intelligence algorithm named sine
cosine algorithm (SCA) [16] was proposed. SCA searches
the solution based on the sine function and cosine function.
It owns strong global searchability, which can significantly
increase the global optimal solution through enough itera-
tions. However, SCA also is faced with some problems, for
instance, slow convergence speed, low convergence accu-
racy, and easily falling into local optimum. To overcome
the problems existing in SCA, a hybrid SCA and PSO algo-
rithm (SCA_PSO) was put forward by Nenavath et al. [17],
which aims to solve optimization problems and target track-
ing. The search mechanism of the PSO algorithm is added to
the traditional SCA to guide the search for potential candi-
date solutions. It should be noted that though the SCA_
PSO has achieved promising results on object tracking when
dealing with complex problems, it is still easy to skip the true
optimal solution and lead to premature convergence.

According to “No Free Lunch” [18], we have introduced
the differential evolution algorithm (DE) and combined
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mutation strategies into the original SCA_PSO to strengthen
its capability of local search and reduce the occurrence of
premature convergence. The proposed ESCA_PSO was vali-
dated on a benchmark test which includes various types of
functions. Experimental results demonstrated that ESCA_
PSO was significantly better than SCA_PSO and other com-
petitive counterparts. In addition, the ESCA_PSO was also
used to construct an optimal support vector machine model
(SVM) to deal with the medical diagnosis problems in an
effective manner. In general, ESCA_PSO has improved the
performance of SCA_PSO in a significant manner.

1.2. Literature Review. SCA has been widely studied and
applied in many fields because of its simple implementation
and relatively excellent performance in realizing complex
problems. For example, SCA was employed to tackle the

scheduling problem in [19]. A multiobjective SCA was pro-
posed to solve engineering optimization problems in [20]
and forecast the wind speed in [21]. SCA was employed to
predict the time series by constructing an optimal support
vector regression model in [22]. In [23], SCA was utilized
to optimize the parameters of fuzzy k-nearest neighbor to
build an optimized classifier for predicting the intention of
students for a postgraduate entrance examination. In [24],
SCA was applied to optimize the SVM’s parameters and
the boosted classifier was trained to predict students’ entre-
preneurial intentions.

In addition to applications, scholars have also proposed
many improved SCA variants. Issa et al. [25] proposed a
new idea of SCA, that is, the combination of SCA and
PSO. This algorithm was used to solve the problem of pair-
wise local alignment to look for the longest continuous

Input: MaxFEs,dim,ub,lb
Output: best_fitness
While ðt ≤MaxFEsÞ

For each search agent
Calculate fitness value
If fitness value <SCA Pbest in the iteration

Move the current value to <SCA Pbest matrix
End if
If Fitness value <SCA Gbest

Set current value as <SCA Gbest
End if

End for
For each search agent

Update r1, r2, r3, r4
Ifr4 < 0:5

Update X using Eq.(1)
Else

Update X using Eq.(2)
End if
Check and correct the new positions based on ub, lb

End for
For each particle

Initialize particle with PSO Pbest
Set PSO Gbest as SCA Gbest

End for
While ðt ≤MaxFEsÞ

For each particle
Calculate fitness value

If fitness value <PSO Pbest in history
Set current value as new PSO Pbest

End if
End for

Choose the particle with the best fitness value of all the particle as the PSO Gbest
For each particle

vt+1i =wt + C1 ∗ rand ∗ ðSCA Pt
best − xtiÞ + C2 ∗ rand ∗ ðSCA Gt

best − xtiÞ
xt+1i = xt+1i + vt+1i

End for
End while
best_fitness = PSO Gbest
Return best_fitness

Pseudocode 1: The pseudocode of the SCA_PSO.
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substring between two biological sequences, which has
shown good performance in accuracy and calculation time.
Nenavath and Jatoth [26] proposed to select the DE algo-
rithm to merge into SCA and applied it to target tracking.
Abd Elaziz et al. [27] mutated SCA (OBSCA) with
opposition-based learning mechanisms, which has effec-
tively boosted SCA’s search efficiency and expanded its
search scope. Qu et al. [28] improved the SCA by adding
three strategies. Kumar et al. [29] tried to mix SCA with
Cauchy and Gaussian distributions, which were named
CGSCA. Simulations showed that the single-sensor tracking
scheme based on CGSCA had better results in terms of

tracking time and tracking efficiency. Long et al. [30] com-
bined SCA with inertia weight based on a position updating
equation and a nonlinear conversion parameter strategy to
ameliorate SCA’s ability in solving high-dimensional prob-
lems. Tu et al. [24] proposed to adopt the chaotic local
search enhanced SCA for training an optimal support vector
machine to predict students’ entrepreneurial intentions.
Turgut [31] proposed that mixing SCA with a backtracking
search algorithm (BSA) was an efficient way to realize the
shell and tube evaporator’s optimal design. With the pro-
posed optimization method, the optimal values of the total
design cost of the heat exchanger and the total heat transfer

Input: noP,MaxFEs, ub, lb, dim, fobj.
Output: SCA gbest, cg curve:
While (t≤MaxFEs)

For each search agent
Calculate fitness agent
If fitness value < SCA Pbest in this iteration

Move the current value to SCA Pbest matrix
End if
If Fitness value < SCA Gbest

Set current value as SCA Gbest
End if

End for
For each search agent

Update r1, r2, r3, r4
Ifr4 < 0:5

Update X using Eq.(1)
Else

Update X using Eq.(2)
End if
Check and correct the new positions based on ub, lb

End for
For each particle

Initialize particle with PSO Pbest
Set PSO Gbest as SCA Gbest

End for
Perform DE strategy
While ðt PSO ≤ PSOMaxFEsÞ

For each particle
Calculate fitness value

If fitness value <PSO Pbest in history
Set current value as new PSO Pbest

End if
End for

Choose the particle with the best fitness value of all the particle as the PSO Gbest
For each particle

Update vðkÞ with Eq. (9)
Update vðkÞ with Eq. (10)

End for
End while
Update X_m_Levy using Eq. (14)
Update X_m_gaus using Eq. (12)
Update X_m_cauchy using Eq. (13)

End while
Return SCAgbest and cg curve

Pseudocode 2: Pseudocode of the ESCA_PSO.
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coefficient were better than the results of the other opti-
mizers in the literature. Guo et al. [32] introduced the Riesz
fractional derivative and the OBL strategy into SCA and
applied the method to deal with the engineering problems.
Gupta and Deep [33] proposed to add a leading guidance
mechanism and simulated quenching algorithm together to
SCA and applied it to train multilayer perceptron. Gupta
and Deep [34] utilized the OBL strategy and the self-
adaptive component to enhance the SCA. And this
improved algorithm’s efficacy was confirmed by lots of
benchmark problems and engineering problems. Tawhid
and Savsani [20] proposed a novel and effective multiobjec-
tive version of SCA (MO-SCA). The difference between
MO-SCA and SCA is mainly reflected in two aspects, one
is to improve the nondominated level by adding an elite
nondominated sorting strategy, and the other is to maintain
the diversity of optimal solutions by adding crowded dis-
tance method. At present, machine learning methods are
still a research hotspot [35–42]. However, the hyperpara-
meters of the model have a crucial impact on its perfor-
mance. Therefore, combining the improved version of SCA
with machine learning methods to obtain the best hyper-
parameter combination model is also a novel research angle.

1.3. Contribution and Paper Organization. The main contri-
butions of this study are as follows:

(a) An improved SCA named ESCA_PSO is proposed

(b) The proposed ESCA_PSO has achieved superior
performance to other peers on function optimization
and machine learning tasks

(c) Successfully applied ESCA_PSO to SVM parameter
optimization problem

(d) Successfully use ESCA_PSO-SVM in the field of
medical diagnosis

The rest part of this paper is assigned as follows: The
introduction of SCA and SCA-PSO is arranged in Section
2. Our proposed ESCA_PSO is presented in Section 3. The
details information on experimental results and discussions
are described in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions
and future works are summarized.

2. An Overview of SCA_PSO Algorithm

2.1. Standard SCA. In recent years, many new intelligent algo-
rithms have been proposed to solve practical problems, such
as hunger games search (HGS) [43], weighted mean of vectors
(INFO) [44], Harris hawks optimization (HHO) [45], slime
mould algorithm (SMA) [46], and Runge Kutta optimizer
(RUN) [47]. These algorithms have shown great potential in
various fields such as engineering, medicine, energy, finance,
and education. In 2016, Mirjalili [16] put forward a novel
swarm intelligence algorithm called SCA for global optimiza-
tion tasks. Similar to other metaheuristics, it looks for the

Start

Initialize the
computational variables

Yes
No

Initialize the population
of PSO

Calculate the fitness of
every individual

Sort the fitness values and of
the best agent as food source 

Update location with SCA

Return back the particles that go beyond
the boundaries of the search

Update the optimal solution and the
corresponding population location

Mutate the population by using the DE
algorithm

Perform gaussian, gauchy and levy
mutation separately for the population

Select the minimum value as the current
optimal solution

Is iteration
completed?

End

Figure 1: Flowchart of ESCA_PSO.
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solution in a random searching space. SCA obtains the opti-
mal solution through triangle sine cosine functions [16].

The following location updating formulas are proposed
for two phases:

Xt+1
i = Xt

i + r1 × sin r2ð Þ × r3P
t
i − Xt

i

�� ��, ð1Þ

Xt+1
i = Xt

i + r1 × cos r2ð Þ × r3P
t
i − Xt

i

�� ��, ð2Þ

where Xt
i is the position of the current solution in i-th

dimension at t-th iteration, r1,r2, r3 are random numbers,
Pi is the position of the target point in i-th dimension, and
|| indicates absolute value.

Combining the above, the following equation can be
obtained:

Xt+1
i =

Xt
i + r1 × sin r2ð Þ × r3P

t
i − Xt

i

�� ��, r4 < 0:5,

Xt
i + r1 × cos r2ð Þ × r3P

t
i − Xt

i

�� ��, r4 ≥ 0:5,

(
ð3Þ

where r4 is a random number in the range [0, 1].

Table 1: Description of 30 benchmark functions.

ID Function equation Range Optimum value

Unimodal functions

F1 Rotated high conditioned elliptic function [-100, 100] f1 Xminf g = 100
F2 Rotated bent cigar function [-100, 100] f2 Xminf g = 200
F3 Rotated discus function [-100, 100] f3 Xminf g = 300
Simple multimodal functions

F4 Shifted and rotated Rosenbrock’s function [-100, 100] f4 Xminf g = 400
F5 Shifted and rotated Ackley’s function [-100, 100] f5 Xminf g = 500
F6 Shifted and rotated Weierstrass function [-100, 100]] f6 Xminf g = 600
F7 Shifted and rotated Griewank’s function [-100, 100] f7 Xminf g = 700
F8 Shifted Rastrigin’s function [-100, 100] f8 Xminf g = 800
F9 Shifted and rotated Rastrigin’s function [-100, 100] f9 Xminf g = 900
F10 Shifted Schwefel’s function [-100, 100] f10 Xminf g = 1000
F11 Shifted and rotated Schwefel’s function [-100, 100] f11 Xminf g = 1100
F12 Shifted and rotated Katsuura function [-100, 100] f12 Xminf g = 1200
F13 Shifted and rotated HappyCat function [-100, 100] f13 Xminf g = 1300
F14 Shifted and rotated HGBat function [-100, 100] f14 Xminf g = 1400
F15 Shifted and rotated expanded Griewank’s plus Rosenbrock’s function [-100, 100] f15 Xminf g = 1500
F16 Shifted and rotated expanded Scaffer’s F6 function [-100, 100] f16 Xminf g = 1600
Hybrid functions

F17 Hybrid function 1 (N = 3) [-100, 100] f15 Xminf g = 1700
F18 Hybrid function 2 (N = 3) [-100, 100] f16 Xminf g = 1800
F19 Hybrid function 3 (N = 4) [-100, 100] f17 Xminf g = 1900
F20 Hybrid function 4 (N = 4) [-100, 100] f18 Xminf g = 2000
F21 Hybrid function 5 (N = 5) [-100, 100] f19 Xminf g = 2100
F22 Hybrid function 6 (N = 5) [-100, 100] f22 Xminf g = 2200
Composition functions

F23 Composition function 1 (N = 5) [-100, 100] f23 Xminf g = 2300
F24 Composition function 2 (N = 3) [-100, 100] f24 Xminf g = 2400
F25 Composition function 3 (N = 3) [-100, 100] f25 Xminf g = 2500
F26 Composition function 4 (N = 5) [-100, 100] f26 Xminf g = 2600
F27 Composition function 5 (N = 5) [-100, 100] f27 Xminf g = 2700
F28 Composition function 6 (N = 5) [-100, 100] f28 Xminf g = 2800
F29 Composition function 7 (N = 3) [-100, 100] f29 Xminf g = 2900
F30 Composition function 8 (N = 3) [-100, 100] f30 Xminf g = 3000
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As the above formulae reveal, r1, r2, r3 and r4 are four
important parameters with different meanings. The r1
mainly decides whether the position of the next move is
within the boundary range of solution and destination or
outside the range. r2 represents the distance required for
the movement to reach the destination. The coefficient r3
carries a random load for the destination to stochastically
emphasize (r3> 1) or deemphasize (r3 <1) the effect of des-
tination in describing the distance. r4 switches from sine
function to cosine function or vice versa in Eq. (3). The
values of r2 were set in ½0, 2π� in this study.

To achieve a steady global and local search, the range of
sine and cosine functions in Eqs. (1)–(3) are altered adap-
tively according to the following formula:

r1 = a − t
a
T
, ð4Þ

where t means the current iteration, T means the maxi-
mum number of iterations, and a is a constant with the
value of 2.

2.2. SCA_PSOAlgorithm.To eliminate the shortcoming of SCA,
Nenavath et al. [17] came up with an improved hybrid SCA_
PSO for dealing with optimization tasks. The SCA_PSO inte-
grates PSO’s strengths in exploitation and the SCA’s strengths
in exploration to approach the global optimal solution.

By adding internal storage to SCA, each individual is per-
mitted to follow the coordinates associated with the adaptive
values in the search space. And the personal historical best
solution of each search agent in the present population is
stored in the form of a matrix, SCA-Pbest, which is the same
as the concept of Pbest in PSO each iteration. In addition, the
solution also keeps track of the optimal value achieved so far
by any nearby solution. As a new concept in SCA, Pbest and
Gbest enhance the exploitation ability of SCA. The pseudocode
of SCA_PSO is shown in Pseudocode 1.

3. Proposed ESCA_PSO

The improved ESCA_PSO is combined with two efficient
strategies. Firstly, a DE with the “random variation” mode is

successfully combined with the SCA_PSO to strengthen the
global search capability of the SCA_PSO. Then, a combined
mutation with the mixed distributions of Gaussian, Cauchy,
and Lévy was added to the combination mutation strategy,
which can further improve the accuracy of the solution.

3.1. Combined Mutation of Gaussian, Cauchy, and Lévy.
Gaussian distribution (GD) [48] is a significant probability
distribution in many subjects such as engineering and mathe-
matics. GD has many excellent features. Plenty of random var-
iables and objects in nature can be presumably expressed as
GD, and many probability distributions can be approximated
or exported by this distribution. The probability density func-
tion of the GD can be expressed according to Eq. (5):

f xð Þ = 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σ
exp −

x − μð Þ2
2σ2

 !
, ð5Þ

where μ and σ represent the mean and standard deviation,
respectively.

Cauchy distribution [49] is also called Cauchy-Lorentz
distribution. It is a continuous probability distribution
named after Augustine-Louis-Cauchy and Hendrick-
Lorentz. It is similar to normal distribution. Cauchy distri-
bution is also widely used in statistics. It has the characteris-
tics of the nonexistence of expectation and variance and
additivity. The probability density function of the Cauchy
distribution can be expressed according to Eq. (6):

f x ; x0, yð Þ = 1
π

γ

x − x0ð Þ2 + γ2

 !
, ð6Þ

where x0 is the position parameter defining the location of
the distribution peak; γ is the scale parameter defining half
the width of the maximum half.

Lévy flights [50] based on Lévy distribution are consis-
tent with the search behavior of many organisms in the
nature and are widely used in optimization algorithms and
optimal search processes. Moreover, the stochastic process
can maximize the search efficiency of resources under uncer-
tain conditions. In the search process, Lévy flights can make
the whole search process more effective and stable, balancing
the proportion of local search and global search. Due to the
existence of the random process of the Lévy flight, the short-
range exploratory local search and the occasional long-
distance walk are in phase. Thus, the algorithm’s local
searching speed is faster, and the solutions are more easily
searched near the current optimum. The decomposition
can search far away from the current optimal value, thus
ensuring that the algorithm does not fall into the local opti-
mum (LO). The Lévy formula used is as follows:

σ = Γ 1 + βð Þ sin πβ/2ð Þ
Γ 1 + β/2½ �β2β‐1/2

� � 1/βð Þ
, ð7Þ

where Γ (x) is a continuation function of the factorial, that
is, when the x is a positive integer Γðx + 1Þ = x! The value

Table 2: Parameters setting for involved algorithms.

Method Parameter

ESCA_PSO a = 2; c1 = 2; c2 = 2; vmax = 6
SCADE cmin = 0:2; cmax = 0:8; pCR = 0:8
SCA a = 2
SCA-PSO M = 4; N = 9; vmax = 6; wmax = 0:9; wmin = 0:2
CGSCA Delta = 0:1
GWO a = 0, 2½ �
MFO b = 1; t = −1, 1½ �; a = −1,−2½ �
BA a = 0:5; r = 0:5
PSO c1 = 2; c2 = 2; vmax = 6
LSHADE Pb = 0:1; Ar = 1:4
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Table 3: Results of ESCA_PSO versus other algorithms on 30 benchmark functions.

F1 F2 F3

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

ESCA_PSO 8.77E+06 3.47E+06 7.49E+07 7.38E+06 9.44E+03 2.27E+03

SCADE 4.23E +08 9.19E+07 2.97E+10 4.56E+09 5.46E+04 6.21E+03

SCA 2.52E+08 7.02E+07 1.76E+10 2.68E+09 3.72E+04 5.71E+03

SCA_PSO 8.01E+06 2.83E+06 3.83E+07 8.40E+06 2.99E+03 1.04E+03

CGSCA 2.85E+08 8.98E+07 1.82E+10 4.06E+09 4.15E+04 5.63E+03

GWO 5.76E+07 4.69E+07 2.18E+09 2.05E+09 3.24E+04 8.29E+03

MFO 8.50E+07 1.06E+08 1.22E+10 7.01E+09 1.10E+05 6.34E+04

BA 7.40E+05 2.88E+05 5.24E+05 2.80E+05 4.11E+02 1.40E+02

PSO 9.30E+06 2.45E+06 1.46E+08 1.63E+07 9.60E+02 9.65E+01

LSHADE 4.41E+03 7.34E+03 2.00E+02 3.77E-14 3.00E+02 1.74E-11

F4 F5 F6

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

ESCA_PSO 4.73E+02 3.72E+01 5.21E+02 4.33E-02 6.29E+02 3.45E+00

SCADE 2.40E+03 5.90E+02 5.21E+02 3.58E-02 6.35E+02 1.86E+00

SCA 1.43E+03 2.20E+02 5.21E+02 4.98E-02 6.34E+02 2.32E+00

SCA_PSO 4.77E+02 4.19E+01 5.21E+02 6.37E-02 6.29E+02 3.03E+00

CGSCA 1.63E+03 2.92E+02 5.21E+02 5.14E-02 6.34E+02 2.33E+00

GWO 7.02E+02 2.37E+02 5.21E+02 5.08E-02 6.13E+02 2.06E+00

MFO 1.34E+03 8.51E+02 5.20E+02 1.59E-01 6.24E+02 3.73E+00

BA 4.40E+02 3.98E+01 5.21E+02 5.19E-02 6.34E+02 3.36E+00

PSO 4.68E+02 3.39E+01 5.21E+02 4.82E-02 6.23E+02 2.99E+00

LSHADE 4.04E+02 1.61E+01 5.20E+02 1.00E-03 6.11E+02 2.23E+00

F7 F8 F9

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

ESCA_PSO 7.02E+02 5.88E-02 9.83E+02 2.14E+01 1.13E+03 2.09E+01

SCADE 9.10E+02 3.53E+01 1.07E+03 1.63E+01 1.21E+03 1.63E+01

SCA 8.43E+02 2.36E+01 1.04E+03 2.05E+01 1.18E+03 1.64E+01

SCA_PSO 7.01E+02 7.70E-02 9.97E+02 3.65E+01 1.13E+03 3.53E+01

CGSCA 8.67E+02 2.74E+01 1.06E+03 1.61E+01 1.18E+03 1.59E+01

GWO 7.23E+02 1.75E+01 8.81E+02 1.77E+01 9.99E+02 2.43E+01

MFO 8.15E+02 7.39E+01 9.36E+02 2.91E+01 1.12E+03 5.57E+01

BA 7.01E+02 1.55E-01 1.03E+03 4.75E+01 1.20E+03 6.92E+01

PSO 7.02E+02 1.62E-01 9.71E+02 2.31E+01 1.12E+03 3.57E+01

LSHADE 7.00E+02 1.17E-02 8.00E+02 1.82E-01 9.36E+02 1.36E+01

F10 F11 F12

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

ESCA_PSO 4.71E+03 6.56E+02 5.69E+03 6.28E+02 1.20E+03 3.92E-01

SCADE 7.41E+03 3.71E+02 8.10E+03 3.58E+02 1.20E+03 2.15E-01

SCA 6.93E+03 4.80E+02 8.10E+03 3.38E+02 1.20E+03 2.81E-01

SCA_PSO 5.26E+03 7.19E+02 5.62E+03 7.81E+02 1.20E+03 3.01E-01

CGSCA 7.19E+03 3.88E+02 8.05E+03 3.20E+02 1.20E+03 2.86E-01

GWO 3.34E+03 4.08E+02 3.93E+03 4.80E+02 1.20E+03 8.77E-01

MFO 4.56E+03 9.40E+02 5.40E+03 8.30E+02 1.20E+03 2.55E-01

BA 5.16E+03 6.27E+02 5.43E+03 6.13E+02 1.20E+03 3.10E-01

PSO 4.97E+03 5.63E+02 5.70E+03 5.81E+02 1.20E+03 2.82E-01

LSHADE 1.00E+03 7.66E-01 2.91E+03 4.12E+02 1.20E +03 3.80E-02
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Table 3: Continued.

F13 F14 F15

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

ESCA_PSO 1.30E+03 9.71E-02 1.40E+03 3.81E-02 1.52E+03 1.41E+00

SCADE 1.30E+03 3.33E-01 1.49E+03 1.18E+01 2.17E+04 7.85E+03

SCA 1.30E+03 3.27E-01 1.45E+03 8.31E+00 5.16E+03 3.72E+03

SCA_PSO 1.30E+03 6.25E-02 1.40E+03 4.86E-02 1.52E+03 1.49E+00

CGSCA 1.30E+03 3.16E-01 1.45E+03 1.06E+01 8.10E+03 5.63E+03

GWO 1.30E+03 3.97E-01 1.41E+03 7.06E+00 1.82E+03 8.98E+02

MFO 1.30E+03 1.45E+00 1.43E+03 2.16E+01 1.28E+05 3.08E+05

BA 1.30E+03 1.38E-01 1.40E+03 4.97E-02 1.53E+03 6.26E+00

PSO 1.30E+03 7.09E-02 1.40E+03 1.19E-01 1.52E+03 1.11E+00

LSHADE 1.30E+03 7.43E-02 1.40E+03 9.17E-02 1.51E+03 1.76E+00

F16 F17 F18

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

ESCA_PSO 1.61E+03 3.67E-01 4.35E+05 2.41E+05 1.93E+06 6.44E+05

SCADE 1.61E+03 2.26E-01 1.58E+07 5.49E+06 1.54E+08 9.16E+07

SCA 1.61E+03 2.37E-01 5.52E+06 2.43E+06 1.74E+08 7.49E+07

SCA_PSO 1.61E+03 4.47E-01 1.79E+05 1.09E+05 7.62E+05 4.43E+05

CGSCA 1.61E+03 2.29E-01 6.77E +06 3.75E+06 1.43E+08 7.47E+07

GWO 1.61E+03 7.29E-01 1.49E+06 1.54E+06 2.88E+06 1.02E+07

MFO 1.61E+03 4.74E-01 2.40E+06 3.10E+06 2.64E+07 9.98E+07

BA 1.61E+03 2.59E-01 1.09E+05 8.01E+04 9.42E+04 4.63E+04

PSO 1.61E+03 5.31E-01 2.76E+05 1.21E+05 2.19E+06 7.43E+05

LSHADE 1.61E+03 3.85E-01 1.49E+04 6.33E+04 1.95E+03 5.46E+01

F19 F20 F21

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

ESCA_PSO 1.92E+03 2.29E+00 3.81E+03 1.57E+03 1.29E+05 1.10E+05

SCADE 2.02E+03 1.98E+01 2.52E+04 1.06E+04 2.18E+06 1.12E+06

SCA 1.99E+03 2.80E+01 1.56E+04 3.39E+03 1.23E+06 6.00E+05

SCA_PSO 1.92E+03 2.72E+00 2.47E+03 2.22E+02 9.35E+04 4.63E+04

CGSCA 1.99E+03 1.65E+01 1.88E+04 5.54E+03 1.67E+06 7.22E+05

GWO 1.94E+03 2.47E+01 1.97E+04 1.35E+04 6.56E+05 1.16E+06

MFO 1.96E+03 4.95E+01 7.19E+04 8.18E+04 8.20E+05 1.10E+06

BA 1.92E+03 1.83E+01 2.36E+03 1.13E+02 5.26E +04 3.10E+04

PSO 1.92E+03 2.43E+00 2.32E+03 7.07E+01 1.17E+05 6.92E+04

LSHADE 1.91E+03 1.84E+00 3.11E+03 3.51E+03 2.78E+03 2.77E+02

F22 F23 F24

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

ESCA_PSO 2.97E+03 2.43E+02 2.50E+03 0.00E+00 2.60E+03 0.00E+00

SCADE 3.11E+03 1.85E+02 2.50E+03 0.00E+00 2.60E+03 5.15E-06

SCA 2.99E+03 1.42E+02 2.67E+03 1.07E+01 2.60E+03 1.00E-01

SCA_PSO 3.17E+03 2.89E+02 2.50E+03 0.00E+00 2.60E+03 0.00E+00

CGSCA 3.07E+03 1.26E+02 2.50E+03 0.00E+00 2.60E+03 3.55E-06

GWO 2.59E+03 1.83E+02 2.63E+03 9.77E+00 2.60E+03 9.56E-04

MFO 3.12E+03 2.90E+02 2.66E+03 2.48E+01 2.68E+03 2.64E+01

BA 3.33E+03 3.17E+02 2.62E+03 3.12E-03 2.67E+03 3.46E+01

PSO 2.90E+03 2.61E+02 2.62E+03 7.09E-01 2.63E+03 5.18E+00

LSHADE 2.43E+03 9.48E+01 2.62E+03 1.88E-12 2.64E+03 6.32E+00
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of the variable β determines the shape of the Lévy probabil-
ity density function, especially in the tail area.

γ = μ

vj j1/β
, ð8Þ

where γ is the flight step, v, is the standard normal distribu-
tion, and μ is a normal distribution with the mean of 0 and
the variance of σ2.

3.2. Combined Mutation Strategy. As mentioned in the fore-
going, the DE algorithm can enhance the global search capa-
bility of SCA_PSO, while mutation of Gaussian, Cauchy,
and Lévy is algorithms that can make the algorithm perform
better in local search. A combined mutation strategy was
proposed in this study, which combined the different char-
acteristics of the three mutation strategies, making the
SCA_PSO find a more balanced manner in performing
explorative search and exploitative search. The whole algo-
rithm steps are as shown below:

Step 1. Search using the mentioned SCA.
Step 2. Mutate the SCA_PSO by the DE algorithm and

the new individual will be retained if its fitness value is better
than the original one.

Step 3. Update using the formula of SCA_PSO. The
update formula used is as follows:

v kð Þ =w∙v kð Þ + c1∙r2∙ pbest − xki
� �

+ c2∙r3∙ SCAGbestxk
i

� �
,

ð9Þ

xki = xki + v kð Þ, ð10Þ
where c1, c2=2. r2, and r3 are in the range of [0, 1].

Step 4. Use combined mutation of Gaussian, Cauchy,
and Lévy to mutate the current optimal individuals, find
the individuals with the smallest of the three results, and
update the fitness values and corresponding individuals.

X =min X m Levy, X m gaus, X m cauchygf , ð11Þ

Xmgaus
= Xt

i∙ 1 + k∙randnð Þ, ð12Þ

Xmcauchy
= Xt

i∙ 1 + k∙cauchyð Þ, ð13Þ

XmLevy
= Xt

i∙ 1 + k∙Levy 1ð Þð Þ, ð14Þ
where X_m_Lévy, X_m_gaus, and X_m_cauchy are the
values obtained by the Lévy, Gaussian, and Cauchy strate-
gies, respectively.

Table 3: Continued.

F25 F26 F27

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

ESCA_PSO 2.70E+03 0.00E+00 2.70E+03 1.27E-01 2.90E+03 0.00E+00

SCADE 2.70E+03 0.00E+00 2.70E+03 4.66E-01 3.20E+03 2.10E+02

SCA 2.73E+03 8.20E+00 2.70E+03 5.56E-01 3.57E+03 3.51E+02

SCA_PSO 2.70E+03 0.00E+00 2.77E+03 4.48E+01 2.90E+03 0.00E+00

CGSCA 2.70E+03 0.00E+00 2.70E+03 3.72E-01 2.90E+03 0.00E+00

GWO 2.71E+03 3.94E+00 2.74E+03 6.01E+01 3.32E+03 1.24E+02

MFO 2.72E+03 8.77E+00 2.70E+03 1.42E+00 3.66E+03 1.76E+02

BA 2.73E+03 1.44E+01 2.70E+03 1.35E-01 3.91E+03 4.20E+02

PSO 2.71E+03 5.98E+00 2.78E+03 4.07E+01 3.39E+03 2.97E+02

LSHADE 2.71E+03 3.23E+00 2.71E+03 3.04E+01 3.25E+03 9.56E+01

F28 F29 F30

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

ESCA_PSO 3.00E+03 0.00E+00 3.19E+03 8.63E+01 3.88E+03 6.83E+02

SCADE 4.96E+03 9.21E+02 1.91E+07 1.01E+07 4.90E+05 1.70E+05

SCA 4.84E+03 2.97E+02 1.37E+07 7.32E+06 2.39E+05 7.38E+04

SCA_PSO 3.00E+03 0.00E+00 1.26E+04 3.99E+04 1.53E+04 1.08E+04

CGSCA 3.00E+03 0.00E+00 3.10E+03 0.00E+00 3.20E+03 0.00E+00

GWO 3.84E+03 2.03E+02 6.26E+05 2.36E+06 4.88E+04 4.04E+04

MFO 3.98E+03 2.29E+02 3.06E+06 3.58E+06 5.65E+04 4.66E+04

BA 5.29E+03 6.59E+02 3.13E+07 3.38E+07 1.30E+04 1.23E+04

PSO 7.32E+03 8.69E+02 9.61E+04 1.83E+05 1.44E+04 7.29E+03

LSHADE 3.73E+03 7.27E+01 3.68E+03 4.12E+01 5.47E+03 1.26E+03
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Table 4: The p value of ESCA_PSO compared with other algorithms.

(a)

F ESCA_PSO SCADE SCA SCA_PSO CGSCA GWO

F1 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 2.80E-01 1.73E-06 + 2.88E-06 +

F2 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 — 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 +

F3 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.92E-06 — 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 +

F4 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 8.77E-01 1.73E-06 + 1.92E-06 +

F5 N/A 1.78E-01 1.25E-02 — 6.27E-02 1.48E-02 — 1.59E-01

F6 N/A 3.52E-06 + 1.02E-05 + 4.53E-01 1.24E-05 + 1.73E-06 —

F7 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 — 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 +

F8 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.92E-06 + 1.53E-01 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 —

F9 N/A 1.73E-06 + 2.35E-06 + 5.30E-01 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 —

F10 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 9.84E-03 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 —

F11 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 6.88E-01 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 —

F12 N/A 2.37E-05 + 2.58E-03 + 8.94E-01 4.53E-04 + 3.18E-01

F13 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 4.99E-03 — 1.73E-06 + 2.43E-02 —

F14 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 2.70E-02 — 1.73E-06 + 5.22E-06 +

F15 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 5.44E-01 1.73E-06 + 4.86E-05 +

F16 N/A 3.88E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.96E -03 + 1.92E-06 + 2.88E-06 —

F17 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.48E-04 — 1.73E-06 + 7.71E-04 +

F18 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 2.35E-06 — 1.73E-06 + 2.07E-02 +

F19 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 7.97E-01 1.73E-06 + 1.74E-04 +

F20 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.92E-06 — 1.73E-06 + 2.88E-06 +

F21 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 7.19E-02 1.73E-06 + 1.15E-04 +

F22 N/A 6.42E-03 + 3.18E-01 4.11E-03 + 1.36E-01 7.69E-06 —

F23 N/A 1.00E+00 1.73E-06 + 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.73E-06 +

F24 N/A 1.56E-02 + 1.73E-06 + 1.00E+00 2.44E-04 + 1.73E-06 +

F25 N/A 1.00E+00 1.73E-06 + 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 3.79E-06 +

F26 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.64E-05 + 1.73E-06 + 4.68E-03 +

F27 N/A 5.96E-05 + 1.73E-06 + 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.73E-06 +

F28 N/A 1.23E-05 + 1.73E-06 + 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.73E-06 +

F29 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 5.11E-03 + 5.61E-06 — 1.73E-06 +

F30 N/A 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 6.75E-05 + 1.32E-04 — 1.73E-06 +

+/-/= / 27/0/3 28/1/1 6/8/10 22/3/5 20/8/2

Avg 2 10 9 3 7 5

(b)

F MFO BA PSO LSHADE

F1 3.18E-06 + 1.73E-06 — 2.99E-01 1.73E-06 —

F2 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 — 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 —

F3 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 — 1.73E-06 — 1.73E-06 —

F4 1.73E-06 + 1.57E-02 — 9.75E-01 1.73E-06 —

F5 1.73E-06 — 8.45E-01 1.53E-01 1.73E-06 —

F6 1.15E-04 — 3.06E-04 + 7.69E-06 — 1.73E-06 —

F7 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 — 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 —

F8 1.64E-05 — 2.83E-04 + 5.45E-02 1.73E-06 —

F9 2.21E-01 7.51E-05 + 2.80E-01 1.73E-06 —

F10 4.53E-01 4.68E-03 + 1.85E-01 1.73E-06 —

F11 1.92E-01 1.11E-01 9.26E-01 1.73E-06 —
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Pseudocode 2 and Figure 1 display the detailed steps and
flowchart of ESCA_PSO, respectively.

First of all, the current optimal individual SCA Gbest is
obtained by SCA. Then, the particle swarm population is ini-
tialized with the help of SCA Gbest and mutated with the
help of DE strategy. Next, the population is updated using
SCA_PSO. Finally, it is updated by Gaussian, Cauchy, and
Lévy flight strategies.

3.3. Complexity Analysis. The time complexity of the ESCA_
PSO is mainly related to the number of four factors, which
are algorithm iterations (T), PSO’s iterations (P), population
(N), and dimensions (D). And the whole time complexity is
analyzed as follows: O ðESCA PSOÞ =O ðinitializeÞ + T × ð
O ðcalculate the fitness of populationÞ +O ðupdate location
with SCAÞ + P × ðO ðcalculate the fitness of populationÞ +O
ðupdate locationwith PSOÞÞ +O ðperform combined
mutation strategyÞÞ. The time complexity of initialization is
OðN ×DÞ. Since there are N individuals, the fitness of the
initial populations is O ðNÞ. Updating location with SCA is
O ðNÞ. Updating location with PSO is O (N ×D). Perform-
ing the combined mutation strategy is O ðNÞ. All in all, it
is not difficult to conclude that the total time complexity of
ESCA_PSO is O ðESCA PSOÞ =O ðN ×DÞ + T × ðO ðNÞ +
O ðNÞ + P × ðO ðNÞ + O ðN ×DÞÞ + O ðNÞÞ = O ðN ×DÞ + T
× ð2O ðNÞ + P × ðO ðNÞ + O ðN ×DÞÞ + O ðNÞÞ.

4. Experimental Results

To confirm the effectiveness of ESCA_PSO, the proposed
ESCA_PSO is compared with other competitive metaheuris-

tic algorithms on 30 functions of CEC2014 in this part. And
then ESCA_PSO carries on the variation mechanism con-
trast experiment. Finally, ESCA_PSO is used for tuning
SVM’s parameters for medical diagnosis purposes.

4.1. Benchmark Functions. This experiment used 30 classical
functions to substantiate the proposed method and other
competitors. These functions include unimodal, multimodal,
composition, and hybrid functions. F1-F3 are unimodal
functions, F4-F16 are multimodal functions, and F17-F22
are hybrid functions. F23-F30 are composition functions,
which are selected from CEC2014. These 30 different bench-
mark functions can comprehensively estimate the perfor-
mance of the ESCA_PSO. The related descriptions are
demonstrated in Table 1, where range means the boundary
of the search space for the relevant functions. As we all
know, a unimodal function corresponds to a globally opti-
mal solution; so, it can be employed to benchmark develop-
ment capability. Conversely, the multimodal function
possesses a lot of LO solutions, which leads to the algorithm
falling into LO. Such functions can test the capability of the
method to refrain from stagnation and exploration ability.
Moreover, both the hybrid function and multimodal func-
tion only have one global optimum but multiple LO solu-
tions. The structures of composition functions are more
complex.

All the algorithms in the following experiments are
coded on MATLAB 2014b. And to be fair, the experimental
verification is carried out under the unified condition, i.e.,
the population size is set to 30, the maximum evaluation

Table 4: Continued.

F MFO BA PSO LSHADE

F12 1.73E-06 — 1.73E-06 — 4.20E-04 + 1.73E-06 —

F13 1.73E-06 + 6.56E-02 7.16E-04 — 1.80E-05 —

F14 1.73E-06 + 1.64E-05 + 1.48E-02 + 8.19E-05 +

F15 1.73E-06 + 1.92E-06 + 5.32E-03 — 1.73E-06 —

F16 4.29E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 5.30E-01 1.73E-06 —

F17 2.41E-03 + 2.88E-06 — 2.41E-03 — 2.13E-06 —

F18 3.59E-04 + 1.73E-06 — 1.85E-01 1.73E-06 —

F19 2.05E-04 + 6.87E-02 5.45E-02 1.73E-06 —

F20 1.73E-06 + 1.92E-06 — 1.92E-06 — 3.59E-04 —

F21 1.36E-04 + 2.84E-05 — 7.19E-01 1.73E-06 —

F22 4.72E-02 + 1.15E-04 + 2.21E-01 1.73E-06 —

F23 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 4.32E-08 +

F24 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 +

F25 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 +

F26 1.73E-06 + 7.52E-02 1.24E-05 + 1.02E-01

F27 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 +

F28 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 +

F29 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 8.73E-03 + 1.73E-06 +

F30 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 1.73E-06 + 4.29E-06 +

+/-/= 23/4/3 15/10/5 12/6/12 8/21/1

Avg 8 6 4 1
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time is set to 300000, the dimension is set to 30, and the
number of runs is set to 30.

4.2. Comparison with Other Algorithms. In this experiment,
the ESCA_PSO was contrasted to SCA, GWO [51], MFO
[52], BA [53], and PSO [54] on the functions presented in
Table 1. To further validate the effect of the proposed
ESCA_PSO, two improved SCA variants including SCA_
PSO and SCADE [26] were involved for comparison and
compare with LSHADE [55] which is the champion algo-
rithm of CEC2014. The parameter configuration of algo-
rithms is shown in Table 2. The detailed comparison
results including the average value (Avg) of the best solution
and standard deviation (Std) of every approach in 30 inde-
pendent runs are displayed in Table 3.

We can see that the advantages of ESCA_PSO are not
very obvious in the unimodal functions and multimodal

functions. In these functions, ESCA_PSO is slightly better
than the original algorithm SCA and its variants CGSCA
and SCADE. But compared with high-quality algorithms
such as LSHADE, there is still a certain gap. However,
ESCA_PSO has a very good performance in the complex
structure of the composition functions. Compared with
other algorithms on F23-F30, it ranks first or second.

By the Friedman test, we can get the average ranking of
test algorithms, which is usually used to get the difference
between many test results. At the same time, to further ana-
lyze the experimental structure, Wilcoxon signed-rank test
was adopted for statistical work.

In Table 4, all experimental results were taken from
those two tests mentioned above. AVG in the table repre-
sents the average ranking of algorithms obtained by the
Friedman test, and “+/-/=” represents the performance of
the function compared with ESCA_PSO. Specifically, “+”
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Figure 2: Convergence curves of ESCA_PSO and other algorithms 9 selected benchmark functions.
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Table 5: Results of mutation mechanism comparison experiment.

F1 F2 F3

Avg Stdv Avg Stdv Avg Stdv

ESCA_PSO 1.0121E+07 4.1281E+06 7.2870E+07 6.7257E+06 9.0781E+03 1.6748E+03

ESCA_PSO1 1.0956E+07 6.3712E+06 7.5147E+07 7.5579E+06 9.4351E+03 2.5065E+03

ESCA_PSO2 8.8248E+06 4.3297E+06 7.5579E+07 6.4189E+06 8.9495E+03 2.0387E+03

ESCA_PSO3 8.9362E+06 3.2913E+06 7.6554E+07 5.5330E+06 8.2034E+03 2.8244E+03

F4 F5 F6

Avg Stdv Avg Stdv Avg Stdv

ESCA_PSO 4.7228E+02 4.7567E+01 5.2095E+02 7.3218E-02 6.2832E+02 3.6455E+00

ESCA_PSO1 4.8246E+02 4.3094E+01 5.2093E+02 5.9358E-02 6.2994E+02 3.6753E+00

ESCA_PSO2 4.8304E+02 3.1844E+01 5.2095E+02 4.0250E-02 6.2907E+02 2.8954E+00

ESCA_PSO3 4.6323E+02 3.5952E+01 5.2094E+02 6.0599E-02 6.2602E+02 3.6698E+00

F7 F8 F9

Avg Stdv Avg Stdv Avg Stdv

ESCA_PSO 7.0165E+02 6.6719E-02 9.7250E+02 1.7061E+01 1.1273E+03 2.1663E+01

ESCA_PSO1 7.0165E+02 5.8391E-02 9.7622E+02 2.0619E+01 1.1213E+03 2.3921E+01

ESCA_PSO2 7.0164E+02 4.8112E-02 9.7878E+02 1.5477E+01 1.1222E+03 2.4011E+01

ESCA_PSO3 7.0163E+02 6.2317E-02 9.5729E+02 1.6848E+01 1.1358E+03 3.5018E+01

F10 F11 F12

Avg Stdv Avg Stdv Avg Stdv

ESCA_PSO 4.9137E+03 7.2648E+02 5.6985E+03 5.0594E+02 1.2023E+03 3.2946E-01

ESCA_PSO1 4.9133E+03 6.5258E+02 5.6409E+03 7.1573E+02 1.2023E+03 2.7883E-01

ESCA_PSO2 4.9278E+03 6.4952E+02 5.6196E+03 5.2887E+02 1.2023E+03 2.8632E-01

ESCA_PSO3 3.9106E+03 7.0806E+02 5.7900E+03 6.4145E+02 1.2025E+03 1.9371E-01

F13 F14 F15

Avg Stdv Avg Stdv Avg Stdv

ESCA_PSO 1.3005E+03 8.0129E-02 1.4003E+03 5.5878E-02 1.5178E+03 1.8461E+00

ESCA_PSO1 1.3004E+03 6.5982E-02 1.4002E+03 3.9799E-02 1.5176E+03 1.4145E+00

ESCA_PSO2 1.3005E+03 1.3432E-01 1.4003E+03 5.0665E-02 1.5173E+03 1.5482E+00

ESCA_PSO3 1.3004E+03 9.2885E-02 1.4003E+03 1.0046E-01 1.5168E+03 1.2616E+00

F16 F17 F18

Avg Stdv Avg Stdv Avg Stdv

ESCA_PSO 1.6119E+03 3.7281E-01 3.5341E+05 1.5577E+05 1.9265E+06 5.4288E+05

ESCA_PSO1 1.6121E+03 2.7974E-01 4.7094E+05 5.3309E+05 1.9803E+06 5.1404E+05

ESCA_PSO2 1.6120E+03 3.9442E-01 4.2443E+05 3.0521E+05 2.1497E+06 4.0650E+05

ESCA_PSO3 1.6117E+03 3.5803E-01 4.4610E+05 3.0212E+05 1.7955E+06 4.8630E+05

F19 F20 F21

Avg Stdv Avg Stdv Avg Stdv

ESCA_PSO 1.9176E+03 2.6584E+00 4.6963E+03 2.1120E+03 1.5933E+05 1.2738E+05

ESCA_PSO1 1.9195E+03 1.1064E+01 4.8166E+03 2.4521E+03 1.6422E+05 1.1183E+05

ESCA_PSO2 1.9182E+03 2.6893E+00 4.2130E+03 1.8120E+03 1.7741E+05 1.5670E+05

ESCA_PSO3 1.9210E+03 1.6909E+01 2.5728E+03 3.9978E+02 1.2953E+05 9.6487E+04
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means ESCA_PSO is better than this algorithm, “-” indicates
that ESCA_PSO is inferior to this algorithm, and “=” means
that the performance is similar to ESCA_PSO. In Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, when the p value is less than 0.05, the per-
formance between the two algorithms is significant. It was
also used to evaluate the significance of ESCA_PSO versus
other approaches. It can see from the table that ESCA ranks
second on average, which is better than other algorithms
overall. Compared with SCA, SCADE, CGSCA, GWO, and
MFO, it is significantly better than 20 functions. However,
it is indeed weaker than the champion algorithm LSHADE
on multimodal functions and unimodal functions.

Figure 2 shows nine graphs of convergence we selected.
As shown in Figure 2, it can be seen that ESCA_PSO does
have a good convergence rate on these functions. It quickly
converges to a lower point. And ESCA_PSO has a significant
improvement over than original SCA. Of course, it is unde-
niable that some algorithms converge faster than ESCA_
PSO, but ESCA_PSO has higher quality solutions.

Despite the great potential of the proposed ESCA_PSO,
the approach of sacrificing a certain time complexity in
exchange for an increase in terms of accuracy is insufficient
side. Nevertheless, the algorithm is still competitive with
LSHADE in unimodal and multimodal functions.

4.3. Comparison of Mutation Mechanism. As mentioned
earlier, three mutation mechanisms were added to ESCA_
PSO. To further analyze ESCA_PSO, we conducted compar-
ative experiments on the mutation mechanism of ESCA in
this section.

To compare the mutation mechanism, we construct
three algorithms, namely, ESCA_PSO1, ESCA_PSO2, and

ESCA_PSO3. Compared with ESCA_PSO, ESCA_PSO1
only uses Gaussian mutation while others remain
unchanged. By analogy, ESCA_PSO2 only uses the Cauchy
mutation while ESCA_PSO3 only uses the Lévy mutation.
The population dimension and the total number of itera-
tions of this experiment are the same as those in the previous
experiment settings.

The results obtained from the experiments are shown in
Table 5, and there is not much difference between these four
algorithms, which can be concluded by comparing the whole
data. This is because most of the four algorithms are the
same, and only the mutation mechanism has changed. From
the numerical value obtained from the experiment, ESCA_
PSO has not achieved the best results in functions many
times. But relatively, ESCA_PSO is rarely ranked last. This
is also because ESCA_PSO integrates three mutation mech-
anisms, which makes it applicable to more functions.

Figure 3 shows several convergence graphs in this exper-
iment. From the figure, we can see that in F2, F17, and F19,
the convergence curves of the four algorithms are relatively
similar, and there is no big difference in general. In F27
and F28, the performance of ESCA_PSO3 is not as good as
the other three algorithms. In F29 and F30, ESCA_PSO2 is
quite different from the other three algorithms. However,
ESCA_PSO can keep a good level in these functions. This
shows that the combination of three different mutation
mechanisms can help the algorithm adapt to more functions.

However, ESCA_PSO that we proposed is not perfect, and
there are certain limitations. In the benchmark functions
experiment, it can be seen that there is still a gap between
the performance of this algorithm and champion algorithms
in unimodal functions and multimodal functions.

Table 5: Continued.

F22 F23 F24

Avg Stdv Avg Stdv Avg Stdv

ESCA_PSO 3.0075E+03 2.5470E+02 2.5000E+03 0.0000E+00 2.6000E+03 0.0000E+00

ESCA_PSO1 3.0277E+03 1.8557E+02 2.5000E+03 0.0000E+00 2.6000E+03 0.0000E+00

ESCA_PSO2 2.9865E+03 2.5463E+02 2.5000E+03 0.0000E+00 2.6000E+03 0.0000E+00

ESCA_PSO3 2.8237E+03 2.0355E+02 2.5942E+03 4.7914E+01 2.6000E+03 3.1173E-04

F25 F26 F27

Avg Stdv Avg Stdv Avg Stdv

ESCA_PSO 2.7000E+03 0.0000E+00 2.7004E+03 7.7168E-02 2.9000E+03 0.0000E+00

ESCA_PSO1 2.7000E+03 0.0000E+00 2.7004E+03 9.2230E-02 2.9000E+03 0.0000E+00

ESCA_PSO2 2.7000E+03 0.0000E+00 2.7137E+03 3.4412E+01 2.9000E+03 0.0000E+00

ESCA_PSO3 2.7000E+03 0.0000E+00 2.7004E+03 7.1707E-02 3.4906E+03 3.4856E+02

F28 F29 F30

Avg Stdv Avg Stdv Avg Stdv

ESCA_PSO 3.0000E+03 0.0000E+00 3.1619E+03 5.6888E+01 3.7103E+03 6.0049E+02

ESCA_PSO1 3.0000E+03 0.0000E+00 3.4574E+03 4.0471E+02 5.0126E+03 1.8702E+03

ESCA_PSO2 3.0000E+03 0.0000E+00 7.4310E+04 2.6321E+05 1.1615E+04 8.8958E+03

ESCA_PSO3 3.9181E+03 8.8744E+02 3.1047E+03 4.4337E+00 3.2472E+03 4.9782E+01
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4.4. ESCA_PSO For Optimization of SVM. Like many other
machine learning methods [56], SVM has many advantages
such as “simple structure,” “overcoming dimension disas-
ter,” and “small sample,” which can overcome the weak-
nesses of conventional neural networks such as poor
learning and generalization ability [57]. Since its introduc-
tion, SVM has found its application in many practical prob-
lems. Practice shows that the penalty factor C and kernel
function variable g have the key influence on the recognition
accuracy of the SVM model when solving the recognition
problem based on the radial basis kernel function. When
the penalty factor C is small, the recognition rate of training
and test samples is low, and the SVM is under learning.
When C is too large, the accuracy of the training sample is
higher, the test sample recognition rate is lower, and the
SVM is overlearning. The smaller the kernel function
parameter g is, the higher the training sample recognition
rate is and the lower the accuracy of the test sample is. When
g is larger, the accuracy of training and test samples becomes
lower, and SVM is under learning. Traditional methods such

as trial and error method and network search method can-
not meet the requirements of accuracy in practical applica-
tion. Currently, with the development and maturity of
MAs, good results have been achieved in improving the per-
formance of the SVM model. For example, Li et al. [58] pro-
posed moth-flame optimization (MFO) to tune the best
parameters of SVM and applied it to the diagnosis of tuber-
culous pleural effusion. Li et al. [59] proposed a chaotic
enhanced gravitational search algorithm (GSA) for optimiz-
ing the parameters of SVM. Das et al. [60] proposed to use
the teaching-learning-based optimization (TLBO) for
parameter optimization of SVM, and the good performance
was validated by a financial case. Tang et al. [61] proposed a
Lévy flight-based shuffled frog-leaping algorithm for deter-
mining the best parameters of SVM. Ahmadi et al. [62]
developed the imperialist competition algorithm (ICA) to
determine the best parameters of SVM for stock market tim-
ing. Li et al. [22] proposed SCA to tune the best parameters
of SVM, and the good results were verified on several bench-
mark datasets. Rojas-Dominguez et al. [63] proposed to use
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Figure 3: Convergence curves of ESCA_PSO and other algorithms 9 selected benchmark functions.
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several metaheuristics to search for the best parameters of
SVM, and the results showed that the estimation of distribu-
tion algorithms can achieve the best results. Tharwat et al.
[64] proposed a chaotic antlion optimizer for tuning the best
parameters, and the effectiveness was validated on an array
of well-known datasets. Bablani et al. [65] proposed to use
the bat algorithm (BA) to simultaneously determine the
optimal parameters of SVM and the best subset of features
and applied the model for dealing with the electroencepha-
lography (EEG) data.

In this study, we applied ESCA_PSO to search for the
best parameters of SVM, and the resultant model was called
ESCA_PSO-SVM as shown in Figure 4. ESCA_PSO-SVM

was applied to predict two different medical problems
including the Bupa liver and the Cleveland heart.

The Bupa liver diabetes dataset has a total of 345 samples
and 7 features. Table 6 demonstrates the detailed results got
by ESCA_PSO-SVM via 10-fold crossvalidation. As shown
in Table 6, ESCA_PSO-SVM has got an average accuracy
(ACC) of 73.04%, an average sensitivity of 59.18%, an aver-
age specificity of 83.81%, and an average Mathews correla-
tion coefficient (MCC) of 0.4404.

From Figure 5, it is clear that ESCA_PSO-SVM has more
excellent performance than SCA-SVM in such four indexes.
Moreover, compared with the prediction accuracy, the
ESCA_PSO-SVM has the best precision, while the KNN

Optimal parameter using
ESCA_PSO

Train SVM based on four
folds of traning set

Evaluate the accuracy of
the SVM model on the rest

one test data No

Yes

5 fold cross-validation
Opitmal parameters

Does K has a
value equal to 5?

Does K has a
value equal to 10?

Predicted based on the test
set using to optimal SVM

model

Get the optimal SVM model Start

10 fold cross-validation

Average the prediction results
on ten independent tests

End

Load the dataset

Normalization of the input
data

Train SVM based on the nine
folds of traning sets

Training set10 Test set10

Test set1 Traniing set1

Figure 4: Flowchart of ESCA_PSO-SVM.

Table 6: Results obtained by ESCA_PSO-SVM on the Bupa liver problem.

Fold ACC (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) MCC

No. 1 74.29 61.54 81.82 0.4414

No. 2 67.65 36.36 82.61 0.2092

No. 3 80.00 71.43 85.71 0.5794

No. 4 82.35 90.91 78.26 0.6517

No. 5 82.35 64.29 95.00 0.6404

No. 6 71.43 54.55 79.17 0.3371

No. 7 64.71 55.56 75.00 0.3099

No. 8 62.86 38.89 88.24 0.3102

No. 9 77.14 65.00 93.33 0.5893

No. 10 67.65 53.33 78.95 0.3354

Avg. 73.04 59.18 83.81 0.4404

Max 82.35 90.91 95.00 0.6517

Min 62.86 36.36 75.00 0.2092
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model has the lowest precision. Based on the sensitivity metric,
ESCA_PSO-SVM ranked second, while BP obtained the worst
values. In terms of the obtained specificity, ESCA_PSO-SVM
was the best, followed by SVM, SCA-SVM, BP, KNN, and
CART. In terms of the MCC, ESCA_PSO-SVM provided the
best value, followed by SVM, SCA-SVM, CART, BP, and
KNN. It suggests that ESCA_PSO-SVM is more advantageous
and stable in solving the Bupa liver problem.

The Cleveland heart data was got from the UCI reposi-
tory, and it includes 303 samples and 76 features. Table 7
shows the detailed results of ESCA_PSO-SVM through 10-

fold crossvalidation on this dataset. From Table 7, ESCA_
PSO-SVM has got an average ACC of 82.81%, a sensitivity
of 76.88%, a specificity of 86.38%, and an MCC of 0.6486.

In Figure 6, ESCA_PSO-SVM is superior to SCA-SVM
in terms of four evaluation indexes. Concerning the classifi-
cation accuracy, it can be seen clearly that the ESCA_PSO-
SVM has got the best ACC, whereas BP has the lowest pre-
cision. In terms of the sensitivity metric, the value of SVM is
the same as that of ESCA_PSO-SVM which takes the first
place. As for the specificity metric, although SCA-SVM
ranked first place, it was only slightly superior to ESCA_
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Figure 5: Comparison between the ESCA_PSO-SVM and other methods on the Bupa liver problem.

Table 7: Results obtained by ESCA_PSO-SVM on the Cleveland heart problem.

Fold ACC (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) MCC

No. 1 76.67 72.22 83.33 0.5443

No. 2 87.10 78.57 94.12 0.7427

No. 3 83.33 76.92 88.24 0.6591

No. 4 77.42 76.92 77.78 0.5424

No. 5 80.00 69.23 88.24 0.5909

No. 6 76.67 78.57 75.00 0.5345

No. 7 83.33 87.50 78.57 0.6652

No. 8 83.33 50.00 100.00 0.6325

No. 9 93.55 90.00 95.24 0.8524

No. 10 86.67 88.89 83.33 0.7222

Avg. 82.81 76.88 86.38 0.6486

Max 93.55 90.00 100.00 0.8524

Min 76.67 50.00 75.00 0.5345
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PSO-SVM. According to the MCC metric, ESCA_PSO pro-
vided the best value, followed successively by SCA-SVM,
SVM, KNN, CART, and BP. These all proved the robustness
and stableness of the ESCA_PSO-SVM on the Cleveland
heart problem. Shortly, many problems are waiting to be
optimized for which ESCA_PSO can be applied, such as
disease module identification [66], molecular signatures
identification for cancer diagnosis [67], drug-disease associ-
ations prediction [68], drug discovery [69], and pharma-
coinformatic data mining [70].

5. Conclusions and Future Directions

To make up for the deficiency of SCA_PSO, this paper pro-
posed ESCA_PSO, an enhanced version of SCA_PSO. The
chance of prematurely falling into convergence was effec-
tively reduced by introducing DE and joint mutation mech-
anisms. To verify its performance, it was compared with
seven advanced algorithms on 30 benchmark function sets.
The experimental results showed that the performance of
the proposed algorithm was better than that of the tradi-
tional optimization algorithms and had certain competitive-
ness with LSHADE. Inspired by the “No Free Lunch” theory,
this paper further explored the application of ESCA_PSO in
medical diagnosis and successfully applied it to hyperpara-
meter optimization of support vector machine.

The results showed that the support vector machine
model combined with the proposed algorithm outperformed
the other five existing models and achieved an average accu-
racy of 82.81%. In conclusion, the proposed algorithm can
be regarded as a reliable technique for solving practical
problems.

For future work, there are still many problems worthy of
study. First of all, we will continue to improve the algorithm,
by means such as trying to introduce other metaheuristic
algorithms or optimizing the time complexity while ensuring
the effect. In addition, we will try to apply ESCA_PSO to
other fields such as image segmentation, clustering optimi-
zation, and discrete optimization.
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This paper applies the situational teaching mode to obstetric clinical nursing. When explaining the nursing operation skills,
according to the pre written script, design some common clinical nurse-patient conflicts and carry out situational simulation
performances, so as to inspire students to think about how to effectively communicate with patients and their families and
establish a harmonious nurse-patient relationship. At the same time, this paper also urges students to improve their initiative
of autonomous learning and actively participate in the whole process of learning, rather than passively accept knowledge.
Finally, the teaching methods of combining obstetric clinical nursing teaching with experimental teaching were compared to
explore the effectiveness of situational teaching simulation teaching mode. Through the experimental comparative analysis, it
can be seen that the obstetric clinical nursing teaching model based on situational teaching simulation has a certain effect and
has a good guiding significance for the practical teaching of obstetric clinical nursing.

1. Introduction

Scenario-based teaching refers to a teaching method in which
teachers create a realistic teaching situation with the support
of relevant technical conditions according to the requirements
of teaching objectives, so that students can play roles in an
environment close to the real situation, and learn relevant
knowledge and skills from it. The nursing teaching of
obstetrics and gynecology in secondary vocational education
is a practical course. Students need to master proficient oper-
ating skills and be familiar with various practical problems
during the study period, so that they can be handy in the
future nursing work in obstetrics and gynecology, deal with
various problems calmly, and improve patients’ satisfaction
with nursing. Therefore, the teaching of obstetrics and
gynecology should actively introduce the situational teaching
method to fully demonstrate the dominant position of
students.

At present, with the wide application of information
technology, the nursing teaching of secondary vocational

obstetrics and gynecology has made new progress. Teachers
use the support of multimedia technology in the classroom,
which can make the teaching content richer and more vivid,
which is convenient for students to extensively study practical
cases, and then guide their own professional skills training.
However, the nursing work of obstetrics and gynecology con-
tains many contents, even very trivial. In the treatment of
gynecological diseases and maternal care, students need to
have strong practical ability to provide effective nursing and
help to patients. Therefore, the nursing course of obstetrics
and gynecology has the characteristics of large amount of
knowledge and abstract content, and the existing teaching
work still has certain shortcomings.

The purpose of scenario teaching is to stimulate students’
enthusiasm and initiative. Therefore, after selecting and
creating scenarios, teachers should further set up specific tasks
and problems to give students the opportunity to learn
independently. Teachers can divide the students in the class
into several groups and then introduce problems that need to
be considered and dealt with in various situations and then
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discussed by the group members. The members of the group
have both division of labor and cooperation, and they jointly
apply the relevant knowledge points of obstetrics and gynecol-
ogy nursing, break through difficulties, and propose solutions,
so as to realize the integration of theory and practice. For exam-
ple, after collecting and examining the medical history of
obstetrics and gynecology patients, how to formulate nursing

measures according to different cases and the issues that should
be paid attention to in the nursing work after natural child-
birth, etc. can be used as topics for students to think about.
Moreover, students draw and practice through simulation,
and finally, the group representatives make a summary and
share the results in the class. Through the analysis of different
case scenarios, the team members communicated nursing
plans, which not only realized mutual learning but also facili-
tated familiarity with more practical scenarios.

In order to improve the clinical nursing effect of obstet-
rics, this paper applies situational teaching to the clinical
nursing research teaching of obstetrics, improves the teach-
ing effect of obstetrics nursing, and promotes the nursing
effect of hospital obstetrics.

2. Related Work

The situational teaching method dilutes the traditional
teacher’s “preaching” color, gives students more classroom
practice, stimulates students’ interest in learning, and creates
a good classroom learning atmosphere. The situational
teaching method changes students’ passive acceptance state,
encourages students to actively participate in teaching activ-
ities, and promotes abstraction. The specific theoretical
knowledge can effectively make up for the shortcomings of
traditional “cramming” teaching and optimize the teaching
effect of obstetrics and gynecology nursing. In the simulation
situation, students play a certain role in it, actively partici-
pate in practical activities, think and explain according to
learning theory, and give students more opportunities to
express and think [1]. Actively participating in classroom
learning activities is conducive to improving the enthusiasm
of classroom teaching, improving the openness of teaching,
and enabling students to better grasp the knowledge of
obstetrics and gynecology nursing [2].

In the process of situational teaching, the use of situa-
tional interaction can promote teachers and students to
communicate on an equal footing. At the same time,
teachers can also guide students to express their personal
opinions, so that students can analyze and solve problems,
put forward personal opinions, and improve students’ inno-
vative ability. The situational teaching mode breaks the tra-
ditional teaching mode, combines theory with practice,
cultivates students’ autonomous learning ability, urges stu-
dents to deeply understand relevant theories, realizes enter-
taining, pays more attention to the cultivation of patients’
true feelings, and improves the communication skills
between nurses and patients [3]. Actual situational teaching
can provide students with more opportunities for practical
exercise and encourage students to combine the professional
knowledge of obstetrics and gynecology nursing and related
knowledge and use the simulation environment to encour-
age students to realize empathy and train their professional
quality and thinking. Moral quality, psychological quality,
and body speed, promote self-education and, at the same
time, promote better development of students, realize divi-
sion of labor and mutual learning through situational dem-
onstrations, cultivate students’ spirit of unity and
cooperation, improve students’ work ability, and lay a good

Table 1: Comparison of total test scores.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 79.33 84.90 11 73.37 69.20

2 73.17 81.21 12 77.27 73.67

3 81.81 75.01 13 81.52 69.20

4 77.76 71.42 14 77.88 83.25

5 65.36 75.00 15 76.07 79.89

6 78.32 82.90 16 64.04 76.29

7 70.67 75.35 17 81.40 81.53

8 80.80 72.20 18 78.08 85.64

9 69.67 79.46 19 73.49 71.13

10 71.52 86.35 20 77.08 84.21

Table 2: Comparison of nurse-patient communication scores.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 13.17 15.41 11 8.07 14.42

2 12.05 14.29 12 9.06 16.54

3 16.85 16.33 13 11.47 16.61

4 13.07 14.19 14 16.87 15.28

5 11.92 15.90 15 14.23 17.00

6 13.72 14.86 16 14.24 14.12

7 8.03 14.42 17 8.53 16.78

8 16.60 14.76 18 14.69 14.40

9 13.27 15.19 19 9.96 14.25

10 15.52 14.27 20 9.02 16.44

Table 3: Comparison of experimental operation skills scores.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 68.26 63.05 11 65.91 58.88

2 56.17 65.46 12 69.77 58.03

3 61.25 57.62 13 62.21 66.85

4 65.03 57.33 14 68.19 63.16

5 60.71 61.03 15 65.98 67.05

6 65.19 70.88 16 62.60 70.44

7 65.67 56.60 17 56.37 65.35

8 64.40 60.60 18 67.33 62.93

9 56.89 57.54 19 60.27 68.56

10 58.24 60.45 20 64.72 69.45
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foundation for students’ future development. [4]. Therefore,
the situational teaching mode is an open teaching mode,
which is conducive to cultivating students’ various abilities
and meeting the requirements of cultivating high-quality
applied talents [5].

During the situational teaching, students analyze and
discuss nursing error cases, so that students can realize that
once mistakes occur in the work, nursing errors may occur
and then cultivate students to enrich medical theoretical
knowledge and serious and responsible attitude, cultivate
students’ prudent and independent spirit, and avoid occur-
rences as much as possible. With the popularization and

development of hospital nursing systemization, the teaching
focus has shifted to realize the integration of nursing teach-
ing [6]. In the process of obstetrics and gynecology nursing
training, doctors and nurses can be combined with clinical
teaching, and theoretical learning and practice can be com-
bined, which can promote strengths and avoid weaknesses,
transform medical knowledge and nursing theory into prac-
tice, and promote students to better observe and analyze
conditions, shorten the distance between theory and practice
as much as possible, consolidate classroom knowledge, bet-
ter understand and master nursing procedures and really
apply them to practice, improve students’ nursing level,
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and lay a good foundation for students’ clinical practice and
practical work [7].

During scenario teaching, teachers can guide students to
analyze specific scenarios with the help of basic theories and
then be able to identify problems, analyze problems, and
choose the best solution. The combination of basic theory
and specific practice can cultivate students’ ability to inte-
grate theory with practice, realize application of what they
have learned, and cultivate students’ clinical practice. It can
change the current disconnection between knowledge and
action and improve students’ problem analysis ability and
problem solving ability [8]. The situational teaching mode
changes the traditional single teaching method, respects the
dominant position of students in the classroom, realizes
the bilateral interaction between teachers and students, and
improves the teaching quality of obstetrics and gynecology
nursing. It can optimize the effect of classroom teaching,

promote bilateral interaction between teachers and students,
and gradually cultivate students’ clinical thinking. The situa-
tional teaching mode is more vivid, intuitive, and vivid,
which enables students to carry out practical exercises more
concretely and deeply, gives students a better emotional
experience, cultivates students’ active learning attitude, and
improves the teaching effect of obstetrics and gynecology
nursing [9]. In the traditional teaching process, teachers
pay more attention to the diagnosis and treatment of obstet-
rics and gynecology diseases of students, but they do not pay
enough attention to cultivating students’ comprehensive
quality and overall nursing concept, which prevents students
from effectively grasping the overall nursing effect [10].
From the current point of view, the overall nursing applica-
tion in the teaching of obstetrics and gynecology nursing is
not very ideal and thus cannot meet the requirements of
clinical nursing and health care. Reforming teaching
methods is conducive to cultivating more practical talents,
improving students’ business ability and professional ability,
and improving the overall quality of nursing [11]. As a
teaching practice and a feasible and effective teaching
method, the situational teaching mode breaks through the
traditional teaching mode, makes up for the shortcomings
of pure knowledge imparting, promotes emotional reso-
nance between teachers and students, and then stimulates
students’ interest in learning and improves the teaching of
obstetrics and gynecology nursing. It can cultivate more
practical and high-quality nursing talents [12].

3. Research Method

3.1. Test Preparation. We randomly select the students into
groups and divided them into the experimental group and
the control group. There is no significant difference in the
medical education background of the two groups of stu-
dents, and they were comparable. The theoretical and
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Figure 3: Comparison of experimental operation skills scores.

Table 4: Comparison of the theoretical test scores of the two
groups of students.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 59.13 76.91 11 70.80 63.78

2 69.79 79.32 12 61.92 72.48

3 66.05 73.87 13 62.23 69.18

4 74.85 64.78 14 75.34 67.72

5 60.12 72.40 15 62.59 75.78

6 79.77 60.59 16 59.45 69.25

7 72.42 78.84 17 76.71 69.30

8 75.97 69.51 18 61.08 73.04

9 70.78 59.59 19 64.39 76.68

10 73.48 76.79 20 61.98 66.96
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experimental teaching of the two groups of students is all
completed by the researchers themselves, and the teaching
syllabus, teaching plan, number of hours, teaching objec-
tives, and teaching progress are all the same. In the teaching
of the experimental group, some experimental courses are
selected to be taught by the PBL-scenario simulation teach-
ing method, and the teaching of the control group is taught
by the traditional teaching method.

The PBL teaching method adopts a problem-based
teaching method, and the design and compilation of medical
records is the core of the whole teaching. The design and
compilation of medical records should be based on the
undergraduate syllabus and teaching objectives, covering
the teaching content of the taught courses, with prominent
key points and difficulties, and students should be able to
find enough relevant materials and reference books or learn-
ing websites for autonomous learning. The medical records
are sufficiently representative, inspiring, and exploratory.
The design of medical records should be clear in diagnosis
and moderate in difficulty and in line with the cognitive
characteristics and level of students in school and can be
grasped and understood by students. When compiling PBL
medical records, the teacher designs and compiles the cases
according to the selected nursing operation techniques
[13]. After forming the preliminary cases, the teachers of
the teaching and research department will design and dis-
cuss in detail whether the various manifestations of the cases
and the auxiliary examination conditions are true and com-
plete when the teaching and research room meetings are
held. Finally, in order to make the cases more standardized,
systematic, and more in line with the actual clinical situa-
tion, after the preparation of the medical records, the cases
are handed over to the teachers of the obstetrics and gyne-
cology department of the internship hospital for discussion
and revision in the department, and the final SC is formed.
After the writing of SC is completed, it is rewritten according

Table 5: Comparison of the ability to find the truth.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 36.99 43.84 11 42.40 46.93

2 31.96 37.00 12 34.98 42.88

3 37.44 36.11 13 31.89 36.95

4 43.74 37.16 14 38.07 40.96

5 41.34 45.11 15 33.53 41.69

6 34.05 35.21 16 33.74 42.34

7 31.81 45.03 17 37.18 36.89

8 32.16 41.78 18 43.61 39.17

9 31.58 35.28 19 38.87 35.87

10 33.71 46.99 20 43.25 43.03

Table 6: Comparison of open minds.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 41.13 45.29 11 37.33 35.57

2 32.85 43.05 12 44.60 38.16

3 37.22 43.83 13 44.11 37.73

4 40.36 45.92 14 37.20 41.02

5 33.35 41.87 15 43.37 43.14

6 35.50 35.46 16 35.31 46.75

7 43.42 41.11 17 36.71 38.02

8 39.49 36.81 18 34.42 44.55

9 40.20 45.48 19 34.47 42.71

10 39.88 39.62 20 36.77 36.57
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to the experimental content, and it is divided into student
version and teacher version. In the case of the student ver-
sion, there is a brief introduction of the medical history
and a small number of physical examination results, which
only serve to introduce the case and inspire students to
think. The teacher’s version of the case contains comprehen-
sive medical history, physical examination, and laboratory

test results, which are used for teachers to guide students’
thinking.

For students, PBL situational simulation teaching is a
brand-new teaching mode. Before this study, all students
had never been exposed to this teaching method. Before
teaching, students should give a brief introduction to the
PBL scenario simulation teaching method. At the same time,
it is necessary to do a good job of mobilizing students’
thoughts, so that students have the necessary understanding
of this teaching method and sufficient psychological prepa-
ration to accept a new teaching method. In addition, it is
necessary to inform students that PBL teaching is a teaching
method of “teacher-led, student-based, and case-based.” The
five-stage teaching process is applied in PBL teaching,
namely, teachers raise questions, and students establish
hypotheses, collect data, demonstrate hypotheses, and sum-
marize [14]. In PBL teaching, only by thinking indepen-
dently and independently can we acquire knowledge and
solve problems. A situational teaching method means that
in the process of teaching, teachers purposefully design or
introduce realistic clinical scenarios, so that students can
be immersed in the situation, arouse students’ emotional
experience, stimulate students to think actively, and finally
inspire students to understand knowledge, analyze

Table 7: Comparison of analytical capabilities.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 37.78 42.12 11 45.97 45.92

2 41.57 39.05 12 35.14 38.30

3 38.50 45.29 13 43.06 45.73

4 43.45 48.69 14 35.38 42.38

5 37.02 45.83 15 44.95 39.41

6 42.50 42.78 16 44.74 40.34

7 41.02 48.38 17 37.49 44.41

8 41.12 41.14 18 41.51 48.67

9 35.85 45.95 19 43.31 45.00

10 44.03 40.84 20 38.07 39.97

Table 8: Comparison of systematic capabilities.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 34.06 45.40 11 36.82 34.65

2 44.16 45.00 12 44.92 44.11

3 40.88 37.04 13 33.56 38.00

4 34.24 40.72 14 43.96 34.46

5 39.00 35.07 15 37.48 34.51

6 41.12 38.05 16 41.40 36.71

7 40.78 36.41 17 34.11 35.15

8 45.12 35.26 18 43.44 44.28

9 41.66 37.40 19 36.23 44.17

10 45.11 36.13 20 38.35 36.18

Table 9: Comparison of self-confidence in critical thinking.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 38.36 35.80 11 42.12 47.52

2 41.15 44.22 12 35.03 42.23

3 42.69 39.14 13 36.84 44.32

4 34.67 41.78 14 46.05 47.38

5 39.99 46.44 15 39.88 39.11

6 42.04 36.82 16 38.59 35.25

7 40.72 40.71 17 40.61 37.14

8 35.65 45.64 18 46.49 35.11

9 41.82 42.67 19 42.53 42.89

10 44.87 39.70 20 43.02 36.79

Table 10: Comparison of intellectual curiosity.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 39.89 43.24 11 43.46 44.10

2 43.79 39.95 12 42.02 46.58

3 40.02 47.49 13 40.17 42.60

4 35.88 37.66 14 42.01 40.77

5 38.70 43.44 15 46.55 38.56

6 44.42 38.44 16 35.74 45.23

7 40.71 44.41 17 42.38 44.51

8 38.18 42.68 18 42.99 41.91

9 35.68 42.85 19 36.52 38.19

10 40.32 46.34 20 45.23 37.11

Table 11: Comparison of cognitive maturity.

Number
Control
group

Test
group

Number
Control
group

Test
group

1 36.50 43.10 11 34.27 40.39

2 38.49 36.38 12 39.16 34.93

3 44.63 44.79 13 37.23 44.98

4 45.28 41.93 14 36.03 40.54

5 44.68 35.52 15 42.34 40.28

6 38.87 35.49 16 41.75 40.58

7 43.69 39.13 17 40.33 44.14

8 45.13 39.19 18 33.77 45.71

9 39.51 44.41 19 41.74 43.18

10 45.56 40.51 20 39.58 34.63
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problems, deal with emergencies, and communicate and
coordinate. Moreover, situational teaching emphasizes plac-
ing learning in a real situation, so that students can have real
experience and solve real problems.

After the SC preparation is completed, according to the
characteristics of the case and the development process of the
disease, a scenario simulation script is prepared. First of all,
according to the needs of the development of the plot, the
characters to appear are generally composed of 1 nurse, 1
patient, and 1.2 family members of the patient. Secondly, it is
necessary to discuss the writing of the script with the nurse-
patient communication teacher, set the nurse-patient conflict
in the experiment, and write the script. For example, in scene
1, because of lack of medical knowledge, a woman with episiot-
omy who refused to perform genital scrubbing operation had
some language conflicts with the nurse and refused to continue
treatment. In scenario 2, there is a lack of breastfeeding
knowledge, and there is difficulty in breastfeeding, and the
mother and family members who are ready to choose supple-
mentary feeding. In scene 3, the patient is faced with arrears
and withdrawal of medication, the family members are waiting
in the corridor for the patient to undergo vaginal lavage treat-
ment, and the anxious family members speak rudely to the
nursing staff and other common conflicts. Finally, after the
playbook is finalized, teachers guide students to memorize
and recite lines and guide and correct students’ performances
[15]. In order to avoid the students’ performances being too
exaggerated, false, and the traces of the performances too
heavy, it is necessary to make all the students’ attention focus
on the performance itself, so as to avoid ignoring the solution
of the problem and fail to achieve the purpose of promoting
students’ critical thinking. At the same time, the test site needs
to be prepared according to the experimental requirements.
The test site is set up in the classroom of the nursing depart-
ment, and the simulated hospital bed is set up in the classroom.

As a new open teaching method, PBL-scenario simulation
teaching method has higher requirements on teachers’ own
professional quality, classroom regulation ability, teaching
skills, language communication ability, and so on. This teach-
ing method not only requires teachers to be proficient and
thorough in the content of this major and the course but also
requires teachers to master a lot of knowledge of related disci-
plines and have the ability to ask and solve problems, the abil-
ity to use knowledge flexibly, more rigorous logical thinking,
and good organizational skills and to be able to mobilize
students’ enthusiasm, achieve entertaining, and control the
rhythm of the classroom [16]. Therefore, when teaching
PBL-scenario simulation teaching method, teachers need to
learn and read a large number of PBL and situational simula-
tion teaching materials and be proficient in the PBL-scenario
simulation teaching method. Before teaching, teachers should
prepare lessons carefully, write medical records, and be famil-
iar with the contents of cases and related knowledge of anat-
omy, physiology, and pathology. At the same time, it is also
necessary to have rich clinical experience and communication
skills and to be able to cope with the occurrence of
emergencies, all of which put forward very high requirements
for teachers.

3.2. Implementation of Scenario Simulation Teaching. In the
first stage (20 minutes after the theory class), the problem is
raised, and the division of labor is arranged. This stage is not
completed in the experimental class, but in 20 minutes after
the theoretical class, 3-5 days before the first experimental
class, the teacher distributes the SC to the students, finds a
student to read the SC aloud in the class, and guides the stu-
dents to familiarize themselves with the case, so as to ensure
that there are no questions that the students cannot under-
stand in the case. After that, we need to select the leader of
the group discussion and arrange for the leader to lead the
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Figure 5: Comparison of the ability to find the truth.
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students to have an after-class discussion and ask interesting
learning questions. At the same time, it is necessary to
decompose, classify, and arrange the problems raised to
ensure that each student in the group has a problem that
needs to be solved. Finally, the reference books and websites
that students use to solve problems are given to ensure that
students can get enough help and expand their learning
space and time. In the second stage (the first experimental
class), there are class discussion and problem-solving stage.
This stage is completed in the experimental classroom, and
the patient and the patient’s family will tell the medical his-
tory process according to the lines written in advance. After

listening to the narration of the medical history, the group
members will discuss and share the materials they have col-
lected with the group members and use the brainstorming
method. After that, students need to be encouraged to put
forward as many assumptions and questions as possible
and then question these assumptions and questions one by
one. At the same time, there needs to be an in-group discus-
sion, the secretary records the feedback information, and
then the students discuss further to solve the problem. After
a large amount of data collection, information aggregation,
and layer-by-layer analysis and after removing the false
and keeping the truth, a summary is made, the most
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appropriate treatment method is found, and the students are
guided to analyze the nursing operation skills most needed
by the patients and lead to the experimental teaching
content of the next class. At the same time, the teacher
assigns the teaching tasks of the next experimental class to
the students, shows the conflict script to the students, guides
the students to discuss after class, and analyzes the method
to resolve the conflict. In phase 3 (second lab session), ques-
tions left over from the previous session are discussed to
ensure there are no more unresolved issues. After that, the
teacher taught nursing operation techniques. During the
process of the teacher’s narration and teaching, the students

who played the patient and their family members performed
according to the script written in advance, forming a conflict
between nurses and patients. At this time, it is necessary to
guide students to use the knowledge of nurse-patient
communication that they have learned to analyze and
resolve the conflict between nurses and patients and form
a summary after class discussion. Finally, it is necessary to
guide students to practice experimental operation tech-
niques in groups and require students to master the experi-
mental operation steps. Before getting out of class, the
teacher assigns homework and asks each student to organize
the knowledge gained from self-learning into documents,
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Figure 8: Comparison of systematic capabilities.
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send them to the public mailbox to report and exchange, and
solve problems together through the sharing of information
and experience. At the same time, the teacher summarizes
the key points and difficulties of the teaching and gives feed-
back and evaluation of the teaching activities to give positive
encouragement to students, affirm students’ spirit of explo-
ration and active learning performance, and give objective
evaluations at the same time.

In the first experimental class, it is necessary to teach
the experiment according to the requirements of the
experimental outline, follow the experimental operation
guidance steps, and tell the students about the experimen-
tal purpose, operation materials, experimental steps, and
experimental precautions. At the same time, it is necessary
to play the recorded experimental operation video and
teach it and then guide the students to practice in groups
and the teacher to patrol. In the second experimental class,
it is necessary to point out the common mistakes and defi-
ciencies of the students in the first experimental class and
guide the students to practice in groups, and the teachers
will inspect and help the students to correct the problems
in time. Before the end of the experimental class, the
teacher summarizes the steps that students are prone to
make mistakes in operation and gives emphasis and guid-
ance [17].

3.3. Data Collection. After the two experiments are com-
pleted, a questionnaire was distributed to investigate the
teaching effect of the two experimental teaching methods.
In order to ensure the effectiveness and fairness of the
assessment, the distribution and recovery of the question-
naires are independently completed by the researchers
themselves.

After the data was collected and sorted, SPSS13.0 software
was used for statistical analysis and processing. In general,
descriptive statistical analysis and chi-square test are used for

analysis. For students’ theoretical test scores, experimental
assessment scores, experimental teaching method teaching
effect investigation, critical thinking ability measurement,
and medical students’ communication skills and attitude mea-
surement, normality analysis of the data is carried out first.
The data are normally distributed and are further tested by a
t-test.

4. Result

The scores of nurse-patient communication and experi-
mental operation skills all showed a normal distribution.
The data are then subjected to descriptive statistics and
independent samples t-test, and the results show that the
students in the experimental group have higher test scores
than the control group, and the difference is statistically
significant. The test results are shown in Tables 1–3. The
corresponding statistical chart is shown in Figures 1–3.

After the test results come out, the scores are input
into SPSS13.0, and a single-sample normality analysis is
carried out, which shows that the test scores are normally
distributed. Then descriptive statistics and independent
samples t-test are performed, and the analysis results show
that there is no statistically significant difference in theo-
retical scores between the experimental group and the
control group, as shown in Table 4 below. The corre-
sponding statistical chart is shown in Figure 4.

The comparison of critical thinking is shown in
Tables 5–11. The corresponding statistical chart is shown
in Figures 5–11. Descriptive statistics and independent
samples t-test are performed on the scores of the students
in the two groups. The results show that the total score of
the CTDI-CV scale of the students in the experimental
group is higher than that in the control group, and the
difference is statistically significant.
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5. Analysis and Discussion

After reforming the traditional experimental course teach-
ing, this research has preliminarily constructed the PBL-
scenario simulation combined teaching method and
applied it in the teaching of the experimental course of
obstetrics and gynecology nursing. This teaching method
combines PBL teaching with situational simulation teach-
ing method. In the experiment, the teacher first gave the
students SC and guides the students to study in groups,
discuss, look up materials, analyze cases, and analyze layer
by layer. In addition, teachers make students find the most
appropriate treatment method and select patients who
need nursing operation skills most. In the explanation of
nursing operation techniques, according to the prewritten
script, a situational simulation performance is performed,
and some common clinical nurse-patient conflicts are
designed to inspire students to think about how to com-
municate effectively with patients and their families and
establish a harmonious nurse-patient relationship. More-
over, every link in the teaching process reflects the princi-
ple of “students as the main body, teachers as the main
body, and cases as the main line.” It urges students to
improve the initiative of self-learning and actively partici-
pate in the whole process of learning, instead of passively
accepting knowledge.

Obstetrics and Gynecology Nursing, as the main clinical
course of nursing, is offered in the sixth semester, which is
the last semester for students to study at the school. At this
point, students have learned all the basic medical courses
and most of the clinical medical courses, laid a good medical
foundation and self-learning ability, and formed a prelimi-
nary medical analysis ability. This enables PBL-scenario-
simulation combined teaching to be opened and welcomed
by students.
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Objective. To identify and validate effective clinical predictors for the long-term prognosis of patients with cervical cancer.
Methods. Cervical cancer patients were retrieved from the TCGA database, and patients’ clinical data were collected and
analyzed for the predictive value of long-term prognosis. In the other branch of the study, patients with cervical cancer and
admitted to our hospital between January 1, 2016, and December 31, 2016, were retrieved and followed up for prognosis
analysis. Results. In the database patient cohort of our study, 607 cases with cervical cancer were analyzed. Aneuploidy score
(p = 0:012), Buffa hypoxia score (p = 0:013), histologic grade (p = 0:01), fraction genome altered >0.4 (p < 0:001), weight > 60 kg
(p < 0:001), height > 160 cm (p = 0:047), BMI <18.5 (p = 0:023), Winter hypoxia score (p = 0:002), and adjuvant postoperative
radiotherapy were good predictors for disease-free survival (DFS), while aneuploidy score (p = 0:001), MSI sensor score > 0.5
(p = 0:035), person neoplasm status (p < 0:001), race (p = 0:006), Ragnum hypoxia score (p = 0:012), weight (p < 0:001), height
(p < 0:001), and BMI < 18.5 (p = 0:04) were good predictors for overall survival (OS). In the admitted patient cohort, age over
60 years old at the time of diagnosis was the only clinical factor influencing the long-term DFS (p = 0:004). TNM stage above
III (p = 0:004), body weight > 70 kg (p < 0:001), and complicated with other cancer (p < 0:001) were clinical factor influencing
the long-term OS. Conclusions. Clinical factors, especially common to both cohorts, could be used to show the long-term
prognosis of cervical cancer.

1. Introduction

The American Cancer Society predicts that in the year of
2022, there will be about 14,100 women who will be new
cases of invasive cervical cancer, and about 4,280 women
who will die from cervical cancer [1]. All over the world,
women diagnosed with or died from cervical cancer in
2020 were estimated to be 604,127 or 341,831, respectively
[2]. Thanks to the screening methods of Pap smear test
and the recent detection of human papilloma virus (HPV)
subtypes, both the incidence and the deaths caused by cervi-
cal cancer have been decreasing over the past 40 years in the
United States [3].

Cervical cancer may present with different symptoms
and signs at different clinical stages, from none at early

stages (about 44% of cervical cancer are diagnosed at this
stage) to vaginal bleeding after intercourse between periods
or after menopause, bloody vaginal discharge, or pain during
intercourse at more advanced stages.

Serum or cancer tissue biomarkers for the prediction of
prognosis of cervical cancer have been reported [4, 5]. The
5-year survival rate for overall cervical cancer is 66%, which
is affected by race, ethnicity, age, and stage [2]. But the effi-
cacy of those clinical factors in the prediction of prognosis of
cervical cancer might be different due to the differences in
race, genetic factors, living habits, and economic conditions
across the world.

In this study, we investigated the efficacy of clinical fac-
tors in the prediction of the prognosis of patients with cervi-
cal cancer. We first analyzed data collected from a public
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database and then analyzed and validated the findings in
patients admitted to our hospital. We found that aneuploidy
score, Buffa hypoxia score, histologic grades, fraction
genome altered, weight, height, BMI, Winter hypoxia score,
adjuvant postoperative radiotherapy, MSI sensor score, per-
son neoplasm status, race, Ragnum hypoxia score were
important clinical predictors for the 5-year prognosis of cer-
vical cancer in patients from database, while age, TNM
stages, and body weight, diagnosed with other cancer, were
important clinical predictors for the 5-year prognosis of cer-
vical cancer in patients admitted to our hospital.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients. We searched the TCGA database (https://
cancergenome.nih.gov) and identified the cervical squamous
cell carcinoma dataset (n = 297) and the cervical squamous
cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocarcinoma dataset
(n = 310). All cases with available information were included
for analysis. Clinical data of patients diagnosed with pri-
mary cervical cancer and admitted to our hospital between

January 1, 2016, and December 31, 2016, were retrieved
for analysis. Patients were followed up for prognosis infor-
mation. This study was approved by the ethical committee
of our hospital. Informed consents were obtained during
follow up.

2.2. Data Extraction. Clinical characteristics, including age,
disease-free survival (DFS), overall survival (OS), race, clin-
ical stages, histologic grades, mutation count, weight, height,
BMI, and postoperative radiotherapy, were extracted from
the databases as well as patient records from our hospital.

2.3. Statistical Analyses. The measurement data were
expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). The Kaplan-
Meier survival curve was employed to show the correlations
between clinical characteristics and long-term prognosis,
including DFS and OS. The receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve was employed to show the effectiveness of clin-
ical characteristics to predict 5-year survival. Statistical anal-
yses were performed using SPSS 24.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
USA). A two-tailed p value of less than 0.05 was determined
as statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Clinical Characteristics. There were 607 patients col-
lected from the two TCGA database (Table 1). The mean
age at diagnosis was 48:2 ± 13:8 years old, with a mean
DFS of 34:2 ± 32:7 months, a mean OS of 33:3 ± 37:0
months, and a mean body weight of 73:1 ± 21:5 kg. Height,
weight, TNM stage, histologic stage, fraction genome altered,

Table 1: Characteristics of analyzed patients from database
(n = 607).

Variable Mean ± SD or subgroup n

Age at diagnosis (years) 48:2 ± 13:8 606

Weight (kg) 73:1 ± 21:5 548

Height (cm) 161:0 ± 7:3 265

DFS (months) 34:2 ± 32:7 242

OS (months) 33:3 ± 37:0 606

Clinical stage

IA 8

IB 155

IIA 26

IIB 44

IIIA 4

IIIB 43

IV 22

Histologic grade

I 36

II 267

III 237

IV 2

X 17

Race

White 415

Black 59

Asian 40

American Indian 16

Pacific islander 4

Fraction genome altered 0:27 ± 0:18 293

Lymphovascular invasion indicator
Yes 82

No 72

Neoplasm status
Tumor free 376

With tumor 146

Mutation count 180:3 ± 571:2 475

Table 2: Clinical factors for the prognosis of DFS of patients from
database.

Clinical factors p value (DFS) n

Age at diagnosis (years) 0.773 242

Lymph node stage 0.959 206

Tumor stage 0.856 202

Squamous cancer 0.245 242

Aneuploidy score 0.012 170

Buffa hypoxia score 0.013 170

Histologic grade groups 0.01 239

Fraction genome altered (>0.4) <0.001 242

Person neoplasm status 0.056 211

Race 0.322 211

Ragnum hypoxia score 0.3 123

Weight (<60 kg) <0.001 222

Patient height (<160 cm) 0.047 107

BMI< 18.5 0.023 93

Corpus uteri involvement 0.641 56

Winter hypoxia score 0.002 118

Adjuvant postoperative radiotherapy 0.017 69

Total number pregnancies 0.829 103

Cigarette smoking pack year 0.055 35

Hysterectomy type 0.213 75
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race, lymphovascular invasion indicator, neoplasm status,
and mutation count were further analyzed (Table 1). On
the other hand, ninety-four qualified patients were retrieved
from the medical record at our hospital, and the complete
data collected from 61 cases during our follow-up contact
were collected and analyzed. The mean age of followed-up
patients were 47:6 ± 9:1 years old, with a mean DFS of
59:2 ± 4:8 months, a mean OS of 58:0 ± 7:0 months, and a
mean body weight of 61:0 ± 7:3 kg.

3.2. Determination of Predictive Factors for DFS in Database
Patients. Aneuploidy score (p = 0:012), Buffa hypoxia score
(p = 0:013), histologic grade (p = 0:01), fraction genome
altered >0.4 (p < 0:001), weight > 60 kg (p < 0:001), height
> 160 cm (p = 0:047), BMI <18.5 (p = 0:023), Winter hypoxia
score (p = 0:002), and adjuvant postoperative radiotherapy

(p = 0:017) were all significantly correlated with disease-
free survival, whereas age at diagnosis, lymph node stage,
tumor stage, squamous cancer, person neoplasm status, race,
Ragnum hypoxia score, corpus uteri involvement, total
number of pregnancies, cigarette smoking, and hysterec-
tomy type were not (all p > 0:05, Table 2). Kaplan-Meier sur-
vival curves, as well as the corresponding ROC curves were
shown in Figure 1. When judged by the area under the
curve, weight < 60 kg showed the best value (area = 0:837)
in prediction of long-term DFS.

3.3. Determination of Predictive Factors for OS from
Database Patients. Aneuploidy score (p = 0:001), MSI sensor
score > 0.5 (p = 0:035), person neoplasm status (p < 0:001),
race (p = 0:006), Ragnum hypoxia score (p = 0:012), weight
(p < 0:001), height (p < 0:001), and BMI< 18.5 (p = 0:04)
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Figure 1: Kaplan-Meier survival curve and ROC curve of predictive value of clinical factors for DFS in database patients.
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were significantly associated with OS (Table 3). On the other
hand, age at diagnosis, clinical stages, histologic grade, frac-
tion genome altered, MSI MANTIS score, mutation count,
corpus uteri involvement, Winter hypoxia score, adjuvant
postoperative radiotherapy, total number pregnancies, ciga-
rette smoking, and hysterectomy type were not correlated
with OS (all p > 0:05, Table 3). Kaplan-Meier survival curves
and ROC curves of corresponding factors were shown in
Figure 2. Based on the area under the curve, Ragnum hyp-
oxia score and MSI sensor score > 0.5 both showed the best
value (area = 0:594) in prediction of long-term OS.

3.4. Predictive Factors for Admitted Patients. Age over 60
years old at the time of diagnosis was the only clinical factor
influencing the long-term DFS (p = 0:004). TNM stage
above III (p = 0:004), body weight > 70 kg (p < 0:001), and
complicated with other cancer (p < 0:001) were clinical fac-
tors influencing the long-term OS (Table 4). In the corre-
sponding ROC curves, age over 60 years had an area under
the curve of 0.942 for the prediction of long-term DFS,
whereas weight > 70 kg had an area under the curve of
0.722 for the prediction of long-term OS (Figure 3).

4. Discussion

In this study, due to the limited availability of many clinical
exams, a lot of clinical factors determined to be predictors of
the prognosis of cervical cancer in the database patient
cohort could not be validated in our admitted patient cohort.
Among clinical factors available in both database and admit-
ted patients, there were still quite a lot of differences. Histo-
logic grades, body weight, and adjuvant postoperative
radiotherapy were predictive factors for database patients’
DFS, whereas age > 60 years was the only predictive factors
for admitted patients’ DFS. On the other hand, body weight
was the only predictive factors for database patients’ OS,
whereas TNM stage, body weight, and complicated with
other cancer were the predictive factors for admitted
patients’ OS.

The finding of body weight as a predictor for the prog-
nosis of cervical cancer patients coincided with a recent
study, where patients received concurrent chemoradiother-
apy [6]. However, only 159/547 (29%) of database patients
and 34/61 (56%) of admitted patients in our study received
adjuvant postoperative radiotherapy, suggesting the efficacy
of weight or BMI as predictive factors for the prognosis of
cervical cancer does not rely on chemoradiotherapy, but
was really related to cervical cancer itself.

In the database cohort, 163/302 (54%) patients were
diagnosed at clinical stage I, 70/302 (23%) at clinical stage
II, 47/302 (16%) at clinical stage III, and 22/302 (7%) at
clinical stage IV, whereas in the admitted cohort, 17/61
(28%) patients were diagnosed at clinical stage I, 34/61
(56%) patients were diagnosed at clinical stage II, 5/61
(8%) patients were diagnosed at clinical stage III, and 5/61
(8%) patients were diagnosed at clinical stage IV. The later
stage at diagnosis in our admitted patients cohort suggests
a late detection, which might reflects a lower rate of annual
Pap smear and/or HPV screening, as well as the lower avail-

ability of HPV vaccination in China. Also, the finding that
clinical stage showed a good predictive value as a predictive
factor for the OS of cervical cancer in the admitted cohort,
but not in the database cohort, might be due to the relatively
higher percent (more weight) of clinical stage II patients.

The evolving development in big data techniques makes
data mining from published database a feasible and afford-
able way for clinical studies [7, 8], although the inconsis-
tency in study design and retrospectively collected data
make a lot of parameters incomparable between different
studies [9]. Ideally, comprehensive parameters in the field
of psychology and social-economy need to be obtained for
a better understanding of factors influencing the prognosis
of cervical cancer. Interesting topics might include income,
nutrient conditions, anxiety, depression [10], living habits,
etc. In our admitted cohort, we included the parameter of
“self-living,” which, although did not show significant con-
tribution to the long-term prognosis, was still near to statis-
tical borderline (p = 0:07) and might be a promising factor if
we include more cases in the future. Other clinical

Table 3: Clinical factors for the prognosis of OS of patients from
database.

Clinical factors p value (OS) n

Age at diagnosis (overall) 0.425 602

Lymph node stage 0.349 512

Tumor stage 0.998 484

Cancer type 0.849 604

Squamous 0.257 604

Aneuploidy score 0.001 293

Histologic grade 0.168 589

Fraction genome altered >0.05 297

MSIMANTIS score >0.05 297

MSI sensor score >0.05 297

MSI sensor score (>0.1) <0.001 297

MSI sensor score (>0.2) <0.001 297

MSI sensor score (>0.5) 0.035 297

MSI sensor score (>1) 0.572 297

Mutation count >0.05 533

Person neoplasm status <0.001 522

Race 0.006 534

Ragnum hypoxia score 0.012 293

Patient weight (overall) <0.001 547

Patient height (overall) <0.001 265

Patient height (< 170 cm) 0.01 265

BMI (overall) 0.032 218

BMI (<18.5) 0.004 218

Corpus uteri involvement 0.289 118

Winter hypoxia score >0.05 293

Adjuvant postoperative radiotherapy 0.941 159

Total number pregnancies 0.174 269

Cigarette smoking pack year >0.05 95

Hysterectomy type 0.39 170
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Figure 2: Kaplan-Meier survival curve and ROC curve of predictive value of clinical factors for OS in database patients.

Table 4: Predictive factors for survival of admitted patients.

Variable Cutoff p value of DFS p value of OS

Age at diagnosis (years)

Overall 0.38 0.25

>30 0.85 0.65

>40 0.73 0.41

>50 0.16 0.46

>60 0.004 0.1

TNM stage

Overall 0.87 0.004

II 0.53 0.49

III 0.71 0.004

IV 0.85 <0.001

Histologic grade

Overall 0.28 0.17

II 0.57 0.61

III 0.11 0.13

Radiation and/or chemotherapy Yes 0.68 0.53

Body weight (kg)

Overall 0.98 0.005

>50 0.73 0.41

>60 0.31 0.36

>70 0.76 <0.001
Smoke Yes 0.81 0.57

Longest dimension of lesion (cm)

Overall 1.00 0.65

>1 0.70 0.88

>2 0.34 0.12

>3 0.18 0.98

>4 0.72 0.39

Other cancer NA <0.001
Self-living Yes 0.89 0.07
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conditions, such as histories of labor induction [11], treat-
ment of preterm labor [12], fulminant hepatitis [13–16], role
of RNA interference [17], and HPV [18], might also contrib-
ute to the prognosis of cervical cancer.

To sum up, we found clinical factors, especially body
weight, histologic grades, age, TNM stages, complicated with
other cancers, and adjuvant postoperative radiotherapy, can
be valid long-term predictors of prognosis of cervical cancer.
A uniformed reporting system is needed for the benefit of
future updates and analyses.
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